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Abstract 

 

This study provides a critical analysis of the modern renaissance and popularization of the recorder in 

England, examining the phenomena and placing them within their broader musical and cultural 

contexts.  It explores the roles of the principal protagonists and institutions, arguing that a confluence 

of different agendas—musical, educational and social—within an environment of changing conditions, 

was crucial to the successful revival of an instrument, which in Victorian England had no living 

tradition at all.   

 

There was a clear relationship between the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century scholarship on 

the recorder and the desire to learn more about England’s ‘golden age’ of music during the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries.  Even before the 1870s, scholars represented the recorder as an obsolete 

instrument.  By the 1890s and particularly from 1900, there were a few people playing the instrument 

in public, most notably Canon Galpin and Arnold Dolmetsch.  Unquestionably, Dolmetsch’s work 

with the recorder between 1900 and the late 1920s was crucial to the subsequent mass revival.  

 

Changes in educational ideas and doctrine between the World Wars led to children’s music classes 

including active instrumental music making, in part to stimulate a sense of cultural identity.  From 

1926 the bamboo pipe gradually became the melodic instrument most commonly used in English 

schools, until Edgar Hunt, inspired by Arnold Dolmetsch’s Haslemere concerts, conceived of a 

popular recorder revival.  Hunt began to import inexpensive German recorders, and to research and 

publish pre-Classical recorder music. From 1935 the recorder began to usurp the place of the bamboo 

pipe in English elementary schools.   

 

Concurrently, musical and educational authorities were encouraging domestic music making, for 

social and musically nationalistic reasons, often linking it with Elizabethan music making.  The idea 

that a strong musical knowledge across all demographics could enable the nation to become ‘a land 

with music’ once more was invoked in many of the activities undertaken between the Wars.  The work 

of The Society of Recorder Players, established in 1937, was significant and had long-term 

consequences for the success of the popular revival, as well as for the relative status of the recorder.  

At the same time, classes established by Edgar Hunt at Trinity College of Music as well as new 

compositions for the recorder helped to legitimize the instrument. 

 

This thesis addresses a number of gaps in previous research, by exploring thoroughly the history of the 

recorder in England between 1879 and 1941, utilizing extensive primary source materials—many 

hitherto overlooked—; by examining linkages between the recorder’s increasing usage and the various 

strands of the English musical renaissance; and by determining why the recorder was so highly 

popular when other instruments—notably the bamboo pipe—appeared to have similar attributes.  
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Introduction 

 
It should be a source of inspiration to enthusiasts that the rising generation of composers and 

players take a serious view of the recorder’s place in the world of music and are setting out to 

re-establish and maintain the traditional supremacy in both instruments and players which 

England always enjoyed. 

        (Carl Dolmetsch, 1941)1 
 

Between the late-nineteenth century and the beginning of World War II, the musical, 

educational and social life of England underwent profound changes.  Whereas in early 

Victorian England unlimited access to art music was primarily the privilege of the 

financially secure, by the early-twentieth century it had become more available to the 

general population.  There was an ever-growing perception that England needed to 

support musical activities across all demographics in the interests of re-establishing 

herself as a musical nation.  Technological, political, economic and social 

developments and the impact of World War I led to changes in aesthetic taste, as well 

as to important changes in people’s beliefs about the role and function of music in 

society.  Within this dynamic environment, the recorder rose from being an obsolete 

instrument—a concern only of scholars and antiquarians—to being a popular 

instrument played by thousands, with the potential—since realized—to be one of the 

most prolifically played instruments in England. 

 

This thesis is a history of the renaissance and the revival of the recorder in England 

during that time.  It traces the process of the recorder’s rebirth through the research of 

the scholars who brought it to light, through the performances and activities of the 

early English players, and particularly through the planning, organization and work of 

the protagonists of the wider recorder movement.  In effect, it establishes a coherent 

chronology of the instrument’s revival.  The changing roles of the recorder in England 

between 1879 and 1941 are placed within their larger contexts of important cultural 

movements and social conditions.  In discussing the relationship of the recorder and 

its repertoire with prevailing currents of thought, particularly those pertaining to 

music, it has become possible to clarify why the recorder movement became 

successful so quickly.  The fact that other instruments apparently could have fulfilled 

                                                
1 Carl Dolmetsch, ‘The Recorder or English Flute,’ Music and Letters 22.1 (1941): 74. 
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the role the recorder was playing in various sectors of society underpins the necessity 

of placing the revival within such a framework.  Also, the foundations of public 

perceptions, marketing techniques, validation from official institutions, and 

organization of the recorder movement were all established before World War II, and 

so it is to these years we must look to understand the basis of the current role of the 

instrument in English-speaking countries.  This history is, therefore, one of 

reclamation. 

 

I argue that the ‘synergy’ created by the ever-changing and interdependent interaction 

between the various musical and educational movements particularly, more than 

simply the fact of their existence, provided the fertile environment in which the 

recorder flourished and its role in English society changed and developed.  Initially, 

its most important players, Arnold Dolmetsch (1858-1940) and his son, Carl (1911-

1997), utilized it in their concerts of early music.  However, within a few years the 

recorder had become a relatively popular instrument used in schools and by amateur 

groups, with Edgar Hunt (b. 1909) as its main protagonist working alongside the 

Dometsch family and their supporters. 

 

I present evidence which demonstrates that the early music revival, while being the 

initial obvious explanation for the recorder’s successful rebirth and popularization, 

was simply one of many movements whose protagonists worked together, 

occasionally unwillingly, and even unwittingly, for the good of the end-game, which 

was to establish England as ‘a land with music,’2 and to rejuvenate her musical culture 

at all levels and among all people.  There was a concerted attempt to recapture, in 

spirit and in reality, the ‘supremacy’ in music that had set England apart in her  

                                                
2 The idea that England was not a musical nation has been traced back at least to the thoughts of Dr 
Burney and Jean-Jacques Rousseau in the eighteenth century, and was discussed throughout the 
nineteenth century.  (Neal Zaslaw, Letter to the Editor, MT 116 (1975): 877.)  The actual phrase, ‘The 
Land Without Music,’ was formalized in Oscar Schmitz’s 1914 book, Das Land ohne Musik, a work 
that was seen as being primarily a ‘scurrilous attack’ on the compositional activity of the English 
musical renaissance.  (Meirion Hughes and Robert Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 1840-
1940, 2nd edn. (Manchester: Manchester UP, 2001): 83.)  Although it has been noted that ‘it is a long 
way from “an unmusical people” to “a land without music,” ’ Temperley suggested that Schmitz 
actually meant that England had no national folk music to equal that of other countries; and this idea 
had also been of long standing.  (Nicholas Temperley, Letter to the Editor, MT 116 (1975): 625.) 
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so-called ‘golden age’ during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.3  Without the 

unique blend of such a dynamic musical environment and without the Dolmetsch 

family and Hunt, who undoubtedly were in the right place at the right time (and who 

had much help in their work), the recorder might have remained ‘a dodo,’ a dust-

collector in museums, and a curio for collectors of old exotica. 
 

The first chapter of this thesis examines and discusses the beginnings of the English 

renaissance of the recorder especially with regard to the earliest known modern 

English recorder performances.  It also explores the work of the scholars who 

attempted to ascertain a coherent definition of the recorder and its pre-Classical 

function and repertoire.   

 

Information about the use of the recorder in performances from the time of the 

International Inventions Exhibition held in London in 1885, and the earliest public 

lectures about the recorder from 1898, has been documented in secondary literature 

throughout the twentieth century.4  However, there has been little discussion of the 

significance of these activities beyond the fact that they had exotic value.  Also, the 

recorder’s early modern history has never been examined with more than a passing 

reference to the context in which such activities could occur.  While bringing together 

some of the significant primary and secondary literature, Chapter 1 places the growing 

scholarship about the recorder in the late Victorian era within the prevailing climate of 

curiosity and the desire to compartmentalize knowledge, specifically as it related to 

early music and period instruments.  Because the use of the recorder in late 

nineteenth-century performances generally elicited poor reviews (some of which are 

examined), this scholarship in connection with the instrument assumes even greater 

importance in the light of subsequent events. 

                                                
3 The ‘golden age’ of music has been described as that which ‘brought…English music up to its highest 
pinnacle of glory.’  (W.H. Hadow, English Music, The English Heritage Series, ed. Viscount Lee of 
Fareham and J.C. Squire (London: Longmans, Green, 1931a): 53.)  Its time period encompassed the 
work of such composers as Thomas Tallis (c.1505-1585) and William Byrd (c.1540-1623). 
4 For example, see especially John M. Thomson, ‘The recorder revival. i: the friendship of Bernard 
Shaw and Arnold Dolmetsch,’ The Cambridge Companion to the Recorder, ed. John M. Thomson 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1995): 137-51; Christopher Welch, Lectures on the Recorder (London: OUP, 1961).  
Edgar Hunt’s book, The Recorder and its Music, also contains information about early-modern 
recorder activities.  (London: Herbert Jenkins, 1962; Revised edn., Peacock Press, 2002.) 
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In his world-renowned and comprehensive web page, The Recorder Homepage, and 

particularly in his own essay, ‘Instrument of Torture or Instrument of Music?’ 

Nicholas Lander has brought together previously fragmented information about the 

revival of the instrument.5  Lander seems keen to prove the existence of an ongoing 

English recorder tradition during the nineteenth century, particularly in the form of 

flageolet usage.  The flageolet, comparable as it was to the recorder in the way it was 

marketed, its function and, to a limited extent, its organology, will not be a focus of 

this thesis.  However, definitions of the various duct flutes, which highlight significant 

differences between their attributes, repertoires and functions and those of the 

recorder, are provided in Appendix 1.  A detailed comparison between the 

popularization of flageolets in the early- to mid-nineteenth century and the revival of 

the recorder during the 1930s could not be undertaken here, partly for reasons of 

space: moreover, this topic deserves its own specialized forum.  However, in Chapter 

1 the argument that Lander puts forward for the on-going tradition is addressed, partly 

in order to establish dates for the instrument’s renaissance, but mainly to make sense 

of the contemporaneous evidence of recorder-related activities by performers, critics 

and scholars. 

 

Chapter 2 focuses on the activities and significance of early players of the recorder:  

Canon Francis Galpin (1858-1945), Arnold and Carl Dolmetsch, and Edgar Hunt.  

Galpin played the instrument almost entirely in a domestic setting.6  His work with 

both old and reconstructed early instruments is discussed, and supporting information 

is provided in Appendix 2.  The crucial role of Arnold Dolmetsch in the initial 

recorder renaissance in England has been copiously covered in various journals and 

books, as have the early Haslemere Festivals in which he famously presented J.S. 

Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 and the first modern-made Baroque-inspired 

recorder consort.7  This is as it should be: it was Dolmetsch who re-established the 

                                                
5 Nicholas Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture or Instrument of Music?’ The Recorder Homepage,  
<http://members.iinet.net.au/~nickl/torture2.html> Accessed 29 December 2003. 
6 The Galpin Society Journal and The Musical Times contain various interesting articles about Canon 
Galpin’s early work with recorders. 
7 The Haslemere Festivals (all held in the Haslemere Hall, Surrey) began in 1925 at the instigation and 
under the musical directorship of Arnold Dolmetsch.  They consisted of up to two weeks of daily 
concerts of early music and were a showcase for Dolmetsch’s original and reconstructed early 
instruments and his research into the music of the past and its performance practices.  The Festivals 
continued—with a break during World War II—until 2001 under the directorship of Dolmetsch’s son, 
Carl, and later, Carl’s daughters, Jeanne and Marguerite Dolmetsch. 
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recorder’s playing tradition in England and inspired others—notably Hunt—to 

conceive of a mass revival.  Vast amounts of information about the contributions of 

Arnold and Carl Dolmetsch to recorder performances and instrument making can be 

found on the internet in Dolmetsch Online; in the Dolmetsch Foundation’s official 

journal, The Consort (founded in 1927); in The Galpin Society Journal (founded in 

1948); and in various recorder journal articles written by many authors over decades.8  

Mabel Dolmetsch—Arnold’s wife—wrote of his work with the recorder in her 

biography of him (1957), as did Margaret Campbell (1975).9  While these sources are 

invaluable, they do not present the entire story of Dolmetsch’s work with the recorder 

and at some points the accuracy of their accounts may be questioned.  Appendices 3 

and 4 bring together information that sheds light on some of the previously 

disseminated inconsistencies. 

 

The debate about ‘authenticity’ in the early music revival, in which Dolmetsch played 

a significant early role, is outside the parameters of this thesis.  Unfortunately, it is 

also not possible to discuss in detail the links between Dolmetsch’s beliefs and those 

of the pre-Raphaelite artists and the ‘Arts and Crafts’ followers of William Morris.  

Although there is some literature available about Dolmetsch’s and Morris’s outlooks 

and relationship,10 there has never been an extensive study of precisely how their 

ideas and theories overlapped.11  These topics would benefit from their own 

specialized research. 

 

A detailed discussion of Dolmetsch’s overall contribution to the rejuvenation of 

English musical culture is also not the purpose of this thesis.  Throughout his life, 

early music aficionados were relatively few in number and essentially ‘fringe 

                                                
8 Brian Blood (webmaster), Dolmetsch Online, <http://www.dolmetsch.co.uk> (previously 
http://www.be-blood.demon.co.uk).  Other journals include The Recorder Magazine (from England) 
and The American Recorder. 
9 Mabel Dolmetsch, Personal Recollections of Arnold Dolmetsch (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1957); Margaret Campbell, Dolmetsch: the Man and his Work (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1975). 
10 For example, see J.M. Thomson in J.M. Thomson (1995); Campbell (1975); Mabel Dolmetsch 
(1957).  In 1998 Andrew Heywood promised an article, unforthcoming to date, on the relationship 
between William Morris and Arnold Dolmetsch.  (Andrew Heywood, ‘William Morris and music: 
Craftsman’s art?’ MT 139 (1998): 33, 37.) 
11 A William Morris Musical Society was formed in 1940: a perusal of its publications may yet prove 
fruitful.  (See ‘William Morris Musical Society’ in ‘Notes and News,’ MT 78 (1940): 420. 
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dwellers’ within mainstream musical life.12  Robert Donington, a member of 

Dolmetsch’s enclave at Haslemere, remembered of the late 1920s: 

 
I recall from the days of my schoolboy apprenticeship in Haslemere a party of his talented 

family (AD [Arnold Dolmetsch], Mabel, Rudolph and Carl, Cécile and Nathalie) and eager 

disciples (Marco Pallis and Richard Nicholson, Betty Goble née Brown, Miles Tomalin, John 

Guthrie, Tom and Diana Poulton, my sister Margaret and the rest of us).  If the roof had come 

down, I thought, that would have been the end of the early music movement.13 

 

Even after Dolmetsch’s death, the critic, Ernest Newman, is reported to have 

commented, ‘the current British notion of [Dolmetsch] is that of an amiable old 

gentleman who made, and encouraged others to make, queer sounds on queer old 

instruments, and showed a regrettable preference for the music of the past over that of 

the present.’14  However because Dolmetsch’s work within the recorder renaissance 

did make a contribution to broader English musical life that has not been 

acknowledged in various recent general publications, it does need to be put into 

context.15  In Chapter 2, the new interest in studying early instruments is discussed, 

and an assessment of the contribution of Dolmetsch is contextualized especially with 

regard to the attempt to regenerate pride in England’s culture, both past and present, 

within the predominantly ‘historical-pastoral’ model for new English composition.16  

Complementing this, Appendix 5 is devoted to Dolmetsch’s recorder playing and 

repertoire from 1900 in order to provide a specifically musical framework within 

which his work may be studied. 

 

Most of the information for Chapter 2 and Appendix 5 came from the archives of the 

Dolmetsch family in Haslemere.17  Besides the extant concert programmes, of which 

the Haslemere Festival programmes constitute only a minority, Dolmetsch wrote 

many advertising pamphlets to send to would-be concert-goers.  These provided 

                                                
12 See Harry Haskell, The Early Music Revival: A History, 2nd edn. (New York: Dover, 1996; First pub. 
1988): 193; Harry Haskell, ‘Fifty Years of Early (and Not-so-Early) Music,’ The Consort 50.1 (1994): 
15.  See also Ernest Walker, A History of Music in England, 3rd edn., Revised and enlarged by J.A. 
Westrup (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952.): 344-5. 
13 Robert Donington, ‘Why early music?’ Early Music 11.1 (1983): 42. 
14 Ernest Newman, quoted in Haskell (1996): 40. 
15 Hughes and Stradling, for example, do not mention Arnold Dolmetsch, let alone the recorder, in their 
important book on the English musical renaissance. 
16 See Hughes and Stradling, 74-82. 
17 Dolmetsch Family Archives (DFA) (Haslemere, Surrey). 
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information about his new discoveries in the fields of instrument making and newly-

discovered repertoire, as well as his perception of their importance to the world of 

music and music makers.  Personal letters held in the Percy Grainger Museum18 also 

gave a fascinating insight into the world of the Dolmetsch family.  The testimony, 

generously given, of Carl Dolmetsch’s wife, Greta; his daughter, Jeanne; and his 

colleagues, Layton and Christine Ring, provided further wonderful illumination upon 

the Dolmetsch family’s work as it related to recorders.19  Unfortunately, much 

information is missing—seemingly irretrievably lost—from the Dolmetsch archive.  

Information about types and quantities of instruments made in the Dolmetsch 

workshops; details of the people to whom they were sold; instruments repaired; 

costings and prices of instruments; these, in microfilm form at the time, were 

inadvertently misplaced several decades ago.20 

 

Information about other makers’ recorder activities in Haslemere is also difficult to 

obtain.  There is almost no material available about Oskar Dawson, who, having 

learned the craft from Arnold Dolmetsch, made recorders (and clavichords) under his 

own name in Haslemere from the late 1920s.21  Even the Haslemere Museum archives 

yielded nothing on Dawson.  Similarly, detailed information about Robert Goble, who 

made recorders and early keyboards initially in Haslemere (from 1924-1937) and who 

also gained his skills under Dolmetsch, was unavailable at the time of research.22 

 

The remainder of the thesis is focused on how and why the foundations of the English 

mass revival of the recorder were laid, and some of the ensuing effects.  There has 

been no comprehensive attempt during the past fifty years to address these questions.  

Much has been written piecemeal about the popular revival, but more has been left out 

that could have helped to explain the reasons for its beginnings and subsequent 

success.  In contrast, there is an enormous amount of documentation about the 
                                                
18 Percy Grainger Museum (PGM, Melbourne, Australia). 
19 Greta Dolmetsch, Interview (Haslemere, Surrey: 11 December 2001); Jeanne Dolmetsch, ‘The 
Recorder,’ Lecture Notes (Hampshire: Unpublished, no date), From the personal papers of Jeanne 
Dolmetsch, Hampshire; Layton and Christine Ring, Interviews (Low Warden, Hexham, 
Northumberland: 15-16 December 2001).  Layton and Christine Ring were employed at the Dolmetsch 
Workshops in Haslemere for about a decade from the early 1950s. 
20 Shelagh Godwin, Personal communication (Haslemere, Surrey: 11 December 2001). 
21 See William Waterhouse, ‘Oskar Dawson,’ The New Langwill Index: a Dictionary of Musical Wind-
Instrument Makers and Inventors (London: Tony Bingham, 1993): 36.  See also Mabel Dolmetsch 
(1957): 133, 136. 
22 See Waterhouse (1993): 62. 
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recorder’s usage during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.23  This may be a 

result of the impact of the second wave of the early music revival in Europe from the 

1960s, with its emphasis upon scholarship about early performance practice.  In 

Richard Griscom and David Lasocki’s valuable book, The Recorder: A Research and 

Information Guide, Lasocki suggested that ‘we need a series of good histories of 

portions of the recorder’s history.’24 

 

Hunt’s book, The Recorder and its Music, first published in 1962 and revised with 

few changes in 1976 and 2002, remains the seminal source about the mass recorder 

revival in England.  This is fitting, as he was one of the main instigators of the 

movement in its popular form.  Vital information that has helped in the reproduction 

of this chronology and the reasons behind Hunt’s work with the recorder is 

documented in his unpublished memoirs and the rough notes he made for them, most 

kindly provided by him and his family in 2002.25  They also lent photographs of early 

recorder gatherings, and in several illuminating interviews Hunt gave warmly and 

freely of his memories.26 

 

In his book, Hunt has described some of the process by which the recorder became a 

school instrument, and has given the outlines of the adult amateur revival.  While he 

has provided a valuable insight into his own and his colleagues’ work, many details of 

this process are inevitably, though understandably, missing; most notably that of the 

role and significance of his work within the larger cultural context of England during 

the 1930s.  In 1959 Lloyd John Schmidt, in his formidable thesis on the recorder, 

mentioned the mass revival of the recorder but did not say how it happened.27  Other 

                                                
23 See especially the journals, The Recorder Magazine; The American Recorder; Early Music; various 
chapters in J.M. Thomson’s The Cambridge Companion to the Recorder (1995); Edgar Hunt’s The 
Recorder and its Music; and Lander’s webpage. 
24 See Richard Griscom and David Lasocki, The Recorder: A Guide to Writings about the Instrument 
for Players and Researchers (New York: Garland, 1994): 440-5.  Reissued as The Recorder: A 
Research and Information Guide, 2nd edn. (New York and London: Routledge, 2003): 643-8. 
25 Edgar Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers’ (London: Unpublished, c.1999) and Notes for ‘Edgar Remembers’ 
(London: Unpublished, c.1987-1999), EHH. 
26 Edgar Hunt, Interviews (Ealing, London: 18 December 2001; 20 and 24 May 2002). 
27 Lloyd John Schmidt, A Practical and Historical Source-Book for the Recorder,’ PhD Diss. 
(Michigan: Northwestern University, 1959): 382-405. 
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published material on the popular revival of the recorder such as that by the recorder 

expert, Eve O’Kelly, has focused mainly on the German experience.28  

 

Much fascinating, though fragmented, information is contained in the official journal 

of the Society of Recorder Players, which was formed in 1937.  Initially called The 

Recorder News (RN), The Recorder Magazine contains illuminating information on 

the history of the English recorder movement, its founders’ overall aims and the 

movement’s development from that date.  Despite this, little analysis of the Society’s 

work appears to have been done even though it established the models for subsequent 

recorder activities and, perhaps more importantly, set the stage for the public’s 

perception of the instrument.  Throughout several decades, the journal of The 

American Recorder Society and the mouthpiece of The Victorian Recorder Guild 

(Australia), The Recorder, have also published articles about various aspects of the 

mass recorder revival in England, together with much useful supporting information 

and debate.29 

 

Chapter 3, the first of the chapters on the popularization of the recorder, is primarily 

about the way in which the instrument became an important part of children’s musical 

education, especially in elementary schools.  The increasing emphasis upon 

instrumental instruction—as opposed to just singing—in schools from the 1920s is 

examined.  Hunt’s work in educating teachers and supplying increasing numbers of 

schools with class sets of recorders is documented as the logistical feat it represented.  

Also, the role of the recorder in schools is discussed with particular reference to the 

changing educational ideals of the 1920s and 1930s within a climate of increasing 

nationalism, topics that Hunt did not broach in his book.  Some idea of the growing 

popularity of recorders in the late 1930s, as well as the need for more research in this 

area, can be gauged by the information in Appendix 6 in which questions are posed 

regarding others’ work with mass-produced recorders during that time. 

 

Several types and sizes of the 1930s’ recorders, both wooden and plastic, are held in 

the Edgar Hunt collection of the Bate Collection of Musical Instruments in Oxford.  
                                                
28 Eve O’Kelly, The Recorder Today (Cambridge: CUP, 1990.): 7-9 and Eve O’Kelly, ‘The recorder 
revival ii: the twentieth century’ in J.M Thomson (1995): 153-4.  See also Haskell (1996): 30, 56, 58. 
29 The first issue of The American Recorder was in 1960.  The Recorder was published from 1984-
2000. 
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The curator, Dr Hélène La Rue, kindly made these available, along with some 

unpublished written information and a taped discussion with Hunt, given with his 

permission, in which he described the instruments’ characteristics and manufacture.30  

These resources were significant: the recorders provided a tangible link with the 

sound world of the early English recorder revival, while the papers and tape are rarely 

consulted sources. 

 

Regarding the reasons for the overall popular revival, Hunt has suggested that the 

recorder was inexpensive, portable and initially easy to play.31  O’Kelly has attributed 

the popular appeal of the recorder to ‘the unsophisticated sound of the instrument, the 

naïve nature of much of the musical material that was adapted for it, and the 

simplicity of playing it.’32  However, there is more to this history that needs to be told.  

The reasons must be deeper than those put forward so far, otherwise perhaps the 

bamboo pipe would have remained the school instrument that it became during the 

late 1920s or, alternatively, flageolets might have been revived.  These instruments 

also had an ‘unsophisticated sound,’ a ‘naïve’ transcribed repertoire, and were 

inexpensive, portable and initially easy to play.33 
 

In view of this apparent conundrum and in order to ascertain cultural reasons for the 

successful entry of the recorder into school classrooms, Chapter 3 examines the 

ramifications of perceptions of the physical attributes of bamboo pipes and recorders.  

Few people today are aware of the existence of the bamboo pipe in England, even 

though its wide usage during the 1930s and the organization surrounding it provided 

one of the most important models upon which the recorder revival was based.  The 

bamboo pipe’s nature, history, and significance in the history of English musical 

education have not been acknowledged in detail in any secondary literature, with the 

exception of a few paragraphs within works about other subjects.34  Therefore, here, 

the instrument’s role, its repertoire and its function, both in schools and in wider  

 
                                                
30 Edgar Hunt, Interview with Hélène La Rue and Joanna Archibald, Bate Collection (St. Aldate’s, 
Oxford: 1 September 1998), Bate. 
31 Besides the author’s interviews with Hunt, see also Suzanne Ferguson, ‘An Interview with Edgar 
Hunt,’ AmR 23.1 (1982): 13, 14. 
32 O’Kelly in J.M Thomson (1995): 154. 
33 For definitions of the various types of flageolets that were played by English amateurs throughout the 
nineteenth century, see Appendix 1. 
34 For example, see Jim Davidson, Lyrebird Rising (Melbourne: Melbourne UP, 1994): 211-2, 245. 
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society, is compared and contrasted with that of the recorder during the 1930s.  By 

ascertaining what attributes the recorder had that the bamboo pipe was perceived to be 

lacking, it became possible to deduce some reasons for the subsequent rise of the 

popularity of the recorder in schools and the proportionate decline of the pipe. 

 

Because of the lack of secondary literature about the bamboo pipe, its written history 

comes almost exclusively from the writings of Margaret James (1891-1978), a 

schoolteacher, ‘inventor’ of the pipe and the main protagonist of its use in schools, 

and from her colleagues, who wrote copious numbers of articles in The Piping Times, 

the official journal of the bamboo pipes movement.35  While biased—a claim that also 

could be made for the recorder’s written history to date—the accounts written by 

these pioneers were candid, and included expansive discussions about the Guild’s 

raison d’être, its aspirations and its interaction with contemporaneous movements and 

issues.  The Piping Times is not held in the British Library despite the fact that it was 

professionally presented and full of pertinent information.  The current president of 

the Pipers’ Guild, Shirley Drake, most generously made this journal available, along 

with other invaluable archival resources.  As one of the most knowledgeable people 

on the topic of bamboo pipes, she also gave a fascinating interview about the 

fundamental philosophies underlying the Guild’s activities from its earliest days.36  It 

was she, too, who introduced me to Robert Rich, a Pipers’ Guild member since about 

1938, who was extremely helpful in providing further enlightenment about the 

Guild’s past and present activities.37 

 

Other primary sources that provided contextual information about the recorder’s use 

in English schools included the Handbooks of Suggestions for Teachers, which were 

the official guides to classroom music teaching until the end of World War II.  

Important recent literature about the history of primary school music education 

includes Gordon Cox’s two histories.38  While giving a general history of the 

development of educational philosophy and practice in English schools, Cox does not 

venture any explanation of how instruments came to be accepted alongside singing.   

                                                
35 The Piping Times was published from 1933-1950. 
36 Shirley and Edward Drake, Interview (Reigate, Surrey: 16 May 2002). 
37 Robert Rich, Interview (Holborn, London: 9 May 2002). 
38 Gordon Cox, A History of Music Education in England 1872-1928 (London: Scolar Press, 1993); 
Gordon Cox, Living Music in Schools 1923-1999 (Aldershot, Hampshire: Ashgate, 2002). 
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Indeed, he seems to suggest that the music appreciation movement was the main 

activator of creative and improvisatory music making in schools, in line with the 

requirements of the national curriculum.39  Both his and Stephanie Pitts’ books—

covering a century of English school education—barely mention either the recorder or 

the bamboo pipe during the 1930s.40 

 

Besides changes in the philosophy and process of children’s education, the education 

of adults was also a focus in post-World War I England.  Chapter 4 therefore centres 

on the recorder movement especially in relation to adult amateurs’ activities and the 

founding of the Society of Recorder Players (SRP).41  These are discussed with 

particular reference to the pipes’ and recorders’ repertoires and how their music was 

perceived, once again in an environment where nationalistic concerns predominated.42  

The musical establishment’s search for a definition of the nature of ‘Englishness’ in 

music is examined in order to show how the recorder revival was linked to the larger 

movements then prevailing in English cultural life, such as the practical 

encouragement of wholesale domestic music making.  Chapter 4 also documents 

Hunt’s relations with Schott, the London music publisher and retailer, which 

employed him to promote recorders and recorder music.43  The type of repertoire that 

gradually came to light is discussed, with supporting evidence in appendices showing 

Hunt’s pre-war music publications and the SRP’s publications.44  However, analysis 

of the actual music falls outside the scope of this research. 

 

Unpublished sources about publicly available 1930s’ recorder repertoire include 

Schott’s ‘Register of Book Listing Copyright Registrations,’ which is the sole 

                                                
39 Cox (2002): 31-4.  Stephanie Pitts explained more fully: the BBC schools’ broadcasters invited 
children to make up their own tunes and send them into the studio.  (Stephanie Pitts, A Century of 
Change in Music Education (Aldershot, Hampshire: Ashgate, 2000): 35.) 
40 Pitts, 42. 
41 Appendix 12 gives information about the inauguration of the SRP and its early meetings.  Appendix 
13 shows the growth of SRP groups to 1941, both in England and abroad. 
42 A comparison of available recorder and bamboo pipe repertoire to 1935 is provided in Appendices 9 
and 10 respectively. 
43 While other music publishers—such as Boosey’s and Joseph Williams—were also selling some 
recorder music during the 1930s, their impact on the recorder revival was smaller. 
44 Hunt’s publications are presented in Appendix 8 and Appendix 11 lists the pre-World War II SRP 
publications.  Also, Appendix 9 lists the recorder repertoire that was easily available in England to 
1935, which may be compared with the list of bamboo pipe repertoire to 1935, listed in Appendix 10. 
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remaining archival source held in Schott’s of London.45  Schott’s London archivist, 

Alan Woolgar, who worked there in a variety of positions from 1948-2002, kindly 

made available detailed information about the shop’s policies and the role of the 

recorder in its history.46  Detailed articles, thoughtful editorials, advertisements for 

recorder classes and newly-discovered (at that time) recorder repertoire were all found 

in the journal, The Amateur Musician, published from 1934-1939 and edited by the 

recorder players Elizabeth Voss and Edgar Hunt.47  The existence of The Amateur 

Musician has rarely been acknowledged, except in Hunt’s own book. 

 

In secondary literature, adult amateur activities have been more thoroughly covered 

than those of children, so that books and articles written and edited by Jim Samson, 

Christina Bashford and Leanne Langley, Dave Russell and Stephen Banfield, among 

others, have been useful in informing this study.48  Older books such as Reginald 

Nettel’s Music in the Five Towns, 1840-1914, and fiction such as Anna of the Five 

Towns by Arnold Bennett (first published in 1902) and J.B. Priestley’s Bright Day, all 

provided insight into the role of music making in English middle-class life.49 

 

Half a century of published information about the recorder’s place within the 

hierarchy of art instruments has tended to be either extremely provocative or very  

defensive.50  In Chapter 5, the discussion centres on the ways in which the activities of 

 
                                                
45 Schott, ‘Register of Book Listing Copyright Registrations’ (London: Unpublished, 1927-1979).  The 
rest of Schott’s archive had been transferred to Schott’s of Mainz by 2001 and was unavailable for 
consultation. 
46 Alan Woolgar, Interviews (London: 19 December 2001; 8 May 2002). 
47 The Amateur Musician was established by Elizabeth Voss to cater for the growing number of 
amateurs in Britain.  It published information for players, listeners, music teachers and others, and 
covered all kinds of art music.  Voss and Hunt married in 1938.  Grateful thanks are due to Edgar Hunt 
and his daughter, Rosemary Marciniak, who most generously gave me a complete set of the journal.   
48 Jim Samson (ed.), The Cambridge History of Nineteenth-Century Music (Cambridge: CUP, 2002): 
Christina Bashford and Leanne Langley (eds.), Music and British Culture, 1785-1914: Essays in 
Honour of Cyril Ehrlich (London: OUP, 2000); Dave Russell, ‘Amateur Musicians and their 
Repertoire,’ Music in Britain: The Twentieth Century, ed. Stephen Banfield, The Blackwell History of 
Music in Britain, Vol. 6, Gen. ed. Ian Spink (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995): 145-176; Dave Russell, 
Popular Music in England, 1840-1914, 2nd edn. (Manchester, New York: Manchester UP, 1997). 
49 Reginald Nettel, Music in the Five Towns, 1840-1914 (London: OUP, 1944); Arnold Bennett, Anna 
of the Five Towns (London: Penguin, 1936; First pub. 1902); J.B. Priestley, Bright Day (London: 
William Heinemann, 1946). 
50 For example, see Peter Holtslag, ‘The Present State of the Recorder in England,’ The Recorder 
Magazine 14.3 (1994): 79; Roy Brewer, Letter to the Editor, The Recorder Magazine 14.4 (1994): 143; 
Richard Morrison, ‘Why kids don’t want to play recorders,’ BBC Music Magazine (September 2002): 
22; Andrew Mayes, Editorials, The Recorder Magazine 22.3, 22.4 (2002): 91, 135; Steve Marshall, 
‘Recorder Orchestras – a response,’ Letter to the Editor, The Recorder Magazine 24.2 (2004): 67-8.   
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the recorder pioneers during the 1930s helped to establish the blueprint for future 

trends amongst recorder players and teachers as well as the public’s perception of the 

instrument.51  An examination of the activities of the SRP at that time, which made 

valiant efforts to improve the standard of playing and teaching, highlights the need for 

informed debate about the role of the recorder in society today, about techniques 

associated with pedagogy, the assessment of standards, and the marketing of the 

instrument. 

 

The legitimization of the recorder within the musical establishment was crucial to the 

long-term success of the mass movement and in Chapter 5 this is also discussed, 

firstly with reference to Trinity College of Music, London (TCM).  The significance 

of Hunt’s work with the recorder in helping to establish the first tertiary faculty 

dedicated to the study of early music at TCM has not been broached in any secondary 

literature, including Hunt’s own book.  Indeed, no history of that first early music 

department in England has yet been published.52  Although the primary sources of 

TCM were in a state of some disarray at the time of research,53 reference is made to 

extant 1930s’ student registers, minutes of the College Board’s meetings, the Trinity 

College of Music Calendars (prospectuses) and the syllabi of local instrumental 

examinations. 

 

The recorder also received the establishment’s endorsement in the form of new 

compositions by respected English composers.  The invaluable role of Carl Dolmetsch 

in inspiring and encouraging new English composers to write for the recorder is the 

subject of an excellent and comprehensive recent publication by Andrew Mayes.54  

The late-1930s’ recorder compositions undoubtedly had an impact upon the process of 

the recorder’s re-validation in the world of high-art music, and also could not fail to 

                                                
51 For a significant number of journal articles opining that the recorder was suffering from poor 
teaching and playing from the beginning of its mass revival, see Jack Lee Buck, ‘The Literature of the 
Twentieth Century Revival of the Recorder in America and England: An Annotated Bibliography,’ 
M.A. Thesis (California State College, Long Beach, 1972). 
52 Discussion of the early-music department received just half a page in the official history of the 
College.  (Harold Rutland, Trinity College: The First Hundred Years (London: Trinity College of 
Music, 1972): 34.) 
53 Some of the archival material of TCM was lost during World War II.  Also, a recent move by the 
College from Marylebone, London, to the old Greenwich Naval College meant that sorting of the 
remaining resources had not been completed in May 2002 when this research was conducted. 
54 Andrew Mayes, Carl Dolmetsch and the Recorder Repertoire of the 20th Century (London: Ashgate, 
2003). 
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inspire and encourage new players in the long term.  However, they came too late to 

be considered as an integral part of the initial foundation of the mass recorder 

movement: they may be seen as a product of the instrument’s relative popularity at 

that time, or at least of a perception of its persona, rather than a force for the revival.  

For these reasons, they are mentioned in Chapter 5 but not discussed or analyzed in 

detail.  Also, despite the importance and spectacular success of Carl Dolmetsch’s 

work in both the long- and the short-term, this thesis does not focus on his 

performance, education or instrument-making activities in detail, partly because of the 

extensive literature already available,55 and also because his work, particularly in 

England, was especially significant for the professional recorder player after the war. 

 

The contextualization of the recorder revival, which is a part of each chapter of the 

thesis, centres on the debates and discussions about how England could develop a 

vibrant and worthy musical future through compositional activity, education, musical 

appreciation and executant activity, both professional and amateur.  From the late-

nineteenth century the phrase, ‘a land with music,’ was prevalent in lectures and 

published work about English musical life, sometimes defensively, but more often it 

was articulated as an aspiration.  Nationalism in music became a conscious ideal, 

inasmuch as the definition of individuality in artistic expression came to include 

aspects of one’s national and cultural characteristics.56  The English musical 

renaissance, focusing on the professionalization and growth of a national school of 

English composers, has received much attention in secondary literature, specifically 

as the main means by which England could regain her lost musical characteristics.  

While the ‘renaissance’ can be traced from the 1840s,57 it is generally taken to be a 

construct that developed most fruitfully between 1880 and 1940: 58 dates that fit neatly 

within the confines of this thesis.  While the aims and aspirations for English music 
                                                
55 For information about Carl Dolmetsch’s organological changes to the recorder, see Lander; Edgar 
Hunt, ‘Carl Frédéric Dolmetsch,’ Obituary, GSJ 51 (1998); and numerous articles by Carl Dolmetsch, 
especially in The Recorder and Music Magazine. 
56 Marius Flothuis, Modern British Composers, Symphonia Books, Trans. Olive Renier (London: 
Sidgwick & Jackson, 1949): 2.  See also Jim Samson, ‘Nations and nationalism’ in Samson, 570. 
57 Hughes and Stradling. 
58 See Frank Howes, The English Musical Renaissance (London: Camelot Press, 1966); Michael Trend, 
The Music Makers: Heirs and Rebels of the English Musical Renaissance, Edward Elgar to Benjamin 
Britten (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1985): 17-8; Andrew Blake, The Land Without Music: 
Music, culture and society in twentieth-century Britain (Manchester and New York: Manchester UP, 
1997): 37-8; Edward Elgar, ‘The Inaugural Address’ (16 March 1905), A Future for English Music and 
Other Lectures, ed. Percy M. Young (London: Dennis Dobson, 1968): 33; J.A. Fuller Maitland, 
English Music in the XIX Century (London: Grant Richards, 1902): 188. 
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evolved throughout this period, the recorder benefited from the nationalist agenda that 

underpinned many of the debates and discussions. 

 

Furthermore, research on the musical renaissance brought to light the interaction 

between the ideals and proponents of all musical activities, not just those of the 

composition of new art music.59  Recorder players and their activities were both 

products of the efforts to rejuvenate England’s musical life, as well as a force—albeit 

small—towards the success of that process.  That the relationship of English musical 

nationalism to the recorder has never been examined closely may be partially 

attributed to the fact that non-professional musicians in general have not been 

adequately credited with contributing to English musical rejuvenation.  Jim Samson 

has suggested, ‘The construction of traditions is usually linked to larger issues of 

cultural politics, and in particular to the politics of national identity.’60  Although he 

was discussing this in relation to composition, arguably, it is equally valid when 

applied to the re-establishment of the recorder-playing tradition in England, which 

was also a constructed tradition.  The social functions of the recorder and its 

relationship with aspects of cultural identity therefore figure centrally within the 

arguments and discussions within this thesis. 

 

Contemporaneous literature proved to be extremely helpful in casting light upon 

issues of the time.  The Musical Times provided countless articles and viewpoints of 

musical life in England from late Victorian times.  It gave detailed information, 

particularly about musical education and amateur activities, and many different 

viewpoints about their functions and worth.  Together with The Times, it was also 

useful for its reviews of concerts and lectures.61  The published Proceedings of the 

Musical Association were equally valuable in that they focused predominantly upon 

the professional aspects of musical scholarship, debate and composition, thereby 

providing a balancing viewpoint. 

 

                                                
59 In her PhD thesis, Megan Prictor has likewise suggested that by 1918 the efforts to regenerate 
excellent English composition and  ‘the revival of native musical sensibility’ in English society were 
part of a broader agenda.  (Megan Prictor, ‘Music and the Ordinary Listener: Music Appreciation and 
the Media in England, 1918-1939,’ PhD Thesis (University of Melbourne: Unpublished, 2000): 12.) 
60 Jim Samson, ‘The musical work and nineteenth-century history’ in Samson, 5. 
61 The Times’ articles generally were drawn from The Times Digital Archive (TTDA). 
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Informative modern sources include those by Harry Haskell, Michael Trend, Andrew 

Blake and Otto Karolyi.62  Other works from the 1940s to the 1960s such as those by 

Wilfrid Mellers and E.D. Mackerness also drew together some strands of social and 

musical life.63  One of the most interesting and broad-ranging books on the topic—

National Music and Other Essays64—actually came from the composer who was 

described as ‘central to’ and ‘representative of’ the English musical renaissance, and 

‘the most characteristically English:’ Vaughan Williams.65   

 

Further elucidation came from biographies and autobiographies such as those by J.A. 

Fuller Maitland, Edmund H. Fellowes, Violet Gordon Woodhouse and Cecil Sharp. 

All of these people made a major contribution to English musical life, their 

biographies giving detailed background information about ‘the state of music in 

England’ as it related to the various movements in which each was most closely 

involved.66  Others, including Vera Brittain’s and John Buchan’s autobiographies, 

gave crucial insights into some of the effects of war.67 

 

This thesis concentrates on the recorder revival as it occurred in England.  Both 

Germany and England experienced a recorder revival at approximately the same 

time.68  Although it did not have such a dramatic backdrop and raison d’être as that in  

                                                
62 Haskell (1996); Trend (1985); Blake (1997); Otto Karolyi, Modern British Music: The Second 
British Musical Renaissance – From Elgar to P. Maxwell Davies (London: Associated UP, 1994). 
63 Wilfrid Mellers, Music and Society (London: Dennis Dobson, 1946); E.D. Mackerness, A Social 
History of English Music (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966).  See also A.L Bacharach (ed.), 
British Music of Our Time (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Pelican Books, 1946); J.A. Westrup, British 
Music (London: Longmans Green, 1943); Harvey Grace, Music, Britain Advances, Published for the 
British Council (London: Longmans Green, 1943). 
64 Ralph Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays (London: OUP, 1963). 
65 Hadow (1931a): 167. 
66 J.A. Fuller Maitland, A Door-Keeper of Music (London: John Murray, 1929); Edmund H. Fellowes, 
Memoirs of an Amateur Musician (London: Methuen, 1946); Jessica Douglas-Home, Violet: The Life 
and Loves of Violet Gordon Woodhouse (London: The Harvill Press, 1996); A.H. Fox Strangways, 
Cecil Sharp (London: OUP, 1933). 
67 Vera Brittain, Testament of Youth: An Autobiographical Study of the Years 1900-1925 (London: 
Victor Gollancz, 1933); John Buchan, Memory Hold-the-Door (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1940). 
68 For example, see Hermann Moeck, Zur ‘Nachgeschichte’ und Renaissance der Blockflöte (Celle: 
Moeck, 1980; First pub. in TIBIA (1978), Partially translated and reprinted as ‘The Twentieth-Century 
Renaissance of the Recorder in Germany,’ AmR 23.2 (1982): 61-7): 10, Trans. Suzanne Haring as ‘On 
the Post-History and Renaissance of the Recorder’ (Melbourne: 2002).  For information in English see 
also Hildemarie Peter, The Recorder: Its Traditions and its Tasks, Trans. Stanley Godman (Berlin: 
Robert Lienau, 1953); Lander; O’Kelly (1990); John Thomson, Recorder Profiles (London: Schott, 
1972); Hans-Martin Linde, The Recorder Player’s Handbook, Trans. James C. Haden (London, New 
York: Schott, 1974); Anne Martin, Musician for A While, A Biography of Walter Bergmann (West 
Yorkshire: Peacock Press, 2002); Jan Epstein, ‘An Interview with Frans Brüggen,’ The Recorder: 
Journal of the VRG 8 (1988): 8-10; Erich Katz, ‘In the Beginning,’ AmR 2.1 (1961). 
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Germany, the revival in England provided one of the main inspirations for the 

German mass revival, when various German musical experts, makers and scholars 

came to Arnold Dolmetsch’s Haslemere Festivals from 1925.69  Similarly, English 

recorder protagonists such as Hunt knew of the work going on in Germany.  

Schoolchildren in Germany were playing the ‘czakan,’ or Schulflöte,70 from the late 

1920s.  Some years later, Hitler Youth members were required to play the recorder as 

one means of engendering nationalistic pride; recognizing and realizing their culture 

and affinity with rural people through playing folk tunes, and therefore achieving a 

type of communion with the German land itself.  In common with England, music 

making in Germany was believed to be a way of raising moral standards and 

enhancing the spiritual and patriotic sensibilities of listeners and players alike, and the 

movements for amateur music making and adult education in both countries were 

equally dynamic.71 

 

Superficially, the English recorder revival developed along similar lines to those of 

Germany, but it used a different process and aimed for a different final goal.  While 

some using the recorder may be accused of rampant nationalism (such as, for 

example, the Scouts), the central English recorder revivalists—unlike the Nazis—

achieved some of the perceived benefits of nationalism less by design than by virtue 

of the interdependent nature of the various social and musical trends supporting them, 

which were grounded in nationalistic beliefs.  Further research is required for a 

comprehensive comparison between the English and the German revivals.  This thesis 

can only mention the recorder movement in Germany in passing and as it directly 

related to the English experience. 

 

The period to be covered by this thesis—1879-1941—requires some explanation.  It 

coincided with the English musical renaissance, with all that it implied.  Also, 1879 

saw the publication of the first volume of Sir George Grove’s Dictionary of Music 

and Musicians in which the recorder was mentioned in William Stone’s entry, 

‘Flageolet.’72  In it and in his subsequent entry, ‘Recorder,’ Stone gave credence to a 

                                                
69 Gunther Hellwig, ‘Early Music in Modern Germany,’ The Consort 4 (1937): 3. 
70 See Appendix 1 for a definition of the Schulflöte, as well as other duct flutes. 
71 See A. Martin (2002): 16. 
72 W.H. Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 1, ed. Sir George Grove, 4 Vols. 
(London: Macmillan, 1879): 531-2. 
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lot of inaccurate information about the instrument that had been disseminated 

throughout the nineteenth century.73  The confusion with which scholars and 

antiquarians viewed the recorder only gradually dispersed, initially through lectures 

by assiduous researchers, and lecture-recitals, especially those of Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

Dolmetsch died in 1940 and it has been said that after that, the life went out of the 

Dolmetsch Foundation for a time, and to some degree, out of the first phase of the 

English early music revival.74  From 1939 the Haslemere Workshop, which had 

produced so many fine hand-made recorders under the directorships of Arnold and 

Carl Dolmetsch, was redirected by the War Office to make parts for aeroplanes and 

Admiralty radios as part of the war effort.75  To some extent, the war also restricted 

the Dolmetsch family’s prolific concert life.  Further, Hunt’s departure for war service 

in 1941 left many recorder players without their main organizer, leader and teacher.  

Home-front war work and the rationing of materials curtailed many activities besides 

concerts, including night-time meetings and the publication of music.  World War II 

therefore signaled the end of the first phase of the mass recorder revival. 

 

The history of the renaissance and revival of the recorder in modern England is 

convoluted and fascinating.  The research for this thesis seemed to raise as many 

questions as it answered.  However, it is a step towards understanding the recorder’s 

role in society then, as well as today, a sure foundation for valuing and loving all the 

more its strong, warm, beautiful, resonant voice, and therefore for ensuring that it 

never again falls silent. 

 

                                                
73 W.H. Stone, ‘Recorder,’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 3, ed. Sir George Grove, 4 Vols. 
(London: Macmillan, 1883): 86-7. 
74 L. Ring, Interview (15 December 2001). 
75 Carl Dolmetsch, Letter to Percy Grainger (Unpublished, 15 June 1941), PGM; Charles Stuart, ‘ 
“Dolmetscherie” Today,’ MT (1951): 297. 
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Chapter One 

The Recorder as Dodo: 

The Beginnings of its Renaissance in England 

 
The fipple flute…is wellnigh extinct; not that the construction of sound producers on its 

principle has ceased; far from it, they are made in thousands, from the Liliputian whistle an inch 

long up to its Brobdignagian descendant, the organ-pipe, thirty-two feet high.  But, if we except 

the so-called flageolets which decorate our shop windows, the fipple flute only survives as a 

finger-holed instrument in actual use in the little six-holed pipe so often heard in the streets of 

London…known…contemptuously as the “penny whistle.” 

       (Christopher Welch, 1898)1 

 

Explorative research by late nineteenth-century English music scholars into the nature 

and repertoire of the recorder showed that they believed it to be completely obsolete.  

The instrument had been all but lost from living memory for about a hundred years, 

and had lain dormant in museums, dusty attics and vaults.  Accordingly, the reception 

history of that time shows that its resurrection engendered strong interest, curiosity, 

excitement, and occasionally, incredulity and disdain in those who learned of it and 

heard it for the first time in their lives.  This chapter will bring together previously 

fragmented knowledge about the extent of the oblivion into which the recorder had 

fallen.  It will discuss the reception of the few recorder performances in the late-

nineteenth century, and show that even when they heard the instrument being played, 

people rarely understood its true nature or capabilities.  The work of the scholars who 

studied the recorder will also be examined with particular reference to Christopher 

Welch (1832-1915) and J.C. Bridge (1853-1929), both of whom came closest to 

establishing a coherent knowledge base.  Both the recorder’s reception and the 

researchers’ work will be put in the context of the revival of early music and period 

instruments that began in the Victorian era.  This was a revival that occurred out of 

curiosity as a result of new attitudes to the past, and partly as a way of reviving the 

national pride that England could claim from its musical endeavours in its so-called 

‘golden age’ of music 300 years earlier.  The difficulties that the recorder players and 

researchers faced make it clear that by the beginning of the twentieth century a mass 

                                                
1 Christopher Welch, ‘Literature Relating to the Recorder,’ PMA 24 (1897-1898): 151.  The recorder is 
a fipple flute, so called because of the block or ‘fipple’ in the mouthpiece that directs the player’s air 
against the edge of a window in order to make the instrument sound. 
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revival of the instrument was totally unforeseeable, and the fact that it survived its 

resurfacing at all was primarily due to the perceived worth of any scholarship 

regarding early music at that time. 

 

1.1 The recorder in nineteenth-century England 

 

A school of thought has developed in recent years which claims that the recorder did 

not die out completely in England after the eighteenth century, and further, that a 

meaningful playing and making tradition was not entirely lost, but remained alive in 

the guise of various flageolets and czakans.2  In his 1978 article, Hermann Moeck 

(1896-1982), the recorder maker and music publisher, stated that recorders were made 

throughout the nineteenth century, but his arguments support the existence of an on-

going recorder tradition in Germany rather than in England.3  Lander names just two 

recorder manufacturers, both of whom produced no instruments beyond the 1860s.4  

Yet he states that the recorder tradition in England was never lost.  The meaning of 

the word ‘tradition’ suggests that practices from earlier times were passed down 

through generations.  Although recorders certainly existed during the nineteenth 

century, it seems that there were no on-going recorder-playing practices in England 

during that time.   

 

The evidence for Lander’s claim is slender.  After a comprehensive search, in 1983 

Douglas MacMillan positively identified only four English recorders made during the 

nineteenth century.5  Other evidence includes Hunt’s testimony that one Geoffrey 

Sturt, a clarinet player, owned a nineteenth-century Rudall Carte recorder in about 

1930.6  Another recorder that was reported in the 1950s to have been made early in 

the nineteenth-century was owned by the teacher, Irene Bennett:7 it turned out to have 

been made by Jo Bradbury in c.1700.8 

 

                                                
2 See Appendix 1 for definitions. 
3 Moeck (1980): 10. 
4 Lander names the recorder makers as John Townsend and the firm of Goulding & Co.  (‘Instrument 
of Torture.’) 
5 Douglas MacMillan, ‘The Recorder in the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries,’ The 
Consort 39 (1983): 491-2. 
6 Edgar Hunt, Letter to Jeremy Montagu (5 December 1987), Bate. 
7 Irene Bennett, ‘Some Old Recorders – A Personal Note,’ Sussex Recorder News 1 (1950): 2. 
8 Waterhouse (1993): 18. 
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In the absence of any vibrant making activity, extant recorders from the previous three 

centuries were to be found most often as inert objects in various English museums.  In 

his Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments in the South Kensington 

Museum, Carl Engel, an eminent musical scholar, listed two ivory and silver 

eighteenth-century English recorders along with other ornate French and Italian 

models.9  A set of four recorders found in Chester in 1886 was held in the Grosvenor 

Museum, England.10  The flute and recorder scholar, Christopher Welch, said of them, 

‘They are most precious; for although single specimens of fipple flutes are not 

uncommon, a complete set…is of the greatest rarity.’11  In fact, Welch knew of only 

one other set: an incomplete one of sixteenth-century Renaissance recorders held at 

the Germanische National Museum in Nuremberg.12  As late as 1934, a writer in The 

Musical Quarterly claimed that the Chester and Nuremberg instruments were still the 

only two sets of recorders known to be extant.13  English wind-instrument scholars 

were not aware of any continuous recorder tradition. 

 

A few individuals did own old recorders during the nineteenth century.  For example, 

Welch noted that Richard Carte, the respected flute maker, borrowed one from the 

flautist, Mr Radcliff,14 to illustrate his lectures on the flute in the 1851 Exhibition.15  

The Oxford musical collector and scholar, T.W. Taphouse (1838-1905), owned 

several eighteenth-century recorders, which apparently included a tenor.16  T. Lea 

Southgate, a flute scholar, owned at least one recorder in playing condition,17 and one 

Dr Hoyland, a bass singer in the Bristol Cathedral choir, owned four eighteenth-
                                                
9 Carl Engel, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments in the South Kensington Museum, 2nd 
edn., Facsimile (New York: Benjamin Blom, 1971; First pub. 1874): 225.  Engel (1818-1882) was a 
German organologist and musicologist who moved to England in about 1844-5 and became associated 
with the South Kensington Museum in 1864.  (‘Alfred James Hipkins,’ MT 39 (1898): 586.) 
10 See Walter Bergmann, ‘The Chester Recorders,’ Recorder and Music Magazine 1.5 (1964a): 141.)  
These recorders will be discussed later in the chapter. 
11 Christopher Welch in discussion following J.C. Bridge, ‘The Chester “Recorders,” ’ PMA 27 (1900-
1901): 117. 
12 Welch in discussion following J.C. Bridge (1901): 117.  The set in Nuremberg was made by 
Hieronimus Franciscus Kynseker (Kynsecker) (1636-1686), an important seventeenth-century recorder 
maker.  (Sigrid Nagle, ‘Musical Instruments at the Metropolitan Museum of Art,’ AmR 15.4 (1974): 
115.) 
13 H. Macaulay Fitzgibbon, ‘Of Flutes and Soft Recorders,’ MQ 20.2 (1934): 219. 
14 Mr Radcliff was a flautist who, with J.C. Bridge, John Finn and the Rev. J.L. Bedford, played the 
Chester recorders at Bridge’s 1901 lecture about the instruments to the Musical Association.  The 
performance will be discussed later in this chapter. 
15 Welch in discussion following J.C. Bridge (1901): 117. 
16 John Finn, ‘The Recorder, Flute, Fife and Piccolo,’ English Music (1604-1904), The Music Story 
Series, ed. Frederick J. Crowest (London: Walter Scott Publishing, 1911): 131. 
17 See T. Lea Southgate, ‘The Evolution of the Flute,’ PMA 34 (1907-1908): 172. 
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century recorders in varying conditions of playability.18  Sir Francis Darwin, the son 

of Charles Darwin, also owned an English eighteenth-century tenor recorder.19  These 

are only examples: it is not known how many original recorders existed in private 

hands at the beginning of the twentieth century.  It is known that they were rarely, if 

ever, played.  Hoyland, for example, had no recollection of his family ever playing 

them even though the instruments had been in the family home for as long as he could 

remember.20 

 

With apparently so few recorders made in England during the nineteenth century, it is 

not surprising that the recorder’s repertoire also declined, further diminishing the 

likelihood that it performed any meaningful function in society.  There are no extant 

tutors for the recorder from that period.  In claiming that there was recorder activity in 

England during that time, MacMillan cited the existence of an 1818 tutor entitled The 

Young Musician by N. Swaine, which included fingering charts for the ‘recorder, flute 

and flageolet [sic].’21  Both Dale Higbee (a recorder scholar) and Jane Girdham (a 

flageolet scholar) have refuted this, arguing that it was written for the ‘English Flute, 

Flute and Flageolet,’ the ‘English Flute’ being the nomenclature for the English 

flageolet at that time.22  Indeed, Swaine’s tutor stated that the instrument’s fingering 

was the same as the flute,23 a claim that could not be made for the recorder.  

 

Moreover, in nineteenth-century England the recorder was rarely used to play what is 

now termed ‘early music.’  The only real evidence of such activity came to Welch via 

John Ella, who had joined the orchestra of the Ancient Concerts in the 1820s.24  Ella 

                                                
18 Hunt, Notes, 53. 
19 Edward Goetz, ‘Did Shaw Play the Recorder?’ The Recorder and Music Magazine 1.11 (1965): 327. 
20 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 37. 
21 MacMillan (1983): 495. 
22 Dale Higbee, ‘When “English Flute” means English Flageolet, not Recorder,’ Letter to the Editor, 
The Consort 40 (1984): 45-6; Jane Girdham, ‘The flageolet player: the ultimate amateur musician,’ 
Early Music 30.3 (2002): 405. 
23 N. Swaine (1818), quoted in Girdham, 405.  Ingeniously, some instruments made by flageolet 
makers such as William Bainbridge were made to be held sideways like a flute, but with a flageolet’s 
whistle mouthpiece, in order to appeal to those who would have liked to be flute players but who for 
various reasons required the ‘easier [blowing] technique’ that a flageolet could give.  (Girdham, 400.) 
24 The Ancient Concerts (also known as ‘Concert of Antient Music’ and ‘The King’s Concerts’) were 
established by a committee of eminent music lovers in 1776 to play music composed more than twenty 
years previously.  Even after the music of Mozart and Haydn became eligible to be played, Handel’s 
music was the most often heard.  The first two conductors were Joah Bates and Thomas Greatorex.  
Greatorex presided from 1779 until his death in 1831.  (Fuller Maitland (1902): 9-10; Charles 
Mackeson, ‘Ancient Concerts,’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 1, ed. Sir George Grove, 4 
Vols. (London:  Macmillan, 1879): 64-5.) 
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had told Welch that the flauto piccolo part in Handel’s aria, ‘O ruddier than the 

cherry,’ was played on an octave fipple flute—that is, a sopranino recorder—in those 

concerts, which had been established within just twenty years of Handel’s death.25  

Conrad Steinman, the recorder and flageolet scholar and player, has suggested that 

Handel’s aria, ‘Augelletti’ from Rinaldo, could have been played on a g” flageolet, in 

vogue in England during the 1820s, rather than on a recorder.26  However, Welch, 

who had also studied Handel’s autograph scores, gave compelling evidence that the 

sopranino was used.27  He believed that the musical director, Thomas Greatorex, who 

was still conducting when Ella was in the band, had the music played on the 

sopranino recorder—even though it had then ceased to be an orchestral instrument—

because ‘in the absence of information…he was acting in deference to a cherished 

tradition.’28  The use of the sopranino recorder in the Ancient Concerts was certainly 

important, but it was not enough to constitute what might be termed an English 

recorder tradition.  Greatorex had no more knowledge of the recorder than that it 

existed and that it used to be called a flauto piccolo or a flageolet by Handel’s 

contemporaries.  Welch’s words, ‘in the absence of information,’ are telling. 
 

Lander cites nineteenth-century compositions scored for recorders as being evidence 

of a live tradition.29  However, Moeck conceded that even in continental European 

countries, ‘Recorders no longer occurred at all in so-called serious music, unless they 

were used for an antiquarian interest.’30  For example, in 1801 Carl Maria von Weber 

used recorders in his opera Peter Schmoll und seine Nachbarn, describing the scoring 

of these ‘older, forgotten instruments’ as enabling him to write in ‘a totally different 

manner.’31  As late as 1850, Hector Berlioz scored for flûtes douces in his La Fuite en 

Égypte, but it has been described as part of a ‘Kreisler-type deception’ in which the 

                                                
25 Welch in discussion following J.C. Bridge (1901): 119. 
26 Conrad Steinman, ‘The Flageolet,’ AmR 17.2 (1976): 58. 
27 Christopher Welch, ‘Tone and Effect of the Recorder,’ Lectures on the Recorder (London: OUP, 
1961): 149.  Other pieces by Handel that required the use of sopranino recorders (flauti piccolo or 
‘flageoletts’), were the accompaniment in ‘Hush ye pretty warbling Choir’ in his masque, Acis and 
Galatea (1718); in his Water Music; and in a short passage in a ‘Tamburino’ in Alcina where it was 
used to call up the idea of a tabourer’s pipe.  (Welch, ‘Tone and Effect’ (1961): 149, 153.) 
28 Welch in discussion following J.C. Bridge (1901): 120. 
29 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
30 Moeck (1980): 4. 
31 Moeck (1980): 4. 
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work was actually written by an imaginary Pierre Ducré in 1679.32  Moeck has stated 

that Berlioz did not seriously consider ‘recorders’ for the performance.33  More 

tellingly, Berlioz’s Orchestration Treatise reveals that he wrote the parts for 

flageolets, not recorders.34  Indeed, Berlioz did not appear to be aware of the 

recorder’s existence even though he described some other pre-classical instruments 

and listed them as being part of the composer’s palette of colours.35  The flageolets 

were scored merely to enhance the feeling of antiquity,36 and they were never actually 

used in performances,37 being replaced by flutes in the published score (1852) just as 

the cor anglais and clarinets, respectively, replaced the oboe da caccia and 

chalumeaux of Berlioz’s autograph score.38   
 

To date, little other post-1800 recorder repertoire has come to light, none of it 

published in England.  There are, for example, Lorenz Albert’s Variations for Solo 

Descant Recorder (published in Vienna in 1800) and Anton Heberle’s Sonate 

brillante für Sopranblockflöte (c.1811), both of them written for ‘Czákan ou Flûte 

douce.’39  Heberle’s style was that of ‘salon music;’ that is, light and dependent upon 

arpeggiation and scale passages for its ‘brilliant’ effect.  Chromatic notes were 

generally reserved for attractive but insubstantial neighbour-note ornamentation and 

the harmonies were simple and in keys closely related to C major. 

 

                                                
32 La Fuite en Égypte is in three movements, which together constitute the second of three parts of 
L’enfance du Christ.  (David Lloyd-Jones (ed.), Hector Berlioz, La Fuite en Égypte (Part II of 
L’enfance du Christ), Vol. 11, Hector Berlioz: New Edition of the Complete Works, General ed. Hugh 
Macdonald (Kassell: Bärenreiter, 1998): viii.) 
33 Moeck (1980): 4. 
34 Berlioz’s Orchestration Treatise, Trans. and Commentary, Hugh Macdonald, Cambridge Musical 
Texts and Monographs, General eds. John Butt and Laurence Dreyfus (Cambridge: CUP, 2002): 145.  
Hunt postulated that Berlioz may have mistaken recorders for flageolets and that he really did score for 
the recorder.  (Hunt (1962): 55.)  Even if this were so, it would rather support the idea of a loss of 
recorder tradition than otherwise, at least in France. 
35 Macdonald (2002): 5-6, 35.  Unfortunately, Berlioz believed that the word ‘viol’ was the eighteenth-
century word for viola, apparently unaware of the importance of the viol in early French music.   
36 In common with many composers of the time, Berlioz associated the flute with antiquity, especially 
when played with the harp.  Two flutes and a harp constitute the domestic instruments in the Ishmaelite 
household in L’enfance du Christ.  (Macdonald (2002): 145-6.) 
37 Kerry Murphy, per Hugh Macdonald, Personal communication (Melbourne: 4 February 2004).  
Berlioz described the flageolet as being ‘a silly little instrument’ with a ‘cheap and common’ tone.  
(Macdonald (2002): 145.) 
38 Lloyd-Jones, viii. 
39 MacMillan (1983): 494.  Details of Lorenz Albert’s life are unknown.  Anton Heberle (dates 
unknown) lived in Vienna—where his czakan works were published—probably between the years 
1807 and 1811.  (Hugo Reyne, Foreword, Anton Heberle, Sonate (1808) (Celle: Moeck, 1987.)  See 
‘Czakan’ and ‘Recorder’ in Appendix 1. 
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In common with Lander and Moeck,40 Eve O’Kelly has maintained the recorder 

survived ‘like an endangered species in various isolated pockets,’ her main references 

apparently being their two articles.41  Although the recorder tradition was not overt, 

she claimed, perhaps ‘the essential techniques of making and playing the recorder 

survived in the tradition of the French and English flageolets…which were widely 

played throughout the nineteenth century.’42  Hugo Reyne, the French recorder and 

flageolet player, also supported this idea, stating: 

 
Contrary to popular legend, the recorder did not die out in the years after 1750, murdered by the 

evil transverse flute.  Our instrument continued to exist well into the nineteenth century, 

mainly—apart from remnants of older types of instruments in the same family, in the form of 

diverse flageolets.43 

 

In England, the ‘English flageolet’ in its various shapes and forms not surprisingly 

was the most popular of the flageolets.  Reyne has pointed out: 

 
In…France, one played the so-called French flageolet [with] two thumbholes and four holes in 

the bore, whereas in London, the so-called English flageolet was played.  In addition, the single 

flageolet, similar to the old recorder in the disposition of its fingering holes, and from which the 

double and triple flageolet developed, was widespread.  In Vienna, albeit some years later, there 

was the Viennese flageolet, similar to the English flageolet, and the Czakan, invented after 

1800, which appeared first as a walking-stick flute.44 
 

However, the English flageolet and the six-holed flute, while similar to the ‘old 

recorder,’ cannot be said to have continued the recorder tradition.45  Organologically, 

they were all different, despite the fact that they utilized the fipple, or block, in the 

mouthpiece.  Besides flageolets, the ocarina and the flue pipes of the organ also have 

such a block to direct the airflow, and neither of these latter instruments would be 

considered to be recorders.  Moeck himself wrote of the recorder, ‘the [specialist] 

craftsman’s knowledge of the precise measurements was lost.’46  The recorder, 

                                                
40 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
41 O’Kelly (1990): 4. 
42 O’Kelly in J.M. Thomson (1995): 152-3.  See also ‘Flageolets’ in Appendix 1. 
43 Reyne, Foreword in Heberle, Sonate (1808): 2. 
44 Reyne, Foreword in Heberle, Sonate (1808): 2.  See ‘Walking-stick flute’ and ‘Czakan’ in Appendix 
1. 
45 For example, see Higbee (1984) and ‘Six-holed English flageolet’ in Appendix 1. 
46 Moeck (1980): 1. 
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especially the Baroque recorder, has intricate and irregular bore measurements and 

precise voicing measurements made in minutely different proportions for each size of 

instrument, and which are also affected by each instrument’s wood-type, the climate 

and innumerable other variables.47  Moeck stated, ‘It is this drilling that makes, in its 

perfection, the instrument chromatically playable over more than two octaves, without 

keys.’48  As well as determining the pitch range, the complicated measurements also 

definitively influence the recorder’s capabilities in terms of tone quality and 

flexibility over its entire range, its dynamic possibilities and its tuning.  A flageolet 

maker could not necessarily have made a successful recorder.  While the techniques 

of making and playing recorders had survived, O’Kelly was correct: they certainly 

were not ‘overt,’ and they were not generally known in England beyond the 1860s. 

 

1.2 The English musical renaissance and the early recorder revival 

 

The environment of curiosity in which the study of obsolete instruments was 

supported and encouraged in late Victorian England requires some explanation.  

Throughout society, and paralleling the speed of modernization, there was ‘an 

increasing sense of the importance, the value, of established knowledges.’49  Of the 

eighteenth century, Blake has written of ‘[the] urge to classify and compartmentalize, 

to order the world through category, and hierarchy, and to establish standards of 

correctness in all fields of knowledge.’50  This trend continued throughout the 

following century in which people consistently established memorials to bygone 

events and heroes, stocked museums with artifacts and re-wrote histories.  Music 

scholarship followed suit, especially within the context of the push for a regeneration 

of English music.  The English musical renaissance was linked with the notion of an 

earlier period of revival, which occurred from Elizabethan times to that of Henry 

Purcell (1659-1695).  Hughes and Stradling claim that the strong advocacy of a 

national school of English composers before 1900 initially came from scholars such 

as Sir George Grove (1820-1900).  They regard him as being the ‘leader’ of the 

renaissance from 1882-1895, not only because of his role as Director of the newly-
                                                
47 See John Martin, The Acoustics of the Recorder (Celle: Moeck, 1994): 88; Fred Morgan, ‘Old 
Recorders: Our Design Heritage,’ The Recorder: Journal of the VRG 2 (1985): 8-11; Fred Morgan, 
‘Making recorders based on historical models,’ Early Music 10.1 (1982): 14-21. 
48 Moeck (1980): 1. 
49 Blake, 26. 
50 Blake, 27. 
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founded Royal College of Music, but also because he was the instigator of the Tudor 

revival through the publication of his Dictionary of Music and Musicians, a work that 

presented in accessible form ‘previously rarefied and fragmented scholarship on this 

period.’51  Hughes and Stradling wrote that such efforts ‘created a direct comparison 

between the new men of the 1880s and a recognized “Golden Age,” establishing a 

line of spiritual descent.’52 

 

Such a re-establishment of perceived tradition was not a purely English phenomenon.  

Across Western Europe, by the end of the nineteenth century scholarly editions were 

available of music by Palestrina, Corelli, Purcell, Rameau, Buxtehude, Schütz, 

Sweelinck and others.53  In England, Richard Terry (1865-1938) provided the initial 

impulse of the revival of the church music of the Elizabethan composers.54  It was 

said that Sir Frederick Bridge (1844-1924), ‘the organist of Westminster Abbey and 

of an antiquarian turn of mind…was responsible for those editions of the Elizabethans 

and Purcell which were only superseded by the work of the next generation of 

scholars.’55  Edmund Fellowes (1870-1951) was famous for researching and 

providing a text in thirty-six volumes for the whole body of madrigals from those of 

William Byrd to Thomas Tomkins’ (1572-1656).56  The critic, musical editor and 

amateur performer, J.A. Fuller Maitland (1856-1936), has been credited with being 

‘among the first to see the value of the old music, to appreciate its differences in kind 

from the classical music that had caused its supersession, and to labour for its 

restoration.’57  He and W.S. Rockstro edited English Carols of the Fifteenth Century.  

Fuller Maitland was also ‘the moving spirit’ in the publication of The Fitzwilliam 

Virginal Book (1899), which he edited in association with his brother-in-law, William 

Barclay Squire.58  Barclay Squire even brought out new editions of Byrd’s masses.  It 

had been Grove who had substantially supported the work of younger advocates of 
                                                
51 Hughes and Stradling, 37, 76.  The first volume of Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians was 
published in 1879.  The fourth and final volume was dated 1890. 
52 Hughes and Stradling, 43. 
53 Haskell (1996): 22. 
54 Howes (1966): 89. 
55 Howes (1966): 91.  Frederick Bridge was a keen collector.  Besides owning some good early Purcell 
editions, he also owned Humphrey Salter’s Genteel Companion, being exact directions for the recorder 
(1683) and the copy of the second part of Youth’s Delight on the Flagelet [sic], which had belonged to 
Samuel Pepys.  (A. Hyatt King, Some British Collectors of Music: c. 1600-1960 (Cambridge, CUP, 
1963): 72.)  It is not known if he played the recorder or the flageolet. 
56 Howes (1966): 92-3. 
57 Howes (1966): 97. 
58 Howes (1966): 89.   
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the English musical renaissance such as Fuller Maitland and Barclay Squire.  Indeed, 

Hughes and Stradling claim that the latter’s ‘primary service to the Renaissance’ was 

as a librarian and archivist;59 that is, as an historian.  One did not have to be a 

composer to contribute to the rejuvenation of English musical culture. 

 

While the English musical scholarship of the late-nineteenth century was perceived to 

be a way to regenerate particularly Elizabethan musical traditions, the age of the 

music was of less importance than the place it was perceived to have held in the world 

in that era.  It was because the Elizabethan age ‘conjured up…the literary and political 

achievements’ of the time: ‘navigation, exploration, colonization, heroic defence of 

English Protestant freedom against overwhelming odds, and the defeat of the Spanish 

Armada.’60  Thus, while the key issue for those who would rejuvenate England’s 

musical culture was that of re-establishing England as ‘a land with music,’ this 

necessarily meant re-establishing Elizabethan musical attributes, not just for 

professional composers, but also for the broader amateur public for whom Grove, who 

considered himself to be ‘a typical amateur,’ had originally conceived his 

Dictionary.61  To this end, throughout the period of the English musical renaissance 

from the 1840s until 1940, nationalistic statements about the state of music in England 

from the time of Thomas Tallis to that of Purcell were continually appearing in print. 

 

The educationalist, John Hullah, was quoted as saying, ‘In the sixteenth century we 

not only sang and played as much and as well as our neighbours, but we sang and 

played our own music.  It is no exaggeration to say that the English hold, and are 

recognized as holding, a very high place among the composers of the period.’62  Some 

perceived that as England had led the world once, it could happen again.  For 

example, as early as the 1830s, William Horsley had written: 

                                                
59 Hughes and Stradling, 42.  
60 Hughes and Stradling, 43. 
61 Sir G. Grove as reported in ‘The Seventh Annual Dinner of the South London Musical Club,’ MT 27 
(1886): 160.  Grove said, ‘I wrote about the symphonies and concertos because I wished to try to make 
them clear to myself and to discover the secret of the things that charmed me so; and from that sprang a 
wish to make other amateurs see it in the same way.’  (‘Sir George Grove, C.B.,’ MT 38 (1897): 660.) 
62 A.M. Henderson, ‘Old English Keyboard Music,’ PMA 64 (1937-1938): 85.  John Hullah (1812-84), 
besides being a long-time education inspector, established the French ‘Wilhelm’ system of teaching 
sight singing in England during the 1840s, in which the degrees of the scale were named and ‘do’ was 
fixed to a certain pitch.  John Curwen (1816-80) established a slightly different ‘Tonic sol-fa’ method, 
which was also gradually adopted in teaching institutions from the 1840s onwards.  (Mackerness 
(1966): 154-8.) 
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It has been observed, that, if Englishmen would establish any claim to national distinction in 

music, they must go to the ecclesiastical compositions of their old masters, or to the part song 

writers of their own day... is it to be supposed, in a country which has produced such poets, 

painters, sculptors, and architects, that music, with proper encouragement, could not be carried 

to a high degree of perfection?63  

 

In 1886 a letter writer begged for Tallis’s Motet for forty voices to be published: it 

was a ‘great national possession’ and ‘a matter which should be of exceptional 

interest to those…who are anxious to maintain the position of the English school of 

music.’64  Similarly, the slow publication of Purcell’s works provoked an outburst 

from The Musical Times, which demanded that people support Purcell ‘for the honour 

of England’s reputation as a musical country.’65  Gustav Holst practically claimed for 

England the achievement of inventing music, saying, ‘The power to combine sounds 

was the greatest achievement in all musical history.  England seems to have been the 

first country to do so successfully,’ and citing the work of John Dunstable (1380-

1453), Thomas Morley (1557-1602) and John Bull (1563-1628).66  As late as 1926, 

Jeffrey Pulver, a scholar of old English music and instruments, was still writing about 

English honour and pride in her musical history and it being ‘a splendid antidote to 

depression.’67  Nine years later, The British Council for Relations with Other 

Countries invited thirty music critics from eighteen European countries to come to 

England and ‘discover for themselves the present state of English musical life.’68  The 

visitors were treated to a concert where half the music was of English church music of 

the sixteenth century: the other half included two movements from Vaughan 

Williams’ Mass and other ‘modern music.’69  And in 1938 we find, after a lecture on 

‘Old English Keyboard Music,’ one Captain Broadwood stating, ‘I believe that we are 

                                                
63 William Horsley, Preface, Vocal Harmony: a Collection of Glees and Madrigals (London: Monro & 
May and Cramer, no date).  Horsley (1774-1858) was a music editor and composer, chiefly of glees, 
although he wrote other music as well, including three symphonies.  (Mrs Walter Craig, ‘William 
Horsley,’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians Vol. 1, ed. George Grove, 4 Vols. (London: Macmillan, 
1879): 753.) 
64 A.H. Mann, Letter to the Editor, MT 27 (1886): 358. 
65 ‘The Purcell Society,’ MT 27 (1886): 653. 
66 Gustav Holst, ‘The Tercentenary of Byrd and Weelkes,’ PMA 49 (1922-1923): 29. 
67 Jeffrey Pulver, ‘The English Abroad,’ MT 67 (1926): 902. 
68 ‘The Royal Collegian Abroad,’ The RCM Magazine 32.1 (1936): 8. 
69 ‘The Royal Collegian Abroad,’ The RCM Magazine 32.1, 8. 
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today, quite as much as in the past, a great musical country.  This is confirmed by the 

growing interest which we take in the beautiful old music of the past.’70   

 

In other words, throughout the period of the English musical renaissance, a somewhat 

defensive attitude was commonly exhibited, seemingly a response to the original 

nineteenth-century perception—held both at home and abroad—that England was an 

unmusical nation.  Many people seemed to be trying to prove that England was indeed 

musical, or could become so again, specifically by linking the regeneration of early 

music repertoire with the best of English musical culture. 

 

Despite the fact that such statements continued well into the twentieth century, Fuller 

Maitland believed that by 1902 England already had a positive attitude to the 

renaissance of English music, especially as it related to the study of old music.  

Perhaps prematurely, he included period instruments in his assessment.  In view of the 

fact that his book is claimed to have been the first to officially name the ‘English 

Musical Renaissance,’71 it is worth quoting his views on the subject: 

 
Beside the improvement in the general attitude of the public towards [music], and the great 

advance in knowledge and practice among those who are engaged in music, it is also to be 

noticed that a far greater degree of interest is taken now…in the scientific side of music… The 

average professional or amateur musicians of the day find it desirable to know at least 

something of the scientific aspect of their own branch of music… Such a remark could not be 

made in the present day as that which an eminent professor before the renaissance is reported to 

have made, that the study of acoustics was “as little use to practical musicians as it would be for 

pianists to study the anatomy of the elephant because the piano-keys were made of ivory.”72 

 

Fuller Maitland listed the systematization of the study of early music; through 

examination of old treatises about performance practice; through ‘the restoration to 

practical use’ of various early instruments; in the published editions of ‘the older 

classics;’ and general scholarship about musical history such as that included in 

Grove’s ‘monumental’ Dictionary.73  By the beginning of the twentieth century,  

                                                
70 Captain Broadwood in discussion after A.M. Henderson, ‘Old English Keyboard Music,’ PMA 64 
(1937-1938): 95. 
71 Hughes and Stradling, 45. 
72 Fuller Maitland (1902): 136. 
73 Fuller Maitland (1902): 137-8. 
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Fuller Maitland claimed that ‘the English atmosphere [had] become favourable…to 

musical development; there [was] no longer any inherent improbability that 

composers should be born, should be thoroughly educated in their art, and should 

ultimately attain success, in England.’74 

 

Although for many years the early music scholarship being carried out did not 

contribute substantially to a study of early performance styles, there was a 

corresponding interest between the actual notes on the page and the instruments for 

which they were scored.  Thus, simply because it was perceived to be part of the 

‘golden age,’ the recorder—to those who knew of its existence—was believed to have 

a valuable history, albeit one still veiled in ignorance.  Because no-one attributed any 

value to the English flageolets, which had also gone out of common usage by the end 

of the century,75 the recorder’s antiquarian repertoire appears to be the motive behind 

the scholars’ initial interest in its history. 

 

Much research had already been conducted into the nature of early instruments that 

had been classed as obsolete: instruments such as the harpsichord, the clavichord, the 

family of viols, the oboe da caccia, and the lute, as well as the recorder.  

Antiquarians, collectors, librarians, museum curators and amateur musicians all 

helped to create an interest in early instruments and admiration for their 

craftsmanship.76  As well as being presented in lectures and lecture-recitals by senior 

members of the musical élite of England as an interesting but ‘extinct’ instrument, the 

recorder was presented as a curiosity in various Exhibitions to which the London 

public flocked.  However, the initial reception of the recorder by the late nineteenth-

century public did not indicate that it was likely to become accepted, let alone 

popular, much less a vehicle for new composers’ music, within half a century.   

 

The first major exhibition at which recorders figured was the 1885 Inventions 

Exhibition, held in the Albert Hall galleries in South Kensington, London.  Apart 

from the contemporary keyboard and stringed instruments, there were many 

‘curiosities in the way of obsolete wind and stringed instruments…manuscripts and 
                                                
74 Fuller Maitland (1902): 138. 
75 For example, see Finn in English Music, 137; Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 532; Christopher Welch, ‘Literary 
Errors on the Subject of the Recorder,’ Lectures on the Recorder (London: OUP, 1961): 47. 
76 Hunt (1962): 130. 
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early printed books…autograph scores of the great masters…portraits and pictures 

relating to the art of music.’77  To complement the items on display, A.J. Hipkins 

organized a series of historical concerts, the music to be played on period 

instruments.78  These concerts attracted much attention from visitors to the Exhibition, 

so much so that ‘a crowd of persons [were] unable to obtain admission on each 

occasion.’79   

 

Three of the Historic Concerts were organized and directed by Monsieur Victor-

Charles Mahillon, Director of the Museum of the Brussels Conservatoire.80  His 

concerts reportedly consisted of performances of ‘old music on obsolete instruments, 

in the manipulation of which the performers showed a large amount of skill, which 

however, is not surprising, considering the magnificent collection of such instruments 

possessed by the Conservatoire.’81  In fact, the recorders played at this Exhibition 

were not originals, but had been made by Mahillon himself; facsimiles of the famous 

set held in the Nuremberg Museum.82 

 

For many, if not all, in the audience at these concerts, it was their first opportunity to 

hear recorders.  Writing subsequently in The Musical Times, the critic felt the need to 

explain what recorders actually were.  Although the instruments were ‘new’ and 

exotic, they did not impress unduly: 

 
From the point of view of abstract musical effect, the efforts of the players varied greatly.  Some 

of the effects were beautiful as well as curious, while others were only curious.  In the latter 

category must be placed the sounds produced by the eight flauti dolci in a “Sinfonia Pastorale” 

from Eurydice by Jacopo Peri.  The flauti dolci are flutes à bec, of various lengths, the lowest or 

bass flute extending downwards to [low f].83 

 

                                                
77 ‘The Historic Loan Collection,’ MT 26 (1885a): 455. 
78 Alfred James Hipkins (1826-1903) was an antiquary, a performer on early keyboard instruments and 
the foremost English authority on the history of the piano. 
79 ‘Historic Concerts at the Inventions Exhibition,’ MT 26 (1885): 478. 
80 Haskell (1996): 28.  Victor Mahillon was a respected wind-instrument scholar at the Brussels 
Conservatoire of Music.  
81 ‘Historic Concerts,’ MT 26, 478. 
82 J.C. Bridge (1901): 109. 
83 ‘Historic Concerts,’ MT 26, 478. 
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From Mahillon’s Brussels group, the pupils of one M. Dumon also played a ‘March of 

the Lansquenets’84 (c.1519) on those eight recorders.85  The Musical Times critic 

informed his readers that recorders, ‘with sometimes the addition of a drum, formed 

the band of the Lansquenets of the sixteenth century,’86 thereby implying that 

recorders were military instruments intended primarily for outdoor use, a belief that 

he may well have held himself.  Hipkins and William Gibb, in their celebrated book 

on the musical instruments of the 1885 International Inventions Exhibition, also 

propagated this view, stating, ‘This was the military music of that period.’87  The 

critic of The Musical Times wrote, ‘The pupils of M. Dumon’s class handled them 

well, but the effect resembled a description of street organ now happily but rarely 

heard.’ 88  This was not the only performance to elicit a critical review: recorders were 

not being unduly singled out.  As the critic stated:  

 
The errors and omissions of the executive of the International Inventions Exhibition with regard 

to the nature and quality of the musical performances…have been commented upon in severe 

terms… To have continued fault-finding would have been unpleasant and monotonous.89 
 

The performances on early instruments in general would have presented a very 

strange sound world to those used to equal temperament in tuning, the same tone 

quality over wind instruments’ entire pitch ranges, and the dynamic range of 

nineteenth-century instruments.  Any pre-Classical instrument was open to the 

criticism that it did not conform to the norms of musical sound that most people of the 

Victorian age valued.90  

 

                                                
84 Lansquenets were French soldiers, similar to the Swiss Guards. 
85 This concert was the first ‘modern’ performance upon recorders of which Moeck was aware.  
(Moeck (1980): 5.) 
86 ‘Historic Concerts,’ MT 26, 478. 
87 A.J. Hipkins, ‘Two Double Flageolets, a German Flute, and Two Flûtes Douces,’ Musical 
Instruments, Historic, Rare and Unique (London: A. & C. Black, 1921; First pub. 1988): Plate 
XXXVIII. 
88 ‘Historic Concerts,’ MT 26, 478. 
89 ‘Historic Concerts,’ MT 26, 477. 
90 An example of not-uncommon prejudice can be found in Albert Schweitzer’s biography of J.S. Bach.  
Having obviously heard the recorder played (probably in Germany), he wrote, ‘The disappearance of 
the flûte-à-bec is not a very great misfortune…A number of finger holes—six to eight—made it 
possible to produce various tones from this primitive instrument; some of them were always rather 
impure…the overtones being completely lacking, the timbre was soft but inexpressive.  The parts for 
flûte-à-bec hardly suffer at all from being played on modern transverse flute.’  (Albert Schweitzer, J.S. 
Bach, Vol. 2, Trans. Ernest Newman (New York: Dover, 1966; First pub. Leipzig 1905, London, 
1911): 432-3.) 
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The critic, George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950), was less fearful of giving offence than 

writers in The Musical Times, and perpetuating the idea that recorders were military 

instruments, gave as his view:  

 
The original members of the Band of Lansquenets, of the XVI century, are happily dead, but 

they have left their flutes and their drum behind them.  The drum is of the sort used by the 

virtuosi that accompany Punch and Judy shows; and the flutes are brown keyless flageolets, not 

very accurately pierced, and not absolutely identical in pitch.  They are of various sizes, the 

largest resembling a leg of an old-fashioned bed, and the smallest—a most dreadful 

instrument—a leg of the small stool belonging to the same suite of furniture [91].  They are eight 

in family, and when they discoursed the March of the Lansquenets at the Historic Concerts…the 

effect was voted “quaint.”  The incessant bleating of the loosely stretched drumhead; the weak 

whistling of the soprano flutes; and the mournful woodiness of the tenors and basses moving in 

thirds, sixths and fifths with them—all being more or less out of tune from defects of 

construction that no skill on the part of the players could neutralize—made a whole which was 

certainly quaint enough: almost as quaint as the waits at Christmastide.  But a little of it was 

calculated to go a long way… 

 

These Lansquenets’ flutes are called flauti dolci, or sweet flutes.  On the same inscrutable 

principle, in our own day, we have execrable machines made with concertina reeds, fed with 

bands of perforated paper, and played by turning a handle, advertised as the Dulciana, the 

Melodina, the Harmonista, and The Cottager’s Joy.  The “sweet flute” has a plaintive silliness 

that is all its own; but it is not sweet.92 

 

Dumon was undoubtedly a skilful player: he received a positive review for his other 

performances.93  However, Shaw’s belief that no amount of performer’s skill could 

‘neutralize’ the ‘defects of construction’ of the recorders shows the depth of the abyss 

into which they had apparently fallen.  The fact that the instruments were facsimiles 

may have been partly to blame: as Moeck has stated, the specialized craftsmanship of 

recorder making had been lost. 

 

                                                
91 In eighteenth-century France, when flute and recorder makers were not numerous enough to be able 
to form their own guild, they had to join the guild of chair-leg manufacturers.  (Roger Bragard and 
Ferdinand J. de Hen, Musical Instruments in Art and History, Trans. Bill Hopkins (London: Barrie and 
Rockliffe, 1967): 152.) 
92 George Bernard Shaw, ‘Historic Concerts,’ Shaw’s Music: The complete musical criticism in three 
volumes, Vol. 1, ed. Dan H. Laurence (London: The Bodley Head, 1981; First pub. The Dramatic 
Review, 4 July 1885): 301-2. 
93 ‘Historic Concerts,’ MT 26, 478. 
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Despite Shaw’s harsh review of the 1885 recorder performance, he was not averse to 

early music, and certainly not against the idea of using original instruments.  He 

enjoyed the music played by the six-stringed viola da gamba which, he said, ‘has 

actually raised the question whether it is not at least equal to the violoncello, instead 

of being the “nasal” and ungrateful instrument we have been taught to imagine it.’94  

Yet by this statement Shaw also gives some idea of the prejudice against early 

instruments inherent in musical circles in the late-nineteenth century.   

 

 

 
Plate 1: George Bernard Shaw in 1879.95 
 

 

 

 

Significantly, Shaw did not seem to realize 

that the recorder also might have had some 

redeeming features if it were made and 

played in its original manner.  He simply 

condemned it, writing:  

 
The…flûte-à-bec, flauto dolce or lansquenet flute…is a wooden flageolet, the most agreeable 

tones of which may be compared to the cooing of an old and very melancholy piping crow…  

The specimens used in the Historic Concerts were only approximately identical in pitch; and the 

piercing was of the roughest ante-Boehm order.  The effect of the flauti dolci music was, on the 

whole, quaintly execrable.96 

 

The poor reception of the recorders’ performance did not prevent them being shown 

again.  In May 1890, a Royal Military Exhibition was held at Chelsea in London.  A 

                                                
94 George Bernard Shaw, ‘Musical Instruments at the Inventions Exhibition,’ Shaw’s Music, Vol. 1 
(First pub. The Magazine of Music, August 1885): 320. 
95 Author’s collection. 
96 Bernard Shaw, ‘Musical Instruments at the Inventions Exhibition,’ 322.  Theobald Boehm (1794-
1881) was reportedly ‘the most famous of those in the nineteenth century who “improved” the flute by 
adding keys and changing fingerings in order to achieve perfect tuning across the entire pitch range of 
the instrument.’  Also, his flutes were made of metal (silver) rather than wood.  (Macdonald, Berlioz’s 
Orchestration Treatise (2002): 138.) 
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gallery was set aside for a ‘representative loan collection of instruments’ including 

transverse flutes and flûtes à bec,97 which were specifically mentioned as being worth 

seeing.  The Musical Times’ advertisement stated, ‘Amongst the curious or interesting 

instruments exhibited, a few are worthy of special notice. A set of flutes, comprising 

the musical equipment of a band of “lansquenets” in the sixteenth century will repay 

observation.’98 

 

It is not clear which recorders were used in this Exhibition, but the fact that they were 

held to be those of the ‘lansequenets’ suggests that Mahillon may have been prevailed 

upon to send his copies to England again.  Somewhat surprisingly, The Musical Times 

was not so dismissive of the old instruments as it had been five years earlier.  Its critic 

wrote:  
We cordially recommend all musicians who are interested in the growth of the modern orchestra 

to lose no time in visiting this really representative collection…a series of Recitals shall be 

given, by means of which the developments of the various instruments will be acoustically 

demonstrated…Such Recitals should prove of real assistance to composers, and may possibly 

lead to the revival of certain instruments which have been allowed to fall into disuse.99 

 

That recitals of old music ‘should prove of real assistance to composers’ is one more 

example of what seems to have been a commonly-held view: that the rejuvenation of 

old English music could contribute to the renaissance of national music that was 

believed to be so urgently required.  The inclusion of instruments in the equation was 

relatively new and exciting, even though the recorder specifically was not yet 

perceived to be useful. 

 

1.3. Early-modern scholarship on the recorder in England 

 

Few people seemed to know what a recorder was or what it could do.  In 1896 F. 

Cunningham Woods stated that the recorder had ‘completely fallen out of use… Very 

few have heard this sweet old instrument so beloved of our ancestors.’100  W.H.  

 

                                                
97 ‘Music at the Royal Military Exhibition,’ MT 31 (1890): 272. 
98 ‘The Loan Collection at the Royal Military Exhibition,’ MT 31 (1890): 339. 
99 ‘The Loan Collection at the Royal Military Exhibition,’ 339. 
100 F. Cunningham Woods, ‘A Brief Survey of the Dances Popular in England During the Eighteenth 
Century,’ PMA 22 (1895-1896): 104. 
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Cummings suggested that ‘many people’ imagined that a recorder was ‘a species of 

organ… [or] a sort of bagpipe.’101  This does not contradict the existence of recorders, 

but does emphasise the lack of players, which for any instrument must spell a 

perception of ‘extinction.’102   

 

The first English scholar to examine the recorder in any depth was Christopher 

Welch.103  He was asked to present a paper to the august and intellectual body of the 

Musical Association.104  He stated later, ‘It occurred to me that it might interest the 

Members if I were to clear away the obscurity and uncertainty in which, at that time, 

the recorder was enveloped.’105  Welch cited Virdung’s Musica getutscht (Basle, 

1511), Agricola’s first edition of Musica Instrumentalis (1528), as well as Theatrum 

Instrumentorum or Sciagraphia by Michael Praetorius (Wolffenbüttel, 1620) and 

other sources; references that are among those in use today.  In denouncing the 

various strange definitions of the recorder that were published during the late-

eighteenth and entire nineteenth centuries in England, he stated that ‘for more than a 

hundred years the recorder was shrouded in mystery.’106  Welch’s first lecture on the 

recorder, given in June 1898, was entitled ‘Literary Errors on the Subject of the 

Recorder.’  In it, he attempted to define a recorder and challenge the published 

sources that so often seemed to contradict each other.   

 

                                                
101 W.H. Cummings in discussion following Woods, 107.  Dr Cummings (1831-1915) was reportedly 
‘the authority’ on Purcell.  He was also an avid collector of madrigals, other old English music and 
Handel memorabilia, as well as being a founding member of the Musical Association, a teacher and a 
conductor.  (‘The Music Exhibition at the Crystal Palace,’ MT 41 (1900): 527; ‘Mr. William H. 
Cummings,’ MT 39 (1898): 81-5.) 
102 That a lack of players spelled obsoletion for instruments is highlighted by the fact that the 
harpsichord was likewise believed to be ‘extinct’ in 1885 (according to the writer of ‘The Historic 
Loan Collection’ (1885a): 454), even though the Taskin firm in Paris were continually restoring the old 
originals throughout the nineteenth century.  (See William R. Dowd and John Koster, ‘Pascal Joseph 
Taskin,’ New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 25, ed. Stanley Sadie, 2nd edn., 29 Vols. 
(London: Macmillan, 2001): 116.) 
103 For information about Welch’s life, see Dale Higbee, ‘Christopher Welch, flute and recorder 
historian,’ AmR 20.2 (1979): 64-6. 
104 The Musical Association (renamed the Royal Musical Association in 1944) was established in 1874 
to investigate, discuss and publish subjects connected with music.  Its membership was elected and in 
the late-nineteenth century included Sir John Stainer (who was a joint initiator of the group), Grove, 
Macfarren and Parry. 
105 Christopher Welch, Preface, Six Lectures on the Recorder and Other Flutes in Relation to Literature 
(London: OUP, 1911): v. 
106 Christopher Welch, ‘Recorder,’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 4, ed. J.A. Fuller 
Maitland, 2nd edn., 5 Vols. (London: Macmillan, 1910): 38. 
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He was not entirely successful.  At another of his recorder lectures just four years 

later, Cummings (who had been the Chairman at Welch’s 1898 presentation) held up 

what seems to have been a French flageolet and commented that ‘we must not forget 

that the recorder was a sweet-toned instrument.  This one is made with the six holes, 

and the two thumbholes, one of which was stopped with wax at the will of the 

player.’107   

 

Welch found that most of the inaccuracies arose from people confusing recorders with 

flageolets or other instruments because there was a plethora of names by which the 

recorder was known in various countries and at different times.  The names were 

often very similar to, or even the same as, those given to other fipple flutes.  This 

meant that with flageolets and six-holed flutes still being within the memory of many, 

in trying to define recorders, nineteenth-century researchers were at the mercy of 

whichever source, original or secondary, from which they chose to quote.  In Marin 

Mersenne’s comprehensive and well-known treatise, Harmonie Universelle (c.1636), 

the recorder was known variously as the flûte-à-bec, the flûte d’Angleterre (English 

flute), the flûte douce and the flûte à neuf trous (nine-holed flute).108  In his 1879 

Dictionary entry on flageolets, William Stone had used ‘flûte-à-bec’ as a generic 

term, flageolets and recorders being categorized under the same name.109  He believed 

the flageolet to be the modern form of the recorder, with the English flageolet being a 

simpler version of its French cousin.110  Welch himself gave the generic name of 

‘fipple flute’ to both flageolets and recorders,111 but took special care to differentiate 

between them.112 

 

To make matters less clear, in nineteenth-century France the six-holed flute, a little 

straight flute with no thumbhole, made of wood and requiring a block, was called an  

 

                                                
107 Cummings in discussion following Christopher Welch, ‘Hamlet and the Recorder,’ PMA 28 (1901-
1902): 132.  See ‘French flageolet’ in Appendix 1. 
108 Marin F. Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle: The Books on Instruments, Trans. Roger E. Chapman 
(The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1957; First pub. 1636): 307. 
109 William Stone (1830-1891), an English physician and a keen amateur performer on instruments of 
the clarinet and bassoon families, had been a founding council member of the Musical Association in 
1874. 
110 Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 531-2. 
111 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 6. 
112 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 7. 
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‘English flute,’ ‘a name formerly assigned to its predecessor [the recorder].’113  

Adding to the difficulties, the name ‘flageolet’ was given to many different 

instruments.  In Welch’s lecture, ‘Tone and Effect of the Recorder,’ he said, ‘In the 

present day we often hear the term flageolet loosely and improperly applied to the 

whole fipple flute family.’114  Given that the recorder had had many names, and that 

sometimes one name was given to different types of fipple flutes, it is not surprising 

that there was confusion.  

 

One of the mistakes that Welch uncovered was in William Chappell’s Music of the 

Olden Time, published in about 1859.115  Chappell (1809-1888) erroneously believed 

the word ‘recorder’ to mean a hole covered by a membrane in the mouthpiece of a 

front-blown pipe, thereby giving the instrument its name.116  This opinion was 

reportedly disseminated in the 1889 Century Dictionary, which maintained that the 

recorder, ‘a musical instrument of the flageolet family,’ sometimes had an eighth 

hole, ‘covered with gold-beaters’ skin…near the mouthpiece, apparently to influence 

the quality of tone.117 

 

Chappell was fully conversant with Mersenne’s treatise and cited it specifically, 

giving the ‘English flute’—in this case, the recorder—its due number of holes: seven 

in front for the fingers, and one at the back for the thumb.118  Nevertheless, the 

problem seemed to have originated with the nomenclature.  Chappell stated that 

recorders and English flutes were to outward appearance the same, that they had the 

same number of holes for the fingers, and the scale, the compass and the manner of 

playing were all the same.119  In looking to explain the different names, and assigning 

a membrane to one of the instruments, his reasoning arose from his assumptions that 

instruments with different names must be different rather than realizing that there 

were several names for the same instrument.   

 

                                                
113 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 7.  See ‘Six-holed flute’ in Appendix 1. 
114 Welch, ‘Tone and Effect’ (1961): 150-1. 
115 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 122. 
116 William Chappell, The Ballad Literature and Popular Music of the Olden Time, Vol. 1 (New York: 
Dover, 1965, Introduced into the British Museum in 1859): 246, Note a. 
117 Quoted in Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 1. 
118 Mersenne (307), quoted in Chappell, Vol. 1, 244, Note b. 
119 Chappell, Vol. 1, 246, Note a. 
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Chappell had also written: 

 
Mr. Ward, the military instrument manufacturer, informs me that he has seen “old English 

flutes” with a hole bored through the side, in the upper part of the instrument, the holes being 

covered with a thin piece of skin, like a gold-beater’s skin.  I suppose this would give somewhat 

the effect of the quill or reed in the Hautboy, and that these were Recorders.120 

 

Welch summarily dismissed the evidence of Mr Ward, with whom he claimed to have 

had previous dealings, finding him to be ‘the reverse of a satisfactory witness.’121  

However, Carl Engel of the South Kensington Museum had also stated that an English 

seventeenth-century recorder with such a hole did indeed exist and was on display in 

the museum.122  In common with Chappell, Engel claimed that the object of the 

covered hole ‘was to render the sound, by means of the vibration of the delicate film, 

more tender and somewhat reedy, like that of an oboe.’123  Welch examined the 

instrument but found that the membrane effected no change in tone until he hummed 

into it.124  Unlike a Eunuch flute, which had a membrane ‘as thin as an onion peel’ at 

right angles to the airflow, the instrument in question had a parallel membrane.125  

Welch concluded that the museum instrument had been an attempt to combine a 

Eunuch flute with a fipple flute, perhaps applying the principle, as Mersenne had 

suggested for the (real) recorder, that a performer could sing the bass while playing 

the melody, ‘so that one man can make a duett.’126  A more likely explanation is that 

it had been changed in order to make of it a ‘voice flute’ of that period.127 

 

                                                
120 Chappell, Vol. 1, 246, Note a.  According to Chappell, whereas once the recorder had ‘approach[ed] 
nearest to the sweet delightfulness of the voice,’ the Hautboy, or oboe, ‘which always had the 
preference in esteem,’ had superseded the recorder in this role.  The implication was that a recorder that 
sounded like an oboe would have been more valued. 
121 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 124. 
122 Engel, 372. 
123 Engel, 373. 
124 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 126. 
125 Mersenne, 298.  See ‘Voice flute and Eunuch flute’ in Appendix 1.  Chinese folk flutes also have a 
hole covered with rice paper, about halfway between the embouchure hole and the highest finger hole.  
Therefore, as Malcolm Tattersall has pointed out, if the membrane on the recorder had no effect on the 
sound, it was not because the airflow and the covered hole were parallel to each other.  (Malcolm 
Tattersall, ‘The Crow of the Phoenix,’ Cinnamon Sticks 4.2 (2003): 12.) 
126 Mersenne, quoted in Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 126, Note 1.  The complete quote has been 
translated as ‘An air or song can be sounded on the block flute and at the same time the melody of the 
bass be sung, without, however, pronouncing the voices, for the wind which goes out of the mouth in 
singing is capable of making the flute sound, so that a single person can perform a duo.’  (Mersenne, 
308.) 
127 Inferred from MacMillan (1983): 491.  See ‘Voice flute and Eunuch flute’ in Appendix 1. 
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Welch’s examination of this so-called ‘seventeenth-century’ instrument also revealed 

it to have been made in about 1810 by Goulding & Co. in New Bond Street, 

London.128  Welch suggested, ‘Carl Engel was imposed upon by some enterprising 

dealer who cleverly erased with a hot iron the words “Bond Street” and so was able to 

make Engel believe that the instrument was an old one.’129  After Welch’s second 

lecture on the recorder to the Musical Association in 1902, Cummings mentioned the 

South Kensington Museum recorder in the ensuing discussion: 

 
Some recorders had also a small hole at the back of the instrument, at the top, which was 

covered with a little bit of skin to give it a peculiar tone.  There is one of this kind, I believe, at 

the South Kensington Museum.  This, no doubt, altered the tone considerably, and made it more 

crying perhaps.130 

 

This was an odd statement considering that after Welch’s first lecture, Cummings had 

said, ‘He seems to have solved the question of the use of the membrane covering the 

hole of the Recorder.’131  Obviously, it would take more than lectures to dispel the 

confusion surrounding the recorder.  

 

Cummings’s lack of clarity about the nature of the recorder may have arisen because 

he had read, and accepted as containing some truth, Stone’s articles in the first edition 

of Grove’s Dictionary.  In 1879 Stone had written that the recorder ‘had a top hole 

stopped with the left thumb, followed by three for the first three fingers of that hand, a 

fifth stopped by the thumb of the right hand, and four more with the right fingers.  It 

thus possesses a scale of eight notes.’132  As Cummings did subsequently, he had 

ascribed to the recorder the most obvious attribute of the French flageolet, the two 

thumbholes.  Yet in his later article, ‘Recorder,’ Stone quoted The Delightful 

Companion, in which the writer ‘gives very explicitly the number of holes…eight 

holes upon the pipe, viz. seven before and one underneath which we call the 

                                                
128 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 127.  Goulding worked in London from 1799-1829.  (MacMillan 
(1983): 491.) 
129 Welch in discussion after his lecture (1902): 135. 
130 Cummings in discussion after Welch (1902): 132. 
131 W.H. Cummings in discussion following Welch (1898): 222. 
132 Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 531. 
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uppermost and is to be stopped with your thumb.’133  He expressed surprise that The 

Delightful Companion did not mention the hole in the mouthpiece over which a ‘thin 

bladder’ is stretched—which Chappell had claimed to be the distinguishing feature of 

a recorder—and he implied that the existence of the South Kensington recorder with 

its membrane closed the argument.  Stone believed that the transverse flute had 

superseded the recorder as early as 1720.134  In 1883 he stated that the recorder was 

completely obsolete.135 

 

Despite the fact that Stone knew that the recorder and flageolet had existed 

concurrently in England as discrete instruments, quoting Thomas Greeting’s The 

Pleasant Companion (1682) for the Flageolet and Humphrey Salter’s The Genteel 

Companion (1683) for the Recorder, he believed that the latter instrument had 

‘developed into the Flageolet.’136  He was unclear about the reasons for the recorder’s 

decline, suggesting only that the flageolet had more positive attributes and that it 

therefore ‘appear[ed] to have superseded the more ancient Recorder, much as the 

Violin did the Viol.’137  He seemed to have believed that there was only one type or 

size of recorder; a tenor, judging by his description of one he saw in The Genteel 

Companion in which ‘the long bulky recorder [reaches] halfway down to the player’s 

knee.’138 

 

The implication was that its size helped to speed its demise, the flageolet being more 

portable: the description of the flageolet in the popular Pleasant Companion (1682) 

stated, ‘It may be carried in the pocket and so without any trouble be a companion by 

land and by water.’139  While it is clear that Stone had a different conception of what 

modern scholars would call a recorder,140 it is possible to see how limited written 

                                                
133 The Delightful Companion (Carr/Playford, 1682; 1684; 1686) cited in Stone, ‘Recorder,’ 87.   (See 
Welch (1961): 77; and David Lasocki, ‘Instruction books and methods for the recorder from around 
1500 to the present day’ in J.M. Thomson (1995): 125.) 
134 W.H. Stone, ‘Flute,’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 1, ed. Sir George Grove, 4 Vols. 
(London: Macmillan, 1879): 535. 
135 Stone, ‘Recorder,’ 86. 
136 Stone, ‘Flute,’ 535.  For further information on early recorder and flageolet tutors see Welch (1961): 
71-83 and Lasocki in J.M. Thomson (1995): 119-35. 
137 Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 531. 
138 Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 531. 
139 Thomas Greeting’s The Pleasant Companion (first pub. 1661), quoted in Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 531. 
140 Welch actually stated, ‘Even as late as 1883, when Dr. Stone wrote the article on the recorder in 
Grove’s Dictionary, the precise nature of the recorder was still a mystery.’  (Welch in discussion 
following J.C. Bridge (1901): 118.) 
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sources of varying degrees of accuracy could have led him to make wrong 

assumptions.  Moreover, the only fipple flutes in use in England at the time were 

flageolets and six-holed flutes. 

 

 
Plate 2:  Frontispiece for The Genteel Companion (detail). Note the two ‘long, bulky’ recorders.141 
 

It is significant that Welch’s second lecture was specifically about some of the 

misunderstood passages in William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: existing in tandem with 

the revival of sixteenth-century music was the revival of early English drama and 

literature.  Shakespeare had been the most conspicuously successful dramatist of the 

‘golden age’ and his achievements became a central part of the nationalist rhetoric at 

least until World War II.  For example, love of Shakespeare was considered to be as 

much part of being English as ‘[the Englishman’s] garden… the glory of our oaks and 

beeches… the love of fair play… [and] the memory of that long line of heroes who 

have made this land dear for her reputation through the world.’142  It was stated, 

‘When we ask ourselves what are the essential things of the English spirit…one of 

them should be the majesty of Shakespeare…who [has] given his country a greater 

glory than all her kings.’143  At the turn of the century it was as important to ascertain 

the ‘truth’ about Shakespeare’s plays as it was to uncover the secrets of the music and  

 

                                                
141 From Welch (1961): 74. 
142 Arthur Mee, Good Morning, Young England, Arthur Mee’s Rainbow Books (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1938): 23, 25. 
143 Mee, 26-7. 
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instruments of his time.  The value of Welch’s research was effectively doubled when 

he cast illumination upon both early music and Shakespeare at once. 

 

After Welch’s 1902 ‘Hamlet’ lecture, Cummings was moved to comment upon 

Hamlet’s statement, ‘Though you can fret me, you cannot play upon me.’144  He said, 

‘I have wondered whether in those days the unskillful tried to fret…these instruments 

by putting on bits of string to guide the fingers.  We know they had sometimes little 

bits of ivory between the keys.  It would have made the fingering very much 

easier.’145  Possibly Cummings was now thinking of some nineteenth-century English 

flageolets that had a tiny ivory dot placed between the notes to facilitate easier 

fingering for the unskilled amateur.146  Welch replied, ‘We are not to think…that the 

finger holes of the recorder were called frets, nor to suppose that Shakespeare 

believed that the recorder was fretted, and so was unacquainted with the construction 

of the instrument.’147   

 

Particularly notable in the case of Hamlet was an assumption made without 

supporting contextual evidence: that the word ‘recorder’ referred to a job description; 

that of a legal clerk, who wrote—that is, recorded—information.  Various passages 

gave cause for question, among them the following: 

 
 [Enter] Players, with recorders. [148]  

 Hamlet: O the recorders: let me see one.  (Then, turning to Guildenstern, he says) 

Will you play upon this pipe? 

 Guildenstern:  My lord, I cannot. 

 Hamlet:  I pray you. 

 Guildenstern:  Believe me, I cannot. 

 Hamlet:  I do beseech you. 

                                                
144 William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, quoted from the 1604 Quarto of the play (III, 2) in Christopher 
Welch, ‘Hamlet and the Recorder,’ Lectures on the Recorder (London: OUP, 1961): 170. 
145 Cummings in discussion after Welch (1902): 131. 
146 Plate 26 in Appendix 1 shows the ivory dots between the finger holes of an English double 
flageolet. 
147 Welch, ‘Hamlet and the Recorder’ (1961): 182, Note 2.  In 1916 Southgate claimed that an old man 
had informed him that the ivory dots between flageolet holes were actually called ‘frets.’  (T. Lea 
Southgate in discussion following Percy A. Scholes, ‘The Purpose Behind Shakespeare’s Use of 
Music,’ PMA 43 (1916-1917): 14.) 
148 Lasocki has written that the ‘players,’—the word used in the 1604 Quarto of the play—referred to 
actors rather than musicians.  (David Lasocki, ‘The Recorder in the Elizabethan, Jacobean and Caroline 
Theater,’ AmR 25.1 (1984): 4.) 
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 Guildenstern:  I know no touch of it, my lord. 

 Hamlet:   ‘Tis as easy as lying: govern these ventages with your fingers and  

    thumb, give it breath with your mouth, and it will discourse most  

    eloquent music.  Look you, these are the stops.149   
 

In the ensuing discussion, the Chairman, T. Lea Southgate, gave the opinion: 

 
It is always dangerous when persons who have not sufficiently mastered an art set themselves to 

explain passages that require at least a knowledge of its terminology…I remember seeing one 

commentary on this Shakespeare passage, in which the writer said on the words “Enter the 

Recorders:”  “This must refer to some of the lower legal officers.”150 

 

Woods also remembered such an idea, saying, ‘What we have heard…about a 

recorder being supposed to be a lawyer by some people, has also come under my 

notice.’151  Several years earlier, Southgate had recalled a reference to a 

Shakespearean commentator who, upon the words, ‘Come, the Recorders,’ had 

directed ‘persons to come in and “record” the evidence of the behaviour of the King 

and his wife for subsequent legal service!’152  No record has been found of groups of 

human ‘recorders’ filing onto the stage of nineteenth-century productions of Hamlet.  

The evidence suggests, however, that it may have happened. 

    

Working at the same time as Welch, Dr Joseph Cox Bridge was another important 

recorder researcher.  Being ‘hardly less zealous as an antiquary than he [was] in his 

duties of Cathedral organist’153 at Chester Cathedral, he gave a lecture to the Musical 

Association in 1901 entitled, ‘The Chester “Recorders.” ’154  Unlike Welch, Bridge 

was not a wind instrument player, but in common with him, he believed that the 

recorder had become obsolete, quoting Burney’s visit to Antwerp in 1772 as being 

‘important evidence as to the disuse of the recorder... It is evident that [Burney] was 

absolutely ignorant of recorders.  He knew the small ones were “common flutes,” but 

                                                
149 William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act III, Scene 2. 
150 T. Lea Southgate in discussion after Welch (1902): 129. 
151 F. Cunningham Woods in discussion after Welch (1902): 132. 
152 T. Lea Southgate in discussion following Welch (1898): 224.  To be fair, the word ‘recorder,’ 
referring to a legal officer, appeared in The Times at least until 1983.  (TTDA.) 
153 ‘Chester and its Cathedral,’ MT 45 (1904): 12. 
154 J.C. Bridge (1901): 109-20. 
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he evidently had never seen or heard of bass or double-bass recorders.’155  Bridge 

cited a 1790 edition of Shakespeare’s Hamlet in which the writer, Malone, wondered 

what a recorder was like and whether it had a thumbhole at the back or not.  To 

Bridge, the evidence suggested that probably by the middle of the eighteenth century, 

and certainly by its end, the whole family of recorders had died out.156 

 

It is possible that Bridge’s interest in recorders had been aroused in 1886 when he had 

fortuitously been present at the chance finding of the four eighteenth-century Bressan 

recorders in the Chester Cathedral vault.157  He described the find in his 1901 lecture:  

 
In the year 1886, the Chester Archaeological Society moved into new quarters in the freshly 

built central “Grosvenor” Museum.  Amongst the lumber from its old rooms was a peculiarly 

shaped box (which crumbled to pieces almost immediately) and in it the Secretary found what 

he thought to be “an ancient bassoon.”  On viewing the remains, what was my delight to find 

that the Society was the possessor of a rare set of ancient Flûtes-à-bec or Recorders.158 

 

In describing these recorders in 1904, a writer in The Musical Times harked back to 

the confusion over the meaning of the word ‘recorders,’ stating, ‘Mention must…be 

made of the fine set of Chester Recorders - not bewigged gentlemen, but a quartet of 

instruments dating back to the seventeenth century, instruments immortalized by 

Shakespeare.’159  

 

The set consisted of four recorders, comprising a treble in F, a voice flute (tenor) in D, 

a tenor in C and a bass in F, made of plum or cherry and tuned somewhat at  

a’=415.160  These now-famous Chester recorders were reportedly ‘sent for repair  

                                                
155 J.C. Bridge (1901): 113-4.  Original italics.  See also Dr. Burney’s Musical Tours in Europe, ed. 
Percy A. Scholes, Vol. 2 (London: OUP, 1959): 14.  Burney called the bass and great bass recorders 
with keys and crooks ‘peculiar instruments…like hautbois and bassoons.’ 
156 J.C. Bridge (1901): 114. 
157 Together with the Thomas Stanesbys—father (1668-1734) and son (1692-1754)—Pierre Bressan 
(1663-1731) was among the finest English woodwind instrument makers in the eighteenth century.  
The recorder expert, Walter Bergmann, stated, ‘To judge from his instruments…he was the 
Stradivarius of the English recorder makers.’  (Bergmann (1964a): 141.)  See also Maurice Byrne, 
‘Pierre Jaillard, Peter Bressan,’ GSJ 46 (1983): 2-29; Maurice Byrne, ‘More on Bressan,’ GSJ 47 
(1984): 108-9. 
158 J.C. Bridge (1901): 109. 
159 ‘Chester and its Cathedral,’ 10. 
160 Bergmann (1964a): 141. 
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to a local music-seller who had a new key made for the alto, and added the tube for 

carrying the wind from the player’s mouth to the top of the bass instrument.’161  The 

Chester set was unusually special in that several of them had double holes at the 

bottom, a rarity in original recorders.162  Even more unusually, the recorders were 

apparently made for and used by a left-handed customer who played with the right 

hand on top.163   

 

In 1892 Bridge and his Chester group played the recorders at the first lecture-recital in 

a set of three with the overall title of ‘Music of the Past.’164  Of the performance, The 

Chester Chronicle’s critic gave the opinion:  

 
A most enjoyable programme concluded with a performance, on a set of four “recorders” 

belonging to the Chester Archaeological Society, of the “Chester Round” and an equally ancient 

melody entitled “Chester Waits,” being interpreted in a manner which perhaps appealed more to 

the love of antique than to love of music.165 

 

Bridge’s 1901 lecture was illustrated with several tunes played on the Bressans by 

Bridge and three others who were not from his usual group.166  A ‘Gavotte,’ almost 

certainly taken from Mersenne’s treatise, was played on three recorders, not four as 

Mersenne had stipulated.167  A ‘Duet’ for treble and bass recorders was also played168  

                                                
161 Welch, ‘Hamlet and the Recorder’ (1961): 163.  In his introduction to the 1961 publication of three 
of Welch’s lectures, Edgar Hunt suggested that the new key was not necessary, especially as it 
obliterated the double holes.  He added that the key was removed by ‘Messrs. Arnold Dolmetsch Ltd.’ 
(that is, by Carl Dolmetsch) when they restored the instruments in 1939.  (Edgar Hunt, Introduction, 
Welch (1961): ix.  See also Carl Dolmetsch, ‘The Chester Recorders: A Footnote,’ Sussex Recorder 
News 2 (1951): 2.) 
162 Two more recorders were discovered in Chester at a later date: another treble in F and a treble in E 
flat, both of which also had double bottom holes.  (Bergmann (1964a): 141.) 
163 Bergmann (1964a): 141. 
164 Programme for J.C. Bridge, ‘Ancient Minstrelsy,’ First in a series of three lecture-recitals on ‘Music 
of the Past’ (Chester Cathedral Refectory: 22 November 1892), DFA.  The second part of the first 
lecture (22 November 1892) was entitled ‘A Few Remarks on “Recorders” or Ancient Flutes’ with 
musical illustrations given on the Chester Recorders, ‘belonging to and exhibited by kind permission of 
the Chester Archeological Society.’ 
165 Review from The Chester Chronicle (26 November 1892), quoted in Campbell (1975): 52. 
166 J.C. Bridge (1901): 116, Notes. 
167 ‘Recorders,’ Review of J.C. Bridge’s lecture to the Musical Association, MT 42 (1901): 185.  See 
Mersenne, 311, Example 32. 
168 J.C. Bridge (1901): 116.  Years later, Bridge reportedly told Hunt that the composer was Pepusch.  
(Hunt (1962): 131.) 
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along with a ‘Vaudeville’ for recorders, which was ‘played upon the pianoforte.’169  

Perhaps, like the ‘Gavotte,’ it was from Mersenne’s book in which was given a ‘ 

“Vaudeville” for four flageolets,’ also by Henri le Jeune.170  If this were the case, the 

use of accidentals, which would have involved a significant amount of cross-fingering 

if played on the Chester Bressans, may have discouraged Bridge from taking on more 

than he could hope to achieve by attempting such intricacies in a London performance 

without his usual ensemble players.  Significantly, among the music played was a 

‘Quartet for Four Recorders’ composed by J.C. Bridge himself.  This was probably 

the first piece of music written in England for the recorder since its demise so many 

years earlier.171  It was played again in 1973 at a recorder course held in York.172 

 

In the discussion following Joseph Bridge’s lecture, Sir Frederick Bridge, the 

lecturer’s brother, organist at Westminster Abbey and also an eminent music scholar, 

said of the recital: 

 
My brother and those who helped him, have shown great pluck in bringing these four 

instruments - or rather not so much in bringing them as in trying to play on them.  Of course, it 

would be ridiculous to say that we in London have never heard anything like it.  I have no doubt 

that if he could have brought his own Chester quartet up, things would have gone a little 

smoother, though perhaps we should have missed some of the excitement and curiosity as to 

how they would have got through it.  I suppose most of us have not had an opportunity of 

hearing recorders before, and I think our thanks are particularly due to those gentlemen who 

have come forward at the last moment, Mr. Radcliffe, Mr. Finn, and Mr. Bedford, who comes 

from Chester and plays on the pibcorn.173 

 

                                                
169 ‘Recorders’ (1901): 185.  A ‘Vaudeville’ was a kind of gavotte ‘having four bars in the first strain, 
and eight in the last.’  (John Hawkins, A General History of the Science and Practice of Music, Vol. 2 
(New York: Dover, 1963; First pub. 1776): 608, Notes.)  In 1910 the same piece was similarly played 
on pianoforte in T. Lea Southgate’s illustrated lecture.  (‘Flute Music: A Brief Survey,’ PMA 36 (1909-
1910): 113.) 
170 Mersenne, 306, Example 30.  Conrad Steinman has suggested that this piece was ‘the first piece of 
music composed expressly for the flageolet.’ (Steinman, 58.) 
171 David Kinsell, ‘J.C. Bridge and the Recorder,’ The Recorder and Music Magazine 5.5 (1976): 157.  
If, as it seems, Bridge’s knowledge of the recorder technique was gleaned solely from Mersenne’s 1636 
treatise, it is not unexpected that his piece consisted of simple diatonic harmonies, with little if any 
dissonance or rhythmic complexity.  The original score is held by the Chester Archaeological Society 
and was reproduced in Kinsell, 158-9. 
172 The 1973 players were Ferdinand Conrad, Walter Bergmann, Dennis Bamforth and Colin Martin. 
173 Frederick Bridge in discussion after J.C. Bridge (1901): 116-7.  See ‘Pibcorn’ in Appendix 1. 
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Once again, the reception of the recorder was poor, perhaps because, according to 

Hunt, Bridge had wrongly calculated the pitch of the recorders.174  Coupled with the 

fact that the quartet was played as a trio, this would probably have resulted in the 

‘Gavotte’ becoming a strangely modal piece with no satisfactory cadences.  It is also 

possible that Bridge did not know the correct recorder cross fingering that would 

ensure accurate intonation.   

 

Years later, in about 1927 when Bridge was the Director of Studies at Trinity College 

of Music, he invited the young Edgar Hunt to his home to view his recorders and told 

him about his 1901 lecture.175  According to Hunt, who by his own admission was not 

yet terribly interested in recorders,176 Bridge said that at the time of playing they did 

not understand the fingering and treated the Chester recorders as whistles, covering 

the thumbholes with stamp paper.177  Yet Bridge’s own ‘Quartet’ included notes in the 

register that required the thumbhole to be uncovered.178  Hunt has re-iterated his 

recollection in the revised edition of his book, The Recorder and its Music (2002),179 

and the story has been repeated as fact by Mayes in his 2003 publication.180 

 

Upon reading Bridge’s lecture, however, it becomes clear that almost certainly he did 

not do this.  He specifically addressed the use of the back thumbhole, stating, ‘It is 

generally considered that flûtes à bec were called recorders when pierced with eight 

holes – seven in front for the fingers and one at the back for the thumb.  Undoubtedly 

the hole at the back was the most important feature.’181  Bridge quoted from The 

Genteel Companion on ‘pinching,’ explaining that the player must ‘bend your left 

thumb and let it be half over the hole underneath the Pipe’ in order to raise the pitch 

of the instrument eight notes, into its higher register.182  He also discussed ‘cross-

fingering’ as the way to obtain semitones, some of which would have utilized the 

thumbhole.183   

                                                
174 Hunt, Introduction in Welch (1961): viii.  See also Kinsell, 157. 
175 Hunt (1962): 131. 
176 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 36. 
177 Hunt (1962): 131. 
178 See Kinsell, 158-9. 
179 Hunt (2002): 122. 
180 Mayes (2003): 1. 
181 J.C. Bridge (1901): 116. 
182 Humphrey Salter (1683), quoted in J.C. Bridge (1901): 111-2. 
183 J.C. Bridge (1901): 111. 
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Possibly Bridge did speak to the young Hunt of the membrane that featured in so 

many earlier publications regarding the recorder, and Hunt misunderstood to the 

extent that he believed that Bridge himself had actually put a temporary membrane on 

a hole in the form of stamp paper.  However, given the time that both Welch and 

Bridge spent disproving this contentious idea, it seems inconceivable that either of 

them would have put paper over any hole—let alone the thumbhole—of a recorder 

before they played it.  

 

In June and July of 1904, the Tercentenary Exhibition of the Musicians’ Company, 

also known as the ‘Music Loan Exhibition,’ was organized by the Worshipful 

Company of Musicians.184  A large collection of beautiful old instruments, rare books, 

pictures, manuscripts, chronological examples of music typography and mementoes 

of musicians were lent by members of the Company and other notable collectors.185  

An advertisement proclaimed, ‘The main object of the exhibition [is] to show the 

progress of the art of music since the last Charter was granted to the Company three 

hundred years ago.’186 

 

John Finn, a virtuoso flautist who had been at the unveiling of the Chester Recorders 

and who had played in Dr Bridge’s demonstrations,187 gave a lecture demonstration 

entitled ‘The Recorder, Flute, Fife and Piccolo’ in which he stated: 

 
Occasionally, in connection with the modern flute, one hears a lament about loss of quality, just 

as if there was nothing else we have given up with the old pipe.  Undoubtedly there was 

something attractive about the old flutes.  We are still interested in them but they are of the past.  

The present and future are for us, and the art of today requires the use of musical instruments 

duly advanced in the stage of perfection as will serve it worthily.188 

 

                                                
184 The Worshipful Company of Musicians of London was formed in 1604 as a kind of guild to regulate 
the teaching of music within its jurisdiction.  By 1904 the purpose of the Musicians’ Company was to 
stimulate and promote the study and practice of music by instituting scholarships and competitions and 
awarding medals. 
185 T.L. Southgate, Preface, English Music, xi. 
186 ‘The Musical Loan Exhibition,’ Advertisement, MT 45 (1904): 302. 
187 Finn had also provided musical illustrations on the recorder at Woods’ lecture to the Musical 
Association in 1896.  Some years later, he played the recorder at T. Lea Southgate’s lectures on the 
flute.  (Southgate (1908 and 1910.)   
188 Finn in English Music, 163. 
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His statement implied that ‘progress’ was perceived to be associated with changing 

and ‘improving’ the functions and capabilities of instruments, not with reviving the 

old ones.  He mentioned flageolets only in passing.  On the displacement of the 

recorder by the keyed flute in the eighteenth century, he said: 

 
The beautiful tone of the recorder does not seem to have weighed against a limited compass and 

defective intonation… Its restricted power could not meet the increasing demands on the 

executant of instrumental music, and when still further improvements in the shape of closed 

keys…were added to the favoured rival, almost making it a chromatic instrument, the musical 

life of the recorder terminated.189 

 

It has been said that Finn believed that ‘the processes of natural selection had quite 

justly brought the recorder’s life to an end.’190  Until new work was done on the 

instrument his lecture apparently represented an end to its existence and was simply a 

summing up of the relatively limited research to date.  He was not alone in his 

opinion.  D.J. Blaikley, in discussing the demise of wind instruments since 1604 in his 

lecture on reed instruments in the same Exhibition, also believed: 

 
The general lines of improvement have been of such a character that the executive musician has 

been relieved to a large extent from the difficulties incidental to primitive methods of fingering, 

and of forcing the tuning, and is to that extent free to give evidence of his artistic powers in the 

rendering of the composer’s intentions…whereas the violin was brought to an excellency by 

Stradivarius which has not been surpassed, wind instruments were in his day comparatively 

rude, and from that time to this, the improvement in them has been continuous.191 

 

Although Blaikley implied that the recorder was ‘comparatively rude,’ he wrote the 

entry about it in the 1927 edition of Grove’s Dictionary,192 an entry that was 

reproduced unchanged in the 1940 edition.  The instrument did not even get its own 

entry: it was a sub-heading in ‘Fipple Flutes.’  In defining the recorder Blaikley took 

                                                
189 Finn in English Music, 135-7.  Southgate agreed with Finn that the recorder was inadequate, its 
‘feeble tone’ having sped its demise in the eighteenth century.  (Southgate (1910): 114.) 
190 J.M. Thomson in J.M. Thomson (1995): 145. 
191 D.J. Blaikley, ‘The Single and Double Reed Instruments,’ English Music, 354.  David Blaikley 
(1846-1936) was an English acoustician, noted for his design and manufacture of wind instruments and 
his knowledge of woodwind and brass instruments.  He joined the Musical Association in 1875 and 
was a keen collector.  (E.D. Mackerness, ‘David James Blaikley,’ New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, Vol. 3, ed. Stanley Sadie, 2nd edn., 29 Vols. (London: Macmillan, 2001): 672.) 
192 D.J. Blaikley, ‘Fipple Flute,’ A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 2, ed. H.C. Colles, 3rd and 
4th edns., 5 Vols. (London: Macmillan, 1927, 1940): 248-9. 
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little information from Welch’s comprehensive 1910 Grove entry, and only described 

the Praetorius-style recorders with their duplicated bottom hole, not the eighteenth-

century recorders of, for example, the Stanesby family or Bressan.  He noted that ‘as 

late as 1740’ the recorder was called a ‘common flute,’ and that ‘the tone of the 

recorder…remarkable for solemnity and sweetness [was] much referred to by old 

writers, Bacon, Milton, Pepys and others.’193  In 1927 and 1940, using Grove’s 

Dictionary as one’s only source, one might have been forgiven for thinking that the 

recorder was still dead.194   

 

Conclusion 

 

The recorder was barely known in late nineteenth-century England.  Few recorders 

were known to exist, even by the scholars who were interested in such things. 

Apparently, there was no recorder music written in England during the entire century, 

and as far as most people knew, the instrument was obsolete.  However, within the 

context of the early music revival, the recorder had been resurrected from its deep 

oblivion and presented in detail in lectures and exhibitions to the public and the 

musical establishment.  Pioneers such as Victor Mahillon, Christopher Welch and J.C. 

Bridge were not always successful and the recorder’s reception was generally less 

than favourable.  Apart from it being a part of that celebrated Elizabethan age when 

England was believed to have led the world in music, the demise of the instrument in 

the late-eighteenth century was seen by some to have been justified. 

 

At this preliminary stage of the recorder’s renaissance, seemingly it would have been 

easy for it to sink back into silence.  However, there were people who were actually 

playing the recorder on a regular basis with musical integrity and experimenting with 

its difficult fingering.  With due respect to the scholarly and painstaking work of the 

researchers, it would be the players who brought the instrument back to the semblance 

of a musically meaningful life: Canon Francis W. Galpin, Arnold and Carl Dolmetsch 

and Edgar Hunt. 

                                                
193 Blaikley (1927, 1940): 249. 
194 In 1930, one Clinton Gray-Fisk described antique instruments as ‘resembling nothing so much as a 
solo on a bird-cage played by a toasting fork.’  (‘The Dolmetsch Foundation,’ Letter to the Editor, MT 
71 (1930): 442.) 
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Chapter Two 

The Recorder as Phoenix: 

A Live Instrument Once More 
 

To Arnold Dolmetsch…but for whom the lovely voice of the recorder…would in all likelihood 

have remained silent and forgotten to this day, a sense of personal indebtedness has been so 

great for so long that it is difficult indeed for one, no master of words, to set down his 

appreciation in adequate terms. 

        (‘From a Member,’ 1940)1 

 

At the same time as the scholars and lecturers, the museum curators and collectors of 

old instruments were discovering the intricacies, beauty and foibles of the recorder, at 

least two other people were playing the instrument in public: The Reverend Canon 

Francis W. Galpin (1858-1945) and Arnold Dolmetsch.  Galpin believed that the 

instrument was worth playing both for its loveliness of tone and also because it came 

from a period when music making was considered to be a natural and integral part of 

English cultural life.  He used the recorder, as well as other instruments, in various 

musical activities to meet what he believed to be his parishioners’ aesthetic and moral 

needs.  Dolmetsch, on the other hand, was interested in music purely for its own sake. 

Consequently, his musical activities had more breadth and depth and he made more 

impact than Galpin upon the renaissance of the recorder.  It was Dolmetsch who 

brought the recorder to light for that section of the concert-going public which 

favoured early music.  Although he was never a conscious supporter of the musical 

establishment, and was essentially a ‘fringe-dweller,’ his work fitted so well into its 

aim to raise the status of English music among the public that the context of his work 

must be discussed in this chapter along with his more obvious achievements.  It was 

precisely the inherent conjoining of Dolmetsch’s work with the wider musical agenda 

of influential scholars, musicians and composers that led to the recorder (among other 

instruments) being taken seriously, as a small, but relevant, even beneficial, part of the 

active musical life of England.  It was Dolmetsch’s work too that inspired the young 

Edgar Hunt—whose interest in the revival of early music was coupled with the ideal 

of musical education for all—to conceive of a mass revival of the recorder. 

                                                
1 ‘From a Member,’ Arnold Dolmetsch: An Appreciation,’ RN 3, 8. 
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2.1. Canon Francis Galpin and the recorder 

 

Canon Francis Galpin, a clergyman, an amateur musician and a scholar, was a keen 

collector of original ‘old’ instruments.  He believed that in the interests of 

understanding bygone English customs, the study of ancient instruments was as 

necessary for ‘the man of letters, the artist and the chronicler of our national life, 

ethnologist and collector’ as for musicians and composers.2  He felt it humiliating that 

by 1910 England still had no official collection of antique instruments to rival those 

of, for example, the Museum of the Brussels Conservatoire and the Berlin 

Hochschule.3 

 

Galpin’s interest in musical instruments had begun in his school days when he played 

the clarinet and the viola.  His ‘first real treasure,’ acquired when he was at Trinity 

College, Cambridge University, was a serpent: ‘a terribly seductive thing to an 

undergraduate.’4  He ‘carried the evil beast home to awaken the echoes of Trinity 

Great Court.’5  After taking his degree, he went on to do parochial work, and finally 

settled in 1891 at Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex, where he remained until 1915.6  His 

work in organology and musicology was, according to F. Geoffrey Rendall, ‘a pursuit 

to sweet leisure,’ but he was ‘first and foremost a faithful and much loved parish 

priest.’7  

 

In the mid-1890s Galpin had approximately 300 instruments, all of them said to be in 

perfect playing condition.8  From the earliest days he lent them out for public 

exhibitions and lectures:9 for example, he provided most of the ancient instruments 

 

 

                                                
2 Francis W. Galpin, Preface, Old English Instruments of Music, 4th edn. (London: Methuen, 1964; First 
pub. 1910): xx.   
3 Galpin (1964): xx. 
4 ‘Dotted Crotchet,’ ‘Private Musical Collections: II. The Rev. F.W. Galpin’s Musical Instruments,’ 
MT 47 (1906): 527-8. 
5 F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): xx. 
6 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 528. 
7 F. Geoffrey Rendall, ‘F.W.G. 1858-1945,’ GSJ 1 (1948): 3. 
8 Rendall, 4. 
9 Galpin often lent his recorders to Sir Frederick Bridge, then the organist of Westminster Cathedral.  
(Rendall, 5.) 
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for the 1900 Music Exhibition at the Crystal Palace10 and for the 1904 Exhibition in 

the Fishmongers’ Hall.11  By 1906 Galpin’s instruments covered two thousand years 

of musical history and numbered over 600, reportedly ‘lin[ing] the staircase and 

passages and occupy[ing] two well-filled rooms at the top of the house.’12  According 

to ‘Dotted Crotchet’ of The Musical Times, his collection included a ‘patent voice 

flute’ as well as ‘specimens of the double and triple flutes-à-bec—often called 

flageolets—pretty devices, much in use during the early part of the last century.’13  

‘Dotted Crotchet’ and presumably also Galpin apparently perceived the flageolets to 

be as obsolete as the recorder.  Included among his collection was an original 

Stanesby English recorder tuned in A and a ‘fine quartet of recorders,’ perhaps from 

about 1660.14  In addition, he owned two eighteenth-century English recorders.  

Almost certainly there were other recorders in his collection, which subsequently 

were sold privately to antiquarians and collectors.15 

 

Galpin’s collection had a practical element.  In the foreword to his catalogue for the 

collection that he had gifted to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Galpin wrote, ‘To 

me a musical instrument is a thing of life, something that will speak to us and reveal 

the hidden secrets of its sound.  Therefore I made every effort to secure specimens 

that were playable or could be rendered so.’16 

 

Canon Galpin was an early model of those who actively encouraged amateur music 

making as a part of everyday life.  In order to play, he formed a family consort of the 

recorders17 somewhat in the style of the perceived Elizabethan model of domestic 

music making that pervaded the ideals of middle-class England at that time, and not 

                                                
10 ‘The Music Exhibition at the Crystal Palace,’ MT 41 (1900): 527.  Galpin had worked out his own 
system of classification of instruments for this Exhibition at the Crystal Palace (Rendall, 5), basing it 
on Mahillon’s system for the Brussels Conservatoire.  (Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient European 
Musical Instruments: An Organological Study of the Musical Instruments in the Leslie Lindsey Mason 
Collection at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Boston: Harvard UP, 1941): 384, fn. 10.) 
11 Brian Galpin, ‘Canon Galpin’s Check Lists,’ GSJ 25 (1972): 21, Note 4.  Canon Galpin’s recorders 
were used together with Taphouse’s in Finn’s 1904 lecture. 
12 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 522. 
13 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 522.  See ‘Voice flute and Eunuch flute’ and ‘Double and triple flageolet’ 
in Appendix 1. 
14 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 523.  See Appendix 2 for more detailed information about Galpin’s 
recorders. 
15 See Notes in B. Galpin, 4-21. 
16 Francis W. Galpin, Foreword, Bessaraboff.  See Appendix 2. 
17 Peter, 9.  Galpin’s Recorder Quartet was still in existence in 1914.  (Stanley Godman, ‘Francis 
William Galpin: Music Maker,’ GSJ 12 (1959): 12.)  See Appendix 2. 
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unlike that of Arnold Dolmetsch’s family.  Galpin organized public concerts and 

rustic fêtes of the ‘Ye Olde Englyshe Pastymes’ variety that were, according to the 

Musical News, reminiscent ‘of the pastimes and festivities which were current in our 

land some three to four hundred years ago.’18  These events included public 

performances using recorders and other old instruments such as viols, serpents, lutes 

and cornets.19  In 1894 The Musical Times reported, ‘Under the energetic and 

enthusiastic direction of the well-known antiquarian musician, the Rev. F.W. Galpin, 

a singularly interesting and quaint revival of old English dances and rustic sports took 

place on Bank Holiday, at Hatfield Broad Oak.’20  ‘Appropriate instrumental 

accompaniments’ were provided for all the activities, including maypole and Morris 

dances and a ‘Jigg for the Merry Milkmaids.’21 

 
Plate 3: Canon F.W. Galpin, c.1906.22 
 

 

Galpin was convinced of the 

beneficial effects of music on 

people’s lives.  Further, he ‘always 

firmly believed in the excellent 

moral influence which music well 

chosen and properly controlled, 

exercise[d] on young people.’23  In 

his London parish he organized a 

boys’ fife and drum band and a 

brass band for the young men in 

which he played the slide 

trombone,24 thereby exhibiting his 

executant versatility.  In Hatfield 

                                                
18 The Musical News (1893), quoted in Godman, 9. 
19 Haskell (1988): 33. 
20 ‘Rev. F.W. Galpin’s English Dances and Rustic Sports,’ MT 35 (1894): 624. 
21 ‘Rev. F.W. Galpin’s English Dances,’ 624. 
22 Photograph by Mrs. F.W. Galpin.  (‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 529.) 
23 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 528.  For a discussion about the effect that ‘good music’ was expected to 
create on individuals’ morality, see, for example, Rev. H.R. Haweis, Music and Morals (New York: 
Harper, 1871; Katharine Ellis, ‘The structures of musical life’ in Samson, 356, 365; Prictor (2000). 
24 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 528. 
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Broad Oak Galpin conducted his own choir, and as Precentor of the Deanery Choral 

Festival he was responsible for the choir music of the whole district.  He also ran a 

parish orchestra:  

 
…which at festivals accompanies the organ, and enlivens the village concerts with Haydn’s 

symphonies, Handel’s concertos and an occasional recorder quartet.  In this way, he endeavours 

to counteract the vulgar song-tunes which are imported into the village by holiday-makers from 

town, and it is not uncommon to hear a theme of Haydn’s or a strain of Mendelssohn’s whistled 

by some village lad as he wends his way to work.25 

 

Unofficially, Galpin was part of the movement that had begun in the mid-nineteenth 

century through the writings of intellectuals such as Thomas Carlyle, John Ruskin and 

Matthew Arnold, who recognized the miserable plight of workers.26  To them, access 

to education and the arts would counteract the materialism and ‘philistinism’ of the 

educated classes.27  To Ruskin the appreciation of art was ‘a moral and religious act,’ 

while Arnold argued that the social stability of England was at risk if cultural 

activities were denied to the mass of the population.28  Although Galpin was one of 

many at that time who believed in the ‘humanizing effect’ of music, it has been said 

that the sheer extent of his enthusiasm in starting choirs, wind bands and orchestras 

was uncommon at the end of the nineteenth century.29  In 1906 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ 

wrote of him: 

 
The vicar realizes that from a purely musical point of view, his efforts may never be successful, 

but the fact that through the winter months his parishioners are trying to perfect themselves in 

some classical composition and moulding their rougher natures to musical expression must…be 

useful and beneficial.30 

 

The Canon gave many music lectures and concerts while he was vicar at Hatfield 

Broad Oak.  The parish records reportedly show that most of the programmes 

included some early music played on period instruments.31  A review of Galpin’s 

                                                
25 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 528. 
26 Meirion Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press 1850-1914: Watchmen of Music 
(Aldershot, Hampshire: Ashgate, 2002): 3. 
27 Hughes (2002): 3. 
28 Hughes (2002): 3.  Such ideas will be discussed more fully in Chapters 3 and 4. 
29 Rendall, 4. 
30 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 528. 
31 See especially Godman. 
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playing in 1890 described the recorder as that ‘from which we derive our title for 

certain persons who make night hideous at Christmas-time,’32 a comment that may 

have been aimed at the particular instruments, or at the playing.  Galpin’s playing 

technique may well not have been of a high standard.  His detailed notes about 

recorder fingerings in his private checklist show that they were not immediately 

obvious to him, but that he was prepared to work on them.33  Some years later, annual 

January concerts were established in aid of the ‘Town Lighting Fund,’ raising money 

to pay the private company that ran the village lighting.  These became known as ‘The 

Paraffin Concerts.’34  Recorders were reported to have appeared in the 1904 Paraffin 

Concert, played by the Galpin Recorder Quartet, although the repertoire remains 

unknown.35  In 1905 the pieces played on recorders were ‘O Mistress Mine’ and ‘A 

Galiard’ (c.1600), after which the parish chronicler wrote, perhaps damning with faint 

praise, ‘the recorders were pleasingly quaint and formed a complete contrast to the 

more assertive music of the present day.’36 

 

The fact that all of Galpin’s instruments—at least in the mid-1890s—were in playing 

condition suggests that he was more than just a collector.37  In fact, he was skilled at 

repairing and even re-making instruments,38 and in order to keep the instruments in 

working condition he ‘had exact and playable facsimiles made of the rarer 

instruments.’39  In 1936 he wrote to the organologist, Nicholas Bessaraboff, about the 

recorders in his collection that were not original instruments, stating, ‘I got one or 

other of the English wind-instrument-making firms to make the body of the 

instrument with the correct bore.  Then I fitted the instrument up with the necessary 

fingerholes and brass keys, as shown in the work of Praetorius and Mersenne.’40 

 

Although the recorders that Galpin finished were not actual facsimiles, this work puts 

him at the very beginning of the English recorder renaissance in terms of the 

                                                
32 Review, Musical World (22 November 1890), quoted in Campbell (1975): 24. 
33 See B. Galpin, 8.  See also Appendix 2. 
34 Godman, 10. 
35 Godman, 12. 
36 Quoted in Godman, 13. 
37 Rendall, 4-5. 
38 See Collections: Musical Instruments (2002), Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (MFA), 
<http://www.mfa.org/artemis/fullrecorder.asp?oid=50380&did=600> Accessed 7 January 2004. 
39 Rendall, 4. 
40 F.W.Galpin, Letter (21 January 1936), quoted in Bessaraboff, 68.  See Appendix 2. 
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reconstruction of the instrument.  Galpin stated that he drilled the finger holes, fitted 

the blocks and keys, and voiced the instruments, presumably to a level where they 

sounded like instruments suitable for art music rather than home-made whistles.  He 

did everything except turn the bores.41  Four reproduction recorders from Galpin’s 

collection are believed to have been finished by him, all modeled to some extent after 

sixteenth-century types.42  It does not appear, however, that Galpin made any copies 

of eighteenth-century recorders.43 

 

While it would seem that Galpin was the first English recorder maker of the twentieth 

century, his work was not as significant as might be supposed.  Although he was 

accepted as a musicologist by the academic world,44 his work and music was 

necessarily centred upon his parish.  For the recorder renaissance to have any broad 

significance or impact it needed to be presented regularly to the world at large.  

Galpin did play the recorder in more public arenas; for example, at the 1904 

Exhibition, where he demonstrated the instruments for Frederick Bridge’s lecture;45 at 

a 1905 concert;46 and at a mediaeval play in 1921.47  These performances, though 

undoubtedly interesting, were not frequent enough to reach a wide audience.  Also, 

the known repertoire for the recorder needed to be expanded, and the instrument 

needed to be available for people to play beyond any one immediate family.  Arnold 

Dolmetsch would address all of these issues. 

 

2.2. The Dolmetsch family 

 

Arnold Dolmetsch, of German, Swiss and French origin, had received training in his 

parents’ piano, organ and harmonium workshop in Le Mans, France.  He studied 

piano, violin and composition at the Brussels Conservatoire, where he first heard early 

instruments being played.  In 1883 he moved with his family to London to enrol at the 

                                                
41 F.W.Galpin, Letter, quoted in Bessaraboff, 68. 
42 Bessaraboff, 69; Cat. nos. 17.1805, 17.1806, 17.1808 and 17.1809, Collections: Musical Instruments, 
MFA.  See Appendix 2. 
43 Darcy Kuronen, Curator of Musical Instruments, MFA, Personal communication (26 and 27 
February 2004). 
44 Rendall, 5. 
45 See Frederick Bridge, ‘Music in England in the Year 1604,’ in English Music, 164-189. 
46 ‘Concerts,’ The Times (20 October 1905): 6, TTDA. 
47 ‘A Play of Beeleigh Abbey: 13th Century Wedding Festival,’ The Times (24 January 1921): 8, 
TTDA. 
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Royal College of Music.  However, he left after just one year and began teaching 

violin at Dulwich College, London.  At that time he also began to collect and make 

instruments, and in 1891 he gave the first of many ‘historical concerts’ whereby he 

and his groups performed on the early instruments, both original and reconstructed, 

for which the music was written.48  Dolmetsch worked in the strings and keyboard 

departments of the Chickering Factory in Boston from 1904-1911, then at the Gaveau 

Workshops in Paris until just before the outbreak of World War I.  He moved his 

family back to England, and in 1918 they settled in Haslemere, Surrey, where 

Dolmetsch established himself as a respected maker of many types of period 

instruments, especially keyboard instruments and recorders.  He was also a performer 

of early music, much of which he rediscovered himself in the British Museum. 

 

While scholarly work upon the written music of the Tudor period began in England 

particularly during the 1880s, Robert Donington (author of the critically-acclaimed 

The Interpretation of Early Music49 and a one-time viol student and ‘disciple’ of 

Dolmetsch) stated of the early music movement that ‘The story should begin with 

Arnold Dolmetsch.’50  Unlike the historical and editorial musical scholars, but 

undoubtedly taking some strength and support from them and their work, Dolmetsch 

recreated musical performances of early music.  According to Campbell, Dolmetsch 

had the intuition, curiosity, imagination and craftsmanship ‘to take a museum piece 

and make it speak a language intelligible to 19th-, and later, 20th-century ears.’51  One 

listener certainly believed so, writing of a Dolmetsch concert, ‘It was the living past, 

and not the shadow one meets in museums.’52 

 

During the second half of the nineteenth century the pre-Classical music repertoire 

that became more available and most favoured was for vocalists, choirs and keyboard 

players.  Certainly the many professional and amateur singing groups existing at that 

time were crucial in sustaining the growth of the early music revival.53  However, the 

revival and knowledge of early chamber music and purely instrumental music—apart 

                                                
48 J.M. Thomson in J.M. Thomson (1995): 140. 
49 Robert Donington, The Interpretation of Early Music (London: Faber and Faber, 1963). 
50 R. Donington (1983): 42.  See also Marco Pallis, ‘The rebirth of early music,’ Early Music 6.1 
(1978): 41. 
51 Campbell (1975): 25-6. 
52 Christopher Mayson, ‘The Dolmetsch Circle,’ The RCM Magazine 24.3 (1928): 90.  Original italics. 
53 Haskell (1988): 23. 
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from that of keyboard—did not keep pace.  It was in this arena that Dolmetsch was to 

make one of his greatest contributions, not only in reviving the music itself, but also 

in performing it on period instruments, arguably ‘correct’ in terms of sonority, pitch 

and tuning.  A 1929 Times article stated that while Elizabethan vocal music had been 

re-discovered and embraced, the instrumental music had to wait for Dolmetsch’s work 

with instruments to enable it to be recognized adequately.54  Indeed, the article went 

on, ‘In England we owe [Dolmetsch] a special debt, for he has shown that in those 

days the English led the world in instrumental as in vocal music.’55 

 

From a young age, Dolmetsch’s studies and search for original music in the Royal 

College of Music and British Libraries had led him to collect, make, rebuild, reinvent 

and revive many early instruments.56  He was convinced that the specific intentions of 

any serious composer, early or late, were as important to proper performance as the 

notes themselves.57  His belief was encapsulated in his statement: 

 
MUSIC, old or new, must be heard in its original spirit, clothed in its natural fur and feathers, or 

else it cannot produce its proper effect upon the ear and mind.  In other words, it must be 

performed on the kind of Instruments for which it was intended, and skillfully interpreted with 

the full knowledge of, and complete Sympathy with the conventions of its time and country.58 

 

Even in the late-nineteenth century Dolmetsch was not alone in his quest for the 

revival of early sonorities: there were others reviving the actual instruments of earlier 

centuries in order to hear the music in its original ‘fur and feathers.’  For example, as 

Carl Dolmetsch has stated, ‘Full credit should be accorded to such stalwarts as A.J. 

Hipkins’ regarding the revival of the clavichord.59  Hipkins sometimes played with 

Dolmetsch in his early concerts.  In 1893 his rendition of Bach’s Chromatic Fantasia 

led to calls for an encore and was described as ‘the feature of the Concert.’60  With 

regard to his own various series of historical concerts, Anton Rubinstein argued that 

                                                
54 See ‘Elizabethan Music for Instruments,’ The Times (6 December 1929): 12, TTDA. 
55 ‘Elizabethan Music for Instruments,’ 12. 
56 Campbell (1975): 20; W. McNaught, ‘Arnold Dolmetsch and his Work,’ Obituary, MT 78 (1940): 
153. 
57 Robert Donington, The Work and Ideas of Arnold Dolmetsch (Haslemere: The Dolmetsch 
Foundation, 1932): 8. 
58 Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘The Eighth Haslemere Festival: What it Means to the World,’ Programme for 
the Eighth Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music (1932), DFA.  Original emphases. 
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early keyboard music could be properly executed only on period instruments, as they 

‘must have had tone-colouring and effects that we can not reproduce on the Pianoforte 

of today.’61  Fuller Maitland gave harpsichord recitals, and in common with Hipkins, 

played in several of Dolmetsch’s historical concerts.62 

 

By 1895 Dolmetsch was giving two or three series of historical concerts each year in 

various halls and rooms around London, including his own house at Dulwich 

(appropriately named ‘Dowland’ and furnished in Elizabethan style63) and the rooms 

of the Art Workers’ Guild.64  The reception of the concerts was generally positive, if 

sometimes bemused.65  In The Musical Times, reviews abounded in such phrases as 

‘Mr. Dolmetsch’s excellently trained company did full justice to the music;’66 and ‘the 

interest and attractiveness of the performances…’67  An element of theatricality 

permeated his concerts, leading one reviewer to suggest, ‘[Only] one thing now seems 

needed to complete the old-world charm of Mr. Dolmetsch’s Concerts—namely, an 

audience in contemporary costume.’68 

 

Overall, while Dolmetsch’s work was accepted as being important and interesting, the 

instruments themselves were not always greatly valued.  To be sure, the instruments 

were ‘sweet and expressive,’69 but they did not fulfil any nineteenth-century ideal.  

One reviewer stated that the tones of the virginals and harpsichords were too weak for 

the spacious Queen’s Hall where they were presented.70  In 1900 period instruments 

were described as ‘soothing [with] their low sweet voices,’ despite their 

‘comparatively feeble tone.’71  No doubt remembering a disastrous attempt by modern 

instrumentalists to play recorders at the Brussels Conservatoire in 1879,72 it seemed to 

Dolmetsch that many people condemned early instruments too easily without 
                                                
61 Haskell (1996): 25.  Reportedly, Rubinstein was introduced to the clavichord during Hipkins’ lecture 
on ‘The Old Clavier, or Keyboard Instruments’ before the Musical Association in 1886.  (‘Alfred 
James Hipkins’ (1898): 585.)  See also ‘Rubinstein’s Recitals,’ MT 27 (1886): 334.) 
62 For example, see ‘Mr Dolmetsch’s Concerts at Barnard’s Inn,’ MT 34 (July 1893): 423. 
63 Haskell (1996): 29; Campbell (1975): 65. 
64 McNaught, Obituary, 154. 
65 For more detailed discussions on the reception of Dolmetsch’s historical concerts, see, for example, 
Campbell (1975) and Elizabeth Roche, ‘The Present Antiquarian Zeal,’ The Consort 50.1 (1994): 9-10. 
66 ‘Mr. Dolmetsch’s Viol Concert,’ MT 34 (1893): 90. 
67 ‘Mr. Dolmetsch’s Concerts at Barnard’s Inn,’ MT 34 (1893): 169. 
68 ‘Mr. Dolmetsch’s Concerts at Barnard’s Inn,’ 169. 
69 ‘Mr. Dolmetsch’s Viol Concert,’ 90. 
70 ‘A Dolmetsch Concert,’ MT 39 (1898): 47. 
71 ‘A Dolmetsch Concert-Lecture,’ MT 41 (1900): 480. 
72 See Campbell (1975): 12. 
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knowing their technique or their capabilities.  He conceded that it would take time to 

become accustomed to the unfamiliar sonorities, writing that they ‘will not be 

understood at a first hearing nor even at a second…the auditors must hear enough of it 

to become familiar with the tone of the instruments and the style of the music.’73 
 

While Dolmetsch believed that ‘no art can develop healthily unless grounded upon a 

real, direct comprehension of the achievement of past generations,’74 his concerns 

were primarily artistic rather than antiquarian.  Donington noted that the motives 

behind all of Dolmetsch’s activities were not those of an historian but of an active 

musician ‘without prejudice of time or place.’75  Dolmetsch was not interested in old 

English music simply because it was English, writing, ‘We don’t produce [concert 

pieces] because they are “new” or British or whatnot; but BECAUSE THEY ARE 

BEAUTIFUL.’76  On the other hand, he wrote that English music, ‘even more than 

any other,’ was in need of research and regeneration so that it might become ‘the daily 

bread of the younger generation.’77  The main reason that he brought forward much of 

the old English school of the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries seems to have been 

because he had easy access to the British Museum and the Royal College of Music 

library where he could look for original manuscripts.78  By 1900, according to 

Campbell, Dolmetsch had given performances of 280 English, 125 French, 107 

German and 87 Italian works.79  His subsequent activities showed that he was 

interested in early, and in some cases, traditional music from many countries, 

including Morocco, Spain, Wales and Scotland. 

 

Despite the fact that Dolmetsch was not nationalistic where music was concerned, his 

work contributed to more than just the revival of early music and instruments: it also 

struck a chord with the emerging English musical renaissance.  Many who were keen 

to rejuvenate English music and establish a rebirth of English composition were also 
                                                
73 Arnold Dolmetsch, Preliminary Discourse, Second Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music (1926), 
DFA. 
74 Arnold Dolmetsch, Preliminary Discourse, Eighth Haslemere Festival (1932), DFA. 
75 R. Donington (1932): 18. 
76 Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘The Programmes,’ Advertisement, Eighth Haslemere Festival (Haslemere: 
Arnold Dolmetsch, 21 June 1932), DFA.  Original emphases. 
77 Arnold Dolmetsch, The Interpretation of the Music of the XVIIth and XVIIIth Centuries (London: 
Novello, 1915): 469. 
78 Campbell (1975): 20.  See also H.C. Colles, ‘Arnold Dolmetsch,’ Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, Vol. 2, ed. H.C. Colles, 3rd edn., 5 Vols. (London: Macmillan, 1927): 76. 
79 Margaret Campbell, ‘The Dolmetsch Legacy,’ The Consort 47 (1991): 19. 
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involved in the revival of pre-classical music and/or folk music.  Haskell has 

specifically related ‘the surge of early music activity in the 1920s’ to ‘nationalistic 

sentiment and [a] heightened appreciation of Britain’s musical past.’80  The 

movements were linked, and more importantly, were perceived to be linked.  

Although the ‘antiquarian scholasticism’ of some early music experts was at odds in 

method from the activities of the pragmatic Dolmetsch,81 the spirit of their enquiry 

and interest was similar.  Also, in their writings, lectures and choices of performances, 

establishment figures and protagonists of the musical renaissance such as Grove, 

Parry, Mackenzie, Fuller Maitland, Frederick Bridge, Stanford, W.H. Hadow, Holst, 

Vaughan Williams, Henry Wood and Percy Grainger (to name just a few) crossed the 

boundaries between the revivals of early music and folk music, the revivification of 

the musical public as both listeners and players, and the renaissance of English 

composition.  As Hughes and Stradling did later, Howes asserted the significance of 

the historical-pastoral influences in English musical life after the turn of the century, 

suggesting that the revivals of folk music and early music were linked in what was ‘a 

part of the wider movement for a more intense and worthier musical life.’82  He also 

claimed, ‘the movement of taste towards older pre-classical music was 

complementary to the restless search by modern composers after novelty—both were 

a reaction against the dominance of the classics.’83  That the two movements were 

motivated by the same goal places each of them as parts of a larger musical whole, not 

as separate self-contained entities. 

 

In common with others, Dolmetsch’s immediate concerns centred upon one particular 

facet of this revival of interest in English music and music making.  However, that he 

did find influential supporters for the music he unearthed can be attributed partly to 

their nationalistic tendencies; that is, their interest in reviving old English music as 

one of several catalysts to changing the composition style of the new English 

composers.  While the study of early music enabled the nation to be proud of 

England’s past musical glories, there was another more practical motivation: the 

revival of early music was perceived to contribute directly to the rejuvenation of 
                                                
80 Harry Haskell, ‘The Revival of Early Music’ in Banfield, 523. 
81 Haskell in Banfield, 519. 
82 Howes (1966): 73.  For a clear and detailed discussion of how early music and folk music 
contributed to some of the major composers in the English musical renaissance, see also especially 
Mellers, 105-31. 
83 Howes (1966): 97. 
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English music.  Those who subscribed to the latter view made a conscious connection 

between early and modern music.  Percy Grainger, an enthusiastic supporter of 

Dolmetsch’s work, believed that in regarding early music it was incumbent upon 

everyone to ‘forget the “early” and to look upon it just as music!’84  Dolmetsch quoted 

Grainger as having written to him: 

 
The work you are doing is so deeply beneficial to the cause of music… I am, in music, a 

modernist…  But I realize that true art has no oldness or newness, that all periods of human life 

produce great art and that artistic culture depends upon a knowledge of the past, and 

understanding and love of the past.85 

 

Many English composers would find in early music some ideas and ideals which 

could be used.  Alec Rowley suggested, for example, that Sir Edward German ‘caught 

the real spirit of Merrie England.’86  Otto Karolyi has written of such composers:  

 
Like the impact of folk music, [early music] has given further impetus to the formulating of 

their own musical language by enriching it and linking it up with a musical heritage to which 

they can relate with dignity.  By absorbing their natural musical past, English composers have 

regained their confidence and feel part of a musical nation again.87 

 

Early in the twentieth century, knowledge of early music was seen by some as a way 

of teaching composers how to write music in ways that had already proven to be 

successful, when England ‘led the world.’88  The essentially conservative, inter-war 

mainstream of English music has been described as being suspicious ‘of the 

extravagant, the expressionistic, the experimental.’89  Those who espoused a new 

English compositional school therefore often had a foot in the ‘early music camp’ as 

well, and supported the revival either through their writing, their music, or both.  They 

                                                
84 Robert Donington (Secretary of the Dolmetsch Foundation), quoting Percy Grainger’s words, Letter 
to Percy Grainger (Unpublished, 3 August 1934), PGM. 
85 Percy Grainger, quoted in Arnold Dolmetsch, Preliminary Discourse (1932). 
86 Alec Rowley, ‘Sir Edward German: A Personal Appreciation of his Music,’ AM 2.2 (1937): 28.  
Original italics. 
87 Karolyi, 37. 
88 For example, see George Bernard Shaw, ‘Stanford’s Becket,’ Shaw’s Music, Vol. 3 (First pub. The 
World (11 April 1894): 177-9; Gerald R. Hayes, ‘The Festival of Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch,’ MT 66 
(1925a): 527; ‘M.A.P.’ [Marco Pallis], Preface, Programme for Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music 
(1925), DFA; Percy Grainger, ‘Arnold Dolmetsch: Musical Confucius’ (1933), Grainger on Music, ed. 
Malcolm Gillies and Bruce Clunies Ross (Oxford: OUP, 1999): 232-245. 
89 Arnold Whittall, ‘British Music in the Modern World’ in Banfield, 17. 
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challenged the predominant Victorian idea of progress, whereby each generation’s 

artistic endeavours built upon earlier ones.90 

 

Shaw was the first music critic to recognize in Dolmetsch’s ideas a possible catalyst 

for compositional change,91 writing: 

 
One of the unsolved problems which all critics have been conscious of for a long time has been 

the collapse of English music in the XVIII century… the English gained their great musical 

reputation up to the XVIII century in absolute music… And if they wish to regain their old 

fame, they must begin where they left off. 

 

[After hearing a viol concert at Dolmetsch’s house in Dulwich, Shaw went on.] Here the 

music…ought…to have sounded quaintly archaic.  But not a bit of it…Its richness of detail, 

especially in the beauty and interest of the harmony, made one think of modern “English” 

music…as one thinks of a jerry-built suburban square after walking through a medieval 

quadrangle at Oxford… But the most significant feature of the old English music was its 

identity in kind with the best music of Brahms, and with all that is hopeful and vital in the 

efforts of Parry, Stanford, and our latest composers.92 
 

Most of the published literature about the specific advantages of early music in 

modern compositions came, it must be admitted, from active Dolmetsch supporters.  

The critic and musicologist, Gerald Hayes, in his thinly-disguised advertisement for 

Dolmetsch’s 1925 Haslemere Festival, stated that the early English music was of 

crucial importance, writing, ‘In the English music of the Golden Period, when it was a 

truly national art, the future composer may find the finest inspiration in outlook, 

construction, and tonal effects.’93  Marco Pallis, who studied and worked with 

Dolmetsch in Haslemere for many years,94 concurred with this view, writing, ‘To 

England, once a leader in the musical world, a revival of the earlier music means the 

recovery of the whole of her classical schools, and the laying of a foundation which 

                                                
90 Douglas-Home, 47. 
91 Douglas-Home, 44. 
92 G.B. Shaw, ‘Stanford’s Becket,’ 177-9. 
93 Hayes (1925a): 527.  Hayes was also the author of the well-received book Musical Instruments and 
Their Music (London: OUP, 1928). 
94 Marco Pallis (1895-1990), a musician and keen mountaineer, provided the financial resources to 
build the Haslemere workshop in 1920.  (See H.S. Corran, Letter to the Editor, The Recorder Magazine 
19.3 (1999): 107; Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 136; Campbell (1975): 210.)  When he left Haslemere, 
decades later, he travelled widely and became an acclaimed writer on Buddhist philosophy. 
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ought to serve as a basis for future generations of composers.’95  Significantly, for one 

who stated that he was not primarily interested in ‘ancient music as such, but...whose 

hopes and interests are concerned with the music of the future,’96 Grainger wrote of 

Dolmetsch’s career, ‘[It] has profoundly altered our conceptions of many phases of 

ancient European art music, and…will, I am convinced, eventually radically affect the 

music and the musical life of the future.’97  Further, he claimed that the early music 

unearthed by Dolmetsch ‘[would] soon become a necessity to every self-respecting 

musician.’98   

 

Early music contributed significantly to the styles and sonorities of new composers in 

specific and modern ways.  Of the early twentieth-century English composers, Blake 

observed in his book, The Land Without Music: 
 

[Their] purposes…may be completely different, along a range from the antiquarian to the 

politically activist.  Yet [they had a] common coherence around notions of tradition, whether 

from the various folk lineages or the music of the Tudor period, or both… [All the composers’ 

works] were part of a developing and living music, not a series of available models taken from 

the shelf and re-presented.99 

 

It had even been suggested that early instruments could enhance the textures and 

timbres available to modern composers.  In 1932 Donington claimed that the 

recorders playing in the extreme piccolo register in an orchestra might be the means 

of ‘filling a notorious gap in the modern orchestral palette.’100  Grainger went even 

further, maintaining that the old music and orchestration were the best means by 

which modern English composers could regain tonal balance.101  Whatever each 

individual’s primary focus was, it is telling that numerous influential people of the 

musical establishment supported Dolmetsch and his work to the extent that many  

 

 

                                                
95 ‘M.A.P.,’ DFA. 
96 Grainger (1933/1999): 244. 
97 Grainger (1933/1999): 237. 
98 Grainger (1933/1999): 244.  Original italics. 
99 Blake, 47-8. 
100 R. Donington (1932): 16. 
101 Grainger (1933/1999): 232-235. 
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became articulate members of the Dolmetsch Foundation.102  

 

Of course, not everyone believed in the importance of early music in general and 

Dolmetsch’s work in particular.103  In 1905 Edward Elgar, at the time a leading light 

of the English musical renaissance, said, ‘It is easy to go back to the days of Purcell 

and revel in the glories of those days and earlier, when England led the world in the 

matter of composers; but such thoughts have no practical value on the music of the 

present day.’104  Yet Blake found that in Elgar’s Enigma Variations, for example: 

 
There are consistent attempts to provide a pattern of native music: the folk- or ballad-influenced 

tunes and contrapuntal madrigal-style setting both acknowledge and foreshadow the major 

sources of musical “Englishness,” sources which were drawn on extensively in the following 

forty years: folk music and the music of the Tudor era.105   

 

In the earlier years Dolmetsch’s main supporters had come from the intellectuals of 

the day, the so-called ‘Bloomsbury Set’ and others who professed to believe in ‘Truth 

and Beauty.’106  Poets, writers and painters were excited by Dolmetsch’s research and 

the ‘gentle, pure sound of his instruments.’107  Haskell stated, ‘The cream of London’s 

artistic society turned out in force to sample Arnold Dolmetsch’s musical 

                                                
102 Robert Donington, Letter to Percy Grainger (10 December 1932), PGM.  Influential Dolmetsch 
supporters included Robert Bridges (Poet Laureate), who became the first president of the Dolmetsch 
Foundation, Stanford, Grove, Hadow, F.T. Arnold, W.G. Whittaker, Lloyd George, Terry, Percy Buck, 
Henry Wood, Granville Bantock and Sir Walford Davies.  ‘The Dolmetsch Foundation was 
inaugurated with the aim of giving an established position and wider influence to Dolmetsch’s work 
and of furthering his aims in every way.’  (‘The Dolmetsch Foundation,’ MT 78 (1940): 182; ‘Early 
Instrumental Music: The Dolmetsch Foundation,’ The Times (24 August 1929): 8, TTDA.  See also 
Robert Bridges, et al, ‘The Dolmetsch Foundation,’ Letter to the Editor, MT 71 (1930): 61.)  Planning 
and ideas for the Foundation began in 1927: the inaugural committee meeting was in January 1928. 
103 For example, see Kaikhosru Sorabji in Mary Pendered, R. Wane-Cobb, et al, ‘The Dolmetsch 
Foundation,’ Letters to the Editor, MT 71 (1930): 636. 
104 Edward Elgar, ‘The Inaugural Lecture’ (16 March 1905), A Future for English Music and Other 
Lectures, ed. Percy M.Young (London: Dennis Dobson, 1968): 51.  It should be noted that he was 
talking about ‘big music;’ that is, ‘oratorio, opera, symphony, concerto, and so forth.’ (Elgar, 31.  
Original italics.) 
105 Blake, 40-1. 
106 Members of the ‘Bloomsbury Set’ who supported Dolmetsch’s endeavours included the painters 
Edward Burne-Jones, W.B. Yeats, William Rothenstein, Roger Fry, Walter Crane, the novelist George 
Moore, George Bernard Shaw and Violet Gordon Woodhouse.  (Douglas-Home, 45; Carl Dolmetsch, 
‘Music and Craftsmanship,’ Fifteen Craftsmen on Their Crafts, ed. John Farleigh (London: Sylvan 
Press, 1945): 34.)  Dolmetsch himself referred to ‘the revival of arts now beginning [which were] based 
on the cult of Truth and Beauty.’  (Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘The Eighth Haslemere Festival: What it Means 
to the World.’) 
107 Douglas-Home, 44. 
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novelties.’108  Much has been made of Dolmetsch’s manner of dressing in a ‘William 

Morris’ suit with knee breeches, thick woollen stockings, lace cuffs and an orange silk 

tie, and the fact that the Bloomsbury Set was captivated by his looking ‘more Pre-

Raphaelite than the pre-Raphaelites themselves.’109  It was what this mode of dress 

represented that was more important: the Elizabethan past apparently was not 

irretrievably lost, but was being regenerated to ‘inspire the present.’110  Those who 

were ‘sated with late nineteenth-century bombast’111 or were searching for an exotic 

and exciting new way of escaping industrialized or dreary suburban life found it at 

Dolmetsch’s concerts.  A supporter wrote, ‘In a turbulent and noise-ridden world he 

opened and led the way back to a haven of ancient peace and quietness,’112 while The 

Pall Mall Gazette commented, ‘Mr. Dolmetsch summons us from the depths of an 

intolerant modernity to look upon a world lit by ancient suns.’113 

 

A 1937 Times article suggested that Dolmetsch was ‘in spirit, if not in fact, a disciple 

of…[William] Morris.’114  This was not entirely true.  Dolmetsch had an obsession 

that could be embraced by Morris supporters, but he was not obviously himself a 

fervent Morris supporter except inasmuch as it could be related to music.  In common 

with them, Dolmetsch generally did prefer to use original ‘period’ tools in his work, 

but only to enhance the authenticity and integrity of the reproductions of old 

instruments, not because of a belief in craft as an end in itself.  Indeed, from 1919 he 

also used electrical appliances in his workshop.115 

 

In their efforts to rekindle the spirit of pre-industrial English culture—or at least, their 

perceptions of that spirit—members of Morris’s Arts and Crafts movement saw in 

Dolmetsch an ally who, through his domestic music making, was similarly seeking 

                                                
108 Haskell (1996): 31. 
109 Campbell (1975): 41, 211. 
110 Brian Blood, ‘The Dolmetsch Story,’ Dolmetsch Online, 
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111 Haskell (1996): 30. 
112 ‘From a Member,’ 8. 
113 The Pall Mall Gazette (21 January 1898), quoted in Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘Lectures by Mr. Arnold 
Dolmetsch on Old Music and Musical Instruments,’ Advertising Pamphlet (Unpublished, c.1902), 
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114 ‘Mr. Dolmetsch: Artist and Craftsman,’ The Times (24 July 1937): 10, TTDA. 
115 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 133.  In later years, Carl Dolmetsch emphasised the integral role of 
craftsmanship in making musical instruments, but in common with his father, his goal was music 
making, and he used power-driven lathes and circular saws in the recorder workshop.  (See Carl 
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beauty, clarity and simplicity in his everyday life.116  William Morris himself 

apparently ‘could find no pleasure in piano recitals and big orchestras; but when he 

heard the kind of music whose ideals and purpose corresponded with the arts he 

loved, he was profoundly moved.’117  Dolmetsch thus became an honorary member, at 

Morris’s invitation,118 of the Arts and Crafts movement.  The recorder—with its 

clarity of tone, its apparent simplicity of design, and its (at that stage) repertoire of 

Elizabethan music, much of it based on folk tunes—would fit well into the Arts and 

Crafts’ aesthetic, even though the visual artists tended to focus more upon mediaeval 

than Tudor musical ideas and instruments in their paintings. 

 

Significantly, Fuller Maitland suggested that together with other associations, ‘the 

Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood’ and their ideas would help to prepare the ground for the 

vogue of the modern developments in music.’119  Dolmetsch may be counted as part 

of this trend even though he was not wholly within it: through his countless concerts 

and lecture-recitals he helped to educate the intellectuals, artists, writers and artisans 

who would change the face of English artistic expression.   

 

The many-faceted context for Dolmetsch’s activities was favourable to the eventual 

acceptance of some of his ideas.  Supporters of the early music movement; the Arts 

and Crafts movement; those who wanted to revive intimate domestic music making; 

all these people would support Dolmetsch for a variety of reasons.120  While 

Dolmetsch was not ‘popular’ in quantitative terms, even the fact that he was able to 

do the work he did is testament to the times and forces within which he operated.  

However, the eventual success of Dolmetsch’s work cannot be explained simply by 

declaring the general social and musical conditions to have been favourable and 

interdependent.  Nor can one claim that the perceptions of Dolmetsch by his 

supporters defined him.  Essentially, he was one of those special people who promote 

change through their many and varied talents, unceasing curiosity, and the energy to 

                                                
116 Dolmetsch met George Bernard Shaw through his involvement with the Art Workers’ Guild.  
(Marco Pallis, ‘Mabel Dolmetsch (1874-1963): A pen-portrait from memory,’ The Consort 21 (1964): 
257; Haskell (1996): 29.) 
117 Arnold Dolmetsch, quoted by Carl Dolmetsch (1945): 34. 
118 Mabel Dolmetsch, ‘The life work of Arnold Dolmetsch,’ The Consort 21 (1964): 251. 
119 Fuller Maitland (1902): 141.  In 1998, Heywood supported and extended this idea, asserting that 
Morris influenced the beginnings of the early music revival.  (Heywood, 33.) 
120 For a discussion of the growth of domestic music making in England, see Chapter 4. 
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experiment and invent.  Vaughan Williams defined genius as ‘the right man in the 

right place at the right time.’121  Dolmetsch certainly was a genius who had the luck to 

be born into the right environment, allowing his genetic predispositions full rein.  As 

Grainger stated:  

 
If by the term ‘a genius’ we mean one who has not allowed his great natural gifts to become 

narrowed and withered by specialization, but instead has kept a manly, full-blooded, all-round 

approach to art and life, then we must acclaim Arnold Dolmetsch as a genius indeed.122 

 

It is ironic that the early music, which Dolmetsch aspired to make available to 

everyone through the revitalization and growth of domestic music making, was for 

many years perceived to be only for intellectuals because of the strong support from 

that group.123  Yet Dolmetsch needed to make a living and the only way to do that in 

the absence of an actual patron was to have powerful and wealthy people who would 

pay for what he had to offer.  In the 1920s this included the recorder, but he only 

came to value the instrument as a commercial commodity after some years. 

 

Dolmetsch owned just one recorder between 1905 and 1919: a boxwood and ivory 

treble Bressan in f’ acquired at a Sotheby’s sale of the estate of Thomas William 

Taphouse.124  He found its tone to be sweet, and wrote, ‘It will be very useful to 

me.’125  On 1 July 1905, Dolmetsch sailed back to America with his daughter, Cécile, 

to join their family, and the story is told of how each evening of the voyage, after 

Cécile had been put to bed, he practised the recorder fingerings.126  Campbell stated 

that initially he had thought that flute fingering would work, but that soon he utilized 

the method book, The Compleat Flute-Master or The Whole Art of Playing on ye 

Rechorder, published in London in about 1695 by John Walsh.127 

 

 

 

                                                
121 R. Vaughan Williams, ‘Should Music be National?’ in Vaughan Williams (1963): 3. 
122 Grainger (1933/1999): 236. 
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Plate 4: Frontispiece of 
The Compleat Flute-
Master, the method 
book that Dolmetsch 
studied.128 
 

 

 

 

Mabel Dolmetsch recorded that the Bressan was played publicly for the first time in 

1909 by Dolmetsch’s first recorder pupil, a Professor Peabody, in broken consorts at 

Harvard University, Boston, in a series of twelve illustrated lectures covering four 

centuries of musical history.129  An extant programme at Haslemere suggests that after 

his return to Britain, Dolmetsch first played recorder in public (with virginals) on 8 

February 1912 in Perth, Scotland.130  A review in The Times of a concert about three 

weeks later shows that his recorder playing was well received: 

 
Mr Dolmetsch apologized, needlessly, for having scant skill on that particular instrument; the 

fact is that he scrapes up something more than a speaking acquaintance with any instrument 

which is a few centuries old quicker than most people; he seems to divine its character, what 

will suit it and what will not, and above all, he plays it in tune.131 

 

The fact that Dolmetsch apologized for his ‘scant skill’ suggested that he did have 

some knowledge of the recorder rather than otherwise.  In fact, he had been playing 

the recorder for at least twelve years at that stage, not seven, as is popularly 

believed.132 

 

Dolmetsch played the recorder in public in 1900 before he even owned one.  On 

Wednesday, February 21 1900, Shakespeare’s tragedy Hamlet was produced by the 

                                                
128 From Welch (1961): 76. 
129 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 88.  
130 Programme for ‘Old English Music and Musical Instruments,’ Lecture-recital of Mr and Mrs Arnold 
Dolmetsch (City Hall, Perth, Scotland: 8 February 1912), DFA.  See ‘8 February 1921’ in Appendix 5. 
131 ‘Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch,’ Review, The Times (27 February 1912), TTDA, and quoted in Campbell 
(1975): 188. 
132 See especially Campbell (1975): 188. 
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Elizabethan Stage Society, then in its fifth season.133  Under William Poel’s overall 

direction, Arnold Dolmetsch was the musical director and leader of the musical 

ensemble.134  The 1900 programme stated: 

 
The whole of the Instrumental Music, including the trumpet tunes and flourishes is of the time 

of the play, or earlier.  The instruments used are: Three Viols, a Lute, a Recorder, an Oboe, 

Trumpets and Drum.  The Songs: “Bonnie Sweet Robin” and “In youth when I did love” are the 

original ones, and so are the others, very probably, although there is only traditional evidence on 

that point.135 

 

Significantly, this was not only apparently the first occasion when Dolmetsch played 

the recorder in public: it also constituted the first time that he played any other wind 

instrument besides the pipe and tabor.136  The early trumpet, some type of early oboe, 

and the recorder all made their début together.137 

 

Dolmetsch had been the musical director for other Shakespearean plays presented by 

Poel during the 1890s: work which placed him firmly within the nationalistic revival 

of old English music and drama that took place during the late nineteenth century.138  
Indeed, in 1897 one letter writer believed that ‘one or two of Shakespeare’s plays 

have been produced nearly as originally acted, so that we might see his characters 

almost in their habits and surroundings as they lived when first given to the world.’139  

This was an optimistic viewpoint where the music was concerned, although in 1916 

Nellie Chaplin gave credit to three other Shakespearean managers besides Poel who 

had ‘followed Shakespeare’s musical directions.’140  Until the late 1920s, however, 

other renowned Shakespearean producers and Royal College of Music productions 

                                                
133 See Appendix 3 for a copy of the programme.  See also ‘21 February 1900’ in Appendix 5 for a 
discussion of this first recorder performance by Dolmetsch. 
134 It is conceivable that Welch attended this particular performance: he gave his lecture clarifying the 
issues associated with Hamlet and the recorder just two years later.   
135 Programme for Hamlet, The Elizabethan Stage Society’s Fifth Season, Directed by William Poel, 
Musical direction by Arnold Dolmetsch (Carpenter’s Hall, London: 21 February 1900), DFA.  See 
Appendix 3. 
136 The pipe and tabor had been played in an 1897 production of Shakespeare’s The Tempest.  
(Presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society, Directed by William Poel, Musical direction by Arnold 
Dolmetsch (The Goldsmith’s Hall, London: 13 November 1897), DFA.) 
137 It has not been possible to ascertain whose instrument and what type of recorder Dolmetsch used for 
his 1900 performances.  See ‘21 February 1900’ and ‘11 March 1900’ in Appendices 3 and 5. 
138 See footnotes to ‘21 February 1900’ and ‘11 March 1900’ in Appendix 5 for some of the 
Shakespeare plays produced with musical direction by Arnold Dolmetsch. 
139 W.T. Malleson, Letter to the Editor, MT 38 (1897): 50. 
140 Nellie Chaplin in discussion following Scholes (1916): 14. 
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tended to include Mendelssohn’s incidental music for A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream;141 music by Berthold Tours (1838-1897);142 Stanford;143 Roger Quilter (1877-

1953); and Richard Austin (1903-1989).144 

 

In later years the Dolmetsch family also contributed music to Ben Jonson’s Poetaster 

(in 1916)145 and Shakespeare’s Hamlet at the Old Vic (in 1929) among other 

productions.146  In 1932 Rudolph Dolmetsch, his wife (Millicent), Nathalie 

Dolmetsch, with Diana Poulton on lute, and Carl on recorder, featured with ‘The 

Wireless Singers’ in a BBC broadcast of Shakespeare’s As You Like It.147  A 1933 

performance of Twelfth Night in which the old instruments added ‘atmosphere’ was 

described as ‘a revelation,’ as Shakespeare reportedly ‘loved simplicity.’148 

 

In a 1916 programme depicting the music and dances of Shakespeare’s plays, 

Dolmetsch demonstrated his awareness of the significance and appeal of his work 

within the broader cultural context when he wrote: 

 
In the Sixteenth Century, England was the most musical nation in the world.  The music of that 

period is wonderfully beautiful.  Issued from the heart of the people, its effect is different from 

that of any other music.  The hearer feels that he is coming into his right inheritance.  The 

melodies strike him as familiar, although he had never heard them, because they agree with the 

inward secret and intellectual faculties of his soul and mind.149 

 

On 11 March 1900, less than three weeks after Hamlet, at the Stage Society’s fourth 

meeting in the Portman Rooms, Baker Street, Dolmetsch played the recorder again in 

a lecture-recital entitled ‘Shakespeare’s Stage Music.’150  While the programme does 

                                                
141 ‘Mr Tree’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream,’ Occasional Notes, MT 41 (1900): 92.  Herbert Beerbohm 
Tree (1853-1917) was an eminent actor and play producer.  He staged many Shakespeare plays as well 
as those by Oscar Wilde and George Bernard Shaw, among others. 
142 ‘Mr. Charles Fry’s Recitals,’ MT 39 (1898): 814-5. 
143 ‘Mr. Charles Fry’s Recitals,’ 814. 
144 ‘In the Opera Theatre,’ The RCM Magazine 23.2 (1927): 44. 
145 ‘An Elizabethan Revue: Ben Jonson’s “Poetaster,” ’ The Times (27 April 1916): 9, TTDA. 
146 ‘Entertainments: The Theatres,’ The Times (22 April 1929): 12, TTDA. 
147 ‘Broadcasting: Programmes,’ The Times (16 August 1932): 8, TTDA. 
148 Enid Hill, ‘Shakespeare and Contemporary Music,’ Music and Letters 14.1 (1933): 41, 43. 
149 Programme for ‘The Original Music, Musical Instruments and Dances of Shakespeare’s Plays,’ The 
Dolmetsch Family (The Repertory Theatre, Birmingham: 4-5 May 1916), DFA.  See Appendix 5. 
150 Programme for ‘Shakespeare’s Stage Music,’ Lecture-Recital by Arnold Dolmetsch (Portman 
Rooms, Baker Street, London: 11 March 1900), DFA.  See Appendices 3 and 5. 
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not state which tune the recorder played, Jeanne Dolmetsch, Arnold’s grand-daughter, 

has suggested that it was most probably ‘ “Green Sleeves” versus “Hundredth  

Psalm” ’ from The Merry Wives of Windsor, as this was one of the tunes most played 

by Dolmetsch on the recorder in the early days.151 

 

The lack of known repertoire for the recorder in those early days was not perceived to 

be a problem although it necessarily limited the variety of music played.  For twenty 

or more years after Dolmetch’s first recorder performances he played practically the 

same pieces, repeatedly, all of them from the English sixteenth-century repertoire of 

the ‘golden age.’152  ‘Oh Mistris Myne’ (also played by Galpin) appeared only once 

for recorder out of the twenty-one recorder performances gleaned from extant 

programmes.153  However ‘Greensleeves,’ ‘Westron Wynde,’ ‘The Sick Tune,’ 

‘Wolsey’s Wilde,’ all from the sixteenth century, made up about half of the played 

pieces.  Others included ‘John Come Kiss Me,’ ‘The Lord Zouche’s March,’ ‘The 

Hunt is Up,’ John Bull’s ‘The Piper’s Galliard’ and ‘Fortune My Foe.’  Dolmetsch’s 

recorder also accompanied Renaissance dances such as ‘La Volta,’ ‘Rogero,’ a 

forlana, basse dances, a bransle, a rigaudon and brawls.  No Baroque music was found 

for the recorder in these programmes, although Dolmetsch was vigorously exploring 

that style as his other performance programmes and his 1915 book attest.154  He was 

also happy to play the same song and dance accompaniments on different instruments 

such as viols and virginals.  Until 1925 it appears that Dolmetsch performed no solo 

recorder music.  The instrument was always used in broken consorts, generally with 

viols and virginals.155 

 

Most of the Tudor music that Dolmetsch played on recorder had originated as folk 

music.  Ernest Walker’s book (1907) gives the examples of ‘Greensleeves,’ ‘The 

                                                
151 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Personal communication (Haslemere, Surrey: 23 May 2002).  The tune is the 
‘Hundredth Psalm’ sung to the tune of ‘Greensleeves.’  (Programme for ‘Shakespeare’s Stage Music’ 
(11 March 1900); See also Walker, 368.) 
152 See Appendix 5, especially entries for the years 1900-1924. 
153 See ‘6 March 1913’ in Appendix 5. 
154 A good example of Dolmetsch’s interest in late-Baroque music can be found in the programme for 
his concert held on 6 March 1913 in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, Clifford’s Inn, Fleet Street, 
London.  (DFA.)  In this concert Dolmetsch joined with his famous harpsichord pupil Mrs Violet 
Gordon Woodhouse to play Bach’s Concerto in C minor for Two Harpsichords.  See also Arnold 
Dolmetsch (1915). 
155 See Appendix 5. 
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woods so wild,’ ‘John come kiss me now,’ ‘Packington’s Pound,’ ‘The Hunt is Up’ 

and ‘Westron wynde,’ among others, as examples of folk-derived early music.156   

Walker wrote of the melodies dating from Elizabethan times: 

 
[There were] very many tunes of extremely fine quality, including some still well known like 

“There were three ravens” [157] …  We find indeed all kinds, some beautifully expressive and 

rhythmically flexible like “Now the spring is come” or “Bonny sweet Robin.” … The 

Elizabethan age was as prolific in folk-tunes as in everything else; music seems to have been 

greatly in vogue among the lower as well as the upper classes, and the dramatists are constantly 

alluding to popular melodies by name.’158   

 

Shakespeare, for example, mentioned ‘Sick, sick,’ ‘Fortune my foe,’ ‘Light o’ love,’ 

‘Whoop, do me no harm, good man,’ ‘Heart’s ease,’ and ‘Come o’er the bourne, 

Bessy.’159  All of these melodies were staples of Dolmetsch’s concerts throughout his 

life, often played by consorts that included a recorder. 

 

While Dolmetsch was not interested in folk music for its own sake, and also, as 

previously mentioned, was decidedly not nationalistic, aspects of his work could be 

embraced by those who were.  The folk revival represented a form of nationalism that 

has been defined by Howes as ‘awareness of nationality, a certain self-consciousness, 

and an unwillingness to take one’s nationality for granted.’160  Because the musical 

attributes of Elizabethan music were perceived to be conducive in terms of inspiration 

and musical realization for modern composers, a direct link can be perceived between 

the ideals of the protagonists of the English musical renaissance and those reviving 

previously lost ‘national’ music, whether early or folk music. 

 

                                                
156 Walker, 365, 368. 
157 Although it is not known which instrument/s he used, J.C. Bridge played ‘The Three Ravens’ at his 
lecture-recital entitled ‘Early Minstrelsy;’ the same lecture at which he played the Chester recorders.  
(Programme for J.C. Bridge, ‘Ancient Minstrelsy’ (1892), DFA.)  Dolmetsch’s first use of this tune 
was in 1924, after which he aired it often in his Haslemere Festivals.  (Programme for Arnold 
Dolmetsch’s concert (The Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury: 24 March 
1924), DFA.) 
158 Walker, 368-9. 
159 These songs come from, respectively, Much Ado about Nothing (III, 4); The Merry Wives of 
Windsor (III, 3); The Two Gentlemen of Verona (I, 2) as well as Much Ado about Nothing (III, 4); The 
Winter’s Tale (IV, 3); Romeo and Juliet (IV, 5); and King Lear (III, 6).   
160 Howes (1966): 70. 
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Despite the limited number of tunes that Dolmetsch considered to be appropriate for 

the recorder, by at least 1919 he had extended the repertoire beyond that which was 

played at the lectures of J.C. Bridge and John Finn.  The music that they had taken 

straight out of Mersenne’s treatise was limited practically to one octave and was 

extremely simple in terms of the technique required to play it, as were the melodies 

from Salter’s The Genteel Companion that were re-published by Finn in 1906.161  

Welch had discussed recorder repertoire in more detail, mentioning music by Handel 

and The Bird Fancyer’s Delight.162  However, that there was such a dearth of recorder 

music known to Welch is epitomized by the fact that even in his 1910 ‘Grove’ 

Dictionary article on the recorder, he mentioned the use of the instrument in a 

fifteenth-century Cornish miracle play, but not the music written for recorders by, for 

example, Telemann or Bach.163 

 

The paucity of known recorder music meant that the Dolmetsch’s Bressan recorder 

played only a peripheral role in his music making for many years, his programmes 

being dominated by instruments of the string families.164  Although he knew the basic 

recorder technique from studying The Compleat Flutemaster, and liked the 

instrument’s sound, he did not become its strong advocate for some years.  

Dolmetsch’s wife, Mabel, stated that during the first few years after buying the 

Bressan, ‘The introduction of the recorder appeared to us at the time in the light of an 

amusing novelty, bringing a new flavour into our consorts.’165  She described its tones 

as possessing ‘limpid harmony…[and] sylvan charm, causing one to think of rippling 

brooks and waterfalls…which imparted much charm and character to the Elizabethan 

airs and “broken consorts.” ’166  Arnold Dolmetsch wrote:  

 
At the first sound the recorder ingratiates itself into the hearer’s affection.  It is sweet, full, 

profound, yet clear, with just a touch of reediness, lest it should cloy.  People often say: “How 

much more beautiful it is than the flute!  How can it have been superseded?”  Even professional 

flautists have said this… [We can] see in the recorder one of those delicate shades among the 

                                                
161 Finn reproduced ‘Haile to the Mertaille Shades’ for tenor recorder and ‘A Minuet’ for the treble 
recorder from Salter’s book.  (Finn in English Music, 131, 134.) 
162 See Stanley Godman (ed.), The Bird Fancyer’s Delight (London: Schott, 1954; First pub. London, 
John Walsh, c.1717.) 
163 Welch (1910): 37. 
164 O’Kelly in J.M. Thomson (1995): 153. 
165 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 88. 
166 Mabel Dolmetsch (1964): 249. 
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wonderfully varied colours from which the fortunate musician of past times could select the 

decoration of his works.167   
 

 

Plate 5: Arnold Dolmetsch playing his 
Bressan recorder.168 

  

 

The recorder was not perceived to be a 

serious instrument yet; certainly not 

one that could be considered as a solo 

art instrument, nor one that added 

significantly to a profound body of 

early music knowledge.  Dolmetsch 

conceded that the fingering was 

complicated and required study.  As he 

wrote, ‘To the ignorant person who 

just blows into it, and lifts one finger 

after another to try the scale, it seems horribly out of tune; but that is not the fault of 

the instrument.’169 

 

Rather prematurely, Dolmetsch claimed that by 1915 the recorder and the one-keyed 

eighteenth-century flute had been ‘revived.’170  He also suggested that all the early 

instruments would be worth resurrecting, from the shawms, the ‘cromornes’ 

(crumhorns) and the cornets to the early bassoons, oboes, clarinets and flutes.171  That 

these instruments were not revived on a popular basis, but that the recorder was, is 

partly testimony to the foundation laid by Dolmetsch, which underpinned the mass 

revival led by Edgar Hunt during the 1930s.172 

 

                                                
167 Arnold Dolmetsch (1915): 457. 
168 Detail from ‘Arnold Dolmetsch with recorder,’ Mabel Dolmetsch (1957). 
169 Arnold Dolmetsch (1915): 457.  In 1910, for example, Southgate had suggested to the Musical 
Association that ‘the difficulty of playing any intervals out of the diatonic scale’—that is, the cross-
fingering—substantially contributed to the recorder’s decline.  (Southgate (1910): 114.) 
170 Arnold Dolmetsch (1915): 457. 
171 Arnold Dolmetsch (1915): 457. 
172 Unfortunately, Dolmetsch’s groundbreaking work with the recorder was not even mentioned in his 
obituary in The Times.  (See ‘Mr. E.A. Dolmetsch,’ Obituary, The Times (1 March 1940): 11, TTDA.) 
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Dolmetsch made his first recorder in 1919.  The story of how he was prompted to 

painstakingly make a Bressan reproduction after his young son, Carl, inadvertently 

lost the original instrument at Waterloo Station, has passed into legend.173  In a 

programme dated 20 March 1920, Dolmetsch advertised two performances of ‘Old 

Music with Dances,’ writing, ‘Mr. Dolmetsch has lately succeeded in making a 

Recorder which even excels in beauty of tone the instrument so unfortunately lost.  

This new Recorder will be heard in consort with the Harpsichord and other 

instruments.’174  On Wednesday, 5 May 1920, therefore, at the Hall of the Art 

Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, Dolmetsch presented ‘Musette’ by 

François Couperin (1668-1733), playing his own new recorder, accompanied by viols 

and harpsichord.175  This appears to be the first time that Dolmetsch had programmed 

the recorder to play anything from the eighteenth century and until 1925 it also seems 

to have been the last.  There is a question about whether the May 1920 concert was 

really the first in which Dolmetsch played his reproduction recorder.  A programme 

for 28 October 1919 states that he at least intended to perform ‘Heartsease’ 

(Anonymous, Sixteenth Century) using a recorder.176 

 

In about 1924, five years after the original Bressan had been lost, Dolmetsch got it 

back.  His friend, Geoffrey Rendall (1890-1953), found and bought the recorder in a 

junkshop in York Road behind Waterloo Station, and returned it intact to Dolmetsch’s 

eager hands.177 

 

Generally unaware of Galpin’s enterprise, generations of recorder players have been 

enthralled and inspired by the wonderful Dolmetsch story of their instrument, rising 

like the Phoenix: the first recorder to be resurrected from the cold ashes of a philistine 

world.  As Lander has said, it is true that Dolmetsch was not the first person in 
                                                
173 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 59, 130-2; Greta Dolmetsch, Interview (Haslemere, Surrey: 11 December 
2001); Campbell (1975): 208.  For a discussion of the loss of the instrument and the issues surrounding 
it, see Appendix 4. 
174 Arnold Dolmetsch, Advertisement, Programme for ‘A Dolmetsch concert’ (Haslemere Hall: 20 
March 1920), DFA. 
175 Programme for ‘Old Music and Dances,’ First of a series of two concerts, The Dolmetsch Family  
(Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury: 5 May 1920), DFA. 
176 Programme for ‘Arnold Dolmetsch’s Concert of Early Music’ (Jesmond Dean House [sic]. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne: 28 October 1919), DFA. 
177 Greta Dolmetsch, Interview (11 December 2001).  Geoffrey Rendall was an authority on the 
clarinet, and the superintendent of the British Museum Reading Room for many years.  (Hunt, ‘Edgar 
Remembers,’ 39.)  He was also a founding member of the Galpin Society.  See Appendix 4 for 
information about how Dolmetsch’s lost recorder was returned. 
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England to make a modern recorder,178 but this does not detract from the importance 

of his achievement.  While Galpin’s somewhat ‘crude’ efforts179 were directed 

towards reproductions of sixteenth-century recorders, Dolmetsch made the first 

recorder based on an eighteenth-century model.  This latter instrument required bore 

and voicing measurements that were accurate to hundredths of an inch and Dolmetsch 

himself had had to design the reamers and other tools that were able to do this.180  

Dolmetsch’s wife, Mabel, suggested that ‘the ancient writers on the subject of making 

recorders were distressingly vague and even misleading on certain points.’181  And in 

1932 Donington wrote that the ‘secrets of the recorder’s reconstruction proved among 

the hardest to recapture.’182 

 

Arnold Dolmetsch’s relatively successful reproduction of a Baroque recorder was 

crucial to the subsequent revival of it as an instrument that was desirable and versatile 

in the eyes of the public.  His use of the original Bressan and his new instrument gave 

the recorder much-needed publicity, and signalled the beginning of the hugely 

successful Dolmetsch recorder-making enterprise that still exists today.  His wife 

stated that the old Bressan upon which Dolmetsch based his first recorder was the 

‘august ancestor of myriad successors which, but for its temporary disappearance, 

might never have come into being.’183  This is true if one takes it to mean the 

Dolmetsch recorders.  However, the prototype of the first mass-produced models of 

the popular revival probably came from a different instrument—also a Bressan—

owned by Edgar Hunt.184  Notwithstanding, Carl Dolmetsch’s belief that ‘the modern 

world owes the renaissance of the recorder to…Arnold Dolmetsch’185 is practically 

entirely justified.  

 

Until Dolmetsch founded his annual Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music in 1925, 

he continued to present his new recorder without many changes in repertoire style.  

Such English pieces as ‘Nowell’s Galliard’ and ‘Tower Hill,’ by Giles Farnaby (1560-

                                                
178 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
179 Kuronen (27 February 2004). 
180 Hunt (1998): 12. 
181 Mabel Dolmetsch (1964): 249. 
182 R. Donington (1932): 16. 
183 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 132. 
184 See Chapter 3. 
185 Carl Dolmetsch and The Dolmetsch Consort, Hark, the Glad Sound!  Music for Recorders, LP 
Record (London: His Master’s Voice, no date). 
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1640), and Anthony Holborne’s (c.1548-1602) ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ and ‘Go from 

my Window’ all figured largely in the Dolmetsch programmes from 1919 until 

1925.186  The recorder was always presented in broken consorts with lute, cithren 

and/or viols.  Surprisingly, the virginals were not used with the recorder during this 

period despite the fact that they had been paired in numerous programmes before 

1919. 

 

In 1922 an advertisement for a series of three concerts to be given at the Hall of the 

Art Workers’ Guild stated that ‘[Dolmetsch] has further improved his Recorders:’187 

this is the only indication that he had made more than one at that stage.188  None of the 

advertised concerts included more than one recorder until 2 April 1924, by which time 

he may have had his original Bressan back.189  His programme boldly stated that the 

combination of two recorders ‘has never been heard in modern times.’190  In fact, 

Galpin and his sons played the reproduction sixteenth-century instruments together in 

the Paraffin Concerts, and almost certainly would have played his baroque recorders 

in consort as well.  Also, J.C. Bridge and his groups had presented the Chester 

recorders on several occasions including one known to Dolmetsch.191  However, 

Dolmetsch, with his marketing savoir faire, was not about to publicize such 

information readily and besides, his performances were accessible to larger and more 

varied audiences: few people had enjoyed the opportunity to hear Galpin or Bridge’s 

efforts. 

 

Once he was happy with the voicing of the new instrument, Dolmetsch made others in 

his workshop for his friends and family.192  The first ones reportedly went on sale in 

                                                
186 See Appendix 5. 
187 Programme for ‘Four Concerts of Early Chamber Music,’ The Dolmetsch Family (The Great Hall, 
University of Leeds: 23, 24, 25, 26 February 1922), Advertisement for a series of three concerts (4, 18 
March, 1 April 1922), DFA.  Despite his statement, Dolmetsch apparently played only one recorder in 
the February concerts—on 25 February—in consort with lute and viols. 
188 See Appendix 4 regarding Campbell’s claim (1975): 208-9) that Dolmetsch owned two recorders 
before 1919. 
189 Programme for a series of three concerts, The Dolmetsch Family (The Hall of the Art Workers’ 
Guild, 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury: 5, 19 March, 2 April 1924), DFA. 
190 Programme for…concerts (5, 19 March, 2 April 1924).  See also ‘2 April 1924’ in Appendix 5. 
191 Programme for J.C. Bridge, ‘Ancient Minstrelsy’ (1892).  Dolmetsch played for another concert in 
this series by Bridge, but could not attend the one with recorders as he was giving his own concert on 
the same night.  However, there is little doubt that he knew that the Bressan recorders were to be 
played on 22 November, as the programme at Haslemere attests.  (See Campbell (1975): 51.) 
192 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
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1920,193 although there could not have been many buyers.  Miles Tomalin, one of the 

earliest recorder players within the Dolmetsch circle, said that in 1925, ‘Here was an 

instrument which perhaps a score of people in the world were playing, and the 

Dolmetsch family accounted for half a dozen of those.’194  Initial purchasers included 

Sir Bernard Darwin (the son of Charles Darwin), Judith Masefield (the daughter of the 

poet John Masefield) and possibly Bernard Shaw.195  The autobiography of the 

novelist Elizabeth Jane Howard describes her wealthy, well-educated mother playing 

the recorder and the zither in about 1927.196  These purchasers give some idea of the 

status of the recorder during the 1920s.  It was an exotic art instrument; only the well-

off could afford it; only the intellectuals perceived its worth. 

 

Geoffrey Rendall, Dolmetsch’s friend, suggested that Oskar Dawson may have made 

the first Dolmetsch Workshop recorders.197  Because he had known Dolmetsch since 

before 1919, Rendall may well also have known Oskar Dawson, and been aware of 

the division of labour in the workshop.  There is little doubt that Arnold Dolmetsch 

did the detailed finishing work, although it is possible that Dawson turned the 

instrument and reamed the bore, especially given Dolmetsch’s numerous other 

activities.  In her book, Mabel Dolmetsch mentioned only Dawson’s work with 

keyboard instruments, although she dated the start of their association to late 1919, the 

time of Dolmetsch’s first Bressan reproduction.198  The question of the degree of 

Dawson’s involvement in the earliest modern English commercial recorder-making 

enterprise remains open. 

 

                                                
193 Carl Dolmetsch, reported in O’Kelly (1990): 6. 
194 Miles Tomalin, ‘Early Days,’ The Recorder and Music Magazine 4.8 (1973): 271. 
195 Carl Dolmetsch in O’Kelly (1990): 6.  Shaw’s recorder, seen through the window of his writing hut 
in the garden, was ‘almost certain to be based on a…Stanesby [recorder], belonging to Sir Francis 
Darwin, the son of Charles Darwin.’  (Carl Dolmetsch in Goetz, 327; J.M. Thomson in J.M. Thomson 
(1995): 147.)  Because he was keenly interested in anything new Arnold Dolmetsch presented, whether 
Shaw played the instrument or not remains unclear, but it is possible that he did it secretly, believing as 
he did that ‘it should be made a felony to play a musical instrument in any other than a completely 
soundproof room.’  (Shaw, quoted in Goetz, 327.) 
196 Elizabeth Jane Howard, Slipstream: A Memoir (London: Macmillan, 2003): 18.  Howard’s 
grandfather was Sir Arthur Somervell, the composer and Chief Inspector of Music in Schools from 
1901-1928. 
197 Waterhouse (1993): 36.  The entry reads, ‘Dawson, Oskar: Haslemere and London.  c.1930.  
Believed to have made the first recorders for Dolmetsch: c.1930 set up on his own; discontinued by 
1941.  (Per F.G. Rendall.)’ 
198 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 133. 
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In 1928 Dolmetsch told an audience that the recorder had so gained in popularity that 

400 people now played his instrument.199  Hunt has said of the same year that ‘there 

were a few players.’200  In 1931 Robert Donington emphatically stated, ‘About five 

hundred new recorders have now been sold; the revival of the instrument is an 

accomplished fact.’201  The following year he used the words ‘many hundreds’ to 

describe the numbers of recorders in use, and stressed that five sizes of recorders were 

being sold, all of them with a pure tone and accurate intonation over the whole 

chromatic compass.202  If correct, this was indeed a feat, but it still did not constitute a 

mass recorder revival.  More was required to guarantee the instrument a secure and 

meaningful place within the broader English musical culture.  Concerts (like lectures) 

were not enough to do this, but they were helpful in publicizing the existence of the 

instrument, and for the moment they were the main recorder fare available. 

 

The first ‘Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music,’ held in 1925, included the 

sixteenth-century tunes that had already been performed in previous years,203 as well 

as ‘Spanish Popular Tunes for Recorder, Lute and Viols.’204  However, as Hunt wrote, 

when Bach’s Fourth Brandenburg Concerto was played by Dolmetsch’s son, 

Rudolph, and Miles Tomalin, ‘the recorders had really arrived.’205  Unfortunately, that 

performance was barely mentioned in the very positive review of the Festival in The 

Musical Times.206 

 

By 1926 Dolmetsch had made a set of recorders (soprano, alto, tenor and bass) and an 

unbroken recorder consort now could present ‘Popular Tunes’207 (which were written 

for ‘high melody instruments’ rather than for recorders specifically).  While the 1925 

                                                
199 Campbell (1975): 227. 
200 Hunt, Notes, 67. 
201 Robert Donington, ‘The Recorders,’ The Consort 2 (1931): 9. 
202 R. Donington (1932): 16. 
203 Tunes included ‘Nowell’s Galliard’ and ‘Tower Hill’ in the Second Concert (25 August) and 
‘Munday’s Joy’ and Watkin’s Ale’ (R. Edwardes, 1577) in the Tenth Concert (3 September), 
Programme for the 1925 Haslemere Festival. 
204 Programme for the Sixth Concert (29 August) of the 1925 Haslemere Festival.  The tunes included 
‘Daunce de las Hachas,’ ‘Jacaras’ and ‘Villano de Rujero e Canarios.’ 
205 Hunt (1962): 132.  Programme for the Eleventh Concert (4 September) of the 1925 Haslemere 
Festival.  Miles Tomalin and Carl Dolmetsch both learned the recorder from Rudolph Dolmetsch.  
(Carl Dolmetsch, ‘In at the Start,’ The Recorder and Music Magazine 5.1 (1974): 325.)  Tomalin said, 
‘Although I was learning other instruments I loved the recorder best.’  (Tomalin, 272.) 
206 Hayes (1925a): 935-7. 
207 ‘Popular Tunes’ including those such as ‘Saint Thomas Wake’ and ‘Woody Cock’ had been 
presented only by broken consorts before 1925. 
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Festival had quite consciously focused on the early music for viols, the 1926 Festival 

showcased the recorders.208  The critic, Gerald Hayes, a Dolmetsch supporter, wrote 

afterwards of the recovery of the recorder consort: 

 
For my own part I think that the importance of this recovery cannot be overrated.  

Contemporary composers are for ever [sic] searching for new effects, new colours to add to the 

tonal rainbow.  They are not satisfied with the wealth and diversity of instrumental tone which is 

at their command, and so must resort to all manner of perversion.  And all the time they are 

unmindful of that which they have lost—of the still small voice of the “Echo Flute”… And now 

that these voices have been recovered will they take heed, these searchers after new sounds?209 

 

In The Musical Times Edward van der Straeten did not spend much time reviewing 

the recorders, merely stating: 

 
A feature of the Festival was the revival, after two centuries’ oblivion, of the recorders, which 

Mr. Dolmetsch says he has recently succeeded in reconstructing.  These soft and sweet-

sounding instruments were heard in various combinations, and also with other instruments, in 

pieces by Purcell, Bach, Couperin, &c., and a quintet of recorders played some delightful 16th- 

and 17th-century popular tunes.210 

 

Three recorders premiered a Chaconne by Henry Purcell211 and transcriptions of 

François Couperin’s ‘Les Fauvettes plaintives,’ and Purcell’s ‘Return, Fond Muse’ for 

tenor voice both utilized three treble recorders.  The solo treble recorder featured in 

Handel’s Sonata in F major for Recorder, Violin, Viola da Gamba and Harpsichord, 

with Carl Dolmetsch playing the recorder.212  The third concert saw the English 

premiere of F. Couperin’s Rossignol en amour (substituting treble recorder for 

flute);213 a piece that became a stalwart in subsequent Festivals. 

 

                                                
208 For Dolmetsch’s Preface to the Programme of the Second Haslemere Festival (1926) in which he 
explained some of his work with recorders, see Appendix 5. 
209 Gerald Hayes [?], ‘The Recorders,’ Review, The Daily Telegraph (25 August 1926), DFA. 
210 Edward van der Straeten, ‘The Haslemere Festival of Ancient Chamber Music,’ MT 67 (1926): 938. 
211 Henry Purcell, Chaconne for Three Recorders: ‘Two in One Upon a Ground.’  (Programme for the 
Second Concert (25 August) of the 1926 Haslemere Festival.) 
212 Programme for the Seventh Concert (28 August) of the 1926 Haslemere Festival.  Handel’s Sonata 
in C major, Op. 1 No. 7, was played in 1929.  (Programme for the Eleventh Concert (30 August) of the 
Fifth Haslemere Festival (1929), DFA.) 
213 F. Couperin, ‘Le rossignol en amour, et le double rossignol,’ For Recorder and Lute, Programme for 
the Third Concert (25 August) of the 1926 Haslemere Festival.  In 1928 it was played in the Eighth 
Concert (28 August) with harpsichord.  (Programme for the Fourth Haslemere Festival (1928), DFA.) 
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1926 was the year when Carl—who later became England’s first ‘virtuoso’ recorder 

player and one of the most important protagonists for the marketing and making of the 

instrument—made his recorder début.  Up until this time Carl had been primarily a 

violinist and viol player while Rudolph and Miles Tomalin were the recorder players 

in the Dolmetsch circle.  However, as Greta, who later became Carl’s second wife, 

recalls:  

 
The second part [in the Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in G] was originally to have been played 

by the young Cambridge graduate Miles Tomalin, but just a few weeks before the concert his 

father…insisted that his son accompany the family on a holiday to Switzerland.  Emergency 

measures had to be taken and Arnold Dolmetsch turned to his son Carl and said, “You will do 

it.” 

 
So in just five weeks Carl, assisted by his elder brother Rudolph, mastered the part and on the 

day following his fifteenth birthday found himself on the Haslemere Hall stage, not in his 

accustomed role of violinist but as a recorder soloist… 

 

But this was not all, for the performance was being broadcast “live” by the British Broadcasting 

Company, as it was then known, by means of a landline from Haslemere to Daventry.  It had 

been intended to relay only the first half of the concert, but, such was the audience’s enthusiasm 

for the music, that one of the engineers stationed backstage hurried to the public telephone in the 

post office to persuade headquarters at 2LO to transmit the second half of the concert and delay 

the scheduled programme of the Savoy Orpheans.  Carl Dolmetsch never forgot the electrifying 

atmosphere in the hall that night, the thrill of being allowed to listen to the music through 

headphones for the first time and of hearing the excited voice of the chief engineer saying to his 

bosses, “You can’t stop this now…you must let it go on.”  

 

And thus it was that Brandenburg IV and the entire opening concert of the second Haslemere 

Festival was broadcast live to the outside world while the Orpheans had to wait – those were the 

days!214 

 

In 1926 the Savoy Orpheans Orchestra was very popular.215  Broadcasting directly 

from the Savoy Hotel in London, it was one of the first dance bands to broadcast on a 

                                                
214 Greta Dolmetsch, as told by Carl Dolmetsch, ‘Echoes from the Past – A Brandenburg Broadcast,’ 
76th Haslemere Festival Programme (2000), 23.  The concert was the first in that Festival (24 August 
1926). 
215 The Savoy Orpheans Orchestra, initially formed in 1923, was one of the foremost popular dance 
bands of the time.  It and its offshoots were re-invented and re-constituted several times under various 
similar names over the next decade. 
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regular weekly basis.  The BBC must have been convinced of the value of the 

Haslemere Festival to substitute it for such a popular programme.  This was also the 

first time that the recorder was broadcast.  There would have been quite a sizeable 

audience, if only because it was expecting the Orpheans. 

 

Jeanne Dolmetsch, Carl’s daughter, explained that this experience was the beginning 

of his lifelong work with recorders, leading him ‘to devote his life to playing, 

designing and making recorders.’  She added that ‘It was in this same year that 

[Arnold Dolmetsch] handed over the entire responsibility for recorder production to 

[Carl].’216  Arnold Dolmetsch did not value the recorder above all other instruments: 

if he had, he might not have given the responsibility of recorder making to his fifteen-

year-old son.  However, Carl’s training had not been like that of others his age, having 

been brought up immersed in the environment of the instrument-making workshop 

and the practice room.  In accordance with his father’s teaching he ‘believed in the 

development of an instrument according to the musical needs of the time,’217 saying, 

‘Handel was not tied down to a Henry VIII model, and we shouldn’t be tied down to a 

Handel model.’218  He therefore made organological additions and developed 

instruments in different keys in accordance with the requirements of the growing 

repertoire.  In 1931 the treble recorder in D (voice flute) was reconstructed to play 

two ‘morceau’ that had originally been written for flute during the reign of Louis 

XIV.219  Carl added E-flat recorders to the Dolmetsch recorder range in 1933 for 

Bach’s Cantata No. 106.220  For his performances in larger halls in the late 1930s, he 

developed a ‘tone projector,’ ‘shaped like a wheelbarrow top, in wood or plastic, 

which clipped to the head joint’ and projected the sound forward.221  Carl Dolmetsch 

                                                
216 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes. 
217 Hunt (1998): 14. 
218 Carl Dolmetsch, quoted in J. M. Thomson (1972): 33. 
219 ‘Deux morceau pour quatre flûtes douces: “Vau-de-ville” [sic] and “Gavotta,” ’ Programme for the 
First Concert (20 July) of the Seventh Haslemere Festival (1931), DFA.  The four recorder players 
were Carl Dolmetsch, Phillip Cottrell, Robert Goble and Reginald Brown. 
220 The aria ‘Gottes Seit ist die Alle Beste Seit’ from Bach’s Cantata No. 106 was played in the Ninth 
Concert (26 July) of the Ninth Haslemere Festival (1933), using Soprano, Contralto, Tenor and Bass 
voices with two Recorders, two Viole da Gamba, Violoncello, Violone, Harpsichord and Organ.  
(DFA.) 
221 Hunt (1998): 14. 
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must take the most of the credit for the instrument’s development in those early days, 

and therefore for the expansion of its musical and acoustical possibilities.222 

 

While the treble recorder had made its true solo début in 1926, albeit with a limited 

repertoire, the descant recorder—probably played by Carl—began its new solo life at 

the 1929 Haslemere Festival in a mid-eighteenth-century concerto by Robert 

Woodcock.223  The tiny sopranino was first played on 11 March 1931 in the Hall of 

the Art Workers’ Guild in an anonymous ‘Coranto’ of the sixteenth century.224  Later 

that year in the Haslemere Festival,225 astonishingly, it was played with a descant 

recorder and nothing else.  However, the sopranino would not regain its former place 

in Handel’s music until two years later when, just as Welch had said it should, it 

appeared in the two recitatives and arias from Acis and Galatea: Galatea’s recitative 

‘Ye Verdant Plains’ and aria ‘Hush Ye Pretty Warblers’ [sic] and Polyphemus’ 

recitative, ‘I rage, I melt, I burn’ and aria, ‘O ruddier than the Cherry.’226  

 

In 1929 recorders featured at a morning exhibition of instruments at the Haslemere 

Festival in a ‘pseudo-pyrotechnical display’ entitled ‘Chromatic Acrobatics for 

Recorders.’227  Another extraordinary event that has not attracted any subsequent 

commentary was the performance of ‘Two Airs’ played by twenty-four recorders in a 

concert of Italian music at the 1932 Haslemere Festival.228  The previous Haslemere 

Festival’s opening concert (20 July 1931), entitled ‘Court Music of Louis XIII, XIV 

and XV,’ had listed ‘The Twenty-Four Violins’ as playing.229  This instrumentation  

                                                
222 C. Leslie C. Ward, The Dolmetsch Workshops; Revised edn. (Haslemere: Arnold Dolmetsch, 1954; 
First pub. 1949): 2. 
223 Thomas Woodcock, Concerto No. 3, For Recorder, Three Violins, Violoncello and Harpsichord, 
First Concert (19 August), Programme for 1929 Haslemere Festival. 
224 Programme for the first of a series of concerts (Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, 
Bloomsbury, London: 11, 18 and 25 March 1931), DFA.  The programme states that the recorder 
players were Rudolph, Nathalie and Carl Dolmetsch and Miles Tomalin.  It does not specify who 
played the sopranino. 
225 ‘ “Coranto” for “Sopranino” and Descant’ (Anon., Sixteenth Century), Programme for the Fifth 
Concert (24 July) of the 1931 Haslemere Festival. 
226 Ninth Concert (26 July), Programme for 1933 Haslemere Festival. 
227 Gray-Fisk, 442. 
228 Eighth Concert (26 July), Programme for the Eighth Haslemere Festival (1932), DFA. 
229 Programme for the First Concert (20 July) of the 1931 Haslemere Festival. 
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came directly from Louis XIII and XIV’s courts230 and it is possible that the ‘Twenty-

Four Recorders’ the following year was an experiment, or a bit of fun, modeled upon 

that idea.  The two airs performed were Paolo Quagliato’s (dates unknown) ‘Quando 

Miro il Bel Volto’ and the anonymous sixteenth-century piece, ‘La Verginella,’ 

played by ‘the Dolmetsch Family, assisted by 24 Recorder Players and the Rudolph 

Dolmetsch Orchestra,’231 which comprised for the occasion, according to the review, 

two violones and two chamber organs.232   

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plate 6: The Dolmetsch family, c.1933.  Back row, left to right: Leslie Ward (Cécile’s 
husband), Carl Dolmetsch, Rudolph Dolmetsch, Millicent Dolmetsch (Rudolph’s wife), 
George Carley (Nathalie’s husband-to-be).  Front row, left to right: Mabel Dolmetsch, 
Nathalie Dolmetsch, Arnold Dolmetsch, Cécile Dolmetsch, Christopher Dolmetsch Ward 
(Cécile and Leslie’s son).233 

 

Besides Arnold, Carl and Rudolph Dolmetsch, players would have included Miles 

Tomalin, Reginald Brown, Betty Brown, Cyril Goldie, Oskar Dawson, Philip Cottrell, 

                                                
230 The group called Vingt-Quatre Violons du Roi was first established in 1626 at the court of Louis 
XIII of France.  It consisted of six violins, four small, four medium-sized and four large violas and six 
basses de violon.  Charles II of England later established a similar group of ‘Twenty-four Violins,’ 
sometimes known as ‘Four and Twenty Blackbirds.’  Presumably, the twenty-four recorders played at 
the Dolmetsch festival in 1932 would have included various sizes of the instrument to give a similar 
effect. 
231 Programme for the Eighth Concert (26 July) of the 1932 Haslemere Festival. 
232 E. van der Straeten, ‘The Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music,’ MT 73 (1932): 843. 
233 First published in In a Nutshell 9.2 (2001).  The people were identified by Layton Ring who knew 
the family extremely well.  (Layton Ring, Letter to the Editor of In a Nutshell 9.3 (Unpublished, 4 
September 2001), PGM.) 
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Reginald Stallard, Margaret Donington, Robert Goble and Ernest Waghorn.234  In fact, 

Carl wrote that the recorder was played by everyone in the Dolmetsch establishment, 

including ‘the gardener-odd job man.’235 

 

By the early 1930s Dolmetsch had already published four booklets that gave the 

fingerings for the recorders in C and in F, and included transcriptions of a few tunes 

for both solo and consort players.236  The dance, ‘Les Bouffons,’ was the first to be 

published in England, by Dolmetsch himself.237  Seven other un-named tunes were 

also presented for the descant recorder.  This booklet was followed by a similar one 

that gave the fingerings and the same tunes (in appropriate keys) for the treble 

recorder.238  Two booklets of simple melodies were also published; one for descant 

and one for treble, both of which contained predominantly English music.  They 

included transcribed pieces from such composers as William Cornyshe (1465-1523), 

John Dowland (1563-1626), Henry VIII and Richard Edwards (1522-1566).239  

Unfortunately, they were presented as supplements to The Consort, which meant that 

accessibility was limited: there was a subscription list of fewer than 500, and the 

journals were not for sale through music outlets.240 

 

Very little music specifically for recorders had been found or recognized by 1931, and 

so madrigals of Weelkes, Morley, Gibbons, a motet by Josquin des Préz and four-part 

                                                
234 Most of these players had played the recorder in previous Haslemere Festivals.  Betty Brown had 
been an early student of Arnold Dolmetsch and, besides Cyril Goldie (an artist), had been one of the 
main contacts and organizers for the Dolmetsch family concerts in Liverpool for many years.  She was 
the recipient of the second Dolmetsch Foundation scholarship in 1928.  (‘Early Instrumental Music: 
The Dolmetsch Foundation, 8.)  She subsequently married Robert Goble, who founded his own 
recorder and early keyboard instrument making workshop in Haslemere, as did Oskar Dawson.  
Margaret Donington was Robert Donington’s sister.  Her book, Music Throughout the Secondary 
School (London: OUP, 1932), unfortunately did not mention the recorder at all. 
235 Carl Dolmetsch (1945): 31. 
236 R. Donington (1931): 9-10. 
237 Arnold Dolmetsch’s Tablature and Tunes for the Descant Recorder in C (Haslemere: Dolmetsch 
Publications, no date) contained a pictorial chart of the fingerings of the recorder as well as the eight 
tunes, two of which were in two parts.  See Appendix 9 for Dolmetsch recorder publications to 1935. 
238 Arnold Dolmetsch, Tablature and Tunes for the Treble Recorder In F (Haslemere: Dolmetsch 
Publications, c.1931). 
239 Arnold Dolmetsch, Tunes for Descant Recorder in C and Pieces for Two, Three and Four 
Recorders and English Tunes of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries for the Treble Recorder in F 
(Haslemere: Dolmetsch Publications, c.1931). 
240 Only a few hundred copies of the first Consort (1929) were printed.  The second issue (1931) had a 
print run of 500 copies.  It was specifically stated that the journal was not for sale, although the first 
Consort added, ‘Additional supplements have been printed for the purpose of building up, for future 
use, sets of scores of early music which is at present difficult of access.’  (Foreword, The Consort 1 
(1929). 
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Bach chorales were transcribed for the recorder consorts at Haslemere.241  Holborne’s 

‘Go from my Window’ and ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ were also played often.242  It was 

hoped that more recorder music would be published in due course.  However, this did 

not happen through the Dolmetsch Foundation, even though later Haslemere Festivals 

presented solo music for recorder such as a Telemann ‘Sonata for Recorder, Viola da 

Gamba and Harpsichord’ and J.J. Naudot’s Sonata No. 4 in G, ‘for two recorders, 

viola da gamba and harpsichord (1720).’243  Even by 1937 no other recorder music 

appears to have been published by Dolmetsch, even though at that time he was 

certainly keen to publish the music he had presented at Haslemere Festivals.  He 

wrote, ‘The [early music] movement is spreading and must eventually become the 

leading force in music… Therefore the publication of the Actual Scores and parts, 

prepared by myself…must prove of inestimable value.’244 

 

Members of the Dolmetsch family were among the first in England to record early 

music played on original instruments.  In 1920 Violet Gordon Woodhouse, Arnold’s 

harpsichord and clavichord pupil, recorded for the Gramophone Company (later 

HMV).245  In 1920-1921 Arnold Dolmetsch (on lute), Rudolph Dolmetsch (on 

recorder) and Nathalie Dolmetsch (on bass viol) recorded ‘Nowell’s Galliard’ and 

‘Tower Hill,’ two of their often-played concert pieces.246  In 1929 Percy Scholes 

consulted Arnold Dolmetsch for Scholes’ The Columbia History through Ear and Eye 

(1929-1933), a series of records and information booklets made in association with 

the Columbia Graphophone Company.247  No recorder music featured in the finished 

product, although Campbell has suggested that records were made, basing her view on 

the evidence of a letter from Arnold Dolmetsch to Percy Scholes in which he speaks 

                                                
241 R. Donington (1931): 9. 
242 ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ was Mabel Dolmetsch’s favourite melody.  (L. Ring, Interview (16 December 
2001.) 
243 These pieces were played at the Fifth Concert (22 July) and the Third Concert (20 July) 
respectively.  (Programme for the 1932 Haslemere Festival.) 
244 Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘The Repertory of Haslemere Festivals,’ Dictated and typed by Percy Grainger 
[?] (Haslemere: Unpublished, 4 August 1937), PGM.  Original italics. 
245 Douglas-Home, 184. 
246 Brian Blood, ‘Dolmetsch Archive Recordings,’ Dolmetsch Online, 
<http://www.dolmetsch.com/darerecordings.htm > Accessed 1 June 2004. 
247 Percy A. Scholes, The Columbia History of Music through Ear and Eye: Period to the Opening of 
the Seventeenth Century (London: OUP in conjunction with The Columbia Graphophone Company, 
1929). 
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highly of the ‘ten or so’ recordings of different combinations of instruments.248  There 

is also a record from about 1933 of Carl, Rudolph and Millicent Dolmetsch playing 

Handel’s Sonata in F major.249 

 

By 1937 the Dolmetsch Foundation had established their own department for 

recording music that had been played at Festivals.250  Three 78rpm records had been 

made in 1936, of which two complete sides included recorder music.  Once more, 

English music of the ‘golden age’ was presented: ‘The Carman’s Whistle’ for two 

recorders; ‘Fortune My Foe’ for three recorders; and a ‘Boree’ for four recorders were 

played by Carl and Marie Dolmetsch (his wife), Robert Goble and Harley Glegg.251  

Also, Henry Purcell’s ‘The Bashful Thames’ for soprano voice, two recorders, viola 

da gamba and harpsichord was recorded.252  In 1938 three more record sides were 

devoted to recorders out of twelve complete records, two of which repeated the 1937 

repertoire, presumably to better effect, while the twelfth record had ‘Hark, Hark, the 

Lark at Heaven’s Gate Sings’ with its original melody that had been rediscovered by 

Dolmetsch, accompanied by recorder, viols and harpsichord.253  At this time, no other 

gramophone records featured recorders.  

 

While Arnold Dolmetsch was constantly developing the instrument and widening the 

repertoire for the recorder, by the early 1930s it was still so limited that few people 

can have thought of it as being an appropriate instrument to be revived on any popular 

scale.  It was relatively expensive to buy, and its entire repertoire consisted of early 

music: mainly sixteenth-century English music, early Baroque or pseudo-folk tunes.  

Few people had access to these in published form.  In 1928, in the discussion 

following a Musical Association lecture on Bach’s church cantatas, the respected 

Bach scholar (and member of the Dolmetsch Foundation), W.G. Whittaker, said, ‘I do 

                                                
248 Arnold Dolmetsch, Letter to Percy Scholes, quoted in Margaret Campbell, ‘Nearly Eye to Eye,’ The 
Consort 40 (1984): 24. 
249 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes; Hunt (1998): 12; Blood, ‘Dolmetsch Archive Recordings.’ 
250 Hugh Gough, ‘Sound Recordings at Jesses,’ The Consort 4 (1937): 18; Arnold Dolmetsch and L. 
Ward, ‘Gramophone Recordings,’ Programme for the Thirteenth Haslemere Festival (1937), DFA.  The 
Percy Grainger Museum holds all of the records made by the Dolmetsch family before World War II. 
251 Arnold Dolmetsch and Ward, Second Record, Side Two, ‘Gramophone Recordings’ (1937). 
252 Arnold Dolmetsch and Ward, Third Record, Side Two, ‘Gramophone Recordings’ (1937).  The 
soprano was Cécile Dolmetsch. 
253 Arnold Dolmetsch and L. Ward, Twelfth Record, Side One, ‘Gramophone Recordings,’ Programme 
for the Fourteenth Haslemere Festival (1938), DFA.  The tenor was Tom Goodey. 
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not think we can expect our professional players to take up…old instruments.’254  

Although Dolmetsch had brought the recorder to the point where it was seeing 

daylight again in the art-music world, it would require much more specific marketing 

for it to become either well-known or extensively used.  Significantly however, his 

work through the Haslemere Festivals had spawned two recorder ‘specialists’ who 

were able to turn the renaissance into a revival.  Dolmetsch’s son, Carl, was the first; 

the second was Edgar Hunt. 

 

2.3. Edgar Hunt  

 

Edgar Hunt was an early music enthusiast, having imbibed with his first breaths the 

sounds of pre-Classical instrumental music and English madrigals, these latter often 

having been re-discovered by his own father and by Edmund Fellowes.  Visits to 

Dolmetsch’s Haslemere Festivals provided the catalyst for Hunt to conceive of a mass 

recorder revival: in common with the Dolmetsch family, he was not obviously 

musically nationalistic but was interested in music for its own sake.  Besides his 

support for early music and amateur players, he had yet another agenda; that of school 

music education.  These goals, all of which fitted beautifully into the push to re-create 

an English ‘land with music,’ would spur Hunt to take the recorder revival to the next 

stage: making the instrument and its music affordable and accessible to the general 

public. 

 

Hunt had been surrounded by early music, especially choral and vocal music, since 

his childhood.  His father, Hubert Hunt, was organist and Master of the Choristers at 

Bristol Cathedral from 1901, musical director of the Bristol Gentlemen’s Musical 

Club and conductor of the Bristol Madrigal Society, as well as being ‘an excellent 

solo violinist’ who counted ‘chamber music [as] one of his chief delights.’255  Edgar 

Hunt studied the flute and made his début in March 1926 playing a Beethoven trio and 

a Bach ‘Sonata in A’ with his father accompanying him on the piano.256  One of his 

                                                
254 W.G. Whittaker, in discussion following his lecture, ‘Some Problems in the Performance of Bach’s 
Church Cantatas,’ PMA 54 (1927-1928): 60. 
255 ‘Dotted Crotchet,’ ‘Bristol Cathedral,’ MT 48 (1907): 714.  The Bristol Madrigal Society was 
founded in 1837.  An early member, R.L. Pearsall (1795-1856) (of whom Hubert Hunt wrote a 
biography), was described as ‘the only composer to write easily and without conscious archaism in the 
old madrigalian style.’  (Howes (1966): 91.)  
256 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 17. 
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first serious learning opportunities came through an active member of the Bristol 

Gentlemen’s Musical Club, Dr C.W. Pearce,257 who arranged a lot of baroque music 

with figured bass from original manuscripts in his personal library, including some by 

Handel and Barsanti.258 

 

Edgar Hunt was also au fait with some early instruments from a young age.  

Instrumental items were often included in Madrigal Society concerts to give the 

listeners a change and the singers a rest.259  For this purpose his father hired 

musicians, many of whom played original instruments, such as for example, Edmund 

Fellowes and Eric Marshall Johnson who each played the lute.260  Sir Walford Davies 

owned and played his own clavichord as well as a spinet lent by Lady Parratt (the 

widow of Sir Walter) at the 1931 Bristol Madrigal Society’s Ladies’ Night.261  Hubert 

Hunt himself played the spinet one year, and a borrowed virginal on another 

occasion.262  Also in 1931, Edgar Hunt restored and played a two-manual Kirckman 

harpsichord that was used in Dr Oldroyd’s new work, Spiritual Rhapsody ‘Jhesu 

Christ Saint Mary’s Sone.’263 

 

Hunt participated in many amateur productions and while he did not concentrate 

specifically on early music, he did see the possibilities of amalgamating his interest in 

early music with his belief in the importance of amateur music making.  During 1926 

he was asked to play for various amateur operatic societies, and in December of that 

year he played the flute in his first Messiah at the Redland Congregational Church in 

Bristol.264  The following year he accompanied folk dancing and played at a Congress 

of the National Union of Students that was held in Bristol.265  A ‘high spot’ came in 

                                                
257 Dr Pearce was an ex-Warden of Trinity College of Music, London. 
258 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 18. 
259 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
260 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  Fellowes did not mention playing the lute at a Bristol Ladies’ 
Night in his autobiography.  However, he did play on numerous other occasions, including lectures (for 
Sir Henry Hadow), broadcasts, and in concerts at Morley College.  He borrowed Canon Galpin’s lute 
each time he performed, finally acquiring it in about 1920.  (Fellowes, 190-2; Denis Richards, 
Offspring of the Vic: A History of Morley College (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958): 192.  
See also Hubert Hunt, ‘The Bristol Madrigal Society,’ AM 2.1 (1936): 8.) 
261 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 43. 
262 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002). 
263 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 43-4. 
264 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 21. 
265 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 21. 
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April 1927 when he participated in the St John Passion in All Saints Church, 

Clifton.266 

 

That year Hunt also auditioned for a flute scholarship at both Trinity College and at 

the Royal College, his audition pieces revealing his preferences: the Handel Sonata in 

G minor, Bach’s famous Sonata in B minor and a modern piece by Katherine Eggar 

entitled Idyll.267  His work on the Bach sonata was augmented by private tuition from 

his father’s friend, Walford Davies, who was staying with him at that time.  Hunt was 

accepted into TCM, and graduated in 1930.  Then he began a teacher’s training 

course, finally concluding his studies at the College in 1933. 

 

As discussed in Chapter 1, several years earlier, Dr J.C. Bridge, the head of TCM, had 

shown Hunt some recorders, who recalled, ‘At that time, I had not seen a recorder—

sadly, I did not appreciate how important they were going to be to me!’268  He had 

never heard of Christopher Welch, but quickly remedied the fact, acquiring Welch’s 

Six Lectures in June 1927.  At that stage, Hunt ‘still thought of the recorder as the 

ancestor of the flute and not an instrument in its own right.’269   

 

On 1 October 1928, however, he heard a group called ‘The German Singers’ whose 

concert, which was his first aural introduction to the recorder, reportedly ‘converted’ 

him to the instrument.270  ‘The German Singers’ were young musicians and students, 

touring Europe and England, playing in churches and village halls, and sometimes 

busking in the street.  They sang sixteenth-century canons and part songs, and 

performed sixteenth-century pieces on a sextet of recorders and some Baroque items  

 

                                                
266 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 21. 
267 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 21.  G.F. Handel, Sonata in G minor for Flute and Basso Continuo, Op. 
1 No. 2; J.S. Bach, Sonata in B minor for Flute and Basso Continuo, BWV 1030. 
268 Hunt, Notes, 34.  Apparently, this was the meeting in which Hunt remembered Bridge telling him 
about the 1901 lecture to the Musical Association.  (See Chapter 1.)  Among other recorders, Bridge 
owned an eighteenth-century treble Stanesby Junior recorder.  (I. Bennett (1950): 2.)  
269 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 36. 
270 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 36; Edgar Hunt, ‘The Recorder and its Music,’ PRMA 75 (1948-1949): 
49; Hunt (1962): 134. 
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on Boehm flutes.271  The recorder pieces were inserted between vocal works.272  Hunt 

remembered: 

 
What impressed me was the clear pure sound of the recorders, with none of the breathy sound of 

the metal flutes.  It was more than a year before I heard anything like that again. 

 

I began to look on the recorder not only as an historic instrument with a repertory which should 

be revived with the right instruments, not played on Boehm flutes; but also as an instrument for 

amateurs and…children as an alternate to flute or clarinet, and which could enable them to enjoy 

making music without the problems of embouchure or reeds.273 

 

These were the central ideas of Hunt’s credo that would lead to his work with the 

recorder.  He loved its tone; he valued it for its own sake, as an historical instrument 

with its own worthwhile repertoire; and he saw in it a chance to engage music makers 

of any age or ability. 

 

Oskar Dawson made Hunt’s first recorder.  Hunt’s testimony suggests that by the late 

1920s Dawson had set up his own workshop and could fulfil an order within a few 

months, unlike the Dolmetsch workshop, which had a waiting list.274  The recorder 

arrived in December 1929 and Edgar learned to play it using Peter Prelleur’s Modern 

Music Master (1731), a book that Hubert Hunt had discovered in a second-hand 

bookshop in Bristol.275  A year later, Edgar, happy with his first hand-made recorder, 

had ordered and received from Dawson a consort of instruments from soprano to bass.  

They had a sweet tone, he said, ‘but they weren’t very powerful instruments.’276 

 

Hunt’s first recorder performance (using his Dawson treble to play Byrd’s ‘Wolsey’s 

Wilde’ arranged by Hubert Hunt for recorder, two violins and viola) was probably on 

                                                
271 Hunt, Interview (24 May 2002). ‘The German Singers,’ conducted by George Goetsch, visited the 
Royal College of Music on 24 October 1928 where they reportedly delighted their student audience 
with their ‘informality and unaffected enjoyment’ and ‘unfamiliar instruments.’  They sang madrigals, 
canons and airs, danced, and entertained with ‘the cleverest puppets.’  (Elizabeth McConchy, ‘The 
German Singers,’ The RCM Magazine 25.1 (1929): 12-3; Mayson, 89.)  The recorders were almost 
certainly German-made, probably in Markneukirchen near the German-Czech border. 
272 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
273 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 37. 
274 Hunt, Notes, 62. 
275 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 36.  Hunt also noted that he studied William Tans’ur’s The Elements of 
Music Made Easy (1770), which gave fingerings for the recorder under the appellation of ‘common 
flute.’  (Hunt, Notes, 75.) 
276 Hunt, Interview (18 Dec 2001).  
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16 January 1930 at the Bristol Madrigal Society’s Ladies’ Night; an interlude between 

groups of madrigals.277  The concert reminded one Dr Hoyland, a bass in the choir, of 

his own eighteenth-century recorders, so that after the concert he invited Hubert and 

Edgar to his house to show them his instruments.278  He lent all four of them to Edgar 

and later, when he realized that they were being looked after and played, he made him 

a gift of the instruments.279   

 

While Hunt was still an undergraduate at Trinity College in 1930, Dr Warriner, the 

Teacher Training lecturer, asked him to play his recorder at a music history lecture.280  

However, Hunt’s first recorder engagement of real importance was a performance of 

The Messiah at the Redland Park Congregational Church, Bristol.281  These 

performances give the impression that Hunt was by now known to his peers and 

lecturers as one who knew something about recorders and how to play them.  In 1934, 

Walford Davies—admittedly a family friend—described him as ‘a “recorder” 

expert.’282 

 

In August 1930 Hunt cycled through the night from Bristol to attend the sixth 

Haslemere Festival, where he met Oskar Dawson and Edmund van der Straeten for 

the first time.283  Later, Hunt took viol lessons from van der Straeten, borrowing from 

him a seven-stringed viol.  Hunt was extending his knowledge of early instruments: 

he now played the recorder, the harpsichord and the viol, as well as the modern flute, 

clarinet, piano and viola. 

 

                                                
277 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 37.  Hunt has stated variously that his first recorder performance was in 
1929 (Notes, 52) and 1931 (1962): 134).  The chain of events, as more fully related in his organized 
memoirs, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ suggests that the performance occurred after Hunt had acquired his first 
Dawson recorder in late 1929, but before he went to his first Haslemere Festival in August 1930. 
278 Hunt, Notes, 53, 62.  The instruments included a boxwood and ivory Bressan treble, a Bressan 
fourth flute, a Stanesby Junior ivory sixth flute and a Hail voice flute. 
279 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 37. 
280 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 37. 
281 Hunt, Notes, 8. 
282 Walford Davies, ‘An Anticipatory Recorder Tune,’ Letter to the Editor, MT (1934): 66. 
283 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 40.  Edmund van der Straeten  (1855-1934) had been a professional 
cellist, and was now a composer, a writer on music, a researcher, critic and copyist.  It was he who 
copied madrigals in the British Museum library for Hubert Hunt.  (Hunt, Interview with La Rue et al.)  
He wrote various critically acclaimed books on the violin and violoncello.  He also wrote for The 
Musical Times and Strad and played the viola da gamba regularly in a musical group.  (Hunt, Notes, 
63.) 
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Sitting next to van der Straeten at the Haslemere Festivals, Hunt learned a lot from his 

comments, remembering, ‘We’d discuss [the concerts] and he was a very good friend 

to have.’284  Hearing the recorders played together, both van der Straeten and Hunt 

immediately conceived of the idea of a recorder mass revival, an idea perhaps 

enhanced by the fact that Hunt’s ‘first impression on going into the Haslemere Hall 

was of the newness rather than the antiquity of the instruments.’285  The two men 

discussed many possibilities for the future and Hunt stated, ‘From the time when I 

first met the Dolmetsch recorders, I was immediately thinking like that.’286   

 

 
 
 
Plate 7: Edgar H. Hunt, 
c.1939.287 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By 1930 then, it can be seen that the recorder world was becoming more dynamic, 

encouraging people to make contact with each other and share information and ideas.  

Hunt has suggested that from 1928 onwards the number of people who had heard 

recorders was growing, but it was still a small circle288 despite the claims of hundreds 

of Dolmetsch recorders sold.   

 

 Dolmetsch’s 1930 Haslemere Festival was therefore the original catalyst for the 

conception of the mass revival, it being the first time that Hunt had heard the 

                                                
284 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 53; Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
285 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 40. 
286 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002). 
287 ‘Edgar H. Hunt,’ Pamphlet, RN 2, insert. 
288 Hunt, Notes, 67. 
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recorders, as he put it, ‘in a really musical atmosphere,’ playing music by Handel, 

Woodcock, and F. Couperin as well as sixteenth-century tunes and dances.289  At that 

particular Festival Hunt also met a German called Emil Brauer, an amateur guitar 

player from Düsseldorf who was active in the early music field in Germany.290  

Through Brauer’s friendship Hunt was able to read the contemporary recorder 

literature that was coming from Germany, which fueled his interest and plans for a 

recorder revival in England.291  

 

Dolmetsch invited Hunt to play the eighteenth-century flute for the 1931 Haslemere 

Festival,292 lending him, as Hunt recalled, ‘a beautiful ivory flute with a gold key, in 

its original case with two corps de réchange [different joint lengths] together with a 

nineteenth-century reprint of Hotteterre’s Principes, so that I could get used to the feel 

of the instrument.’293  In the audience that day were Sir Henry Wood, Constant 

Lambert and Percy Grainger,294 whose presence gives some idea of the interest that 

the Haslemere Festivals were generating amongst composers and musicians.   

 

Conclusion 

 

Between them, Canon Galpin and particularly Arnold Dolmetsch managed to bring 

the recorder from the lecture hall to the ears of a wider public.  Dolmetsch’s concerts, 

especially his Haslemere Festivals, proved that there was an audience that simply 

needed to be educated to enjoy and value the instrument after its long silence in 

England during the nineteenth century.  Galpin was interested in amateur music 

making and the moral effects of music upon his parishioners, while Dolmetsch was 

                                                
289 Hunt, Interview (24 May 2002).  See Appendix 5 for the recorder music played at the 1930 
Haslemere Festival that helped to inspire Hunt’s conception for the mass revival of the recorder. 
290 Hunt, Notes, 3. 
291 Der Blockflötenspiegel (The Recorder Mirror) started as a monthly journal in about 1930 for the 
purpose of ‘clarifying all historical questions in connection with the recorder.’  In 1932 it acquired a 
music supplement, Zeitschrift für Spielmusik, published by the Moeck family of instrument makers.  
(Bill Pratt, ‘Dr. Hermann Moeck Talks About his Firm,’ AmR 14.1 (1973): 3.) 
292 Hunt played in the so-called ‘Comic Cantata,’ in the concert, ‘Music of J.S. Bach,’ Third Concert 
(22 July) of the 1931 Haslemere Festival.  In The Musical Times van der Straeten, the reviewer of the 
concert, stated that ‘Mr. Edgar Hunt distinguished himself by his brilliant playing.’  (E. van der 
Straeten, ‘The Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music,’ MT 72 (1931): 845.) 
293 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 44.  Hunt was referring to Jacques-Martin Hotteterre’s treatise, Principes 
de la Flûte Traversière…de la Flûte à Bec…et du Haut-Bois, Divisez par Traitez (Principles of the 
Flute, Recorder and Oboe (Paris: Christophe Ballard, c.1707).  Since translated by Paul Marshall 
Douglas, 2nd edn. (New York: Dover, 1983). 
294 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 44. 
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obsessed with restoring the instruments of the past in order to bring early music to life 

once more, with its own styles and sound worlds.  The context in which they were 

working meant that although they were pioneers, they were men ‘of their time;’ their 

activities existing within and being supported by a plethora of interdependent social 

and musical movements.  Throughout their working lives, the ‘state of music in 

England’ was believed to be in need of rejuvenation and composers and writers were 

at pains to stress the worth—both intrinsic and extrinsic—of sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century English music and practices as a means to achieving this.   

 

The arrival of Edgar Hunt on the recorder scene was the moment when the 

renaissance of the recorder potentially became that of a revival.  Hunt conceived of 

the recorder becoming an instrument for children and adult amateurs, and it was 

arguably primarily he who would take the recorder movement to the next stage. 
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Chapter Three 

The Recorder in Schools: 

From Art Instrument to ‘Plastic Fantastic’ 
 

‘We are…earnest in the cause of music…which…we believe to be the art that most truly tests 

the real advance and civilization of a nation.’ 

        (W.H. Cummings, 1897)1   

 

The real function of music begins at a point where words…have no place.  Its inherent 

significance is outside the range of the purely rational mind… Music is not only an ennobling 

recreation, it is also an ideal means of promoting human fellowship.  It brings people together to 

work for a common end under conditions which refine, discipline, and delight.  Thus the 

teaching of music is seen to have a very real practical value… A real culture cannot be 

superimposed, it must spring from the lives of the people, and in no art is this requirement more 

capable of fulfillment than in music. 

      (Handbook of Suggestions for Teachers, 1927)2 

 

1934 saw the beginning of the process by which the recorder became a school 

instrument in England as a result of the planning of Edgar Hunt, together with the 

powerful support of His Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools and the Board of Education.  

Before the 1920s children did not play any instruments en masse in English schools.  

The entry of the recorder into the primary school curriculum a few years later 

therefore could seem amazing unless one takes the overall environment into account.  

This chapter will document the beginnings of the mass revival of the recorder in 

children’s education, and place it within the context of the interplay between the 

several concomitant agendas held by Hunt, the musical establishment and the 

educational authorities.  It will also examine the way in which Hunt solved the 

logistical problems of supplying schools with inexpensive instruments. 

 

Changes in pedagogical thinking that occurred from the late-nineteenth century will 

be examined, especially as they appeared in various teachers’ Handbooks, which 

detailed the entire curricula of government schools and the philosophies behind them.  

After World War I, developments in ideas about the purposes of education, 

                                                
1 W.H. Cummings, quoted in ‘Music Teaching in Elementary Schools: Deputation to Sir John Gorst,’ 
MT 38 (1897): 400-1. 
2 Handbook of Suggestions for Teachers (London: HM Stationery Office, 1927): 240-1. 
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particularly music education, opened the door for instruments to be introduced into 

the school system alongside singing.  An understanding of the reasons behind this 

makes it possible to acknowledge the significance, the relative ease and the speed of 

the recorder’s entry into schools.  Also, understanding what teachers were expected to 

achieve in their instrumental classes highlights the extent to which the recorder, more 

than any other school instrument including the bamboo pipe, met the  requirements. 

 

3.1. The purposes of school music education: 1870-1924 

 

The first strong impulse towards music in English schools began with the 

establishment of compulsory elementary education in 1870, when it was made an 

official subject in the elementary school curriculum.3  Prior to that, whether music 

was taught had depended upon the personal choice and financial resources of the 

various head teachers and parents.  The reasons for establishing music in schools were 

varied.  Primarily, knowledge of music was perceived to bestow a sense of morality, 

which was specified as being the overall goal of an elementary education.  Early in 

the twentieth century, the teachers’ Handbooks stated that children needed to learn 

what was ‘right’ and ‘good,’ mainly for the community in which they lived, not for 

personal emotional or spiritual fulfilment.  The job of the teacher, it was claimed, was 

to ‘develop character,’4 an aim that was clearly stated in the Board of Education’s 

Handbook for Teachers: 

 
The high function of the teacher is to prepare the child for the life of a good citizen, to create or 

foster the aptitude for work and for the intelligent use of leisure, and to develop these features of 

character which are most readily influenced by school life, such as loyalty to comrades, loyalty 

to institutions, unselfishness and an orderly and disciplined habit of mind.5 

 

In 1904 the respected pedagogue, John Warriner, proclaimed that ‘Right Knowing is 

the indispensable prelude to Right Doing,’ and supported the old adage, ‘Show me a 

                                                
3 Harvey Grace, Music, Britain Advances (London: Longmans, Green, 1943): 10. 
4 Thomas A. Cox and R.F. MacDonald, The Suggestive Handbook of Practical School Method 
(London: Blackie, 1910): 2.  Original italics. 
5 Suggestions for the Consideration of Teachers and Others Concerned in the Work of Public 
Elementary Schools, Revised 2nd edn. (London: HM Stationery Office, 1912; First pub. 1905): 5. 
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good disciplinarian, and I will show you a good teacher.’6  In other words, the 

environment in which children were considered to learn best was one that required 

them to sit still, work largely in silence and cheerfully obey the teachers’ orders.  

Also, the common enjoyment of school singing was thought to bring about a better 

understanding between students and teachers, thereby helping to maintain classroom 

discipline.7   

 

Even beyond the school years, musical education was believed to be morally 

advantageous: it was suggested that it ‘weaned’ people from ‘vicious indulgences.’8  

As late as 1949, it was stated that those who had not achieved aesthetic and spiritual 

fulfillment in artistic school programmes felt the need for ‘constant visits to the 

cinema, gambling at dog races, dancing to the discordant noises of the modern dance 

band, and the like.’9  School music education, it was believed, would help to keep the 

nation safe and its citizens regulated and productive. 

 

Nationalistic feeling, both musical and patriotic, contributed to the reasons for and 

methods of teaching music to children from 1870 at least until World War II.  Howes 

suggested that improved education for everyone—including young children in 

elementary schools—was genuinely perceived to be a way to generate future 

composers.10  In 1902 Fuller Maitland wrote that school singing—across all social 

classes—could lead to England being called ‘musical’ again.11  The singing of 

national and folk songs in class was intended to revive national pride and a feeling of 

identity with England’s musical culture.12  Cecil Sharp made the comment that 

England’s children would not become ‘citizens distinctly national in type…if we 

bring [them] up on German kindergarten games.’13  Sir Arthur Somervell (1863-

                                                
6 John Warriner, Handbook on the Art of Teaching as Applied to Music (London: Board of Trinity 
College of Music, 1904): 1, 165.  Warriner was a recognized teacher of Pedagogy in the University of 
London at that time.  By the 1920s he was teaching Music History at Trinity College of Music, 
London.  (Rutland, 22; Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 25.) 
7 Suggestions for…Teachers (1912): 53. 
8 Cox and MacDonald, 376. 
9 Stephen S. Moore, The Golden String: The Origin and Development of the Non-Competitive Schools 
Music Festivals (London: Thomas Nelson, 1949): 49. 
10 Howes (1966): 28. 
11 Fuller Maitland (1902): 163-4. 
12 Folk and national songs were specifically linked, if folk music was considered to be inclusive and not 
just belonging to those ‘at the plough-tail.’  (Sir Arthur Somervell, quoted in G. Cox (1993): 95.) 
13 Cecil Sharp (1912), quoted in D. Russell (1995): 168. 
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1937), Inspector in Music to the Board of Education (1901-1928), supported Sharp’s 

belief in folk song as ‘a communal and racial product,’14 reportedly saying: 

 
Children should be taught the national songs of their country as part of their natural heritage; 

Scotland, England, Ireland and Wales [have]…the best collection of national songs in the whole 

world… We [have] a great deal of latent music in us, but until something…bring[s] it out we 

[will] never become a musical nation.15 

 

A study of the themes of school songs showed that they reflected the need to respect 

authority, to have contempt for one’s enemies, assume superiority over others, and 

look to rural life and the values of the past.16  Some songs, including those from 

Elizabethan times such as ‘Where the Bee Sucks,’ were utilized in schoolrooms 

because they were ‘the idiom of the people, of their joys and sorrows, their unaffected 

patriotism, their zest for sport and the simple pleasures of a country life.’17  It was 

generally accepted that ‘these songs [were] the true classics of the people, and 

form[ed] the foundation on which a national love of music [could] be built up,’18 a 

statement which implied that folk songs were not enough in themselves and the real 

agenda was to foster a love of art music specifically.  From 1906 the Folk-Song 

Society acknowledged their movement’s impact upon the musical development of the 

country, reporting: 

 
The Board of Education has for the first time recorded the importance of our National and Folk 

Songs in the musical training of children, and urges earnestly that such songs shall be taught 

throughout the country.  This scheme, if consistently carried out, must become a powerful 

means towards cultivating a healthy musical taste, and certainly claims the support of all who 

believe in the enormous influence exercised by folk-music upon composers of all nations.19 

 

The songs taught to children thus fell within the ‘historical-pastoral’ field in which the 

protagonists of the English musical renaissance were working from 1895:20 

                                                
14 Cecil Sharp, English Folk-Song: Some Conclusions (London: Novello, 1907): x; G. Cox (1993): 93. 
15 ‘A Regrettable Incident,’ MT 45 (1904): 244. 
16 G. Cox (1993): 79. 
17 Suggestions for…Teachers (1912): 53. 
18 Handbook…for Teachers (1927): 253. 
19 The Folk-Song Society (1906), quoted in A.H. Fox Strangways, Cecil Sharp (London: OUP, 1933): 
61. 
20 Hughes and Stradling, 74-82. 
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knowledge of, and pride in English music could help to re-establish England as a 

musical land, with composers inspired by local and national idioms. 

 

School music education was also intended to foster patriotism through ‘the songs of 

nature, of bravery, of country.’21  These would teach loyalty, courage and industry, 

with national songs ‘rous[ing] the spirits and touching the springs of memory and 

sympathy.’22  Furthermore, singing would aid the teaching of the language and history 

of England.23  Whereas in 1894 it had been suggested that ‘teaching music means 

teaching the pianoforte,’24 by the end of the century, under the auspices of W.H. 

Hadow, W.G. McNaught and Somervell, the Board of Education had embraced 

singing because it included words: singing was perceived to be the most useful 

musical means of engendering imperialistic and nationalistic pride.25 
 

The regulated act of singing constituted almost the only musical activity in classrooms 

for decades.  In 1900 W.G. McNaught wrote: 

 
By far the greater part of the elementary musical education of the people in this country is 

carried on in the form of singing classes.  In some forty thousand schools and in thousands of 

places connected with places of worship and in educational institutes lessons on musical matters 

are given week by week to millions of pupils of all ages.26 
 

The specifically musical aims of class singing were manifold and included: 
 

 (1.) Sight-singing, time and tune.  This includes a great familiarity with theory. 

 (2.) Ear training (recognition of scale sounds played or sung). 

 (3.) Part-singing. 

 (4.) Breathing and voice production. 

 (5.) Enunciation and pronounciation. 

 (6.) Expressive execution. 

                                                
21 Cox and MacDonald, 376. 
22 Cox and MacDonald, 376. 
23 Suggestions for…Teachers (1912): 53. 
24 ‘The Tonic Sol-fa Conference,’ MT 35 (1894): 738.  It should be noted that the pianoforte was taught 
to relatively few students, generally to those could afford to pay. 
25 G. Cox (1993): 77. 
26 W.G. McNaught, ‘Class Singing,’ MT 41 (1900): 14.  William Gray McNaught (1849-1918) was 
Assistant Inspector of Music in the Education Department from 1883-1901.  One of his most important 
contributions to music education was as an adjudicator at music competitions.  In The Musical Times 
he was described as ‘the greatest living authority’ on school music.  (‘W.G. McNaught,’ MT 44 (1903): 
153-5.) 
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 (7.) The study of good music and the education of the taste.27 

 

Singing was the only process considered to be capable of adequately delivering all 

these benefits.  In contrast, ‘instrumentalists,’ claimed Warriner in 1904, ‘generally 

associate pitch with position or locality, the printed signs conveying more the 

impression of the place where the notes required are to be found than any very clear 

conception of the pitch itself.’28  Also, he maintained that instrumentalists, especially 

piano players, were well trained in the ‘volitional elements’ (that is, technique), but 

their emotional and intellectual faculties were ‘entirely dormant.’29   

 

3.2. Changes in educational ideals and processes: 1924-1941 

 

From the beginning of the twentieth century, however, a profound shift in music 

education was occurring, as Cox wrote, ‘away from utilitarianism towards an artistic 

and educational liberalism.’30  Somervell was responsible for a lot of the change of 

emphasis in music education.  It was he who negotiated a higher status for music in 

schools, considering it to be ‘a great and humanizing force.’31  Further, he believed 

that that the teaching of particularly national music would help to create a love of art 

that would act as a unifying force in the community.32  He wrote, ‘We had got to 

educate all the children of the country, children of every class, in their own great song 

literature so that in time we might produce the right atmosphere in which our 

composers could breathe to live.’33  In 1929 a lecturer noted that improved children’s 

musical education would widen the field from which listeners and performers could 

be drawn, as well as composers.34 

 

In 1924 T.H. Yorke Trotter’s book on pedagogy, Music and Mind, articulated and 

developed some of Somervell’s educational ideals.  Unlike Somervell, Yorke Trotter 

did not stress national songs or the singing class.35  However, he did perceive that 

                                                
27 W.G. McNaught, ‘Class Singing: Some Practical Hints,’ MT 41 (1900): 87-9. 
28 Warriner, 47-8. 
29 Warriner, 48. 
30 G. Cox (1993): 137. 
31 G. Cox (1993): 136-7, 86. 
32 G. Cox (1993): 136-7, 86. 
33 Somervell (1917), quoted in G. Cox (1993): 86.  Original italics. 
34 H.C.C. Moule, ‘Some Problems of Present-Day Music,’ PMA 55 (1928-1929): 89. 
35 G. Cox (1993): 99. 
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music for every schoolchild was a way of helping England’s push for a national 

musical rebirth, writing, ‘One thing is certain that, if the instinctive love of music is 

allowed scope, there will be such a development of talent among us that once more 

we will take our place as the most musical nation.’36   

 

During the 1920s and 1930s there were still those who believed that music education 

was primarily for training future virtuoso performers.37  Ostensibly, to such 

conservatives, school music for everyone could not be the answer.  However, there 

were many critics of this idea, not least because of the effect that general musical 

instruction was perceived to bestow on morality and nationalistic feeling.  Also, as 

one headmaster of a private boys’ school explained, classroom music was a perfect 

way to inculcate that English character trait that had an aversion to ‘showing off.’38  

In other words, the democratization of music in schools was actually less than radical 

in its time, and seemed to fit easily into the English psyche. 

 

From the mid-1920s, longer-term effects arising from the Great War were beginning 

to be dramatically felt.39  In one of the popular book series of the times, Arthur Mee, 

who was in the business of giving homilies, in this case to the ‘Youth of England,’ 

gave voice to the feelings of some who lived in the inter-war years.  Of the previous 

generations, he said: 

 
In that slow old world of yesterday we had Security and Peace.  It was a safe world.  You could 

be pretty sure of what would happen.  You were not afraid of anything.  There was nothing in 

the air but birds. 

 

Life was like a rock in those days… Now it is like a volcano.  In those days we had long years 

of calm with storms now and then; in these days we have long years of storm with now and then 

a little calm… There is not a man whose life is free from anxiety… The Great War disturbed the 

faith of multitudes of men.  It destroyed their confidence and put fear in its place.40 

 

                                                
36 T.H. Yorke Trotter, Music and Mind (London: Methuen, 1924): 241. 
37 For example, see Cecil Oldham in discussion following Clement M. Spurling’s lecture to the Musical 
Association.  (‘Music in the Public Schools of Today,’ PMA 54 (1927-1928): 16.)  See also Davidson, 
211-2. 
38 Spurling’s answer to Cecil Oldham in discussion following Spurling’s lecture, 16. 
39 For example, see Vera Brittain’s autobiography. 
40 Mee, 4-6.  Original emphases. 
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Even before the war the social and economic fabric of England had changed from that 

which had existed in the Victorian era.41  The writer, John Buchan, remembered a 

world that had been ‘friendly and well-bred’ turning into one in which ‘vulgarity 

and…worship of wealth’ predominated.42  World War I was described as ‘a point of 

contact of a world vanishing and a world arriving, and that such a situation was apt to 

crush those who had to meet it.  A new world would have to be made, and who would 

be left to make it?’43  After 1918 the changes were unassailably more profound.  

Fewer people went to church; the organized labour movement had gained in 

momentum; scullery maids and other humble servants were in short supply; the rights 

of women were being debated, and their hemlines were rising; jazz and popular music 

were threatening the place of art music in the public’s musical diet; all of which, 

among other things, contributed to a general concern amongst the establishment for 

England’s future.44  Yorke Trotter wrote: 

 
At the present time [1924] we are faced with problems which are extremely difficult to solve but 

which, if neglected, may upset the whole of our social fabric…  

 

The present state of society gives sufficient proof that there are defects in our civilization, which 

may have disastrous effects in the future.  And for such defects, we must hold that our 

educational system is to a certain extent responsible.  We have denied our children that measure 

of freedom which would have made them strong and self-reliant citizens… The results are but 

too evident; it is impossible to ignore them.45 

 

Somervell and Yorke Trotter considered that music was intuitive to children.  Yorke 

Trotter wrote, ‘the growth which the child makes must come from within 

himself…the teacher must therefore [give] the child’s expansive instincts fair play and 

free play.’46  He was frustrated that by 1924, in many schools music was apparently 

still considered to be merely a ‘polite accomplishment, a distraction,’ failing to 

provide children with the means to develop their characters and therefore limiting the 

development of the self-discipline and moral values that would ‘save’ England.47  ‘To 
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stunt the free growth of a child’s nature must lead to consequences that may be fatal 

to our civilization,’ he said.48  Music, to him, was a political instrument, albeit benign 

in intent: it was a safety vent for potentially disruptive social unrest. 

 

Whereas Somervell had envisaged the singing class providing ‘self-expression 

subservient to the general good,’49 Yorke Trotter saw self-expression as a means to a 

more individual freedom, which with the right teaching would inevitably lead to the 

general good of the community: children would grow to be good citizens from the 

inside out rather than the other way around.50  Earlier teaching methods had 

concentrated upon training children, filling up the ‘empty vessels’ with knowledge of 

the supposedly unchangeable social, political and economic structures and the 

difference between right and wrong, so that children would accept discipline imposed 

from above.  Even Somervell favoured rote learning, considering that the act of 

singing and the nature of the songs provided enough means for self-expression.  

However, as Cox has implied, the problem with rote learning was that 

transmutation—that is, education—does not occur through passively responding to 

outside stimuli.51  In practice therefore, the main difference between Yorke Trotter’s 

ideals and those of his predecessors lay in music teaching methods. 

 

3.3. Instruments in schools 

 

Yorke Trotter’s belief in activity-based, creative learning, rather than learning by rote, 

became an important force behind the training of many teachers in elementary school 

music education, and was a main impetus for establishing instruments in schools.  The 

1927 and 1934 Handbooks of Suggestions for Teachers gave as standard theory his 

ideas of why and how music should be taught to children; ideas that influenced those 

teachers who believed that the most effective way to draw out the inner child’s 

musicianship was to add to the class singing lessons the potential for improvisation, 

which was inherent in instrumental teaching.  As Yorke Trotter had written, ‘There is 

no sufficient reason why children of all classes, who evince any aptitude for music, 

should not be taught to play on some instrument.  The result of such teaching would 
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be an immense revival of the love of music throughout the country.’52  Without 

denigrating the act of singing for educational purposes, he stressed that instruments 

could produce melodious sounds immediately, encouraging and motivating students.  

He wrote: 

 
It is a mistake to confine instruction in music to vocal exercises only.  Nature has not endowed 

everyone with a musical voice; many persons are unable to cultivate their instinct for music 

because of their inability to produce pleasing sounds by the use of the voice… It is just in 

performance on an instrument that the musical instinct is chiefly developed.53   

 

Edgar Hunt believed this too, suggesting that children could imitate their neighbour 

when singing, but with an instrument (specifically the recorder), ‘there is much more 

personal responsibility… It enables you to visualize where you are going to pitch your 

voice.’54 

 

It has been claimed that ‘the shared horrors of [World War I] fuelled the belief that 

the next generation should be educated on more equal terms.’55  The idea of officially 

allowing, indeed, encouraging all children to learn an instrument regardless of their 

social or economic background was new.  Before World War I the nature of education 

was inextricably linked with the issue of social class.  In 1904 John Warriner had 

quoted Darwin to support the idea that children should be educated with a view to 

their future employment; diversity of labour supporting a greater population.56  While 

Yorke Trotter also believed that children should be educated for their pre-destined 

employment, based upon gender and class divisions,57 he maintained that the ‘natural 

instinct must be stimulated’ in ‘unmusical’ students as much as on those deemed to be 

‘musical.’58  In the 1870s ‘the opportunities for a musical boy at school were almost 

non-existent.’59  After 1927 however, with the changes in social hierarchies and new 

opportunities resulting from the war, all children, at least in theory, were given the 
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opportunity to experience music creatively, not only through class singing but through 

instrumental tuition as well. 

 

In common with Dolmetsch and others who supported domestic and amateur music 

making, Yorke Trotter harked back to the sixteenth century for his justification of the 

use of instruments, stating, ‘The feebleness and mechanality of the nineteenth century 

would give place to the freedom and spontaneity of the Elizabethan age.  Music would 

take its place as a civilizing and ennobling influence.’60  The fact that he attributed 

such effects to domestic music making suggested his vision of Old England was 

romanticized.  In common with many other supporters of ‘home music,’61 he seemed 

not to recognize that the ‘ennobling’ use of art instruments during that time was 

generally restricted to those with sufficient financial resources and leisure time.  

However, he hoped that by re-creating musically-inspired domestic bliss, some of the 

class-based misery, poverty and boredom created by industrialization would be 

assuaged, leading to a better, safer, modern England. 

 

Yet another reason for instruments being introduced into schools was the growing 

usage of the gramophone and wireless.  In 1931 Margaret James bemoaned the 

expense of many instruments, which limited their accessibility for many people who 

then relied more and more on the gramophone and wireless.62  She wrote, ‘A 

generation of children is growing up which only knows music by listening to 

mechanical renderings of it second hand and has no chance or thought of making its 

own music on its own instruments.’63  Pitts has stated that the availability of radios 

and gramophones caused a reduction in the number of children learning instruments.64  

Although from 1924 the BBC’s School Broadcasting authorities were clear that they 

did not intend their broadcasts to usurp the place of children’s own creativity, they 

considered, with reason, that such activities as violin classes and school orchestras 
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needed to be enriched by the hearing of music on a larger scale, of greater variety, and 

calling for far more maturity of technique and insight than most children possess.65  

Sir Walford Davies believed that art music could be established firmly throughout 

national life only when the wireless and gramophone had become an integral part of 

school music education.66  However, these were but a small part of school life, as 

were the officially organized orchestral concerts given for children that also began in 

1924.67  While such innovations helped to reinforce the momentum of musical 

appreciation, in view of the belief that actual personal music making was crucial for 

physical, intellectual, emotional, and spiritual development, the situation represented a 

crisis indeed. 

 

By 1932 instrumental lessons were still an ‘extra’ for many children, paid for by their 

parents.  Class singing and aural training and coaching for school music theory 

examinations were the norm, along with musical appreciation and dancing.68  Apart 

from celluloid or brass whistles, which were shrill and harsh,69 generally the sole 

musical instrument that a primary school child could hear was the piano as it 

accompanied class singing.  It had obvious limitations for instrumental training.  Only 

a select few children had access to a teacher, or even had an instrument on which to 

practise.  In 1934 some schools tested the possibilities of teaching elementary 

pianoforte technique in classes using cardboard models of the keyboard.70  In the late 

1930s, efforts were made to teach the piano in class to small groups, but the 

prohibitive cost of the instruments and the very smallness of the groups stopped it 

becoming a large movement within elementary school musical education at that 

time.71  Similarly, the violin was utilized in classes ‘with gratifying results,’ although 

a warning was issued that unless children played in tune on their instruments, their 

musical education was ineffective.72  Earlier in the century, violins had reportedly 
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been supplied on hire-purchase plans to students in hundreds of schools, thereby 

fostering participation in school orchestras.73  That violin and piano classes would 

‘lead to private lessons for those who have made outstanding progress’74 suggested 

that the aim was specifically musical rather than generally educative, and then only 

for the chosen few.  In schools attended by poorer children, the proportion of 

instrumental students was very low.75 

 

However, by 1937 The Society for the Advancement of Musical Education had issued 

a booklet for teachers entitled Class Instruction in Musical Instruments—How it 

Affects You, the result of a public discussion held in London a year earlier.76  

Throughout the decade, instruments had gradually been introduced into classroom 

teaching: as the advertisement for the book stated, they had ‘come to stay as part of 

our musical life.’77  While there had been a preponderance of budding violinists and 

pianists in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, now many children were 

playing wind instruments and it was opined that a balance between strings and wind 

in amateur orchestras might soon be achieved.78   

 

The emphasis on class teaching of instruments meant that there was pressure on 

primary school teachers to learn to play an instrument.  Instruments for the non-

musically trained teacher necessarily had to be inexpensive and portable.  In 1939, 

those suggested were the bugle trumpet in the key of F, a good dulcimer, the bamboo 

pipe or recorder, the autoharp, or the tuning fork.79  Of these, the strongest contenders 

for survival in general classroom teaching were the dulcimer, the pipe and the 

recorder.  However, there had been another successful instrumental movement that 

fed into these: the percussion band. 

 

The percussion band began on a small scale in the final years of the nineteenth 

century, but it was unregulated and confined to few schools.  In the early 1920s, a 
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number of pieces of well-known compositions by Bach, Haydn and Schumann had 

been arranged for percussion bands.80  In line with Somervell and Yorke Trotter’s 

belief that children’s musical training should begin with rhythm alone,81 it was 

accepted that the widespread use of the percussion band could be a way to enable 

children to gain knowledge and appreciation of instrumental music.82  From the mid-

1920s, playing in percussion bands constituted the initial rhythmic and musical 

training for millions of English children.  The bands included such instruments as the 

pianoforte (played by the teacher), castanets, triangles, tambourines, cymbals, bells 

and drums.83   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plate 8: A percussion band in a Junior Technical school.84 

 

 

The band lessons were so popular that they were felt to warrant separate lessons in 

themselves rather than being used simply as an adjunct to the general music classes.85  

Percussion bands introduced rhythmic development, rhythm notation, part-playing 

and ensemble skills.  They were accepted so widely that Trinity College 

recommended and instituted a percussion band examination syllabus for children in 
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three divisions or levels.86  By about 1939, when the Percussion Band Association 

was officially inaugurated,87 it was claimed that ‘the percussion band is one of the 

most popular activities in the up-to-date school and therefore needs little advocacy… 

the band has definite advantages, musical, mental, physical and social.’88 

 

However, there were limitations to the activity that became obvious early on.  

Although they were always considered to be useful for primary school children, 

particularly up to the age of about nine years,89 in the absence of well-trained music 

teachers the bands were often continued long after they had served their purpose.90  

Sometimes teachers, more concerned with giving each child an opportunity to play 

than with producing an effective result, did not correct heavy and inartistic playing 

and it was contended that ‘the constant danger [was] that the Percussion Band may 

become a mere “stunt” and its value be lost.’91  From its inception, the percussion 

band was meant only as a start to children’s instrumental creativity, and thereafter it 

was believed that children required a band of a melodic nature.92  A 1947 teachers’ 

manual stated that the search during the 1920s and 1930s for an instrument that would 

give ‘facility in interpreting “tune” ’ had been ‘long and diligent.’93 

 

The first melodic instrument to be used widely in schools was the dulcimer.  From 

1926 the instrument eventually became an adjunct, when the children were ready, to 

the percussion band.  The dulcimer sat on the knees with the music propped on the 

inside of the lid, and its notes were hit with one short stick.  It initially had a compass 

of one octave with a key centre of G (although its notes were lettered C-c), and it cost 

two shillings and threepence.94  By 1934 the instrument, priced at seven shillings and 

sixpence, had been extended to thirteen notes corresponding to the white and black 

notes of the piano.95  The fact that dulcimers were portable and inexpensive made 
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them suitable for mass production.96  Louie de Rusette, initially a teacher of 

physically- and intellectually-challenged children, used the instrument for pitch 

training.  She wrote, ‘This was infinitely more successful when related to an 

instrument than when attempted in the singing class, for it was found that although the 

children could not sing the various degrees of the scale in tune, yet they could 

distinguish the sounds and reproduce them on the dulcimer.’97  Singing training was 

not given specifically, but de Rusette claimed that ‘the children’s voices became more 

and more true and also gentle, for the dulcimer has a very restful influence.’98  

Moreover, she said that by the end of one year of dulcimer training, ‘the children not 

only played their little instruments with accuracy and ease, but with a clear 

understanding of rhythm, pitch, melody and harmony in their simplest forms,’99 all of 

which were prescribed as being compulsory in the school curriculum.100 

 

Alongside the dulcimer, another melody instrument—the bamboo pipe—had made an 

appearance in schools.  De Rusette supported the bamboo pipe, commenting that ‘the 

effect of fifty pipes is wonderfully gentle and beautiful, for it is nature’s way of 

making music.’101  The bamboo pipe movement preceded the use of recorders in 

schools, and although the pipe was immensely popular, the recorder largely usurped it 

as an official part of the primary-school curriculum within a few years.  Edgar Hunt 

did not approve of the bamboo pipes,102 although he took the Pipers’ Guild activities 

as a model for his later marketing of the recorder.  Arguably, therefore—certainly as 

far as Hunt was concerned—the recorder became a school instrument in opposition to 

the use of the bamboo pipes, the popularity of which, however, provided fertile 

ground for the school recorder movement.  The bamboo pipes’ movement was so 

ubiquitous at the time that it has been described as ‘one of the milder madnesses of 

the 1930s…a musical equivalent of the Boy Scouts and Girl Guides.’103  Many 
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thousands of children and adults played the pipes for decades in England and the 

movement spread to the European continent and beyond.104   

 

In 1926 Margaret James believed that ‘it was time to restore an active share in music 

to everyone.’105  To make an instrument for oneself was to encourage a ‘sane and 

healthy’ intelligent appreciation of the instrument and the music that it could make.  

She believed that over-specialization and machinery had combined to ‘exclude Man 

from taking his rightful, active share in the arts and crafts.’106  In common with the 

early German educationalist, Froebel,107 James was devoutly religious.  She believed 

that humans were naturally creative and musical, and in education they must be 

enabled to express their full humanity, which emanated from the Divine Spirit within 

them.108  Music education was one obvious means of achieving this.  However, she 

stated: 

 
The term “Appreciation” has had a great “vogue” in England and the teaching itself a great 

value, especially in music… Yet until appreciation has been fired by actual, creative work, it 

lacks final impetus.  The use of imagination is not enough; we need to use our whole selves, 

hands, eyes and ears, to make a visible part of what the mind conceives.109 
 

The making, the playing and the decorating of the pipes were all perceived to be as 

important as each other.  One could not apply oneself to only one part of the process, 

and until the instrument had been made, played and decorated, one could not consider 

it to be finished.  James took as her models the peasants of Europe and Asia, who 
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‘carved cane and reed’ and ‘found their mellow tone.’110  The tone of the pipe was 

described as producing ‘none of that shrillness which is usually associated with the 

tin-whistle.’111 

 

James initially used shop-made pipes for her class,112 but these proved unsatisfactory 

because of their poor intonation.  She then experimented with a bamboo curtain pole 

from her attic, copying the shape from a Sicilian shepherd’s pipe sent to her by a 

friend.113  The pipes’ shapes and measurements, both internal and external, were 

determined by the bamboo pieces that were available to James.  The instrument had a 

wooden fipple or block in its mouthpiece—similar to that of a recorder—which she 

replaced with cork for easy carving, and for creating a more mellow sound.  One blew 

into the top, whereupon the cork block directed the air towards the window at the 

front of the mouthpiece, in the same manner—albeit with less mathematical 

accuracy—as the recorder. 

 

 

Plate 9: Margaret James, c.1939.114 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the support of her sympathetic and discriminating headmistress, James 

established pipe making and playing in her school in Fulham.115  The first public 

performance that featured bamboo pipes was during the Christmas season of 1926 in 
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which her school class played ‘I Saw Three Ships Come Sailing By.’  Even in that 

first ‘stumbling class,’ the ‘interdependence of handwork, design and music was 

shown to be the main thought underlying the whole experiment.’116  After several 

years of classes and experimentation with the basic organology of the pipes, James 

and her ever-growing group of enthusiastic followers were convinced of the 

advantages of making and playing of pipes, which gave purpose to handicrafts and art 

classes, and opened the door of musical appreciation and music literacy to many who 

would otherwise have remained passive listeners.117  Moreover, bamboo pipes were 

inexpensive, an important consideration during the Depression years: the bamboo 

itself cost twopence and one set of tools, which could service innumerable makers, 

cost five shillings.  James claimed that ‘the pipe is a gift from nature: had it been 

purchased at the music shop for twenty pounds, its value would have been less, not 

more.’118   

 

In common with dulcimers, bamboo pipes were portable; a necessity for classroom 

teaching.  Unconsciously copying the marketing of the flageolet in the nineteenth 

century, it was said of the bamboo pipe, ‘Mobility is the very essence of a pipe, since 

it is a pocket instrument; it is carried round as easily as a comb.  The travelling player 

is free…of the village piano, or the Vicar’s gramophone.’119 

 

Pipes were initially easy to play, requiring just a gentle breath and an apparently 

simple fingering technique.  Hunt suggested that the bamboo pipe movement’s 

success was mainly to do with the fact that it was an instrument ‘which people could 

pick up and play more or less straight off.’120  It was recognized that the pipe was 

‘invaluable…in boys’ departments, where it offers a practical alternative to singing 

when voices begin to break.’121  Also, with the making and playing of pipes every 

branch of musical training could be experienced; ear-training and sight-reading from 

staff notation, including study of tone, phrasing and rhythm.  ‘Indeed,’ it was said, ‘all 

that has gone to produce good singing produces also good pipe-playing.’122  In line 
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with the new educational thought, it provided a medium of expression that 

concentrated on music alone without any need for the language of words.123  It also 

promoted interest in other wind instruments and a familiarity with their timbre.  The 

physical technicalities of playing wind instruments such as breath control and 

tonguing were taught in pipe classes,124 theoretically facilitating the subsequent 

learning of an orchestral wind instrument.  Significantly, bamboo pipes also provided 

an attractive accompaniment to folk dancing, making outdoor performances possible 

along traditional lines. 

 

Ostensibly therefore, classroom use of the bamboo pipes met all the music 

requirements of the curriculum.  However, each piece of bamboo was different.  As 

Hunt said:  

 
I wouldn’t be…happy with a bamboo pipe, because…you’ve got no means of legislating as to 

the diameter of the bore and details like that… [If] you take a piece of natural stuff like bamboo 

you’re not going to be sure that everyone’s piece of bamboo is going to be the same… So you 

can’t…make a plan of the size of the finger holes or anything to make a…standard 

instrument.125 

 

As a result of lack of standardization, tuning had posed a problem from the very 

beginning of pipe-making activities.  It would be years before this was resolved 

satisfactorily, even though perfect intonation was specifically stated to be a requisite 

property of any pipe.126   

 

Another problem faced in school pipe-making activities was that until 1939, in order 

for children to make pipes, the teachers also had to know how to do so.  Teachers 

were often more keen about one aspect of pipe making than another: they might be 

good musicians, but poor bamboo carvers, or vice versa.  Depending on their 

instruction and their abilities, a class of children could not all make the instruments to 

the same level, or at the same pace, so that much school time was required before 

even a note could be played.  The ‘right method’ was given as being half an hour a 
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week, perhaps for a year, at the pace of the slowest student.127  As James stated, ‘Woe 

to the pipe band when the Heads of Institutions demand a concert on “Prize Giving 

Day” during the term in which the pipes are begun.’128  Her goal, although imbued 

with musical, social and educational integrity, seemed to be consistently 

misunderstood.  One teachers’ text stated: 

 
If the instrument is to be made by the child himself, time should be found for this in the 

handcraft lesson rather than in the music period, for as a rule there is no time in the latter for 

anything but musical activities… Children enjoy making pipes, but until they learn to play them, 

the work is manual rather than musical, with the exception of the tuning.129 

 

This was a very limited view.  The purpose of making one’s own pipe was more than 

just learning how to tune it: it was finding out how sound is made.  Also, with the 

boring of every pitch hole the children improvised rhythms and melodies, individually 

and in ensemble, gradually extending their range as the pipes were built.  Pipe making 

therefore lent itself to extended creativity, to rhythm and pitch training, as well as to 

sophisticated lessons in ensemble work and listening as intonation was perfected. 

 

It was true however, that while the slow pace would give time for the teacher to ‘learn 

the subject herself,’ and the children ‘time to concentrate and absorb the musical 

training that pipes bring,’ it did take time from the rest of the school curriculum.130  

James herself acknowledged that schoolteachers would find it difficult to ‘sacrifice so 

much time for something precarious, which [would] fill their lives, hitherto 

respectable, with shavings and sawdust, corks and cracks.’131 

 

One other consideration was that pipe making required a lot of work with saws and 

knives, and anecdotal evidence suggests that a supply of bandages was often 

required.132  Written instructions stated that ‘wounds can be avoided if Juniors use 

penknives only when cutting corks.’133 

                                                
127 James, ‘The Pipers’ Guild: A Report—1933-34,’ 10. 
128 James, PT 1, 4.  Original emphases. 
129 MacMahon and Chamberlain, 62-3. 
130 James, ‘The Pipers’ Guild: A Report—1933-34,’ 10. 
131 James, ‘The Pipers’ Guild: A Report—1933-34,’ 10. 
132 Hunt, Interview (20 May, 2002). 
133 Rose Vincent Brüns, ‘Outline of Three-Year Scheme for Teaching the Making and Playing of 
Bamboo Pipes,’ PT 3.5 (1939): 11. 
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The biggest problem with the pipes was that although they were intended for mass 

playing they could not be mass-produced.   

 
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plate 10: Children making bamboo pipes and viols, c.1932.134 

 

In 1938, members of the Pipers’ Guild noted that some school inspectors were 

dissatisfied with the length of time some teachers of large classes were taking in order 

to reach the stage of playing on the finished pipes.135  Further, a number of teachers 

had found ‘the running of a pipe band so exacting, that in the interest of their own 

health and efficiency as general educators,’ it was suggested that the Guild might 

sanction ready-made pipes for them.136  This was a major concession for the pipe 

movement as formerly it had been considered that the only way to have a pipe was to 

make one.  The true education lay in the instrument making: indeed, members of the 

Guild had to sign a declaration stating that they would never buy or sell pipes.137 

 

                                                
134 ‘Making Pipes and Viols at Edgeworth, in the Cotswold County,’ James (1932): opp. 17. 
135 ‘The Case for the Admission of the Single-Note Pipe Only,’ PT 3.4 (1938): 10. 
136 ‘For the Inclusion of Associates,’ PT 3.4 (1938): 2. 
137 The signing of such a declaration is still a pre-requisite for Pipers’ Guild membership. 
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The Board of Education suggested in 1938 that mass-produced bamboo pipes be made 

available for classroom use.138  Some guild members felt that this would eradicate 

much of the worth of the instrument.139  At that time however, growth in the Guild 

membership had come to a standstill, and its influence was beginning to be felt only 

within a limited circle.140  Many pipers considered that in order to survive as a 

movement they needed to be more flexible regarding the issue of ready-made pipes.141  

They were supported in this by Geoffrey Shaw, His Majesty’s Inspector of Music to 

the Board of Education, composer of school songs and anthems and a friend of the 

president of the Pipers’ Guild, Vaughan Williams.142  While in ‘complete sympathy 

with the idea of making pipes,’ he also actively encouraged the selling of Guild-

designed pipes to teachers, noting that ‘every movement reaches, in its history, a point 

where… development cannot take place without concessions and generosity.  

“Enthusiasts,” he said, “often kill the thing they love.” ’143   

 

After much soul-searching, but without giving up any of their central tenets, the many 

Pipers’ Guild committee meetings finally resulted in the members sanctioning single-

note, ‘voiced’ (by an expert) bamboo pipes.  These would be made available for 

teachers and students through various shops for two shillings and sixpence.  

Completed pipes would also be available on a commercial basis for teachers only.  As 

the scheme’s proponents said, ‘The choice in some schools seems to be between poor 

recorders and good pipes.  Do we even wish to refuse right to the pipes, where they 

really cannot be made by the children?’144   

 

The teacher’s ‘bought’ pipes would establish ‘a standard of pure, sweet tone which 

the students, when making their own entire pipes, [would be] anxious to attain.’145  It 

was finally recognized that starting lessons with a musical sound, rather than just the 
                                                
138 Geoffrey Shaw, quoted in ‘The Case for…the Single-Note Pipe Only,’ 11. 
139 ‘The Case for…the Single-Note Pipe Only,’ 11. 
140 ‘For the Inclusion of Associates: Answers to some objections given in Schemes B and C,’ PT 3.4 
(1938): 9. 
141 ‘For the Inclusion of Associates: Points on which to reflect,’ PT 3.4 (1938): 6. 
142 Geoffrey Shaw (1879-1943) was a music educationalist and a composer.  In his long-term capacity 
as inspector of music to the Board of Education, he furthered popular musical organizations in schools 
and training colleges and adjudicated at competitive festivals.  It has been written of Shaw that ‘he had 
done more than almost any other musician to raise to a high level the school music of England and 
Wales.’  (S. Moore, 43.) 
143 ‘For the Inclusion of Associates: Points on which to reflect,’ 7. 
144 ‘For the Inclusion of Associates: Answers to some objections,’ 8.  Original italics. 
145 ‘The Case for…the Single-Note Pipe Only,’ 10. 
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promise of one, gave great pleasure.  Moreover, so much time was saved in lessons 

that a ‘voiced’ pipe could be finished and therefore be applied to musical instruction 

within just one term.146  This meant that a higher musical standard than that hitherto 

attained could be reached within the three terms allowed in the school timetable.147 

 

However, commercial production of pipes did not last long.148  It had started too late 

to save the pipe from its usurper, the recorder.  Although the pipe had official sanction 

from the Board of Education, the recorder is the instrument that most schoolchildren 

still play today in English schools. 

 

3.4. The recorder enters the school classroom 

 

The first child to learn the recorder at school (although not in the classroom) 

reportedly was ‘Audrey,’ a student of Miles Tomalin at Dunhurst, the preparatory 

department of Bedales, in the mid 1920s.149  A recorder consort was soon formed and 

the group, combined with other instruments, performed on school occasions and in 

private homes.  However, the use of recorders en masse in school activities required a 

broader approach than that which Tomalin established. 

 

In 1933, when The Pipers’ Guild was formed, Edgar Hunt had already conceived of a 

recorder revival, part of which would involve its use in schools.  His motivation was 

two-fold: the revival of early music, and music education.  However, because of the 

popularity of the bamboo pipes, he quickly perceived that he would have to convince 

both the public and the Board of Education that the recorder was a better option for 

schoolchildren.  Then he would have to find enough instruments to feed what he 

hoped would become a growing demand.  In order to expedite such a demand, he 

must exploit the potentially large advantage of the recorder over the bamboo pipe in 

the early 1930s: his instrument was to be easily available, with no long gestation 

period before it could be played, and no cut fingers.   

 
                                                
146 Dorothy Barnard, ‘Teaching Method with Voiced Pipe: I,’ PT 3.5 (1939): 7. 
147 E.M. Towns, ‘Teaching Method with Voiced Pipe: II,’ PT 3.5 (1939): 7-8. 
148 S. Drake, Interview (16 May 2002). 
149 Tomalin, 272. This was the school at which Arnold Dolmetsch and his family had given 
performances and taught (concentrating on stringed instruments) since 1919.  (Campbell (1975): 205-
6.) 
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Cyril Winn, His Majesty’s Inspector for Schools for England, Scotland and Wales, 

was naturally sympathetic to the requirements of children and their need to be 

extended musically.150  Of music he wrote, ‘Of all the subjects in the school 

curriculum, is there any quite so universally practical or corporately inspiring as the 

study and practice of music?’151  Winn was a member of the central committee of the 

Pipers’ Guild, and had given them the benediction of the Board of Education at their 

1933 Annual Meeting.152  However, by 1934 he had recognized the need for children 

to have access to a more ready-made instrument that fulfilled educational 

requirements.   

 

It still would not have been apparent to most people that the recorder might take the 

pipe’s place.  At that time the recorder was perceived to be a ‘high-brow,’ exotic, 

early-music instrument to be played by experts and specialists.  There were just two 

part-time recorder makers in England during the early 1930s: those in the Dolmetsch 

Workshop and Oskar Dawson, each turning out perhaps twenty to thirty instruments 

at most each year.153  However, through ceaseless effort, and intelligent and 

thoughtful planning, Edgar Hunt promoted the use of the recorder.   

 

He had finished his TCM flute degree in 1930, a difficult time for a musician to be 

looking for work.  The Depression had already taken a firm hold on people’s lives, but 

more specifically, the advent of the ‘talkies’ meant that cinema orchestras were being 

disbanded.154  Hunt therefore turned his energies towards chamber music and 

teaching, and began a further three years at the College as a teacher trainee.155 

                                                
150 Cyril Winn became His Majesty’s Inspector for School on the retirement of Sir Arthur Somervell in 
1928.  Throughout the 1930s he and Dr Geoffrey Shaw remained the guiding forces of changes in 
school music education from within the central Board of Education.  He succeeded Shaw as the full-
time Inspector of Music in Schools.  Winn also compiled lesser-known folk songs that had been 
collected by Cecil Sharp and Ralph Vaughan Williams. 
151 Winn, 741. 
152 James, PT 1, 6.  Cyril Winn actually composed a piece of music called Telegraph Poles for Voice, 
Piano, Percussion Band and Pipes in about 1935, according to the 1936 Pipers’ Guild Handbook.  
Telegraph Poles is not held in the British Library.  See Appendix 10 for a list of bamboo pipe 
repertoire to 1935. 
153 Charles Stuart, ‘ “Dolmetscherie” Today,’ MT 92 (1951): 298.  Both Dolmetsch and Dawson’s 
many other instrument-making and performing activities would have reduced the amount of time that 
they could give to the recorder-making business, suggesting that customer orders for recorders, while 
steady, were not coming in large quantities.  
154 It was estimated that between three-quarters and four-fifths of paid musicians were employed in 
cinema and theatre orchestras.  (Mackerness (1966): 245.) 
155 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 46. 
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Hunt was teaching the recorder by 1933.  He taught his first student, Geoffrey Peach, 

by correspondence, using handwritten material, having realized early that there was 

no comprehensive modern English recorder method.156  A German method by Robert 

Götz had been published in 1930157 but it was written in German, was unavailable to 

the general public, and it trained the players in German fingering, which Hunt 

opposed vigorously.158  It is not clear exactly when Hunt first planned to write a 

recorder method.  He has variously stated that it was in 1929 when he was teaching 

himself to play,159 and in 1930 when he made his first visit to the Haslemere 

Festival.160  In 1931 he made inquiries about getting such a book published.161  In the 

end, he actually had two methods published, both in 1935.  A Practical Method for the 

Recorder from Oxford University Press was a joint effort with Robert Donington of 

the Dolmetsch enclave, and was ‘directed mainly at amateur ensembles.’162  Hunt’s 

other method was published by Boosey: A Concise Tutor for Descant, Treble and 

Tenor Recorders: For Use in Schools. 

 

Most of the music in Hunt’s Concise Tutor was based on early music by such 

composers as William Croft and Daniel Purcell, although some arrangements of 

English folk music were included.  Folk music in the form of various country-dances 

was represented despite Hunt’s misgivings as to its appropriate use by a ‘serious’ 

instrument such as the recorder.163  The book also included new music written 

especially for the beginner recorder player by his close friend, Stephanie 

Champion.164 

                                                
156 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 47.  Ironically, Geoffrey Peach was the founder and director of Dryad 
Handicrafts, a Leicester firm that supplied many of the materials for the bamboo pipe movement.  
Arnold Dolmetsch’s booklets on fingering were available only from Haslemere upon request from 
Haslemere, and presumably only went to those who bought his recorders. 
157 Robert Götz, Blockflötenschule (Köln: P.J. Tonger, 1930).  See Appendix 9 for information on other 
early methods published in Germany. 
158 German fingering is different from the English fingering established by Arnold Dolmetsch.  English 
fingering is slightly different from the original recorder fingering as laid out by the French Baroque 
player, Hotteterre in his treatise, Principes de la Flûte Traversière.  However, Dolmetsch’s changes to 
the original fingering, according to Moeck, ‘can still be referred to as justifiably historical.’  (Moeck 
(1980): 12.) English fingering is the usual fingering utilized by professional recorder makers and 
players today.  A more detailed discussion of German fingering is to be found later in this chapter. 
159 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 37. 
160 Hunt, PRMA 75, 49. 
161 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 44; Ferguson, 12. 
162 Hunt (1962): 136. 
163 Hunt, Notes, 61. 
164 Stephanie Champion, ‘March,’ in Edgar Hunt, A Concise Tutor for Descant, Treble and Tenor 
Recorders: For Use in Schools (London: Boosey, 1935): 27. 
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Hunt believed that the popular revival of the recorder as an instrument for its own 

sake may be said to have begun in England with the publication of his two method 

books.165  Actually it may be argued that 1934 marked an even more important 

development.  In that year he had been asked to play recorder to teachers at an in-

service day for the Rural Music Schools Association in Hertfordshire.166 

 

After his first demonstration in 1934, Hunt was often asked to go to geographically 

isolated areas to give teachers a taste of early music and the recorder.167  For years he 

worked with Cecily Arnold and Eric Marshall Johnson in a group called ‘Old Music 

with Old Instruments.’  Hunt remembered, ‘I’d formed a little group with them 

playing early music… I played the recorder and they played viols and so on… We did 

a lot of concerts up and down the country, up as far as Newcastle.’ 168  Their repertoire 

consisted entirely of early music, much of it English, simply because they had access 

through Hunt’s almost weekly searches through the British Museum to a lot of the 

English consort music especially ‘Purcell and [his] contemporaries.’169  The School 

Inspectors, Cyril Winn and John Horton, invited ‘Old Music with Old Instruments’ to 

travel around different schools giving demonstrations.170  This occurred often, so 

much so that Hunt remembered it taking up several days of most weeks during term 

time, saying, ‘There was hardly a week went past when we didn’t have something.’171  

Various schools began recorder classes as a direct result.  During the late 1930s, Winn 

also invited Hunt to demonstrate the recorder to many different teachers’ vacation 

courses.172  

 

The fact that Cyril Winn—whose inspectorate covered all the government elementary 

schools in England—actively supported recorders was a major reason that school 

recorder classes were established and had a chance to develop.  Without official 
                                                
165 Edgar Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (London: Unpublished, c. January 1940): 2, EHH. 
166 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 65.  Rural Schools had been founded in 1929 by Miss Mary Ibbersen in 
order to bring inexpensive music education to the children and adults of small towns and villages, areas 
that traditionally had been devoid of trained music teachers.  See Mary Ibbersen, For Joy that we are 
Here: Rural Music Schools 1929-1950 (London: Bedford Square Press of the National Council of 
Social Service, 1977).  By 1940 there were thirty-eight recorder players in the Wiltshire Rural Music 
School alone.  (D. Dalrymple, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Wiltshire,’ RN 3, 16.) 
167 For example, see J. Heathcote, ‘Reports from the Groups: Little Gaddesden (Herts),’ RN 2, 20. 
168 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
169 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 39; Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
170 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002). 
171 Hunt, Interviews (18 December 2001; 20 May 2002). 
172 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 3. 
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support, the recorder would probably have remained in the shadow of the extremely 

well organized bamboo pipe movement, which had thousands of enthusiasts and many 

trained teachers.173  In contrast, the recorder movement at that time would have had to 

utilize teachers who were untrained.  For example, when Hunt left the schools at 

which he had demonstrated, he had no idea who taught the children.  As he said, ‘It 

probably would have been the teacher on the spot who might or might not have been 

up with it.’174   

 

Evidence of schools using the recorder can be found particularly in The Recorder 

News, which was established in 1937.  A number of schools were reported to have 

given recorder tuition to their students in 1938 and 1939 directly as a result of visits 

either by Hunt or Carl Dolmetsch.175  Playing descants and trebles, Leamington High 

School girls accompanied the carol singing at Christmas, and pretended to be pipers in 

a play.  As the Mermaids in the Kenilworth Castle Pageant they played recorders ‘as 

one of their deep sea parlour tricks’ and ‘the Spanish Armada sank to the sounds of 

recorders: a thing it had never done before!’176  Walthamstow Hall ran a junior class 

with descants, as well as two senior classes (which included several staff) using 

descants, trebles and tenors.177  Recorders provided concert items and incidental 

music for school productions and came to be considered as ‘definitely part of school 

life…we find that, apart from their musical beauty, they are highly practicable for 

school use, and are an excellent substitute for ordinary woodwind in the orchestra.’178 

 

Some school recorder groups also had the effect of giving generous publicity to the 

instrument in the wider community.  Besides participating in local festivals, King 

Edward VI School participated in a lecture-recital on recorders and virginals to a 

University College Society.179  Robert Thurston Dart reported that his father’s school 

                                                
173 From the time of the establishment of The Pipers’ Guild, tests had been given to those wishing to 
teach the bamboo pipes.  The Guild did not sanction any teachers who had not passed such tests.  See 
Chapter 5 for details about the Pipers’ Guild teachers’ tests. 
174 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
175 For example, see Margaret Thomson, ‘Reports from Affiliated Schools: Walthamstow Hall School, 
Sevenoaks,’ RN 2, 27. 
176 L.E. Thomas, ‘Reports from Affiliated Schools: Leamington High School,’ RN 2, 27. 
177 Margaret Thomson, ‘Reports from Affiliated Schools: Walthamstow Hall School, Sevenoaks,’ RN 
2, 27. 
178 M. Thomson, 28. 
179 Robin Lawson, ‘Reports from Affiliated Schools: King Edward VI School,’ RN 2, 27.  Perhaps 
coincidentally, King Edward VI School was the school attended by Shakespeare. 
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class of forty recorder players in Torquay gave instruction to school students in 

Exeter, and also ‘shepherded novice classes of teachers’ at educational courses in 

Dartington.180 

   

In 1938 the City Education Committee for Bradford Schools invited Hunt to give a 

week’s intensive course to Bradford schoolteachers.181  The aim was straightforward: 

to train enough teachers in recorder playing and teaching so that every school in 

Bradford could begin an effective recorder class.182  Pioneer work began in all 

elementary schools in Bradford before Christmas of that year.183  In 1939 Hunt 

received another invitation to instruct a fresh group of teachers,184 proof that the 

recorder was taken very seriously by the Education Authorities in West Riding, 

Yorkshire, at least.  The Recorder News reported, ‘Yorkshire is receiving much 

encouragement from Mr. Charles Hooper, Director of Education in Bradford, Mr. 

Edmund Priestley, Director for West Riding, and Mr. Cyril Winn, His Majesty’s 

Inspector.’185  It was a coup for the government schools to be doing such work with 

the recorder because until then, Hunt had been supplying recorders mainly to private 

schools.186  He wrote: 

 
I first thought of recorders being used in some private schools for ensemble playing, where the 

more usual flutes and clarinets might be thought too expensive to buy or too difficult to play 

well.  I had not imagined recorders being widely used in “council” schools.  But that 

changed…when I was asked to give a week’s intensive course to a group of about thirty teachers 

in Bradford.  Among these teachers were Fred Fowler (who already had a recorder group at his 

school in Silsden) and Edmund Priestley who was in charge of supplies to schools.187 

 

                                                
180 R. Thurston Dart, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Kingswear (South Devon),’ RN 3, 14. 
181 Edgar Hunt, Editorial, RN 1, 3.  In his book (2002, 28), Hunt stated that 1937 was the year of his 
first visit to Bradford to teach teachers.  His editorial in the first Recorder News seems to dispute this. 
182 Hunt, Notes, 38.  Since the beginning of the century Bradford had been an example of an 
exceptionally forward-looking and diverse town in terms of its amateur musical activities.  (See D. 
Russell (1997): 5-6.) 
183 Hunt, Editorial, RN 1, 3. 
184 Edgar Hunt, Editorial, RN 2, 2. 
185 Hunt, Editorial, RN 2, 2.  Priestley was also the Organizer of Music for the West Riding County 
Council. 
186 Hunt, Notes, 38. 
187 Hunt, ‘The Progress of Recorder Making in UK’ (London: Unpublished, no date): 2, Bate. 
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Fowler and his school recorder class gave two BBC broadcasts, one of them for 

Children’s Hour.188  After the first, they reportedly received ‘more than fifty 

congratulatory letters, most of the writers asking for information about recorder 

playing in schools.’189  The 1939 School Music Festival provided another splendid 

publicity opportunity.  Hunt returned to Bradford to adjudicate and reported positively 

about the standard of playing, particularly of Mr Fowler’s class.190  A complete class 

of boys from Usher Street School in a poor district of Bradford also entered with ‘no 

suppression of the “unmusical” child, and they played well, obviously enjoying 

themselves.’191 

 

Until 1944 musical activities in many secondary schools, especially those that were 

private, were largely in the hands of musical professionals to whom the Board of 

Education could give advice but did not dictate.  However, primary schools operated 

entirely under the jurisdiction of the Board.  Under the Musical Directorship of 

Edmund Priestley, Bradford had also been one of the first cities to establish 

percussion bands in all its schools in the 1920s.192  That the recorder was given the 

same treatment suggested that it was perceived to be a genuine part of the Board’s 

official endorsement of ‘instruments in schools.’  That first five-day workshop that 

Hunt gave in Bradford in 1938 was therefore a major milestone in the mass revival of 

the recorder and its music, all the more significant when it is noted that it was actually 

‘an experiment!’193  Hunt remembered: 

 
As a result of this course, descant recorders…were supplied to a number of schools at a certain 

level.  They were issued to the children individually, not shared: and at the end of the year when 

these children moved up, they took their recorders with them, and the new intake was similarly 

supplied.194 

 

The plan was brilliant in its simplicity.  Children had their own recorders, and by 

making them personal, the instrument was exposed to the children’s families and 

                                                
188 F. Fowler, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Silsden Modern School (Yorkshire),’ RN 3, 16; ‘Reports 
from Recorder Groups: The Modern School, Silsden, Keighley (Yorkshire),’ RN 4, 12. 
189 Fowler, RN 3, 16. 
190 Hunt, Editorial, RN 2: 2. 
191 Hunt, Editorial, RN 2: 2. 
192 S. Moore, 51. 
193 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 3. 
194 Hunt, ‘The Progress of Recorder Making in UK,’ 2. 
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younger siblings.  Furthermore, each year the number of potential recorder players 

doubled.  Also as a result of this Bradford course, Priestley and Fowler set out their 

now-famous School Recorder Book, which became the set text for innumerable 

schoolchildren all over the world for decades to come.195  It contained over 200 tunes, 

composed and arranged by Winn, Irene Bennett (both of whom also wrote for the 

bamboo pipes), Priestley, George H. Holroyd, D. MacMahon, Charles Hooper, 

George Parker and Hunt. 

 

 

Plate 11: ‘Music reading with the Recorder.’196 

 

In 1947 Priestley wrote of the possibility of providing instruments for secondary 

students as well: 

 
It is possible that some time in the not too distant future, local education authorities may 

consider the results so worthy of the outlay that they will supply recorders to individual pupils 

as part of the normal equipment at the post-primary stage.  Already some authorities have gone 

part of the way by making an allocation to each school… it has been found possible in some 

instances to equip entirely a whole school.197 
 

                                                
195 Hunt, Notes, 38.  See Edmund Priestley and Frederick Fowler, The School Recorder Book (Leeds: 
E.J. Arnold, 1939. 
196 Priestley and Grayson, Plate VII. 
197 Priestley and Grayson, 157. 
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Unfortunately, twenty years later, the recorder was still generally ‘left behind with 

junior school,’198 a trend that has continued to the present day. 

 

3.5. Hunt and mass-produced recorders 

 

It would not have been possible for the recorder to be established so strongly in 

schools without having an on-going supply of sufficient inexpensive instruments.  It is 

therefore necessary at this point to elucidate the logistical process by which mass-

produced recorders were made available to schools and the general public. 

 

From early in the 1930s, Hunt, in his own words, had been ‘anxious to build up the 

recorder movement in the United Kingdom.’199  In order to do this he had to make 

sure that there was a reasonably priced instrument available.  In those early days 

however, Hunt found himself, as he said, ‘fighting two battles: makers’ waiting lists 

and recorders with what he called “German fingering.” ’200 

 

The Dolmetsch recorders were acknowledged to be fine instruments, but there was a 

long waiting list for them and for the Dawson instruments.  As Hunt said, ‘It was no 

use creating an interest only to have it evaporate while waiting for delivery.’201  Also, 

they were very expensive for the average worker.  Between 1928 and 1930 a 

Dolmetsch descant recorder cost about five guineas.202  A treble cost seven guineas; a 

tenor, ten guineas; and a bass cost fifteen guineas.203  These prices stayed fairly static 

until 1939, when the Dolmetsch Workshops had to cease production of recorders.  

Less expensive alternatives did exist.  For example, there was ‘a Mr. Chaplin who was 

really more interested in fancy turning.’204  Hunt recalled, ‘He used to make 

instruments with very nice fancy woods…but they were not suitable to play except 

with his own instruments… They weren’t…well tuned from what I remember.’205 

                                                
198 David Munrow, ‘Not just for school days,’ Music and Musicians 18.4 (1969): 74. 
199 Hunt, Notes, 2. 
200 Hunt, Notes, 89. 
201 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 55. 
202 Hunt, PRMA 75, 49.  In 1931 Robert Donington stated that ‘the price of the smallest recorder [was] 
forty shillings.’  (1931): 7.) 
203 Hunt, ‘The Progress of Recorder Making in UK,’ 1. 
204 Hunt, Notes, 2. 
205 Hunt, Interview (20 May, 2002). 
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The flute makers, Rudall Carte, had included recorders in their 1930 catalogue with 

‘flute-type’ foot-joints.206  It is possible that not many of these recorders were sold as 

they were not only expensive but were also reportedly less attractive than the 

Dolmetsch recorders based on baroque models.207  One could also buy German 

recorders from outlets in England, but they had German fingering.208  Hunt said of his 

own German Bärenreiter recorder, which had cost five marks in about 1930, ‘Its 

fingering seemed very simple: you just lifted one finger after another for the natural 

scale.’209  Yet after he had acquired Oskar Dawson’s recorders and had borrowed Dr 

Hoyland’s original instruments, Hunt became convinced ‘of the short-sighted and 

deceptive simplicity of the German instruments and the superiority of those based on 

the eighteenth-century models by Dolmetsch.’210  The size and position of the right-

hand holes of the German recorders had been altered from the original designs so that 

one played the first five notes of the scale (CDEFG on a descant and FGABC on a 

treble) just by lifting one finger after another.211  This made the F natural and the B 

flat respectively somewhat easier to play, but it made the F sharp and the B natural 

extremely difficult to tune.  As Hunt said, ‘The Germans… were making some 

beautiful instruments.  But… you couldn’t get a decent F sharp on them.’212  He 

suggested: 

 
One could provide double holes for that fourth note from the bottom, but it would be difficult to 

ensure clean finger movements.  There would have been a similar problem with B flat and B 

natural in the left hand [E flat and E natural on treble] among the fundamentals: but the holes 

were nearer the mouthpieces where the forked fingerings were more effective.213   
 

The German recorders were adequate for simple melodies in the basic keys, the player 

initially encountering few technical difficulties.  However, the keys in which they 

could play were limited, as was the possibility of playing any music that required 

chromatic movement, either melodically or for ornamentation.  As the German player 

                                                
206 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 39. 
207 Edgar Hunt, Letter to Jeremy Montagu (8 December 1983), Bate. 
208 Hunt, Notes, 89. 
209 Hunt, PRMA 75, 49. 
210 Hunt, PRMA 75, 49. 
211 Hunt, Notes, 37. 
212 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001).  For further information on German fingering and how it 
arose, see, for example, Hermann Moeck, ‘The Twentieth Century Renaissance of the Recorder in 
Germany,’ AmR 23.2: (1982b): 63-5. 
213 Hunt, Notes, 54. 
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and teacher, Franz J. Giesbert (1896-1972), stated, ‘The instrument has been robbed 

of many advantages which in the past had made it possible for the recorder to become 

what it then was: a major instrument for which the greatest masters of that time wrote 

Suites, Sonatas, Concertos and other compositions.’214  The people at the Dolmetsch 

Workshop knew of this problem too.  As early as 1932 Robert Donington had written 

of the German recorders’ erratic intonation and poor tone arising from the ‘abnormal’ 

fingering.215  Hunt’s Bärenreiter had a usable compass of only one octave and a sixth 

because of its fingering.216  By the 1970s, those countries that used German-fingered 

recorders had ensured that ‘the typical school recorder was little more than a toy.’217   

 

Another problem with the German instruments was that they had been produced in 

consorts of D and A, D and G, E and A, and B and E.218  These consorts created a lot 

of transposition trouble for those playing early music in the usual recorder keys that 

utilized more flats than sharps.  One recorder teacher remembered, ‘It did not disturb 

the experts, but it drove the players to the verge of madness.’219 

 

From the start, Hunt made sure that German fingering was kept out of England, as he 

said, ‘apart from the odd au pair girl who might bring one over,’ and he recalled, 

‘Walter Bergmann said that was the most important thing I ever did.’220  In 1935 Hunt 

cautioned, ‘Readers are warned not to confuse the modern form of German Blockflöte 

with the true recorder.  They differ in many ways, the former being decidedly 

inferior.’221  The SRP stated that it would be impartial to all ‘good’ makers of 

                                                
214 Franz J. Giesbert, Method for the Treble Recorder, English revised edn. (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 
1937): 3. 
215 R. Donington (1932): 16. 
216 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 38. 
217 Robert Ehrlich, ‘Prejudice, Practice and Pride: How to be a Happy Recorder Player, Part 2,’ The 
Recorder: Journal of the VRG 13 (1991): 5. 
218 The standard recorders today are made in C and F: the descants, tenors and contrabasses are in C, 
and the sopraninos, trebles and basses are in F. 
219 J.S. Manifold, ‘The Recorder: Part 1. Definition, Nomenclature and Notation,’ The Canon 3.8 
(1950): 451. 
220 Edgar Hunt, Interview with La Rue et al.  In 1940 Hunt wrote, ‘Pseudo recorders with “German 
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instruments.  However, in line with the opinion of both Hunt and Carl Dolmetsch, 

officially it did not regard those with German fingering as proper recorders.222 

 

Hunt was able to supply inexpensive English-fingered recorders because he actively 

sought them.  He considered imports necessary because he knew of no contemporary 

English tradition of making duct flutes in commercial quantities.  In German-speaking 

countries there had been mass-production of school czakans before recorder making 

had started in the late 1920s.223  Cottage industries in the Sudetenland, especially in 

the instrument-making town of Markneukirchen, were already producing the German-

fingered soprano Blockflöte.224  Hunt had made the calculations: a class set of thirty 

Dolmetsch recorders at five pounds, five shillings each would cost 157 pounds, ten 

shillings; while a class set of German recorders at five marks each would cost just 

seven pounds, ten shillings.225  Also, they would circumvent the English waiting lists.  

Hunt therefore had to find a German recorder maker who would make instruments to 

his specifications. 

 

Emil Brauer helped Hunt make contact with recorder makers and early music players 

in Germany.226  In 1934 they travelled together to the second Arbeitskreis für 

Hausmusik, the so-called Kasseler Musiktage, held over several days and 

concentrating on early music, and which Hunt described as the German equivalent of 

England’s Haslemere Festival.227  Folk music enthusiasts were also encouraged to 

attend.228  Representing a whole ‘home music’ movement, the festival included 

concerts of chamber music written from the sixteenth century onwards, lectures, 

classes, exhibitions by makers of early instruments and publishers of early music, as 

well as after-dinner sessions for ‘Social Music’ in which participants gathered around 

a large table to eat, drink, and sing canons and folk songs.229   

                                                
222 ‘The Society of Recorder Players: The Inauguration,’ RN 1, 5.   
223 The Schulflöte, or ‘Czakan’ (not to be confused with the nineteenth-century Viennese czakan) with 
no thumbhole had been utilized in German schools from the late 1920s.  (See Moeck (1982b): 63.  See 
also ‘Czakan’ in Appendix 1.) 
224 Edgar Hunt, ‘The Background to Schott’s Recorders Designed by Edgar Hunt’ (Unpublished, 
c.1987): 2, Bate. 
225 Hunt, Notes, 2.  The German mark was very weak at that time and Hunt was calculating it at one 
mark equalling one English shilling. 
226 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 55. 
227 Hunt, ‘The Progress of Recorder Making in UK,’ 1.  See also Hellwig, 4. 
228 Edgar Hunt, ‘A Festival of Home Music,’ AM 6 (1936): 134. 
229 Hunt, ‘A Festival of Home Music,’ 134-5. 
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Firms exhibiting recorders at the festival included Bärenreiter, Peter Harlan and 

Walter Merzdorf.  Seeing so many recorder makers must have increased Hunt’s belief 

in the potential of the recorder.230  Hunt met Hermann Moeck at his hotel and visited 

the local Mollenhauer factory, which made German-fingered recorders of cocus 

wood.231  He was keen to talk with everyone he could and in this, Brauer was of great 

assistance.  Besides acting as translator, he had been to all the Haslemere Festivals 

and knew what was required.232  Hunt wrote, ‘It was depressing to see how all the 

publishers exhibiting had their methods and music geared to the wrong fingering.  I 

also hoped to be able to act as agent for a maker of viols and lutes, and a harpsichord 

maker.’233 

 

Through Brauer Hunt met one Wilhelm Herwig (a maker of guitars, among other 

things234), who turned out to be the only maker that understood what Hunt wanted, 

and was really interested.235  Hunt had tried to negotiate with the other recorder 

makers, especially Moeck, but all were adamant that they would not change their 

recorder designs.  Hunt had been initially predisposed towards Moeck as he was the 

publisher of Die Blockflötenspiegel (the recorder magazine begun in Germany in 

about 1930) to which Hunt had contributed an article earlier in 1934.  At least one 

writer believed that Moeck got the recorder commissions from Hunt.236  However 

Hunt stated clearly that his ‘discussions with Hermann Moeck came to nothing.’237  

Moeck also insisted on using maple wood whereas Hunt preferred pear wood.  That 

                                                
230 Hunt, Notes, 3. 
231 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 55-6.  The Mollenhauer factory at Kassel was run by a different branch 
of the family from the Mollenhauers at Fulda, also in Germany.  In Kassel Hunt also met the influential 
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make recorders with English fingering.  (Carl Dolmetsch, ‘A Birthday Tribute to Our Chairman, Edgar 
Hunt,’ The Recorder and Music Magazine 3.2 (1969): 74.) 
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Harlan and Wilhelm Herwig, both of Markneukirchen, had been stimulated to build guitars.  This 
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recorder could be produced inexpensively for the huge school and amateur market. 
235 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 55.  According to Giesbert, by 1937 Herwig had begun to make English-
fingered alto recorders for the German market as well.  (Giesbert, Method for the Treble Recorder, 3.) 
236 F.F. Rigby, Playing the Recorders (London: Faber and Faber, 1958): 16. 
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Hunt got as far as discussing details with Moeck, however, is evidence of his 

energetic approach.  

 

He returned to London prepared to act as an agent in Britain for Ammer Brothers’ 

harpsichords and spinets, Hans Jordan’s lutes and viols and Wilhelm Herwig’s 

recorders.238  He had bought both a treble and a tenor viol from Hans Jordan as 

samples to show potential customers.  He could not do this with a Herwig recorder 

however, because the design had yet to be changed to English fingering.  Herwig was 

prepared to supply the instruments if Hunt would send him drawings and 

measurements for a quartet of recorders to his own specifications.239  Besides sending 

a set of Dolmetsch recorders,240 Hunt duly sent him designs, the outside of which was 

based mainly upon measurements of his Bressan treble from Dr Hoyland.241  The 

inside measurements were based upon the original Herwig recorders, but with 

modifications added to incorporate English fingering.242  Some doubt remains as to 

whether the first English–fingered recorders made by Herwig (which he named 

‘Herwiga Rex’243) were based mainly upon the Dolmetsch recorders that had been 

sent, or on Hunt’s design, or a mixture of the two.  Herwig also adapted the Herwiga 

Solist244 from his own range, and the Herwiga Chor, which was like the Solist but 

unvarnished.245  Hunt imported instruments from all of these ranges. 

 

Back in London in late 1934, he set about seeking orders for instruments and 

preparing price lists and information sheets to send to all the people who he thought 

might be interested.246  Orders came in quickly but only for the recorders: there was 

little interest shown in the other instruments.247  According to one interview that Hunt 

gave in 1972, he was importing between twenty-five and one hundred recorders at a 

time.248  However, he later remembered that given his financial struggles he would 

                                                
238 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 55.  Hunt recorded that the German firm, Adler, started to make English-
fingered recorders for the English market ‘soon afterwards.’  (Hunt (2002): 128.) 
239 Hunt, Notes, 1. 
240 Hunt (1962): 136; Carl Dolmetsch, ‘A Birthday Tribute to…Edgar Hunt,’ 74. 
241 Hunt, Interview (24 May 2002). 
242 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 56. 
243 Hunt, Notes, 1. 
244 Herwig had already named one model from his guitar range the ‘Herwiga Solist.’ 
245 Hunt, ‘The Progress of Recorder Making in UK,’ 1. 
246 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 56. 
247 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 56. 
248 J.M. Thomson (1972): 37. 
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have only imported about ten or so instruments in any one shipment, as they were 

required.249  Notwithstanding, his Dulwich flat was too small to act as the 

warehouse.250  Recorders of all sizes from descant to bass were imported,251 although, 

he said, ‘they were producing and I was importing more trebles because they weren’t 

all that much more expensive [than descants]… I think you could get one for about a 

pound.  And the descants [were] even cheaper.’252  Whatever the case, in 1934 the 

numbers of imported recorders were in double figures at least, which in itself was an 

achievement.   

 

Unfortunately, the customs duty imposed on each imported instrument was thirty-

three and a third percent, which Hunt had to pay upon arrival of the instruments in 

England.  Private customers would pay with their orders, but traders and shops 

expected credit and were often slow to pay.  Hunt soon realized that he ‘could not 

afford such delays,’253 remembering, ‘I always seemed to be in debt.’254  Eventually, 

the problem became so great that Hunt gave the work to a firm in Liverpool called 

Rushworth & Dreaper.255  Hunt remembered, ‘Mr. Maynard Rushworth…was happy 

to take over the business I had prepared and I could concentrate on teaching.’256  In 

fact, after Hunt had told him of his business problems, Rushworth—who knew a good 

opportunity when he saw one—had actually offered to take over the business.257  The 

firm acted as agents for Hunt and Herwig from about 1935 until the outbreak of 

World War II.258 

 

Rushworth & Dreaper kept stocks high in England, and when the recorder began to 

become popular in the schools they invited Herwig to bring out a more basic descant 

recorder for schools; one that enabled the price to be even lower than his other 

recorders and more in keeping with that which Hunt originally had in mind.  Hunt 

wrote of this project, ‘We got the Germans to concentrate on a simple descant, no 

                                                
249 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
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fancy turning or varnish… [It was] for schools—no double holes, or other frills: the 

Hamlin descant, which sold for four and six[pence].’259  Thus the Hamlin recorder 

came into existence, also designed and made by Herwig, but distinct from his 

Herwiga Rex, Solist and Chor ranges.260  It got its name, Hunt said, ‘thinking of the 

Pied Piper of Hamelin, but not spelling it right.  Not Hamelin, but Hamlin.’261 

 

Among other schools, Ashleigh House School in Belfast, Ireland, Irvine Royal 

Academy in Scotland and all the schools in West Riding, including Bradford, used 

Hamlin recorders from Rushworth and Dreaper.262  Undoubtedly, it was with the 

Hamlin descant, described in 1947 as ‘reliable and cheap,’263 that the recorder really 

had a chance to ‘take off in schools.’264   

 

These recorders were very simple.  They were made of pear wood impregnated with 

paraffin.  Their windway was extremely wide, and although the holes were 

undercut,265 there were only single holes at the bottom and ‘no frills.’266  The descant 

was made with just two joints.  Its thumbhole was cut very close to the top of the 

bore.  The foot of the instrument resembled a renaissance-style recorder in that it was 

almost completely straight except for a tiny flare at the very bottom.267  The tenors 

also had a very wide windway, as well as a key for the bottom hole and a single hole 

for the low D.  The instrument in the Bate Collection has significant undercutting of 

the holes.268  This undercutting, for tuning purposes, suggests that although the 

Hamlin instruments were perhaps a little rough, intonation was still a priority.  In 

contrast, the Herwiga Rex tenor recorder held in the Bate Collection has no bottom 

key and has a narrower windway, which gives it a more focused tone than that of the 

Hamlin tenor.269  The limitations of the Hamlin recorders, in terms of tone quality and 

expressive possibilities, undoubtedly constituted part of the reason for the later poor 
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status of the recorder overall.  On the other hand, instruments with narrow windways 

are particularly vulnerable to swollen blocks when hot and wet, so that it could be 

argued that the Hamlin recorders actually may have helped children—at least 

initially—to evade some of the difficulties associated with better-made recorders. 

 

Carl Dolmetsch, whose main source of income at the time was recorder-making, 

wrote in The Recorder News of the need for makers to be vigilant in their search for 

excellence:  

 
All players, as they become more advanced technically and musically will demand instruments 

of a quality to conform to their needs.  It should be the aim of every recorder maker to satisfy 

this desire by producing an instrument of as perfect tone and intonation as is humanly possible, 

and on no account to rest on any laurels, nor even dream of vegetating, when a certain amount 

of success has been attained!270 
 

He had good reason to be genuinely concerned about the poor quality of the imported 

recorders.  Indeed, Moeck reportedly stated, ‘Until the 1960s, no acceptable machine-

made…recorders were on the market.’271 

 

The English music firm of Schott had been importing recorders from Herwig since 

Hunt had joined its staff in 1936.272  They sold recorders but did not make their own.  

Dolmetsch recorders were sold through Schott’s, but because Dolmetsch insisted upon 

having names and addresses of everyone who ordered one, Schott apparently 

sometimes made up names so that they could have a few extra Dolmetsch recorders in 

stock.273  Alan Woolgar, Schott’s archivist, recalled, ‘There was always a waiting list 

for them… It was very rare…to come in and find one we actually [had] got on display 

in those days.’274 

 

                                                
270 Carl Dolmetsch, Editorial, RN 1, 2. 
271 Hermann Moeck, quoted in R. Ehrlich (1991): 5. 
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Chapter 4. 
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When World War II broke out in September 1939, recorders could no longer be 

imported from Germany.275  Even before then, Hunt had calculated that Schott’s stock 

would only last until Christmas.  He said, ‘I had the feeling that if we were going to 

have a war we were going to lose our makers in Germany… I was busy trying to 

anticipate what might happen then.’276  Demand for instruments was still increasing 

because of their use in schools, so an alternative to Herwig’s Hamlin recorder was 

required that fitted Hunt’s conditions of being inexpensive and easy to obtain quickly.  

He decided to manufacture plastic recorders.277  The resultant instruments supplied 

almost the entire market throughout the war years.  Robert Goble continued to make 

relatively expensive hand-made recorders throughout the war, while the Dolmetsch 

workshops were busy with war commitments.278  Hunt remembered that there were 

other ‘odd people who were making recorders of sorts… But we were the only ones 

who were doing it on a commercial-sized operation.’279 

 

Contrary to Martin’s claims that Schott designed, developed and produced these 

plastic recorders,280 according to Hunt, a lot of the credit should go to Mark Barnes of 

Barnes & Mullins who unexpectedly arrived in Schott’s one day with a recorder he 

had made.281  It was wooden with a plastic mouthpiece.  Unfortunately, it was not up 

to a standard of which Hunt could approve, and therefore not a design to which Schott 

would be happy to give its name.282  Hunt advised against it.283  

 

Barnes had a shop at 2 Rathbone Place, near Tottenham Court Road in central 

London, where, according to Hunt, he ‘was mainly concerned with making the sort of 

odd small things to do with [music].  He’d have banjo strings and everything in that 

shop: all the sorts of things that a proper music shop wouldn’t have dared touch.’284  

Barnes must have recognized good commercial potential in the recorder, especially 

with the outbreak of war.  As Hunt wrote: 
                                                
275 For example, see ‘Light on “Trading with the Enemy,” ’ MT 82 (1941): 51. 
276 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002). 
277 Hunt, Interview with La Rue et al; Hunt, Notes, 48. 
278 Hunt (1962): 142. 
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280 A. Martin (2002): 48. 
281 Hunt, Interview (24 May 2002). 
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Far from stopping the spread of the recorder, the war and its new conditions only served to 

increase the demand for music and instruments.  Schools had been evacuated from the larger 

cities to country districts, and often there were no pianos to lead the singing.  Recorders were 

sent for.285   

 

Despite the poor first design, Hunt and Mark Barnes put their heads together outside 

official work hours, and came up with a different design that eventually became that 

of the first plastic recorders.286  The outward design was partially based on the 

Bressan, while the inside used modified measurements from his Herwiga Rex design 

and the Herwiga Hamlins.287   

 

Hunt had the recorder knowledge and Barnes had expertise in the logistics of making 

instruments.  As Hunt said, ‘It was all part of the mass production and I didn’t have a 

lot of say in the preparatory side.  Mark Barnes…handled a lot of…the preliminary 

details.’288  It was Barnes who found a place in the rear of a back street stationer’s 

shop in South Kensington that became the first English recorder ‘factory.’289  Also, he 

found a toolmaker in Spain who could do the job at an affordable price, as the English 

toolmakers were completely employed supplying the Services and they were too 

expensive for the project anyway.290 

 

Between six and eight ‘mainly elderly’ women were employed to work the machines, 

male workers being in short supply due to the war.291  It was a production line in the 

spirit of Henry Ford, whereby each worker made just one change to the instrument 

during the process of manufacture.292  The machines were designed so that ‘unskilled’ 

people could operate them.293  There was no voicing required as the machines were 
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made to exact measurements and all the finger holes were drilled mechanically except 

the last one for the right-hand little finger.294 

 

When they were finished, the recorders were sent to Schott’s in Great Marlborough 

Street where Hunt did random tests on the instruments in order to determine whether 

the set standard was being maintained.295  If several recorders from one batch were 

not up to standard, Hunt would arrange to have the tools in the factory adjusted.  He 

also fixed recorders in his Schott workshop.296  Anyone who had bought a recorder 

from Schott’s was able to send it back for modifications, which were all done at that 

time by Hunt himself. 

 

Plastic had been chosen partly because it was thought that checking the tuning and 

voicing would be easier than if the instrument were made of wood.297  Another major 

consideration was that rationing of materials had come into force almost immediately 

after war was declared.  They had to make the instrument as cheaply as possible, 

using the minimum amount of material consistent with it playing in tune.298  The 

resultant recorders were very slim and light: as Hunt stated, ‘You couldn’t have… 

generous bulges to the instrument.’299  He reflected: 

 
Wood was out of the question so we turned our attention to plastics.  Here I was not well 

advised.  I had no experience with plastics, and when cellulose acetate was suggested, I thought 

it would be the nearest material to wood.  It was all right in Winter: but nobody warned me that, 

when the sun came out, strange things might happen to recorders in a shop window on the sunny 

side of a street!300 

 

In the early spring sunshine, the recorders ‘bent over like bananas.’301  A second 

design was made with different proportions of chemicals in the plastic.  In this case, 

the recorders were too brittle and shattered upon being dropped.302  Finally, instead of 

injection moulding using cellulose acetate, they used Bakelite, which was a powder.  
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New moulds and new tools had to be made to deal with the setting of this different 

type of plastic.303  These ‘proved most satisfactory,’304 although the tone was inclined 

to be harsh.305 

 

During the war Schott produced only plastic descants which sold at about the same 

price as the Hamlin ones had done; that is, for four shillings and sixpence.306  Hunt 

and Barnes received halfpence for each recorder made and sold: Hunt said, ‘It was a 

very useful couple of hundred pounds a year.’307  In November 1941, Walter 

Bergmann, who had taken over Hunt’s job after Hunt had enlisted in the Forces, 

tested and packed 362 recorders.308  Woolgar remembered that by 1948, ‘They used to 

come in literally by the sackful… We were selling thousands every year.’309 

 

According to Hunt, Arnold Dolmetsch had been suspicious of the early plastic 

recorders, assuming that they would spoil his sales.  However, ‘he realized afterwards 

that he was making the Rolls Royces and [Hunt] was turning out the Fords.  

Everybody with one of these cheap ones, plastic ones, would be a customer [for 

Dolmetsch] if they wanted to do the job properly.’310  Indeed, by 1968 an 

advertisement for Dolmetsch recorders claimed, ‘75% of Dolmetsch Recorder sales 

are to people whose interest has been aroused first by a cheap instrument.’311  Carl 

Dolmetsch applauded the inexpensive plastic recorders during the war years because 

they meant that ‘a real recorder is available to all, from the council-schoolchild to the 

Eton boy.’312 

 

Plastic recorders were used outside schools too.  For example, between Easter and 

July 1941 Fowler’s school recorder players gave twenty-four concerts for soldiers and 
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war workers all over Yorkshire, at aerodromes, munition works and soldiers’ 

camps.313  Recorders ‘found their way into soldiers’ kit bags’314 and were sent to 

English prisoners-of-war held captive in Germany.315  Max and Stephanie Champion 

formed a recorder group at their ARP post,316 and some people played recorders in air 

raid shelters.317  This idea appealed to the girls from Leamington High School who 

reported: 
 

If we ever have a long air raid warning, we intend bringing a few recorders below ground.  Even 

if they do not stimulate the occupants of the shelter, they will take their minds off the possible 

danger.  We are making a small band-stand conveniently near the emergency exit, so the players 

will have the double job of soothing their friends’ spirits and of operating upon any intruding 

enemy with hatchet, hammer, pepper-pot and rope!  When he has been tied up firmly we shall 

play to him!  We hope to be able to play something appropriately stirring for the victory 

celebrations.318 

 

3.6. Issues surrounding the displacement of the bamboo pipe by the recorder  

in schools 

 

It can be seen that by the beginning of World War II recorders had joined bamboo 

pipe in classroom usage.  Eventually however, the recorder would all but displace 

them.  The President of The Pipers’ Guild has said, with some justification, that it was 

the difficulties associated with the handicraft that ‘killed’ the bamboo pipe in English 

schools,319 thus opening a market for the recorder.  However, other reasons may be 

put forward to explain this phenomenon.  Perhaps consciously, Hunt recognized the 

larger issues at stake when he wrote, ‘Children who play the recorder are not just the 

pawns in an educational project but heirs to a tradition:’320 the tradition was the 

practice of art music through the medium of valued art instruments. 
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Firstly, the bamboo pipe’s perceived relationship with folk traditions meant that it was 

immediately the ‘poor cousin’ of western art instruments.  James, and others of the 

movement’s supporters such as Mrs Ernest Gimson, had been among the pioneers of 

the English folk-dance movement since before World War I.321  Combined with the 

fact that they themselves valued the pipe’s relationship with a peasant pipe, this linked 

them inextricably with a particular group of people who appeared to value folk culture 

above high art.322   

 

While the school curriculum stated that folk music was necessary, it had been made 

clear that the final goal was to gain a fuller understanding and knowledge of art 

music.  The 1927 Teachers’ Handbook stated: 

 
In the highest classes, while a sound knowledge of traditional song literature is kept up, it is 

obvious that full use should be made of selected songs from great composers, such as Bach, 

Mozart, Haydn, Handel, Byrd and Purcell, and some of the fine unison songs which have lately 

been specially written for schools by modern British composers.323 
   

Arnold Dolmetsch’s work with the recorder had ensured that it was primarily 

perceived as an art-music instrument.  Edmund Priestley called the descant ‘the 

simplest of all serious musical instruments to learn.’324  The recorder also met the 

Board of Education’s requirement that children be instilled with a sense of their 

history and national identity.  In 1940 Hunt wrote, ‘Let us not forget that the recorder 

is our own English flute.  We must keep alive this heritage.’325  A year later he stated, 

‘The recorder movement must go forward, keeping alive the best traditions of English 

music.’326  After acknowledging that some people still might not know what a 

recorder was, a 1947 school music teaching text re-iterated, ‘The instrument is 

essentially English.’327  The image of the recorder sat easily within the historical and 

pastoral requirements of the English musical renaissance with its emphasis on 

rejuvenating English musical culture.  The pipes only seemed to fit into the pastoral.   
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The pipe certainly looked and sounded like a folk instrument, making music ‘sweet 

and clear as a lark’s song.’328  It was hand-made by children and amateur adults, not 

by professionals.  From the beginning of the movement, as already mentioned, various 

Pipers’ Guild members had experimented with making different instruments, so that 

although some were extremely successful, the image portrayed was that of a craft 

movement more than an art movement.329   

 

During the 1930s, the Bamboo Pipers’ Guild experimented with the making of 

bamboo recorders.330  The aim was to ‘combine the softness of the shepherd’s pipe 

with a rather keener note.’331  Little published information remains of the early 

endeavours except a report on the American Folk-Dance School of 1933 that seventy 

people attended: it stated that unfortunately, ‘no Recorders could be attempted, owing 

to unsuitable wood.’332  Almost certainly, experiments in making bamboo recorders 

were carried out by the English guild throughout the 1930s.  At the 1939 Pipers’ 

Guild Summer School, a class for twenty-five makers was held to teach them how to 

make two-octave bamboo recorders.333  The resulting instruments were considered to 

have turned out well, with ‘a strong, full tone, upon which the recorder music already 

published becomes possible;’334 quite an achievement given the high standards of 

intonation and reliability that the Guild expected before an instrument could be 

officially accepted.335  This experimentation, successful as it was, could not hide the 

fact that the instruments were not yet considered to be perfect and so could certainly 

not be considered as artists’ instruments, especially by artists themselves.  Essentially, 

the Pipers’ Guild presented a face to the world that consisted, for example, of their 

first lute (unfortunately unplayable), which came into being at Christmas 1932: it was 

                                                
328 Eileen Phillips, ‘Piping in Ireland,’ PT 3.3 (1938): 9. 
329 Experimental instruments included the ‘adjusted pipe’ with a bottom note of C, which was very 
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held in place with a bracket from Woolworths and fretted with knitting pins and 

bicycle spokes.336  In 1933 a three-holed pipe was made out of a bicycle pump.337   

 

It has been suggested that the bamboo pipes were eventually usurped by the recorder 

partly because of ‘the unavailability of imported bamboo in the late 1930s.’338  It was 

only the advent of World War II, however, that brought shortages of materials such as 

bamboo and wood.  By 1942 pipes were being made of plastic tubes, stiff paper tubes 

and elder wood, partly because, for example, ‘artichokes proved unsatisfactory.’339  It 

was mooted that one could carve as well and pipe as sweetly on bakelite or even on 

papier mâché as on bamboo.  As James said, ‘Can you see the Guild turning its 

newspapers into pipes of peace?’340  England saw a movement that dealt with little, 

improvised, domestic objects, but generally failed to see its potential for serious music 

making.  The fact that the pipes’ domestic properties were considered to be an 

advantage by the Guild members did not resonate with those who revered so-called 

‘real’ instruments.  The pipers had quickly realized that this was happening.  As one 

wrote in 1935: 

 
I met a craftswoman the other day who had discarded her pipe.  Ingenious, she said of it, quite 

fun to make, more fun to decorate, but she much preferred a serious instrument, dark-coloured, 

made by Dolmetsch.  I was impressed, only before parting I asked to see the pipe, and really its 

decoration was a marvel; but as to voice—it had the hoarse chirp of the sick bird.  She had 

dropped it, really, because it deserved to be dropped; it had never been a pipe at all.341 

 

Many bamboo pipes would have sounded just as beautiful, if not more so, than the 

poorly-crafted, imported, machine-turned recorders of the early 1930s.  This was less 

important, however, than what they represented.  In contrast, a 1948 English journal 

emphasised that ‘it must not be thought that recorders are but high-class…tin-

whistles.  Their internal design is extremely complex, giving them the qualities of a 

true musical instrument.’342   

                                                
336 James, PT 1, 1. 
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Plate 12: A child playing a bamboo pipe, c.1932. 343 

 

 

 

 

 

Often pipes were marketed as children’s instruments, 

again unintentionally setting them apart from the 

serious art tradition.  For example, as one piper wrote: 

 
Paired off with another art, play-acting, or a puppet-show, 

bamboo pipes fall into place… Grown actors may sneer a little, 

or be condescending, but children—and puppets—nod to a 

pipe… Its tunes can be…the bird-call…the Brook in the 

“Waterbabies”…the Rats in the “Pied Piper,” a fairy charm, a 

dirge, a dance, even a cuckoo-clock.344 
 

 

Pipers knew that ‘the [recorder had] a bigger range, and a stronger tone than our 

pipes,’ but they maintained that ‘it [had] not the sweet gentleness of the little 

bamboo.’345  The fundamental beliefs and the taste of pipers were therefore different 

from those of players of conventional art music instruments, including the recorder.  

Some guild members, with total integrity and conviction, unfortunately made the 

bamboo pipe seem less worthy than it was when they compared it directly with the 

recorder and declared the fingering of a recorder to be more complicated.346  While 

the recorder was also marketed as a relatively simple instrument to learn during the 

1930s—laying the foundation for similar accusations of unworthiness in later years—

the bamboo pipe was more likely to be viewed as a musical bagatelle347 despite its 

supporters’ claims to the contrary.  With the best intentions, James had unwittingly 
                                                
343 ‘Jenny with her Pipe,’ in James (1932): 14. 
344 Sidgwick, 26. 
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placed the pipe below the recorder in artistic value.  The perception was more 

ubiquitous than the reality.  Geoffrey Shaw had tried to play the pipes, but as with any 

art instrument, it needed an acquired technique, and his efforts ‘[had] done little more 

than disturb a protesting household.’348  

 

Even the Pipers’ Guild’s tests for teachers could not compete with those of the 

recorder in the eyes of the establishment.  Although the Pipers’ Guild teachers’ tests 

were stringent, they were in-house affairs within the Guild.  The recorder did have its 

own testing process by 1938 through the SRP, but it had also already been established 

(in 1935) as a tertiary instrument at Trinity College of London, with university 

examinations and the possibility of public scrutiny and respect.349  And in 1936 Freda 

Dinn had established Saturday morning recorder classes for children at the Royal 

Academy of Music through which the instrument gained an additional aura of 

respectability.350 

 

A major point of difference between the two movements was that the overall aims of 

the pipers and those of the recorders were largely irreconcilable.  The main 

protagonists of the piping movement believed that the ‘innocent’ pipes might play a 

part in fostering world peace.  For example, in response to the rise of Fascism in 

Spain, in Italy and in Germany, it was stated in an article entitled ‘The Pipers’ 

Contribution to Peace’ that ‘The Musician’s faith is that there is a World Order, and 

that the ultimate Reality is Harmony.  Therefore, beset by dreadful discords, the 

musician still attempts harmony through throwing in his lot with the true scheme of 

things, not with the present perversion.’351  In the summer of 1937, twenty-one girls 

from Worthing High School went on a singing and piping tour of Germany.  The girls 

were billeted, providing ‘an excellent opportunity to work for peace and 

understanding between England and Germany.’352  Margaret James’ message, read at 

                                                
348 Geoffrey Shaw, ‘Apologia By An Adjudicator,’ PT 3.7 (1940): 13. 
349 See Chapter 5 for details regarding the Pipers’ Guild tests, the SRP Teachers’ Tests and the 
establishment of the recorder in Trinity College, London. 
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every concert, included the sentiments: ‘The Pipers’ Guild stands for…friendship and 

goodwill between nations.  In the happiness and sanity of making music together, we 

realize the strong wish of all peoples to make Peace, not War, to create, not to destroy, 

to co-operate, not to compete.’353  Louise Hanson-Dyer, a strong advocate of the pipes 

in France, said, ‘Even the tiny children with their smaller pipes shall play their part in 

“The New Order;” ’354 the new scheme of things, which did not favour political 

parties. 

 

While there can be no doubt that the recorder revivalists also wanted international 

peace and were likewise increasingly nervous of the dictatorships and racist and 

classist doctrines of Germany, Italy and Russia, the Board of Education and its 

adherents’ beliefs were more nationalistically based than those of the pipers.  Only 

through English people identifying with and remaining true to their heritage and 

culture could strength and sanity prevail on their island.  The pipers exhorted the 

‘Youth of the World’ to become citizens of the world.  In contrast, more conservative 

sections of the English community encouraged children to consider England as the 

‘safety valve of civilization.’355  The Board of Education required that children be 

taught to love their country above all others.  Hunt himself believed implicitly in the 

oath to Queen and Country.356  The British Empire and what it purported to 

represent—justice, truth, order and goodwill—could have been as well served by 

pipers or recorder players.  However, the preservation of British power and 

interests—which were the underlying agendas of empire-building—depended upon its 

people supporting nationalistic and patriotic sentiments and an intolerance of ‘un-

English’ ways of doing things: these were not part of the bamboo pipers’ creed. 

 

Another reason that the recorder eventually became the main school instrument may 

have been because the founders of the movements for percussion band and dulcimer 

(de Rusette) and bamboo pipes (James) were women.357  In addition, in common with  
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many who were bereft after the Great War, James never married.  While there is no 

evidence to suggest that either de Rusette or James were unhappy with their jobs—

indeed, their published work suggests the contrary—their social, educational and 

musical status may easily have been considered to be lower than that of Hunt.  In 

common with de Rusette and James, Hunt was a trained teacher, but he was also a 

trained musician, a member of the highly esteemed Musical Association358 and male.  

Basil Maine, for example, believed that ‘women are less musical right through.’359  

Hunt’s work in commodifying the recorder, whether for commercial or musical 

reasons, was an acceptable male occupation during the 1930s.  This is not to suggest 

that his marketing and publicity for the recorder was anything less than splendid or in 

any way less worthy than the work of the women.  However, conservative ideas about 

the role of women and the value of women’s ideas and teaching may have led to many 

people regarding the school pipe-making activities as being more marginal than those 

of the recorder. 

 

Furthermore, Hunt had learned to play and teach using the old pedagogical methods 

of John Warriner.  While teacher training centres were ‘agents of progressivism’ in 

educational philosophy and practice,360 it was not until 1934 that Gladys Puttick took 

over from Dr Warriner and brought the College’s teacher training fully into line with 

the modern ideas of teaching as espoused by Dr Yorke Trotter.361  Hunt therefore had 

little time under her guidance.  Rather than accepting the myriad advantages of the 

teaching of the bamboo pipe whose protagonists advocated tuning and creating 

rhythms and melodies from the very beginning, he said, ‘You get the fingers trained 

first and then you can apply it to the mouth to see if it would work.’362  Hunt’s 

teaching methods were those that could be most easily accepted and understood by 

adults in positions of responsibility and power.  He was essentially conservative, yet 

could also be seen to be utilizing Yorke Trotter’s ideas inasmuch as he was extending 

the children’s musical activities beyond that of simple class singing.  In contrast, 

Margaret James’s teaching methods were new, pioneering and, to a certain extent, still 
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experimental.  Although James’s methods adhered more closely to the new ideas of 

‘drawing music from within the child’ and ‘creative musical education,’ school 

principals would have been more likely to see in the recorder an instrument that could 

be taught in the way that they were taught.  Pipe making and playing perhaps were 

considered to be too creative, too radical and rapid a step into the new educational 

ways.363 

 

In terms of secondary education (which was not compulsory and which catered 

mainly for those who might enter academic or professional life), the recorder, more 

than the pipe, presented a formal and therefore safer means of teaching music.  In 

1947 Priestley wrote, ‘Recorder playing is equally appropriate for adults, adolescents, 

and for other pupils in post-primary schools.’364  Of the use of the recorder as a class 

activity, he claimed: 

 
The value of recorder playing as an aid to music reading has been the subject of careful and 

successful experiment in every type of post-primary school.  It has been found that the use of the 

instrument in the reading lesson gives point and purpose to an activity which in the past has 

been concerned almost entirely with formal exercises from books.365 

 

Above all, James believed that ‘the playing of pipes, however sublime (or awful), 

however educational, in however many parts, is not to be mistaken for the first aim 

and value of the Pipers’ Guild.  We exist, rather, to give everyone, whatever his talent 

or handicraft, art and music.’366  She said, ‘The Guild does not—emphatically does 

not—exist for performance, but for happiness: a happiness spiritual in its nature and 

so, one stepping stone to the Life of God, which governs all things.’367  It also stood 

for ‘spread[ing] the sense of friendship in work.’368  She saw personal fulfilment and 

                                                
363 Indeed, one could also argue that James’s insistence on flawless tone and perfect tuning were 
completely ‘historical,’ being perfectly in accord with Sir Roger North’s advice to music teachers in the 
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human fellowship as being the final goals.  Music and art served people, not the other 

way around.369   

 

Hunt’s training as a musician and his leanings towards early music in particular meant 

that for him, early instruments were a specific means of serving music with integrity: 

music serving people’s needs was essentially a by-product, albeit a happy one.  In 

common with James, Hunt wholeheartedly believed in the right of all people to have 

access to fine music and to a full education, but to him, the instruments themselves 

were only a means to a musical end.  While the musical section of the Board of 

Education had a stated aim of feeding the soul, fulfilling human needs, and thereby 

enhancing English national pride and stability, the other agenda was unequivocally 

that of rejuvenating the state of music—that is, art music—across the land.  In this, 

arguably the most important aspect, the Board’s ideas synchronized more effectively 

with those of Hunt than with those of James and the bamboo pipers.  As Priestley 

wrote just after World War II, ‘It is the attitude of the pupil to music reading and to 

music generally which is all-important.  The introduction of the recorder has been 

found to transform it.’370 

 

 The consequences for schoolchildren of recorders usurping bamboo pipes were 

mixed.  For children, one big advantage of pipe playing was that the instruments were 

made with reference to the size of the players’ fingers.  The little finger hole for the 

right hand was cut first, and then the other holes were cut with spacing that would 

allow all the fingers to reach their respective holes.  In order to facilitate accurate 

intonation, holes were cut off-centre and in different sizes, depending on the diameter 

and length of the particular piece of bamboo.  This meant that even quite little 

children could play all sizes of pipes from the tiniest ones to the large bass 

instruments.  The repertoire that could be introduced to any classroom could therefore 

include music with harmonies in up to four parts, making ensemble repertoire and 

work varied and interesting.  As one piper with more than sixty years of playing and 

teaching experience has said, ‘You could put a four-part score, say of a hymn or 

                                                
369 When the issue had risen about whether finished pipes should be sold to teachers, the dissenters had 
remarked, ‘Members of the Board of Education who consider that the craft side of pipes in schools 
should be eliminated are all musicians, and as such are biased and want more time given to music.’  
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something like that, in front of a group of pipers and then just play it straight off.  No 

transposing…no different octaves and things like that.’371  The gamut of musical 

learning that might take place in such a situation would far outstrip that which utilized 

only one size of instrument.  Furthermore, bamboo is lighter than either the wood or 

bakelite of recorders, and children were able to hold a tenor or bass pipe easily. 

 

Unlike bamboo pipes, recorders are made in standard sizes.  Little children can reach 

the holes only in the descant recorder, with the result that all music for them must be 

arranged and transposed for this one instrument.  Generally, it is not until about the 

fifth year of primary school that a few of the children have grown enough to be able to 

reach the holes of the treble, tenor or bass recorders.  In schools where the recorder is 

currently valued, students and their parents often believe that they are being promoted 

when they are able to play the larger sizes of recorder, reinforcing the idea that the 

little recorders are only for little children, and are not art instruments at all.  Just after 

World War II a school music teachers’ text stated, ‘Many successful [recorder] bands 

have been formed in junior schools, but in such cases the playing should be restricted 

to the descant recorder and to simple melodies.’372  It was written of the recorder in 

post-primary schools, ‘The introduction of the larger instruments serves to 

intensify…the interest of the members [of the school recorder band].’373  Today 

however, when younger children find that the treble, tenor or bass recorders are too 

heavy or that they must overstretch their hands to the point of injury, rather than 

return to the descant, many stop learning the recorder forever. 

 

One result of little children playing primarily descant recorders has been the 

affiliation of the instrument with poor playing.  The successful installation of the 

recorder in the school curriculum contributed to the loss of its art instrument status, its 

exotic value and its ability to transcend public prejudice.  Even though the descant 

recorder was one of the least common kinds of recorder during the Baroque era,374 it 

was still part of the musician’s palette of colours.  Today, many people loathe the 

descant recorder because it sounds so shrill in inexperienced hands.  As Malcolm 
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Tattersall, the recorder player and teacher, has stated, ‘Tell someone that you play 

recorder, and they will [probably] …describe their unsatisfactory experiences with it 

at school.’375  Ironically, although it was marketed as being easy to learn, the actual 

difficulty of the recorder’s technique also contributed to this state of affairs.  And in 

1951 it was remarked that the 1930s ‘were the days when good wooden instruments 

could be bought for 5/-, too cheap to be valued!  Often they were bought and tried and 

found not easy, and then given away to children as playthings.’376  Robert Ehrlich has 

described the school recorder as ‘ “easy,” disrespected, cheap, ubiquitous, and 

resilient.’377 

 

In terms of playing therefore, it would seem that bamboo pipes were more useful in 

schools than recorders.  Moreover, the pipe had as reliable a chromatic scale as the 

recorder.  This, in particular, was one of the most important requirements of an 

appropriate instrument for children and amateurs. 378  By the mid-1930s the bamboo 

pipe even had the same pitch range as the recorder.   

 

Despite their advantages, by 1940 the English Board of Education was suggesting that 

pipe-making classes begin at the age of eleven, when children already knew how to 

read and write rhythms, read, write and sing sol-fa, and give names to simple stepwise 

and chord-wise tunes from staff notation.379  This left the early primary school years 

free for the use of the recorder.   

 

In 1947 the uses of the recorder band were listed: 

 
 (a) It can occasionally supply the introductory music or play the descant to a hymn (as in the 

  school assembly). 

(b) In the choral lesson a verse of a song can be given to the band from time to time, or the  

 music of a composer illustrated.  The recorders can also be used to reinforce the melody  

 in the percussion playing. 

(c) For country dance these instruments provide the ideal accompaniment, and create the  

 desired atmosphere much better than the piano. 

                                                
375 Malcolm Tattersall, ‘Greensleeves’ Renewed’ (Review of Greensleeves by Mary Mageau, Loux, 
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(c) The recorder band can contribute effectively to the success of the school concert or 

speech day, and if the band is desirous of serving out-of-school interests, it will be in 

great demand.380 

 

Such published endorsements, previously given to the bamboo pipes,381 served to 

entrench the recorder ever more firmly in school life.  

 

 
Plate 13: A school recorder band.382 

 

Conclusion 

 

Because singing was practically the only musical activity to be found in classrooms 

after the 1870 Education Act made elementary schooling compulsory, the recorder 

revival could not have happened without a societal change of attitude that endorsed 

instruments in schools.  The instruments had to have the capacity to enable 

sophisticated musical training to take place, but also must be perceived—as class 

singing was—to enhance the spiritual, moral, emotional and social strengths and skills 

of English children. 
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De Rusette’s percussion band and dulcimer activities and James’s bamboo pipes 

movement were huge in their day, and the invaluable contribution that they made to 

English musical education requires still more recognition, indeed, acclamation.  The 

percussion band was taught in English schools for perhaps fifty years and remained a 

TCM examination subject into the 1950s and beyond.  Likewise, for decades, bamboo 

pipes provided many thousands of children (and adults) with the opportunity to make 

music.383   

 

However, of the attributes required for instilling moral, cultural and nationalistic 

tendencies, the pipe only seemed to have pastoral innocence and modesty.  It lacked a 

valued history, a long association with England’s musical past.  Even its name evoked 

peasantry rather than majesty.  For the recorder to virtually replace the pipe as the 

most popular means of teaching musical skills to schoolchildren, it must have been 

seen to contain a balance of those English ideals of pastoralism and modesty, but as 

an art instrument, it also conjured up ideas of nobility and musical discipline.  During 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the recorder had often been used when 

shepherds, nymphs or birds needed to be evoked: its pastoral attributes were 

undeniable.384  Its links with majesty were proven by the fact that Henry VIII had 

owned seventy-two recorders when he died, as the recorder enthusiasts such as Welch 

had liked to point out.385  In common with the pipe, the recorder could accompany 

puppet shows and play children’s nursery rhymes, but it also was allied in the public’s 

perception, at least at first, with the composers of England’s ‘golden age,’ with 

Purcell, Byrd, Farnaby and others; that is, with already-established conservative ways 

of understanding musical value. 

 

The revival of the recorder meant that some of the perceived glories of England’s 

Elizabethan musical life could be similarly revived.  The recorder’s great advantage 

was that it could be accepted in small but significant ways into the movement to make 

England ‘a land with music’ once more.  Further, as Gunther Hellwig stated in 1937,  

                                                
383 The Bamboo Pipers’ Guild still exists and has annual pipe-making and playing courses throughout 
England and Europe.  See The Pipers’ Guild, <http://www.pipersguild.org>. 
384 For example, see Hunt (1962): 58-60; Robert Ehrlich, ‘Prejudice, Practice and Pride: How to be a 
Happy Recorder Player,’ The Recorder: Journal of the VRG 12 (1990): 3. 
385 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 28.  Lasocki stated that there were seventy-four recorders in Henry 
VIII’s inventory.  (David Lasocki, ‘Amateur Recorder Players in Renaissance and Baroque England,’ 
AmR 40.1 (1999): 16.) 
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despite what he called ‘the evils’ of mass-produced recorders, at least they were 

established in the public consciousness as ‘things of to-day…no longer a subject for 

historians, cranks and museum visitors.’386  The next part of the process was to 

publish old English music, which Hunt duly did, along with some of the more obvious 

Baroque recorder repertoire: with this, the successful foundation of the mass recorder 

revival would become a certainty. 

 

                                                
386 Hellwig, 3. 
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Chapter Four 

The Backbone of British Music: 

Amateurs and the Recorder 
 

We still have something to learn from an age in which an understanding of musical aesthetics 

was taken as part of a gentleman’s equipment, and in which a child under twelve could sing 

complicated music at sight and play passably on three instruments… We have only to open our 

Shakespeare in order to see how thoroughly English life was saturated with the love and skill of 

music. 

       (Henry Hadow, 1931)1 

 

It is the firm conviction of our Committee that active practical participation in music, personal 

or corporate, is absolutely essential to the full understanding and enjoyment of the art. 

       (Cambridgeshire Report, 1933)2 

 

The revival of the recorder for adult amateur musicians in England in the decade 

before World War II is the main focus of this chapter.  Throughout the 1920s and 

1930s, particularly, the demography of amateur players changed and developed, 

largely as a result of changes in social and musical priorities at many levels of society, 

which will be examined.  An environment was established within which the recorder 

as an amateur instrument could thrive, just as changes in societal attitudes had led to 

changes in children’s education that had benefited the recorder’s development as a 

school instrument.  The founding of the Society of Recorder Players (SRP) will be 

discussed as the logical outcome of a context in which people were increasingly 

encouraged to participate in musical activities, particularly those involving art music. 

 

The examination of the reasons for the early success of the SRP will also highlight the 

importance of a relatively conservative public image, which was inherently linked 

with art music as opposed to other kinds of music.  While the instrument itself was a 

major attraction for children’s educational authorities, the repertoire of the recorder 

was especially important to some adults at a time when romanticizing Elizabethan 

musical practices and playing beautiful Tudor melodies in a domestic setting seemed 

an appealing and worthy proposition.  It will be argued that the recorder’s music was 

                                                
1 Hadow (1931a): 63. 
2 Cambridgeshire Report on the Teaching of Music in Schools (1933), quoted in Priestley and Grayson, 
115. 
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seen to have obvious cultural meaning, at a time when it was considered to be 

commendable, indeed advisable, to patriotically, politically and culturally identify 

with England.  The irony of this will become clear when it is shown that throughout 

nearly the whole of the 1930s, the repertoire available to bamboo pipers served such 

agendas arguably better than the published music to which recorder players had 

access. 

 

4.1. Amateur instruments: inexpensive, portable and ‘easy to play’ 

 

Contrary to popular belief, the recorder was not revived en masse as a popular 

amateur instrument simply because it was cheap, portable and initially easy to play.  

The mouth organ would have met these criteria.3  In fact, from 1917 many soldiers in 

the trenches were supplied with this instrument.  The editor of the weekly Musical 

News, one Percy Baker, had made it his mission to supply as many troops as possible 

with a mouth organ; that ‘simple, inexpensive instrument which was so portable as to 

be capable of finding a place in any tunic pocket.’4  Despite his efforts he failed to 

give it anything like the mass appeal that Hunt, particularly, was able to engender for 

the recorder. 

 

Other instruments that fitted the criteria were the six-holed flute, or penny whistle, 

and the English flageolet.  However, as Hunt said, ‘A penny whistle is all right if 

you’re going to play in the key of D,’ implying with reason that the problems of 

playing in different keys applied to that instrument as much as to the German-fingered 

recorder.5  Nineteenth-century English flageolets might have fared better.  They had 

certainly been inexpensive and portable: one could coax a tune from them with 

relatively little co-ordination or effort, the tone was sweet, and they were considered 

to be acceptable for women to play.6  English flageolets had been ‘invented’ and 

developed specifically as amateur instruments, particularly for would-be flute players 

to perform in intimate chamber music situations.7  Furthermore, unlike penny 

whistles, flageolets had the range and chromaticism required to play most of what the 
                                                
3 See Hunt (2002): 135. 
4 Percy Scholes, The Mirror of Music: 1844-1944, Vol. 2 (London: Novello, 1947): 889. 
5 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
6 Girdham, 400. 
7 For example, see Girdham’s article and William Bainbridge, ‘Double Flute,’ Classified Advertising, 
The Times (15 August 1821): 1. 
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recorder was asked to play in the early days of the popular revival.8  Yet they did not 

figure at all in the art-music world of amateurs between the two world wars.  

 

Although the recorder had other properties that made it attractive, its most obvious 

attributes certainly did contribute to its popularization.  Recognizing the need for 

inexpensiveness, on one occasion Hunt, with Max and Stephanie Champion, made a 

point of performing on ‘the cheapest instruments available in order to demonstrate the 

possibilities of making music at little cost.’9  The Hamlin recorders had been 

commissioned precisely because Hunt considered that the Herwig instruments ‘were 

not cheap enough.’10 

 

Arnold Dolmetsch, who was a superb publicist, had stressed the immediate 

advantages of amateur instruments in a 1914 advertisement for his virginals and 

spinets.  He emphasised their beauty, their size and portability, as well as the ease 

with which one could tune and play the instruments in contrast to the piano, which 

required ‘dreary hours’ of practise.11  Significantly, he stated, ‘In former times, no 

English home was complete without one,’ adding that they would be available for 

owners to collect in time to take the instruments away on holidays.12  The attributes of 

the instruments were placed firmly in the pre-nineteenth-century arena.  In 1920 

Dolmetsch wrote of period instruments, ‘There was no necessity for virtuosity or 

powerful voices.  The instruments had sweet, pure tones, full of colour and charm; 

there was no difficulty in learning how to play and sing well enough in those days, 

when technique and voice production had not been invented.’13  It was productive to 

market instruments as having a simple technique: if virtuosity were not considered to 

be a pre-requisite for participation, anyone could join in.  Indeed, Walter Bergmann 

initially started playing the recorder because he thought it would be easy to play.14  As 

early as 1931, Robert Donington had advocated the recorder primarily as an amateur 

                                                
8 See ‘English flageolet’ in Appendix 1. 
9 ‘Meetings of the Society of Recorder Players,’ RN 2, 8. 
10 Hunt, Notes, 38, 89. 
11 Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘Virginals and Spinets,’ Advertising Pamphlet (Hampstead: Unpublished, 15 July 
1914), DFA. 
12 Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘Virginals and Spinets.’ 
13 The Lord Mayor’s Ball: ‘Old English Music and Dances in Elizabethan Costume with Instruments of 
the Tudor Period,’ The Dolmetsch Family (The Lone Gallery, Council House and Art Gallery: 17 
February 1920). 
14 A. Martin (2002): 21. 
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instrument, writing, ‘Of all true musical instruments, the recorder is both the cheapest 

and the simplest.  A considerable degree of proficiency can be reached in about a 

month—not enough to play difficult solos, but ample for a part in simple consort 

music.’15 

 

Hunt used the same arguments in his marketing of the recorder.  For example, in 1935 

he wrote, ‘What instrument shall I learn?  For many who have neither the spare time 

nor the ability to master, for instance, the violin or the piano, or even one of the other 

orchestral instruments, this question is being answered by the recorder.’16  The 

attraction of a recorder, Hunt said, was that ‘you’ve got a note by just blowing into 

it… Clarinets have got reeds to mess about with and with flutes you’ve got to make 

the right sort of lips,’17 and ‘if you [are] going to try to spread things among amateur 

musicians, they would want things as easy as possible and that [is] what led me in that 

direction.’18  He stated, ‘Recorder playing has never been known to be injurious to 

health, in fact, it is more likely to be beneficial, as the wind pressure required for even 

the highest notes is so slight that a child can manage it with ease.’19 

 

The editor of The Amateur Musician and Hunt’s and wife-to-be, Elizabeth Voss, 

agreed with him.20  Voss was herself a recorder player, having bought a treble 

recorder in 1930, made by the eighteenth-century maker, Robert Wyne.21  In 1935 she 

mentioned ‘the great revival of interest in recorders of recent years,’ and added, ‘For 

the amateur who is not able to devote much time to music, they are particularly 

suitable, for they are not difficult to learn, compared with the long and arduous 

apprenticeship necessary for a stringed instrument.’22  In 1940 recorders were 

described as ‘these perfect amateur instruments.’23  Max Champion wrote,  ‘The 

                                                
15 R. Donington (1931): 7. 
16 Hunt, ‘The Recorder or English Flute,’ 54. 
17 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
18 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001).  
19 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 1. 
20 Hunt and Elizabeth Voss married in the summer of 1938. 
21 Hunt, Notes, 58.  Robert Wyne (or Wijne) (1698-1774) was a Dutch maker of recorders, transverse 
flutes and oboes. 
22 Elizabeth Voss, Editorial, AM 3 (1935): 49-50. 
23 L.E. Thomas, RN 3, 15. 
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recorder has brought music to thousands who might otherwise have felt that they 

could take no part in it, and its very simplicity has been its greatest appeal.’24 

 

4.2. ‘Home music’ for adult amateurs 

 

Donington suggested that the recorder’s repertoire lent itself specifically to the 

practice of renaissance-type music making, writing, ‘[Its] music is designed in the 

first instance for the use and delight of ordinary music-loving persons who wish to 

give their leisure time to playing in consort with their friends, in their own homes.’25   

 

 

Plate 14: ‘Home music’ with the recorder, c.1930s. 

Left to right: Edgar Hunt, Elizabeth Hunt, Elaine Feibusch and Dora Head.26 

 

                                                
24 Max Champion, ‘Chairman’s Appeal,’ RN 3, 3. 
25 R. Donington (1931): 7. 
26 From EHH.  From its very first issue, The Amateur Musician had a whole section entitled ‘Music for 
the Home.’  Most of the music was for violins with piano accompaniment.  However, it did include 
some early music arrangements such as Purcell’s ‘Air on G. String’ [sic] for violin and piano and J.S. 
Bach’s ‘Aria in A flat’ for two pianos, as well as modern music by Elgar and Arnold Bax. 
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Hunt and Voss also attributed the re-emergence of old instruments to the increasing 

popularity of chamber groups and the desire for musical fellowship, stating, ‘To a 

certain extent the revival of the old instruments such as the lute, viols, harpsichord 

and spinet—though they cannot be classed [with the bamboo pipes and recorders] as 

[being] quick and simple to learn—is due to the desire for more music-making in the 

home circle and among friends.’27 

 

Domestic music making, or what had come to be called ‘home music,’ had been a 

strong feature of social life throughout Victorian and Edwardian society.28  To its 

supporters it was perceived to be an integral part of daily life.  From their foundation, 

pipers’ groups were encouraged to hold mass rallies and festivals,29 which were 

publicly linked with ‘music in the home,’ whereby families piped together, a 

phenomenon that contemporary commentators saw as ‘symptomatic of the change 

which is gradually but surely taking place in domestic life with regard to music.’30  At 

an unspecified 1935 music festival, there was a separate class entitled ‘Home Music’ 

in which there were five entries: two string quartets; a violin and ’cello duet; a ‘jolly 

boy singer’ with piano and bamboo pipe obbligato; and a ‘delicious singing game’ 

accompanied by piano, ’cello and pipes.31  In 1935 it was stated, albeit by a piper, that 

the bamboo pipe was rapidly becoming ‘the domestic instrument in the homes of rich 

and poor alike.’32 

 

Arnold Dolmetsch had been one of the first public models and outspoken advocates of 

active participation in intimate, domestic music.  Grainger spoke warmly of the 

Dolmetsch family’s activities: ‘No less potent than the actual sounds produced by the 

Dolmetsch family is the mood that lies behind their musical teamwork—the serious 

joyousness, the informality of it all.  They have entirely recaptured the spirit of 

seventeenth-century music making in the home.’33  The programme for the Lord 

Mayor’s Ball in London in 1920—presumably written by Dolmetsch—stated: 

 

                                                
27 Hunt and Voss, Editorial, AM 2.6, 122. 
28 D. Russell (1997): 160. 
29 Gladys Pagewood, ‘Pipe Making and Playing in the Social Service Centres,’ PT 2.1 (1936): 9. 
30 ‘Allegro,’ ‘Music in the Home—and Elsewhere,’ PT 1.3 (1935): 23. 
31 ‘Allegro,’ 23. 
32 ‘Allegro,’ 23.  Original italics. 
33 Grainger (1933/1999): 240. 
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In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Music was a part of the daily life in every home in 

England, from the peasant’s cottage to the King’s Palace.  The whole household, including the 

children and the servants, played and sang together.  The music was so contrived as to produce 

beautiful effects by simple means… It has been Mr. Dolmetsch’s good fortune to reproduce 

these conditions in his own family.34   

 

Bernard Shaw and William Morris had also been impressed with Dolmetsch’s work in 

the sphere of private music making.35  The idea of quiet instruments that conjured up 

the past, when domestic music was popular and the cost and size of instruments made 

them within the reach of many, was attractive to Shaw, who wrote:  

 
Why is it that the closer we get crowded together and piled up…the louder we made our musical 

instruments?  In older times…we played the viol instead of the violin, and the lute or the 

virginals instead of the piano.  We played “fantasies” and “consorts” instead of transcriptions of 

[Wagner].  When we got in a good new instrument it did not cost us from 80 [pounds] to 250 

[pounds] net, nor did it take several strong men to get it upstairs… A virginal or clavichord is 

more portable than a housemaid’s dressing-table, and takes up no more room.36 

 

In 1928 the recorder’s tone was described as ‘soft enough to make a performance on it 

a new and delightful indoor sport.’37  Robert Ehrlich has stated that the recorder as an 

amateur instrument first found favour in the home:  

 
…in the German Hausmusik (domestic music) movement…or among eccentric English 

gentlemen and ladies—the Dolmetsch coterie [and] the William Morrises…who took pleasure 

in rediscovering early music and instruments for a variety of reasons, not least the return to a 

simple, pre-modern lifestyle—often including, for example, vegetarianism and sandal wearing.38 
 

Although he was correct regarding the importance of domestic music making, by 

placing so much emphasis on the English eccentrics, and implying that Arnold 

                                                
34 Programme for ‘Old English Music and Dances’ at The Lord Mayor’s Ball (1920). 
35 As an Irish Fabian socialist, Shaw’s belief in the iniquities of the English class system may have 
counted as an extra reason to perceive the inherent connectedness of the ideal of ‘home music’ and the 
breakdown of the class system with regard to music making.  Similarly, Morris’s ‘socialist’ anarchism 
meant that the democratization of the arts was a central tenet of his beliefs.  (See Heywood (1998.) 
36 George Bernard Shaw, ‘A Multiplication of Nobodies,’ Shaw’s Music, Vol. 3 (First published in The 
World (4 July 1894): 261-2.  The performance was one of Dolmetsch’s first to utilize his new 
clavichord.  It was conducted at his home, ‘Dowland,’ in Dulwich.  (Margaret Campbell, ‘The 
Dolmetsch Heritage,’ The Consort 45 (1989): 8. 
37 ‘The Haslemere Festival: Purcell’s Music,’ The Times (30 August 1928): 15, TTDA. 
38 R. Ehrlich (1990): 4.  Carl Dolmetsch was a vegetarian.  However, it does not follow that he 
supported the return to a pre-modern lifestyle. 
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Dolmetsch was seeking a pre-modern lifestyle as an end in itself, Ehrlich apparently 

failed to make the distinction between the Arts and Crafts movement’s support of the 

work of Arnold Dolmetsch, and his less obvious reciprocation.  As previously 

discussed, there is little evidence to show that he supported Morris’s ideas for their 

own sake with the exception of those that could be applied to music making.  Also, 

even before the turn of the century others besides the Morrisites had supported 

Dolmetsch’s endeavours, including well-known establishment figures, musicians, and 

a good number of ordinary citizens with a love of music and a healthy curiosity.39  

Although Dolmetsch was known to be eccentric and irascible, it seems unlikely that 

he and his family would have been invited to perform for the Lord Mayor’s Ball—as 

just one example—if they had been considered unacceptably unconventional.40  

Similarly, there is little evidence to show that Hunt or Carl Dolmetsch had any 

affiliation with the Art Workers’ Guild or ideas beyond the use of their hall.   

 

Hunt acknowledged that in the early 1930s ‘the recorder movement was in good 

hands in Germany, linked with the revival of other early instruments and with a 

musical do-it-yourself – Hausmusik.’41  As he and Voss had noted, the English 

experienced the same trends, although it appeared that in their espousal of domestic 

music making their impetus came from within and they did not blindly follow 

Germany’s example. 

 

The long-term popularization of the recorder in England was not achieved through the 

auspices of the followers of Arts and Crafts, nor even as a direct result of Arnold 

Dolmetsch’s work, as Ehrlich implied, even though Dolmetsch’s work provided the 

crucial foundation.  Arts and Crafts followers’ activities were not part of a ‘mass’ 

consciousness.  Rather, they overlapped the edges of a larger national ideal that 

crystallized after the 1914-18 War: that of defining and enhancing national identity 

through artistic expression within one’s everyday lifestyle.  It was this latter concept 

that most benefited the pioneers of the amateur recorder movement. 

 

                                                
39 Carl Dolmetsch (1945): 32. 
40 See Programme for ‘Old English Music and Dances’ at The Lord Mayor’s Ball (1920).  The recorder 
was included in this concert. 
41 Hunt (2002): 130.  See also Hellwig (1937). 
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Members of the musical establishment felt they were enjoining with England’s own 

‘golden age’ of music.  Sir Adrian Boult patriotically suggested,  ‘I think really it was 

in England that this idea of home-made music was first initiated.’42  Henry Hadow 

strongly supported the re-integration of the spirit of Elizabethan music making into 

mainstream modern English life.43  And Hunt believed that the growing popularity of 

the recorder for amateurs in the 1930s was founded on the tradition of English 

domestic music making as exemplified by such recorder players as King Henry VIII, 

Samuel Pepys and Shakespeare’s Hamlet.44  Just as Dolmetsch had linked the act of 

amateur music making with English early music performance practices, a recurring 

refrain of recorder groups was, for example, ‘This group meets from time to time with 

the truly Elizabethan feeling of friends coming pleasantly together to make music.’45   

 

As with the recorder in schools Hunt, and to a certain extent, Carl Dolmetsch, must 

take most of the credit for the foundation of the mass revival of the instrument.  

Whereas for schoolchildren the recorder—that is, the instrument itself—was 

compared favourably against the bamboo pipes, for adults the Elizabethan and 

Baroque repertoire of the recorder was its biggest advantage.  People perceived in the 

recorder a medium of expressing their ‘Englishness.’  In order to understand this it is 

necessary to discuss some of the nationalistic musical and cultural ideals of the time. 

 

4.3. The nature and pursuit of ‘Englishness’ in music making 

 

Whereas children were being taught to respect and love their country through national 

music—that is, instilling and teaching cultural identity—it was supposed that adults’ 

identity was already formed, but that they would recognize and value ‘Englishness’ in 

music if it were presented to them.  Parry, for example, in discussing cultural identity, 

had suggested that music was ‘the most subtle representative of innermost human 

characteristics of all kinds... What they liked was in accordance with their natures, and 

must in the end show what they really are.’46  Therefore, in the interests of 

rejuvenating English musical life across all spheres, England’s ‘unmistakable sound-
                                                
42 Sir Adrian Boult, ‘The Orchestral Problem of the Future,’ PMA 49 (1922-1923): 43. 
43 Hadow (1931a): 63. 
44 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 2. 
45 C.E. Bottle, ‘Reports from the Groups: Warwick Avenue,’ RN 2, 22-3. 
46 ‘Sir Alexander Mackenzie and Sir Hubert Parry on the Bagpipes and National Music,’ MT 39 (1899): 
102. 
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profile,’47 which included a looking back to rural life and the values of the past,48 

were required to be subtly but strongly portrayed in artistic endeavours for everyone, 

including composers, audiences, professional musicians and amateurs.  Certainly 

Elgar believed that ‘only by drawing from any real English inspiration shall we ever 

arrive at having an English art.’49  Therein was the crux: the renaissance required that 

the end result be art inspired by a strong cultural identity, not the realization of 

identity for its own sake.  Things unique to England, the so-called ‘English national 

character’ and the English landscape, were the obvious inspirations with which to 

start. 

 

Categorizing the English national character in relation to music was naturally 

difficult, if not impossible,50 and various definitions were put forward.  Pastoral 

images abounded.  For example, at the first general meeting of the Folk-song Society 

in 1899, Parry said of folk music, ‘It is characteristic of the race—of the quiet 

reticence of our country districts—of the contented and patient and courageous folk, 

always ready to meet what chance shall bring with a cheery heart.’51  Of the musical 

renaissance Elgar had said in 1905, ‘There are many possible futures.  But the one I 

want to see coming into being is something that shall grow out of our own soil, 

something broad, whole, noble, chivalrous, healthy and above all, an out-of-door sort 

of spirit.’52  The idea of quiet strength was also prevalent.  In 1925 the composer, 

Ethel Smyth (1858-1944), wrote of the English, ‘We are not dramatic; our whole 

culture condemns loud voices, extravagant gestures, violent demonstrations of any 

sort.  The repose of manner…is a splendid thing in its way, but it rather militates 

against an easy expression of strong passions.’53  Vaughan Williams believed, ‘The 

average Englishman does not care to parade his bravery, his patriotism, his artistic 

ideals or his spiritual longings—but they are there all the same.’54  Linking English 

traits with music led Henry Hadow to define the main characteristics as ‘strength, 

sanity and tenderness.’55  He went on: 

                                                
47 Karolyi, 23. 
48 G. Cox (1993): 79. 
49 Elgar, 51. 
50 Stephen Banfield, Introduction in Banfield, 3. 
51 ‘A Folk-song Function,’ MT 40 (1899): 168. 
52 Elgar, 57. 
53 Ethel Smyth, ‘Operatic Jottings,’ The RCM Magazine 21.3 (1925): 65. 
54 Ralph Vaughan Williams, Introduction in Hadow (1931a): x. 
55 Hadow (1931a): 174. 
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We are not by nature passionate, we have little taste for revolution…and hence…we avoid some 

foolish extravagances [while missing] the great moments and crises of emotion which have 

sometimes glowed in the music of other lands.  This is no disparagement…  We have our own 

vision of beauty: a vision of English skies and English woodlands… So long as our music can 

embody and express this ideal so far will it advance, firmly and confidently, along the lines of 

its great tradition as a living language.56 

 

In 1923, noting the different statements made by various people about national art, 

Gustav Holst came to the conclusion:  
 

…that the more variety [English art] contains the more English it is and the more nearly it 

approaches the art of Shakespeare, the most English of all English artists.  Such a variety was 

the characteristic of Tudor England, of Tudor literature, of Tudor music, of all the best English 

art.57 

 

Once again the Tudor muse, with Shakespeare at its head, was invoked as a measure 

of what English art should be: evidence that ‘historical’ issues were as important as 

‘pastoral.’  Many people seemed to believe that the sixteenth century was a time 

‘when country houses rang with the sound of the virginals.’58  Parry contended that 

that period was ‘one of the most musical times that this blessed country has ever 

enjoyed… Everybody was expected to do something in music.’59  A 1934 lecture to 

the Musical Association included the statements:  

 
Music has so long had to take a back seat that most of us find it difficult to imagine a society in 

which it really was the chief medium of culture.  Yet such may without exaggeration be claimed 

for music in the Elizabethan period… Music…was…the cement that held together the cultural 

life of the nation.60   
 

Overall however, beliefs about Elizabethan musical culture, as well as the rural joys 

inherent in its natural, pre-urban society, seemed to be overlaid with romantic notions 

                                                
56 Hadow (1931a): 174. 
57 Gustav Holst, ‘The Tercentenary of Byrd and Weelkes,’ PMA 49 (1922-1923): 33. 
58 David C. Price, ‘The Elizabethan Household and its Musical Education,’ The Consort 32 (1976): 
193. 
59 Sir C. Hubert Parry in discussion following Scholes (1916): 10.  Parry added that the music itself was 
not particularly exciting, and that the instruments were lacking in ‘tone.’ 
60 Bruce Pattison, ‘Literature and Music in the Age of Shakespeare,’ PMA 60 (1933-1934): 67. 
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that were not based upon a critical examination of the period.  Musical inspiration was 

permeated with a yearning for a clean, free, healthy way of life based on a rewritten 

history, and an urban view of rural life, both of which existed largely in the 

imagination.  Vaughan Williams’s music was described as being ‘designed to evoke 

an idyllic, pre-industrial age, and thereby to promote the virtues of honest labour in an 

unspoiled rural landscape.’61  In praising Elizabethan lifestyle and music, a 1933 

writer lamented that the scythe, the pitchfork and the flail, ‘no longer inevitably cause 

beauty of motion.’62  However, ‘honest labour’ was no more idyllic in pre-industrial 

Britain than it was during the twentieth century.  Nationalistic musicians, together 

with early music specialists, preferred their art to represent the idealized version of 

what happened in Elizabethan times rather than the actuality: it was ‘Englishness’ 

wistfully expressed with full artistic licence.  In this context, Elizabethan pseudo-folk 

music—as opposed to ‘real’ folk music—was always going to be perceived as more 

appropriate by adult educationalists with a mission. 

 

The seemingly endless discussions of what constituted ‘Englishness’ suggested that 

the conservative wing of the movement to rejuvenate England’s musical life was 

focused overwhelmingly upon aspects of music that were conscious and which could 

be intellectualized.  In 1946 it was written of the English musical renaissance: 

 
The younger [composers], from the time of…Vaughan Williams onwards, were…becoming 

aware of their particularly rich heritage.  For art and science there was Tudor music, for instinct 

and the autochthonous emotion there was folk-music, both being treated with pious respect by 

scholars who were busy handing on these things to the creative musicians of the day.63 

 

National art music, which was so often epitomized by the music of the ‘golden age,’ 

was undeniably that of the ‘conscious’ mind.  Generally therefore, the establishment 

supported early art music.  Effective social controls were in the hands of ‘privilege’ of 

one sort or another and conservative musical nationalists—who were the ones most 

likely to have authority within legitimized institutions—were necessarily more 

attuned to the ‘art and science’ aspects of music than to the ‘autochthonous emotions’ 

                                                
61 Anthony Pople, ‘Styles and languages around the turn of the century’ in Samson, 618.  See also 
Frank Howes, ‘Modern British Composers, II: Ralph Vaughan Williams,’ AM 2.6 (1938): 127-30. 
62 E. Hill, 42. 
63 Scott Goddard, ‘The Roots and the Soil: Nineteenth-Century Origins’ in Bacharach, 13. 
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brought forth by folk music.  The general public, especially the urbanized middle 

classes, also generally consciously valued art and science more than any primal 

emotion that sprang from the land itself, which feeling, if it existed, usually remained 

unconscious.  In the words of Vaughan Williams, whereas science, being ‘the pure 

pursuit of knowledge…knew no boundaries… Music uses knowledge as a means to 

the evocation of personal experience in terms which will be intelligible and command 

the sympathy of others.’64  In other words, in common with those of other nations, 

English people wrote and responded most easily to music that seemed to express their 

preferred perception of themselves. 

 

The bamboo pipe, which was associated with true folk music, seemed to suffer within 

this context.  It fulfilled all the criteria for being a functional and meaningful amateur 

instrument during the 1930s, except that its public image was ‘folksy’ and little else.65  

While it seemed to evoke simple, natural country pleasures, it could not claim any 

English historical background that would give it artistic status.  Nothing was done to 

try to change its image of homemade, natural evocations built on craft activities. 66  

James and her followers sincerely and justifiably believed in their work.  However, 

while the school authorities had taken issue with the pipe itself and with the process of 

its construction, some adults, including Edgar Hunt, also seemed to struggle with the 

erroneous perception that its repertoire was overwhelmingly folk, and therefore, 

somehow less valuable.67 

 

In contrast, after some busy marketing, particularly by Hunt, to the musical 

establishment of the 1930s, the recorder and its music fulfilled the requirement of 

being undeniably English in spirit if not always in fact.  The work of Arnold 

Dolmetsch had ensured that recorder music was associated almost entirely with the 

folk-inspired Elizabethan melodies, and its usage conjured up the sixteenth-century 

domestic music practices which were so strongly endorsed as a means of raising 

                                                
64 Vaughan Williams, ‘Should Music be National?’ (1963): 1. 
65 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2001). 
66 For example, despite The Piping Times concentrating entirely on musical matters up to that point, a 
1941 issue included advertisements for such items as handspun knitting wool, brushed mohair rugs, 
blankets and scarves, all woven by hand.  (‘Handwoven Tweeds,’ Advertisement, PT 3.8 (1941): 28.) 
67 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  In 1938 Manuel Jacobs also described the pipes’ tones as having an 
‘anaemic pastoral quality and weakly acquiescent timbre.’  (‘Terpander’ [Manuel Jacobs], ‘The 
Recorders,’ MT 79 (1938): 655. 
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England’s musical life to one of which she could be proud.  The recorder could be 

linked more closely than the pipes with the artistic depictions of the countryside ‘of 

Gainsborough and Constable, of Chaucer and Milton and Wordsworth,’ as English 

beauty had been defined:68 in other words, its music contained both pastoral nuances 

and historical associations,69 thus representing English art music in its finest flower.  

Also, while the ‘golden age’ of the recorder has been described as ‘an age of amateur 

playing,’70 rather than that of professionals, the instrument’s everyday use in the 

music making of the Elizabethan era gave it added cachet in the eyes of the 

proponents of ‘home music.’ 

 

That the recorder’s music—more than the instrument itself—was a central reason for 

its revival for adults is highlighted by the fact that 1930s’ amateurs did not play the 

nineteenth-century flageolet.  As mentioned, upon first consideration this instrument 

might have been expected to meet amateurs’ requirements more easily than the 

recorder.  Furthermore, it was still within living memory.  Its drawback was that it had 

no substantial repertoire of depth and integrity and ‘[it] never quite attained the status 

of a respectable instrument.’71  Hunt was adamant in his condemnation of English 

flageolets, writing: 

 
These musical toys had their day, but there were no lasting qualities to aid their survival.  They 

were neither recorders nor flutes, and had no proper music of their own, nor any place in the 

scheme of musical ensembles.  So today they are only antique curiosities.  Let them be a lesson 

to the inventors of novelty instruments.72 
 

In contrast to the flageolet, from the seventeenth century the recorder had a repertoire 

that, while small, contained some valuable treasures.  In England, flageolets were 

primarily the product of makers, marketers, publicists and businessmen, not of 

musicians, and so the instruments apparently failed to touch the deepest spiritual 

needs of their community.  The expert, William Waterhouse, has suggested that 

William Bainbridge, the famous English flageolet maker, was ‘the earliest wind-
                                                
68 Hadow (1931a): 174. 
69 For example, see John Turner, ‘Rawsthorne’s Recorder Suite – A mystery solved’ (1993), The 
Friends of ALAN RAWSTHORNE, <http://www.musicweb.uk.net/rawsth/turner.htm> Accessed 28 
October 2003. 
70 R. Ehrlich (1990): 3. 
71 Steinman, 59. 
72 Hunt (1962): 105. 
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instrument maker who possessed the all round abilities required to launch and market 

a product such as this successfully, combining single-handedly as he did the diverse 

skills of inventor, manufacturer, performer, teacher, author and publisher.’73  Edgar 

Hunt and the Dolmetsch family were also all of these.  However, because their first 

priority was to serve music, not business, arguably the recorder had a better chance of 

a long-term survival.   Nevertheless, all the work of Hunt and Carl Dolmetsch would 

have been to no avail had it gone against the strong cultural and artistic beliefs of 

either the general public or the musical establishment.   

 

4.4. Art music for growing numbers of amateurs in the 1930s 

 

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, amateur music making was encouraged by a variety 

of institutions and influential people.  Various forms of adult education—musical 

development among them—were mooted as a means of maintaining morals and social 

cohesion.  Knowledge of art music in particular was presented as a way of ensuring 

England’s cultural strength and safety.  Furthermore, the growth of amateurs’ art-

music activity was perceived to be crucial to the rejuvenation of England’s overall 

musical well-being. 

 

The stance of the BBC was a good example of English authorities valuing art music 

above other styles.  From its beginning it considered education and service ‘to the 

ideal of righteousness’ to be its primary roles.74  It always tried to guide the public’s 

taste in music, literature and drama, so that through access to ‘good’ art people would 

have ‘richer and more valuable lives.’75  In 1925 Peter Reith, the managing director of 

the then British Broadcasting Company, had stipulated, ‘The service must not be used 

for entertainment purposes alone.’76  Instead, it should encourage and promote general 

education, an aim that required that its audience be ‘improved.’77  BBC staff truly did 

                                                
73 William Waterhouse, ‘The Double Flageolet—made in England,’ GSJ 52 (1999): 182.  See also for 
example, William Bainbridge, ‘Improved Music Instruments,’ The Times (30 December 1825): 1, 
TTDA. 
74 Susan Briggs, Those Radio Times (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1981): 146. 
75 Blake, 55-6. 
76 Basil Maine, The B.B.C. and its Audience, Discussion Books Series No. 56, General eds. Richard 
Wilson and A.J.J. Ratcliff (London: Thomas Nelson, 1939): 15. 
77 Maine (1939): 29.  In 1927 a Punch article entitled ‘Trouble with the BBC’ stated, ‘The…BBC is 
determined…to supply the British public with mental uplift.  The British public…refuses to be uplifted.  
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perceive that broadcasting could develop or even transform musical taste,78 and 

believed that they must ‘beware of the commercialized attraction of the fripperies, and 

counteract it by an organized presentation of serious work.’79  Within just one week in 

1933, the Dolmetsch family contributed five concerts of ‘Sonatas for Recorder and 

Harpsichord’ to ‘The Foundations of Music’ series run by the BBC.80 

 

The reasons for encouraging instrumental amateurs to play ‘good’ music were various 

and dated back to the middle of the Victorian era.  Firstly, as discussed in Chapter 3, 

music making was perceived to be morally beneficial.  This applied to adults as much 

as to children.  For example, in 1885 a writer in The Musical Times stated, ‘The most 

effective method of weaning a man from unhealthy excitement is to attract him to a 

healthy one; and experience has proved that the eloquence of music is far beyond that 

of the most earnest lecturer on temperance.’81  Cyril Ehrlich wrote of such beliefs, ‘If 

the assault on traditional amusements was frequently a thin-lipped, and sometimes 

two-faced, attempt to quench pleasure and enforce discipline and subservience, it also 

contained genuine elements of altruism: a desire to educate and improve.’82  Even 

more specifically, in 1916 Scholes opined that music in Shakespeare plays—that is, 

Elizabethan music—was ‘in close alliance with the moral quality we call conscience 

and the moral process we call reform.’83  Galpin had been one of the many well-

educated, well-meaning wealthy people who strove to better the lives of the poor and 

the underprivileged through active participation in ‘good’ music.  In common with 

                                                                                                                                       
Whenever it finds that it is being uplifted, it complains that it is being morally let down.’  (Quoted in S. 
Briggs, 150.)   
78 Asa Briggs, The History of Broadcasting in the United Kingdom, Vol. II: The Golden Age of Wireless 
(London: OUP, 1965): 13.  For a fuller discussion of ‘highbrow’ music and the perception that it was 
more valuable than other types of music, see also, for example, Prictor (2000) and Yorke Trotter, 222-
8. 
79 Thomas Russell, Music, New Developments, ed. Jack Lindsay (London: The Bodley Head, 1947): 
15.  It should be noted that chamber music did not rate highly with BBC listeners during this time, 
underlining the credence of the Punch writer’s opinion in footnote 77.  It was considered ‘highbrow’ 
and dull.  For example, a 1929 letter to the BBC stated, ‘The people who say they like [chamber music] 
are relics of the past.’  In a 1931 poll, chamber music came in second last of fourteen categories, just 
ahead of after-dinner speeches.  (S. Briggs, 109, 158.)  Yet the journal, The Gramophone, was to plead 
the cause of chamber music for years.  (Roger Wimbush, ‘Acoustic Recording, 1923-1925,’ The 
Gramophone Jubilee Book, 1923-1973, Comp. Roger Wimbush (Harrow, Middlesex: General 
Gramophone Publications, 1973): 39.) 
80 ‘Broadcasting Programmes,’ The Times (19-23 June 1933): 7, 22, 8, 9, 8, respectively, TTDA.  
Among other such educational programmes, the musical appreciation series, ‘Foundations of Music,’ 
ran for nine years from 1927.  (S. Briggs, 79.) 
81 ‘Pianoforte Lessons for Miners,’ MT 26 (1885): 135. 
82 C. Ehrlich (1985): 66. 
83 Scholes (1916): 3. 
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many ‘thinkers’ of the latter part of the nineteenth century, he found the spectacle of 

public poverty and private opulence disturbingly painful and was alive to the troubles 

and injustices of the time.84  Education was perceived to be a way to alleviate some of 

the results of such inequalities.   

 

As a result, it was perceived that adult participation in meaningful educational 

activities was one way to ensure the maintenance of social and civil stability.  

Certainly the rapid growth of industry and mechanization during the nineteenth 

century had frightened and unsettled many people, and it was believed that the 

drudgery of factory work could make people restive.  After World War I the ‘spirit of 

unrest’ was even more obvious than before.  The rise of the Labour Party (officially 

formed in 1906), the 1926 General Strike, the demands of unions, the rise of the 

English communist party and Oswald Mosley’s Fascist party all contributed to a 

climate of fear for those who valued the status quo.  The advent of such contrivances 

as the telephone, the telegraph, the motorcar and the cinema also meant that many 

men and women confronted what has become known as a ‘chaos of experience.’85  In 

the interests of a stable society, Yorke Trotter, the influential writer on children’s 

educational processes, advocated adult education as well, stating: 

 
Man has become more and more a victim to industrial conditions.  In many cases, the ordinary 

workman is nothing more than a part of a great machine.  His pride in his work has gone; the 

deadly routine of his everyday existence paralyses his energies.  His creative instinct is 

atrophied…and he…conscious that something is lacking in his life, yet hardly recognizing the 

nature of the evil, is filled with the spirit of unrest, which makes him a danger to society.86   
 

By the 1930s, as a result of the mechanization of many industries and of some 

domestic work, it was claimed that with shorter working hours and more leisure time, 

more and better cultural activities were required, otherwise ‘we shall decline as an 

intelligent democratic State.’87   

                                                
84 See Peter Baynes, John Passmore Edwards and Mary Ward: A Beneficial Relationship (London: The 
Mary Ward Centre, 1991): 7. 
85 George L. Mosse, Fallen Soldiers: Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars (New York: London: 
OUP, 1990): 54.  Monica Baldwin, for example, suggested that since 1914 ‘the world had done more 
than alter… It had become a completely different place,’ full of ‘jagged rhythms.’  (I Leap Over the 
Wall (London: Pan, 1949): 203, 234.)  
86 Yorke Trotter, 210-1. 
87 ‘The League of Audiences,’ AM 2.6 (1938): 145. 
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The 1938 report of the Council of Social Service stated that modern conditions were 

breaking down the forms of social order that had bestowed stability on the previous 

generation.  The job of the Council was, it said, ‘to build better, and to build 

consciously, the social order of the future’ through the physical, practical, intellectual 

and artistic adult education of those whose ‘obstacles of poverty and lack of 

knowledge…[block] their vision and [tie] their hands.’ 88  The work of the bamboo 

pipers with unemployed men and women was considered to be a valuable part of this 

process.89 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plate 15: Unemployed men making bamboo pipes in Tyneside, c.1936.90 

 

Amateurs were encouraged for musical as well as social reasons.  From the 1880s the 

role of the amateur in English musical life had received increasing attention as it 

became clear that national composers could not operate in a climate of public 

indifference.  If England were to regain her status she must encourage, educate and 

support her amateur musicians.  In 1902 Fuller Maitland had acknowledged the role 

of amateurs in the national rejuvenation of music:  

 

                                                
88 ‘Planning a New Order: Self-Help Within the Community.  Report of Council of Social Service,’ The 
Times (10 August 1938): 9, TTDA. 
89 ‘Planning a New Order.’  See also Pagewood, 6-10. 
90 ‘Social Service Centre, Tyneside,’ PT 2.1 (1936): opp. 1. 
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It is not the advent of remarkable individuals that makes a renaissance so much as the general 

condition of the time… It is among the people at large that we must look for the manifestation 

of the change.  Though…there is no actual point of time at which we can say, “Before this year 

the nation was unmusical, after it musical,” it is possible to realize that no less important a 

transformation of national character has taken place… In every class of society the standpoint of 

the average person in regard to music is seen to be completely different from what it used to 

be.91   
 

He added that the combination of ‘people in the world’ with ‘intelligent lovers of 

music’ was one of the most hopeful signs of the musical regeneration of England.92  

Trend has written, ‘The active amateur tradition was the backbone of a national 

musical way of life... that music was being made in drawing rooms and parlours, 

factories and conservatories, up and down the country, was one of the greatest 

strengths of the renaissance.’93 

 

Further, as Trend has contended, ‘It is essential to an understanding of the musical 

renaissance as a whole to recognize that much of the music written then—often in the 

smaller forms—was in part a response to the active musical world of the time.’94  In 

other words, the fact that some composers’ output was directly influenced by the 

existence of amateurs and their musical needs contributed to the development of the 

musical renaissance.  Vaughan Williams believed, ‘In the ideal commonwealth of 

music the leaders will be, not those who have come in from outside, but those who 

have started in the ranks with the Field Marshal’s baton in their corporal’s 

knapsack.’95  He wrote, ‘The Tudor composers wrote madrigals because there were 

family parties at home who wanted something to sing.  The families did not form 

themselves into singing groups because the madrigals were already there.’96  To him 

therefore, as to Fuller Maitland, the protagonists of the national musical renaissance 

needed to support amateurs.97 

 

                                                
91 Fuller Maitland (1902): 126. 
92 Fuller Maitland (1902): 35. 
93 Trend, 15. 
94 Trend, 16. 
95 R. Vaughan Williams, ‘Some Conclusions,’ in Vaughan Williams (1963): 68. 
96 R. Vaughan-Williams, ‘Amateur and Professional,’ PT 3.6 (1939): 8. 
97 See also R. Vaughan Williams, ‘Nationalism and Internationalism,’ in Vaughan Williams 
(1942/1963): 158. 
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Davidson has suggested that the encouragement of amateur musicians contained a 

sub-text: while musical performance was seen to be essential in everyday life, it was 

advantageous to the profession to support domestic music making in order to preserve 

high public performance standards.98  Although the relationship between amateur and 

professional executants has rightly been described as ‘an ambivalent friendship,’99 the 

benefits of the relationship between amateur musicians and composers were obvious 

to both parties.  Moreover, a strong localized, amateur music culture had produced 

great music in the past: why could it not now?  Vaughan Williams noted: 
 

The artistic surroundings into which Bach was born were distinctly “parochial.”  His 

predecessors knew nothing of “world movements” in art… Quietly and unostentatiously they 

built up the great tradition which made possible the advent of the greatest musician of all times. 

 

 Is there not a moral for us English here?100 
 

One of the largest amateur musical movements in England that initially inspired 

compositional activity was the festival movement.101  Musical festivals had been held 

in Britain for centuries,102 but some became large-scale events during the late-

nineteenth century.  In common with the conductor, musician and entrepreneur, 

Edward Dannreuther, Fuller Maitland attributed an increased love of art music in 

England, to, for example, the popular Handel Festival.103  

 

From the late Victorian era, composers, conductors and critics also supported the 

growth of competition festivals, especially for choirs, but also for instrumentalists and 

soloists.104  Fuller Maitland supported such initiatives because they enhanced adults’ 

musical education.  In one of a series of lectures in 1897, he stated that ‘the difference 

between the attitude of people in the present day towards music and that of thirty 
                                                
98 Davidson, 211-2. 
99 Paula Gillett, ‘Ambivalent Friendships: Music-Lovers, Amateurs and Professional Musicians in the 
Late Nineteenth Century’ in Bashford and Langley (eds.), 321-2. 
100 Vaughan Williams in Hadow (1931a): xiii. 
101 By 1921 composers who had written music especially for festivals included Stanford, Parry, Elgar, 
Sir Granville Bantock and Gustav Holst.  Fuller Maitland, Sir Henry Wood and Somervell were also 
enthusiastic supporters of the festival movement. 
102 Fuller Maitland (1902): 34. 
103 Edward Dannreuther, ‘Wagnerian Music in England,’ MT 45 (1904): 303; Fuller Maitland, reported 
in ‘Royal Institution,’ 466.  The first Handel Festival was held in 1857.  The foundation of the Bach 
Choir (in 1875) was also credited with being an important feature in the education of amateurs, 
specifically by popularizing Bach’s music. 
104 Fellowes, 193; T. Russell (1947): 7.   
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years ago, was mainly that in the former period music appealed to the few while now 

it interested all classes.’105  From 1905 W.W. Cobbett became a tireless and practical 

advocate of amateur musicians, including women.  Believing fervently that ‘British 

music should recover something which had been its own in the past,’ he 

commissioned chamber music from young British composers,106 and in 1934 he 

formed The Chamber Music Association, which was inaugurated under the auspices 

of the British Federation of Musical Competitions.107 

 

The value of the competition festivals was not only in encouraging amateurs to 

improve their musicianship.  Importantly, as Howes wrote, they crossed class 

boundaries and united the classes in both the city and the countryside.108  Also, 

women were encouraged to participate in ways that previously had not been 

considered appropriate.  More females from every social class took advantage of 

broader educational opportunities and less tightly controlled social strictures, and 

added to the ranks of both professional and amateur instrumentalists.  In 1913 Sir 

Henry Wood invited women into the Proms orchestra.109   

 

It had long been recognized that women constituted a large enough portion of the 

population that they could not be entirely forbidden the pleasures of music.  In his 

popular book, Music and Morals—first published in 1871 and running to twenty 

editions by 1903110—Rev. H.R. Haweis specifically mentioned the value of music for 

the many women whose daytime hours were often dreary and restricted: 
 

Let no one say that the moral effects of music are small or insignificant.  That domestic and 

long-suffering instrument, the cottage piano, has probably done more to sweeten existence, and 

bring peace and happiness to families in general, and to young women in particular, than all the 

homilies on the domestic virtues ever yet penned.111 

 
                                                
105 ‘Royal Institution,’ MT 38 (1897): 466. 
106 Among other significant works, Vaughan Williams’ Phantasy String Quintet and Elgar’s String 
Quartet were both commissioned as a direct result of Cobbett.  (Marion M. Scott, ‘Walter Willson 
Cobbett, A Biography in Brief, II,’ AM 3 (1935): 51-2.) 
107 ‘The Royal Collegian Abroad,’ The RCM Magazine 30.2 (1934): 46. 
108 Howes (1966): 119. 
109 Thomas Russell, The Proms (London: Max Parrish, 1949): 24.  The other orchestral members 
accepted Wood’s decision only reluctantly.  Previously the harpist had been the only female in their 
midst. 
110 D. Russell (1997): 23. 
111 Haweis, 102, 104. 
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For centuries however, English women had been encouraged to play only those 

instruments that did not undermine their femininity in the eyes of men.112  In the 

seventeenth century Roger North had recommended that men study the viol, violin, 

organ, harpsichord and double bass, and that women learn the spinet, the harpsichord, 

and the guitar.  He had objected to women playing the lute ‘inasmuch as playing [it] 

tends to make ladies crooked!’113  It was also considered to be unladylike to re-

arrange the facial muscles in order to play the flute, the clarinet and the oboe.  John 

Essex, an eighteenth-century dancing master, believed that the oboe was ‘really 

unbecoming to the Fair Sex… [It was] too Manlike and would look unbecoming in a 

Woman’s mouth.’114  Even the recorder’s beaked mouthpiece apparently was wide 

enough to distort the mouth and so put the instrument into the ‘male only’ category.  

Essex wrote in 1722 that the flute (that is, the recorder) ‘is very improper [for Ladies] 

as taking away too much of the Juices, which are otherwise more necessarily 

employ’d, to promote the Appetite, and assist Digestion.’115  As long as women were 

tightly laced, Essex had a point.  The nineteenth-century flageolet had broken the 

mould: it had been considered suitable for women because the ivory whistle 

mouthpiece was so narrow and delicate, requiring no special, unsightly embouchure, 

and only a little airflow to make it sound sweetly.116  In 1897 a satirical article stated: 

 
The requirements demanded of a fashionable instrument may be reduced to two simple 

desiderata—the maximum of simplicity in execution, combined with, in the case of the female 

executant, suitable opportunities for picturesque and becoming attitudes.  Thus one can never 

imagine…an instrument like the oboe, or…the trombone, ever attaining popularity… It 

undoubtedly conduces to the solidarity of our social system…that an instrument like the penny 

whistle, cheap yet of a most penetrating timbre, should find equal favour with the tattered 

guttersnipe and the gilded aristocrat.117 

 

The article went on to compare the ‘strident tones’ of the penny whistle with the 

‘assertive egotism of the modern man and woman of fashion.’118  After 1918, with the 

flageolet obsolete, and the role of women in society having irrevocably changed, 
                                                
112 For example, see Ellis in Samson, 361-2. 
113 F. Bridge, 125-6.  Hunt learned violoncello from a woman who, in accordance with her generation, 
‘played the ’cello sitting side-saddle.’  (Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 17.) 
114 John Essex (1722), quoted in Girdham, 402. 
115 Essex, quoted in Girdham, 402. 
116 Girdham, 402. 
117 ‘Fashionable Instruments,’ MT 38 (1897): 670-1. 
118 ‘Fashionable Instruments,’ 671. 
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females were encouraged to play wind instruments as well as the violin, harp or 

piano.119  The recorder and the bamboo pipe were not strident, and they had similar 

physical attributes to those of the flageolet.  In playing them, women need not forsake 

‘ladylike’ behaviour even in the new age of ‘equality.’  

 

The demography of amateur instrumental musicians was therefore changing and 

broadening from before World War I, a fact that benefited both the bamboo pipe and 

the recorder.  Women of all social classes were now not only allowed to practise 

music but were actively encouraged to do so.  In 1938 the SRP and the Pipers’ Guild 

were specially invited to exhibit at a ‘Woman’s Fair’ held at Olympia in Kensington, 

at which activities supposedly suited to women were advertised.120  A section devoted 

to showing women how they might profitably utilize their leisure time included such 

activities as camping and cycling;121 activities that would not have been recommended 

for women thirty years earlier.   

 

The prevalence of practical encouragement that supported artistic amateur music 

making as a cultural norm across all demographics would likewise aid the popular 

recorder revival.  Percy Scholes claimed that by the mid-1930s thousands of choral 

societies, up to 40,000 brass bands, amateur operatic societies and amateur orchestras 

represented but a fraction of amateur musical activity.122  Many companies and 

businesses formed their own amateur groups specifically ‘for the study and practice of 

high-class music.’123  Thus for example, in London alone, there were the Civil Service 

Orchestra, The Barclays Bank Musical Society, the G.P.O. Choral Society, the 

Insurance Orchestral Society of London, The Midland Bank Orchestral Society124 and 

                                                
119 Changes were evident before the war too.  In 1910 T.L. Southgate had suggested, ‘we have quite 
enough lady violinists…I urge the sex to take up the flute, oboe and clarinet.’  (Southgate (1910): 121.) 
120 ‘Woman’s Fair at Olympia,’ RN 2, 10; ‘The Society of Recorder Players: The First Annual General 
Meeting, October 29th, 1938,’ RN 2, 6.  See Appendix 7 for a report on the recorders at the Woman’s 
Fair. 
121 ‘Leisure Time Music,’ AM 3.2 (1939): 64. 
122 Percy A. Scholes, ‘The Amateur in British Musical Life,’ AM 1 (1934): 5.  The figure of 40,000 
brass bands seems rather large given that in 1950 it was estimated that there were just 3,000 brass 
bands in Britain ‘comprising probably 60,000 players’ according to Howes.  (1966): 125.) 
123 Information about companies’ amateur musical societies has been taken from The Amateur 
Musician.  See especially F.O. Souper, ‘Music and the Business World,’ AM 3 (1935): 59-60.  The idea 
of companies running their own amateur orchestras was not new.  The Stock Exchange Orchestra, for 
example, had been formed in 1883.  (Gillett, 331.)  However, the trend reached a new climax between 
the wars. 
124 The Midland Bank Orchestral Society was conducted by Boyd Neel, who later formed his own 
successful orchestra. 
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The London Shipping Orchestral Society, which latter took all instrumentalists—

including woodwind players—from the shipping community and merchants of 

London.  

  

Besides the choirs that sang works by Handel and Bach, some amateur groups were 

aimed specifically at early music enthusiasts.  The Casa D’Arte Music Circle, for 

example, was formed to promote both early and modern music ‘connected with the 

Harpsichord, Spinet, Viola d’Amore, Recorders, Lute, etc.’125  While ‘musicians of 

standing’ would perform works from mediaeval times to Mozart, contemporary 

composers would ‘have an opportunity of becoming familiar with the character of old 

instruments and works written for them would be tried out and performed at the 

monthly meetings.’126  This was one more example of the link—consciously made—

between early music and instruments and the development of modern composition.  

The Casa D’Arte also ran fortnightly practice sessions that enabled amateurs to 

increase their knowledge of early music and instruments. 

 

In 1931, as a result of the perception that ‘in the financial depression…when British 

musical life was in a very bad way,’ the Incorporated Society of Musicians 

established the Regional Federation of Concert-Giving Societies to co-ordinate and 

support non-profit, amateur, district musical societies.127  In 1934 this body became 

the National Federation of Musical Societies, supported by the Carnegie United 

Kingdom Trust,128 which stated its aims very clearly:  

 
The Trust will…use the administrative machinery of the “National Federation” to work a 

scheme for helping the societies which are its constituent members.  These choral and orchestral 

societies are the backbone of Music.  They stimulate teaching, employ the profession, encourage 

the amateur, and educate the public.  When they flourish, Music flourishes; when they languish, 

so much Music goes.  And there is no substitute for them.129 

                                                
125 ‘The Casa D’Arte Music Circle,’ AM 5 (1935): 113. 
126 ‘The Casa D’Arte Music Circle,’ 113. 
127 Dr George Dyson, quoted by E.W. Voss, Editorial, AM 6 (1936): 125. 
128 The Carnegie United Kingdom Trust was established in 1913 for the improvement of the wellbeing 
of the masses of the people of Great Britain and Ireland.  Its work included installing organs in 3800 
churches and chapels in the UK, giving grants to concert societies and competition festivals, and, 
between 1916 and 1929, it financed the publication of 56 contemporary works by British composers.  
(Len Mullinger, ‘Ramblings about Andrew Carnegie (and a few diversions),’ Music Web, 
<http://www.musicweb.uk.net/carnegie.htm> Accessed 14 November 2003; Hadow (1931a): 171.) 
129 The Carnegie Trust, quoted by Voss, Editorial, AM 6, 126.   
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Dave Russell has written that the existence of official bodies dedicated to the 

protection of amateur musical life—such as The Carnegie Trust—emphasised a 

decline of amateur musicians in the early-twentieth century.130  Yet such bodies also 

suggest that officialdom recognized the importance of an active and flourishing 

amateur musical life for the overall musical health of the nation. 

 

Russell’s contention that amateurs declined mainly because of the huge increase in the 

technological media from the 1920s131 has been supported by Davidson, who 

commented, ‘Whatever might be said for the wireless and the gramophone…it was 

nonetheless true that they induced laziness and were essentially “repressive.” ’132  

There was evidence of music teachers losing students and ‘a gradual and slow 

collapse of domestic music making,’ especially in relation to ‘the piano-based parlour 

tradition’ after the arrival of the gramophone and wireless.133  Some contemporaneous 

opinions were pessimistic.  In 1934 one scholar asserted that although the BBC was 

‘laying the universe at our feet and telling us between times how to appreciate 

it…something must be done to stimulate action as well as appreciation.’134  The 

following year, the Principal of the Royal Academy of Music suggested that there 

were many causes for the disappearing amateur ‘from motor-cars to the B.B.C.,’135 

adding that the task before the musical profession was ‘[to] stimulate and resuscitate 

that class of practising amateur.’136  Once again the ideal of the ‘musical nation’ was 

invoked in the argument.  Ronald Biggs, reporting on the Rural Schools movement at 

the Incorporated Society of Musicians’ Annual Conference, spoke early in 1939 of 

how the radio and gramophone had built up a ‘listener ideal,’ but that this should be 

replaced by a ‘performer ideal…before we can call ourselves a musical nation.’137   

 

The recorder was used to address these issues to some extent from the late 1930s. 

Hunt and his associates played several times for ‘The Music Makers’ Half Hour,’ a 

series designed to encourage music making in the home.138  A broadcast by Miss 

                                                
130 D. Russell (1995): 146. 
131 See D. Russell (1995): 146, 148, 163-4; D. Russell (1997): 242-3. 
132 Davidson, 211-2. 
133 C. Ehrlich (1985): 209. 
134 Harold Whitehall, ‘Magic that Might be More so,’ AM 1 (1934): 7. 
135 ‘British Music: The Disappearing Amateur,’ The Times (1 August 1935): 12, TTDA. 
136 ‘British Music: The Disappearing Amateur,’ 12. 
137 Elizabeth Voss, Editorial, AM 3.2 (1939): 38. 
138 Edward Fisher, ‘The Music Makers’ Half-Hour,’ RN 3, 11. 
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Ibberson and Hunt in the series, ‘Making Your Own Music,’ reportedly drew a 

response of eighty letters asking for information about the recorder and how to 

learn.139  Sir Walford Davies also introduced the recorder on the air, entitling one of 

his talks, ‘Round the Piano with Your Own Instruments.’140 

 

There is some question whether the ‘decline’ of amateurs was as dramatic as has been 

claimed.  There was no consensus regarding the effect of the radio and the 

gramophone.  The 1932 BBC Year-Book—admittedly a biased source—claimed that 

although ‘it is sometimes alleged that broadcasting is killing amateur musical 

activities,’ this was not true.141  Indeed, two years later the BBC’s official opinion was 

that ‘the right kind of musical amateur will not be prevented by wireless from making 

music, and the wrong kind ought not to be encouraged.’142  Certainly the countless 

music appreciation lectures and talks on the wireless contributed to a situation 

wherein an intellectualized knowledge of art music came within the reach of millions 

for the first time in English history.143  Further, Basil Maine contended that the 

amateur was no longer ‘[an] indivisible type,’ such knowledge having ‘split up 

[amateurs] into innumerable diversities of taste.’144   

 

The use of the gramophone was as ubiquitous as that of the radio.  In one month alone 

in 1927, the Columbia recording company sold more than 1,650,000 records.145  Art 

music on gramophone was not just for listening, however.  By the mid-1930s, some 

gramophone societies, formed initially in about 1911 to discuss the new technology, 

were spending half of their meetings actually performing the chamber music to which 

they had just listened.146 

 

In response to The Times’ ‘The Disappearing Amateur,’ Kathleen Talbot claimed that 

the failure of many of the older-established provincial musical societies and the 

                                                
139 Edgar Hunt’s Recorder News-Letter 1 (February 1940): 1-2, EHH. 
140 Edgar Hunt’s…News-Letter 5 (June 1940): 1, EHH. 
141 The B.B.C. Year-Book: 1932 (London: BBC, 1932): 130. 
142 Henry C. Warren, ‘The Maecenate of the Microphone,’ The B.B.C. Year-Book: 1934 (London: 
BBC, 1934): 64. 
143 Noreen Branson and Margot Heinemann, Britain in the 1930s (New York: Praeger, 1971): 246.  See 
also Prictor (2002).   
144 Basil Maine, ‘Amateur Listeners and Chamber Music,’ AM 4 (1935): 80. 
145 Roger Wimbush, ‘Electric Recording, 1926-1930’ in Wimbush, 54. 
146 William W. Johnson, ‘The Musician and the Gramophone III,’ AM 2.1 (1936): 14. 
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smaller number of people taking private singing and piano lessons skewed the 

perception of the reality.147  She wrote, ‘The truth is that amateur music-making has 

changed its direction,’ citing the increase in participation in musical festivals, the 

class-teaching of stringed instruments (in Rural Schools), a revival of chamber-music 

playing for pleasure rather than for performance, and the growth of the bamboo pipe 

movement.148  Further, she postulated that the strong trend towards amateur music 

making ‘should lay the foundation for a really musically-minded nation… Who can 

tell if England will succeed the continental nations as the source of musical inspiration 

and sound training?’149  The 1934 teachers’ Handbook noted that the previous twenty 

years had seen ‘a remarkable revival of the love and performance of music… 

throughout the country.’150  The recorder would become a significant factor in the 

growing number of amateur instrumentalists as Hunt pursued his work.   

 

4.5. Hunt makes recorder repertoire available to the public 

 

From 1934 onwards, Hunt realized that he quickly needed to find appropriate recorder 

repertoire for teachers, schoolchildren and amateurs to play.  Despite Dolmetsch’s 

work it was clear, as Howes stated, that ‘the movement for performing old music in 

the old way [could not] spread far nor exert much influence on the general musical 

life of the country unless players and singers [could] get easy access to their 

repertory.’151  Hunt’s work in making early recorder repertoire increasingly accessible 

to the public fitted well into an environment where early art music was considered to 

be a good thing in the education of adults.  Such a context was crucial to the interest 

shown in the instrument itself and undoubtedly would have boosted his sales of 

imported recorders. 

 

                                                
147 Arguably, Talbot was in a position to know about the numbers and practices of amateur musicians.  
Her book, Village Music (London: OUP, 1934), was authorized by The British Federation of Musical 
Competition Festivals, The Joint Committee for Music and Drama in Villages, The National Federation 
of Women’s Institutes, The School of English Church Music, The Free Church Choir Union, The 
Church Music Society, The Pipers’ Guild, The English Folk Dance and Song Society, the Hertfordshire 
Rural Music School (the parent school) and The Chamber Music Association. 
148 Kathleen Talbot, Letter to the Editor, The Times (8 August 1935a): 8, TTDA.  See also Kathleen 
Talbot, ‘Musical Festivals,’ AM 2 (1935b): 31. 
149 Kathleen Talbot, ‘The Seventh School for Rural Conductors,’ AM 2.5 (1937): 97. 
150 Handbook…for Teachers (1934): 238. 
151 Howes (1966): 85. 
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In 1930, through Geoffrey Sturt, Hunt was introduced to F. Geoffrey Rendall.152 This 

was a fortuitous meeting that had major positive outcomes for the recorder repertoire 

which subsequently became available.  Rendall showed Hunt his recorders and some 

of the other instruments in his collection, and gave him a Reader’s ticket for the 

British Museum Library even though Hunt was not yet twenty-one.  Hunt recalled:  

 
From then I spent Friday mornings there regularly, looking up all the recorder music I could 

find, and copying out anything that looked interesting: sonatas for two recorders by Croft, 

Finger and Paisible, Hudgebut’s Thesaurus and all the little methods and tune books, and the 

five-part Pavans, Galliards etc. by Anthony Holborne.153 

 

Hunt performed the rediscovered music with two groups: ‘Old Music with Old 

Instruments,’ and another important consort that he formed with his friends, Max and 

Stephanie Champion, to whom he had been introduced by Rendall.154  One of the 

group’s first performances was ‘a light piece on the recorders in the middle of a 

concert at the Berkhamsted Festival.155  Both Hunt’s groups would become superb 

live advertisements for the recorder and other early instruments. 

 

Hunt published much of the music that he found for amateur recorder players.156  

Most of the music in his 1935 Concise Tutor was based on early music that he had 

discovered.  In 1936 Hunt edited a ‘Menuet’ by Johann Mattheson for three recorders 

and assisted his sister Enid C. Hunt in her harmonization and arrangement of an 

English country dance, ‘Rufty Tufty,’ both of which were published by Novello.157  

His Recorder Consorts came out through Boosey’s and included simple arrangements 

                                                
152 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 39.  Geoffrey Rendall, it will be remembered, was the man who had 
found Dolmetsch’s lost Bressan recorder and returned it to him in about 1924.  Geoffrey Sturt was the 
man who owned a nineteenth-century Rudall Carte recorder. 
153 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 39. 
154 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 58.  Max Champion was a trained amateur flautist, but he had also 
bought some Dolmetsch recorders and was keen to learn to play them.  Stephanie, Max’s wife, was a 
trained violinist and pianist.  It took longer for her to be convinced of the recorder’s possibilities.  The 
Champions offered Hunt the two upper floors over Champion Brothers, Fruit and Potato Brokers, at 29 
James Street, Covent Garden. 
155 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
156 See Appendix 8 for a list of Edgar Hunt’s early publications.  In later years Hunt would arrange 
some folk music for the recorder, but as he did not altogether approve of it, he used the pseudonym 
‘Geoffrey Chase’  (Woolgar, Interview (19 December 2001) and Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002.) 
157 Johann Mattheson, 12 Sonates: Op. 1. No. 4: Menuet for Three Treble Recorders, ed. E.H. Hunt 
(London: Novello, 1936); The English Dancing Master: Country Dance: ‘Rufty Tufty,’ Harm. and arr. 
Enid C. Hunt, ed. Edgar H. Hunt (London: Novello, 1936). 
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of Baroque dances by Robert Woodcock and Johann Mattheson.158  Finally in 1936 

there was How to Learn the Fingering of the Recorders: Descant, Treble and Tenor, 

English System of Fingering, which he published personally.159  That year, Hunt was 

also editing and publishing other music, both in response to the growing demand for 

recorder repertoire from enthusiastic amateurs,160 and for his class at TCM.161  His 

work, which included music by Johann Mattheson, Handel and Loeillet, became a 

series of booklets entitled Music for Recorders, available at the price of one shilling 

and sixpence each from Hunt’s private address in Covent Garden.162 

 

It was Max Champion who in 1935 introduced Hunt to the relatively new journal, The 

Amateur Musician, which published quarterly from the end of 1934 until the outbreak 

of World War II.  Among its stated aims was ‘to encourage the humble player, 

however elementary.’163  As the editor Voss wrote, ‘One so often hears the remark, 

“Oh I should like to play but when there is so much good music on the wireless and 

gramophone it is so discouraging to sit down afterwards and hear one’s own feeble 

efforts.”  This attitude is all wrong.’164 

 

Hunt was inspired by the journal’s aims.  After the third issue he became a regular 

contributor, and from late 1936 he became co-editor.165  His first article was naturally 

about the recorder, an auspicious beginning to his extensive writing career in support 

of the instrument.166  While his articles did have the effect of advertising and therefore 

almost certainly affecting the public’s relationship with recorders, they were also a 

response to the fact that by early 1935 the recorders already seemed to be gaining in 

popularity.167 

 

                                                
158 Recorder Consorts, Arr. and ed. Edgar H. Hunt (London: Boosey, 1936). 
159 Edgar H. Hunt, How to Learn the Fingering of the Recorders: Descant, Treble and Tenor, English 
System of Fingering (London: E.H. Hunt, 1936). 
160 ‘W.H.M.,’ ‘Music Reviews,’ AM 7 (Summer 1936): 168. 
161 Edgar Hunt’s…News-Letter 5, 4, EHH.  See Chapter 5 for further information about Hunt’s recorder 
work at TCM. 
162 See Appendix 8. 
163 E.W. Voss, Editorial, AM 1 (1934): 1. 
164 Voss, Editorial, AM 1, 1. 
165 AM 2.1 (1936). 
166 Hunt, ‘The Recorder or English Flute,’ 54-8.  This was the same article that Hunt had contributed to 
Moeck’s Die Blockflötenspiegel in 1934. 
167 Elizabeth Voss, Editorial, AM 2 (1935): 26. 
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The Amateur Musician gave Hunt an outlet for publishing recorder music, one that 

presumably reduced some of the financial strain of his private publishing.  It also 

meant that a much larger customer base had access to the music.  Because of the 

number of its music supplements that were devoted to the instrument, even those 

readers who did not play the recorder could not have failed to become aware of the 

instrument’s accelerating usage.  In establishing a music supplement in which most 

pieces were for recorders and other wind instruments, almost certainly Hunt was 

influenced by Moeck’s Der Blockflötenspiegel.  Probably Hunt’s friend, Herr Brauer, 

helped him to translate the German articles.  From October 1936 Hunt used The 

Amateur Musician to re-publish several of his Music for Recorders booklets.168 

 

The importance of Hunt’s publishing must be seen in the light of what else was 

available.  His output was in response to the growing interest in recorders, but he did 

not consider that the other recorder music coming to light was of a standard that 

would encourage the public to respect the instrument itself.  He wrote: 

 
I felt strongly that, if the recorder was to be taken seriously as an instrument, its music should be 

printed as well as possible.  That is why I aimed at perfection in the first two issues of my Music 

for Recorders.  The series Blätter der Sackpfeife [of Adolph Nagel, Hanover] was too small and 

cramped. The series Musica Practica [edited by R. Heyden and W. Twittenhoff (Nagel)] had an 

amateurish, hand-written appearance.  Booklets published by the Dolmetsches [also had an] 

amateurish and hand-written appearance. 169 

 

Arnold Dolmetsch himself came to know the importance of using the most commonly 

accepted musical printing practices.  In a letter to Percy Grainger in 1937 he wrote, 

‘The Public has a strong prejudice against what looks like a M.S.!!  It must be printed 

or they will not trust it.’170  He had already made some recorder music available to the 

public, as discussed in Chapter 2.  Also, he had earlier composed Fantasie, Ayre and 

Jigg, a ‘light-hearted piece, written for the family to play’171 as a suite for descant,  

 

                                                
168 See Appendix 8. 
169 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 52; Hunt (2002): 129. 
170 Arnold Dolmetsch, Letter to Percy Grainger (Unpublished, 20 September 1937), PGM.  Original 
emphases. 
171 O’Kelly (1995): 155. 
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treble and tenor recorders, but it was not published until 1938.172 

 

Schott carried no recorder music until 1934, the year that Hunt made inexpensive 

German-made recorders accessible to a wider market.  Even when Schott’s did import 

recorder music from its sister firm in Germany, the repertoire was not early music: it 

was predominantly folk.173  In September 1934 two German recorder books arrived, 

both edited and arranged as recorder duets by Franz Julius Giesbert: Deutsche 

Volkstänze (German Folk Dances) and Lieder von Leute (Songs of the People).174  

Not only were they far removed from the early music for which Hunt had been 

searching in the British Library, but it was obvious from the choices of keys that they 

were based on German fingering.175 

 

In 1935 various other booklets appeared in Schott’s that added to the published folk 

repertoire for the recorder and made available some early music.176  Sammartini’s 

music was well represented with no less than three volumes of his sonatas for two 

recorders.177  Mozart was represented by Kleine Stücke for three recorders, as was 

Haydn by 24 Deutsche Tänze.178  All of these books were arranged and edited by 

Franz Giesbert, who added Deutsche Volks Lieder and Spielbuch to the list.179  

Giesbert maintained his hold upon the recorder repertoire that was available in 

England throughout 1936.  Schott stocked his Ein Altes Spielbuch, a recorder consort 

book; his Deutsche Volkslieder for solo recorder and pianoforte; and his famous 

                                                
172 The programme for Dolmetsch’s birthday concert states that he composed Fantasy, Ayre and Jigg in 
1932.  (Programme for Concert performed for the celebration of Arnold Dolmetsch’s Eightieth 
Birthday (Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 26 February 1938), DFA.)  For more information about this 
composition, see ’26 February 1938’ in Appendix 5.  It was published as one of the earliest SRP 
publications in 1938.  See Appendix 11. 
173 See Appendix 9 for a list of the recorder repertoire available in England to 1935. 
174 F.J. Giesbert, Deutsche Volkstänze and Lieder von Leute (Mainz: B Schott’s Söhne, 1934).  All 
information about the recorder music held in Schott’s shop has come from Schott, ‘Register 
of…Copyright.’ 
175 Hunt, Notes, 14. 
176 Schott, ‘Register of…Copyright.’ 
177 G. Sammartini, 12 Sonaten, Heft I, II, III, Arr. and ed. F.J. Giesbert (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 
1935). 
178 W.A. Mozart, Kleine Stücke, ed. F.J. Giesbert (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935); F.J. Haydn, 24 
Deutsche Tänze, ed. F.J. Giesbert (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935). 
179 Franz J. Giesbert, Deutsche Volks Lieder and Spielbuch: Alte Lieder und Tänze, Heft I, II, ed. F.J. 
Giesbert (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935).  Giesbert’s Spielbuch was a sister edition to his method, 
published early in the 1930s. 
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method book that became a classic in the recorder education field.180  Some of Hunt’s 

publications, already re-published in The Amateur Musician, would later be taken 

over by Schott.  These second and third opportunities for publication worked well: the 

engravings had already been done so that there was little cost involved for Schott, and 

they had the wherewithal to be able to market and sell many more copies. 

 

The relationship between Hunt and Schott, formalized in 1936, was mutually 

beneficial.  Except for a few years during World War II, he remained there for many 

decades, officially in charge of recorders, recorder music and recorder marketing.  In 

recalling how it happened, he wrote: 

 
One day while I was visiting Schott’s in Great Marlborough Street, Mr. Harry Maunder, who 

was serving me, said, “The Boss would like a word with you.”  I was then introduced to Mr. 

Max Steffens who said, “Last time you were here, Mr. Maunder showed you the little books of 

recorder music which had just arrived from Germany.  We know you have started a recorder 

class at Trinity College [181] and wondered why you did not buy any of them.”  I replied, ‘They 

are just little books of German folk songs and seem somewhat expensive at one shilling each; if 

they were priced at sixpence they might sell: but my students are much more interested in 

Telemann and Handel.’ … To this Mr. Steffens replied, “When can you give notice [at 

Novello’s]?”  About a fortnight later I found myself working for Schott.182 
 

Between them, Schott’s and Hunt’s work meant that by 1937 the foundation of the 

mass revival of the recorder had been established, with viable numbers of customers 

who enthusiastically embraced the existing and the expanding recorder repertoire as 

well as the Herwiga and Hamlin instruments.  Hunt remembered: 

 
At that stage, the German Schott published all the recorder music… Schott’s of Mainz did a 

little bit of recorder music, but I said, “Look, all this stuff has been done in Germany: take the 

agencies.” … Mr. Steffens…saw the sense of that.  So we got the agencies for England, or the 

British Empire, it might have been…of all those publishers…we got the whole lot.183 

 

                                                
180 Franz J. Giesbert, Ein altes Spielbuch and Deutsche Volkslieder (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1936).  
Giesbert’s method book was translated into English and sold as Giesbert’s Method for the Treble 
Recorder, English revised edn. (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1937). 
181 See Chapter 5. 
182 Hunt, ‘Schott,’ 1. 
183 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
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By ‘take the agencies,’ Hunt meant that Schott would be well advised to act as agents 

to the German firms who were publishing recorder music at that time, thereby 

practically enabling (the English) Schott’s to monopolize the market.  Other 

publishers were putting out recorder music but in smaller quantities.  As well as the 

Dolmetsch publications from Haslemere, Oxford University Press, Boosey and 

Hawkes, and Stainer and Bell made music available for recorders.184  However, Schott 

remained the largest carrier of music.  From 1937 they sold recorder editions from the 

publishers Adolf Nagel, Bärenreiter, Moeck and Edgar Hunt, as well as the German 

Schott’s stock.185 

 

The repertoire did expand, but while there was some new music from Germany—

notably simple Spielmusik, and Schulmusik—initially its nature remained somewhat 

limited.  Folk music such as Wir Spielen Volkslieder186 and Deutsche Dorfmusik187 

still dominated, and the early music pieces by such composers as Handel and J.F.K. 

Fischer (1650-1746) remained in the guise of little arrangements of dance tunes.188  

The first English-language recorder book stocked by Schott was Hunt’s arrangements 

of Old English Pieces for two descant recorders and a treble or tenor.  A year later, 

Twelve Christmas Carols was included, another almost entirely English-music edition 

arranged by Hunt.189   

 
 

 

Plate 16: Front cover of Old English 
Pieces, arranged by Edgar H. Hunt, 
1937.190 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                
184 Stephanie Champion [?], Editorial, RN 1, 3. 
185 S. Champion [?], Editorial, RN 1, 3. 
186 F.J. Giesbert, Wir Spielen Volkslieder (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1937). 
187 Adolf Hoffmann, Deutsche Dorfmusik (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1937). 
188 G.F. Händel, Stücke und Tänze (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1937); J.F.K. Fischer, Kleine Spielstücke 
(Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1937).  (Schott, ‘Register of…Copyright.’) 
189 Twelve Christmas Carols, Arr. E.H. Hunt (London: Schott, 1938).  Apart from ‘Stille Nacht’ and ‘In 
Dulci Jubilo,’ which were German melodies, the carols were English. 
190 Old English Pieces, Arr. E.H. Hunt (London: Schott, 1937). 
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When war broke out in 1939 and music from Germany was no longer available, Hunt, 

with help and support from Bergmann, immediately began to arrange and edit the 

music of Handel and Loeillet, believing that these constituted the core of the recorder 

repertoire.191  A review of recorder publications in The Musical Times in 1940 did 

describe ‘the fragmentary arrangements that have necessarily made up much of the 

repertory of the instrument since its revival.’192 

 

In contrast, the bamboo pipes had much more music available to their players, 

including more new music by respected composers.193  It might have been expected 

that this would enhance the pipes’ status within English musical life.  The bamboo 

pipe met the need for engendering meaningful social interaction; it filled empty hours 

with morally uplifting activity; it fitted easily into adult evening-class instruction 

through simplicity of design and technique; and it was portable and inexpensive.  Far 

from being just a school instrument during the 1930s, pipes were extremely popular 

with adult amateurs as well.  In 1934 there were ‘thousands of members of the Pipers’ 

Guilds.’194   

 

Although the pipers themselves perpetuated the link with folk instruments, the 

primary connection that many people made of bamboo pipes with folk music was not 

altogether justified.  Most of the published early bamboo pipe repertoire was actually 

based on early music and some original new music composed by members of the 

Pipers’ Guild, including Vaughan Williams.195  This was in stark contrast to the 

mainly folk repertoire that was accessible to recorder players during the early 1930s, 

which had so effectively spurred Hunt into action.196   

 

Music given for the ‘pipe in A’ was all early music: repertoire by Bach, Boccherini, 

Gottfried Finger, Jean-Baptiste Loeillet and others.197  Apparently at the Guild’s 

                                                
191 Hunt, Notes, 97; Edgar Hunt, Letter to Barbara Carroll (27 September 1946), From Mrs Barbara 
Carroll’s Papers, Privately held, Melbourne. 
192 ‘Recorder,’ Book Reviews, MT 78 (1940): 337. 
193 See Appendix 10 for an abbreviated list of bamboo pipe music available to 1935. 
194 Louise Hansen-Dyer, quoted in ‘Bamboo Pipe Music: Introduction to Australia,’ Woman’s Realm 
(1934). 
195 See Appendix 10. 
196 See Appendices 9 and 10 for a comparison of the music available in England for both recorders and 
bamboo pipes to 1935. 
197 Dudley Wilkins, ‘A Note to Flute-Makers,’ PT 3.8 (1941): 16. 
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request,198 and despite the fact that Edgar Hunt did not support the pipe movement, he 

made pipe arrangements of music by Mattheson, Handel, Telemann and 

Sammartini.199  Just as recorders were acknowledged to provide excellent dance 

accompaniment, The ‘Donington Dancers’ (unnamed, but looking very like Robert 

Donington and perhaps his sister, Margaret) were accompanied by pipers playing 

Elizabethan and Jacobean dances.200  In 1935 Arthur Benjamin (1893-1960) adapted 

tunes from the seventeenth-century Dancing Master under the title of The Dancing 

Schoole.201  Of Walter Bergmann’s classes at Mary Ward in the 1940s, Robert Rich 

remembered,  ‘The music was of all kinds…any classical music that was within the 

range of the pipes was good… and there was a lot of Bach and Handel.’202   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plate 17: Programme for Concert of The Pipers’ Guild Quartet, Cowdray Hall: 5 July 1935.203 

 

Newly-composed music, some of it utilizing idioms based on early music, included  

                                                
198 Hunt, Interview (20 May, 2002). 
199 ‘Music for Recorders and Trios for Bamboo Pipes,’ Advertisement, PT 3.6 (1939): 29.  In 1934 
Novello’s had also published Hunt’s Duets and Trios for Bamboo Pipes, Arranged from Ayres, 
Minuets, &c. of the late 17th and early 18th centuries by E.H. Hunt.  See Appendices 9 and 10. 
200 Margaret James, ‘Report of the Year 1936-37,’ PT 2.2 (1937): 9. 
201 ‘The Collegian Abroad,’ The RCM Magazine 31.3 (1935): 87. 
202 Rich, Interview (9 May 2002). 
203 From PGA. 
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Imogen Holst’s books written in 1932 and Carol Bottle’s In Dulce Jubilo.204  Also 

played at the first Summer School for pipes was Vaughan Williams’ Suite written for 

two pipes.  James wrote, ‘[It] gave the staff many vigorous hours of work…the new 

musical idiom reduced them to tears!  It is a difficult series, with an extraordinary 

lasting charm.’205  Vaughan Williams wrote another Quartet for Pipes in 1939 that he 

subsequently arranged for recorders,206 and for the 1939 Summer School he also 

arranged his Suite for Viola and Orchestra for bamboo pipes.207  James wrote of the 

music that it was ‘a new experience in music for the whole school and a revelation of 

the way pipes can be used.  The Quartet, actually written without a single cross-

fingered note, was a miracle of effect; we found it very beautiful.’208 

 

Besides Vaughan Williams, other respected English composers also wrote music for 

the pipes.  The 1934 Melbourne Centenary Music Book, commissioned by Louise 

Hanson-Dyer for the British Music Society, included compositions by several 

respected composers.209  In a 1935 concert the well-received professional group, The 

Pipers’ Guild Quartet, performed suites by Harold Samuel and Howard Ferguson as 

well as compositions by Imogen Holst and Arthur Benjamin.210  All the modern music 

were described as ‘abound[ing] in musical interest.’211  Robin Milford wrote a Suite in 

D, Op. 95 for a quartet of pipes212 and his Prophet in the Land also included ‘Airs for 

Two Pipes.’213 

                                                
204 Imogen Holst, First Book of Tunes for the Pipes (1932); A Second Book of Tunes for the Pipes 
(London: J.B. Cramer, 1932); Five Short Airs on a Ground for Pipes (London: J B Cramer, 1934); 
Carol Bottle, In Dulci Jubilo: Twelve Tunes for Treble, Alto and Tenor Pipes, Arr. C. Bottle, With a 
foreword by M. James (London: OUP, 1933). 
205 James, PT 1, 3. 
206 Shirley and Edward Drake, Interview (16 May 2002). 
207 S. Drake, ‘The Bamboo Pipe Movement: Part II,’ 9. 
208 James, ‘Editor’s Commentary,’ PT 3.6, 1-2. 
209 Melbourne Centenary Music Book (Paris: The Lyre-Bird Press, 1934), Louise Hanson-Dyer 
Collection, University of Melbourne. 
210 ‘The Collegian Abroad,’ The RCM Magazine 31.3 (1935): 87; Programme for The Pipers’ Guild 
Quartet concert (Cowdray Hall: 5 July 1935), PGA.  See Plate 17.  Howard Ferguson (1908-99) had 
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(28 February 2004.)  See Appendix 10. 
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It can be seen that a large part of the pipers’ repertoire was in line with the ideas of 

those who encouraged the use of national music, both old and new, for a myriad of 

reasons.  In this regard, as in others, the pipes arguably could have fulfilled the 

requirements of the needs of amateurs more so than the recorder, highlighting the 

irony of the pipes’ relative displacement in the hierarchy of amateur instruments in 

England.  Sadly, the perceptions of the pipes, their music, and their players were 

based more on assumptions than on facts. 

 

4.6. The formation of the Society of Recorder Players (SRP) 

 

Despite their different priorities, the initial success of the bamboo pipe movement 

provided inspiration and a model for Hunt in his marketing and organization of the 

recorder movement.  He stated, ‘The bamboo pipes had a society, so I thought, why 

shouldn’t we?’214  During 1936 and 1937 he conceived the idea of bringing together 

those players who were dotted around the country in small groups.  He also wanted to 

do more to prevent the spread of German fingering.215  Hearing that Carl Dolmetsch 

was contemplating a similar society, Hunt’s friends, Max and Stephanie Champion, 

brought the two protagonists together so that a single society could be founded, in 

1937, with the public status of the Dolmetsch legacy and the marketing skills and 

organizational ability of both Carl Dolmetsch and Hunt.216  Largely due to their 

efforts and those of a few other hard-working members, the SRP quickly became 

successful, and its significance in the recorder revival was incalculable.  It encouraged 

and published new repertoire, and acted as a vehicle for ‘spreading the word’ around 

England and the other English-speaking countries.217 

 

Hunt’s membership of the London Flute Society from 1929 had given him invaluable 

experience in how societies were run, as well as an understanding of the expectations 

of amateur members.218  Issues that arose included members’ sensitivity about their 

technical prowess, the need to provide varied activities and repertoire, and the 

preponderance of older members.  Hunt suggested that the Flute Society had died a 

                                                
214 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
215 Hunt, Notes, 2. 
216 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 4. 
217 See Appendix 13 for the formation and spread of SRP groups to 1941. 
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natural death ‘of old age and false teeth.’219  In order to assure a future for a recorder 

society the members needed to be from different age groups, which meant that 

activities must be scheduled for after-work hours and holidays.   

 

The precise aims of the new Society of Recorder Players included: 
  

i. To create a centre where all interested can meet periodically as a corporate body, and  

  where information on Recorder matters can be obtained. 

ii. To raise the standard of playing. 

iii. To encourage and assist in the formation of groups of players in different districts for  

 regular practice. 

iv. To publish in the name of the Society old and new compositions, and suitable  

 arrangements for the Recorders. 

v. To issue a yearly bulletin. 

vi. To give a yearly concert.220 

 

The yearly bulletin was The Recorder News, edited by both Carl Dolmetsch and Hunt, 

with significant help from Stephanie Champion.  The first issue came out just one 

year after the SRP was founded and it continued annually until 1941, when paper 

rationing, war work and limited SRP activities precluded the possibility of a full-scale 

journal.  A more regular information organ, Edgar Hunt’s Recorder Newsletter, was 

formed in 1940 to keep people in touch with recorder events between the annual SRP 

magazines.  Although it was planned that there would be ten issues each year, 

apparently only five were sent out, and Hunt recalled only that ‘it probably died.’221   

 

The SRP’s other goals had required meticulous planning.  In order to create a centre 

where people could meet periodically as a corporate body, Hunt and Dolmetsch 

targeted known recorder players.  As well as placing advertisements for the new 

society in The Amateur Musician, Hunt consulted his list of people who had bought 

Herwig recorders and imported them through him from 1934.222  Similarly, he had 

noted the names and addresses of people who had bought recorders and recorder 
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music from Schott since he began work there in 1936.223  Carl Dolmetsch also had 

data relating to his recorder customers since 1930,224 and lists of people who 

supported the Haslemere Festivals.  Altogether about 800 recorder players from 

Hunt’s and Dolmetsch’s lists were approached in England and abroad.225  Given that 

Robert Donington believed that in about 1927 the number of early instrument 

revivalists might all fit into one small room,226 this number of listed recorder owners 

represented a feat on the part of the recorder pioneers. 

 

The SRP was inaugurated in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild on 7 October 1937, 

with Max Champion in the Chair.227  He opened with some general remarks and read 

an account of the development of the recorder during the past thirty years, written 

specially for the meeting by Arnold Dolmetsch.  Champion stated that the Society 

would be impartial to all ‘good makes of recorders’ but that they all must answer to 

the ‘true recorder fingering,’ that is, English fingering.228  Officers and committee 

members were elected, including Carl Dolmetsch and Edgar Hunt as Joint Honorary 

Musical Directors, and Max Champion stated ‘with great pleasure and pride’ that 

Arnold Dolmetsch had consented to become the President of the Society.229  The 

meeting finished with music: ‘A duet for two treble recorders played by the Musical 

Directors, a consort for three recorders brought by Mr. Hunt, and one for four, led by 

Mr. Dolmetsch, followed by combined playing, conducted by the Musical Directors, 

in which all present took part.’230 

 

Of the new committee, both the ‘Hunt group’ and the ‘Dolmetsch group’ were fairly 

well represented.  Apart from Elizabeth Voss, there was Mrs Mildred Bosanquet, for 

example, who had attended Hunt’s TCM classes for nine terms.231  From the 

Dolmetsch enclave came Nathalie Dolmetsch, Carl Dolmetsch’s mother-in-law and 

                                                
223 Hunt, Notes, From a speech given by Edgar Hunt (c.1980): 67. 
224 Hunt, Notes, 94. 
225 ‘SRP: The Inauguration,’ 4. 
226 R. Donington (1983): 42. 
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229 ‘SRP: The Inauguration,’ 5.  See ‘The Society of Recorder Players: the Inauguration’ in Appendix 
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Cyril Goldie, who was a Haslemere Festival performing stalwart.  Vice-Presidents 

elected the following year included Major Benton Fletcher; Hunt’s father, Hubert; 

Stuart Rhodes from Hunt’s TCM classes;232 Charles Kennedy Scott of the Oriana 

Madrigal Society and the Bach Society; and Canon Galpin.233  Another important 

addition to the SRP in 1939 was Walter Bergmann, recently arrived from Germany. 

 

Manuel Jacobs has suggested that there were about 400 recorder ‘devotees’ before the 

SRP was formed.234  However, only seventy people attended the very first meeting, of 

whom fifty-six enrolled as members.  By July 1938, membership had grown to 191.235   

In its second year of activity the SRP lost 39 members: some died, some resigned and 

others let their membership quietly lapse.  However there were seventy-four new 

members, so that just before World War II the Society could claim 231 paid-up 

members.236   

 

In order to encourage and assist in the formation of groups of players in different 

districts for regular practice, there were three types of membership in the SRP: 

provincial, overseas and school membership.  The 1937 rules gave specific costs and 

rules for overseas membership, demonstrating that from the very beginning the SRP 

intended to make the society a force of significant influence.  It had started by being 

London-based, but work by those who had learned to play from Hunt and Carl 

Dolmetsch had resulted in provincial English groups being established at a fast rate.237  

As early as 1934, Margaret James had recognized the need to establish country 

branches for the Bamboo Pipers’ Guild, writing, ‘A Country branch is the only means 

of gathering up local threads, of organizing companies of players for enjoyment both 

musical and social, of supervising local pipe bands with a view to giving sympathetic 

                                                
232 Stuart Rhodes attended Hunt’s Trinity College recorder class from 1935 until Christmas 1938.  
(TCM, Students’ Registers, Nos. 28, 29.) 
233 As Arnold Dolmetsch had done for early music, Hunt was always looking out for influential people 
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234 ‘Terpander’ (1938): 655. 
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Members’ Page,’ The Society of Recorder Players,  
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advice and of preaching the right method.’238  Hunt’s knowledge of this may well 

have contributed to the effort made by the SRP Committee to encourage provincial 

groups to play regularly.   

 

In the first year no new SRP branches were founded, although unofficial groups of 

between three and ten members played regularly.239  An editorial suggested that 

members were doing a lot of pioneer work with their friends, a fact that was not 

always immediately obvious.240  For example, by the end of the first year in 

Merseyside there were little recorder ensembles meeting regularly in Liverpool, 

Birkenhead, Chester, Manley and Upton, the latter group having begun a year before 

the SRP was even founded.241  The Society was quietly expanding, both officially and 

unofficially. 

 

It took just one or two enthusiasts to start a recorder group.  Generally, the pioneers 

had been involved with the Dolmetsch activities or had learned from Hunt.  For 

example, Cyril Goldie ran the Potters Bar (Middlesex) group.242  Margaret Donington, 

who directed the Hampshire group, had also been a regular performer at Haslemere 

since 1928.243  Thurston Dart, who, interested in early music, came as a boy to 

Haslemere in 1937,244 began playing in a group instigated by Hunt at Old Devonshire 

House in London,245 and the following year took over the Kingswear group in South 

Devon.246  Hunt’s sister, Enid Hunt—a fine musician in her own right—ran the Bristol 

and Bath groups.  Apart from his TCM ex-students, Hunt’s protégés included 

Frederick Fowler of Yorkshire, who, besides helping to establish the recorder in the 

Bradford schools, also ran a group at Little Gaddesden.247  Joan Fox seems to have 

been enthused by the Champions as she took over the New Malden, Kings Avenue 

group.248  Even when World War II intervened, while the SRP’s activities were 

curtailed, they did not cease.  For example, C.V. Hales of Merseyside wrote, ‘The 
                                                
238 James, ‘The Pipers’ Guild: A Report, 1933-34,’ 12. 
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difficulties of travel, and the general dislocation of life have made it impossible for 

people to meet, but individual players are still active, and interest in recorders and 

their music continues to spread.’249 

 

Some people were so enthusiastic that they brought an almost evangelistic zeal to 

their activities, ‘spreading the word’ and drawing others into their activities.  

Recognizing this trend in musical circles, Scholes had written: 

 
By the 1930s, new musical societies were being brought into existence by people who differ 

little in spirit from those who bring into existence missionary societies… To love music is to 

love one’s fellows and to wish them to love music too… The very purpose of music is a social 

one…we are not degrading but elevating our art when we think of it in the social way.250 

 

The eventual popularity of the recorder and its music can be attributed in no small 

way to the absolute commitment of its initial proponents to enthusing others.  The 

instrument’s chamber music propensities meant that it was well placed to feed the 

need to achieve fellowship through musical means.  As John Manifold stated, ‘Every 

player aspires to…consort playing… It may be assumed that you, the one recorder 

player, will pester all your friends to learn.’251  Hunt did not actively countenance 

proselytizing, saying, ‘I wasn’t in the business of recruiting. I was teaching the people 

who turned up… I hadn’t got anything to sell except the ability to play the 

recorder.’252  Even so, his first editorial in The Recorder News gave as one of his 

aims, ‘to gain new recruits for the instrument.’253  In 1940 he wrote, ‘It is not enough 

that there should be a handful of reliable players: the movement needs hundreds.’254  

Layton Ring, who, like Freda Dinn, became one of the most important members of the 

English recorder world in the 1950s, remembered the energy and the excitement of 

working at the pioneering edge of early music during that time: ‘Those were the 

days… full of ebullience and…on top of the world.  The glory of it all.  You were 

spreading the message.  You had the message.  You were it.  And you were there… 

                                                
249 C.V. Hales, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Merseyside,’ RN 3, 15. 
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You [were] hooked on the ideal [which was] early music as…made by [Arnold 

Dolmetsch] when it was fresh.’255   

 

Because there was relatively little recorder consort repertoire easily available, or even 

known about in 1937 and early 1938, members tended to limit themselves to the SRP 

publications, which catered for group playing.256  Six of these were available by the 

time World War II broke out.  Among the most popular composers were Morley, 

Henry Purcell, Weelkes, Farnaby, Youll, Croft, Telemann and Handel.257  New music 

included Arnold Dolmetsch’s Fantasie, Ayre and Jigg that was published in the 

second SRP music publication in 1938, as well as compositions by Reginald Moore, 

Stephanie Champion, Freda Dinn, Manuel Jacobs, Thurston Dart and Rebecca 

King.258 

 

Despite the hard work, particularly by Hunt, the lack of a large published repertoire 

meant that SRP groups also relied on music that had been arranged from other 

sources.  Just as Dolmetsch had done, Stephanie Champion arranged early vocal 

music for her group in Malden, Surrey.259  Her four-part group, which included a bass 

recorder player, performed madrigals of which there was reportedly ‘unlimited 

scope…and these [were] most effective on recorders,’ because, as she said (giving an 

idea of the enormous amount of early music that was not yet discovered by recorder 

players), ‘there is very little actual music written for four instruments.’260 

 

Although both Hunt and Carl Dolmetsch were primarily early music specialists, folk 

music did play an important role in the repertoire of the SRP groups’ repertoire in the 

early years.  It was often possible to use the bamboo pipes’ publications for recorder 

consort playing without the need for adaptation.  Tunes for Pipes by Imogen Holst 

was popular with groups in early 1938.  In June of that year, the Bristol and Bath 

group used recorders to accompany folk-dances at a demonstration given by the 

English Folk Dance and Song Society at the University of Bristol Madrigal Singers’ 
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open-air concert, and at a Folk-dance Party.261  The response from a folk-dancing 

meeting at which Margaret Donington played some solos on different sized recorders 

led to a full day of recorder playing and folk dancing.262  A hotel room was hired and 

the participants played on borrowed recorders, leading to them ordering their own 

from the Dolmetsch Workshops at the end of the day.   

 

By July 1938 the Mid- and West Hertfordshire Musical Festival had instigated a 

competition class for recorders.  The first year did not prove to be particularly 

successful as it was reported that ‘the players in this district [were] rather shy and 

retiring.’263  However, it was suggested that establishing a folk-dance band of any 

combination of instruments would encourage participation by diffident players who 

felt unable to enter a class for recorders alone.264  Some groups, such as Carol Bottle’s 

in Tonbridge (Kent), asked that they concentrate specifically on folk music as a 

precursor to accompanying folk dancing.265  In all the groups the desire for musical 

fellowship seems to have been a major motivating force in their activities, whether 

they concentrated more on old, new or folk music.  That this was also a factor in the 

bamboo pipes’ membership suggests that there were other forces in play at the time. 

 

The formation, growth and success of the SRP highlighted the interdependence of the 

multiplicity of trends that were apparent among amateur players during the late 1930s 

and early 1940s.  An important consideration, made apparent in retrospect by the 

decline of the popularity of the bamboo pipe, was the relatively conservative image of 

the recorder movement: this benefited the SRP considerably—in spite of its early 

dependency on folk music—enhancing its potential for long-term and large-scale 

growth.   

 

                                                
261 Enid Hunt, ‘Reports from the Groups: Bristol and Bath,’ RN 1, 15.  The English Folk Dance and 
Song Society was a 1932 merger of the Folk Song Society, formed in 1898, and the Folk Dance 
Society, formed by Cecil Sharp in 1911. 
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for Recorders set by Arnold Clibborn, a Merseyside player and composer.  Carol Bottle was a keen 
bamboo piper as well as being a recorder player.  See, for example, her arrangements of music for 
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Despite this, Robert Ehrlich has caricatured the pioneers of the mass recorder 

movement, in the same manner as he has misrepresented Arnold Dolmetsch’s 

relationship with the Arts and Crafts movemnet.  Ehrlich’s claim that the early 

recorder amateurs were predominantly ‘sandal-wearing vegetarians who hiked across 

the Southern English countryside to commune with the Dolmetsch family in 

Haslemere’266 seems to be at odds with the evidence.  In suggesting that Kingsley 

Amis’ Lucky Jim provided a ‘sharp and accurate caricature of the type,’267 not only 

has Ehrlich erroneously suggested that the English recorder world of the 1930s was 

the same as that of the 1950s, but he denigrates the recorder pioneers and players of 

both periods.  It is no doubt true that participants in early music, folk music, or 

recorder playing constituted a minority of amateur musicians during the 1930s relative 

to, for example, those who joined choirs or played the piano.  However, it does not 

follow that those who worked with such energy and integrity on behalf of the recorder 

in its early-modern period, including Hunt, Carl Dolmetsch, Bergmann, Thurston 

Dart, Layton Ring, Freda Dinn and Brian Bonsor, were eccentric—especially where 

‘eccentric’ has negative connotations—as Erhlich has implied.268   

 

Throughout his life Carl Dolmetsch reacted strongly to the ‘amateur…[and] 

“charlatan” behaviour, mixed up with idealism,’269 which had been perceived by 

many in his father’s work.  He always wore a suit and tie for concerts, rebelling 

against being forced to wear period costumes as a child.  Hunt was also essentially 

conservative in his dress, his values, his work and his behaviour.  Indeed, the linking 

of a conservative outlook with the recorder was one of the movement’s great 

advantages.  Given the relationship between music and morals until at least World 

War II, it has been said that ‘where art and entertainment were concerned, the key 

value in asserting moral leadership was respectability.’270  While Hunt and Carl 

Dolmetsch were not linking moral fortitude with recorder playing, their concerns, as 

                                                
266 R. Ehrlich (1990): 5.  Perhaps Ehrlich was suggesting that Percy Grainger, who was a vegetarian 
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expressed through The Amateur Musician and The Recorder News, could be perceived 

to be within the parameters of a desire for the security that comes from doing right. 

Culturally conceived gender roles almost certainly played a part in this conservatism.  

While the popularity of both the bamboo pipe and the recorder relied enormously 

upon their women players, the bamboo pipe’s status was arguably lessened by the fact 

that its main protagonists were nearly all women.  As discussed in Chapter 3, that the 

public face of the recorder largely comprised men with musical training and 

intellectual status may have facilitated the instrument’s more serious public regard in 

the long term.   

 

The youth of Hunt and Carl Dolmetsch may also have helped to popularize the 

recorder.  In 1934, when seeking out Hunt, having heard of him as a recorder player, 

Max and Stephanie Champion ‘[were] expecting to find some chap [who was] rather 

ancient and they were rather surprised to find [him] rather more mobile.’271   

 

 

Plate 18: Edgar Hunt 
with Max and 
Stephanie Champion, 
c.1939.272 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That recorder players even then were perceived to be from the older generation, and 

therefore presumably somewhat conservative in outlook, is supported by Layton Ring, 

                                                
271 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001).   This recollection possibly gives an insight into the 
demographic of recorder players at that time.  At the very least, it is suggestive of some of the public’s 
preconceptions.   
272 Photograph by Dora Head, From Hunt (1962): Plate XX.  First published as ‘Edgar Hunt with our 
Chairman and Secretary,’ RN 3, 11.  
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who stated that the Dolmetsch Foundation consisted mainly of old people.273  As he 

said, it was realized even then that ‘if you don’t get new people in, it’ll gradually die 

off.’274 

 

Further, the generation between the wars had to cope with so many changes that 

influenced their inner lives, making some, perhaps, a little more serious in outlook 

than they would have been otherwise.  Howes has described the time between the 

wars as ‘a frantic but ineffective effort to cope with their legacies.’275  While some 

people took the ‘eat, drink and be merry’ view, the inter-war years also inspired an 

introspective, conservative (in action, at least) section of the population who felt the 

need to create a world fit for peace and freedom.  This group was not confined to 

dissatisfied workers and ideologues.  On a personal level, there was the need to 

establish life’s meaning again.  Vera Brittain summed up such a view when she 

poignantly wrote:  

 
It was a bitter, grey afternoon, and an icy wind drove flurries of snow into my face… Huddling 

into a coat in my cheerless cubicle…I wondered how ever I was going to get through the weary 

remainder of life.  I was only at the beginning of my twenties; I might have another forty, 

perhaps even fifty, years to live.  The prospect seemed appalling.276 
 

Pride in having taken part and sacrificed so much in a noble cause had led to the urge 

to find a higher meaning in the war experience and to obtain some justification for the 

immense sacrifice and loss.277  For example, Brittain wrote, ‘It seems very hard that 

we should be the generation to suffer the War, though I suppose it is very splendid 

too, and is making us better and wiser and deeper men and women than our ancestors 

ever were or our descendants ever will be.’278  Perhaps then, the post-war generation 

was the ‘chosen generation;’ one that might create something new and better out of 

the pain and the seemingly pointless sacrifice.  Self-improvement, adult education, 

and participation in the arts were definitely ways in which this might be achieved.  

Yorke Trotter wrote of the pursuit of materialism and science having reaped ‘the 
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destruction and misery of millions of human beings’ and advocated the pursuit of 

‘true spirituality’ through the art of music particularly, in order to preclude science 

producing ‘new evils.’279  John Buchan concurred with this view, adding that ‘The 

inerrancy of science…which had sustained the Victorians, was proving a broken reed, 

for science was…cultivating doubts and substituting probabilities for certainties.’280  

He suggested, ‘When the future is uncertain the mind turns naturally to the certainties 

of the past, and finds comfort in what is beyond the perils of change.’281 

 

From 1939, to the pipers, music was perceived to be more than simply a panacea for 

the immediate problems of wartime living: it was one of the ‘permanent trusts, to be 

kept intact and passed on in times of Peace.’282  As James said, ‘If our Pipes are 

cracked, our skill lost, and our united friendship broken, we shall have no power to 

make our contribution.  Let us be plucky and strong enough to hold on, then.’283  And:  

 
Music seems to…be the one thing which we are certain can survive in these times of war.  It 

cannot be bombed or blacked out, for it does not depend on external things, but lives within 

ourselves.  Whatever spiritual pleasure we may receive from music made for us by others, 

however beautiful and however expert—it is the music made by ourselves which ultimately 

counts.  Therefore I urge all pipers to pipe now as they never piped before.  We shall win the 

war by proving that we have something to win it FOR—our own life and our own art.284 
 

Early in the war, in common with many recorder and early music enthusiasts, 

members of the Pipers’ Guild realized that some serious word-of-mouth marketing 

was required.  Margaret James wrote in 1940:  

 
Can the Guild survive world trouble and be found, at the end of the war, a lively fellowship, 

ready to take an active share in the work of healing?  If so, it will be a stronger and more vital 

Society than it was when this darkness began… More than ever, we realize that the continued 

life of the Guild depends on the central ideas for which it stands and on our proclaiming them to 

other people… Members, please convert others, quite boldly.285 
 

                                                
279 Yorke Trotter, 240-1. 
280 Buchan, 184. 
281 Buchan, 182-3. 
282 James, ‘Editor’s Commentary,’ PT 3.6, 2. 
283 James, ‘Editor’s Commentary,’ PT 3.6, 2. 
284 James, ‘Editor’s Commentary,’ PT 3.8 (1941a): 1.  Original emphasis. 
285 James, ‘Editor’s Commentary,’ PT 3.7 (1940): 1. 
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In mid-1940, Carl Dolmetsch sent a similar message to recorder players, significantly 

revealing his consciousness of the relationship of the recorder with England’s cultural 

identity.  He wrote, ‘The need to preserve those arts which constitute the background 

of a nation’s cultural life is greater than ever.  Should those at home forget this 

pleasurable duty, there will be little to which those fighting can return when victory is 

ours.’286 

 

Conclusion  

 

In common with Arnold Dolmetsch, Hunt and Carl Dolmetsch were in the right place 

at the right time, both products of and contributors to their environment.  The social 

and musical conditions of the 1930s—a time when amateurs were being encouraged 

to learn instruments, and to engage fully with art music, and when the demographic of 

amateur executants was being considerably extended—enabled them to effectively 

market their and their colleagues’ ideas for the recorder.  The fact that the recorder 

and its music could be associated so completely with contemporary constructions of 

‘Englishness’ meant that the message fell on fertile ground.  In his capacity as the new 

President of the Dolmetsch Foundation, Sir Henry Hadow had written in 1931: 

 
Under Mr. [Arnold] Dolmetsch’s guidance we have come to realize the beauty of viols and 

recorders, their width of range, their sweetness of tone, and their entire suitability to the 

characteristic style of their time… Roger North [said], “The Consort-music…is not like a hurry 

of action, as looking on at a battle, where the concern for one side or other makes a pleasure, but 

like sitting in a pleasant cool air in a temperate summer evening.”  It is a relief to turn from our 

conflicts and controversies and enjoy in peace the variety of this serene and pastoral 

landscape.287 
 

Some of the recorder’s music was certainly pastoral.  Recorder players who enjoyed 

playing folk music may have been among those who found ‘delight in the rhythm of 

nature, and in small homely things, after so many alien immensities.’288  For some it 

may have been simply a case of personal taste.  The recorder’s growing repertoire 

during the 1930s also benefited those who wanted to engage with historical music.  As 

                                                
286 Carl Dolmetsch, Editorial, RN 3, 2. 
287 W.H. Hadow, ‘A Message from the President of the Dolmetsch Foundation,’ The Consort 2 
(1931b): 1. 
288 Buchan, 182. 
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Dolmetsch’s work had found favour with composers and musicians who would 

restore aspects of England’s ‘golden age’ of music, the recorder’s music, within the 

contexts of both the revivals of early and folk music, could gain more widespread 

support among adults as an instrument that more specifically embodied the ‘strength, 

sanity and tenderness’ that Hadow had named as being most characteristic of English 

music.289   

 

The SRP gave the instrument a social focus, and through its publications it helped to 

make even more available much of the previously buried repertoire to ordinary 

people.  It helped to educate audiences in a less formal way than had the Haslemere 

Festivals, so that pre-Classical music and the recorder were becoming less of an 

exotic adjunct perceived to be distinct from ‘proper music.’  And it showcased the 

versatility of the instrument, convincing many amateur players that the recorder could 

serve their musical needs in any way they would like.   

 

In 1940 Hunt wrote, ‘The war…has…spurred us on to greater activity with the 

production of more English editions of recorder music.  We have left the Germans 

still piping their folksongs.’290  His work in making the old English art music for 

recorder accessible was crucial to the long-term survival of the instrument as a means 

of contributing to the ideals of adult education and domestic music making, of social 

and purely musical occasions, indeed, of contributing to making England ‘musical’ 

again.   

 

                                                
289 Hadow (1931a): 174. 
290 Hunt, Editorial, RN 3, 2. 
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Chapter Five 

Raising the Standard and the Flag: 

Teaching, Examinations and New Compositions 

 
A different and concerted sound, indefinable except in its own terms, floats along the corridor.  

“Recorders,” [says] the Principal.  He leads his visitors into a room where some sixteen students 

of widely diverse ages are grappling with the first stages. Already they have mastered Exercises 

A and B; and Exercise C is almost theirs. In equal proportion their expressions betray 

determination, self-consciousness, amusement and pride.  Some are learning so that they can 

later instruct others, some because above all things they adore the recorder, some because they 

have never managed to master any other instrument.  In any case, the task remains the same.  In 

methodical and business-like fashion, yet enjoying every note of it—“grim but gay”—the 

elementary recorder class proceeds. 

        (Denis Richards, 1958)1 

 

During the 1930s, the growth of the recorder movement and the establishment of the 

SRP were particularly successful partly because the instrument was marketed as 

being, and was perceived to be, easy to learn and to play.  Although Carl Dolmetsch, 

Hunt and others continually encouraged higher standards, the recorder was often 

played by those who did not have enough technique to do it justice.  This chapter will 

focus on the 1930s’ activities of the recorder players of the SRP, which largely set the 

tone for the later perception of the instrument as being particularly suitable for 

children and inexperienced adults, a perception that has remained prevalent until the 

present day.2. 

 

Occurring alongside this trend, the recorder was given official endorsement, indeed, 

was legitimized, not only by its acceptance into the competition festival movement, 

but also through the recognition of the instrument at a tertiary level by Trinity College 

of Music (TCM).  This university became the first institution in England to found a 

department dedicated to the study of early music and to establish systematic, ongoing 

tuition and official examinations for the recorder.  Chapter 5 will discuss the process 

by which the recorder came within the orbit of TCM and the effects of such a move.  

                                                
1 D. Richards, 13.  The phrase, ‘grim and gay’ has been attributed to Winston Churchill.  (Frank 
Howes, Music, 1945-1950 (London: Longmans, Green, 1951): 8.) 
2 For example, see Peter Holtslag, ‘The Present State of the Recorder in England,’ The Recorder 
Magazine 14.3 (1994): 79. 
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It will also document how, especially from 1938, support for the recorder as a valid 

medium of music making came from young, respected, British composers who began 

to give the recorder its own new high-art repertoire. 

 
5.1. Trying to raise the standard of recorder playing 

 

From its inception the SRP was associated with amateur players.  Although 

undoubtedly they provided the backbone of the Society, Hunt was desirous of 

including all types of people, writing, ‘One of the most encouraging features of the 

present revival of the recorder is its variety.  The movement includes many types—

amateurs and professionals, teachers and performers, composers, publishers and 

instrument makers, musicologists and collectors—and it is to be hoped that all may be 

represented in our Society.’3  Until after World War II however, the only specialist 

professional recorder players in England were Carl Dolmetsch and Hunt. 

 

As Gillett has pointed out, from the late-nineteenth century amateurs were renowned 

for wanting to perform when they were not considered to be technically ready,4 

thereby bringing the art of music into disrepute, taking work from professionals,5 and 

frustrating those who wanted musicians to produce ‘something real, something worthy 

of our great and glorious art.’6  Sir Arthur Bliss had emphasised his irritation at the 

large numbers of performing amateurs, saying, ‘For every one true professional player 

and singer, at London recitals, you may get ten bungling…amateurs.’7  The early 

perceptions and practices associated firstly with amateurs—that ‘amateurism’ meant 

‘slovenliness’8—and secondly with the recorder, which became increasingly allied in 

the public consciousness with amateurism, contributed to the ongoing belief that the 

instrument and its players were somehow less than valuable. 

 

Besides establishing the recorder in a small way in the art-music world, Arnold 

Dolmetsch’s performances, which sometimes lacked professional finesse, had also 

                                                
3 Hunt, Editorial, RN 1, 2. 
4 Gillett, 321-2.  See also ‘Fashionable Instruments,’ 671-2. 
5 Arthur Bliss in the discussion following his lecture, ‘Some Aspects of the Present Musical Situation,’ 
PMA 49 (1922-1923): 71. 
6 Major Charles Hoby, ‘Wind Bands and Music,’ PMA 55 (1928-1929): 25. 
7 Bliss, 2. 
8 ‘Terpander’ (1938): 653. 
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arguably contributed to the idea that amateur playing—especially when played on 

period instruments—was inherently less worthy than the exhibition of professional 

expertise.  Indeed, he himself had suggested: 

 
The pursuit of technique [that is, scales and exercises] has almost destroyed music, and yet the 

desired technique is hardly ever attained… the prolonged making of uninteresting, unmusical 

sounds must harden the ear and eventually destroy the power of listening… the more people 

practise, the more incapable they become of accompanying, or taking part in concerted music.9   

 

His trump card was that ‘music done the right way will make you not only happy and 

wise, but better men and women.’10  However, the inevitable differences in opinion 

about music’s ‘right way’ meant that amateurs would not achieve parity of status or 

regard with professionals as long as performances of art music required the display of 

technical virtuosity as well as artistic expression.  A literal interpretation of 

Dolmetsch’s ‘home-music’ ideals seemed to some to be the espousal of second-rate 

performances.11  As the editor of The Musical Times suggested in 1930, ‘Adequacy of 

performance is far more important than Mr. Dolmetsch and his supporters imagine it 

to be.’12 

 

The success of the SRP, linked as it was with ‘home music,’13 meant that as more 

people took up the recorder, the more the standard of playing was taken out of the 

central committee’s range of influence.  To raise the standard was a stated goal of the 

SRP14 but it was never fully realized, partly because of the perception of the 

instrument being easy to play.15  As the recorder player, David Munrow, stated, 

‘Simplicity is the recorder’s most deceptive quality: easy to blow and hard to play.’16  

Both Hunt and Voss were enthusiastic and knowledgeable recorder players and 

                                                
9 Arnold Dolmetsch, ‘Home Music: The causes of its decay and how to re-establish it,’ The Consort 1 
(1929): 12. 
10 Arnold Dolmetsch, The Consort 1, 14. 
11 For example, see Gray-Fisk, 442-3; Kaikhosru Sorabji, R. Wane-Cobb in Mary L. Pendered and R. 
Wane-Cobb, et al, 635-7. 
12 Editor, Answer to Pendered and Wane-Cobb, et al, 637. 
13 Hunt and Voss actually called the recorder one of ‘the homely instruments.’  (Hunt and Voss, 
Editorial, AM 2.6, 122.) 
14 ‘SRP: Rules.’ 
15 Holtslag, 79.  A letter to the editor answered Holtslag’s article with the comment that it was not the 
professional, but the amateur standards ‘which may indeed leave much to be desired.’  (Roy Brewer, 
Letter to the Editor, The Recorder Magazine 14.4 (December 1994): 143.) 
16 Munrow, 74. 
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committed to the cause of amateur music making for everyone.  Yet by encouraging 

(especially in The Amateur Musician) the most inexperienced musicians to play the 

recorder, they innocently contributed to its place in the hierarchy wherein it lay below 

the orchestral instruments.  Early in 1938 they wrote: 

 
We ourselves know several instances of genuine music-lovers who have longed to play an 

instrument but who have had an inferiority complex about their abilities… Yet they have learnt 

the recorder or bamboo pipe…[and] have graduated from the bamboo pipe to the recorder, and 

then on to the oboe or clarinet so that eventually they have achieved their heart’s desire—to play 

in an orchestra.17 

 

Hunt’s and Voss’s views on the status of the recorder in relation to orchestral wind 

instruments were implicit rather than explicit, and in no way suggested a dislike or 

denigration of the recorder.  Because Hunt found that ‘the recorder gave immediate 

response and seemed altogether more natural [than the flute],’ Ehrlich has inferred 

that Hunt did not care about achieving ‘a specialized technique—or a true body of 

knowledge about how to study and play the recorder.’18  This was not true.  

Throughout his working life, Hunt remained a tireless and enthusiastic worker on 

behalf of recorders, recorder repertoire and recorder players, always a contributor to 

the growing knowledge of an instrument that was being re-established, and a tradition 

that had to be practically re-invented.  There is no evidence that Hunt considered the 

recorder ‘the runt of the woodwind family,’ as Ehrlich claimed.19 

 

However, poor playing by any number of recorder players could not fail to directly 

influence the public’s perception of the instrument.  As has been noted about the 

present day, ‘Whatever your viewpoint, questions of image and status seem to be 

intrinsic to discussions of the position of recorders in education.’20  This attitude is 

consistently applied to the recorder in relation to adult amateur players too.  For the 

sake of the music and for the recorder itself, Carl Dolmetsch and Hunt took every 

opportunity to encourage players to improve their technique.  It began with Carl 

                                                
17 Hunt and Voss, Editorial, AM 2.6, 122.  Unfortunately—and unfairly—the bamboo pipe was 
noticeably ‘below’ the recorders in this statement.  Howes also wrote of how ‘a good piper can 
matriculate into the ranks of recorder players.’  (1966: 106.) 
18 R. Ehrlich (1991): 7. 
19 R. Ehrlich (1991): 7. 
20 Emma Findlow, ‘Blown Away,’ Early Music Today 12.4 (2004): 17. 
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Dolmetsch’s exhortation in the very first Recorder News: the standard of playing, he 

said, ‘can of course, be raised without limits, and I would advocate that the [SRP] be 

relentless in pursuing its excellent policy in the coming year.’21  Of the recorder being 

‘easy,’ he wrote: 

 
It would…be as fatal a mistake to assume that recorder tone is “ready-made,” as to suggest that 

the only essential of pianoforte technique is to strike the keys, or that it was necessary merely to 

draw a violin bow across the strings to equal the superb results obtained by a Kreisler or 

Szigeti… The comparative ease with which beginners arrive at the playing of simple tunes may 

lead one to underestimate the rich rewards this instrument will yield in the hands of an artist-

virtuoso.22 

 

A year later, Hunt re-iterated the message in his editorial:  

 
At the moment, the spread of the recorder movement on all sides is so marked that it becomes 

more and more important for us to set and maintain a high standard and to discriminate between 

good and bad.  Much harm is done to the recorder movement by the amateurishness of many of 

its keenest supporters.  Musicians in general will not take the recorder seriously until recorder 

players behave as normal musicians.23 

 

There is some evidence that the early SRP groups performed at a low standard.  A 

common refrain in the group reports was ‘This group is small but very enthusiastic… 

with all the keenness shown [it] will soon improve.’24  Manuel Jacobs wrote of his 

SRP group, ‘It goes without saying that we derive enjoyment from our playing—but 

the ultimate precision and polish that would justify us asking other and perhaps more 

skilled players to join us, is for the moment lacking.’25  C.V. Hales delivered a 

stinging report of the state of recorder playing in his district: 

 
Recorders are well known and in demand in this district… This may sound well; but in fact it is 

not as well as it should be.  There is some dilettantism; and…the recorder players…are not yet 
sufficiently aware of the scope of the recorder nor sensitive to its tonal possibilities.  It is easy to 

bring the instrument into discredit by regarding it and using it merely as a kind of superior tin-

                                                
21 Carl Dolmetsch, Editorial, RN 1, 1. 
22 Programme for Recorder Recital, Carl Dolmetsch and Christopher Wood (Wigmore Hall: 18 
November 1939), DFA. 
23 Hunt, Editorial, RN 2, 3. 
24 Bottle, ‘Tonbridge,’ RN 1, 19. 
25 M. Jacobs, ‘Reports from the Groups: West London Recorder Ensemble,’ RN 1, 19. 
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whistle for the playing of bits of jaunty tunes (one is often asked, rather patronizingly, “Oh, are 

you going to play your pipe?”—as though the recorder were something to smoke, or to blow at 

frogs in the reeds by the river)… The players of Merseyside, and probably elsewhere, should 

realize that…as they play it ill or well, they do harm or good to recorder playing in general.  

Further, the recorder is a wind instrument, and has to be blown in tune!26 

 

Hunt had been the first to use systematic teaching to try to raise the standard of 

playing among amateur recorder players.  Besides his teaching, Hunt had also been 

demonstrating the recorders at various music teachers’ professional development 

courses,27 for which he eventually issued a book called Method for Group Instruction 

for Recorders, which was intended for self-instruction purposes as well.28  Carl 

Dolmetsch also tried to help to improve amateurs’ recorder technique, arguing that 

dynamics, tone colour, intonation, articulation and resonance all required work.29 

 

In the second issue of The Recorder News, Hunt gave specific instructions to help 

ensembles work together amicably and productively.  No information was deemed to 

be too simplistic.  For example, he suggested that players must learn how to 

manipulate their music stand ‘without pinching your fingers or getting in a muddle.’30  

He encouraged players to learn how to tune efficiently: as he said, ‘Some players 

continue to blow hopefully, as if they expect the pitch to right itself!’31  He concluded, 

‘If these precepts are adopted, together with others that suggest themselves, we shall 

be doing our part to establish the recorder as an instrument for serious musicians and 

not a mere toy for the irresponsible.’32  In 1940 he wrote, ‘[We] must…strive to 

improve our playing with practice, so that we can lead the world in this branch of 

music.’33 

 
                                                
26 Hales, RN 1, 18.  Tuning remained a problem for recorders.  For example, at a 1946 meeting of the 
Committee for the Promotion of New Music, after the premier of Walter Bergmann’s Septet for two 
bamboo pipes and five recorders, the chairman commented, ‘The recorder is like a tuning fork, only a 
tuning fork is always in tune.’  (M. Wise, ‘A Septet for Pipes and Recorders,’ RN 5 (1947): 12.) 
27 In 1940-1941, for example, Hunt gave lecture courses on the recorder to teachers in Exeter, 
Guildford, Bristol and Cambridge.  (Hunt, Editorial, RN 4, 2.) 
28 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 2.  Edgar H. Hunt, Method for Group Instruction for 
Recorders (London: Schott, 1939): 1. 
29 Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 68. 
30 Hunt, Editorial, RN 2, 3. 
31 Hunt, Editorial, RN 2, 3. 
32 Hunt, Editorial, RN 2, 3. 
33 Hunt, Editorial, RN 3, 3.  In 1962, Hunt suggested that the time spent tuning in SRP meetings had 
been worthwhile, ‘as the standard of performance by the average members…has risen beyond all our 
dreams… the result is worth hearing.’  (Hunt (1962): 140.) 
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The fact that the recorder as an instrument was judged by the sounds of the poorest of 

its players is a problem that has yet to be solved, even though it was recognized as an 

issue early on.  Carl Dolmetsch worried that poor playing resulted in ‘the giving of a 

bad name to the innocent recorder,’34 and wrote in 1941: 

 
An unfortunate tendency to measure the full scope of the instrument’s resources by the results 

so far obtained by the greater mass of recorder players frequently leads to an expression of 

opinions and comments unflattering to the instrument, some of which I have heard from the lips 

of well-known musicians in charge of concerts at competitive festivals, teachers’ courses, and in 

connection with provincial amateur music societies.  For instance: “Of course one can’t expect 

the recorders to be in tune,” or “the recorders are bound to fail in these rapid passages” and 

“how could such a thing be played by a simple pipe without keys?”35 

 

He asked that opinion be patient and not commit an error tantamount to labelling the 

full resources of the violin with the standard attained by the average school 

orchestra.36 

 

Few SRP groups had stood on a concert platform by the end of their first year of 

operation.37  Mostly, they simply reported playing together regularly.  However, 

public concerts served two purposes: that of giving the players a goal, thereby 

motivating them to improve their standard, and publicizing the SRP.  In Southampton, 

the first public performance was a recital of recorder and virginal music given to the 

University Cosmopolitan Club in November 1937.38  Other groups gave performances 

at the SRP combined meetings.  As Carol Bottle said, ‘This gingered up our work 

considerably, both in quantity and quality, also in regularity of meeting.’39  There is 

every reason to believe that the 1930s’ recorder players worked with the intention of 

total integrity towards the music and the instrument.  While Bliss had railed against 

the amateurs ‘who want to be heard, but who are not worth hearing,’40 the champion 

                                                
34 Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 68. 
35 Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 71. 
36 Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 71-2. 
37 A notable exception was Walter Schragenheim’s Hampstead group, which reported several 
significant concerts each year.  (See Walter and Edith Schragenheim, ‘Reports from the Groups 
(Hampstead),’ RN Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.) 
38 Robin Lawson, ‘Reports from the Groups: Southampton,’ RN 1, 19. 
39 Carol Bottle, ‘Reports from the Groups: Maida Vale (London),’ RN 1, 17. 
40 Bliss in the discussion following his lecture, 71. 
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of chamber music, Cobbett, made it clear to him that the amateurs he knew were those 

‘who practise the art for art’s sake only.’41 

 

A significant challenge for the SRP was to raise the standard of teachers so that they 

did not teach wrong fingerings and poor technique.42  A ‘Test for Teachers’ was 

planned from the beginning to increase the number of teachers as well as to set a 

minimum standard, thereby giving credence to the Society.43  By October 1939 the 

Honorary Secretary had been asked for teachers ‘quite a number of times,’ and fifteen 

players had achieved their teacher’s certificate.44  The first test was held in February 

1938, with Carl Dolmetsch, Edgar Hunt and Stephanie Champion examining.45  The 

requirements for candidates were specified as follows: 

 
 1. Be prepared to play Sonata in F major by G.F. Handel, Op. 1, No. 11. 

 2. To play at sight on descant or tenor, a test piece of moderate difficulty. 

 3. A special ensemble test.  To play at sight an inner part on the treble, and lead a consort  

  on the descant.  A group will be provided for this test. 

 4. To take charge of a consort.  Candidates will be expected to detect errors, and help to  

  correct them, and generally show that they are capable of coaching a group. 

 5.  To be prepared to answer questions of a general nature relative to the playing and  

  teaching of the recorder.46 

 

At first sight, this test appears to be quite broad in its aims.  Competence in both 

performing and tutoring were required on various sizes of instruments, although 

clearly the descant was still considered to be the main instrument.  General knowledge 

questions may well have covered history, repertoire and types of recorders.  Given 

both Hunt’s and Carl Dolmetsch’s feelings on the matter, candidates may have had to 

be able to differentiate fully between English and German fingering.  In today’s terms, 

it may seem that Handel’s Sonata in F major was too easy for a Teacher’s Test.  
                                                
41 Sir W.W. Cobbett in the discussion following Bliss, 71. 
42 The problem did not occur only in England.  In 1953 the German recorder teacher Hildemarie Peter 
wrote, ‘The reason for widespread abuses that prevail is that private music teachers have only an 
imperfect knowledge and mastery of the instrument themselves and merely use it to help the pupil find 
his way about in music.’  (Peter (1953): 70.)  Clas Pehrsson made the same point even more strongly in 
1990.  (Pehrsson, 8.)  Findlow suggests that ‘the debate surrounding the use of specialist or non-
specialist [recorder] teachers is on-going,’ adding her view that a teacher with a little knowledge is 
better than no teacher at all.  (Findlow, 17.) 
43 ‘SRP: Rules.’ 
44 ‘The Teaching Test,’ RN 2, 16. 
45 ‘The Teaching Test,’ RN 1, 9. 
46 ‘The Teaching Test,’ RN 1, 9-10. 
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However, when it is remembered how new the recorder’s technique seemed to be to 

the pioneers of the 1930s, how few people in England could play it well, and how 

little recorder repertoire was actually available, it can be seen that the SRP were doing 

their utmost to raise the standard with the limited resources that were available. 

 

On the other hand, it is also instructive to compare the SRP’s test with that of the 

Bamboo Pipers’ Guild, which set more stringent standards.  By 1936 the examination 

for a full teacher’s qualification required the candidate to make a tenor pipe; to 

conduct a fifteen-minute lesson in three-part playing with a group; to play in four keys 

on the treble pipe; to show proficiency on the alto, tenor and bass pipes; and to write a 

short ‘Teaching Method’ paper.47  Passing the Journeyman test—which entitled one to 

call oneself a qualified piper but not a teacher—entailed making a treble and alto pipe 

on the spot, without help.  The pipes had to have a clear tone, exact pitch and neat 

craftsmanship.  Further, the candidate had to exhibit musical phrasing, tonguing and a 

feeling for mood and tempo in a simple sight-read melody.48  In the year 1936-37, out 

of six entries for the Advanced Pipers’ Guild test, there were no passes,49 while of the 

thirteen candidates for the Journeyman test in 1938-39, only seven passed.50   

 

Ten candidates passed the first SRP Teachers’ Test in 1938.51  They give an insight 

into the nature of the more serious recorder players of the time.  For example, both 

Carol Bottle and Margaret Donington were trained teachers.  Donington and Roger 

Tomalin came from the Haslemere enclave.  Max Champion had learned flute with 

Hunt’s former teacher, Albert Fransella, and had played semi-professionally with 

Hunt since 1934.52  Gladys Evans and Joan Fox had attended Hunt’s TCM recorder 

classes for several terms,53 while Hunt’s sister, Enid Hunt, went on to work devotedly 

on behalf of the recorder all her life.54  Somewhat surprisingly, Carl Dolmetsch also 

took the test.  Not only was he one of the examiners, he was generally accepted as 

being the best recorder player in England at the time.  Possibly he felt that he needed 

                                                
47 Margaret James, ‘Editor’s Notes,’ PT 2.1 (1936): 3. 
48 James, PT 1.2, 14. 
49 James, ‘Report of the Year 1936-37,’ 7. 
50 James, ‘Editor’s Commentary,’ PT 3.5, 1-6. 
51 ‘The Teaching Test,’ RN 1, 9. 
52 Albert Fransella (1866-1934) was a virtuoso flautist.  He was born in Amsterdam, but spent his 
professional career in England. 
53 TCM Students’ Registers, Nos. 28 and 29. 
54 ‘Enid Hunt,’ Obituary, The Recorder Magazine 23.1 (2003): 33. 
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to sit the test because he believed that if one is a good player, it does not necessarily 

follow that one is a good teacher.  Perhaps, in view of his unorthodox upbringing, he 

felt the need to gain a formal qualification.  Alternatively, maybe he was simply 

‘leading from the front.’ 

 

The second Teachers’ Test, held in July 1939, yielded five successful candidates, 

including Nathalie Dolmetsch, Carl’s sister.55  Of the others, Mrs Mildred Bosanquet 

had attended Hunt’s TCM classes for several years,56 Miss Marjorie Gabain had 

played the recorder twice on television in 1939, accompanying performances of 

‘Nancy’s Puppets,’57 and Edith Schragenheim was the wife of Walter Schragenheim, 

a German immigrant recorder player. 

  

Despite the SRP’s efforts to instil a sense of responsibility into recorder teachers, the 

notion of the instrument as a ‘simple’ one had already taken hold.  Just as Hunt and 

Voss—with good intentions—had placed the recorder below orchestral wind 

instruments, so other recorder enthusiasts and teachers encouraged what may be 

considered a less-than-professional approach to its playing.  As early as 1931, Robert 

Donington’s advice for potential recorder players suggested that the recorder did not 

require the same sustained and disciplined practice as other high-art instruments.  He 

wrote: 

 
The actual learning of the instrument is best started with three or four lessons from a competent 

player: it is possible to dispense entirely with lessons, as the fingering can be learnt from the 

tablature alone; but it is very much better to have some lessons, so that the actual method of 

producing and controlling the tone can be clearly understood.  After this all else depends on the 

gifts and application of the player.   

 

A complex cross fingering is used; it is however readily learnt and soon becomes second 

nature… The chief difficulties are to play in tune, and to sustain the tone evenly.  A pure and 

steady tone comes with practice: ten to fifteen minutes each day will soon make all the 

difference.  Pure intonation requires careful and constant listening; but as one becomes used to 

                                                
55 ‘The Teaching Test,’ RN 2, 16.  Nathalie Dolmetsch’s main instrument was the viola da gamba. 
56 TCM Students’ Registers, Nos. 28 and 29. 
57 H.M. Wright, 21. 
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playing a part in consort, so the power develops of playing well in tune and of forming a good 

ensemble.58   
 

Few other serious music students would have been expected to practise for only 

fifteen minutes each day, or would have been encouraged to use ensemble playing as 

the main means of technical practice.  However, the spirit of Donington’s advice was 

re-inforced for years by recorder teachers who failed to link lack of technical work 

with lack of technical skill.59  As John Manifold wrote in 1950, ‘Despite its 

popularity, the descant is seldom well played…People play “by ear” or in the “camp-

fire sing-song” style, with all the faults of the untaught.’60  This was not surprising 

given his suggestion that in order to ‘get the most out of [one’s] instrument at the 

earliest possible stage, there is nothing like joining a class,’ advocating a fortnight’s 

work to ‘get the first octave in shape’ after which quartets might be formed.’61   

 

At least until the 1960s, most amateurs and children in England learned the recorder 

without focused individual instruction.62  In an attempt to circumvent the lack of 

teachers and time during the 1930s and in subsequent decades, group instruction 

became the norm.  For example, one way of helping recorder players to improve their 

playing was to conduct massed playing, called ‘blow-ins,’ at each meeting of the 

SRP.63  They were peculiarly English exercises: there was nothing comparable on the 

Continent.64  Hunt wrote of them, ‘In this way nervous players have been encouraged 

by not being exposed.  They have been helped along by the more experienced and 

efficient players,’ while still contributing to the overall effect.65  Carl Dolmetsch 

maintained that massed playing helped to raise the playing standard, particularly when 

the Honorary Musical Directors took the lead,66 the implication being that an 

                                                
58 R. Donington (1931): 10. 
59 In 1983 Donington conceded that with such a fast recorder revival, standards of playing were 
‘unavoidably diluted.’  However, he suggested that the advantages of having a wider basis of 
comparison with other players were ‘much greater than the drawbacks.’  (R. Donington (1983): 43.) 
60 John Manifold, ‘The Recorder: Part 3.  Choosing an Instrument,’ The Canon 3.10 (1950): 569. 
61 J.S. Manifold, ‘The Recorder: Part 4.  The Recorder Class and Repertoire,’ The Canon 3.11 (1950): 
624-5. 
62 See R. Ehrlich (1993): 8. 
63 See Appendix 12 for the reports of such playing in the early meetings of the SRP.   
64 Barbara Praetz, ‘Conversation with Brian Bonsor,’ The Recorder: Journal of the VRG 2 (1985): 5. 
65 Hunt, Notes, Speech (c.1980): 71; Ferguson, 14.  Years later, Miles Tomalin suggested that small 
groups were better for learning: in a large group the individual’s subtleties and faults could not be 
heard easily, and the sense of being dispensable could dilute the feeling of worthy contribution.  
(Tomalin, 273.) 
66 Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 73. 
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experienced conductor at the front gave the ‘blow-in’ some of the advantages of a 

group lesson. 

 

In July 1939, The Recorder News’ editorial noted that the standard of the massed 

playing had already improved although it was conceded that the Teachers’ Test may 

have had something to do with it.67  And Hunt, recalling those years, suggested 

another advantage to massed playing: ‘I don’t suppose there is any precedent for this, 

but those players knew their Holborne, Ferrabosco, Dowland and Byrd.’68 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 19: Massed playing at an SRP meeting, 1939.  Carl Dolmetsch is conducting.  Edgar 
Hunt is playing in the front row, fifth from the left.69 

 

In helping even the beginners to play consort music, the SRP must have also played 

an important part in educating an audience for early music.  After the war the groups 

grew ever larger, so that by the early 1950s they could include several hundred 

players, still with an eminent recorder player conducting at the front.70   

 

Besides the perceived benefits outlined above, massed playing gave recorder players 

the experience of being part of a large-scale endeavour; of being able to make a 

massive sound.  Through the SRP the recorder could provide amateurs with 
                                                
67 Stephanie Champion [?], Editorial, RN 2, 3. 
68 Hunt, Notes, Speech (c.1980): 71. 
69 Photograph by Elizabeth Hunt, EHH.  First published as ‘The Society of Recorder Players at 
Kemsing,’ RN 2, 28. 
70 Manifold, ‘The Recorder: Part 4,’ 624. 
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practically any musical experience that they might want, well beyond that of only 

participating in early consort music.71  However, massed playing meant that in-depth 

work on a piece was impossible,72 a problem that also affected children whose 

recorder activities were conducted in the classroom, and one which has not yet been 

resolved.73 

 

Another way of raising standards was to hold summer schools.  In 1938 Hunt was 

invited to the office of Mr Fairfax Jones, the Secretary of the Federation of Musical 

Competition Festivals, to discuss the work of the Federation and also the work of the 

summer schools, which the Federation organized to reinforce the work and high 

standards of the local competitions.74  Mainly through its appearance in schools, the 

recorder had begun to figure in a number of festivals up and down the country, and 

Fairfax Jones reportedly thought that a summer school would help to set standards 

both for the players and for the adjudicators, most of whom had yet to learn what a 

recorder could do.75  ‘An invitation for ‘Recorders under Edgar Hunt’ was issued for 

that year’s course, which catered for 100 students in total under the general direction 

of Dr Thomas Armstrong.  There were three other sub-courses: madrigal singers, 

accompanists and conductors.76  The British Federation of Music Festivals brochure 

for the summer school stated: 

 
Owing to the growing popularity and increasing recognition of the Recorder, or English Flute, 

as a serious instrument for chamber music, it has been decided to hold the first Summer School 

for recorder players, to give them an opportunity for studying this instrument for a whole week 

                                                
71 For example, in Little Gaddesden (Hertfordshire), the 1939 Mid- and West Hertfordshire Festival 
included entries with recorders ‘much to the fore’ in chamber music groups, in the folk-dance bands 
and in the orchestras.  (Heathcote, RN 2, 20.)  An official SRP Recorder Orchestra was not formed, 
however, until 1973.  (See Dennis A. Bamforth, ‘The Recorder Orchestra—Part 1 (the History), The 
Recorder Magazine 13.2 (1993): 50.) 
72 See R. Ehrlich (1993): 10. 
73 In 2002 the BBC Music Magazine reported an Economic and Social Council survey of British 
children that revealed: ‘The enforced learning of the descant recorder, far from sowing the seeds of 
lifelong musical passion, has precisely the opposite effect… who would have guessed that forcing 40 
kids to blow “Three Blind Mice” in not-quite-unison through a gunged-up plastic tube at a pitch and 
volume well beyond the pain threshold would put them off music for life?’  (Richard Morrison, ‘Why 
kids don’t want to play recorders,’ BBC Music Magazine (September 2002): 22.) 
74 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 68 (Insert). 
75 Hunt, Notes, 7. 
76 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 68 (Insert).  Dr Herbert Middleton taught the madrigal singers, Gerald 
Moore led the accompanists’ workshops, and James Robertson taught the conductors. 
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under the experienced guidance of Edgar H. Hunt… The Summer School being for concerted 

work, no individual tuition will be given.77 
 

The inclusion of the recorder in the summer schools with other mainstream musical 

groups—an inclusion endorsed, indeed instigated, by the authorities of the official 

festival movement—was undoubtedly a sign of the instrument’s acceptability on a 

wider scale than before.  The wording of the advertising brochure suggested strongly 

that the establishment of the foundation of the recorder movement was complete.  The 

instrument was here to stay.   

 

Hunt led the first three summer schools before he was called up for full-time military 

duty.  They served several purposes besides that of technical work, including 

providing fellowship and motivating players.  Hunt wrote: 

 
I believe strongly that a week’s course, such as is offered by…Summer Schools, is invaluable to 

anyone studying an instrument, or trying to learn a language.  There one can completely 

concentrate for about six or more hours per day in the company of like-minded students, with 

bed and board provided and where one need not read a newspaper or worry about public 

transport—an ideal way to charge one’s musical batteries for the coming year.78 

 

The first summer school that recorder players attended was held for a week from 28 

July 1939 at Downe House School for Girls, set in the Berkshire woods.  ‘A more 

perfect setting for a musical holiday it would be hard to imagine,’ wrote one 

participant: ‘Everything was splendidly organized and the delightful grounds, the 

tennis courts and the swimming pool (and the cricket pitch) were at the disposal of 

everyone.’79  Participants could be collected at Newbury Station, there were garage 

facilities for those with a car, everyone had a separate bedroom and a stall sold music, 

cigarettes, confectionary and newspapers throughout the week.80   

 

                                                
77 ‘The First Summer School for Recorder Players,’ Advertising Pamphlet (London: The British 
Federation of Music Festivals, 1938), EHH. 
78 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 69 (Insert). 
79 ‘E.W.V.,’ ‘The Recorder Summer School at Downe House,’ RN 2, 14. 
80 ‘The First Summer School for Recorder Players.’ 
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In common with that of the Pipers’ Guild, the summer school for recorders became an 

annual event throughout the war, although the first one was undoubtedly an 

experiment.81   

 

 

Plate 20: Recorder players at the first 
summer school, Downe House, 1939.82 

 

 

 

 

Nineteen recorder students—some of 

them beginners—attended in 1939 

and included participants from 

Cornwall, Scotland and two from 

South Africa.83  The daily routine 

began with a recorder class with 

pianoforte accompaniment in the 

gymnasium under Hunt’s tutelage.  Only two of the class did not play treble recorder.  

The afternoons were free for recreation, group playing or private practice.  After 

dinner everyone participated in massed singing of Purcell’s ‘O Sing unto the Lord’, 

Bach’s ‘God’s Time is Best’, Brahms’s ‘O Rend the Heavens,’ and the Wedding 

Chorus from ‘In Windsor Forest’ by Vaughan Williams,84 a sound mixture of early 

and English music, and music from the German canon.  At the end there was a 

concert, which was reported by ‘E.W.V.’ (Elizabeth Hunt, née Voss): 

 
The great test came with the concert…with which the School always ends.  The recorder players 

realized the importance of making a good impression as they were introducing the instrument to 

many who had never heard it before.  Mr. Hunt insisted that all the class should play, the 

beginners joining in where possible, in order to show what had been achieved during the week.  

                                                
81 After the School was over, ‘E.W.V.’ wrote, ‘There is every reason to hope that the Recorder Summer 
School will become an annual event,’ suggesting that it had been established with a view to 
ascertaining players’ interest and success before the Federation of Music Competition Festivals 
committed part of its yearly budget to the enterprise.  (‘The Recorder Summer School,’ 16.) 
82 From EHH.   
83 ‘E.W.V.,’ ‘The Recorder Summer School,’ 14; Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 69 (Insert). 
84 ‘The First Summer School for Recorder Players.’ 
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When their turn came, they went on to the platform and under Mr. Hunt’s firm and steadying 

beat they played the “Air” and “Gigue” from the Mattheson Sonata…without betraying their 

nervousness too much!85 

 

 

 
     Plate 21: At the Downe House Recorder Summer School, c. 1939.  Edgar Hunt is conducting.86 

 

The school and the concert were an excellent example of Hunt’s success in achieving 

his aim as stated in his editorial of the first Recorder News:  ‘…to help my fellow 

recorder enthusiasts to get as much enjoyment as possible from their recorder playing 

and to gain new recruits for the instrument.’87  They were also good marketing 

opportunities.  The report in The Recorder News declared, ‘much interest in the 

recorder was shown by those attending the other schools and they were undoubtedly 

impressed with what Mr. Hunt had achieved in so short a time.’88  The recorder 

students themselves were also very happy with their week, and at the end of the 

course they presented Hunt with an Eversharp pencil as a token of their 

appreciation.89 

                                                
85 ‘E.W.V.,’ ‘The Recorder Summer School,’ 15. 
86 From EHH.   
87 Hunt, Editorial, RN 1, 2. 
88 ‘E.W.V.,’ ‘The Recorder Summer School,’ 16. 
89 ‘E.W.V.,’ ‘The Recorder Summer School,’ 16. 
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The second Recorder Summer School at Downe House was held, despite the war, 

from 27 July 1940.90  About 130 people gathered for the School, including the 

Chamber Music players—who previously had held their own school at Bangor—

under the Menges String Quartet; conductors and accompanists under Dr Thornton 

Lofthouse; madrigal singers under Reginald Ward; and recorder players, numbering 

twelve, under Hunt.91  Despite war-time travel problems, five students came from 

Scotland.  Indeed, one of the Scottish students had reportedly written to Hunt before 

the school, ‘I’ll be there even though the heavens are falling,’ to which Hunt had 

replied, ‘Hitler permitting, the School will be held.’92  The summer-school group 

studied works by Telemann, Mattheson and Handel, as well as Christopher Edmunds’ 

Miniature Suite for descant, treble and tenor, which had been published by Schott’s 

exactly one year earlier in July 1939.93  As an exercise in excellent publicity, it was 

considered to be a success by ‘One Who was There’ who wrote, ‘[Hunt] revealed the 

true beauty of the recorder and showed how well it blends with other instruments.  

Many people in the audience were not previously acquainted with the recorder and so 

it was lucky that they had this opportunity of hearing Mr. Hunt.’94 

 

As a musical counter to the miseries and struggles of the war, the second summer 

school was also successful.  It was reported, ‘For many people suffering from strain 

and anxiety this week, right away from the war atmosphere, gave them new 

strength.’95  A third summer school was held from 1-8 August 1941 and was likewise 

considered to be ‘a tribute…to the energy and skill of its organizers, and to the serious 

enthusiasm of the 190 students who, in spite of wartime difficulties, arrived for their 

week of hard work and enjoyment.’96  Twice as many students attended as in 1940, 

and the standard was higher.  Students worked on Mattheson and Croft sonatas, 

Moore’s Sarabande and Nicholas’ A Little Prelude, as well as the Andante for two 

treble recorders from Bach’s Fourth Brandenburg Concerto.97 

 
                                                
90 ‘By One Who Was There,’ ‘The Second Recorder Summer School,’ RN 3, 11. 
91 ‘By One Who Was There,’ 12.  At this time, Hunt’s age group had not yet been called up for war 
duties.  (Hunt, Notes, 7.) 
92 Edgar Hunt’s…News-Letter 2 (March 1940): 3-4. 
93 Schott, ‘Register of…Copyright.’ 
94 ‘By One Who Was There,’ 12. 
95 ‘By One Who Was There,’ 12. 
96 Dorothy Coates, ‘The Third Recorder Summer School,’ RN 4, 7. 
97 Coates, 7. 
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Despite the success of the Downe House summer schools, by the middle of 1940 it 

was evident that the SRP was becoming less able to continue to extend its activities or 

expand its numbers.98  There were still many groups operating but their opportunities 

for travel and for meeting had become severely restricted.  Reports from the Bristol 

and Bath groups, Merseyside, Middlesex, Norfolk and others all gave notice of 

reduced activities due to the ‘general dislocation of life.’99  Added to these problems, 

the fact that the SRP had a more even mixture of men and women than the Bamboo 

Pipers’ Guild—which seemed to be mainly made up of women, who were more often 

allocated to war work within England—must have had an effect on the way and 

degree to which each society could continue to function effectively.   

 

Despite the setbacks, recorder playing did continue.  Many reports from recorder 

groups gave such comments as, ‘We are doing our best to keep alive musically during 

this trying period in national history.’100  Individual players kept active and there were 

reports that even the absent members were still playing.101  The group at Hampstead 

Heath reported meeting regularly in spite of evacuations and disruption.102  In 1941 

the (third) summer school co-incided with the week that Hunt had home leave from 

his army training: he said, ‘I could not expect to be so lucky again.’103  Indeed, it was 

his last school for some time, as he was posted overseas later that year.  Together with 

Elizabeth Hunt, Dorothy Coates, a teacher from Berkhamsted, kept the summer 

schools alive until the end of the war.104  Because the SRP and The Recorder News 

were suspended from July 1941,105 many details of recorder group activities have 

been lost.  However, it was not only the war that affected the SRP.  The absence of 

Hunt himself must be counted as a factor, as must the extra-musical commitments of 

Carl Dolmetsch, who wrote to Grainger in 1941: 

 
I should have written to you long ere this but have been quite unable to keep pace with my 

correspondence in the face of the increasingly heavy amount of war work which we have been 

                                                
98 For example, see ‘Important Notice Regarding Annual General Meeting,’ RN 2, 4. 
99 Hales, RN 3, 15; Enid Hunt, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Bristol and Bath,’ RN 3, 13; Goldie, 
16; K. Slator, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Holt (Norfolk),’ RN 3, 14. 
100 A. Best, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Budleigh Salterton (Devon),’ RN 3, 13. 
101 J. Fox, 15. 
102 Helen Wilson, ‘Reports from Recorder Groups: Hampstead Heath,’ RN 3, 14. 
103 Hunt, Notes, 7. 
104 Hunt, Notes, 7. 
105 Hunt, Notes, Speech (c.1980): 68. 
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doing at the workshops.  My musical and other activities are now crowded into the evenings 

while concerts, such as there are, take place mainly at week-ends.106 

 

Some recorder playing continued during the early 1940s with Walter Bergmann’s 

classes at Morley College.107  Hunt has acknowledged, ‘Recorder players owe 

Bergmann a great debt…for keeping recorder playing alive during [the war].’108  The 

SRP officially resumed its activities in 1946, with the first post-war journal being 

published a year later.109 

 

Given the different organizations such as the Council for the Encouragement of Music 

and the Arts (in Wartime) (CEMA) and the Entertainment National Service 

Association (ENSA) that were established early in the war to encourage music 

making amongst civilians and service men and women, the foundation of a similar 

national organization for the recorder movement may have staved off the lowering of 

the recorder’s status in the musical hierarchy during those—and subsequent—

years.110  Indeed, Hunt had advocated such an organization, writing: 

 
There is a great need for more practical encouragement for amateur recorder players.  The 

general standard of playing can only be raised by increasing the facilities for musical instruction 

and widening their scope.  There is most need for a central organization on a national basis to 

send out lecturers and teachers to inspire and encourage people to make their own music, 

however simply, and such a scheme would be of great cultural value.111 

 

Hunt went so far as to plan the logistics of such an organization, which would co-

operate fully with such societies as the Federation of Festivals, the Rural Music 

Schools, the English Folk Dance Society and the National Council for Social 

Service.112  Links were planned with University Extension Lecture schemes and other 

                                                
106 Carl Dolmetsch, Letter to Grainger (15 June 1941). 
107 Suzanne Cole, ‘ “Musical trail-blazing and general daring”: Michael Tippett, Morley College and 
early music,’ Michael Tippett: Music and Literature, ed. Suzanne Robinson (London: Ashgate, 2002): 
151; J.M. Thomson (1964): 156; A. Martin (2002). 
108 Hunt, ‘Walter Bergmann,’ 166. 
109 Edgar Hunt, Letter to Barbara Carroll (27 September 1946), from Mrs Barbara Carroll’s Papers, 
Privately held, Melbourne. 
110 CEMA was instigated by Walford Davies.  See Harvey Grace, 23.  Imogen Holst, a keen bamboo 
piper, was the official CEMA organiser for the south-west region of England from 1943, although she 
also was involved in the organization before that date. 
111 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 3-4. 
112 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 5. 
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educational authorities, as well as with music publishers in order to facilitate a good 

quantity and a high quality of recorder music.  The training of teachers for the 

movement would be part of the director’s work until there were enough competent 

‘sub-teachers’ to assist.113  Qualified teachers were to be given a certificate, which 

would be recognized by the Royal Society of Teachers and the Incorporated Society 

of Musicians.  In other words, Hunt clearly saw the benefits of the national recorder 

movement being placed within England’s larger musical and educational context, 

utilizing a professional standard of public relations.  Unfortunately, the National 

Organization did not eventuate.  It may well have positively affected the way in which 

the recorder was taught in England (and therefore also throughout the 

Commonwealth) after World War II, thereby making it a more acceptable instrument 

in the art-music world. 

 
5.2. The Recorder at Trinity College of Music (TCM) 

 

That the recorder did enjoy a degree of acceptability in the art-music world while it 

was achieving popularity is due in no small part to the fact that in 1935 TCM had 

employed Hunt as a recorder teacher.  This was a crucial moment in the recorder 

revival because it bestowed a degree of legitimacy, officially endorsing the 

instrument’s place in the tertiary sector of musical education and therefore, to some 

extent, within the larger musical sphere as well. 

 

Hunt’s work in teaching had begun slowly, gaining impetus as the recorder and its 

repertoire became more easily available.  His association with TCM in the role of 

flute teacher began in 1934, and, given the increasing focus on better teaching of all 

instruments, he conceived the idea of the recorder also being offered as part of the 

Trinity syllabus.  The School of Old Music114 at TCM came into being as a result of 

the work of the untiring and visionary Hunt; the philanthropic aims of the retired 

Major G.H. Benton Fletcher (1866-1944), who provided the rooms and harpsichords 

                                                
113 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 6. 
114 There are some discrepancies in the archival literature regarding the name of the new early music 
faculty.  Sometimes it is referred to as ‘The School of Old Music’ and sometimes ‘The School of 
Ancient Instruments.’  After World War II it was renamed the Department of Sixteenth- and 
Seventeenth-Century Music.  
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for the faculty; and the support of the College’s Board in the 1930s, under its 

Principal, Stanley Roper.115 

 

The College had originally been established by joining three church music societies, 

one of which had been founded specifically to restore and promote Plainsong.  

Respect for—and dedication to—early music was therefore inherent in the College 

from the beginning.116  In 1875 the College was incorporated under the title of Trinity 

College, London, having two main divisions: the Academical and the Choral.  The 

Academical Division ‘was empowered…to grant diplomas of efficiency in music, on 

examination,’ to male members of the Anglican Church (or any other church in 

communion with it), while the Choral Division included all the district associations 

and choirs in connection with the College.117  From 1877 women were allowed to sit 

the examinations as well.118  At the time, TCM was the only institution requiring 

educational qualifications in order for one to be awarded the Licentiate diploma and 

as such, recipients’ degrees were reportedly considered to be more prestigious than a 

Bachelor’s degree in music from Oxford or Cambridge.119  By the 1930s TCM had a 

long and respected history of music examinations. 

 

The College was aware that its reputation depended upon that of its teachers and the 

quality of its diplomas.  Its 1936 prospectus stated that it ‘has had the good fortune to 

secure the cordial co-operation of men whose undisputed eminence in their art, no less 

than the personal esteem in which they were held, was a convincing guarantee that, 

whatever they undertook, their work would be efficient and impartial.’120  Several of 

the eminent lecturers employed by TCM were involved in early music and/or school 

or adult education activities, including Edmund Fellowes, Frederick Bridge,  

                                                
115 Edgar Stanley Roper was the organist at St James’ Chapel Royal and the conductor of the Madrigal 
Society for some years, suggesting that his love of early music may have influenced his decision to 
support Hunt’s proposals for The School of Old Music.  (See Arthur M. Fox, ‘The Madrigal Society,’ 
AM 7 (1936): 164.) 
116 Rutland, 12. 
117 Rutland, 13. 
118 Rutland, 14. 
119 Rutland, 14. 
120 Calendar of Trinity College of Music, London, For the Year 1936 (London: TCM, 1935): xxiv. 
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J.C. Bridge, Frederick Niecks, Walford Davies, Hadow, Somervell, C. Kennedy Scott 

and Percy Scholes.121 

 

At first the College had catered for would-be professional musicians.  However, by 

the 1930s it had recognized that amateurs needed to be encouraged to attend, partly 

because they were now a highly visible section of the community, but also, no doubt, 

to boost numbers and therefore income for the College.122  The 1936 TCM Calendar 

stated that for non-professional players, music might prove to be a recreation, a 

consolation and an opening of doors to a wider spiritual experience.123  An 

advertisement for the College stressed its practical options for amateurs, stating, ‘The 

tuition and training of the College are arranged to meet the needs of the Amateur 

music student (as well as the Professional) at moderate cost.’124 

 

Amateurs were encouraged to enrol because of the range of subjects offered and the 

flexibility of courses.  By 1936 students could enrol for day or evening classes in one 

or many subjects and in a range of levels of expertise, and completed subjects could 

be counted towards a London University Degree.125  Instruction was offered in 

Composition, Harmony, Counterpoint and Canon, Fugue, Orchestration, Musical 

Form, Musical Rudiments, Musical History, Dictation, Conducting and Scoring for 

Brass Band, Military Band and the Theatre Orchestra, and also the Art of Teaching.126   

 

The College also catered for the listening public.  In 1922 TCM endorsed the 

statement: ‘Surely the future prosperity and advance of British Musical Art depends 

so largely upon the education of attentive and appreciative listeners.’127  In 1936 the 

aim of the College was encompassed in the statement: ‘While encouraging those 

                                                
121 See Rutland; various Calendars of Trinity College of Music, London; and Hunt (1998): 12.  
Dolmetsch had given lecture recitals with Professor Niecks during the 1890s. 
122 While the Guildhall School of Music was founded in 1880 by the City of London Corporation 
specifically to provide training for amateurs, and it offered evening classes ‘to suit City daytime 
workers,’ its fees were so high as to preclude many workers from taking advantage of its opportunities.  
(Hughes and Stradling, 48.) 
123 Calendar of TCM…1936, xxiv. 
124 ‘Trinity College of Music,’ Advertisement, AM 6 (1936): 143. 
125 Calendar of TCM…1936, 1.  
126 Calendar of TCM…1936, 2. 
127 The Jubilee brochure of 1922, quoted in Rutland, 28.  Original italics. 
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especially gifted, it is hoped to raise gradually the whole standard of musical taste and 

multiply the army of music lovers, appreciative listeners.’128 

 

The most popular performance subjects in the year 1935-36 ranged from pianoforte 

(for which there were eighteen teachers); solo singing and voice production (eleven 

teachers); violin and viola (eight teachers); through to organ, elocution, violoncello, 

and piano accompaniment.  In contrast, there was just one teacher each for the double 

bass, the harp, flute and piccolo, oboe, clarinet, timpani and side drum, and other 

orchestral instruments.  Chamber music, sight singing and sight reading also required 

but one teacher each.129   

 

Ostensibly, this list looks as though it could have been produced from a nineteenth-

century prospectus, focusing, as it did, mainly on the piano, the violin and singing.  

What set it apart was the final entry in the list of teachers in which it was stated that 

‘The Recorders (English Flute: Flûte à Bec: Flauto Dolce: Blockflöte) [would] be 

taught by Edgar Hunt, F.T.C.L., L.R.A.M.’130  The recorder classes would ‘provide 

opportunities for ensemble in a Consort of Recorders together with instruction for 

both beginners and advanced students.’131  In order to explain how the instrument 

appeared in the TCM Calendar it is necessary to discuss the activities of Major 

Benton Fletcher. 

 

In the early-twentieth century, Benton Fletcher, an early music enthusiast who was, in 

the patois of the time, ‘bats about harpsichords,’132 had (in his own words) ‘set 

himself the task of helping to bring back the harpsichord to its rightful place, both in 

the orchestra and as a solo instrument.’133  In order to achieve this he ‘collected 

several…rare but fascinating eighteenth-century London-made harpsichords and was 

anxious to place them at the disposal of musicians—amateur and professional—

including the younger composers.’134 

                                                
128 Calendar of TCM…1936, xxiii. 
129 Calendar of TCM… 1936, 3-5. 
130 Calendar of TCM…1936, 6. 
131 Calendar of TCM…1936, 6. 
132 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001). 
133 Major G.H. Benton Fletcher, ‘Old Devonshire House: The New Music Centre,’ AM 3.2 (January-
March 1939): 41. 
134 Benton Fletcher (1939): 41. 
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In 1932 he had opened his home, Leighton House, to those students who wanted to 

study the old composers in their own medium, especially the Tudor composers and 

Bach and his contemporaries.135  Few people came initially, but the Major’s collection 

grew and he realized that he needed more room, not only to house his many keyboard 

instruments but also to make them as accessible as possible in a suitable atmosphere 

for lovers of old music to study and practise.136  Also, having students playing his 

harpsichords was an excellent way of keeping the instruments in good order.137  To 

these ends, early in 1934 he purchased Old Devonshire House at 48 Devonshire Street 

(later renamed Boswell Street), Bloomsbury.138  By the end of the year, having bribed 

the protected tenants to leave, Benton Fletcher proclaimed, ‘Henceforth, Old 

Devonshire House is to be the permanent home for the kind of music hitherto 

neglected by our schools and colleges.’139  Friends were invited to sit at the long oak 

table in the kitchen to sing madrigals in a similar manner to evenings spent at the 

Kasseler Musiktage at which Hunt had met Herwig.  The Major was more than a keen 

amateur, however: he had the means and the knowledge to find and maintain superb 

original instruments, entirely in keeping with the best interests of the early music 

revivalists.140 

 

Throughout 1934 and 1935, Benton Fletcher’s main aim was to encourage 

instrumental tuition.  Through The Amateur Musician an offer was made to 

keyboardists: ‘Major Benton Fletcher will give lessons on harpsichord and virginals… 

Students may practise for sixpence an hour.’141  Anyone who was ‘genuinely 

interested’ was welcome.  At that stage there were only three instruments available for 

practice, but it did not matter as few people initially took up the offer.  Progress was 

slow because of the novelty of the scheme, and also, according to Benton Fletcher, 

because of the ‘apathy and incredulity of those who might have given 

                                                
135 Elizabeth Voss, ‘Harpsichords for the Amateur,’ AM 1 (1934b): 13. 
136 Benton Fletcher (1939): 41. 
137 Hunt, Interview (24 May 2002).  
138 Old Devonshire House had belonged to the Cavendish family, lovers of music and supporters of 
English musicians ‘while England maintained her high position in the musical world!’  (Benton 
Fletcher (1939): 39.) 
139 Benton Fletcher (1939): 41. 
140 Voss (1934b): 13; ‘Notes and News,’ AM 3 (1935): 71; Edgar Hunt, ‘A Centre for the Study of Old 
Instruments,’ Making Music, 12 (1950): 4. 
141 Voss (1934b): 13. 
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encouragement.’142  Gradually however, he made available more instruments.143  Old 

Devonshire House was open from 9 am - 9.30 pm on weekdays and 9 am - 6.30 pm 

on Saturdays.  These were times that were generous for those who had to earn a living 

and could play music only in their spare time: these were opening hours that suited 

amateurs.   

 

While it is obvious that Benton Fletcher was a true pioneer in his project, in common 

with Hunt, he was a product of his time: he believed that by encouraging amateur 

players, early music could re-enter the professional sphere as well.  Although he did 

not have Arnold Dolmetsch’s creative marketing flair, he was providing amateurs 

with an affordable opportunity for a practical approach to early music.  Hunt, who had 

learned of Benton Fletcher through Voss’s article in the first Amateur Musician, and 

befriended him, decided that in Old Devonshire House there was a chance for him and 

other recorder enthusiasts to play with harpsichord accompaniment, recreating a 

sound world that up till then had been almost exclusively in the domain of the 

Dolmetsch enclave.144  The Major and Hunt therefore negotiated that for an extra 

sixpence, recorder students might join in.145  These enthusiasts formed the core of the 

first on-going recorder class in England in the twentieth century, instigated and led by 

Hunt.  By the end of 1934, Hunt was holding weekly evening recorder lessons at Old 

Devonshire House.146  No record of this activity seems to exist except in the memory 

of those involved.  How many came and to what level they played must be the 

subjects of conjecture.  However, as Hunt’s recorder classes at Old Devonshire House 

eventually moved to TCM,147 the significance of the classes and their offshoot at the 

College cannot be over-estimated. 

 

Hunt’s first recorder class at TCM began in the Michaelmas Term in 1935.148  Hunt 

and Voss used articles and music supplements in The Amateur Musician to advertise 

the recorder.  These helped to raise awareness of the instrument among subscribers, so 

that when the official Trinity classes were advertised later in the year there was a 

                                                
142 Benton Fletcher (1939): 44. 
143 ‘Practice Studios,’ Advertisement, AM 7 (1936): 172. 
144 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001).  
145 Hunt, Interview (18 December 2001).  
146 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002). 
147 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
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larger market than that which Old Devonshire House alone could have provided.  The 

advertisement in the fourth issue of The Amateur Musician stated that both beginners 

and advanced players would be welcome, and that the focus, besides tuition, would be 

ensemble music.149 

 

The recorder classes were held in the evenings to enable more people to come after 

their workday.150  TCM had made it clear that there had to be enough students to 

justify the expense of Hunt’s fee and the risk that it was taking, stating, ‘The…classes 

will be formed only if sufficient entries are received.’151   

 

 
 

 
Plate 22: Advertisement for recorder 
classes at Trinity College of Music, 
London, 1935.152 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In that first term, Hunt had nineteen students, including Elizabeth Voss.153  Five of 

Hunt’s students paid for individual tuition as well as the classes, while two students 

took individual lessons only.154  There were at least twelve women.  Only five of the 

class did not continue for the next term, which suggests that Hunt’s teaching was well 

received.  The first term (Lent) of 1936 saw eighteen students learning recorder from 

Hunt through the College.  This leapt to twenty-five students the following term 

(Summer) of whom fourteen had been in the inaugural class two terms previously.155   

                                                
149 ‘Trinity College of Music: Recorder Classes,’ Advertisement, AM 4 (1935): 89. 
150 Hunt, Interview (24 May 2002). 
151 TCM Calendar…1936, 10.  It should be noted that other classes such as Harmony, Senior Pianoforte 
playing, Senior Violin playing and Conducting were also run subject to sufficient enrolment numbers. 
152 From AM 4 (July-September 1935): 89. 
153 TCM Students’ Register, No. 28.  There was a limit of six students in piano, violin, sight reading 
and sight singing.  (TCM Calendar…1936, 10.) 
154 TCM Students’ Register, No. 28. 
155 TCM Students’ Register, No. 28. 
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There is no record in the student registration books in the TCM archives of any 

student learning harpsichord or viola da gamba.  Benton Fletcher was an early 

keyboard specialist and it might have been expected that his influence would have 

enabled harpsichord lessons to be established at the College.  While there is no doubt 

that Hunt would have welcomed keyboard classes at Trinity, he obviously argued 

strongly for the recorder class.  As he stated to the TCM Board, thanks to his imports, 

recorders did not cost very much; unlike the harpsichord, many students could learn at 

the same time with just one teacher (himself); and there was inexpensive repertoire of 

‘Old Music for the Recorder’ from Germany available at Schott’s.156  Also, Hunt was 

continually bringing more English-held repertoire to light.157  After the initial music 

notation had been taught, Hunt used his own recorder methods in his classes, and 

later, he introduced music from the publications resulting from his research at the 

British Museum.158 

 

Students at TCM could study ‘The Recorders’ only in Divisions One and Two, that is, 

not to a professional level.159  One could learn the pianoforte, organ, violin, elocution 

and other musical skills from the very basic Division One to the highly advanced 

Division Four; and the double bass, harp, orchestral wind instruments and the timpani 

to Division Three.160  The fact that the recorder tuition was limited to beginners was 

an indication not of the level of Hunt’s playing, but almost certainly of the level of the 

students themselves.  However, three of the students who did not continue in the first 

term of 1936 later returned, so that by the Summer Term of 1936, it could be assumed 

that some of Hunt’s students were capable of playing at least intermediate-level tunes.  

To put this in perspective, judging by the available repertoire, in the entire country at 

that stage, there would have been very few people who could play the recorder with 

any expertise.  The music for all but the Dolmetsch family, Hunt and a few of their 

friends, needed to be very basic indeed. 

 

                                                
156 Emergency Meeting of the Board of Trinity College (17 December 1937), TCM Board Meeting 
Minutes (London: Unpublished, 1933-1939), TCMA. 
157 For example, see Appendix 8 for Hunt’s publications. 
158 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
159 Calendar of TCM…1936, 9. 
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In 1936-1937, recorder tuition was still available only in Divisions One and Two.161  

The Amateur Musician continued to advertise the recorder classes, and now had the 

full backing of the College.   

 
 

Plate 23: Advertisement in The Amateur 
Musician for Trinity College of Music, 
including recorders, 1938.162 
 

 
 

From the April-June 1938 issue 

onwards, the inside front cover 

contained a full-page advertisement 

for ‘Trinity College Diplomas, 

Chamber Music and Recorders’, 

which stated, ‘The revival of this 

old English instrument provides 

amateurs with a delightful and 

inexpensive medium for which 

there is an excellent and growing 

repertory.’163 

 

 

Meanwhile, from 1935 until 1937, further advertising of tuition at Old Devonshire 

House had attracted more students, but there were still so few that Hunt could see the 

whole project foundering for lack of the necessary administration to advertise 

effectively, collect fees and generally organize things.164  At that stage the Major 

himself was the ‘secretary,’ taking bookings and fielding enquiries.  This was no 

mean undertaking given his age, and the fact that he was constantly lending his 

harpsichords to schools and musical societies in London and further afield, as well as 

to the Bach Cantata Club, the Philharmonic, church choirs and even to Westminster 

                                                
161 Calendar of TCM…1937, 10. 
162 ‘Trinity College of Music: Diplomas, Chamber Music, Recorders,’ Advertisement, AM 2.7 (1938): 
inside front cover. 
163 ‘Trinity College of Music: Diplomas, Chamber Music, Recorders.’ 
164 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
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Abbey.165  Also, Hunt recalled that Benton Fletcher’s housekeeper sometimes forgot 

to collect the students’ fees and at times, ‘there was a bit of doubt whether [he] would 

get paid.’166 

 

In 1937 Hunt’s position as both flute and recorder teacher at TCM presented him with 

the ideal opportunity for him to approach the powers within the College to see if they 

might accept early music played with period instruments as being worthy of 

institutionalized study.  As he wrote, ‘If only Old Devonshire House could become a 

department of “Trinity,” there would be no calls on extra studio space at the College, 

and the clerical back-up could be provided by the College.’167  Moreover, Hunt 

himself would be assured of regular payment for his teaching.  He therefore 

introduced the Director of Studies, E. Stanley Roper, to Benton Fletcher.  A 

discussion and some correspondence took place, culminating in an Emergency 

Meeting of the TCM Board late in 1937 in which Benton Fletcher expressed his desire 

to affiliate his house to a College of Music, preferably Trinity.168  He would hand over 

Old Devonshire House and its contents to the National Trust and endow it with 

income from certain of his freehold properties, amounting to 600 pounds per annum, 

which money would be devoted to the upkeep of the internal accoutrements and 

provide for a curator.169  Thus, there was to be no expense to the College in rental or 

maintenance charges.  Benton Fletcher asked that his chief harpsichordist, Mr 

Hinchliffe, be included as a teacher, and agreed to loan a studio in an out-building of 

Old Devonshire House at a rental of forty pounds per annum.170 

 

The Board agreed to appoint a College Committee (including Benton Fletcher) that 

was entrusted with investigating the viability of the scheme, and which later could 

supervise and control the arrangement for tuition lectures and practice at the House.  

Just one month later, the College Committee recommended that ‘providing reasonable 

terms can be made with Major Benton Fletcher, the College should talk over the 

                                                
165 ‘Notes and News,’ AM 2.2 (1937): 44.  For example, in 1934 Benton Fletcher lent his 1762 single-
manual Schudi harpsichord to Westminster Abbey for a performance of the St Matthew Passion. 
166 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
167 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 60. 
168 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (17 December 1937). 
169 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (17 December 1937). 
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management of the teaching of old instruments at Old Devonshire House,’ with the 

following terms: 

 
1. That no rental be charged for a room to house a modern instrument (harpsichord). 

2. That until the necessity arises, provision for a Curator to be deferred and for the present 

arrangement in regard to this to continue. 

3. That the College is prepared to consider advertising, paying a suitable professor and 

buying a modern instrument.171 

 

The Major and his housekeeper were therefore to continue doing all the administrative 

work. 

 

At the next meeting a comprehensive financial statement of the scheme was instigated 

to show probable costs of the scheme,172 and two months later the Board agreed that: 

 
Subject to the necessary arrangements being made with Major Benton Fletcher, that the teaching 

of Old Instruments at Old Devonshire House be proceeded with as from Michaelmas Term, 

1938.  That Mr. Hinchliffe be appointed as teacher of the Harpsichord at Division III rate for 

new pupils of the School; but that he retains his present pupils and their full fees.173 

 

This resolution approved the first tertiary-based faculty in England to be dedicated to 

early music and its instruments.174  In conjunction with the on-going work of the 

Dolmetsch family and their students, which was helping to increase the acceptability 

of early instruments in the performances of pre-Classical music, Trinity’s new 

department gave official legitimacy to early music, early instruments, and their 

players at a time before the interest in and the use of such instruments had become 

truly widespread.175   

                                                
171 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (21 January 1938).  The modern instrument that was bought was 
presumably made by Dolmetsch.  (See Rutland, 56.) 
172 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (18 February 1938). 
173 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (11 March 1938). 
174 In 1913 the Berlin Hochschule had invited Wanda Landowska to establish a harpsichord class 
(Haskell (1988): 52).  However, Trinity College’s School of Old Music appears to have been the very 
first entire department to be entirely dedicated to early music.  It was certainly the first to award 
recorder diplomas.  (Robert Ehrlich, ‘Our Recorder Culture: a Pyramid Built on Sand?’ AmR 34.3 
(1993): 10.)  The recorder became fully assimilated into the Western European conservatoire tradition 
in the 1960s when a virtuoso with an international reputation—Frans Brüggen—taught the first 
recorder class in The Hague.  (R. Ehrlich (1991): 8.) 
175 Rutland, 34. 
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By tapping into a small, but apparently growing, market for students interested in 

period instruments, TCM could carve a niche for itself among the English tertiary 

music institutions as one that offered specialist tuition.  While the Board meeting 

minutes do not state any specific motive for agreeing to establish the new School of 

Old Music, once it became obvious that the financial risk to the College was not great, 

it must be assumed that Hunt and Benton Fletcher had argued their case persuasively. 

 

In July 1938 the Board again broached the subject of expenses to the College incurred 

by the new department.176  It was anticipated that they would be in the region of 150 

pounds annually, made up of salary payments to Mr Hinchliffe for his work as 

Temporary Registrar and for tuning the keyboard instruments, as well as for overhead 

costs such as heating and lighting.  By November the College solicitor had perused 

the draft lease that had been granted by the National Trust to the Friends of Old 

Devonshire House and had approved it, subject to indemnities being given by Benton 

Fletcher and the National Trust against expenses for repairs and other outgoings.177  It 

was expected that the estimated expenditure by TCM for the new department would 

be totally offset by its student fees.  Given that the College estimated outgoings of 

38,900 pounds in teaching, examinations and administrative costs for the short year 

from January to September 1939 on an income of just 39,114 pounds,178 it is no 

wonder that it was covering itself regarding taking on extra expenses.  In reality, it 

had very little financial flexibility at all. 

 

In order to market the enterprise, the College agreed to include references to Old 

Devonshire House in its normal advertising.  Also, to give the scheme wider publicity, 

a number of advertisements featuring Old Devonshire House and its College 

association would be placed in the carriages of the Central London and Piccadilly 

Underground Railways.179  A picture of one of the ‘ancient’ instruments would be 

included in these advertisements.  While keyboard instruments were the most 

photogenic representation of the new department, recorder playing and madrigal 

                                                
176 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (1 July 1938). 
177 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (4 November 1938).  The ‘Friends of Old Devonshire House’ was 
formed in 1938 as a result of the success of the thirty-three ‘Concerts of Old Music’ that had been held 
there since 1937.  Its members included many on the Board of TCM.  Only British artists were invited 
to perform at the venue.  (Benton Fletcher (1939): 44.) 
178 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (4 November 1938). 
179 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (4 November 1938). 
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singing were also included in the advertisements.180  Unfortunately, World War II 

would have a catastrophic effect upon the new enterprise. 

 

On 1 September 1939, with a declaration of war imminent and after strong debate 

over whether or not to close, it was decided that the teaching work of the College 

would carry on as long as it was deemed to be feasible.181  Although there was an 

initial reduction in student attendance, after three months of war the overall number of 

students had actually increased from 50 to 179, including 47 newcomers.182  As well, 

the choir numbers were enlarged by members of other choral societies that had been 

temporarily disbanded ‘for the duration.’183  TCM correspondence music courses were 

arranged and even some prisoners of war requested to join them.184  Everything 

possible was being done ‘to keep the language of music burning during [those] dark 

days… In spite of the heavy demands of national work, students found time to give 

regular and serious attention to their musical studies.’185 

 

The School of Old Music was not so lucky.  All evening classes at TCM were 

curtailed at the outbreak of the war, which spelled the end of Hunt’s recorder 

classes.186  At the end of September 1939, six months’ provisional notice was given to 

Benton Fletcher of the discontinuance of the College association with Old Devonshire 

House.187  Mr Hinchliffe, the harpsichord teacher, had already relinquished all claims 

to salary and had voluntarily given up the position of temporary Registrar and his 

allowance for repairs and tuning from the end of the Summer Term in 1939.188 

 

With difficulty, Benton Fletcher managed to acquire a lorry and enough petrol to 

move most of his instruments to safety outside London.189  Old Devonshire House 

was bombed during the Blitz, and all the instruments that had been left behind, 

                                                
180 Benton Fletcher (1939): 43. 
181 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (1 September 1939). 
182 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (24 November 1939).  These numbers do not include those who had 
joined exclusively for the orchestra (50) or either of the two choirs (110). 
183 Rutland, 35. 
184 Rutland, 35. 
185 Rutland, 35. 
186 Hunt, Notes, 48. 
187 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (29 September 1939). 
188 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (29 September 1939). 
189 Hunt (1950): 4.  The keyboards, without their stands, were taken to a barn in the country where they 
remained for the rest of the war.  (Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 60.) 
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including the chamber organs, were destroyed.190  The School of Old Music was 

resurrected after the war at another house that Benton Fletcher had bought specifically 

for the purpose.  After much effort and restoration of instruments the new 

‘Department of Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Music’ began early music classes 

again in 1947, with Hunt as its Head.  Although Benton Fletcher died before the war 

was over, he had left instructions in his will for his work to be carried on.191   

 

Besides his work with Benton Fletcher, Hunt had also convinced TCM to add the 

recorder to its external examination subjects.  The College was well known and 

regarded for its ‘local’ examination system, which it had administered in London and 

the English provinces in organ, pianoforte and singing since the late 1870s.192  So 

many people had clamoured to have their musical knowledge tested that the Royal 

Academy of Music and the Royal College of Music established local examinations in 

1881 and 1889, respectively.193  Trinity provided the model on which the then newly-

founded Guildhall School of Music based their examinations.194  In 1937 TCM 

sanctioned official examinations for the recorder.  Having its own syllabus within the 

respected Trinity examination system would have been a boost to the recorder’s 

credentials. 

 

Hunt had proposed the syllabus of ‘Examinations for Students and Teachers in 

Recorder Playing’ at the same Emergency Meeting at which the issue of associating 

Old Devonshire House with TCM had been raised.195  In response to the Board’s 

invitation to justify a recorder syllabus, Hunt stated that the recorder was already 

being taught at a number of schools throughout the country: it was in the school 

curriculum and was also taught at the Marylebone Training School for Teachers.  

Moreover, the new Society of Recorder Players, then just a few months old, had a 

                                                
190 Hunt (1950): 4. 
191 The National Trust contacted Edgar and Elizabeth Hunt in order to work out how to administer 
Benton Fletcher’s will, which provided that his instruments should be used by students and be kept in 
working order.  After the war the Hunts put the National Trust in touch with Dr Greenhouse Allt, the 
new Principal at Trinity College of Music, and this started the process of re-establishing the College’s 
early music classes.  (Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 61.) 
192 Rutland, 15. 
193 Rutland, 15. 
194 Rutland, 18. 
195 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (17 December 1937). 
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membership of 150.196  In connection with the wider recorder movement, he re-

iterated that Rural Music School teachers were sent from London to the country 

schools to train music teachers there.  Hunt therefore considered that besides 

examining students, a ‘Certificate for Teachers’ would be highly desirable.  The 

Board members asked about the availability of ‘Old Music’ for recorders.  Thanks to 

his work in uncovering repertoire, Hunt could reassure them that it was available ‘at 

London Publishing Houses and…it [was] not expensive.’197  Hunt undertook to refine 

the syllabus that he had already prepared and present it again at a later meeting.198 

 

Besides being pioneers in executants’ examinations, TCM was the first body 

committed to training and testing music teachers in order to raise the standard of 

teaching.199  Furthermore, in the late-nineteenth century, ‘Special Higher Musical 

Examinations for Women’ were instituted at TCM ‘in response to an increasing 

demand for a system of Certificates guaranteeing the musical proficiency of 

Governesses and other Female Teachers and practitioners.’200  Practically from its 

inception, TCM had considered the public registration as well as the technical training 

of music teachers to be important. 

 

Popular demand for Trinity certificates of proficiency in music suggested that at that 

time, customers were beginning to expect music teachers to be accountable.  As a 

result, amateur teachers were seeking qualifications, providing an expanding market 

for those offering such papers.  Partly as a response to the perception of England 

being an ‘unmusical nation,’ a bill—supported by Parry, Stanford, Sir John Stainer 

and Dr H.G. Bonavia Hunt, the founder of Trinity College—had been put to 

Parliament in 1881 that established the registration of teaching and ‘its bearing on the 

musical profession.’201  While it was not successful, the debate had been formally 

opened.  Finally, in 1912 an Act of Parliament formed the Teachers’ Registration 

Council, which enshrined the belief that music teachers should have the training and 

proficiency to be able to teach their subject competently.  Meanwhile, TCM had not 

waited for it to become compulsory and had expanded their work from 1902 on the 
                                                
196 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (17 December 1937). 
197 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (17 December 1937). 
198 Meeting Minutes, TCM Board (17 December 1937). 
199 Calendar of TCM…1936, xxii. 
200 Rutland, 15. 
201 This was Sir John Lubbock’s Bill.  (Rutland, 21.) 
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training of music teachers by establishing a series of weekly lectures on ‘The Art of 

Teaching’ by Warriner.202  Hunt attended these lectures as part of his course.203  By 

1936 the Royal Society of Teachers had accepted the Licentiate Teachers’ Diploma 

from Trinity College (LTCL) as satisfactory evidence for the purpose of 

registration.204 

 

Although there were no candidates for the diploma examinations before the war,205 

the fact that such tests existed at all demonstrated that the recorder had been 

recognized as being as legitimate as any of the orchestral instruments.  The syllabus 

was completed in 1939206 and covered the gamut of examinations from Junior to 

Diploma level. 207  While it appears that, in common with the SRP Teachers’ Test, the 

standard required was relatively low,208 it must be remembered that there was as yet 

no time-honoured standard by which it could be measured.  Despite this, the training 

and testing of music teachers was important for the recorder revival as it reinforced 

the idea that in order to teach, one should have training on how to play the instrument.  

The work that Hunt had done at TCM set the scene, to an extent, for the successful 

foundation of the SRP.  Many of the early students in Hunt’s recorder classes had 

gone on to teach the instrument to groups and individuals around the country.   

 
5.3. New art music for the recorder 

 

From 1938 new compositions written especially for the recorder also brought the 

instrument back into the English art-music world, albeit a slightly different one from 

the one within which Arnold Dolmetsch’s recorder playing had existed.  While they 

did not immediately or significantly contribute to the first phase of the mass revival in 

the 1930s, Mayes has commented that new compositions ‘must be seen as an 

                                                
202 In 1906 it was arranged through the London County Council that a few talented children from 
Council schools attend Saturday classes with Dr Warriner.  The children later learned from senior 
students of Trinity College under his direction, so that the teacher trainees gained experience under 
guided supervision.   
203 Hunt, ‘Edgar Remembers,’ 22-3. 
204 Calendar of TCM…1936, xx. 
205 Ferguson, 14. 
206 Hunt, ‘The Recorder Movement’ (c.1940): 3. 
207 Syllabus of Local Examinations for Wind Instruments and Harp.  Diploma Examinations for Wind 
Instruments, Harp and Conducting, Brass and Military Bands (London: TCM, 1940): 25-31, 47-8.  See 
Appendix 14 for details of the 1940 TCM recorder examination requirements. 
208 See Appendix 14. 
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important factor in [the recorder’s] twentieth-century renaissance.’209  Both Hunt and 

Manuel Jacobs (c.1910-1993)—who had attended Hunt’s Trinity recorder class in 

1938210—suggested that a singular focus on early music would be detrimental to the 

recorder movement, limiting it and denying it a future.211  Hunt wrote that the 

recorder ‘[would] not advance to take its full share of our musical life until recorder 

players become more familiar with modern music, and composers better acquainted 

with the capabilities of the [instrument].’212  Jacobs liked contemporary music but was 

dismissive of the Spielmusik, or ‘easy-to-play’ music from Germany that was being 

written for the amateur market.213  He called those who only played the instrument’s 

old music ‘stupid sentimentalists’ and claimed that talk of ‘lavender pasts’ and 

‘pseudo-Tudor houses’ put people off.214  It was Jacobs who brought the recorder to 

the notice of ‘the younger British School’ of composers,215 encouraged not only by 

Hunt216 but also by Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

The central role of Carl Dolmetsch, in conjunction with Jacobs, in promoting and 

performing new recorder compositions is, without doubt, the single most important 

reason for the beginning of the recorder’s rise as a contemporary art instrument in its 

own right in England, relinquishing its need to rely solely upon old repertoire.  

Dolmetsch had stated his aim clearly in this regard in the first issue of The Recorder 

News: ‘to demonstrate the possibilities of the recorder as a virtuoso instrument on a 

par with the already accepted violin, flute or pianoforte.’217  Mayes writes, ‘What was 

most evident…was Carl Dolmetsch’s commitment, enthusiasm and determination to 

enhance the contemporary recorder repertory with good music.’218  In 1941 

Dolmetsch wrote, ‘‘It is a splendid thing for the recorder that new works are being 

written for it, because an instrument which has been well worth reviving and 

                                                
209 Mayes (2003): xxiii. 
210 TCM Students’ Register, No. 29.  See Appendix 12. 
211 Hunt, quoted in Ferguson, 13; ‘Terpander’ (1938): 654. 
212 Edgar Hunt’s…News-Letter 1, 4. 
213 Hunt (2002): 132. 
214 ‘Terpander’ (1938): 654. 
215 Programme for Carl Dolmetsch and Christopher Wood’s Recital (18 November 1939). 
216 Ferguson, 13; Hunt, Editorial RN 1, 3.  Mayes writes that Jacobs approached the English composers 
at Hunt’s suggestion.  (Andrew Mayes, ‘Carl Dolmetsch and the recorder repertoire of the twentieth 
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developing on its own merits must have a future literature to turn to as well as the 

masterpieces written in the past.’219 

 

Carl Dolmetsch was a professional player as well as laying claim to being the finest 

maker of recorders at that time.  These two roles made him fully aware of the 

possibilities and potential problems of the instrument.  Throughout the following 

decades he made numerous changes to the recorder, not only to increase the 

possibilities of playing old music more effectively, as mentioned in Chapter 2, but 

also in order to facilitate better playing of new compositions.  His work with 

composers and with the instrument itself demonstrated the place of the recorder 

revival in the broader British musical context.  Carl Dolmetsch’s organological 

innovations showed that the recorder was as capable of being adjusted to 

contemporary music requirements—including modern interpretations of old music—

as any other instrument. 

 

Initially, the SRP provided the main forum for newly composed recorder music to be 

explored.  Carol Bottle, who ran two SRP groups, seemed to be an important 

instigator of such activity.220  For example, in 1939 she introduced her players to 

original music by Cyril Scott, York Bowen, Harold Samuel, Imogen Holst, Stephanie 

Champion, Arnold Clibborn and Stuart Rhodes.221  Imogen Holst’s contribution was a 

short air, originally written for pipes,222 while Stephanie Champion had written 

Shepherd’s Tune for two trebles and a tenor.223  Thurston Dart, who subsequently 

became a valuable contributor to the world of recorders, as well as that of 

harpsichords and the broader early music movement, wrote original music for his 

group at Old Devonshire House.224  At an annual combined SRP meeting, Carl, Marie 

and Nathalie Dolmetsch premiered a Sinfonia for descant, treble and tenor recorders 

by Manuel Jacobs.  It was later described as being ‘well written for recorders… 

                                                
219 Carl Dolmetsch, Letter to Grainger (15 June 1941). 
220 Carol Bottle’s interest in new music for the recorder may well have been fanned by her involvement 
with The Pipers’ Guild. 
221 Bottle, ‘Tonbridge’ and ‘Warwick Avenue,’ RN 2, 22-3. 
222 Imogen Holst, ‘Air on a Ground (for pipes),’ Five Short Airs on a Ground For Pipes (London: J.B. 
Cramer, 1934).   
223 Shepherd’s Tune seems to have been first published in Stephanie Champion’s book, Simple Duets 
and Trios (London: Curwen, 1939). 
224 H.M. Wright, 21.  See also Thurston Dart, The Interpretation of Music (London: Hutchinson, 1954). 
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[but]…rather monotonous owing to its constant repetitions.’225  The following year, 

Jacobs’ Eclogue for three recorders226 was played twice at one meeting, Stephanie 

Champion writing, ‘We were allowed two hearings of [it] as the idiom was new and 

strange to many.  This piece will need careful study before it can really be 

appreciated; it should not be hastily condemned before it is known and the style 

assimilated.’227  Jacobs led the West London Recorder Group, which, besides playing 

Hunt’s arrangements of old English pieces by Gibbons, Weelkes, Youll and others, 

and the ‘exquisite madrigals,’ also attempted the ‘stream-lined’ Hindemith Trio, 

written in 1932.228 

 

Hindemith had composed his now-famous Trio for Recorders as part of a larger series 

of instrumental and choral works for the Plöner Musiktag, a scholastic music festival 

held in Plön, Germany.229  He composed it for himself and two friends230 and wrote of 

it, ‘I have tried it out with my recorder society, played it often, and found it worthy… 

It can also be played on flutes or any kind of woodwind, but it is nicest with 

recorders.’231  It combined the essential features of Hausmusik.  As Hindemith stated: 

 
The pieces allow, both in their layout and construction, for a lack of expertness in the players, 

and the teacher should not try to overcome it. To play pieces like this with the smooth brilliance 

of a highly-trained professional orchestra would be senseless, as it also would be to play them in 

the concert hall of a large town.232 

 

Most new German recorder music was much more technically simple than 

Hindemith’s Trio.  For example, in common with the earliest English recorder-revival 

compositions, Friedrich Ewald Müller’s Thema mit Variationen (1934) concentrated 

almost entirely upon tonic and dominant harmonies, simplistic melodies and stolid 

rhythms.233  The Trio therefore represents an early milestone in the new repertoire for 

                                                
225 ‘E.W.V.,’ ‘The London Contemporary Music Centre,’ RN 2, 14.   
226 Jacobs’ Eclogue was SRP Publication No. 8. 
227 S.C. [Stephanie Champion], ‘General Meetings: Jun 15th 1940,’ RN 3, 6. 
228 Jacobs, 20. 
229 Paul Hindemith, Trio from ‘Plöner Musiktag’ (Mainz: B..Schott’s Söhne, 1932).  It was written for 
recorders in D and A, but Hindemith authorized Bergmann to transpose it to conform to the English 
recorders in C and F for the English Schott’s in 1952. 
230 Walter Bergmann, Letter to the Editor, The Recorder and Music Magazine 1.5 (1964): 131. 
231 Selected letters of Paul Hindemith, Trans. and ed. Geoffrey Skelton (New Haven and London: Yale 
UP, 1995): 62. 
232 Geoffrey Skelton, Hindemith: The Man Behind the Music (London: Victor Gollancz, 1975): 101. 
233 See Friedrich Ewald Müller, Thema mit Variationen (Celle: Hermann Moeck, 1934). 
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both English and German recorder players, even though it was once described as ‘not 

showing Hindemith at his best.’234  It is important too, in that he apparently took 

particular care over the composition despite the speed with which he wrote it and his 

other works for the same festival.235  Unlike so much of the initial twentieth-century 

music written for recorders, it makes no compromises to ‘accessibility,’ and although 

it is tonal, it utilizes whole-tone patterns and dissonances that are found in his other 

works.  Hindemith did not perceive either the recorder or its players as inferior to 

those of the orchestral world, and for this reason he became an important role model 

for some of the first modern English composers who wrote for the instrument.236  The 

Trio was Hindemith’s only work for recorders, although his Schulmusik works of the 

late 1920s contain instrumental accompaniments in three unspecified parts that may 

have utilized recorders.237  Despite the fact that ‘the score tempted’ Jacobs’ recorder 

group,238 the impact of the Trio on the recorder’s revival in the 1930s was relatively 

small, not least because the piece was originally written for descant recorders in A and 

a treble in D: ‘instruments which were perfectly normal in Germany at the time,’ but 

which gave problems to English players who played recorders in C and F.239   

 

Until 1939 there was almost no new English music written for the recorder that was 

easily available to amateurs.  Mayes lists Air and Minuet for three recorders written 

by Rudolph Dolmetsch in 1928 and Arnold Dolmetsch’s Fantasy, Ayre and Jigg.240  

Unfortunately, Rudolph Dolmetsch’s composition apparently was not brought to 

wider attention until 1992,241 while Arnold Dolmetsch’s work could have had an 

effect upon amateur players only when it became accessible through the SRP 

publication of it in 1938.242  In his 1929 oratorio, A Prophet in the Land Op. 21, 

Robin Milford (1903-1959) included an interlude for recorder and keyboard.243  As 

                                                
234 ‘E.W.V.,’ ‘The London Contemporary Music Centre,’ 14. 
235 David Neumeyer, ‘Hindemith’s Recorder Trio: Sketches and Autograph,’ AmR 17.2 (1976): 68. 
236 For example, Cyril Scott, Walter Leigh and Stanley Bate were associated with Hindemith. 
237 Neumeyer, 62. 
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239 Report upon Peter Thalheimer’s Lecture, ‘Hindemith Today, Observations regarding the 
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Mayes has stated, ‘It is very probably the earliest composition in a contemporary 

idiom for the recorder in British music,’244 but it was not a popular oratorio and did 

not benefit the mass revival in any significant way.245  In 1935 Dr Ernst Hermann 

Meyer, a German Jewish refugee, wrote a little Fantasia for recorder and drum 

(simulating the pipe and tabor), to be played by Edgar Hunt on the occasion of the 

broadcast performance of the Bristol University Madrigal Choir from the grounds of 

the Royal Fort in Bristol.246   

 

The SRP actively sought vibrant new recorder music from 1937, but it was not until 

1938, when Carl Dolmetsch and Manuel Jacobs began to encourage new music for the 

instrument and could give a guarantee of publicity, that young English composers 

began to write specifically for the recorder.  Ten respected composers wrote for the 

instrument, and Schott managed to publish several of their compositions before the 

difficulties of the war intervened.247  In November 1939 came the optimistic 

prediction: 

 
The foregoing will substantiate the view that an instrument like the Recorder, which can live 

with its own merits irrespective of age, will surely be given a future besides a distinguished past 

and present.  Other living composers who have already succumbed to its charm and possibilities 

include Hindemith, Benjamin Britten, Stanley Bate and Alan Rawsthorne.  The Recorder 

enthusiast now has something new to turn to and he may well be assured of more to come.248 

 

The first of the new pieces to be published was Lennox Berkeley’s Sonatina in three 

movements for recorder and piano, which arrived in Schott’s in October 1940.249  

Berkeley (1903-1989) had trained in Paris, and it has been said that his ‘instinct for 

precision and economy [was] most happily employed in smaller works such as the 

delightful sonatina for recorder and harpsichord.’250  The Times’ reviewer stated: 

 
                                                
244 Mayes (2003): 2.   
245 Milford’s A Prophet in the Land was first performed at the Three Choirs Festival at Gloucester in 
1931, and by the Royal College of Music in 1932.  (‘The Royal Collegian Abroad,’ The RCM 
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among other things, he settled in England in about 1934-1935. 
247 Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 70. 
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The melodic material for the wind instrument is happily conceived so that the whole effect is 

neat, piquant, and gay without seeming feather-brained.  Here, then, is something intrinsically 

charming in a modern idiom that neither imitates nor parodies the eighteenth century but picks 

up from it a tradition that had lapsed but can now go forward.251 

 

Westrup believed that Berkeley’s composition was the most successful of the works 

for treble recorder252 and Hunt described the piece as ‘technically difficult, but the 

player is not asked to do anything impossible… here [is] a worthy addition to the 

recorder’s repertory.’253  The publisher of the music, Schott, noted: 

 
This Sonatina by Lennox Berkeley is the first of a series of contemporary works for recorder (or 

flute) and piano which were written at the instigation of Mr. Manuel Jacobs, by Stanley Bate, 

Lennox Berkeley, Christian Darnton, P. Glanville Hicks, Walter Leigh, Alan Rawsthorne and 

Franz Reizenstein.  The Publishers are reluctantly obliged to delay publication of the complete 

series owing to the present emergency.254 
 

Darnton’s Suite was subsequently withdrawn as it was reportedly ‘the least 

satisfactory…and did not take into consideration the exact nature of the recorder.’255  

Although The Recorder News reported that Darnton quickly revised the music,256 it 

was not published.  Schott accepted for publication Stanley Bates’ and Peggy 

Glanville Hicks’ recorder compositions immediately upon their completion.  

However, because of the war, Bate’s had to wait until 1950 to be published,257 the 

final one of Schott’s list.258  Walter Leigh, who had studied with Hindemith, was 

killed in action before his Sonatina was published in 1944, the only recorder music to 

find its way into Schott’s shop that year.259  Peter Pope revised his Sonatina in 1948: 

it had been described as ‘rhythmically complex and attractive,’260 and it was finally 

                                                
251 ‘Week-End Concerts: Mr. Carl Dolmetsch,’ The Times (20 November 1939): 4, TTDA. 
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published the following year.261  Besides Christopher Edmunds’ 1939 Miniature Suite 

for recorder trio, already mentioned, he also wrote a one-movement Sonatina 

dedicated to Edgar Hunt, which was published by Schott in 1941.262 

 

On 1 February 1939, Carl Dolmetsch and Joseph Saxby gave their first Wigmore Hall 

recital.263  It was the first full-length solo recorder recital in modern English history 

and it ‘filled the Wigmore Hall to overflowing.’264  The ‘experiment,’ as it was called, 

became a successful annual event for many decades.265  In his review of the concert, 

Manuel Jacobs acknowledged the importance of such a performance in marketing and 

legitimizing the recorder, writing: 

 
The playing, by one who is as much a master of the recorder as M. Marcel Moyse is of the flute, 

makes criticism inadequate, as the critics themselves were the first to recognize… As for the 

prestige of the instrument, what had been for some time a wavering line suddenly shot to the top 

of the chart.  The recorder, it is true, had been given a new lease of life considerably prior to this 

concert.  What Mr. Dolmetsch did was to ensure that it would be a long lease.  On the following 

day recognition of the recorder, if not complete, was nevertheless considerably advanced, 

especially among those who did not actually play the instrument.  Mr. Dolmetsch made musical 

history.266 

 

The programme included works by Handel, Loeillet, de Senaillé, and Purcell: all of 

them had been played previously at Haslemere Festivals.  Also, at that time ‘lacking a 

modern virtuoso piece,’ Dolmetsch composed his own Theme and Variations in A 

minor.267  It was, wrote Jacobs (alias ‘Terpander’): 

 
…a glittering display of technical virtuosity in which everything that can possibly be done on 

the recorder is done.  Its chief merit surely lies in the encouragement it will give to the amateur 

recorder player, who will not consider his career complete without making at least one attempt 

                                                
261 Peter Pope, Sonatina (London: Schott, 1949). 
262 Christopher Edmunds, Sonatina (London: Schott, 1941). 
263 The partnership of Carl Dolmetsch and Joseph Saxby began in 1932.  They travelled extensively 
throughout the world, and gave countless recitals together. 
264 ‘Terpander’ [Manuel Jacobs], ‘Mr. Carl Dolmetsch’s Wigmore Hall Concert,’ RN 2, 11. 
265 The ‘Wigmore Hall Recitals’ were given twice in 1939, once in 1941, and then each year from 
1948-1989.  (Ross Winters, ‘The Dolmetsch Legacy: The Recorder Music Composed for Carl 
Dolmetsch, 1939-1989,’ Dolmetsch Online, <http://www.be-blood.demon.co.uk/cfdworks.htm> 
Accessed 14 May 2001.) 
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to scale these heights, and to the recorder movement as a whole, in which this new technique is 

vested. 268 

 

Unfortunately, the piece was not published until 2001,269 possibly because, even at 

that early stage of the recorder’s entrance into the new high-art world, Jacobs 

conceded that ‘the actual musical content is slight and the idiom by no means up to 

date.’270  However, an article in The Times paid more heed to the demonstration of 

Carl Dolmetsch’s virtuosity, suggesting that it placed the recorder in line to be 

considered at least as worthy as other instruments.  The concert was not only a 

milestone in the revival of the recorder, it said, but could be justified ‘on the broader 

ground of its musical significance.  It…asked, if it did not answer, the question 

whether the keyless recorder has not an equal musical capacity to that of the 

chromatic keyed Boehm flute… What Mr. Carl Dolmetsch has done is to use it as a 

medium for solo virtuosity.’271  Until the recorder and its player could be seen to be 

capable of possessing the full panoply of nineteenth-century executant ideals, the 

music would lag behind. 

 
By invitation, Carl Dolmetsch, Edgar Hunt and Joseph Saxby (on piano) premiered 

the works by Berkeley, Bate, Darnton and Pope at a studio meeting of the London 

Contemporary Music Centre on 17 June 1939, held at Robert Mayer’s home in St. 

John’s Wood, London.272  The concert was described as ‘a landmark in the history of 

the recorder… Mr. Carl Dolmetsch and Mr. Edgar Hunt shared the honours of the 

evening, and the difficulties of the works gave full scope to their expert powers.’273  

The Daily Telegraph and Morning Post critic, J.A. Westrup, a Dolmetsch supporter, 

was aware of Carl’s changes to the instrument and gave the optimistic view that the 

recorder was now able to serve modern composers as it was ‘finally mechanically 

perfect.’274  He continued: 
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Not all the composers represented in Saturday’s programme had thoroughly grasped either the 

character or the technique of the instrument.  But the concert as a whole proved a serious 

intention to establish and justify the relationship between this seductive instrument and the 

music of our time.275 

 

In November of 1939, Carl Dolmetsch’s second solo recorder recital was held at 

Wigmore Hall, one of the first concerts to be held in London after the authorities had 

relaxed the evening-travel restrictions imposed at the outbreak of war.276  Besides the 

Baroque repertoire by de Caix d’Hervelois, François Couperin, Handel and Telemann, 

Dolmetsch and the harpsichordist, Christopher Wood, performed Berkeley’s Sonatina 

once more.  The Times’ reviewer remarked, ‘Mr. Carl Dolmetsch has put the English 

flute, the obsolete recorder, once more on the map of modern music.’277 

 

Some new music remained unpublished during the initial revival of the recorder.  For 

example, Rawsthorne’s 1939 Suite was not played until 1945, and not published until 

1994.278  John Turner, the recorder composer and performer, wrote that ‘Edgar Hunt 

believed that Rawsthorne himself withdrew it because he was not satisfied with it.’279  

However, Turner, who re-discovered it, found that it had been ‘transmogrified into a 

suite for viola d’amore and piano,’ although, as he said, ‘the work fits like a glove on 

the treble recorder for which it was conceived.’280  In common with so many of the 

early pieces for recorder, Rawsthorne’s composition was written in ‘a deliberately 

antique form, as befits an instrument at that time associated almost exclusively with 

early music.’281  For example, there is a ‘Sarabande’ (a Baroque dance) and a 

‘Fantasia on Wooddy-Cock’ to the tune of Giles Farnaby’s piece in the Fitzwilliam 

Virginal Book, which had been played countless times by Arnold Dolmetsch on the 

recorder since 1900.  Finally, there was an ‘Air’ and a ‘Jig.’   

 

                                                
275 ‘J.A.W.’ [Westrup], quoted in Programme for Carl Dolmetsch and Christopher Wood’s Recital (18 
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In posthumously publishing the article by the composer Peter Crossley-Holland, 

Turner found his Trio for recorder, oboe and viola, written in 1939, to be ‘one of the 

most important recorder works [before the war] (if not THE most important).’282  Yet 

the work has only recently been recorded.283  Crossley-Holland wrote for the recorder 

until the year of his death in 2001.284  Martin Shaw wrote a sonata in E flat for Carl 

Dolmetsch, while Britten may have written a setting of the folk song ‘I Wonder as I 

Wander’ for recorder as early as 1940.285 

 

Anthony Bernard, the conductor and composer, wrote recorder music for Carl 

Dolmetsch upon the birth in 1940 of his first child, François: again, this was music 

that was not published until 2001.286  Dolmetsch wrote of the music to Percy 

Grainger: 

 
His full names are François, Eugene, Carl Dolmetsch, and his initials make a theme not chosen 

wholly by accident!  In January, Anthony Bernard…wrote a delightful Prelude and Scherzo for 

Treble Recorder and Harpsichord (or Piano) using as his main theme the initials of three 

generations of Dolmetsches: A.D. – C.D. – F.E.C.D.287 

 

After a broadcast of the work in 1941, the music was described as ‘strong, colourful 

and original…[with a] strong inflection towards the past.’288 

 

Percy Grainger was certainly interested in recorders, calling the consorts ‘pure-toned’ 

and  ‘unforgettable.’289  However, while he did write music for them, none was 

published before the war.  Carl Dolmetsch made several attempts to interest Grainger 

in writing a serious work for recorders, without success.  For example, in 1941 he 

wrote to Grainger, ‘Nothing could be more welcome…than a chamber concerto for 

recorder and strings, or a sonata from your own pen.  I could practically guarantee to 
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get the work broadcast and I feel sure it would arouse very keen interest.’290  In 1953 

Carl again asked Grainger to write for the recorder.  Having named Cyril Scott, 

Edmund Rubbra, York Bowen and Martin Shaw among the composers who already 

had done so, he asked, ‘Do you think there is any chance of adding your name to the 

list?  A work from you would be welcomed with enthusiasm by the countless 

thousands of recorder players who snap up new works with avidity to add to their 

repertoires.’291 

 

Although Grainger did not do so, British and resident-British composers such as 

Gordon Jacob, Benjamin Britten, Michael Tippett, Howard Ferguson, Arnold Cooke, 

Franz Reizenstein, Walter Bergmann and many others wrote worthwhile pieces for 

the recorder.  At first, new pieces tended to be imitative of the styles and forms of the 

Baroque era.292  The styles of the new recorder composers have been called  

‘ “pseudoantique” …modified by post-impressionist harmonies’293 and ‘pastoral 

pseudo-Baroque.’294  The recorder was so well known as an early instrument during 

the 1930s that it was difficult for composers to avoid references to its historical 

repertoire.  Yet the compositions that were acknowledged as being successful were 

not parodies of early music, nor were they simplistic.  Some of these pieces reflect 

prevailing neo-classical traits in their clarity of form, harmony and texture, while 

others are more indebted to, for example, Romantic evocations:295 evidence that the 

recorder was becoming a voice for musical dynamism in ways that could not have 

been imagined for it just a few years earlier. 

 

By 1950 the situation had not changed significantly.  John Manifold, who had learned 

the instrument from Hunt in England, wrote in the first modern book to be dedicated 

entirely to the recorder, The Amorous Flute: 
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If [the recorder player] protests that old music is all very well in its way, but that he wants to 

play modern music, point out what Lenin said about culture in general, and remind him that 

until there is a fair-sized amateur market composers will continue writing entirely for Yehudi 

Menuhin and Benny Goodman.296 
 

Despite the modern composers’ enthusiastic start in the late 1930s, O’Kelly has 

commented that the recorder’s identification with Renaissance and Baroque music 

meant that a compositional idiom ‘free from the constraints of the past’ did not 

seriously develop until the 1960s.297 

 

Conclusion 

 

The marketing of the recorder during the 1930s led to it becoming increasingly 

popular, and, ironically, though not surprisingly, increasingly poorly played.  

Recognizing the potential harm to the entire recorder movement, Hunt and Carl 

Dolmetsch and the leaders of the SRP must be given credit for the fact that they did 

all within their power and knowledge to encourage, exhort, and train players to 

practise and play with integrity towards the craft of musicianship.  If the result of their 

efforts was simply a heightened awareness of the problems, then all was not in vain.  

As early as 1938, Carl wrote, ‘The Society’s policy in encouraging groups, combined 

playing, the holding of Teachers’ Tests and publishing music that is not too easy to 

play, has gone far towards making members realize the need for raising the standard 

of playing.’298  Thus, although amateurs were encouraged, amateurism was not, but as 

the protagonists feared, some damage to the public respect of the movement was 

already evident by the late 1930s.  There was considerable irony in the fact that the 

foundations of today’s poor teaching and players’ amateurism were being set at the 

very time when such huge and varied efforts were being made to raise the standard, 

and thus validate the instrument and its players. 

 

A major factor that enabled the recorder movement to grow ever larger after World 

War II was the fact that respected names attached to it helped to give it credence and 
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legitimacy.  Its inclusion in the summer schools run by the Federation of Musical 

Competition Festivals was an important defining moment in its history, as was its 

official inclusion in the TCM Calendar.  Initially fired by Benton Fletcher’s 

enthusiastic philanthropy and Hunt’s powers of persuasion, the establishment of the 

first School of Old Music at TCM began the institutionalized legitimization of serious 

studies in early music, and therefore also in period instruments.  Such a move 

provided impetus for the recorder also to be accepted as an official subject in TCM’s 

external examination syllabus, which in turn gave opportunities for recognition to the 

amateur who wished to gain a recorder qualification as useful as that for any other 

instrument. 

 

The work of Carl Dolmetsch, Jacobs and Hunt in supporting and encouraging new 

music for the recorder is another of the most important features of the pre-war years.  

The initial modern repertoire, while quantitatively small, sat easily within the 

parameters of the ‘historical-pastoral’ tendencies favoured by those who supported the 

English musical renaissance and as such, the recorder itself was able to be perceived 

as an instrument with a worthwhile role to play within the wider musical culture; a 

role somewhat diminished by its image being tainted with ‘amateurism.’  Composers 

of post-war recorder music have had to face other issues and agendas as well.  As 

O’Kelly has written, ‘The development of the recorder’s contemporary repertoire 

is…the story of the struggle of the recorder to be recognised as a living, growing 

instrument, independent of its historical origins.’299   

 

The recorder is still not independent of its historical origins—nor should it be—but it 

is definitely living and growing; the invaluable legacy of the English recorder 

pioneers. 

 
 

 

 

                                                
299 O’Kelly (1990): 37. 
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Conclusion and Epilogue 
 

The modern renaissance and revival of the recorder in England was a fascinating and 

complex achievement.  As Buchan has written, if the past ‘is regarded as the matrix of 

present and future, whose potency takes many forms but is not diminished, then 

[people] will cherish it scrupulously and labour to read its lessons.’1  Knowing and 

understanding the history of the recorder—as far as it is possible—is crucial to an 

understanding of the instrument’s place in English society today; and may yet clarify 

some of the issues to be faced in the future if its repertoire, function and worth are to 

continue to grow with integrity towards both its music and its supporters.   

 

In its Elizabethan and Baroque heydays, professionals and amateurs alike enjoyed 

exploring the beautiful sound world of the recorder and its potential for meaningful 

music making.  After its demise near the end of the eighteenth century, few people in 

England could or would have justified its revival or even its existence.  Yet by the 

beginning of World War II, it had undergone a flowering of popular usage so rapid as 

to be phenomenal.  The scholarship of Mahillon, Welch and J.C. Bridge, the 

gentlemanly playing and instrument making of Canon Galpin, the obsessive genius of 

Arnold Dolmetsch and the work of his family, especially Carl, and the imaginative yet 

pragmatic planning of Edgar Hunt must all be credited for their invaluable 

contributions to the recorder’s place in the public consciousness in ever-growing 

strength.  Arnold Dolmetsch had no doubts about the significance of his contribution.  

In 1934 he wrote of ‘the Recorders, and other beautiful dead things which I raised 

from their graves and endowed with such a new life that they have enriched and 

extended the domain of music more than any new composition.’2   

 

Through its presentation in the lectures and recitals of Arnold Dolmetsch, particularly, 

the renaissance of the recorder was that of an art instrument.  It also quickly became 

one that was acceptable, indeed, endorsed, for schoolchildren and amateurs.  

Ironically, even as Arnold and Carl Dolmetsch were resurrecting Elizabethan and 

Baroque repertoire with recorders, for some years until at least 1935, almost the only  

 
                                                
1 Buchan, 277. 
2 Programme for a series of three concerts (7, 14 and 21 March 1934) in the Hall of the Art Workers’ 
Guild, DFA. 
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repertoire available for non-specialists was German folk music, a fact that spurred 

Hunt to greater efforts on behalf of early music for the recorder.  He initially 

conceived of the instrument fulfilling many of the functions it fulfils to this day: he 

provided the main marketing impetus, and it was he who first made inexpensive 

instruments and attractive repertoire available to the general public.  Besides being the 

main protagonist of the recorder as a classroom instrument, Hunt also taught many of 

the players who went on to teach the recorder in their turn.  And it was he who 

conceived of and brought to fruition the official endorsement of the instrument 

through his work at Trinity College of Music, London: proof of its acceptance in the 

wider musical sphere.  While some of Hunt’s recorder work can be seen as a 

pragmatic response to the economically straitened circumstances of the early 1930s, 

this does not lessen the integrity and quality of his work.  Brian Bonsor described his 

appreciation of Hunt’s ‘encyclopaedic knowledge’ of the recorder, its music and its 

players: ‘A gentle, ever-helpful man who won the lasting respect and affection of his 

Trinity students, he was never one to thrust himself forward.  Yet every recorder 

player owes him an enormous debt.’3 

 

With the formation of the SRP in 1937 under the auspices of Carl Dolmetsch and 

Hunt, it has been said that recorder playing contained the elements of ‘a craze’.4  The 

SRP became the main means of spreading the word and recruiting new players.  Partly 

because the SRP encouraged new music for the instrument, and particularly through 

Carl Dolmetsch’s practical support, the recorder’s place in English life came, in some 

ways, full circle, when it found itself as a medium for serious art music by respected 

composers in the late 1930s, who wrote for it in small but significant genres.   

 

As the revival spread, however, especially amongst inexpert players, the overall 

standard of interpretation and performance inevitably dropped.  That so few had the 

knowledge or technique to teach or play competently for decades from the 1930s 

onwards is yet one more indication of the depth of loss of the recorder tradition that 

had occurred nearly 150 years earlier.  In 2003 Peter Bowman rightly assumed,  ‘In  

 

                                                
3 Brian Bonsor in Enid Hunt, Philip Thorby, et al, ‘A Tribute to Edgar Hunt,’ The Recorder Magazine 
11.1 (1991): 16. 
4 J.M. Thomson (1982): 4. 
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the UK it is likely that the recorder was perceived to have more musical value and 

interest…at the beginning of its revival, than it now has.’5  This is only partly true.  

By the late 1930s, ironically partly as a result of the phenomenal success of the 

recorder movement and the activities of its protagonists, to many players and non-

players alike, the recorder was already primarily a children’s and inexperienced 

amateurs’ instrument for which simple—even simplistic—music was considered to be 

most appropriate.  The continuing legacy of the nineteenth century’s focus on size—in 

terms of dynamics, orchestral and choral forces, the extended length of works, and 

even the growing pitch range of instruments—must be counted as another 

contributing factor.  As Bowman lamented, ‘Simply put, and despite many excellent 

concerts and recordings, we appear to have gone backwards.  Have we gone 

backwards?  Have we convinced no-one of the artistic value of the recorder?’6   

 

After World War II, in his zest for ‘spreading the word,’ Manifold had written of the 

means of learning the recorder: ‘Given a year’s work on the Renaissance, and a year 

on the ensemble literature of the Baroque, the beginner should be capable of finding 

his own way about the rest of the repertoire.’7  His climactic advice was:  

 
Given a third year of practice with an accompanist or with a small permanent ensemble of 

similar technical level, and a coach, the beginner should be capable (if he feels inclined) of 

taking the Trinity College diploma, or of playing “Sheep May Safely Graze” with a good 

singer.8 

 

Although Bach’s aria, ‘Sheep May Safely Graze,’ is fully deserving of all the 

subtleties and musicianship that a professionally trained recorder player can muster, it 

is not technically difficult.9  In their enthusiasm for fast-tracking the achievements of 

                                                
5 Peter Bowman, Letter to the Editor, The Recorder Magazine 23.2 (2003): 63. 
6 Bowman, 63.  Conversely, in 1990 O’Kelly was struck by the extent of the interest in and regard for 
the well-being of the recorder and its music by people who were not necessarily recorder aficionados.  
The state of affairs that this suggests is leavened somewhat, however, by her statement that the recorder 
sub-culture generally had ‘little meaningful intercourse with the wider world of music.’  (O’Kelly 
(1990): 116.) 
7 Manifold, ‘The Recorder: Part 4,’ 625. 
8 Manifold, ‘The Recorder: Part 4,’ 625. 
9 The Dolmetsch family first played the aria, ‘Schafe können sicher weiden’ (‘Sheep may safely graze’ 
from Bach’s Cantata, Was mir behagt, ist nur die munt’re Jagd! BWV 208) on recorders in the 1930 
Haslemere Festival.  (See Appendix 5.)  It was subsequently arranged for descant, two treble recorders 
and pianoforte by Edgar Hunt and arrived in Schott’s in April 1941.  (Schott, ‘Register 
of…Copyright.’) 
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keen players, teachers like Manifold unintentionally provided the recorder’s detractors 

with ammunition.  In 1956 it was claimed that ‘most professional musicians blench at 

the word recorder… The trouble must lie…with the players.’10  In 1959 the respected 

teacher, player and writer, Anthony Rowland-Jones, wrote:  

 
The present state of the recorder is that it is probably the most played of wind instruments and 

certainly the least practised, with the result that the standard of playing is low.  The slovenly 

breath control, careless fingering, and deplorable intonation that seem to satisfy many recorder 

players would make the average flautist or oboist blench: a child learning to play the violin 

knows more about the mechanics and potentialities of his instrument after a year of instruction 

than most supposedly competent recorder teachers ever get to know about theirs.11  
 

Yet, twenty-five years later, despite his musical insight and knowledge of the 

recorder, his advice to amateurs was: ‘Scale passages are so frequent in recorder 

music that the practising of scales out of context, although desirable, is not a 

necessity.’12  In 1994 Holtslag castigated recorder players for failing to bring to their 

instrument the ‘sweat’ required for serious musicians of any instrument, and asked: 

 
If recorder players wish to be compared with so-called “modern” instrumentalists, why does the 

average recorder player/student not…practise scales and exercises just as pianists do? … “Easy” 

still seems to be the recorder player’s epithet.  As long as they themselves do not change this 

ridiculous attitude, they are not going to convince others.13 

 

A journalist for The Independent newspaper has reportedly recently advocated that the 

mouth organ replace the recorder as a first instrument.14  It has also been suggested 

that singing be re-established as the main school music activity.  One writer has put 

forward the view: 
 

If the emphasis in primary schools was switched to developing voices, the poor old recorder 

would finally be able to shed the “kindergarten whistle” stigma that has dogged it for 50 years, 

like some incurable halitosis… If the recorder continues to be the lowest common denominator 

                                                
10 Robert Noble, ‘What’s Wrong with the Recorder?’ Making Music 30 (1956): 8. 
11 Anthony Rowland-Jones, Recorder Technique (London: OUP, 1959): 8-9. 
12 Anthony Rowland-Jones, Recorder Technique: Intermediate to Advanced, 2nd edn. (Oxford: OUP, 
1986): 124. 
13 Holtslag, 79. 
14 See Bowman (2003): 63. 
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of the sound world—an instrument more of torture than of music—its cause is doomed.  And so 

is music in primary schools.15 
 

Once again, the recorder is being asked to ‘make its case’ as a replacement for class 

singing, just as it had done seventy years earlier. 

 

The 2002 Economic and Social Research Council survey in which it was found that in 

general, English children didn’t want to play recorders in class was reported in The 

Times, on BBC Radio 4 and on the BBC’s national television news.  In response, The 

Times was apparently inundated with strongly-worded letters, so much so that on 29 

July 2002 an article appeared entitled ‘OK, I give in, recorder playing is cool.’16 

 

In short, the arguments for and against the recorder’s value are never-ending.  This 

can be seen as more positive than otherwise: simply, it is better for the recorder to be 

talked about than not talked about. 

 

The relatively lowly status of the recorder in broader public opinion has persisted 

despite the fact that the major protagonists of later decades kept their professional 

recorder playing and teaching strongly rooted within the art-music tradition, with a 

particular focus upon the pre-classical repertoire.  From 1941 Walter Bergmann, who 

played both harpsichord and recorder and took over Hunt’s job in Schott’s, taught the 

recorder for years at Morley College, initially at the instigation of Michael Tippett.  

Bergmann’s work as an editor, performer and teacher was crucial to the recorder’s 

popularity in the latter years of the war and afterwards, and his work, together with 

others’ including Carl Dolmetsch, Edgar Hunt, Thurston Dart, Freda Dinn, Layton 

Ring, Brian Bonsor and Anthony Rowland-Jones, represents a separate phase of the 

revival.  The strongest impetus for the recorder as a period-centric high-art instrument 

would not be apparent again in England, however, until the second wave of a broader 

early music revival took hold during the 1960s.  Then the Dutch player, Frans 

Brüggen (b. 1934), gave London a new standard with his dynamic, informed and 

virtuosic performances, inspiring such charismatic and imaginative players as David 

Munrow (1942-1976). 

                                                
15 Morrison (2002): 22. 
16 See Andrew Mayes, Editorial, The Recorder Magazine 22.4 (2000b): 135. 
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Yet the renaissance and revival of the recorder in England up to World War II is no 

less significant for this.  Andrew Mayes has stated, ‘Of all the “early” instruments that 

have enjoyed a revival in the twentieth century as part of the renewed interest in the 

recreation of the music of the past, none can have been more spectacular than that of 

the recorder.’17  It was certainly spectacular, but it was not a miracle. 

 

The work of the Dolmetsch family, Hunt, and the other recorder pioneers was strongly 

supported by the dynamism and interdependence of the contemporaneous musical, 

social, educational, economic and political activities and ideals, in varying degrees 

and at different times.  Indeed, even their initial ideas in relation to the recorder owed 

much of their existence to their environment.  It is hard to imagine anyone conceiving 

of playing the instrument regularly in public or starting a mass recorder movement in 

England in the early or mid-nineteenth century. 

 

Arnold and Carl Dolmetsch and Edgar Hunt were undeniably early music enthusiasts.  

However, if the recorder had been perceived only as a constituent of the early music 

revival that was occurring at the time, it surely could not have found itself as an 

official subject in the public school curriculum by 1938, when just seven years earlier 

it had been reported that only about 500 people in all England had bought a 

Dolmetsch recorder.18  Throughout the 1930s, if it had been seen only as a school 

instrument there is little reason why adults, whether amateur or not, would have 

wanted to play it in ever-increasing numbers.  And even if it were all of these things 

but no more, it would have been astonishing that by 1938-39, young, respected, 

English composers were writing serious art music for the instrument, in small but 

significant genres. 

 

It is not helpful to compare the recorder with other instruments being revived at the 

same time such as the harpsichord, lute or viols, because these fitted much more 

neatly and virtually completely into the contemporaneous revival of early music.  

Regarding the plethora of musical contexts—both professional and amateur—in 

which the recorder is played in the present, O’Kelly has commented, ‘One must 

                                                
17 Mayes (2003): xxiii. 
18 R. Donington (1931): 9. 
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conclude that somehow, this little instrument suits the times we live in.’19  So it was 

during the early years of the twentieth century.  Occurring at the same time, and 

arguably engineered by those with the same agenda, the issues of improved music 

education and active encouragement of domestic music making were prominent in the 

establishment’s consciousness.  These were partly developed as a means to 

stimulating compositional activity, but were equally important in their own right, 

under the larger umbrella of rejuvenating England’s musical culture across all 

demographics, with strong reference to the music, instruments and perceived music-

making practices of the Elizabethans.  In 1946 Wilfred Mellers wrote:  

 
We are now fairly clear that the continuance of our musical culture is not something that 

concerns merely our composers, nor even just the composers and the people who perform their 

music.  It’s up to all of us, and in the long run, it’s just as simple, and as difficult, as this: if we 

don’t have a land fit for music to live in, we shan’t deserve, and nor shall we get, any more 

Heroes.20 

 

Social changes, many of which occurred or were exacerbated as a result of World War 

I, also led to the strongly-voiced concern that there was a need to restore English 

citizens to physical, intellectual and emotional strength, identifying with English 

identity and culture of which music was a crucial representation.  The impact of 

increasing urbanization, mechanization, the Great War and its aftermath of disturbing 

international developments and relations, the fact that class structures and hierarchies 

became more fluid, and to some, more chaotic, and the effect of radio and 

gramophone on English musical life, all enhanced the perception that a new 

nationalism was required.  As early as 1906, it had been described as ‘an inheritance, 

needed, but unknown, and long mislaid.’21  As day-to-day living changed, overall, 

English musical culture was reinvented.  For the intellectuals, the writers and the 

makers of the English musical renaissance, this was a conscious effort.  For the mass 

of the people, it most probably was not, which, however, does not negate its existence 

in their lives.  In its own small way, the recorder was part of the new creative impetus.      

 

                                                
19 O’Kelly (1990): 116. 
20 Mellers, 131.  Original emphasis. 
21 H.C. Macilwaine, ‘The Revival of Morris Dancing,’ MT 47 (1906): 805. 
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After World War II, it took several years for the recorder enthusiasts to fully resume 

their former activities, and by then, the social and economic landscape of England had 

changed even more, so that another new era began for the recorder.  However the 

impetus for playing it grew ever larger.  It was said that from 1945 the recorder 

became the most widely-used musical instrument in Britain,22 taking off everywhere 

‘like some tidal wave of undisciplined but rewarding enthusiasm.’23  By July 1951 

there were 25,000 orders for Dolmetsch plastic recorders in Britain alone, as well as 

10,000 ordered from Australia.24  One firm reportedly sold four million recorders in 

1969.25  And in 1982 Brüggen suggested, ‘If all recorders that exist today could be 

lengthened into one sonic serpent, the animal would reach from Amsterdam to 

Melbourne.’26   

 

Quantity alone does not bestow ultimate legitimacy, however.  Vaughan Williams 

encapsulated the importance of musical integrity and unremitting commitment to the 

larger ideal of the vitality of English musical culture in his statement, ‘English music 

is like the tree which flowers once in a hundred years; but unless the tree were alive 

there would be no flower.’27  He asked those who cared for English music to look not 

for ‘flaunting hydrangeas and exotic mimosa,’ but for ‘the modest violets and daisies 

that [are] hidden in the grass.’28  In common with the bamboo pipe—and, to a certain 

extent, using its organization and success as a role model and a springboard—the 

recorder’s strength lay less in the fact that it became immensely popular than that it 

gave consummate pleasure and enabled the flowering of artistic creativity as 

completely as any other instrument. 

 

The musical integrity of the Dolmetsch family, Edgar Hunt, and their many 

colleagues within the musical and educational systems, cannot be questioned.  Their 

mission, covertly placed within the broader contexts of nationalism and 

humanitarianism, was to make music available to everyone, above all, for the sake of 

the music itself.  It is this that makes the modern history of the recorder honourable 

                                                
22 J.M. Thomson, Your Book of the Recorder (London:  Faber and Faber, 1968): 57. 
23 R. Donington (1983): 43. 
24 Stuart, 299. 
25 Munrow, 30. 
26 Frans Brüggen, Introduction, Early Music 10.1 (1982): 5. 
27 R. Vaughan Williams, Introduction, Hadow (1931a): ix. 
28 Vaughan Williams in Hadow (1931a): ix. 
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and it is primarily this that has ensured the recorder’s important place in England’s 

musical environment today.  As the programme for the first full-length recorder recital 

in history in 1939 stated:  
 

The early triumphs of the recorder were followed in brilliant succession by the discovery and 

performance of consorts, obbligati, Sonatas and Concerti, by…famous masters… These 

established for the recorder its rightful place in the world of music; not as an antiquarian 

curiosity, nor yet to replace any modern instrument, but as a living vital resource.29 

 

In its role as part of the great rejuvenation of English musical culture, the recorder is 

such a little instrument to have represented and participated in so much: the attempt to 

recreate Elizabethan music and musical practices, including the playtime of kings and 

queens; the attempt to re-establish the nation’s ability to triumph musically in the eyes 

of the rest of Europe, while looking forward to accepting such a victory with modest 

pride; the chance to develop children’s souls, emotional strength and self-discipline 

through art music; the means of filling increasing leisure time with creative activity, 

and thwarting civil unrest; the establishment and development of an awareness of and 

pride in English characteristics, including not only her artistic culture, but also her 

land, with its lanes of oak trees and violets, her political freedoms, her social 

hierarchies and the belief, in theory, that the discipline, but also the well-being and 

fulfilment, of each citizen mattered: in short, as a part of the vibrant musical culture of 

England that was believed to be a representation of the height and health of her 

civilization. 

 

Within this dynamic and idealistic environment, the recorder was as modest as the 

‘violets and daisies…hidden in the grass;’ as modest as the little wren on the English 

farthing, and certainly as ubiquitous.  However, each coin has two sides, and in 

common with the farthing, whose legitimacy was bestowed by the image of the king, 

the recorder had—and still has—a meaningful place in society thanks to its 

protagonists, players and supporters who have enjoyed it with utter musical integrity.

                                                
29 Programme for Recorder Recital, Carl Dolmetsch and Joseph Saxby (Wigmore Hall: 1 February 
1939), DFA. 
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Much Ado About Nothing by William Shakespeare.  Presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society.   
 Directed by William Poel.  Musical direction and instruments provided by Arnold Dolmetsch.   
 Shoreditch Town Hall: 23 February 1904; Bow and Bromley Hall: 25 February 1904; New  
 Cross Hall: 26 February 1904; Hammersmith Town Hall: 1 March 1904; St Pancras Hall:  
 2 March 1904; Battersea Town Hall: 3 March 1904; Bermondsey Town Hall: 4 March 1904.   
 
Much Ado About Nothing by William Shakespeare.  Presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society.   
 Directed by William Poel.  Musical direction and instruments provided by Arnold Dolmetsch.   
 Royal Court Theatre, Sloane Square, London: 19 March 1904. 
 
Much Ado About Nothing by William Shakespeare.  Presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society.   
 Directed by William Poel.  Musical direction and instruments provided by Arnold Dolmetsch.   
 Lecture Hall, Burlington House, London: 22 April 1904. 
 
‘A Programme of the Music of Elizabethan Composers.’  Presented by The London Shakespeare  
 League.  Musical direction and instruments provided by Arnold Dolmetsch.  Passmore  
 Edwardes Hall, Tavistock Square, London: 29 April 1904. 
 
‘Old English Vocal Music of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.’  Directed by H.J.L.J. Nassé  
 with the assistance of Arnold Dolmetsch.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, Clifford’s Inn Hall,  
 Fleet Street, London: 31 May 1904. 
 
 ‘English Composers of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.’  Mr and Mrs G.C. Williamson’s  
 Party.  Arnold Dolmetsch, et al.  62a Grosvenor Street, London: 23 June 1904. 
 
 ‘Old English Music and Musical Instruments.’  Duncan Lecture: Lecture-Recital.  City Hall, Perth, 

Scotland: 8 February 1912. 
 
‘A Recital by Mr. And Mrs. Arnold Dolmetsch.’  For the Epsom Literary and Scientific Society.  

Unknown venue: 15 February 1912. 
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‘The Music of Past Centuries.’  Concert-lecture.  Mr and Mrs Arnold Dolmetsch.  Sreatham Lectures 
and Entertainment Society.  Thirteenth Season.  Unknown venue: 16 February 1912. 

 
Recital.  Arnold Dolmetsch, Cécile Dolmetsch, Nathalie Dolmetsch, Rudolph Dolmetsch, Beatrice  
 Horne.  Hall of Clifford’s Inn, Fleet Street, London: 29 January 1913. 
 
Recital.  Arnold Dolmetsch, Violet Gordon Woodhouse, Hon. Neville Lytton.  Hall of Clifford’s Inn,  
 Fleet Street, London: 6 March 1913. 
 
‘Concert of Sixteenth-, Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Music.’  Musical direction by Arnold  
 Dolmetsch.  With Mrs Arnold Dolmetsch, Miss Beatrice Horne, Hon. Neville Lytton.  Hall of  
 Magdalene College, Cambridge: 7 March 1913. 
 
‘Old English Music and Musical Instruments.’  Musical lecture.  Mr and Mrs Arnold Dolmetsch.   
 Lecture Hall, Princes Street, Gravesend: 10 March 1913. 
 
Series of three concerts.  Mr and Mrs Arnold Dolmetsch.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, Clifford’s  
 Inn, Fleet Street, London: 19 November; 2 and 17 December. 
 
‘Scenes from Shakespeare.’  London Shakespeare League.  Drama presentations by Miss Lacy’s Wild  
 Street School Children.  Lectures by William Poel.  Musical direction by Arnold Dolmetsch.   
 Burlington Gardens Theatre, London: 24 April 1914.   
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family, Isobel Hearne, Marie-Thérèse de Lens, Beatrice  
 Horne, Marjorie Hayward, W.A. Boxall, Paul Kilburn.  New Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild,  
 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, London: 5, 13 and 20 May 1914. 
 
‘Concert of Old Dances.’  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen  
 Square, Bloomsbury: 16 December 1914. 
 
Recital.  The Dolmetsch Family, assisted by Marie-Thérèse de Lens and Beatrice Horne.  Hall of the  
 Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, London: 10 February 1915. 
 
‘A Consort of Music as it might have been performed in Samual Pepys’ House.’  The Dolmetsch  
 Family.  For The Sandon Studio Society.  The Exhibition Room, Liberty Buildings, Great  
 Marlborough Street, London: 1 November 1915. 
 
‘English Music of the Seventeenth Century and Works of J.S. Bach.’  The Dolmetsch Family.   
 2 Terrace Houses, Richmond (by kind permission of Mrs. L. Sturge): 22 January 1916. 
 
‘English Music of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.’  The Dolmetsch Family.  16 Charles  
 Street, Berkeley Square (by kind permission of Hon. Mrs. Ronald Greville): 30 January 1916. 
 
‘English Music for the Lute, Recorder, Viols, Treble Violin, Virginals, etc., interspersed with Beautiful  
 Early Dances.’  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 22 March 1916. 
 
‘The Original Music, Musical Instruments and Dances of Shakespeare’s Plays.’ The Dolmetsch  
 Family.  The Repertory Theatre, Birmingham: 4 and 5 May 1916. 
 
‘English Music and Foreign Music.’  Mr and Mrs Arnold Dolmetsch, Florence Dymock.  Old French  
 Poems recited by Carlo Liten.  Leighton House, London: 25 May 1916. 
 
‘Concert of Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century English and French Music.’  The Dolmetsch Family  
 with Mme. Mavis Wingfield.  Leighton House, London: 8 June 1916. 
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‘English Music of the Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Centuries.’  The Dolmetsch Family.  Mr. Holliday’s  
 Studio, Oak Tree House, Branch Hill, Hampstead: 19 November 1916. 
 
‘Ye Olde Cheshire Cheese Fair: A Birthday Celebration to Honour the Memory of Shakespeare.’  The  
 Dolmetsch Family.  Unknown venue: 26 April 1917. 
 
‘The Music and Dances of Shakespeare’s Plays.’  The Dolmetsch Family with Beatrice Horne.  Royal  
 Victoria Hall (Old Vic), Waterloo Road, London: 1 May 1917. 
 
‘Old Music and Dances.’  Series of two concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers  
 Guild: 16 and 30 April 1919. 
 
‘Arnold Dolmetsch’s Concert of Early Music.’ Arnold Dolmetsch, Nathalie Dolmetsch, Rudolph  
 Dolmetsch.  Jesmond Dean House [sic], Newcastle-upon-Tyne: 28 October 1919. 
 
‘Music and Dances to be Performed at Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch’s Concert.’  The Dolmetsch Family.   
 Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 3 December 1919. 
 
‘Old English Music and Dances in Elizabethan Costume with Instruments of the Tudor Period.’  The  
 Lord Mayor’s Ball.  The Dolmetsch Family.  The Lone Gallery, Council House and Art Gallery:  
 17 February 1920. 
 
‘A Dolmetsch Concert.’  The Dolmetsch Family, with Marie-Thérèse de Lens.  Haslemere Hall,  
 Surrey: 20 March 1920. 
 
‘Old Music with Dances.’  Series of two concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’  
 Guild: 5 and 18 May 1920. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Gerald Cooper.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild:  
 5 and 19 January; 2 February 1921. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Fmaily.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 26 February 1921. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 27 April 1921. 
 
 ‘A Christmas Concert.’  English Popular Concert of The League of Arts.  The Guildhouse Quartet and  
 The Dolmetsch Family.  The Guildhouse, Eccleston Square, London: 17 December 1921. 
 
‘Early Chamber Music.’  Series of four concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  The Great Hall, University  
 of Leeds: 23, 24, 25 and 26 February 1922. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 4 and 18 March;  
 1 April 1922. 
 
‘English Madrigals.’  The Rochester, Strood, Chatham and Gillingham Choral Society with The  
 Dolmetsch Family.  Conductor Dr Clive Carey.  Third Concert of the 1921-22 Season  
 Subscription Concerts.  New Corn Exchange, Rochester: 27 March 1922. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Llewellyn Hall, Swansea: 13 October 1922.  
 
Series of ten Chamber Concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family, Dorothy Ravenscroft, Lucy Brown, Mr and  
 Mrs Cyril Goldie, Maurice Kruger, Dr Tom Goodey, Marco Pallis, et al.  Rushworth Hall,  
 Liverpool: 23 and 24 January; 6 and 7 February; 6 and 7 March; 1, 2, 15 and 16 May 1923. 
 
‘A Concert of Old Music with Old Instruments.’  The Dolmetsch Family.  Botanical Theatre,  
 University College, London: 8 March 1923. 
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Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 11 and 25 April;  
 9 May 1923. 
 
‘Chamber Concert of Old Music for Viols, Lute, Recorder, Harpsichord, etc.’  The Dolmetsch Family.   
 For the Cambridge University Musical Society.  Unknown venue: 14 November 1923. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 5 and 19 March;  
 2 April 1924. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 18 February; 11 and  
 25 March 1925. 
 
‘Recital of Old Music with Old Instruments.’  Arnold Dolmetsch, Mabel Dolmetsch, Rudolph  
 Dolmetsch.  For the Dunfermline Society of Musicians and Carnegie Dunfermline Trust.   
 Unknown venue: 13 March 1925. 
 
Recital.  Rudolph Dolmetsch.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 30 March 1925. 
 
Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey:  
 24 August – 5 September 1925. 
 
Concert.  ‘The Jesses Orchestra.’  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 13 March 1926. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Family.  For The British Music Society.  Holy Trinity Parish Hall,  
 Bournemouth: 20 March 1926. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Family and Marco Pallis.  Magdalene College, Oxford: 14 June 1926. 
 
Second Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey:  
 24-31 August 1926. 
 
Series of four Concerts of Chamber Music.  Third concert.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Lecture Hall,  
 Northbrook Street, Newbury: 29 October 1926. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Family and Marco Pallis.  For the Blackpool Chamber Concert Society.   
 Hotel Metropole, Blackpool: 1 February 1927. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Family.  For the Oxford University Musical Club and Union.  Holy Well  
 Music Room, Oxford University: 22 February 1927. 
 
The Foxon Five O’Clock Concerts.  Seventh Concert.  Directed by Maria and Lily Foxon.  The  
 Dolmetsch Family.  Sheffield: 2 March 1927. 
 
Third Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 22 August –  
 3 September 1927. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Miles Tomalin and John Challis.  Hall of the Art  
 Workers’ Guild: 2, 16 and 30 November 1927. 
 
‘The Queen’s Delight: A Royal Entertainment of the Sixteenth Century.’  The Dolmetsch Family.   
 Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 17 and 18 January 1928. 
 
Fourth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 20 August – 1  
 September 1928. 
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‘Music of Purcell and Bach.’  Recital.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Concert Hall, Blue Coat Chambers,  
 School Lane, Liverpool: 26 January 1929. 
 
Concert.  The Dolmetsch Family.  For The Royal Dublin Society.  Royal Dublin Members’ Hall, Ball’s  
 Bridge, Dublin: 28 January 1929. 
 
Series of five concerts.  ‘Chamber Music of J.S. Bach (4 June).’  ‘English and Italian Music for Lute,  
 Recorders, Viols and Violins (5 June).’  ‘English, French and Spanish Music of the Fifteenth,  
 Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (5 June).’  ‘Clavichord Recital (6 June).’  ‘The Dances  
 which evolved the Suite (7 June).’  The Dolmetsch Family.  Grotrian Hall, Wigmore Street,  
 London: 4 June; 5 June (two concerts); 6 and 7 June 1929. 
 
Fifth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 19-31 August 1929. 
 
‘A Concert of Handel and Bach on Contemporary Instruments.’  The Dolmetsch Family.  Carfax  
 Assembly Rooms, Oxford: 26 February 1930. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 4, 11 and 18 June  
 1930. 
 
Sixth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 25 August –  
 6 September 1930. 
 
‘A Dolmetsch Concert of Old Music for Harpsichord, Clavichord, Viols and Recorders.’  The  
 Dolmetsch Family with Miles Tomalin.  Guildford Orchestral Subscription Concert.  The  
 County School of Music, Guildford: 3 February 1931. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Miles Tomalin and Günther Hellwig.  Hall of the  
 Art Workers’ Guild: 11, 18 and 25 March 1931. 
 
‘Recital of Old Music.’  The Dolmetsch Family.  Unknown venue: 13 June 1931. 
 
Seventh Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 20 July - 1 August  
 1931. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 20 and 27 January,  
 3 February 1932. 
 
Eighth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 18-30 July 1932. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Leslie Ward and George Carley.  Hall of the Art  
 Workers’ Guild: 8, 15 and 22 March 1933. 
 
Ninth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 17-29 July 1933. 
 
Series of three concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Robert Goble and David MacIver.  Hall of the  
 Art Workers’ Guild [?]: 7, 14 and 21 March 1934. 
 
Tenth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 16-28 July 1934. 
 
‘The Dolmetsch Family in a Concert of Ancient Music.’  For the Bristol Philharmonic Society.   
 Thirty-fourth Season.  First Concert.  Victoria Rooms, Clifton, Bristol: 20 October 1934. 
 
‘The Dolmetsch Concert.’  The Dolmetsch Family.  City Music Club, City Literary Institute, Goldsmith  
 Street, Drury Lane, London: 19 March 1936. 
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Series of two concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Artemi Raevsky and Elizabeth Goble.  Hall of the  
 Art Workers’ Guild: 7 and 14 May 1936. 
 
Twelfth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 20 July-1 August  
 1936. 
 
Series of two concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Robert Goble, Elizabeth Goble, Harley Glegg and  
 Artemi Raevsky.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 14 and 28 April 1937. 
 
Thirteenth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 19-31 July  
 1937. 
 
‘Concert for the Eightieth Birthday of Arnold Dolmetsch.’  Arnold Dolmetsch’s Family and Friends.   
 Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 26 February 1938. 
 
Fourteenth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 18-30 July  
 1938. 
 
Series of two concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 17 November;  
 1 December 1938. 
 
Recorder Recital.  Carl F. Dolmetsch and Joseph Saxby.  Wigmore Hall: 1 February 1939. 
 
Series of two concerts.  The Dolmetsch Family with Douglas Campbell Brown.  Hall of the Art  
 Workers’ Guild: 19 April; 3 May 1939. 
 
Fifteenth Haslemere Festival.  The Dolmetsch Family, et al.  Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 17-29 July 1939. 
 
Recorder Recital.  Carl F. Dolmetsch and Christopher Wood.  Wigmore Hall: 18 November 1939. 
 
 
D. iv. From the Personal Papers of Edgar H. Hunt (EHH).  In 2002 these were held in Ealing, 
London.  Since then they have been relocated: 
 
Hunt, Edgar H.  ‘Edgar Remembers.’  London: Unpublished, c.1999. 
 
---.  Notes for ‘Edgar Remembers.’  London: Unpublished, c.1987-1999.  Includes a speech given by  
 Edgar Hunt in c.1980. 
 
---.  ‘The Recorder Movement.’  London: Unpublished, c. January 1940. 
 
---.  ‘The Recorder or English Flute.’  London: Unpublished, July 1936.  Revised from the article of the  
 same name in Amateur Musician 3 (1935): 54-58. 
 
---.  ‘Schott.’  London: Unpublished, c.1999. 
 
 
D. v.  From the Percy Grainger Museum, Melbourne (PGM): 
 
Dolmetsch, Arnold.  ‘The Eleventh Haslemere Festival of Ancient Music, 1935.’  Preliminary  
 Discourse.  1 June 1935. 
 
---.  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished, 20 September 1937. 
 
---.  ‘The Repertory of Haslemere Festivals.’  Dictated and typed by Percy Grainger [?].  Unpublished,  
 4 August 1937. 
 
Dolmetsch, Carl.  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished, 29 January 1936. 
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 ---.  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished, 15 June 1941. 
 
---.  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished, 30 January 1953. 
 
Dolmetsch, Mabel.  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished, 29 December 1943. 
 
Donington, Robert (Secretary of the Dolmetsch Foundation).  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished,  
 10 December 1932. 
 
---.  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished, 3 August 1934. 
 
Ring, Layton.  Letter to the Editor of In a Nutshell.  Unpublished, 4 September 2001. 
 
Tomalin, Miles  (Chairman of the Dolmetsch Foundation).  Letter to Percy Grainger.  Unpublished,  
 24 April 1939. 
 
 
D. vi. From the Pipers’ Guild Archives (PGA): Privately held by Shirley Drake (President of 
The Pipers’ Guild).  In 2002 these records were held in Reigate, Surrey.  Since then they have 
been relocated: 
 
Drake, Shirley.  ‘The Bamboo Pipe Movement: Part I.’  Reigate, Surrey: Unpublished, c.2001.   
 
---.  ‘The Bamboo Pipe Movement: Part II.’  Reigate, Surrey: Unpublished, c.2001. 
 
James, Margaret.  ‘Decoration in the Pipers’ Guild.’  Speech given in Menzingen, Germany.   
 Unpublished, August 1958. 
 
---.  ‘The Meaning of the Pipers’ Guild.’  Speech given in Menzingen, Germany.  Unpublished, August  
 1958.  
 
‘The Pipers’ Guild Quartet.’  Columbia Records’ Advertisement.  (c.1936). 
 
‘The Pipers’ Guild Non-Competitive Music Festival.’  Programme.  Cecil Sharp House, London:  
 24 June 1939. 
 
‘The Pipers’ Guild Quartet.’  Programme.  Cowdray Hall: 5 July 1935.  
 
 
D. vii. From the Trinity College of Music Archives, Greenwich, London (TCMA): 
 
Trinity College of Music, London: Students’ Register.  No. 28.  London: Unpublished: 1935-36. 
 
Trinity College of Music, London: Students’ Register.  No. 29.  London: Unpublished: 1937-38. 
 
Trinity College of Music, London: Students’ Register.  No. 30.  London: Unpublished: 1939-40. 
 
Trinity College of Music, London: Board Meeting Minutes.  London: Unpublished, 1933-1939. 
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D. viii.  Other Sources of Unpublished Material: 
 
Dolmetsch, Jeanne.  ‘The Recorder.’  Lecture Notes.  Hampshire: Unpublished, no date.  From the  
 personal papers of Jeanne Dolmetsch, Hampshire. 
 
Hunt, Edgar.  Letter to Barbara Carroll.  Unpublished, 27 September 1946.  From the personal papers  
 of Mrs Barbara Carroll.  Privately held, Melbourne. 
 
---.  Letter to Barbara Carroll.  Unpublished, 18 October 1946.  From the personal papers of Mrs  
 Barbara Carroll.  Privately held, Melbourne. 
 
Morgan, F.G.  ‘Walking-Stick Recorder.’  Drawing of an instrument made by W. Beukers.  Measured  
 in Amsterdam, 15 September 1982.  Unpublished.  From the personal papers of Ann Morgan,  
 Daylesford, Victoria, Australia.   
 
Schott.  ‘Register of Book Listing Copyright Registrations.’  London: Unpublished, 1927-1979.    
 From Schott & Co., 48 Great Marlborough Street, London.   
 

 
E. PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
 
Birley, Margaret (Keeper of Musical Instruments, Horniman Museum, London).  29 January 2004. 
 
Bornet, Christopher  (Archives and Records Manager, Royal College of Music, London).  10 May  
 2002. 
 
Dolmetsch, Jeanne.  Haslemere, Surrey.  11 December 2001. 
 
Gardner, Paul (Boosey & Hawkes).  20 February 2002. 
 
Kuronen, Darcy (Curator of Musical Instruments, Boston Museum of Fine Arts).  26 and 27 February  
 2004. 
 
Turner, John.  28 February 2004. 
 
 
F. INTERVIEWS 
 
Dolmetsch, Greta.  Haslemere, Surrey: 11 December 2001. 
 
Drake, Shirley and Drake, Edward.  Reigate, Surrey: 16 May 2002. 
 
Hunt, Edgar and Marciniak, Rosemary.  Ealing, London: 18 December 2001; 20 and 24 May, 2002. 
 
Rich, Robert.  Holborn, London: 9 May 2002. 
 
Ring, Layton and Christine.  Low Warden, Hexham, Northumberland: 15 and 16 December 2001. 
 
Woolgar, Alan.  London: 19 December 2001; 8 May 2002. 
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Appendix 1 

 
Different types of duct flutes and their properties 

 

The name ‘duct flute’ ‘is given to members of the flute family in which the sound is produced 

by directing the player’s breath through a channel, or duct, against a rigid sharp edge.’1  Duct 

flutes with blocks are also known as fipple flutes.  Those that are straight and front-blown 

may also be called ‘flue instruments.’2  Various types of duct flutes existed in England and 

Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  In the first Grove Dictionary of Music 

(1879), William Stone described such flutes’ method of sounding thus: 

 
The air is shaped by a thin groove [that is, the block inside the mouthpiece] into a flat sheet, 

which strikes against the feather edge of an aperture formed in the immediate part of the 

instrument.  The vibrations thus originated pass into a conical tube which…is furnished with 

lateral holes, and sometimes with keys.3 

 

1. Common flute: See ‘Recorder.’ 

 

2. Czakan: 

The czakan (pronounced ‘char’karn’) was popular in some parts of continental Europe 

during the nineteenth century.  Moeck wrote that it was developed by Anton Heberle—

an early nineteenth-century central European composer—from the walking-stick flutes 

of Hungarian shepherds, and must have been reasonably well known in the German-

speaking lands around 1810.4  The czakan first appeared around 1807 in Budapest.5  

During the following century, in common with many wind instruments, it acquired 

keys in order to facilitate easier access to chromatic notes and semitones.  The 

repertoire for the czakan between 1807 and 1849 has been estimated at about 500 

works,6 comprising mainly German folk-music-inspired salon music composed by 

Ernst Krähmer, Anton Heberle and others.7 

 

Various instruments seem to have had the nomenclature of ‘czakan,’ making 

classification somewhat confusing.  Peter Thalheimer, the German expert on 
                                                
1 Bernadette Lynn, ‘Flageolets,’ 18 May 2000, BBC h2g2, 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/h2g2/alabaster/A301852>, Accessed 28 April 2004. 
2 Mersenne, 304. 
3 Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 531. 
4 Moeck (1980): 2.  See ‘Walking Stick Flute’ later in this Appendix. 
5 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
6 Reyne, Foreword, Heberle’s Sonate (1808): 3. 
7 Thomson in Thomson (1995): 139, Plate 33. 
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nineteenth- and twentieth-century fipple flutes, stated that the czakan for which Heberle 

wrote his Sonate brillante, for example, had seven finger holes and a back thumbhole: 

in other words, it was very like a recorder.8  In contrast, Nicholas Lander states that a 

czakan in d’ would have had just six fingering holes; that is, between one and eight 

keys, but no thumbhole.9  Hermann Moeck suggested that in reality, some ‘czakans’ 

were English flageolets that had been slightly altered.10  

 

After 1900 the German instrument makers in towns such as Markneukirchen gave the 

name ‘czakan’ to some simple instruments with six front fingerholes holes.’11  During 

the 1920s this instrument—very similar to a penny whistle, but with the addition of 

between one and six keys—was played in the German Youth Movement, and in 

German schools until about 1932 when it was superseded by the descant recorder.12  It 

was also called the Schulflöte or Schulczakan.   

 

 No evidence has been found to show that the czakan ever became popular in England. 

 

3. English flute: See both ‘English flageolet’ and ‘Recorder.’ 

 

4. Eunuch flute: See ‘Voice flute and Eunuch flute.’ 

 

5. Flageolets:  

 

 5a. French flageolet: 

Of the many different types of nineteenth-century so-called ‘flageolets,’ the French 

flageolet was the oldest.  Its invention was ascribed to one ‘Sieur Juvigny who is 

recorded to have played it in the Balet [sic] “avec une grande musique” given at the 

Louvre in 1581 by Louise de Lorraine on the occasion of her marriage of her sister with 

the Duc de Joyeuse.’13  It was said to have ‘sprung out’ of an instrument called the 

                                                
8 Peter Thalheimer, Vorwort, Anton Heberle, Sonate brillante für Sopranblockflöte (Stuttgart: Carus, 
1992): 2. 
9 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
10 Moeck (1980): 3.  See ‘English Flageolets.’ 
11 Moeck (1980): 2. 
12 Pratt, 3. 
13 Burney, cited in Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 50.  See Charles Burney, A General History of 
Music, Vol. 2, Notes by Frank Mercer, 2 Vols. (New York: Dover, 1957): 223-6. 
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flageol, or larigot, also known as the arigot or harigot, a six-holed front-blown flute 

made from a sheep’s thighbone.14 

 

Initially the mouthpiece was beaked.  It had six holes: four finger holes at the front and 

two thumbholes at the back.  In his treatise, Harmonie Universelle (1635), Mersenne 

gave two possible fingerings for the French flageolet: that of using the left thumb and 

three left-hand fingers; or using both thumbs and two fingers of each hand.15   

 

 
   Plate 24:  A nineteenth-century, keyed French 
flageolet, showing the ivory whistle mouthpiece and 
the bulbous chamber for the sponge underneath.  
        

 

Mersenne gave the pitch range of the French 

flageolet as a fifteenth, with the hole at the end of the 

pipe being able to be stopped for the very lowest 

note.16  Its semitones were generally achieved by 

using cross-fingering.  However, playing up to 

twenty-eight semitones was made possible by using 

‘half-holes.’  The higher register of the French 

flageolet could be achieved either by ‘pinching’ or 

‘half-holing’ the thumbhole or by strongly forcing 

the breath.17 

 

By the eighteenth century the French flageolet had 

lost its beaked mouthpiece and had a whistle-type 

tapered ivory or bone mouthpiece that directed the air into the chamber.  In the 

nineteenth century the chamber below the fipple became more bulbous to make room 

for the insertion of a sponge to soak up excess moisture.18  Its head joint was actually 

longer than the rest of the instrument.  Up to eight keys were attached to enable 

chromatic notes to sound more accurately and easily.19   

 
                                                
14 Victor Mahillon, Catalogue du Musée du Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles, Vol. 2 (Brussels: 
c.1885): 300, quoted in Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 50. 
15 Mersenne, 301-2. 
16 Mersenne, 303-4. 
17 Mersenne, 304. 
18 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 55. 
19 Hugo Reyne, Foreword, Narcisse Bousquet, 36 Études (1851), Vol. 1, ed. Hugo Reyne (Celle: 
Moeck, 1986): 3. 
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The sound of the French flageolet was sweet and pure: during the 1600s, it had been 

named ‘dulcet.’20  It had been used in art music in England by, for example, John 

Banister, the leader of the King’s Band during the seventeenth century.21  Handel and 

James Hook (1746-1827) used it in eighteenth-century compositions.  Generally 

however, it was used as a novelty to imitate birdsong, or as an amateur instrument.22  

Canon Galpin cited a fifteenth-century writer as describing the ‘Flowte Pipe’ with the 

illustrative quotation, ‘the schepherd under the folde syngythe well with his gugawe the 

pype.’23  He added that to him this demonstrated that the instrument was perceived as ‘a 

small trivial instrument, probably as readily cast aside as easily made.’24 

 

In seventeenth-century England Samuel Pepys made many references to his own and 

his wife’s flageolet playing, which, as Girdham noted, reflected the ‘norms of amateur 

music-making of his time.’25  The instrument was often played unaccompanied or in 

duet with friends, in informal venues and out of doors.  Some players had lessons, but 

many more taught themselves.  Various tutors were published for it including Thomas 

Greeting’s The Pleasant Companion: Containing Variety of new Ayres and Pleasant 

Tunes for the Flagelet (1683).26 

 

In Victorian England there was renewed interest in the French flageolet.  It was often 

called the ‘quadrille’ flageolet as it was used in quadrille bands and to accompany 

dancers until at least 1879.27 Although the players were professional, the audience 

would not have been the so-called ‘musical elite’, but rather social dancers.  In its most 

usual ‘final’ form, with numerous keys, the French flageolet was also found in the 

military orchestras.28  It was rarely played in public concerts of chamber music.29 

 

  

                                                
20 Mersenne, 305. 
21 Welch ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 63. 
22  Girdham, 399. 
23 F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): 109. 
24 F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): 109. 
25 Girdham, 398.  See for example, The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. Robert Latham and William 
Matthews, 9 Vols. (London: G. Bell, 1976). 
26 Girdham, 397.  In 1910 Sir Frederick Bridge ‘very properly and fortunately’ owned Pepys’ copy of 
Greeting’s The Pleasant Companion.  (F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): 109.) 
27 Stone, 532; Girdham, 400. 
28 Reyne, Foreword, Bousquet. 
29 Steinman, 59. 
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5b. Bird Flageolet: 

The little so-called ‘bird flageolets’ were a smaller variation of the French flageolet.   

The bulbous head chamber and sponge seemed to have made their first appearance in 

bird flageolets.30  Indeed, in some instruments the head joint became even longer than 

the bore.31  Because it was ‘more slender in shape,’ its tone was light and delicate.32  It 

was used to teach birds such as bullfinches, canaries, parrots and linnets to sing specific 

airs and phrases that were ‘properly compos’d within the compass and faculty of each 

bird.’33 

 

The French flageolet and the recorder—probably the little sopranino—were also used 

to teach birds to sing their song ‘round.’34  Welch noted, ‘Small and delicate pipes, 

often of ivory…some pierced as recorders, others as six-holed flutes, are believed to 

[have been] intended for bird whistles.’35   

 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the practice had ceased to be a popular activity, 

but it was still known in England, as shown by the use of the present tense in the 

following quote from The Musical Times (1900): ‘There are innumerable [music 

teachers] who imagine that the whole duty of a music-master consists in teaching his 

pupils to play pieces and sing songs as a bird-trainer teaches finches and canaries.’36 

 

 5c. English flageolet: 

From the early-nineteenth century, the generic term of ‘English flageolet’ was applied 

to ‘hybrid instruments’ sold by a number of makers, foremost amongst whom was 

William Bainbridge of the makers ‘Bainbridge and Wood’ of 35 Holborn Hill, London.  

English flageolets were developed from both French flageolets and recorders: its name 

showing its derivation from both ‘English flute’ (that is, recorder) and ‘flageolet’ 

(which at that time meant French flageolet).37  These instruments came in various 

shapes and sizes, but they initially had seven finger holes and one thumbhole.   

 

                                                
30 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 54. 
31 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 54. 
32 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 56. 
33 Godman, Introduction (1954): iii. 
34 Godman, Introduction (1954): iv.  Godman quoted Daines Barrington as writing, ‘The first sound [of 
a bird] is called chirp; the next is a call; the third sound is called recording, which a young bird 
continues to do for ten or eleven months till able to execute every part of his song.  When perfect he is 
said to sing his song round.’  (Godman (1954): iv.) 
35 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 55, Note 1. 
36 ‘Professor Niecks on Musical Education and Culture,’ MT 41 (1900): 171. 
37 Girdham, 399. 
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Throughout the first half of the century, holes were changed, moved, reshaped, added 

and removed, and up to seven or more keys were added in order to make the fingering 

correspond more closely to that of the transverse flute.38  At that time the side-blown 

flute was one of the main wind instruments for amateurs,39 although the numbers of 

amateurs playing the harp and the pianoforte probably would have exceeded flautists.40  

Also, in common with the French and bird flageolets, a larger chamber was built into 

the head joint and a sponge was sometimes inserted,41 apparently enhancing the 

softness of the tone.42  By the end of the nineteenth century, English flageolets could be 

found in any stage of development between having no keys at all and having a full 

range of Boehm keywork.43   

 

 
Plate 25:  A nineteenth-century English flageolet, showing the  
whistle mouthpiece, ivory joints and various keywork. 
 

 

One of the most important factors in the nineteenth-century 

marketing of the English flageolet was its ‘simplicity, both in 

ease of playing and the speed with which it could be learnt (at 

least in theory).’44  The tone was produced easily without any 

special embouchure being required for it to sound, an 

important factor in explaining why flageolets were perceived 

as being acceptable instruments for both men and women.  At 

the time it was alone among wind instruments in this respect.45  

It was never intended that the English flageolet be played 

professionally.  It was used to play popular tunes, either from 

general collections of tunes, or the players may have written 

their own music.46  In 1821 Bainbridge inserted an 

advertisement about his instruments in The Times, which 

stated: 
 

                                                
38 Girdham, 399. 
39 Finn, 152. 
40 Waterhouse (1999): 175. 
41 Moeck (1980): 1. 
42 Girdham, 400. 
43 Girdham, 400. 
44 Girdham, 406-7. 
45 Girdham, 400. 
46 Girdham, 400; Moeck (1980): 3. 
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[By] his…improvements on the…flageolets…and the book of instructions, also invented 

by him, any person will see there is a greater extent of compass, and the fingering so 

simplified, that even those unacquainted with music will learn more in one day…without 

a master, than on his former patent, or on any other instrument of the kind, in several 

days.47 

 

Moeck claimed that English flageolets were also made outside England: for example, in 

the Vogtland instrument-making towns such as Markneukirchen, and in Vienna where 

the makers changed the fingering and called them ‘Viennese flageolets.’48 

 

 5d. Six-holed English flageolet: 

So-called ‘six-holed flutes’ were often misleadingly called English flageolets.  They 

were a kind of wooden whistle, like the tin whistle (or penny whistle) of today in which 

all the six holes are at the front of the bore.  The mouthpiece generally was not beaked 

but was—in common with other flageolets of the nineteenth century—a thin bone or 

ivory whistle similar in shape to a double reed.  Six-holed flutes were sometimes 

produced with two head joints; one with a bulbous chamber and ivory whistle 

mouthpiece; and the other with a side hole so that the instrument could be blown 

sideways as a transverse flute.49   

 

By the end of the nineteenth century, six-holed flutes were inexpensive and popular, 

and were not considered to be serious art instruments.50  In 1993 an elderly English 

man remembered ‘learning to play one at school around 1915.’51  In the United States 

today, the six-holed flute is still called a ‘flageolet.’ 

 

 5e. Double and triple flageolet: 

Some makers added extra pipes to the English flageolet to make ‘double’ and ‘triple’ 

flageolets.  The double flageolet was invented in 1805 in England by Thomas Scott and 

John Purkis and initially called the ‘Delecta Harmonia.’52  William Bainbridge patented 

both a double and then a triple flageolet, both of which enjoyed some popularity and 

renown in England and abroad for about half a century.53  In 1879 Stone stated that 

although the double flageolet was still within the memory of some, it had ‘most 

                                                
47 Bainbridge, 1. 
48 Moeck (1980): 1. 
49 Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 531. 
50 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 7. 
51 Charles Wells, ‘The Early Flageolet,’ The Recorder Magazine 13.3 (1993): 74. 
52 Waterhouse (1999): 172. 
53 Waterhouse (1999): 172. 
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deservedly gone out of use…no music of importance seems to have been composed for 

it.’54 

 

The double flageolet consisted of one front-blown mouthpiece joined to two pipes that 

sat side by side.  It was made in two sizes, pitched respectively in G and D, and 

required the use of a single hand to play each pipe, thus enabling the amateur to play in 

two-part harmony.  When the same fingers of each hand were used, intervals of a third 

were produced.55 

 
    Plate 26:  A Bainbridge  
    double flageolet.   

 

 

The double flageolet must not be confused with the so-

called ‘echo flute’ described in Samuel Pepys’ diary, 

which consisted of two single flageolets joined together so 

that music played on one of them could be echoed in a 

fainter tone.56  Other double-pipe instruments were known 

to exist in various cultures and times.  The double aulos of 

ancient Greece is a well-known example.  Some double 

woodwind instruments are still extant from the mid-

eighteenth century, which are now known by such names 

as ‘Akkordflöte,’ ‘flûte d’accord,’ ‘chord flute,’ ‘parallel 

connected double duct flute’ and ‘double recorder.’57  

Galpin noted the existence of what he termed ‘double 

recorders’ in scripts and carvings of the Middle Ages.58  The pipes could be of equal or  

unequal length.  Although each pipe had a window and block, they each had only four 

finger holes each in front, as well as the thumbholes.  Mersenne had spoken of double 

and triple flutes in Sicily and had even suggested that ‘a flute might be made with three 

sets of holes, one for the diatonic, another for the chromatic and a third for the 

enharmonic genus.  But I leave this investigation to the makers.’59   

 

                                                
54 Stone, ‘Flageolet,’ 532. 
55 Waterhouse (1999): 172. 
56 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 63.  See ‘20 January 1668’ in The Diary of Samuel Pepys, Vol. 9: 
30. 
57 Waterhouse (1999): 174 
58 F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): 110. 
59 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1960): 90. 
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6. Flauto, flauto dolce, flûte, flûte douce, flûte à bec, flûte d’Angleterre, flûte à neuf 

trous: See ‘Recorder.’ 

 

7. Galoubet: See ‘Tabourer’s Pipe and Galoubet.’ 

 

8. Penny Whistle: See ‘Six-holed English flageolet.’ 

 

9. Pibcorn: 

A pibcorn was a type of hornpipe—that is, it was made of horn—about eighteen inches 

long.  It had seven finger holes and was formerly very popular in Wales.  In 1906 it was 

described thus: ‘Played by the shepherds, this little rustic instrument is said to have 

given its name to the dance known as the hornpipe.’60  The Musical Times’ critic 

described the tone of the pibcorn as similar to that of ‘an indifferent hautboy.’61 

 

10. Recorder: 

The recorder was known by various names at different times and in different countries.  

Before 1673 in England it was called a recorder.  After that date, it was variously 

known as ‘flute,’ ‘flute douce,’ ‘flauto,’ ‘English flute’ and ‘common flute.’62  In 

France it was variously called ‘flûte,’ ‘flûte douce,’ ‘flûte d’Angleterre (English flute),’ 

‘flûte à bec (beaked flute)’ and ‘flûte à neuf trous (nine-holed flute),’63 so named 

‘because the eighth, which is close to the end, is double, so that this instrument can 

serve both right and left-handed players.’64  Mersenne wrote that the name ‘flûte douce’ 

was given ‘because of the sweetness of [its] sound, which represents the charm and 

softness of voices.’65   

 

11. Schulflöte, Schulczakan: See ‘Czakan.’ 

 

12. Six-holed flute: See ‘Six-holed English flageolet.’ 

 

13. Tabourer’s Pipe and Galoubet: 

The tabourer’s pipe was a duct flute with three holes: two at the front and one back 

thumbhole.  One hand played the pipe, while the other hand beat a small drum known 
                                                
60 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 524.  A picture of a pibcorn may be found in F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): 
Plate 35. 
61 ‘Recorders’ (1901): 185. 
62 Lasocki (1997). 
63 Lasocki (1997). 
64 Mersenne, 307.  
65 Mersenne, 307. 
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as a ‘tabor.’  They were folk instruments, often used to accompany dancing,66 and were 

resurrected as such by Arnold Dolmetsch.67  Galpin suggested that the tabor-pipe was 

introduced into England from France where it was in general use during the twelfth 

century, and that it was used with the bagpipe and rebec for country dancing.68  In 1900 

The Musical Times described these instruments thus: 

 
In the earliest days the music for the Morris was droned upon a bagpipe, afterwards 

replaced by pipe and tabor.  The pipe, with three holes, was made like a flageolet, 

sometimes with a metal tongue; it was played with the left hand.  The tabor, a miniature 

drum, was hung by a loop on the left thumb, and was beaten by a stick held in the right 

hand.  These instruments, though they have been played within the memory of living 

men, are now fallen into disuse.  Such traditional Morris-men as still exist amongst us 

use the fiddle, concertina, or accordion.69 

 

Jeremy Montagu, the acclaimed organologist, supported this view, suggesting that in 

the late-nineteenth century, the concertina and the various types of accordion replaced 

the pipe in many folk traditions.70  He wrote that the full range of a tabor pipe was 

about a twelfth, ‘which is sufficient for most dance music,’ and that cross fingering 

produced (more or less) the seventh and fourth notes of the scale.71  Mersenne stated 

that the normal range of a three-holed pipe was an eleventh, although he had heard one 

man achieve a range of a twenty-second.72 

 

The galoubet is probably the Provençal descendant of the tabor-pipe’s ancestor.  Today 

it is not necessarily played with a drum.  It is, however, played on one hand, and has 

two front finger-holes and a back thumbhole.73  Adam Carse stated that in Germany it 

was known as the Schwegel, while Mersenne also called it the flûte à trois trous (three-

holed flute).74  The instrument was made of wood, was about thirty centimetres long 

                                                
66 Mary Cyr, ‘Galoubet,’ The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. 9, ed. Stanley Sadie, 
2nd edn. (London: Macmillan, 2001): 482. 
67 For example, Dolmetsch programmed the ‘Ancient Sword Dance for the Pipe and Tabor.’  
(Programme for the Seventh Concert (29 August 1927) of the Third Haslemere Festival (1927), DFA.  
Another example is the anonymous ‘Three Cantigas played as a Broken Consort for Two Viols, 
Recorder, Rebec, Lyra de Braccio, Cithren, Bandola, Virginals and Tabor’ (Thirteenth century).  
(Programme for the Fourth Concert (21 July 1932) of the Eighth Haslemere Festival (1932), DFA. 
68 F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): 111. 
69 Macilwaine, 804. 
70 Jeremy Montagu, ‘Was the Tabor Pipe Always as we Know it?’ GSJ 50 (1997): 21. 
71 Montagu, 16. 
72 Mersenne, 300-1. 
73 Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments (New York: Da Capo, 1965): 116. 
74 Carse, 116; Mersenne, 299-301. 
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with a long cylindrical bore, and was pitched in D.75  It had two front finger holes and a 

back thumbhole and, like the tabor pipe, its range was an eleventh or a twelfth, 

depending upon the source one accepts.76  Its upper register was sounded by increased 

wind pressure in common with the flageolets and the six-holed flute.  Moreover, 

although the number of holes were so few, by moderating the wind, or working the 

fingers, to Mersenne it was ‘certain that one [could] perform all the parts of music with 

many three-holed flutes…although these concerts [were] not customary.’77  

 

14. Voice flute and Eunuch Flute: 

The term ‘voice flute’ has been given to various instruments.  Today, the term ‘voice 

flute’ generally refers to a recorder with a bottom note of d’.78  In length and pitch 

range it sits between the treble recorder (in F) and the tenor recorder (in C) and it is 

often used for playing French Baroque music.  In 1957 Hunt suggested that it got its 

name from the fact that its compass fitted the range of the soprano voice.79 

 

The ‘voice flute’ of the early-nineteenth century was not a recorder as that instrument is 

conceived today.  In order to sound, it required the breath to be voiced.  It was not 

front-blown, and it had only three finger holes that were not used for melodic pitch 

changes.  Instead, one quickly covered and uncovered one of the holes to produce a 

tremolo effect, while singing into the instrument.80  The resonant effect was reportedly 

similar to that of singing into a small drum.81  Welch had mentioned it as a ‘Eunuch 

flute’ in his 1898 lecture, noting that it was ‘manufactured for the delectation of 

children in both England and the United States; but…it has undergone a change of 

name.  [It is called] the Zazah or Voice Flute.’82 

 

Also, in 1811 two English flute makers, Malcolm Macgregor and Charles Wrigley, had 

taken out a patent for a ‘voice flute,’ which was a transverse flute with a membrane-

covered hole inserted between the embouchure hole and the first finger hole.83  It was 

                                                
75 Cyr, 482. 
76 Mersenne stated that the range of a galoubet was an eleventh. (Mersenne, 300.)  In 1959 Claudie 
Marcel-Dubois stated that it was a twelfth. (‘Galoubet,’ Trans. Russell Grigg and Kerry Murphy, 
Encylopédie de la Musique, Tome II, Dir. François Michel (Paris: Fasquelle, 1959): 209.) 
77 Mersenne, 301. 
78 Edgar H. Hunt, ‘The Voice Flute,’ GSJ 10 (1957): 86. 
79 Hunt (1957): 86. 
80 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 119. 
81 William Cummings suggested, ‘I am not prepared to attempt to prove that the voice would be 
improved by singing into a drum; it might make more noise, but not more music.’  (Cummings in 
discussion following Welch (1898): 222.) 
82 Welch, Literary Errors’ (1961): 119. 
83 Douglas MacMillan, ‘The Voice Flute: An Historical Survey,’ The Consort 47 (1991): 7. 
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modelled to some extent on the Eunuch flute.  The Rev. Canon Galpin’s collection 

included ‘[a] voice flute’ (so-called) which had a very large hole in the side of the tube, 

covered with a thin skin, which by its vibration gives a somewhat reedy timbre to the 

tone, hence the name voice flute:’84 possibly this was one of Macgregor and Wrigley’s 

instruments. 

 

15. Walking-stick flute: 

Moeck claimed the walking-stick flute, as played by Hungarian shepherds, was the 

ancestor of the czakan.85  Welch noted the existence of seven cane ‘walking stick 

flutes’ in the Museum of the Paris Conservatoire.  They were, respectively, a cannes- 

flute; -flageolet; - flute-à-bec; - clarinette; - cors d’harmonie; - trompette; - pochette (a 

kit or dancing master’s fiddle).86  These instruments may have been manifestations of 

nineteenth-century people’s fascination with organological experimentation.  To some 

extent such experimentation resembled the trials of different home-made instruments 

that occurred within the bamboo pipe movement during the 1920s and 1930s. 

 

In 1982 the expert recorder maker, Fred Morgan, measured a ‘walking-stick recorder’ 

made by W. Beukers.87  Made of cocus wood, and with a (possibly) cedar block, it had 

an ivory top, a space perhaps for a wrist chain, and seemed to have been built to be 

equally useful as a stick or a recorder.88  It was pitched in c’’ at exactly A=415 and its 

total length, including its ivory cap, was 87.25 centimetres.  Its thumbhole was well 

worn, suggesting that it was not simply a fashion item but was genuinely used, at least 

by one owner, as a musical instrument. 

                                                
84 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 522. 
85 Moeck (1980): 2. 
86 Welch, ‘Literary Errors’ (1961): 36. 
87 Willem Beukers senior and his son, also Willem Beukers, worked in Utrecht and Amsterdam in the 
early- to mid-eighteenth century. 
88 F.G. Morgan, ‘Walking-Stick Recorder,’ Drawing of an instrument made by W. Beukers 
(Unpublished, Measured in Amsterdam, 15 September 1982), From the personal papers of Ann 
Morgan, Daylesford, Victoria, Australia. 
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Appendix 2 

 

Canon Galpin’s recorders: 

Those he owned, made and played 

 

Canon Francis William Galpin was an avid collector of instruments of all types and ages and 

from many parts of the world.1  In 1916 he sold 560 of his instruments to one William 

Lindsey, a prominent businessman and a trustee of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.2  A year 

later Lindsey donated them to the museum in memory of his daughter, a music-lover who had 

perished in the sinking of the Lusitania during World War I.3   However, some of Galpin’s 

collection was unfortunately split up and still may be found in private homes.4   

 

Galpin collected a significant number of duct flutes of all kinds including many French, 

English, double. and even triple flageolets.5  Unfortunately, he used the words ‘recorder,’ 

‘flute a bec’ and flageolet somewhat interchangeably so that it is impossible to know the exact 

nature of some of the instruments he owned, especially where his notes are unclear, and the 

instruments in question are not in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.  

 

For example, Galpin gave the name ‘flute-a-bec’ to an early nineteenth-century duct flute 

signed by Prowse.6   Although it had seven finger holes and a thumbhole, suggesting at a first 

glance that it could be considered to be a recorder, it also had four brass keys.  Moreover, the 

picture of this instrument in the Museum’s online catalogue shows that unlike a recorder, the 

mouthpiece is whistle-shaped and seems to be made of horn or ivory.7  The bulbous area 

above the fipple is also reminiscent of a flageolet.  The museum catalogue lists this instrument 

simply as a ‘duct flute.’8   

 

                                                
1 See ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 521-9. 
2 Rendall, 5. 
3 Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA.  
4 Brian Galpin gave the names of some people who acquired Canon Galpin’s instruments.  They 
included Robert Donington, Anthony Baines and Eric Halfpenny, all specialists and authorities, to 
some extent, on early musical instruments.  (4-21.) 
5 See B. Galpin, 7. 
6 B. Galpin, 7.  Thomas Prowse Junior (1834-1868) was based at Charles Nicholson’s Flute 
Manufactory in London.  Nicholson (1795-1837) was a flute player who made improvements on his 
flute and had them carried out by Prowse.  While the Prowse family (two named Thomas and one each 
named Joseph and William) made wind instruments including flageolets, cornets, clarinets and 
bassoons during the first half of the nineteenth century, their output seemed to focus on flutes.  
(Waterhouse (1993): 141, 127.)  However, Douglas MacMillan has also found a Thomas Prowse Junior 
recorder, presumably made in London between 1816 and 1835.  (MacMillan (1983): 492.) 
7 Cat. No. 17.1840, Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA. 
8 Cat. No. 17.1840, Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA.  
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Galpin also owned an unsigned English ‘flute-a-bec’ beside which, in his handwritten book 

about his instruments, he wrote ‘Extra notes for the Treble Recorder’ and gave a fingering 

chart from a flat” to d”’, suggesting that he considered it to be a recorder,9 which indeed, it 

may have been.    

 

A treasure in Galpin’s collection was a twenty-nine and a half-inch long, eighteenth-century, 

Stanesby English recorder in A for which he had copied a scale and fingering chart for the 

bass Recorder in F and a scale for the recorder from Humphrey Salter’s Genteel Companion, 

being exact directions for the recorder (1683), together with an accompanying fingering 

chart.10  Brian Galpin listed this recorder as being made by Stanesby Junior in the middle of 

the eighteenth century.11  The fingering for a’ was marked ‘pinch.’  Canon Galpin had written 

an explanation below that stated, ‘Pinch—this means the insertion of the nail into the back 

hole thereby half closing it.’12  That Galpin felt he needed to write down such information 

suggests that he was no virtuoso of the instrument.  In 1972 the instrument belonged to Eric 

Halfpenny, a wind instrument specialist and a longtime friend of Galpin.13 

 

In his 1941 catalogue of the instruments in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Nicholas 

Bessaraboff described a tenor recorder in D made in England in about 1800.  It was 

pearwood, varnished blackish-brown and was made in three parts.  He stated, ‘On the bottom 

is scratched “Neave, Maker.” ’14  ‘Neave’ was probably John Neale, who was active in Dublin 

from 1721-1734, and was succeeded in the family business by his son, also John Neale.15  The 

recorder is therefore probably considerably older than ‘c.1800,’ as claimed by Bessaraboff. 

 

Another recorder owned by Galpin was an early eighteenth-century model in g’.  It was made 

of ivory and exquisitely turned and carved.16  The three joints were joined by beautiful ivory 

screw threads and the mouthpiece was in the form of a fish.17  The museum website suggests 

that this recorder was probably made in Germany, although Galpin’s checklist had ‘Italian?’ 

written next to it.18  

 

                                                
9 B. Galpin, 7. 
10 B. Galpin, 7-8. 
11 B. Galpin, 7. 
12 B. Galpin, 8. 
13 B. Galpin, 7. 
14 Bessaraboff, 70.  
15 Waterhouse (1993): 127. 
16 Cat. No. 17.1809, Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA.  
17 Bessaraboff, 70 
18 B. Galpin, 7. 
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Galpin also owned a ‘fine quartet of recorders’ apparently of about 1660, according to The 

Musical Times: they were listed as being a treble in g’, an alto in d’, a tenor in g and a bass in 

c.19  Stanley Godman described the use of four renaissance recorders by The Galpin Quartet, 

especially at the Paraffin Concerts from 1904, and suggested, at the instigation of Eric 

Halfpenny, that they were replica recorders.20   

 

 
Plate 27:  ‘A Set of Recorders, as used c.1600.’21 

 

 

 

Godman and Halfpenny identified the Quartet’s recorders 

as being the set featured in Galpin’s book, Old English 

Instruments of Music, which stated that they were ‘A Set 

of Recorders as used c. 1600.’22  All were made in one 

piece and were of the sort described by Praetorius in his 

Theatrum Instrumentorum.  The 1906 article in The 

Musical Times also carried a picture of the recorders 

along with shawms and cornetti, the caption again stating 

that they were ‘as used c. 1600.’23  However, the text 

suggested that the recorders and the cornetti, at least, 

were actually original c.1600 instruments.24  Did Galpin 

own an original Renaissance recorder consort, and also 

make replicas? 

 

The current music curator at the Boston Museum of Fine 

Arts, Darcy Kuronen, believes that all four of the 

Renaissance-style recorders held today in the museum 

‘were, to some degree, fabricated by Galpin.’25  All are 

dated as being made late in the nineteenth century.26   

                                                
19 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 523. 
20 Godman (1959): 12.  Both Eric Halfpenny and Stanley Godman were founding members of The 
Galpin Society, which was established after Canon Galpin’s death in 1945. 
21 F.W. Galpin (1910): Plate 29, opp. 142. 
22 Godman (1959): 12.  Italics added.  See F.W. Galpin (1910/1965): Plate 29. 
23 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 525. 
24 ‘Dotted Crotchet’ (1906): 523-4. 
25 Kuronen (26 and 27 February 2004). 
26 Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA. 
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In 1936 Galpin wrote to Bessaraboff about the recorders in his collection that were not 

original early instruments: 

 
As a large number of specimens passed through my hands when I was helping Mrs. Crosby 

Brown to form her collection, I was able to take measurements of bore, etc., of some of the less 

common wind instruments.  I also was in correspondence with the authorities of continental 

museums (which I knew personally) and found them willing to send me details of others.  

Having drawn out all to scale, I got one or other of the English wind-instrument-making firms to 

make the body of the instrument with the correct bore.  Then I fitted the instrument up with the 

necessary fingerholes and brass keys, as shown in the work of Praetorius and Mersenne.  From 

this you can see that they are not facsimiles of any particular specimen, but playable 

reproductions of the old types.  I required them for practical use and many of them have been 

played at lectures in London and elsewhere.27 

 

The Crosby Brown Collection of which Galpin spoke was exhibited at the Metropolitan 

Museum of New York in 1901.28  If, as Galpin’s letter suggests, he made the recorders as a 

result of arranging the collection, they could have been built well into the 1890s, and even up 

to 1901. 

 

There is no evidence to suggest which instrument makers Galpin made use of in London.  

MacMillan found a Rudall Carte tenor Renaissance recorder of about 1896.29  If it were not 

Rudall Carte, there are many possibilities, none of which are verifiable.  Kuronen could not 

hazard a guess, as Galpin fitted the fingerholes and worked on the windways, thereby putting 

his own ‘signature’ on the instruments.30  He suggests that Galpin’s letter indicates that he 

apparently called on multiple firms to do the basic work for him and that: 

 
It may have just had to do with personal connections he had with craftsmen at these companies 

and that he got favors from them as needed at various times during the period when he was 

making [the] various reproductions (the manufacture of which could have well taken place over 

several years or decades).31 

 

                                                
27 F. Galpin, Letter (21 January 1936), quoted in Bessaraboff, 68. 
28 Rendall, 5.  Mrs Crosby Brown loved music, but could not play it.  Between 1884 and 1904, she had 
collected over 3,390 instruments, many of them extremely rare.  (Sigrid Nagle, ‘Musical Instruments at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art,’ AmR 15.4 (November 1974): 112, 114.) 
29 MacMillan (1983): 492. 
30 Kuronen (26 February 2004). 
31 Kuronen (26 February 2004). 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, Galpin stated that the alto recorder in G was made in London and 

finished by himself.32  It was made from one piece (45cm) of pearwood, stained dark brown 

and has a slightly flaring bell at the bottom.33   It has a thumbhole and eight finger holes, the 

bottom left one stopped with wax, suggesting that Galpin played with his left hand on top, as 

is usual today.   

 

Galpin’s ‘Tenor-Alt’ in D (64.3cm), like the alto recorder, was made of pearwood in London 

and finished by Galpin himself.34  Its other attributes also correspond to those of the alto 

recorder. 

 

The basset recorder in G (92.1cm), made of walnut with brass rings, is a reproduction based 

on an instrument in Galpin’s own collection.35   It has a bore with no flare at the lower end, 

six open finger holes in the front, a thumbhole at the rear, and has a key for the seventh, 

lowest finger, the mechanism of which was inside the fontanelle.  The fontanelle is perforated 

with small holes, similar to the pictures in Praetorius’ work.   

 

The bass recorder (133cm), like the basset recorder, is made of walnut with brass rings, and 

has a brass S-shaped crook as mouthpiece. 36  Its bore is in two parts, being the body and the 

foot-joint.  It has six open holes in front and a thumbhole at the back, while the bottom finger 

hole, like the basset recorder, has an articulated key mechanism enclosed within the 

fontanelle.37 

 

The recorders played by the Galpin Quartet in 1905 were listed as being the treble in G 

(corresponding to the alto), played by R. Potter; alto in D (corresponding to the tenor-alt) by 

C.J. Galpin (born 1892); tenor in G (the basset recorder) by Mr Worton, the organist; and bass 

in C by Galpin himself.38  One wonders if the basset recorder was Galpin’s original one or his 

facsimile.  In 1914 all four players in the Paraffin Concert were members of the Galpin 

family: ‘the vicar and his three sons (aged 22, 18 and 17),’39 who constituted a splendid 

example of ‘home music’ in action.  As Galpin sold so many of his instruments two years 

                                                
32 F. Galpin, Letter (21 January 1936), quoted in Bessaraboff, 68. 
33 Cat. No. 17.1805, Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA. 
34 F. Galpin, Letter (21 January 1936), quoted in Bessaraboff, 68.  Cat. No. 17.1806, Collections: 
Musical Instruments, MFA, Boston. 
35 F. Galpin, Letter (21 January 1936), quoted in Bessaraboff, 68. 
36 F. Galpin, Letter (21 January 1936), quoted in Bessaraboff, 68. 
37 Cat. No. 17.1808, Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA. 
38 Godman (1959): 12. 
39 Godman (1950): 12. 
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later, including at least some of his recorders, it is unlikely that his Recorder Quartet 

continued after this time. 

 

In addition to the recorders listed above, Galpin owned a treble recorder which has been 

variously described as late-eighteenth century40 and ‘after [an] 18th-century type, [English] 

(probably), late-19th century.’41  It was made in three parts and made of walnut, stained dark 

mahogany.42  Kuronen states that although this particular recorder may be from the late-

eighteenth century, its workmanship does not suggest this to be the case.43  Having examined 

Galpin’s recorder-making style, Kuronen also does not consider that Galpin made this 

recorder, suggesting instead that he may have bought it from a hobbyist, thinking that it was 

built earlier than it was.44 

 

Galpin made or contributed to reproductions of other early wind instruments, including at 

least one racket, an alto crumhorn, various different sized shawms, a eunuch flute, a bass 

courtaut (after Mersenne’s description), a bass curtal, a bass tabourer’s pipe, chalumeaux, a 

clarinet, a tenor flute, and a consort of cornetti.45 

 

 

                                                
40 Bessaraboff, 70. 
41 Cat. No. 17.1738, Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA. 
42 Cat. No. 17.1738, Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA. 
43 Kuronen, Personal communication (27 February 2004). 
44 Kuronen, Personal communication (26 February 2004). 
45 See Collections: Musical Instruments, MFA. 
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Appendix 3 

 
Programmes of the earliest known recorder performances 

of Arnold Dolmetsch: 1900. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plate 28: Frontispiece for Hamlet by 
William Shakespeare. Presented by The 
Elizabethan Stage Society, Fifth Season, 
Directed by William Poel, Musical 
direction and instruments provided by 
Arnold Dolmetsch (Carpenter’s Hall, 
London: 21 February 1900).1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The ‘Remarks’ on the programme include the comments: 

 
The whole of the Instrumental Music, including the trumpet tunes and flourishes is of 

the time of the play or earlier.  The instruments used are: Three Viols, a Lute, a 

Recorder, an Oboe, Trumpets and Drum.  The Songs: “Bonnie Sweet Robin” and “In 

youth when I did love” are the original ones, and so are the others, very probably, 

although there is only traditional evidence on that point. 

 

The Names of the Players: 
 

Viols, Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch, Miss Hélène Dolmetsch, Miss Mabel Johnston; Lute, 

Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch; Recorder, Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch; Oboe, Miss Beatrice Horne; 

Trumpets; Drum, Mrs. Elodie Dolmetsch. 

                                                
1 From DFA. 
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Plates 29 and 30: Frontispiece and Programme for Arnold Dolmetsch’s Lecture-Recital: 
‘Shakespeare’s Stage Music’ (Portman Rooms, Baker Street, London: 11 March 1900).2 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Plate 29: Frontispiece. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Plate 30: Programme.

                                                
2 From DFA. 
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Appendix 4 

 

Issues in the literature pertaining to Arnold Dolmetsch’s early recorders. 

 

In 1905 Arnold Dolmetsch bought a beautiful boxwood and ivory treble eighteenth-century 

Bressan recorder from the Sotheby’s sale of the estate of Mr Thomas William Taphouse.1  His 

diary entry verifies that it was bought on 7 June 1905: ‘Enfin, vers la fin j’ai acheté pour £2 

un beau old English recorder 1630 boxwood and ivory.  Perfect specimen.  Sweet tone…cela 

me sera très utile.’2  His letter to his wife, Mabel, who was waiting for him in America, said 

of the sale, ‘Just before the end, I bought for £2 a beautiful old English recorder – c.1630… It 

will be very useful to me.’3 

 

Which recorder did Dolmetsch buy? 

From the details given in the Sotheby’s catalogue for 7 June 1905, there remains some 

question about which recorder on the list Dolmetsch actually bought.  Margaret Campbell, 

Dolmetsch’s biographer, claimed that the recorder was listed as ‘English, ivory, about 1730, 

in leather case, a fine specimen’ and that therefore Dolmetsch’s note of it being from about 

1630 must have been a mistake.4  Certainly, Taphouse had owned an ivory recorder.5  

Campbell also stated that the recorder that Dolmetsch bought was on sale for five pounds, two 

shillings and sixpence.6  Dolmetsch was perpetually poor during those early days, and she 

suggested that he told Mabel that he had paid just two pounds for the recorder because he 

wanted to keep his extravagance secret when the family needed all the money they had ‘for 

sheer survival.’7   

 

Hilary Meadows, however, has contended that Campbell attributed the wrong Sotheby 

catalogue entry to Dolmetsch’s purchase and that therefore Dolmetsch’s claim that he spent 

just two pounds for the instrument was actually true.8  Meadows re-checked the Sotheby 

catalogue and noticed another auction lot that included a box-wood and ivory recorder 

                                                
1 Campbell (1975): 164. 
2 Campbell (1975): 164.  ‘Finally, towards the end, I bought for two pounds a beautiful old English 
recorder 1630 boxwood and ivory.  Perfect specimen.  Sweet tone… it will be very useful to me.’ 
3 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes. 
4 Campbell (1975): 164.  Original italics. 
5 F. Cunningham Woods mentioned Taphouse’s ivory recorder in the discussion following Welch’s 
lecture on ‘Hamlet and the Recorder’ to the Musical Association in 1902.  (Welch (1902): 132.) 
6 Campbell (1975): 164. 
7 Campbell (1975): 165. 
8 Hilary Meadows, ‘Happy Birthday, Whenever that may be: Further thoughts on Mr. Loretto’s article,’ 
The Recorder Magazine 15.3 (1995): 87. 
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attributed to ‘Barton.’9  The unrecorded buyer paid two pounds for the lot: both the 

description of the instrument and the price therefore matched the information in Dolmetsch’s 

letter to his wife.10  Meadows explained the name ‘Barton’ as being a mistake made by 

Sotheby staff members who misread the name ‘Bressan’ on the two top joints, an explanation 

that is accepted by staff at the Horniman Museum where the recorder is now held.11  Mabel 

Dolmetsch stated in her Recollections that the new Bressan recorder was ‘a new acquisition of 

epoch-making importance’, it being ‘the first ancient recorder that he had ever handled’,12 a 

statement that also has turned out to be mistaken. 

 

When did Dolmetsch buy the Bressan recorder? 

Other discrepancies have been pointed out in published material regarding the actual date of 

Dolmetsch’s acquisition of his Bressan recorder.13  Both Mabel and Carl Dolmetsch suggested 

that Arnold bought it in 1903,14 as have Dale Higbee,15 Robert Ehrlich16 and Hermann 

Moeck.17  However, Campbell, Meadows and Jeanne Dolmetsch—Arnold’s grand-daughter—

all of whom have seen either Dolmetsch’s diary or the Sotheby’s catalogue, state that 7 June 

1905 was the date of the sale of Taphouse’s collection.18  Moreover, Taphouse was still alive 

in 1903 and the Sotheby’s auction was an estate auction conducted after his death. 

 

How and when did Dolmetsch acquire The Compleat Flute-Master? 

On the boat to America in 1905 Dolmetsch reportedly learned the recorder fingering from 

John Walsh’s The Compleat Flute-Master or The Whole Art of Playing on ye Rechorder 

(c.1695).19  Campbell claimed that he had bought the treatise from Mr Taphouse in exchange 

for one of his own instruments.20  In fact, according to his diary entries of June 26 and 27 

                                                
9 Meadows, 87.  The lot also included a flageolet. 
10 Meadows, 87. 
11 Margaret Birley, Keeper of Musical Instruments at the Horniman Museum, Personal Communication 
(29 January 2004).  The treble recorder by ‘Peter Bressan’ is held in the Dolmetsch Collection of the 
Horniman Museum (Catalogue No. M10-1983).  See ‘Woodwind and Brasswind Instruments,’ 
Horniman Museum, <http://www.horniman.ac.uk/collections/woodandbrass.cfm> Accessed 28 June 
2004. 
12 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 59. 
13 Alec V. Loretto, ‘Happy Birthday, whenever that may be!  Or – Is there a musicologist in the house?’ 
The Recorder Magazine 14.4 (1994): 146. 
14 Mabel Dolmetsch (1964): 249; Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 72; Carl Dolmetsch, ‘Recorder and German 
Flute during the 17th and 18th Centuries,’ PRMA 83 (1956-1957): 57.  Edgar Hunt has also dated 
Dolmetsch’s acquisition of the Bressan recorder to 1903, presumably on the evidence of Mabel and 
Carl Dolmetsch.  (Hunt (1962): 131.) 
15 Higbee (1979): 64. 
16 R. Ehrlich (1993): 10. 
17 Moeck (1982): 61. 
18 Campbell (1975): 164; Meadows, 87; Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes. 
19 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 59.  Dolmetsch sailed on 1 July 1905. 
20 Campbell (1975): 166. 
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which simply stated ‘Taphouse Books,’21 Dolmetsch may have bought the book from 

Taphouse’s son, Charles, after he had bought the recorder,22 perhaps indicating that he was 

aware of the limitations of his knowledge of the instrument’s technique.  Jeanne Dolmetsch 

has suggested that Dolmetsch would have wanted to know how to play the instrument, 

remembering the disastrous performance of the students at the Brussels Conservatoire in 

1879.23  Whatever the case, Taphouse’s library was a storehouse of treasures and one wonders 

why the recorder book had not sold at the auction.24 

 

When did Dolmetsch first play his Bressan recorder? 

Campbell maintained that the first recorded instance of Dolmetsch playing the Bressan at a 

public concert was in 1912 at Clifford’s Inn, the home of the Art Workers’ Guild in London,25 

where he had given so many of his Historical Concerts more than a decade earlier. The review 

from The Times, quoted in Campbell’s book, stated, ‘The concert began with a few tunes on 

the recorder which had no place assigned to them in the programme.’26  The piece in which 

the recorder was played was therefore a spontaneous addition to the programme.  On the other 

hand, information from Haslemere shows that a recorder was programmed to be played on 8 

February 1912 in Perth, Scotland, a fortnight earlier than previously thought.27 

 

The Lost Recorder: 

Dolmetsch made his first recorder in 1919.  The story of how he was prompted to make the 

Bressan after his young son, Carl, inadvertently lost it at Waterloo Station, has passed into 

legend.  Arnold Dolmetsch’s diary entry of 30 April 1919 recorded, ‘Concert Londres AWG.  

Grd Succès—Baba abandonne mon sac à a main contenant le recorder et mes outils etc., à 

Waterloo enface de la Plateforme No 5.  Désespoir!  Belle Journée.’28  Mabel Dolmetsch 

published the following account in 1957: 

                                                
21 Campbell (1975): 166. 
22 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes. 
23 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes.  See Campbell (1975): 12, for a description of the occasion. 
24 Mr Taphouse also had a copy of Humphrey Salter’s The Genteel Companion, being exact directions 
for the recorder (1683), along with about 2000 manuscripts and books on old instruments and 
performance practice.  (‘The Musical Library of Mr T.W. Taphouse, M.A.,’ MT 45 (1904): 629-39.)  
He was a friend of A.J. Hipkins, and upon that gentleman’s death in 1903, Taphouse had acquired at 
least some of Hipkins’ extensive collection.  (‘E,’ ‘Alfred James Hipkins,’ Obituary, MT 44 (1903): 
460.) 
25 Campbell (1975): 188. 
26 Review from The Times (27 February 1912), quoted in Campbell (1975): 188. 
27 Programme for ‘Old English Music and Musical Instruments’ (Perth, Scotland: 8 February 1912).  
See ‘8 February 1912’ in Appendix 5. 
28 Arnold Dolmetsch’s diary entry for 30 April 1919, quoted and translated in Campbell (1975): 208, 
212.  ‘Concert at AWG [Art Workers’ Guild Hall], London—great success.  Baba [Carl Dolmetsch] 
left my carry-bag with the recorder and my tools etc., in it on Waterloo station in front of platform No. 
5.  Despair!  Beautiful day.’   
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On the homeward journey [from the concert at the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen 

Square, Bloomsbury, in April 1919], each of us would be carrying one or more of the smaller 

instruments… On this occasion, seven-year-old Carl was charged with a hand-bag containing 

some tools and the one and only recorder.  There was a large queue at Waterloo Station, 

awaiting the opening of the gates; and, during this tedious interval, Carl put the bag down on the 

ground beside him.  At the opening of the gates there occurred a sudden surge forward, in which 

Carl, swept along by the crowd, forgot all about the bag!  We were well on our way towards 

Haslemere before noticing its absence…   

 

Arnold, having at length given up hope of ever recovering his own instrument, set about making 

one.  This undertaking was harder than at first appeared for the reason that the recorder makers 

of the olden time, jealous of their own skill, used, when describing the fabrication of these 

instruments, to leave out the important secret of the proportionate contractions and expansions 

of the inside bore, thereby producing the impression that the inside of the tube was simply 

conical… The secret of achieving true intonation had to be intuitively rediscovered by Arnold’s 

imaginative brain…29 

 

Thus there came into being the first recorders to be made in modern times.30  

 

Sometimes the legend became a little changed in its telling.  For example, another version 

disseminated in 1968 stated: 

 
It all resulted, it is told, from [Arnold Dolmetsch’s] young daughter’s knocking to the floor a 

fine 18th century recorder that had been lying on a table.  Damaged beyond repair, there must 

have been copious tears in this scene.  However…we should be grateful that it forced Mr. 

Dolmetsch to make his first copy which became the prototype for many to follow.31 

 

As Carl Dolmetsch’s wife, Greta, has said, the bag contained more than just the recorder: it 

included: 

 
…his father’s spectacles and his tools, harpsichord tools, or…if they needed a running repair or 

tuning…they always had these small things with him.  They were all in this bag and they were 

all precious… The disaster was so awful that instead of being in torrents of volatile rage…the 

old man went very quiet.  So when they got to Haslemere he started to advertise for it in 

London… He must have written to all his friends asking for them to look out for it but nothing 

happened… So he said, “There is nothing for it... I’ll have to make another one.”32    

                                                
29 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 130-2. 
30 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957): 59. 
31 Philip Treggor, ‘Harpsichord News,’ The Diapason 5.1 (January 1968): 13. 
32 Greta Dolmetsch, Interview (Haslemere, Surrey: 11 December 2001). 
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And of course, he did, basing it upon the lost instrument’s measurements that he had 

previously taken.33   

 

After the Bressan was lost, Arnold Dolmetsch inserted an advertisement in The Times in the 

hope of having it returned.  The advertisement stated: 

 
Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch, the musician of “The Jesses,” Haslemere, has had the misfortune to lose 

one of the most valuable of his rare musical instruments—a recorder.  Reference to a 

performance on this instrument, which is used for the presentation of the incomparable English 

music of the XVI.th century, appeared in The Times of April 17.  The recorder, a species of 

flute, was very popular in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and is mentioned in Hamlet.  The 

recorder was lost at 8 p.m. on April 30 at Waterloo Station, the bag containing it being left 

inadvertently on the ground at the entrance to No. 5 platform.34 
 

The concert programme of 30 April 1919, the date on which his diary recorded the loss of the 

Bressan, did not mention the recorder at all.35  However, a Basse Danse (1530) by Pierre 

Attaignant is listed in which the accompaniment could have included a recorder in broken 

consort.36 

 

Mabel Dolmetsch reported that until 1917 Arnold Dolmetsch had believed that he owned the 

only recorder in England apart from the Chester Recorders.  She wrote: 

 
Up till two years prior to this occurrence [the loss of the Bressan], Arnold had been under the 

impression that, apart from the set of four recorders preserved in the Chester Museum, his was 

the only surviving recorder in the country.  Herein he found he was mistaken!  One day…we 

traveled en famille to Birmingham to give a performance in the concert hall attached to the 

Grand Hotel.  All was going well until we arrived at a Broken Consort, when (looking in that 

same bag) Arnold discovered that he had left his recorder behind… He explained to the 

audience that, since this was the only recorder, we should have to pass on to the next item in the 

programme.  At this point there arose a distinguished-looking gentleman who, advancing 

towards the platform, produced from a capacious overcoat pocket, as by a conjuring trick, a 

recorder!37 

 

                                                
33 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes.  Dolmetsch took detailed measurements of all his instruments. 
34 ‘A Lost “Recorder,” ’ The Times (15 May 1919): 15, TTDA. 
35 Programme for Arnold Dolmetsch’s second concert in a series of two, entitled ‘Old Music and 
Dances’ (Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury: 30 April 1919), DFA. 
36 See ‘30 April 1919’ in Appendix 5. 
37 Mabel Dolmetsch (1957); 131 
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The gentleman turned out to be Sir Francis Darwin,38 and the recorder was not a treble but a 

tenor. 

 

It hardly seems possible that Dolmetsch should have thought such a thing.  Galpin was a well-

known music and organology specialist by that time, and his early music and recorder consort 

concerts may have been known to Dolmetsch.  Also, there were several recorder lots listed in 

the Sotheby’s catalogue of 7 June 1905.  One recorder was made of cocoa-wood and ivory, 

and two were of ivory.39  Campbell reported that although Dolmetsch engaged one Mr 

Thompson to do the actual purchasing at the auction, he had been to the preview of the sale of 

Mr Taphouse’s collection and had been tempted by some of the keyboard instruments.40  He 

must have known about the other recorders. 

 

When was the Bressan recorder lost? 

There has also been some confusion about the actual dates of the loss of the Bressan and 

subsequent events, as Alec Loretto pointed out in 1994.41  Carl Dolmetsch himself put the 

date of the loss as being 1918.42  Also, information on the Dolmetsch website states that the 

date was 1918.43  However, Dolmetsch’s diary entry makes it clear that it was actually April 

1919.   

 

How many recorders did Dolmetsch lose? 

In her biography, Margaret Campbell claimed that Dolmetsch had two recorders and that they 

both had been in the lost bag.44  She maintained that the Bressan was his favourite and 

therefore the one he reconstructed.  She has provided no evidence in her book that this was 

the case.  John Thomson, the founding editor of the respected journal, Early Music, recorder 

player and subsequent editor of The Cambridge Companion to the Recorder, also claimed in 

1982 that ‘Arnold…liked to include [recorders] in his early concerts, favouring especially a 

Bressan treble,’45 thereby implying that he had access to several instruments. 

 

                                                
38 Sir Francis Darwin, the third son of Charles Darwin and a fine amateur wind player, had played in 
Canon Galpin’s orchestra before World War I.  (Godman (1959): 14.) 
39 Campbell (1975): 164. 
40 Campbell (1975): 164 
41 Loretto (1994): 145. 
42 Carl Dolmetsch (1941): 72; Carl Dolmetsch, quoted in Peter Hedrick’s article, ‘An Interview with 
Carl Dolmetsch and Joseph Saxby,’ AmR 15.2 (1974): 43. 
43 Richard Noble and Brian Blood, ‘Carl F. Dolmetsch’ (1997), Dolmetsch Online,  
<http://www.dolmetsch.com/Cfdobit.htm> Accessed 16 Feb 2004.  
44 Campbell (1975): 208-9. 
45 J.M. Thomson, Editorial (1982): 2. 
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Mabel Dolmetsch’s biography of her husband stated that the lost bag contained ‘the one and 

only recorder,’46 and Dolmetsch’s own diary, quoted in Campbell’s book, said, ‘Baba 

abandonne mon sac à main contenant le recorder et mes outils etc.’47  Moreover, there is no 

evidence in any pre-1919 programmes existing at the Dolmetsch Family Archives that he 

utilized more than one recorder in any of his performances. 

 

In a programme dated 20 March 1920, Dolmetsch advertised two up-coming performances of 

‘Old Music with Dances.’  He wrote, ‘Mr. Dolmetsch has lately succeeded in making a 

Recorder which even excels in beauty of tone the instrument so unfortunately lost.  This new 

Recorder will be heard in consort with the Harpsichord and other instruments.’48   

 

In 1922 an advertisement for a series of three concerts to be given in February at the Hall of 

the Art Workers’ Guild stated, ‘[Dolmetsch] has further improved his Recorders;’49 the first 

and only indication that there were more than one at that stage.  Despite this statement, the 

programme suggests that Dolmetsch played only one recorder: on 25 February, in consort 

with lute and viols.50 

 

The concert on 2 April 1924 was apparently the first time that Dolmetsch paired two 

recorders in a public performance, by which time he may have had his original Bressan back.  

The programme stated, ‘The Purcell songs…are amongst his best.  “The Bashful Thames” 

with its Two Recorders is very attractive.  Such a combination has never been heard in 

modern times,’51 further discrediting Campbell’s claim that two recorders had been lost in 

1919.  The ‘combination’ in 1924 was for two recorders, viola da gamba and harpsichord.   

 

The return of the original Bressan by Geoffrey Rendall 

Of the return of Dolmetsch’s Bressan recorder by Geoffrey Rendall, Greta Dolmetsch says: 

 
One of [Dolmetsch’s] friends, Geoffrey Rendall…wrote to him and said, “Can I come and see 

you?  I’ve got one or two things I’d like you to see.”  So he duly came and opened his bag and 

                                                
46 M. Dolmetsch (1957): 130. 
47 Campbell (1975): 208.  Emphasis added. 
48 Arnold Dolmetsch, Advertisement, Programme for ‘A Dolmetsch concert’ (Haslemere Hall: 20 
March 1920), DFA. 
49 Programme for ‘Four Concerts of Early Chamber Music,’ The Dolmetsch Family (The Great Hall, 
University of Leeds: 23, 24, 25, 26 February 1922), Advertisement for a series of three concerts (4, 18 
March, 1 April 1922), DFA. 
50 Programme for ‘Four Concerts of Early Chamber Music.’ 
51 Programme for Series of three concerts (The Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, 
Bloomsbury: 5, 19 March, 2 April 1924), DFA.  See also ‘2 April 1924’ in Appendix 5.  As discussed 
in Chapter 2, this was patently not the first time that recorders had been heard together. 
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took out a clarinet or two, [and] one or two wind instruments, and AD gave his opinion of 

them… Then he started to take from his bag another instrument… AD saw the mouthpiece and 

said, “That’s mine!  Where did you get it?”  And Geoffrey Rendall said, “It was in a junk shop 

near Waterloo Station.”… Anyway, the story goes that it was [in] a junkshop and he bought it 

for five shillings! … He felt obliged to present it to AD.  He wouldn’t have got out of this place 

alive.  He wouldn’t have!  He presented it to AD, and his reward was to have Dolmetsch 

Recorder Number One.52 

 

Rendall and his friend Robert Steel had staged the surprise to take place at Dolmetsch’s 

favourite Soho restaurant.53  Sadly, the first recorder that Dolmetsch ever made is now lost: 

his family does not know where it is.54 

 

Did Arnold Dolmetsch change the Bressan? 

Dolmetsch has been accused of changing the design of his original Bressan.  In 1995 Hilary 

Meadows claimed that the instrument was severely modified, citing two experts who found 

that a long crack had been repaired and the tone holes had been altered.55  Three tone holes 

and the thumbhole were enlarged.56  However, Campbell’s assertion that the instrument had 

been shortened, presumably by Taphouse in order to conform to modern pitch, and then 

lengthened again (to give a=415Hz),57 was not substantiated.58  According to Meadows, ‘the 

most obvious and unfortunate feature…is that the block and ivory mouthpiece are not original 

and the characteristic narrow curved windway of Bressan recorders that produces that 

focused, reedy sound,’ had been replaced by a wide straight windway.59  Meadows is correct: 

the original mouthpiece remains in the family home in Haslemere, according to Greta 

Dolmetsch.60   

 

Lander’s statement that ‘initially [Arnold] Dolmetsch and his associates made recorders of 

this somewhat novel design’ to sell61 seems rather judgemental given that the Bressan was 

lost until about 1924 and the exact measurements that he had recorded did not immediately 

lead to the production of voicing and intonation characteristic of a Bressan instrument.  

Moreover, Arnold Dolmetsch accepted and liked the recorder’s ‘soft, complaining’ tone.’62  In 

                                                
52 Greta Dolmetsch, Interview (11 December 2001). 
53 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Lecture Notes. 
54 Jeanne and Greta Dolmetsch, Personal communication (Haslemere, Surrey: 11 December 2001). 
55 Meadows, 87-8. 
56 Birley (29 January 2004). 
57 Campbell (1989): 9. 
58 Birley (29 January 2004). 
59 Meadows, 88. 
60 Greta Dolmetsch, Interview (11 December 2001). 
61 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
62 Campbell (1975): 227. 
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1930 he reportedly claimed that the recorder (along with other period instruments) came to 

perfection during the Baroque era, and that the only problem in reproducing them was to 

make copies equally good.63   

 

From 1926, much of the work in the recorder workshop emanated from his son, Carl.  It is 

entirely possible, indeed probable, that it was Carl Dolmetsch who changed the design and 

replaced the mouthpiece, not Arnold.  It was also he, as the family’s primary recorder player 

from about 1926-1927, who began to develop the recorder’s design in significant ways.  The 

fact that the lip was cut down in the reproduction mouthpiece, presumably to make the 

instrument louder,64 suggests the hand of Carl.  It should also be stressed that his major 

modifications were not to the original instrument but to reproductions, and that they were 

made for specific musical and acoustic purposes.  The author owns a relatively early, hand-

made ‘Carl Dolmetsch alto recorder’ that does not have a wide straight windway, or other 

modern modifications: its tone is therefore sweet and resonant, reminiscent of the original 

Bressan design upon which it was undoubtedly based.65 

 

                                                
63 ‘Chamber Music at Haslemere: Mr. Dolmetsch’s Sixth Festival,’ The Times (26 August 1930): 10, 
TTDA. 
64 Birley (29 January 2004). 
65 Carl Dolmetsch, Rosewood alto recorder, No. 2155. 
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Appendix 5 

 

Arnold Dolmetsch’s use of the recorder in Britain:  

1900-1939 

 

The recorder repertoire programmed by Arnold Dolmetsch until just before his death, which is 

listed here, is intended to be representative, not exclusive.  Many of the same pieces were 

played often, from the very beginning of Dolmetsch’s work with the recorder.  Where the 

same pieces were played in various concerts throughout a year, only one programme will be 

given.  Some programmes do not specify exact instrumentation for the music played, 

especially when it accompanied dancers.  However, where this is so, it may be safely 

assumed—because other programmes show that Dolmetsch did it so often—that if the 

recorder was listed in the ‘instruments played,’ on the programme, it was probably included in 

broken consort with viols, lute, virginals, cithren and other instruments. 

 

Although the recorder was often used for the same pieces in the early years, those same tunes 

were also re-arranged for different broken consorts, presumably as Dolmetsch found out more 

about the music, and also in order to vary the programmes.  Such apparent monotony, 

however, highlights the beneficial effect of the Haslemere Festivals, presenting as they did so 

much newly discovered music for the recorder as well as that for other instruments.1  On the 

other hand, there is a lot of duplication of recorder music in different years at the Festivals as 

well, in which case the pieces have been listed in their entirety. 

 

Inevitably, some of Dolmetsch’s programmes are missing, notably that of the 1935 Haslemere 

Festival.  However, those that are extant are so many in number that a clear insight into the 

development of recorder repertoire by Arnold Dolmetsch may be gained from perusal of this 

list, even though it only concentrates on performances given in Britain.  Some of the 

programmes from 1936 onwards do not list Arnold Dolmetsch on the list of performers, as he 

began to suffer ill health.  Because of this, Carl Dolmetsch was given responsibility for the 

Haslemere Festival in 1937, and he took over complete control of its musical directorship in 

1940, the year of his father’s death.2  The latter programmes are therefore interesting as they 

represent the beginnings of Carl Dolmetsch’s development as an independent programmer and 

                                                
1 ‘The Haslemere Festivals’ were established in 1925 by Arnold Dolmetsch and were staged annually 
until 2001 except for a few years during World War II. 
2 Hunt (1998): 14.  The programmes for 1937-1939 still acknowledge Arnold Dolmetsch as the Musical 
Director, and no doubt he did give advice and orders to Carl regarding the choice of music.  Arnold 
Dolmetsch continued to perform on keyboard instruments, violin, viola d’amore, treble viol, lute and 
vihuela until 1939.  He died in February 1940. 
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director where early music was concerned, a role he maintained with energy and integrity 

alongside his other recorder activities until his death in 1997. 

 

The majority of programmes listed from 1925 onwards are from those of the Haslemere 

Festivals as these brought together a lot of the music that had been researched and performed 

at other individual concerts and groups of concerts given by Dolmetsch and his groups.  It 

must be remembered that from 1925 Arnold Dolmetsch and his family and friends continued 

to tour and perform throughout the British Isles, and extant programmes exist for concerts in 

places as distant from each other as Bristol and Birmingham, London and Liverpool, 

Manchester, Oxford, Sheffield and Dublin. 

 

Unless otherwise specified, all of the information listed here has been taken from programmes 

at the Dolmetsch Family Archives in Haslemere, Surrey (DFA), which were perused with the 

kind permission of the Dolmetsch family.3  The information is given as it is written in the 

programmes, which means that there are discrepancies in spelling and occasionally in the 

dates of compositions. 

 

The term ‘Other instruments’ in the list refers to the instruments included in the concert 

programme besides the recorder.  It is not included in the programmes after 1925 because by 

then, with the exception of the Welsh crwth, two types of harp, and the treble, tenor and bass 

rebecs, Dolmetsch had completed the first phase of research and reconstruction of the 

instruments he generally made use of in his concerts.  These final fruits of his instrumental 

research were presented first in 1934, as was his reconstructed ‘Beethoven’ grand piano, based 

on a 1799 original instrument.4 

 

Occasionally, there is no indication given of who played the recorder/s.  Where this is so, in 

the early programmes it almost certainly would have been Arnold Dolmetsch himself.  From 

1924 he regularly included his son, Rudolph, as a recorder player with him, although a 1919 

review mentioned Rudolph’s playing even though Arnold Dolmetsch was listed as the player 

in the programme.5  In the early Haslemere Festivals, Arnold, Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch 

and Miles Tomalin all played the recorder.  Later, in addition, there were other stalwarts, 

including Robert Goble, Mary Ferguson (soon to become Carl Dolmetsch’s wife), Douglas 

Campbell Brown, Philip Cottrell.  Carl Dolmetsch was the primary recorder player from about 

1927.  The recorder players almost always played other instruments as well in the true spirit of 

early domestic music performance practice. 

                                                
3 Some other information has come from The Times Digital Archive (TTDA). 
4 Arnold Dolmetsch, Preliminary Discourse, Programme for the Tenth Haslemere Festival (1934). 
5 See ‘16 April 1919’ below. 
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1900 6 
 

21 Feb 1900:  Hamlet, presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society, produced by William 

Poel, music directed by Arnold Dolmetsch, in The Carpenters’ Hall, London. 

 Other instruments:  Oboe, trumpets, lute, viols and drum. 

 Pieces played included: ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ and ‘In Youth When I did Love,’ 

although no specific mention is made of the pieces that were 

performed on the recorder. 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

The performance of Hamlet on 21 February 1900 was acted from the first-published quarto 

(1603) of the play on an Elizabethan stage ‘after the manner of the period in the Carpenter’s 

Hall, London by kind permission of The Worshipful Master, Wardens, and Court of the 

Company at 8.30 o’clock.’7  Every effort was made to make the play ‘authentic.’  Besides the 

music, the dialogue, the costumes and the fencing scene were, as far as possible ‘a correct 

revival of the…period.’8 

 

The viols were played by Arnold Dolmetsch, his daughter, Hélène, and Mabel Johnston (who 

became his third wife in 19039).  Miss Beatrice Horne, a viol player and an enthusiastic 

supporter of Dolmetsch’s musical work,10 played the oboe while Elodie Dolmetsch, Arnold’s 

second wife, primarily a harpsichordist, played the trumpets and drum.  He himself played the 

lute and the recorder.11  David Lasocki has suggested that, in fact, Shakespeare may not have 

intended that the recorders be played in Hamlet, ‘other than in words.’12 

 

Dolmetsch had worked with the director William Poel before his 1900 performances, the 

earliest known programme being in 1895 when Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night was presented at 

Burlington Hall, Savile Row.13  Other plays presented during and after that year included A 

                                                
6 Extraordinarily, Frank Howes wrote that ‘Dolmetsch did not take up the recorder until 1924.’  (1966): 
106.) 
7 Programme for Hamlet (21 February 1900).  See also Appendix 3. 
8 Programme for Hamlet (21 February 1900). 
9 Campbell (1975): 150. 
10 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Personal communication (23 May 2002). 
11 Programme for Hamlet (21 February 1900). 
12 John H. Long, quoted in David Lasocki, ‘The Recorder in the Elizabethan, Jacobean and Caroline 
Theater,’ AmR 25.1 (1984): 4. 
13 Programme for Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare, presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society, 
Directed by William Poel, Musical Direction by Arnold Dolmetsch (Burlington Hall, Savile Row, 
London: 21 June 1895). 
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Comedy of Errors,14 scenes from The Tempest15 and The Two Gentlemen of Verona.16  

Dolmetsch utilized virginals, viols, viols da gamba, the lute, and the pipe and tabor (the latter 

in 1897).17  In 1898 he directed the music for John Ford’s late seventeenth-century tragedy The 

Broken Heart, using the lute, treble, alto and tenor viols and two viols da gamba.18 

 

The Times did not give Poel a good review for Hamlet, stating: 

  
[He] robbed last night’s performance…of most of its literary interest by not following the First 

Quarto as it stands.  All one can say of the text spoken was that it was Mr. Poel’s version of 

Hamlet… The actors did not make it any better by showing that some of them had not a very 

close acquaintance with their parts… Still, the performance was interesting… it was quite 

creditable.19 

 

However, it also said, ‘Mr Arnold Dolmetsch’s plaintive music added charm to the 

performance; indeed there was too little of it.’20   

 

11 March 1900: ‘Shakespeare’s Stage Music,’ presented by The Stage Society, with music 

directed by Arnold Dolmetsch, performed in The Portman Rooms, Baker Street, London. 

 Other instruments: Hautboys, cornets, trumpets, sackbuts, cithrens, lutes, viols 

and virginals. 

 Pieces played included:  ‘O Willo, Willo,’ ‘The Carman’s Whistle,’ ‘It was a Lover 

and his Lass,’ ‘Full Fathom Five,’ ‘Heartsease’ and others.  

Although it is not clear which piece was played on recorder, it 

was probably “Greensleeves” versus “Hundredth Psalm.” 

 Recorder player:   Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

                                                
14 Programme for Comedy of Errors by William Shakespeare, at the request of the Elizabethan Stage 
Society, Directed by William Poel, Musical direction by Arnold Dolmetsch (Gray’s Inn: 6 December 
1895).  This play was first performed at the same Hall in 1594. 
15 Programme for ‘Scenes from The Tempest by William Shakespeare,’ Musical direction and 
instruments provided by Arnold Dolmetsch (Eton College, Windsor: 27 July 1895). 
16 Programme for The Two Gentlemen of Verona by William Shakespeare, presented by the Elizabethan 
Stage Society, Directed by William Poel, Musical Direction by Arnold Dolmetsch (The Merchant 
Taylors’ Hall, Threadneedle Street, London: 28 November 1896). 
17 Programme for The Tempest by William Shakespeare, presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society, 
Directed by William Poel, Musical Direction by Arnold Dolmetsch (The Goldsmith’s Hall, London: 13 
November 1897). 
18 Programme for The Broken Heart by John Ford, presented by The Elizabethan Stage Society, 
Directed by William Poel, Musical Direction by Arnold Dolmetsch (St George’s Hall, London: 11 June 
1898). 
19 ‘ “Hamlet” by the Elizabethan Stage Society,’ The Times (22 February 1900): 7, TTDA. 
20 ‘ “Hamlet” by the Elizabethan Stage Society,’ 7. 
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Dolmetsch’s introduction to the programme for 11 March 1900 included a discussion about 

music in England at the time of Shakespeare and the musical instruments used in his plays.  

Shakespeare mentioned lutes, cithrens, viols, virginals, recorders, trumpets, sakbuts [sic], 

cornets and hautboys, all of which Dolmetsch played.  The programme was organized under 

the titles of different Shakespearean plays, such as Othello from which Desdemona’s song ‘O 

Willo Willo’ was performed ‘with its original lute accompaniment,’ and The Twelfth Night 

from which The Clown’s Song, ‘O Mistress Mine’ was accompanied by viols and virginals.21  

No mention is made of which piece the recorder accompanied.  Jeanne Dolmetsch has 

suggested that it was most probably ‘Green Sleeves’ versus ‘Hundredth Psalm [sic]’ from The 

Merry Wives of Windsor.22 

 

It has not been possible to ascertain which recorder Dolmetsch played for Hamlet and his 

subsequent lecture-recital in 1900.  Few people are known to have owned a recorder at this 

time.  Canon Galpin owned several, but Dolmetsch and Galpin were not intimate friends so it 

is unlikely that the recorder was his.23  In 1900 William Taphouse probably already owned the 

Bressan that Dolmetsch would buy in 1905 from his estate.  However, Dolmetsch’s words, ‘un 

[‘a’] beau old Bressan recorder’ (not ‘le [‘the’] beau old recorder’), in his letter to his wife 

after that sale, suggested that he had not seen it before.  Dolmetsch knew J.C. Bridge 

personally as he had played the lute in the third of Bridge’s 1892 set of three lectures entitled 

‘Music of the Past.’24  The first lecture, entitled ‘Ancient Minstrelsy,’ had included 

demonstrations upon the Chester recorders, described as ‘Ancient Flutes’ in the programme.’25  

Dolmetsch did not go to this as he was performing elsewhere,26 however the programmes for 

all three lectures were printed on the same piece of paper (which is still in the family archives) 

so he must have seen it and known that Bridge had access to and knowledge of recorders.  

Perhaps Dolmetsch managed to borrow one of the famous Chester set through his association 

with Bridge, although this is not really likely given that their archaeological significance was 

even then fully understood, no doubt seriously reducing their accessibility. 

 

Another question that arises from Dolmetsch’s 1900 recorder performances is how he knew 

the fingering of the instrument.  It is known that Frederick Bridge, for whom Dolmetsch had 

                                                
21 Programme for ‘Shakespeare’s Stage Music’ (11 March 1900).  See Appendix 3 to peruse the entire 
programme. 
22 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Personal communication (23 May 2002).  In 1991 Malcolm Tattersall suggested 
that ‘Tell someone that you play the recorder, and they will…mention Greensleeves.’  (Tattersall 
(1991): 21.) 
23 Jeanne Dolmetsch, Personal communication (23 May 2002).  Hunt has suggested that Dolmetsch did 
illustrate some of Galpin’s lectures, although he has not specified dates.  (Hunt, Notes, 54.) 
24 Campbell (1975): 52. 
25 Programme for J.C. Bridge, ‘Ancient Minstrelsy’ (22 November 1892). 
26 Campbell (1975): 51 
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played in some of the Gresham lectures,27 owned an edition of Humphrey Salter’s Genteel 

Companion, being exact directions for the recorder (1683)28 to which Dolmetsch may have 

had access.  It is possible, however, that Dolmetsch really did do his first serious study of 

recorder fingering and technique on the boat to America in June 1905.    

 

It would also be interesting to ascertain what type of oboe was utilized in the 1900 

performances, as the oboe was not a Tudor instrument.  Possibly, Dolmetsch was giving the 

shawm (the oboe’s predecessor) its Shakespearean name, ‘hautboy,’ which was generally 

translated as ‘oboe.’  Interestingly, fifteen years later, in his book on Interpretation, 

Dolmetsch wrote that he had no authority to speak of the oboe (among other woodwind 

instruments) as he ‘regrets not to know [it].’29  Extant programmes at Haslemere show that he 

apparently did not play the ‘oboe’ again until 1919, again probably anachronistically, in a 

piece by Frescobaldi (1583-1643).30  In 1927 the oboe was included in the orchestration that 

accompanied three trumpet ‘theatre tunes’ by Purcell.  A reviewer commented on the ‘fresh 

and enlivening’ result and suggested, ‘Sir Henry Wood should play these tunes at a 

Promenade Concert.’31 

 

1912 

 
8 Feb 1912:  ‘Old English Music and Musical Instruments,’ a lecture-recital, in City 

Hall, Perth, Scotland, with Mr and Mrs Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 Other instruments: Violin, lute, treble, bass and lyra viols, virginals, spinet and 

harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder and virginals: 

     ‘Westron Wynde’  

     ‘Rogers.’ 

 Recorder player:  Not stated, almost certainly Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

                                                
27 The ‘Gresham Lectures’ had been established in 1697, and the chosen lecturers had considerable 
scholastic status.  Frederick Bridge spoke several times each term in the large hall of the City of London 
School where crowds of up to 1000 heard his entertaining music history lectures.  Early music topics 
were a consistent feature of every series he gave.  (Roche, 4; See also Campbell (1975): 34-42.) 
28 King, 72. 
29 Arnold Dolmetsch (1915): 457. 
30 Programme for ‘Music and Dances to be Performed at Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch’s Concert’ (Hall of the 
Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen Square, Bloomsbury: 3 December 1919).’ 
31 ‘Haslemere Music Festival: Two English Programmes,’ The Times (25 August 1927): 13, TTDA. 
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1913 

 

29 Jan 1913: Recital in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, Clifford’s Inn, Fleet Street. 

 Other instruments:  Lute, treble, tenor and bass viols, virginals and   

     clavichord. 

 Music played on recorder, treble, tenor and bass viols and virginals:  

     ‘The Lord Zouche’s Maske’ (Anon, 1580) 

‘The Hunt is Up’ (Anon, 1540). 

 Recorder player: Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

6 March 1913: Recital in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, Clifford’s Inn, Fleet Street. 

 Other instruments: Flute, violin, viola, violoncello, viols, virginals and 

harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, treble, tenor and bass viols and virginals: 

  ‘Oh Mistris Myne’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century) 

  ‘John Come Kiss Me’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century). 
 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

7 March 1913: ‘Concert of Sixteenth-, Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Music,’ 

under the direction of Arnold Dolmetsch, in The Hall of Magdalene College, 

Cambridge, by kind permission of the Master and Fellows. 

 Other instruments: Flute, cithren, violin, viola, violoncello, viols, virginals and 

harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder and virginals: 

  ‘The Piper’s Galliard’ (John Bull) 

     ‘La Volta’ (Thomas Morley). 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1914 

 

24 April 1914: Drama presentation/Lecture/Recital of the London Shakespeare League in 

the Burlington Gardens Theatre, London, with ‘a number of Miss Lacy’s Wild Street 

School Children,’ and lectures given by William Poel, F.J.H. Darton and others. 

 Other instruments:  Treble and alto voices, cithren, lute, viols and virginals. 

 Music played on recorder and virginals: 

     ‘Fortune’ 

     ‘Green Sleeves’ 
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     ‘La Volta’ (Thomas Morley). 
 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsh. 

 

16 Dec 1914: Recital of ‘Old Dances,’ in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 6 Queen 

Square, Bloomsbury, London.32 

 Other instruments: Voices, lute, viols, virginals, harpsichord and drum. 

 Music played on recorder, alto and bass viols, virginals and drum: 

     ‘Bransle de la Guerre’ (Sixteenth Century) 

     ‘Rigaudon de la Paix’ (Seventeenth Century). 

 Music played on recorder, virginals and drum: 

     ‘La Forlana’ (a Venetian dance of the Sixteenth Century). 

 Recorder player: Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1915 

 

10 Feb 1915:  Recital in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Other instruments:  Voices, viols, virginals and harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder and virginals: 

     ‘La Volta’ (English Dance, Thomas Morley, 1595). 

 Music for three voices, recorder, two viols and virginals: 

     ‘Gather Your Rosebuds’ (William Lawes, 1640). 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 
1 Nov 1915:  ‘A Consort of Music as it might have been performed in Samuel Pepys’ 

House,’ in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Other instruments:  Viols, theorbo and spinet. 

 Music played on recorder and two viols: 

     ‘Glory of the West’ (Anon) 

     ‘The King’s Delight’ (Anon) 

     ‘Freeman’s Delight’ (Anon).  

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

The programme for 1 November 1915 states, ‘These were in the printed Virginal book which 

Pepys bought on the 16th March, 1662.’ 

  

                                                
32 All subsequent references to the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild will mean No. 6 Queen Square,  
Bloomsbury, London. 
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1916 

 

22 March 1916: ‘English Music for the Lute, Recorder, Viols, Treble Violin, Virginals, etc., 

interspersed with Beautiful Early Dances’ in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Other instruments:  Voices, pipe and tabor, treble violin, lute, viols and virginals. 

 Music played on recorder, four viols and virginals: 

     ‘Captain Digorie Piper, His Galiard (John Dowland, 1605) 

     ‘Wolsey’s Wilde’ (William Byrd, c.1600). 
 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

4, 5 May 1916:  ‘The Original Music, Musical Instruments and Dances of Shakespeare’s 

Plays’ in the Birmingham Repertory Theatre, Birmingham. 

 Other instruments:  Voice, lute, viols and virginals. 

Music played on recorder, viols and virginals from The Merry Wives of Windsor (4  

May):    ‘Fortune’ 

     ‘Greensleeves.’ 

 Music played on recorder, viols and virginals from Much Ado about Nothing (5 May):

     ‘The Sick Tune’ 

     ‘Light o’ Love.’ 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

8 June 1916: ‘Concert of Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century English and French 

Music’ at Leighton House, London.  ‘In Aid of Lady Carver’s Fund for Our Wounded 

in Germany and the Streatham Hospital.’ 

Other instruments:  Voice, lute, viols, virginals, clavichord, harpsichord, musette  

and tambourin. 

 Music played on recorder, four viols and virginals: 

     ‘The silk June’ [‘The Sick Tune’?] 

     ‘Light o’ Love.’ 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

The programme for 8 June 1916 states:  

 
This concert is under the immediate patronage of the Rt. Hon. Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress, 

Their Excellencies the Japanese Ambassador and the Marchioness Inouyè, the Greek Minister 

and Mme. Canardius, the Rumanian Minister and Mme. Misu, the Norwegian Minister and 

Mme. Vogt. 
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19 Nov 1916:  ‘English Music of the Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Centuries’ in Mr 

Holliday’s Studio, Oak Tree House, Branch Hill, Hampstead.  Proceeds to go to the 

Belgian Hospital Fund. 

 Other instruments:  Voices, cithren, lute, viols and virginals. 

 Music played on recorder and five viols: 

     ‘Westron Wynde’ 

     ‘Rogero’ 

     ‘Wolsey’s Wylde.’ 

 Music played on recorder, five viols and cithren: 

     ‘Step Stately’ 

     ‘Maiden Fair’ 

     ‘Parthenia.’ 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1917 

 
26 April 1917: ‘Ye Olde Cheshire Cheese Fair: A Birthday Celebration to Honour the 

Memory of Shakespeare.’ Unknown venue. 

Activities and food: ‘Ye famous Rump Steak, Kidney, Mushroom, Lark and 

Oyster Pudding; Ye Pancake, Toasted Cheese; Hot Punch.’ 

The toast to the King, was followed by a ‘Song from an Italian Opera.’ 

Other instruments:  Voice, lute and viols. 

Music played on recorder and viol:  

‘The Sick Tune’ 

     ‘Light of Love.’ 

Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1918 

 

No programmes were found at Haslemere for the year 1918.  This was a difficult year for 

England: World War I was four years old, and at one stage the German army under General 

Ludendorff looked as though it might re-take Paris, giving it a chance to win the war outright.  

Also, this was the year that the Dolmetsch family moved to Haslemere from Dulwich, 

London. 
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1919 

 

16 April 1919: ‘Old Music and Dances’ in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments:  Violin, lute, viols and virginals. 

Music played on recorder, lute and viols: 

     ‘Three Sixteenth-Century English Pieces.’ 

Recorder player:  Rudolph Dolmetsch (Arnold Dolmetsch was listed on the  

programme, but Rudolph was mentioned in The Times’  

review (see below). 

 

The programme of 16 April 1919 states: 

 
Performances have not been given in London for three years, owing to the War.  Nevertheless, 

Mr. Dolmetsch has continued his studies and research; his children have developed their talents, 

even the youngest being now able to join the family consorts.  Mrs. Dolmetsch has discovered 

many beautiful dances and taught them to the children. The present Programmes are, in 

consequence, more beautiful and interesting than ever before. 

 

The review in The Times stated, ‘The four children play excellently with their father on the 

viols, and the eldest boy is also expert on the virginals and the recorder.  He gave us some 

deliciously clear phrasing in the three pieces for recorder, lute and viols.’33 

 

30 April 1919: ‘Old Music and Dances’ in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Instruments listed:  Lute, viols, clavichord and harpsichord. 

 

There is no mention of the recorder in the concert programme of 30 April 1919 even though it 

was the night that Arnold Dolmetsch’s original eighteenth-century Bressan recorder was left 

on Waterloo Station.  However, a Basse Danse published by Pierre Attaignant was performed, 

for which the accompaniment could have included a recorder in broken consort.34  The 

performers are listed as Arnold and Mabel Dolmetsch and their four children, Cécile, Nathalie, 

Rudolph and Charles [sic].  It is also possible that the recorder was used spontaneously as in a 

concert in late February 1912.35 

 

                                                
33 ‘XVIth Century Music: Mr. Dolmetsch’s Concert,’ The Times (17 April 1919): 18, TTDA. 
34 Programme for Arnold Dolmetsch’s second concert in a series of two, entitled ‘Old Music and 
Dances’ (Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild: 30 April 1919). 
35 ‘Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch’ (27 February 1912).  See also Appendix 4 and Campbell (1975): 188. 
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28 Oct 1919: Recital in Jesmond Dean House [sic], Newcastle-upon-Tyne.   

This concert is the first known one in which Arnold Dolmetsch may have played 

his new recorder. 

Other instruments:  Voice, treble violin, lute, viols, virginals and clavichord. 

Music played on the recorder:  

‘Heartsease’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century). 

Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1920 

 

20 March 1920: ‘A Dolmetsch Concert’ at Haslemere Hall, Haslemere, Surrey. 

 Other instruments:  Lute, viols and virginals. 

 Music played on recorder, lute and viols (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Nowell’s Galliard’ 

     ‘Tower Hill.’ 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

The programme for 20 March 1920 states: 

 
Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch announces two performances of Old Music with Dances…on May 5th 

and…May 18th… Mr. Dolmetsch has lately succeeded in making a Recorder which even excels 

in beauty of tone the instrument so unfortunately lost.  This new Recorder will be heard in 

consort with the Harpsichord and other instruments at both performances. 

 

Although the programme seems to be suggesting that the forthcoming concerts would be the 

first at which Dolmetsch would play his new recorder, the programme for 28 October 1919 

(see above) suggests otherwise.  

 

5 May 1920: ‘Old Music with Dances’ in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments: Voice, violin, musette, viols, clavichord and harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, viols and harpsichord: 

     ‘Musette’ (François Couperin). 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 
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18 May 1920: ‘Old Music with Dances in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments:  Voice, cithren, lute, lyra viol, viols and harpsichord. 

Music played on recorder, lute and viols (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Loth to Depart’ 

     ‘Nowel’s Galliard’ 

     ‘Tower Hill.’ 

Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1921 

 

5 Jan 1921:  Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Other instruments: Voice, violin, cithren, lute, viols and harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, lute and viols (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Loth to Depart’ 

     ‘Nowel’s Galiard’ 

     ‘Tower Hill.’ 

 Recorder player: Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

26 Feb 1921:  Concert at Haslemere Hall, Haslemere, Surrey. 

 Other instruments:  Viols and harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, viols and harpsichord: 

     ‘Musette’ (François Couperin). 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

27 April 1921: Concert at Haslemere Hall, Haslemere, Surrey. 

 Other instruments:  Voices, cithren, lute, viols, pipe and tabor. 

 Music played on recorder, cithren, lute and viols (Anon, Seventeenth Century): 

     ‘Parthenia’ 

     ‘Maiden Fair’ 

     ‘Freeman’s Delight.’ 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

17 Dec 1921:  ‘A Christmas Concert’ in the Guildhouse, Eccleston Square, 

London.  ‘Christmas Carols’ by The Guildhouse Quartet.  One of the ‘Popular English 

Concerts’ of The League of Arts, held every Saturday at The Guildhouse. 

 Other instruments: Voices, cithren, lute and viols. 
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 Music played on recorder, cithren, lute and viols: 

     ‘The Sick Tune’ (Anon) 

     ‘Light o’ Love’ (Anon) 

     ‘Tower Hill’ (Giles Farnaby). 

 Recorder player: Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1922 

 
25 Feb 1922:  ‘Concert of Early Chamber Music’ in the Great Hall, University of Leeds. 

Other instruments: Violins, viola, violoncello, lute, viols, lyra viol, violone, 

virginals, spinet, clavichord and harpsichord. 

Music played on recorder, lute and viols (English, Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘St Thomas Wake’ 

     ‘Woodycock.’ 

Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

4 March 1922: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments: Voices, violin, cithren, lute, viols, lyra viol, clavichord and 

harpsichord. 

Music played on recorder, cithren, lute and viols (Anon, Seventeenth Century): 

     ‘Parthenia’ 

     ‘Maiden Fair’ 

     ‘Freeman’s Delight.’ 

Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

The programme for 4 March 1922 states: 

 
Mr. Dolmetsch has made recent discoveries concerning the Violin technique of the Seventeenth 

and Eighteenth Centuries which lead to a more accurate interpretation of the music and help to 

bring out its beauty.  He has further improved his Recorders.  He has made new Clavichords 

with a beauty of tone and range of expression far surpassing his previous achievements.  Lastly, 

constant practice of this music amongst the members of his family has developed the perfection 

of ensemble and homogeneity of interpretation upon which the understanding and enjoyment of 

it so largely depends. 

 

This is the first mention of more than one recorder that was found in the Haslemere Archive.  

However, the pieces played in the series of three concerts (4 March, 18 March and 1 April) do 

not show that two recorders were played together.  This occurred on 2 April 1924 (see below). 
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1 April 1922: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments: Voices, violin, cithren, lute, viols, lyra viol, clavichord and 

harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, cithren, lute and viols (Anthony Holborne, 1597): 

     ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ 

     ‘Go from my Window’ 

     ‘A Jyg.’ 

 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

1923 

 

8 March 1923: ‘A Concert of Old Music with Old Instruments’ in the Botanical Theatre, 

University College, London.  Proceeds to the Student Christian Movement of Great 

Britain and Ireland. 

 Other instruments: Violins, lute, viols and virginals. 

 Music played on recorder, lute and viols (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Nowell’s Galliard’ 

     ‘Tower Hill.’ 

 Music played on recorder and viols: 

      ‘Musette’ (François Couperin, 1722). 

 Recorder player: Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

11 April 1923: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments: Violins viola, violoncello, lute, viols, lyra viol, virginals, 

clavichord and harpsichord. 

Music played on recorder, lute and viols: 

     ‘Munday’s Joy (John Munday) 

     ‘Watkin’s Ale’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century). 

Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

9 May 1923: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments: Voice, violins viola, violoncello, lute, viols, lyra viol, 

virginals, clavichord and harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, lute and viols (William Byrd, c.1600): 

     ‘Pavana Bray’ 

     ‘Galliarda.’ 
 Recorder player:  Arnold Dolmetsch. 
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1924 

 

2 April 1924: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Other instruments: Voice, violins, viola, violoncello, lute, viols and harpsichord. 

Music played on two recorders viola da gamba and harpsichord: 

     ‘The Bashful Thames’ (Henry Purcell).  

Recorder players:  Arnold Dolmetsch and probably Rudolph Dolmetsch. 

 

This concert was apparently the first time that Dolmetsch paired two recorders in a public 

performance, by which time he may have had his original Bressan back.  The programme 

states, ‘The Purcell songs…are amongst his best.  “The Bashful Thames” with its Two 

Recorders is very attractive.  Such a combination has never been heard in modern times.’36 

 

1925 

 
18 Feb 1925:  Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Other instruments: Violin, lute, viols, clavichord and harpsichord. 

 Music played on two recorders, viola da gamba and harpsichord: 

     ‘The Bashful Thames’ (Henry Purcell). 

 Recorder players: Arnold Dolmetsch and probably Rudolph Dolmetsch. 

 

11 March 1925: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Other instruments:  Violin, lute, viols, clavichord and harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, lute and three viols: 

     ‘Munday’s Joy’ (Munday) 

     ‘Watkin’s Ale.’ 

 Recorder player:  Not stated: probably either Arnold or Rudolph Dolmetsch. 

 

13 March 1925: ‘Recital of Old Music with Old Instruments’ for the Dunfermline Society 

of Musicians and Carnegie Dunfermline Trust, Scotland. 

 Other instruments: Lute, viols and harpsichord. 

 Music played on recorder, lute and viol: 

     ‘Noel’s Galliard’ 

     ‘Tower Hill.’ 

  

                                                
36 See Chapter 2 (83) for a discussion about Dolmetsch’s comment that the combination of two 
recorders ‘had never been heard in modern times.’ 
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 Recorder player:  Not stated: probably either Arnold or Rudolph Dolmetsch. 

 

Writing about a concert on 25 March, The Times’ reviewer maintained that out of all the 

items, ‘perhaps the most fascinating tonal combination of all was that of recorder, viols and 

lute in “Nowell’s Galliard” and “Tower Hill.” ’37 

 

Festival of Ancient Chamber Music: First Haslemere Festival 

(Haslemere Hall, Surrey: 24 August-5 September 1925)38 

 

25 Aug 1925: Concert 2:  ‘English Music.’  

Music played on recorder, lute and viols: 

    ‘Noell’s Galliard’ (Sixteenth Century) 

    ‘Tower Hill.’ 

 

29 Aug 1925: Concert 6: ‘Music by Composers of Various Nationalities.’ 

Music played on recorder, lute and viols (‘Spanish Popular Tunes,’ Sixteenth and 

Seventeenth Centuries): ‘Daunce de las Hachas’ 

    ‘Jacaras’ 

     ‘Villano de Rujero e Canarios.’ 

 
3 Sept 1925:  Concert 10:  ‘English Music.’ 

Music played on recorder, lute and viols (‘Two Pieces,’ Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Munday’s Joy’ 

     ‘Watkin’s Ale (R. Edwardes, 1577). 

 

4 Sept 1925:  Concert 11: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’39 

Concerto in F major for Harpsichord and two Recorders 

and Strings (Brandenburg Concerto No. 4). 

 Recorder players:  Rudolph Dolmetsch and Miles Tomalin. 

 

                                                
37 ‘Recitals of the Week: Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch,’ The Times (27 March 1925): 12, TTDA. 
38 All of the Haslemere Festival concerts were held in Haslemere Hall, Surrey. 
39 According to Hermann Moeck, the recorder first appeared as ‘a sophisticated instrument’ in modern 
Germany as late as 1934, at the Bachfest in Bremen.  (Moeck (1978): 18.)  There, the instrument 
featured in Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in F major and ‘Schafe können sicher weiden’ from the 
Cantata Was mir behagt, ist nur die munt’re Jagd!  BWV 208.  Arnold Dolmetsch used recorders in 
these compositions at the 1925 and 1930 Haslemere Festivals, respectively, an indication of how little 
the English recorder revival was influenced by the German one.  
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1926 

 

13 March 1926: Concert in Haslemere Hall, Surrey. 

Sonata in F major for Recorder, Violin, Violoncello and 

Harpsichord (G.F. Handel). 

 Recorder player:  Miles Tomalin. 

 

Festival of Ancient Chamber Music: Second Haslemere Festival 

(24-31 August 1926) 

 

In his Preface to the 1926 Festival programme, Arnold Dolmetsch wrote: 

 
The Recorders have come to the front in a striking manner since last year’s Festival.  We then 

had two Recorders in F, which were used with fine effect in the Bach Concerto with Harpsichord 

and Violin. 

 

This Concerto [Brandenburg Concerto No. 4] is an arrangement by Bach himself of an earlier 

work with a brilliant Principal Violin part instead of a Harpsichord and two Recorders in G 

(flauti d’ecco) with two Violins, Viola, Violoncello, Violone and a “continuo” part for the 

Harpsichord, nine instruments all together.  I longed to perform this remarkable work, so I 

started making Recorders in G, and obtained two perfect instruments.  It then became clear to me 

why they were called “echo flutes”.  It is possible to play very soft upon them without lowering 

the pitch, and so produce the lovely “echo” effects demanded in the Andante of that Concerto.  I 

had previously made Recorders in F only, but having now succeeded with the smaller ones in G.  

I then tried a larger one, a Tenor in G, which was wanted for consorts.  It also succeeded.  Then 

came a booming Bass in F and a small descant in C, with a voice like a nightingale.  We then 

had a whole family: —descant, two trebles, tenor and bass.  On a memorable day, a few weeks 

ago, we had our first consort of Recorders in five parts.  The effect was indescribable, so full, so 

soft, so clear, so completely unlike anything heard before!  

 

The value of such tone-colour to music is very great!  Nothing can replace it.  Why then was it 

lost?  Why was the family of Viols lost?  Why was the Violin family shorn of one of its 

irreplaceable members, the Tenor, and all in the name of progress?  Mystery!… 

 

 These three families are now re-constituted, and it may be hoped that others will follow.40 

 

                                                
40 Arnold Dolmetsch, Preface, Programme for Second Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music (1926). 
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24 Aug 1926: Concert 1: ‘Music by J.S. Bach.’  

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in G major for two 

Recorders (Flauti d’echo), two Violins, Viola, Violoncello, 

Violone and Continuo. 

 Recorder players:  Rudolph Dolmetsch and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

Of the Brandenburg Concerto, The Times’ reviewer commented: 

 
In the first place the hearer has to wait until his ear becomes accustomed to the comparatively 

small volume of tone, and in the second accept the different quality.  Gradually a certain charm 

appears, and one feels that this old-world music is a very fragrant pleasant thing.41 

 

25 August 1926: Concert 2: ‘English Music.’ 

 Music played on recorder, lute and viols (‘Popular Tunes’): 

     ‘St Thomas Wake’ 

     ‘Woody Cock’ (Sixteenth Century). 

 Music played on three recorders:  

Chaconne: Two in One upon a Ground (Henry Purcell). 

 Song performed by tenor voice with three recorders and harpsichord: 

  ‘Return, Fond Muse’ (Henry Purcell). 

 

26 Aug 1926:  Concert 3: ‘French Music.’ 

 Music played on three recorders:  

  ‘Les Fauvettes plaintives’ (François Couperin).42 

 Music played on recorder and lute:   

  ‘Le Rossignol en amour, et le double Rossignol’ 

  (François Couperin). 

 

28 Aug 1926: Concert 7: ‘German Music.’ 

Sonata in F major for Recorder, Violin, Viola da gamba 

and Harpsichord (G.F. Handel). 
 

The Times’ reviewer particularly enjoyed the Handel sonata, stating, ‘For sheer mastery of 

effect and certainty of expression Handel’s sonata in F…stood out, especially the two 

delightfully fresh quick movements which were played with plenty of spirit.’43 
                                                
41 ‘Old Chamber Music: Mr. Dolmetsch’s Festival,’ The Times (25 August (1926): 8, TTDA. 
42 Couperin’s ‘Les Fauvettes plaintives,’ played on three recorders in 1948, was described as ‘somewhat 
shrill.’  (‘Dolmetsch Family Concert: Byrd’s Fantasy in G Minor,’ The Times (27 January 1948): 6, 
TTDA. 
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30 Aug 1926:  Concert 8: ‘English Music.’ 

Music played on a consort of recorders:  

    ‘Popular Tunes’ (Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries). 

 

1927 

 

22 Feb 1927: Concert for the Oxford University Musical Club and Union in the Holy 

Well Music Room, Oxford University (241st meeting). 

 Music played on three recorders:  

  Chaconne: Two in One Upon a Ground (Henry Purcell). 

 Recorder players: Arnold, Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

Third Haslemere Festival (22 August-3 September 1927) 

 

23 Aug 1927: Concert 2 ‘English Music.’ 

 Music played on a consort of five recorders (Anthony Holborne, 1599):  

     ‘Pavane: “The Cradle”’ 

     ‘Galliard: “The New Year’s Gift.”’ 

 

 There were several other items of music for broken consort, which utilized recorders,  

 but did not list them specifically.  Examples are:   

    ‘Go from My Window’ 

     ‘Bonny Sweet Robin (A. Holborne, Sixteenth Century) 

‘A Broken consort in three parts in D major’ (Matthew 

Locke, c.1650). 
 

A reviewer found the sound of the five recorders ‘delightful,’ and in the broken consorts, it 

was ‘interesting to note how completely the quiet tone of the recorder fitted in and balanced 

with that of the viols and lutes.’44 

 

27 Aug 1927: Concert 7:  ‘Dances and Popular Music.’ 

 ‘Tunes’ played on five recorders:   

     ‘Come over the Bourne, Bess;’ 

      ‘Sellenger’s Round.’ 

 

                                                                                                                                       
43 ‘Haslemere Festival: Some German Music,’ The Times (30 August 1926): 7, TTDA. 
44 ‘Haslemere Music Festival: Two English Programmes,’ 13. 
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 Many dances in the concert on 27 August were accompanied by broken consorts, which  

 probably included the recorder. 

 

31 Aug 1927: Concert 9: ‘German Music.’ 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in G major for Solo Violin, 

two Recorders (Flauti d’echo), two Violins,  

Viola, Violoncello, Violone and Continuo (J.S. Bach). 

 Recorder players:  Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

The Times’ reviewer wrote of a concert on 2 November 1927: 

 
They began with the fourth Brandenburg Concerto in G major, in which the flutes we usually 

hear were replaced by two recorders.  So far as the wind parts went, this was an improvement, 

and one is astonished that the recorders should have been entirely supplanted by the less 

enchanting, if more powerful, transverse flute.  This impression was greatly strengthened when 

laer a consort of five recorders played two pieces by Anthony Holbourne.45 

 

1928 

 
17, 18 Jan 1928: ‘The Queen’s Delight: a Royal Entertainment of the Sixteenth Century’ in 

Haslemere Hall, Haslemere, Surrey. 

 

The programme included ‘Authentic dances and Popular Music of the time to the Recorder, 

Pipe and Tabour, the Fiddle, Serpent and Shawm’ with The Dolmetsch Dancers.  Dances 

included ‘a Torch Dance, Furioso, Villano and Les Bouffons, a sword dance.’  Mabel 

Dolmetsch’s sensitive and masterly illustration on the programme of ‘The Queen’s Delight’ 

showed a king and queen watching ‘Les Bouffons’ with four male sword dancers, a pipe 

player, a serpent player and a little drum.  The musicians were in oriental costumes. 

 

The recorder was played solo and also in unbroken consort.  One reviewer ‘should have like to 

have heard more of the tunes for a consort of recorders, and more solos from Mr. Miles 

Tomalin on a small recorder.’46 

 

                                                
45 ‘Recitals of the Week: Mr. Dolmetsch and Old Music,’ The Times (4 November 1927): 12, TTDA. 
46 ‘Old-Time Music and Dances: “The Queen’s Delight,” ’ The Times (20 January 1928): 12, TTDA. 
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Fourth Haslemere Festival (20 August-1 September 1928) 

 

20 Aug 1928: Concert 1: ‘English Music.’ 

 ‘Pieces for a Consort of Five Recorders’ (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

     ‘Pavan’ 

     ‘Galliard: “Mariegolde.”’ 

 
25 Aug 1928:  Concert 6: ‘Dances and Festive Music.’ 

     ‘English Tunes’ for the Recorder and Virginals (no details) 

 ‘Three Tunes’ played on a consort of recorders: 

     ‘Loath to Depart’ (English, Sixteenth Century) 

     ‘Wolsey’s Wilde’ (English, Sixteenth Century) 

     ‘The Goldfinch’ (Ben Cosyns, c.1600). 

 

 French, Spanish and Italian dances in the programme, including some by Caccini, may  

 have used recorders in the broken consort accompaniments. 

 
28 Aug 1928:  Concert 8: ‘French Music.’ 

 Music played on three recorders:  

     ‘Les fauvettes plaintives’ (François Couperin). 

 Music played on recorder and harpsichord: 

     ‘La rossignol en amour’ (François Couperin). 

 
29 Aug 1928: Concert 9: ‘Music of Purcell.’ 

 Music played on three recorders:  

     Chaconne: Two in One upon a Ground.47 

 

1 Sept 1928:  Concert 12:  ‘Dances and Festive Music.’ 

‘Tunes for a Broken Consort,’ including the recorder (Anon, Sixteenth Century): 

    ‘Munday’s Joy’ 

     ‘Whatkin’s Ale.’ 

 

 Other items, possibly for recorder,  included:  

     ‘Without Discord’ (King Henry VIII) 

     ‘Three Dances’ (William Byrd and Anon). 

                                                
47 Purcell’s Chaconne was so well received that it had to be repeated.  (E. Van der Straeten, ‘Haslemere 
Festival of Chamber Music,’ MT 69 (1928): 938.) 
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1929 

 

4 June 1929: ‘Chamber Music of J.S. Bach’ in the Grotrian Hall, Wigmore Street. 

     Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 for Flute, Violin and  

     Harpsichord with accompanying Violin, Violoncello  

     and Violone (J.S. Bach). 

 Recorder player:  Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

The flute part was played on the recorder.  No-one among the Dolmetsch family and friends 

played the baroque flute at this time (which is why Edgar Hunt was asked to play the 

instrument at the 1931 Haslemere Festival).  However, this was not the reason for the change 

of instrumentation.  At a concert in the 1929 Haslemere Festival (on 21 August: see below), 

Dolmetsch reportedly stated that judging by the style of writing, he considered that Bach had 

intended that a recorder be played.48  The Times’ reviewer of the concert on 4 June questioned 

Dolmetsch’s ‘authenticity,’ writing: 

 
If one is going to substitute a recorder for a flute merely because it sounds nice (which it 

certainly does), what one wants to know is where it is all going to end.  One will be tolerating 

orchestral transcriptions before one knows where one is.  As a matter of fact, this concerto…was 

delightful on recorder…and as a performance it was the best the Dolmetsches have ever done.49 

 

5 June 1929 (3pm): ‘English and Italian Music for Lute, Recorders, Viols and Violins, in the 

Grotrian Hall, Wigmore Street. 

 Music played on a consort of five recorders (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

     ‘Pavan: “The Cradle”’ 

     ‘Galliard: “The New Yeeres Gift.”’ 

 ‘A Broken Consort’ played on two recorders, lute and three viols: 

     ‘St Thomas Wake’ 

     ‘Woodycock.’ 

 Music played on two recorders and lute: 

     ‘Two Airs with Divisions’ (Nicola Mattei, c.1670). 

Recorder players:  Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch, Reginald Brown, Robert Goble 

and Philip Cottrell. 

                                                
48 ‘Haslemere Festival: A Bach Programme,’ The Times (22 August 1929): 10, TTDA. 
49 ‘Dolmetsch Chamber Concert: All-Bach Programme at Grotrian Hall,’ The Times (5 June 1929): 12, 
TTDA.  As well as advocating ‘authentic’ sonorities, Dolmetsch was also curious about different 
sonorities as they were applied to early music, as is shown in a letter from Mabel Dolmetsch to Percy 
Grainger (Unpublished, 29 December 1943), which had the intriguing comment, ‘Thank you very much 
for your letter about the publication of the Bach March for a full Brass Band.  I think you are quite 
justified in doing this, since A.D. himself expressed a desire to hear it!’  (PGM.) 
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5 June 1929 (8pm): ‘English, French and Spanish Music of the Fifteenth, Sixteenth and  

 Seventeenth Centuries’ in the Grotrian Hall, Wigmore Street. 

 Music played on recorders, lute and viols: 

     ‘Pavana’ (Luis Milan, 1536). 

 

Fifth Haslemere Festival (19-31 August 1929) 

 

19 Aug 1929: Concert 1: ‘English Composers of the Stuart Period.’ 

Concerto No. 5 for two Recorders, three Violins, Viola, 

Violoncello, Violone and Harpsichord (Robert Woodcock, 

c.1740) 

Concerto No. 3 for Descant Recorder, three Violins, 

Violoncello and Harpsichord (Robert Woodcock, c.1740). 

Recorder players:  Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch, Miles Tomalin. 

 

This programme is the first to specifically mention the descant recorder in a solo role. 
 

20 Aug 1929: Concert 2: ‘Music by Italian and Spanish Composers of the Sixteenth and 

 Seventeenth Centuries.’  

 Music played on recorders, lute and viols:  

     ‘Pavana’ (Luis Milan, 1536). 

 Music played on two recorders and lute:  

     ‘Two Airs with Divisions’ (Nicola Matteis, c.1670). 
 Recorder players:  Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

The review in The Times stated: 

 
[Milan’s] Pavana for recorders, viols, and lute was certainly quaint and had the charm of tone 

arising from this combination of instruments.  That recorders and lute go well together was also 

shown by the two airs with divisions by Nicola Mattei… There was some very nimble writing 

for the recorders, thoroughly well executed.50 

 
21 Aug 1929:  Concert 3: ‘Music by J.S. Bach.’ 

     Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 for Flute, Violin and  

     Harpsichord with accompanying Violin, Violoncello  

     and Violone (J.S. Bach). 

                                                
50 ‘Haslemere Festival: A Bach Programme,’ 10. 
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 Recorder player:  Carl Dolmetsch.   

 

22 Aug 1929: Concert 4: ‘Music by French Composers from the Fifteenth to the  

 Eighteenth Centuries.’ 

 Music played on three recorders (François Couperin, 1720): 

     ‘La Juliette’ 

     ‘La Cupis’ 

     ‘La Marais.’ 

 Recorder players:  Arnold, Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

23 Aug 1929 (3pm): Concert 5:  ‘Sacred Vocal and Instrumental Music.’ 

Music performed by soprano and bass voices, with recorder, oboe d’amore, viola 

d’amore, viola da gamba, violoncello, violone and harpsichord: 

Cantata No. 152: Tritt auf die Glaubensbahn (J.S. Bach). 

 

Also, according to The Times, ‘two little pieces of Couperin scored for three recorders 

delighted everyone by their quaintness and gaiety, qualities excellently brought out in the 

zestful performance.’51 

 
23 Aug 1929 (8pm): Concert 6:  ‘Rhythmic Music with Contemporary Dances.’ 

Many dances in this concert could have used recorders in the accompanying broken 

consorts.  Also, François Couperin’s ‘La rossignol en amour’ is listed (presumably as an 

instrumental interlude), without specifying that it was played on recorder. 

 

24 Aug 1929: Concert 7: ‘English Music of the Tudor Period.’ 

 Music played on a consort of five recorders (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

     ‘Pavan: “The Cradle”’ 

     ‘Galliard: “The New Yeere’s Gift.”’ 

 Music played on two recorders, lute and three viols (Anon, Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘St Thomas Wake’ 

     ‘Woodycock.’ 

 Recorder players: Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch, Reginald Brown, Robert Goble 

and Philip Cottrell. 

 

                                                
51 ‘Haslemere Music Festival: Religious Works,’ The Times (24 August 1929): 8, TTDA. 
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28 Aug 1929: Concert 9: ‘Music of Locke and Purcell.’ 

 Music performed by treble voice, two recorders, violone and harpsichord: 

     ‘The Bashfull Thames’ (Henry Purcell). 

 

30 Aug 1929: Concert 11:  ‘Music of Handel and Bach.’ 

Sonata No. 7 in C major for Recorder with Viola da gamba 

and Harpsichord (G.F. Handel). 

 Recorder player:  Miles Tomalin. 

 

31 Aug 1929:  Concert 12:  ‘Spanish Folk Tunes and Dances Presented in the Form of a 

Masque.’  

 Recorder players: Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch, Reginald Brown, Betty Brown,  

    Philip Cottrell, Reginald Stallard and Margaret Donington. 

 

 Many of the dances were accompanied by broken consorts, which must have included  

 recorders, given the list of recorder players. 

 

1930 

 
22 May 1930: One of a series of concerts entitled ‘Dolmetsch Week at Jaeger House.’52 

     ‘Awake Sweet Love’ (Dowland, c.1600) for four recorders. 
 Recorder players:  Arnold, Mabel, Nathalie and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 
4 June 1930: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Music played on two recorders with a drone bass: 

  ‘Musette de Taverni’ (François Couperin, 1714). 

 Recorder players: Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

11 June 1930: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Music played on recorders, lute and viols (Anon, Sixteenth Century): 

  ‘Westron Winde’ 

  ‘John Dory’ 

  ‘I Have Houses and Land in Kent.’ 

 Recorder players: Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

                                                
52 ‘Dolmetsch Week at Jaeger House,’ The Times (24 May 1930): 9, TTDA. 
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Sixth Haslemere Festival (25 August-6 September 1930) 

 

25 Aug 1930: Concert 1: ‘Music by J.S. Bach.’ 

 Music performed by soprano voice with two recorders and harpsichord: 

     Aria: ‘Schafe können sicher weiden’ (‘Sheep May Safely  

     Graze’ from the Cantata Was mir behagt, ist nur die  

     munt’re Jagd!  BWV 208.) 
 Recorder players:  Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

26 Aug 1930: Concert 2: ‘Spanish and French Music.’ 

 Music played on recorders, lutes and viols: 

     ‘Pavana’ (Luis Milan, 1536). 

 Music played on two recorders:  

     ‘Musette de Taverni’ (François Couperin, 1714). 

 Recorder players:  Miles Tomalin and perhaps Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

28 Aug 1930: Concert 4: ‘German Music.’ 

Sonata in F major for Recorder, Violin, Viola da gamba 

and Harpsichord (G.F. Handel). 

 

29 Aug 1930: Concert 5: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

 Music played on a consort of five recorders (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

  ‘Pavane’ 

  ‘Galliard: “Mariegolde.” ’ 
 Recorder players:  John Challis,53 Reginald Brown, Robert Goble and  

     Philip Cottrell.  The fifth player was probably Carl  

     Dolmetsch. 

 

30 Aug 1930: Concert 6: ‘Dances and Festive Music of the Fifteenth, Sixteenth and  

 Seventeenth Centuries.’ 

 ‘Tunes for a Consort of Recorders:’ 

‘Ah, the sighs that Come from My Heart’ (William 

Cornish, c.1510) 

     ‘Goe from my Window’ (Anthony Holborne, 1599) 

     ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ (Anthony Holborne, 1599). 

                                                
53 John Challis, an American, was the recipient of the first Dolmetsch Foundation scholarship in 1927.  
(‘Early Instrumental Music: The Dolmetsch Foundation,’ 8.) 
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 Other dances and broken consorts could have utilized recorders in this concert: for  

 example, the following ‘Two pieces for a Broken Consort:’   

     ‘A Measure’ (Giles Roger’s Book, c.1570) 

     ‘Parthenia’ (Anon, Seventeenth Century). 

 

2 Sept 1930:  Concert 8:  ‘Music by Various Composers.’ 

Concerto No. 3 for Recorder, three Violins, Violoncello 

and Harpsichord (Robert Woodcock). 

 ‘Three Tunes for a Broken Consort’ (Anon, c.1500): 

     ‘I have Houses and Land in Kent’ 

     ‘Westron Wynde’ 

     ‘John Dory.’ 

 

3 Sept 1930:  Concert 9:  ‘Italian Music.’ 

 Music played on two recorders and lute: 

     ‘Two Airs with Divisions’ (Nicola Matteis, 1670). 

 

4 Sept 1930:  Concert 10:  ‘French Music.’ 

 Music played on three recorders (François Couperin, 1720): 

     ‘La Juillet’ 

     ‘La Létiville.’ 

 

5 Sept 1930:  Concert 11:  ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

 Music played on a consort of recorders (Anon, Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Wolsey’s Wilde’ 

     ‘Shall I Go Walk?’ 

     ‘Loth to Depart.’ 

 Recorder players:  John Challis, Reginald Brown, Robert Goble and Philip  

     Cottrell.  The fifth player was probably Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

6 Sept 1930: Concert 12: ‘Dances and Festive Music Presented in a Milanese Fête.’ 

 Music played on a consort of recorders: 

     ‘Vaghe Bellezze et Bionde Treccie d’Oro’ 

     ‘Dove son quei fieri Occhi?’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century). 

 

 Other pieces that could have included recorders were Monteverdi’s songs from Scherzi  

 Musicali. 
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1931 

 

11 March 1931: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

  Brandenburg Concerto in F major for two Recorders, 

Strings and Harpsichord (J.S. Bach). 

 Music played on recorders of various sizes: 

  Two in One Upon a Ground (Henry Purcell) 

  ‘Where Griping Grief’ 

  ‘Wolsey’s Wilde.’ 

 Music played on sopranino and descant recorders: 

  ‘Coranto’ (Sixteenth Century). 

 Recorder players: Rudolph, Carl and Nathalie Dolmetsch and Miles Tomalin. 

 

This programme, 11 March 1931, is the first to specifically mention the sopranino recorder. 

 

13 June 1931: ‘Recital of Old Music.’  No venue given. 

 Music played on recorder and three viols (Anon, Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘A Measure’ 

     ‘Parthenia.’ 

 Music played on four recorders (Anthony Holborne): 

     ‘Go from My Window’ 

     ‘Bonny Sweet Robin.’ 

 Recorder players:  Rudolph, Millicent, Nathalie and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

Seventh Haslemere Festival (20 July-1 August 1931) 

 

20 July 1931: Concert 1: ‘Court Music of Louis XIII, XIV and XV.’ 

 Music played on four recorders (Epoch Louis XVI): 

      ‘Vau-de-ville’ 

      ‘Gavotte.’ 

 Recorder players: Carl Dolmetsch, Reginald Brown, Robert Goble and  

  Philip Cottrell. 
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21 July 1931: Concert 2: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

 Music played on five recorders (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

      ‘Pavan: “Paradiso” ’ 

      ‘Galliard: “The Sighes.” ’ 

 Music played on recorder, cithren, lute, rebec and two viols (Anthony Holborne, 1597):

    ‘Go from my Window’ 

      ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ 

     ‘A Jyg.’ 
 

22 July 1931:  Concert 3: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

Brandenburg Concerto in F major for two Recorders, 

Strings and Harpsichord. 

 

 Many dances in this concert could have utilized recorders in the accompaniment. 

 

23 July 1931: Concert 4:  ‘Spanish and Italian Music.’ 

 The broken consort programmed to play Frescobaldi’s ‘Capriccia Sopra la Pastoralla’  

 (1637) may have had a recorder in it. 

 

24 July 1931:  Concert 5: ‘A Varied Concert.’ 

 Music played on recorders of various sizes: 

     ‘Spagnoleto’ for three recorders (Anon, 16th Century) 

     ‘Gigue’ for two recorders (William Lawes, 1630) 

‘Coranto’ for “Sopranino” [sic] and descant (Anon, 16th 

Century). 

 

25 July 1931: Concert 6: ‘Music and Dances of Shakespeare.’ 

 Music played on broken consorts, some of which almost certainly included recorders: 

     ‘Full Fathom Five’ (The Tempest, 1:2) 

     ‘Hark! Hark! The Lark’ (Cymbeline, II:3) 

‘Greensleeves’ (The Merry Wives of Windsor, III:1) 

‘Fortune My Foe’ (Henry V, III:6), Danced as a Processional  

Pavan 

‘Captain Piper’s Galliard’ (John Dowland) 

‘Coranto’ (Anon) 

‘Jigg’ (John Bull) 

‘The Sick Tune’ (Anon) 
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‘Light o’ Love’ (Anon). 

 Music played on a consort of recorders from Hamlet and King Lear (Anon): 

     ‘Come over the Bourne, Bessie’ 

     ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ 
     ‘Song’ accompanied by the Lute.  (No details given). 

 

27 July 1931: Concert 7: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

 Music performed by soprano voice with two recorders, viola da gamba and  

 Harpsichord:  Aria: ‘Schafe können sicher weiden.’ (From the Cantata  

     Was mir behagt, ist nur die munt’re Jagd!  BWV 208.) 

 
28 July 1931: Concert 8: ‘French Music from 1230-1730.’ 

 Music played on recorders: ‘Musette de Taverni’ (François Couperin, 1714). 

 

29 July 1931: Concert 9: ‘Music by Byrd, Jenkins and Purcell.’ 

   ‘A Medley of Popular Tunes,’ set by William Byrd, played  

   on the recorder, lute and viols.  (No details given.) 

 

30 July 1931: Concert 10: ‘A Varied Concert.’ 

Concerto No. 2 for Descant Recorder, three Violins, 

Violoncello and Harpsichord (Robert Woodcock, c.1730). 

 Music played on three recorders and three viols: 

‘March of Sir Thomas ffairfax’ (John Tillett, Seventeenth 

Century) 

‘Italian Rant’ (Anon, Seventeenth Century) 

  

31 July 1931: Concert 11: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

 Music played on three recorders:  

     ‘Fantasy’ (King Henry VIII) 

     ‘Wolsey’s Wilde’ (Sixteenth Century) 

     ‘Parthenia’ (Seventeenth Century). 

 

1 August 1931: Concert 12: ‘Festival Dances of Spain, France and Italy.’ 

 ‘A Tune for Recorders:’ ‘Villanos’ (Spanish, Sixteenth Century). 

 

 Many of the other dances probably had recorders included in the broken consort  

 accompaniments. 
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1932 

 

20 Jan 1932: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Sonata No. 5 for Recorder, Viola da gamba and 

Harpsichord (M. Senallié le Fils, 1710). 

 Music performed by soprano voice, two recorders, viola da gamba and harpsichord: 

  Aria: ‘Schafe können sicher weiden’ (J.S. Bach). 

  

Dolmetsch wrote in the programme for 20 January 1932, ‘The varied resources of the 

Recorders…[are] shown in English consort pieces, in brilliant sonatas, and in obbligato parts 

to a pastoral song by J.S. Bach where their sweet notes mingle with the Voice, creating an 

atmosphere of tranquil beauty.’ 

 

The Times’ reviewer wrote that the sonata was ‘neat and engaging, [and] sounds delightful on 

the instruments for which it was written.  How hideous would be the combination of piano, 

flute and violoncello, but the old instruments all have a reedy sweetness that brings their tones 

together.’54 

 

3 Feb 1932:  Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

Sonata for Recorder with Viola da Gamba and 

Harpsichord (George Philip Teleman, 1730). 

 Music played on recorder, cithren, lute, rebec and two viols (Antony Holborne, 1597): 

     ‘Go From My Window’ 

    ‘Bonny Sweet Robin’ 

     ‘A Gyg.’ 

  

Eighth Haslemere Festival (18-30 July 1932) 

 
19 July 1932: Concert 2: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

  ‘Two Pieces for a Consort of five Recorders’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Almaine’ 

     ‘Scott’s March.’ 

 Recorder players: ‘The Dometsch family’ and Reginald Brown, Robert Goble 

and Philip Cottrell. 

 

                                                
54 ‘Recitals of the Week: The Dolmetsch Family,’ The Times (23 January 1932): 8, TTDA. 
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20 July 1932: Concert 3: ‘French Court Music of Louis XIV and XV.’ 

Sonata No. 4 in G major for two Recorders, Viola da 

gamba and Harpsichord (J.J. Naudot, 1720). 

 

21 July 1932: Concert 4: ‘Spanish Music.’ 

 Music played on recorder, two viols, rebec, lyra da braccio, cithren, bandola, virginals  

 and tabor:   ‘Three Cantigas’ (Anon, Thirteenth Century). 

 

One reviewer suggested: 
 

None of these instruments, with the possible exception of the “squalling Rebec,” the Bandola (if 

we accept it as the Spanish Bandurria), and the Tabor, was invented until three centuries later 

than this music, so that what we heard last night represents the original far less accurately than, 

say, Elgar’s transcription of Bach’s Organ Fugue… If, however, we dismiss Mr. Dolmetsch’s 

bland assertion that these were the kinds of instruments on which the Cantigas were originally 

played and do not pretend that what we heard was in any way remotely like the music of the 

thirteenth century, we may be grateful to him for some very charming orchestration.55 

 

22 July 1932: Concert 5: ‘Music of J.S. Bach and his Contemporaries.’ 

Sonata for Recorder, Viola da gamba and Harpsichord 

(G.P. Telemann). 

 

23 July 1932: Concert 6: ‘English Music and Dances from Mediaeval to Stuart Times.’ 

 Music played on a consort of recorders: 

     ‘Packington’s Pownde.’ 

 

Other items, such as ‘Songs from Shakespeare’s play, The Tempest,’ and also 

accompaniments for dances such as ‘Scotch Brawl’ and ‘The Worcester Round,’ could 

have included recorders. 

 

25 July 1932: Concert 7:  ‘English and French Music.’ 

Concerto for Descant Recorder with Strings and 

Harpsichord (Robert Woodcock, c.1740). 

 Music played on recorder, rebec, viols and virginals (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘I Have House and Land in Kent’ 

     ‘John Dory.’ 

  

                                                
55 ‘Haslemere Festival: A Spanish Programme,’ The Times (23 July 1932): 8, TTDA. 
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 ‘Pieces for a consort of four recorders’ (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Packington’s Pound’ 

     ‘Coranto.’ 

 Recorder players: Reginald Brown, Robert Goble, Philip Cottrell.  The fourth 

player probably was Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

26 July 1932: Concert 8: ‘Italian Music.’ 

  ‘Two Airs Played by Twenty-Four Recorders:’ 

     ‘Quando Miro il Bel Volto’ (Paolo Quagliato); 

     ‘La Verginella’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century). 

 Recorder players: The programme states, ‘Played by the Dolmetsch Family, 

assisted by 24 Recorder Players and the Rudolph Dolmetsch 

Orchestra.’ 

 

The review in The Musical Times stated that the twenty-four recorders were accompanied by  

two violones and two chamber organs: ‘a special attraction…very pleasing.’56 

 

27 July 1932: Concert 9: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

     ‘Two Chorales Played on Recorders.’ (No details given.) 

 

In 1935, The Times’ reviewer ‘raised a questioning eyebrow…at the playing of two vocal 

chorales [by Bach] on a quartet of recorders which are incapable of reproducing the phrasing 

of singers.’57 

 

28 July 1932: Concert 10: ‘Music by Various Composers.’ 

Sonata for Recorder, Viola da gamba and Harpsichord 

(Mons. Senaillié). 

 

29 July 1932: Concert 11: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

 ‘Pieces for five recorders’ (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

     ‘Pavan’ 

     ‘Galliard.’ 

 

                                                
56 Van der Straeten (1932): 843. 
57 ‘The Haslemere Festival: A Bach Programme,’ The Times (23 July 1935): 12, TTDA. 
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30 July 1932: Concert 12:  ‘Danseries and Balletti of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth  

 Centuries.’ 

 Many of the dances were accompanied by unspecified broken consorts that probably  

 included recorders. 

 

1933 

 
8 March 1933: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 ‘Lullaby’ for a treble voice, accompanied by lute, harp, viols and recorders: 

  ‘Qui creavit Coelum’ (Anon, Fourteenth Century, from 

the Processional of the Nuns of St Mary’s, Chester). 

 

In the programme for 8 March 1933, Dolmetsch wrote of this piece:  

 
I am introducing…a combination of instruments often seen in early pictures: namely, Lute, 

Harp, Rebec, Recorder and Viol.  For many years I have imagined the heavenly sounds 

suggested by such a Choir.  Their realization has now become possible by the successful 

construction during the past year of the little Mediaeval Harp, with strings of brass…  

 

Ninth Haslemere Festival (17-29 July 1933) 

 
17 July 1933: Concert 1: ‘Music of Antonio Vivaldi and J.S. Bach.’ 

‘Two Chorales Played on Four Recorders.’  (No details.) 

 

18 July 1933: Concert 2: ‘French Music from St Louis to Louis XV.’ 

‘Basse Danse’ played on a consort of Recorders, Rebec, 

Lute, Harp and Viols (Published by Pierre Attaignant, 

1529). 

 

20 July 1933: Concert 4: ‘Music by Various Composers.’ 

 Song performed by soprano voice with two recorders, viola da gamba and harpsichord: 

     ‘The Bashful Thames’ (Henry Purcell). 

 
21 July 1933: Concert 5: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

‘A Family Consort for Nine Instruments’ (Anon, Thirteenth 

Century).  This probably included recorders. 
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22 July 1933: Concert 6: ‘French and English Dances and Courtly Masquing Airs.’ 

 ‘Two Airs’ played on recorder and viols (King Henry VIII): 

     ‘Without Discord’ 

     ‘If Love Now Reigned.’ 

 

 Other items in this concert by William Byrd and Thomas Morley may have included  

 recorders. 

 

26 July 1933: Concert 9: ‘Music of Handel and Bach.’ 

Sonata No. 9 for Recorder, Viola da gamba and 

Harpsichord (G.F. Handel). 

‘Two Songs’ from the Serenata, ‘Acis and Galatea,’ with Flauto Piccolo (that is, 

Sopranino Recorder) Obbligato, Violins and Harpsichord (G.F. Handel, 1720): 

Galatea’s Recitative, ‘Ye Verdant Plains’ and Song, ‘Hush 

Ye Pretty Warblers’ 

Polyphemus’ Recitative, ‘I rage, I melt, I burn’ and Song, 

‘O Ruddier than the Cherry.’ 

 Music performed by soprano, contralto, tenor and bass voices, with two recorders, two  

 viole da gamba, violoncello, violone, harpsichord and organ: 

Cantata No. 106: Gottes Seit ist die Alle Beste Seit (J.S. 

Bach).   

 

27 July 1933: Concert 10: ‘François Couperin and His Contemporaries.’ 

Suite for two Recorders, Viola da gamba and Harpsichord 

(J.J. Naudot) 

Première Concert from Les Concerts Royaux for Recorder, 

Pardessus de viole, Viola da gamba and Harpsichord 

(François Couperin). 

 

28 July 1933: Concert 11: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

 ‘Two Tunes’ played on recorders, rebec, lute, harp and viols (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘Come o’er the Bourne’ 

     ‘Wolsey’s Wilde. 

 ‘Two Pieces’ played on recorders, viols and virginals (John Tillett, Seventeenth  

 Century):   ‘Sir Thomas Fairfax’ March’ 

     ‘Italian Rant.’ 
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29 July 1933: Concert 12: ‘Folk Music and Dances of Spain and Italy.’ 

 Music for ottavina, recorder and viols:     

     ‘Jacaras.’ 

 

This piece was described as being ‘a delightful air…intended for performance out-of-doors at 

night.’58  Many dance accompaniments in this concert also may have included recorders.   

   

1934 

 

7 March 1934:  Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

    ‘Basse Danse’ for a Consort of recorder, rebec, lute, harp  

    and viols (published by Pierre Attaignant, 1529). 
  ‘Three pieces for four recorders’ (R.I. Mayr, 1692): 

     ‘Allemande’ 

    ‘Gavotte’ 

     ‘Gigue.’ 

 Song performed with recorder, lute, harp and viol:  

     ‘There were Three Ravens’ (Mediaeval English).

 Recorder players:  The recorder players probably were Arnold, Carl and 

     Rudolph Dolmetsch and Robert Goble. 

 

14 March 1934: ‘Early Eighteenth-Century French Music and Ancient and Mediaeval 

Music’ in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

     ‘Old English Dance’ for recorders, rebec, lute, harp  

     and viols (Thirteenth Century). 

 Music played on recorder, pardessus de viole, viola da gamba and harpsichord: 

Première Concert from Les Concerts Royaux (François 

Couperin). 

       

21 March 1934:  Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 Song performed with recorder, lute, harp and viol: 

     ‘O My Clarissa’ (William Lawes, 1635). 

 

                                                
58 ‘Lute and Tabor at Haslemere,’ The Times (31 July 1933): 9, TTDA. 
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Tenth Haslemere Festival  (16-28 July 1934) 

 

16 July 1934: Concert 1: ‘Music of France, Spain and Italy.’ 

 Music played on recorder, pardessus de viole, viola da gamba and harpsichord: 

Deuxième Concert from Les Concerts Royaux (François 

Couperin). 

 ‘Cansionero’ performed by voices, recorders, rebecs, lute, harp and viols: 

     ‘Carabaza no se buen amour que te faza’ (Anon, c.1500). 

 

17 July 1934: Concert 2: ‘Music of the British Isles.’ 

 Consort played on four recorders:  

      ‘The Irish Ochone’ (Anon, Irish). 

 Broken consort played on recorders, lute and viols (John Bull, c.1600): 

      ‘The Spanish Pavan’ 

      ‘Why ask You?’ 

      ‘The Gypsy’s Rounde’ (Anon). 

 
18 July 1934: Concert 3: ‘Bach and His Contemporaries.’ 

‘Two Songs’ from the Serenata, ‘Acis and Galatea,’ with Flauto Piccolo (that is, 

Sopranino Recorder) Obbligato, Violins and Harpsichord (G.F. Handel, 1720): 

Galatea’s Recitative, ‘Ye Verdant Plains’ and Song, ‘Hush 

Ye Pretty Warblers’ 

Polyphemus’ Recitative, ‘I rage, I melt, I burn’ and Song, 

‘O Ruddier than the Cherry.’ 

 

19 July 1934: Concert 4: ‘A Varied Concert.’ 

 Song performed with two treble voices and two recorders: 

     ‘Go ye My Canzonettes’ (Thomas Morley, 1595). 

 

20 July 1934: Concert 5: ‘English Intimate Music.’ 

 Piece from ‘The Worcester Manuscript’ played on three recorders: 

     ‘Salve Rosa’ (Thirteenth Century). 

 Song with recorder, lute, harp and viol: 

     ‘There Were Three Ravens’ (Mediaeval English). 
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21 July 1934: Concert 6: ‘Court Dances of the Medici.’ 

 Most of the dances included in the programme, by such composers as Caroso, Vecchi  

 and Negri, could have utilized recorders as part of the accompaniment. 

 

23 July 1934: Concert 7: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

     ‘Two Chorales Played on Recorders.’ (No details given.) 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in G major for Solo Violin, 

Two Recorders (Flauti d’Echo), Strings and Continuo. 

 

24 July 1934: Concert 8: ‘Bardic, English and French Music.’ 

 Music played on four recorders:  

     ‘Master Newman’s Pavan’ (Master Newman, 1550) 

     ‘The Frog Galliard’ (Thomas Morley, c.1595). 

 

26 July 1934: Concert 10: ‘William Lawes, Christopher Simpson and Henry Purcell.’ 

 Song performed with recorder, lute, harp and viol: 

  ‘Oh My Clarissa’ (William Lawes, c.1635). 

 

27 July 1934: Concert 11: ‘Music of France, Spain and Italy.’ 

‘Basse Danse’ played on a consort of Recorders, Rebec, 

Lute, Harp and Viols (Published by Pierre Attaignant, 

1529). 

 ‘Cantiga’ for voice, recorders, rebecs and harp: 

  ‘O que tor la Virgen’ (Anon, Thirteenth Century). 

 ‘Piece’ played on four recorders:  

     ‘Cosi soave Stile’ (Felice Anerio, 1591). 

 

28 July 1934: Concert 12: ‘“All in a Garden Green:” Music and Dances of England and 

France.’   ‘Piece’ for recorders, violin and virginals (Anon, No  

     details given). 

 ‘Two Dances’ played on a consort of recorders: 

     ‘Coranto’ (Anon) 

     ‘Jig’ (William Lawes). 

 

 Several other dances probably had recorders in the accompaniment, such as ‘English  

 Canaries,’ ‘The Gypsy’s Rounde’ (Anon), and the English sixteenth-century song, ‘All  

 in a Garden Green,’ which was played as a processional entry. 
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20 Oct 1934: The programme for ‘The Dolmetsch Family in a Concert of Ancient  

 Music,’ the first concert of the Thirty-fourth Season of the Bristol Philharmonic Society  

 (1934-35), in the Victoria Rooms, Clifton, Bristol, contained a pamphlet entitled  

 Arnold Dolmetsch: His Aims and Activities. Some excerpts are reproduced below. 

 
 The Dolmetsch Foundation [59] 

Since the establishment of the Dolmetsch Foundation early in 1928, the activities of Dolmetsch 

and his family have developed into a movement based on the skill and enthusiasm of a number 

of craftsmen and musicians, and are secure in the appreciation of a considerable section of the 

musical public.  During that time a great deal has been done towards the re-establishment of 

early musical instruments; and there is no longer the same cause to fear that Dolmetsch’s 

achievements might make no permanent impression and eventually be lost for the lack of 

persons willing and competent to carry on and to spread his work.   

  

 The Problems Presented by It 

The special difficulty in the former case was to show the need for a drastic reconsideration of 

many current ideas of interpretation, and of a return to the methods and intentions of the 

composers and their contemporaries; and in the latter, to gain acceptance for a mass of fine 

music of which nobody had ever heard, and of which the style was so unfamiliar that at the first 

acquaintance its quality might be wholly missed.  In both cases the approach was meanwhile the 

same.  It was necessary to establish or re-establish the original scoring, with neither transcription 

nor augmentation; to recover, partly by artistic insight and by inference from the music itself, but 

still more from an accurate and exhaustive investigation of contemporary evidence, the exact 

original manner of fitting the instruments and of playing them; to find the early supporters who 

were to learn this way of playing and take their parts in the first pioneer performances; and 

gradually to recreate the broken tradition of the music and recapture the whole style and spirit of 

its interpretation. 

 

 He Attunes His Mind to Early Music 

As the work progressed, and Dolmetsch’s skill and knowledge grew, he began to form many of 

the conclusions on which his playing is based; and in time he was able to feel that he had 

mastered his immediate problem, that he had read aright the clues to the technique of the early 

musicians, and that with this foundation, he had come also to understand the spirit of their art.  

He has gone on learning ever since; but from some thirty years’ back there is very little that he 

has had to unlearn.  The main principles were established.   

 

                                                
59 ‘The Dolmetsch Foundation was inaugurated with the aim of giving an established position and wider 
influence to Dolmetsch’s work and of furthering his aims in every way.’  (‘The Dolmetsch Foundation,’ 
MT 81 (1940): 182).  Some documents, including letters to Percy Grainger from Miles Tomalin and 
Robert Donington, state that the Dolmetsch Foundation was founded in 1927, while other published 
works, including the 1934 Haslemere Festival Programme of Concerts, say that it was 1928.  The 
planning and ideas were begun in 1927 but the inaugural committee meeting was on 14 January 1928. 
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 He Becomes, by Necessity, a Craftsman 

He trained his children and a number of pupils.  The whole scope of the work grew, and with its 

growth a new necessity arose; it was essential systematically to undertake the making of the 

instruments.  Dolmetsch had already, simultaneously with his reconstruction of their character 

and of the proper manner of playing them, learned to restore original instruments; but the supply 

of old instruments is unequal to the new demand.  Moreover, perhaps no living branch of music 

can in the end afford to be dependent on the survival of old instruments, the art of whose 

construction has died; music and its instruments are too much a part of each other.  Dolmetsch 

approached instrument making as one facet of the musical art; he found in himself both 

imagination and skill equal to the demands of creative construction. 

 

 The Fusing of Diverse Faculties in the One Man 

It was on this side that the Dolmetsch Foundation was able to make its most important initial 

contribution, in strengthening the centre of the whole movement by the establishment and 

equipment in Haslemere of the new auxiliary workshops.  In 1928, Dolmetsch had been working 

on the most varied styles of old music for about forty years.  He had long matured into an artist 

combined of musicianship, scholarship and craftsmanship and always applying the lessons of 

one to the pursuit and practice of the others; his versatility compares with that display – and 

apparently taken for granted by their contemporaries – in the great men of the early Italian 

Renaissance, and indeed to some degree in any cultured person of those times.  His taste and his 

skill in execution, design and construction have a catholic basis that is rare in this age.  His 

children have learned from him something of this approach to their art, and they have all taken a 

share in some branch of the workshop; but their development is very individual.   

 

1935 

 

Unfortunately, the Dolmetsch Family Archives at Haslemere do not have the programme for 

the 1935 Eleventh Haslemere Festival.  The Grainger Museum in Melbourne also does not 

have it, although both places do have the ‘Preliminary Discourse,’ which Arnold Dolmetsch 

sent to prospective audience members to educate and entice them.  This advertising brochure 

did not specify any music that was to be played. 

 

The Times carried an article that stated that the 1935 Festival would be held from 22 July to 3 

August.  A feature of the Festival would be consorts of lutes, which were ‘newly developed by 

the Haslemere players.’60 

 

                                                
60 ‘Haslemere Festival: Mr. Dolmetsch’s Varied Programme,’ The Times (9 July 1935): 12, TTDA. 
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1936 

 

19 March 1936: ‘The Dolmetsch Concert’ in the City Music Club, the City Literary 

Institute, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, London. 

  ‘Three Elizabethan Airs’ played on a consort of recorder, harp and viol: 

     ‘Munday’s Joy’ 

     ‘Watkin’s Ale’ 

     ‘Tower Hill.’ 

 ‘Three Pieces for a consort of three recorders:’ 

     ‘Spagnoletto’ 

     ‘Wolsey’s Wilde’ 

     ‘Freeman’s Dance.’ 

 Recorder players:  Rudolph, Millicent and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

        

The Twelfth Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music (20 July-1 August 1936) 

 

20 July 1936: Concert 1: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 for Solo Violin, Two 

Recorders (Flauti D’Echo), Strings and Continuo. 

Music performed by contralto, tenor and bass voices, with three recorders and 

violoncello piccolo obbligati, strings, harpsichord and organ: 

Cantata No. 175: Er Rufet seinen Schafen mit Namen. 

 Recorder players: Rudolph and Carl Dolmetsch, Marie Ferguson, Maurice Card. 

 

21 July 1936: Concert 2: ‘French and Italian Music.’ 

‘“The Carman’s Whistle” with Divisions for Two 

Recorders’ (Anon, Seventeenth Century). 

 ‘Two Pieces’ played by a consort of five recorders (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

     ‘Pavan’ 

     ‘Galliard: “Mariegolde.” ’ 

 Recorder players: Carl Dolmetsch, Robert Goble, Douglas Campbell Brown, 

Margaret Donington, Mary Ferguson. 

 

22 July 1936: Concert 3: ‘A Varied Programme.’ 

     Sonata in C major for Recorder and Basso Continuo 

     (G.F. Handel). 
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 Song performed by soprano voice with recorder and harpsichord: 

‘Cantique des Pitits Oiseaux’ [sic] (Mons. L’Abbé 

Laccassagne, c.1670). 

 Recorder players:  Carl and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

23 July 1936: Concert 4: ‘Music from Mediaeval Times to Early-Sixteenth Century.’ 

  ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of three recorders: 

     ‘Gentil Prince’ (Anon, Fifteenth Century) 

 ‘Est il possible’ (Printed in the Odhecaton at Venice, 

1503). 

‘Two Basse Danses’ for recorders, viols and virginals: Tunes from the Manuscript of 

Marie de Bourgogne, c.1450:  

    ‘Beaulté’ 

     ‘La Franchoise Nouvelle.’ 

 Recorder players: Carl and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Mary Ferguson and Christopher 

Dolmetsch Ward. 

 

24 July 1936: Concert 5: ‘Italian and Spanish Music.’ 

  ‘Two Madrigals’ played on four recorders: 

     ‘Hors que Vezzosa e Bella’ (Felice Anerio, c.1595) 

     ‘Io non sô come Vivo’ (Annibale Stabile, c.1592). 
 Recorder players:  Carl Dolmetsch, Margaret Donington and Robert Goble. 

 

25 July 1936: Concert 6: ‘Folk Music and Dances of Southern Europe.’ 

‘Cantiga’ for soprano voice with various instruments (Spanish, Thirteenth Century) 

may have included the recorder.  Also, many dances in this concert would almost 

certainly have included recorders in their accompaniment. 

 

27 July 1936: Concert 7: ‘Music of Handel and Bach.’ 

  ‘Two Chorales’ played on four recorders (J.S. Bach): 

  ‘Es ist das Heil uns Kommenher’ 

  ‘O Wie Selig seid ihr doch, ihr Frommen.’ 

Cantata performed with soprano voice, two recorders and viola da gamba obbligati, 

strings and harpsichord:  Tra le Fiamme (G.F. Handel). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Maurice Card, Margaret 

Donington and Robert Goble. 
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28 July 1936: Concert 8: ‘English and French Music.’ 

  ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of five recorders (English, Sixteenth Century): 

  ‘Come over the Bourne, Bess’ 

  ‘Sellenger’s Rounde.’ 

 Music played on recorder, with basso continuo: 

  Sonata in C minor (Mons. Senaillé, 1710). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Mary Ferguson, Margaret 

Donington and Robert Goble. 

 

29 July 1936: Concert 9:  ‘A Varied Concert.’ 

 Music for seven recorders and organ: 

  Sonata (J.H. Schmetltzer, 1650). 

 Recorder players: Carl Dolmetsch, Robert and Elizabeth Goble, Mary Ferguson, 

Margaret Donington and Douglas Campbell Brown. 

 

31 July 1936: Concert 11: ‘French Music.’ 

  Première Concert from Les Concerts Royaux for Recorder, 

Pardessus de viole, Viola da gamba and Harpsichord 

(François Couperin). 

 ‘Rondeau’ played on two recorders:  

  ‘L’Ingenue’ (François Couperin). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

1 Aug 1936:  Concert 12: ‘English and French Songs and Dances.’ 

 ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of recorders: 

  ‘Loathe to Depart’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century) 

  ‘The Goldfinch’ (Ben Cosyns, 1600). 

 ‘Two Basse Danses’ from the Manuscript of Marie de Bourgogne, c.1450: 

  ‘Beaulté’ 

  ‘La Franchoise Nouvelle.’ 

 

The latter two ‘basse danses’ were also played just one week earlier at the fifth concert of the 

1936 Haslemere Festival.  Other dances in the programme for 1 August 1936 probably would 

also have used recorders for accompaniment. 
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1937 

 

14 April 1937: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

  Prèlude, Sarabande, Gigue and Musette from Première 

Concert from Les Concerts Royaux for Recorder, 

Pardessus de viole, Viola da gamba and Harpsichord 

(François Couperin, 1725). 

  ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of five recorders: 

  ‘The Scots’ March (John Tillett) 

  ‘Allmaine’ (Anon, Seventeenth Century). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Marie Dolmetsch (née Mary Ferguson), Nathalie 

Dolmetsch, Robert Goble and Harley Glegg. 

 

Thirteenth Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music (19 –31 July 1937) 

 

19 July 1937: Concert 1: ‘English Music of the Golden Age.’ 

  ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of three recorders: 

     ‘Fantasia’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century) 

     ‘Fantasia’ (Anthony Holborne, 1599). 

 Recorder players:  Carl and Marie Dolmetsch, Douglas Campbell Brown. 

 

20 July 1937: Concert 2: ‘Spanish and French Music.’ 

  ‘Two Pieces’ played on a broken consort (Spanish folk tunes): 

     ‘Jacaras’ 

     ‘Rujero.’ 

 ‘Three Pieces’ played with recorder and basso continuo: 

     ‘Andante’ and ‘Deux Menuets’ (J.M. Leclair). 

 Recorder player:  Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

21 July 1937: Concert 3: ‘Intimate Music of Louis XIV and Louis XV.’ 

‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of recorders (F. Couperin, Claveciniste à sa Majesté, 

Louis XIV):   ‘Les fauvettes plaintives’ (‘The Plaintive Black Caps’) 

     ‘Le rossignol vainqueur’ (‘The Nightingale Victorious’). 

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 
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22 July 1936: Concert 4: ‘A Varied Concert.’ 

   ‘Two Pieces’ played on a broken consort (English, Sixteenth Century): 

      ‘Fortune My Foe’ 

      ‘Malt’s Come Down.’ 

  ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of four recorders (R.I. Mayr, 1692): 

      ‘Allemande’ 

      ‘Gavotte’ 

      ‘Gigue.’ 

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Christopher Dolmetsch  

     Ward, Robert Goble and Harley Glegg. 

 

23 July 1937: Concert 5: ‘Italian Music in Celebration of the Pergolesi Bicentenary.’ 

 ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of four recorders: 

  ‘La Monina’ 

  ‘La Tenerina.’ 

 Recorder players: Carl Dolmetsch, Robert Goble, Douglas Campbell Brown and 

Harley Glegg. 

 

24 July 1937: Concert 6: ‘Music by Purcell and Bach.’ 

 Music played on three recorders:  

  Chaconne on a Ground Bass (Purcell). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Marie Dolmetsch, Harley Glegg. 

 

26 July 1937: Concert 7: ‘A Varied Programme.’ 

 Music for recorder, strings and harpsichord: 

  Concerto No. 3 in C major (Robert Woodcock, c.1740). 

Song performed by soprano voice, with two recorders, viola da gamba and 

harpsichord:  ‘The Bashful Thames’ (Henry Purcell). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Marie Dolmetsch. 

 

27 July 1937: Concert 8. 

  ‘A Broken Consort’ performed by treble voice, accompanied by lute, harp, viols and  

 recorders: ‘Qui creavit Coelum’ (Anon, Fourteenth Century, from 

the Processional of the Nuns of St Mary’s, Chester). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Marie Dolmetsch. 
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28 July 1937: Concert 9: ‘The Music of Handel and Bach.’ 

  Sonata in F major for Recorder and Harpsichord (G.F. 

Handel). 

  ‘Two Chorales’ played on four recorders (J.S. Bach, No 

details given). 

Recitative and Aria for soprano voice from ‘Acis and Galatea’ with recorder obbligato, 

strings and harpsichord: ‘Hush ye Pretty Warbling Choirs’ (G.F. Handel). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Robert Goble, Harley Glegg. 

 

29 July 1937: Concert 10: ‘French and Italian Music.’ 

Première Concert from Les Concerts Royaux for Recorder, 

Pardessus de viole, Viola da gamba and Harpsichord 

(François Couperin). 

 Recorder player:  Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

30 July 1937: Concert 11: ‘English Music of the Stuart Period.’ 

  ‘Pieces’ played on a consort of recorders: 

     ‘Parthenia’ (Anon) 

     ‘Air’ (Christopher Simpson) 

     ‘Boree’ (Mr Tollett). 

 Recorder players:  Carl and Marie Dolmetsch, Harley Glegg. 

 

31 July 1937: Concert 12: ‘A Divertimento: “Pastime with Good Company.”’ 

 Two songs for voices, viols and recorders (King Henry VIII): 

     ‘Pastime with Good Company’ 

     ‘Without Dyscord.’ 

 ‘Music from France in the Eighteenth Century:’ 

‘Bourrée’ and ‘Musette’ for Recorder, Viol and Virginals 

(no composer given). 

 

 Many dances, such as brawls, rigaudons, canaries, menuets, contre danses and basse  

 danses almost certainly would have utilized recorders in their accompaniment in this  

 programme. 
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1938 

 

26 Feb 1938: Concert for the Eightieth Birthday of Arnold Dolmetsch in the Hall of the 

Art Workers’ Guild. ‘Fantasy’ for Three Recorders (Arnold Dolmetsch, 1932). 

‘Hark! Hark! The Lark’ from Cymbeline for Tenor Voice 

with Recorder, Viols and Harpsichord.  

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

The programme for 26 February 1938 states that Dolmetsch composed the ‘Fantasy’ for three 

recorders (as part of the suite Fantasy, Ayre and Jigg) in 1932.  However, Andrew Mayes, 

who has had access to the original Dolmetsch manuscripts, dates its composition to May 

1928.61  The Society of Recorder Players published the entire group of dances in 192862 and 

twenty years later it was re-published by Schott’s of London.  The programme also states, 

‘The original tune [‘Hark! Hark! The Lark’] was rediscovered and set with accompaniment for 

Recorder, Viols and Harpsichord by Arnold Dolmetsch (1936).’ 

 

Fourteenth Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music (18-30 July 1938) 
 

18 July 1938: Concert 1: ‘French Composers of the Grand Period.’ 

  Quatrième Suite for Four Recorders: ‘L’Ile de Beauté’ (M. 

Chédeville le Jeune). 

 Air for soprano with recorder, violin and harpsichord: 

  ‘Rossignol Amoureux’ (J.P. Rameau, 1733). 

  Suite for Two Descant Recorders, Viola da Gamba and 

Harpsichord (J.J. Naudot, c.1710). 

 Recorder players: Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Margaret Donington. 

 

19 July 1938: Concert 2:  ‘Elizabethan and Early Stuart Music.’ 

 ‘A Broken Consort’ played on two recorders, lute and three viols (Anon, Sixteenth  

 Century):   ‘St Thomas’ Wake’ 

     ‘Woodycock.’ 

 ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of four recorders (Anthony Holborne, Sixteenth  

 Century):   ‘Goe from my Window’ 

     ‘Bonny Sweet Robin.’ 

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie, Nathalie and Cécile Dolmetsch. 

                                                
61 Mayes (2003): 2. 
62 ‘Music Publication,’ RN 1, 8. 
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20 July 1938: Concert 3: ‘Music by Bach, Handel, Mozart and Teleman [sic].’ 

Sonata in C major for Recorder and Harpsichord 

(Handel). 

 Recorder player:  Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

22 July 1938: Concert 5: ‘A Varied Programme.’ 

Concerto for Two Recorders with Strings and 

Harpsichord (William Babell, c.1715). 

Concerto for Descant Recorder with Strings and 

Harpsichord (William Babell, c.1715). 

 Recorder players:  Carl and Marie Dolmetsch. 

 

23 July 1938: Concert 6: ‘Music of Byrd, Lawes and Purcell.’ 

  ‘Two Pieces’ played on a consort of five recorders (Anthony Holborne, 1599): 

‘Pavan: “The Cradle” ’ 

  ‘Galliard: “The New Year’s Gift.” ’ 

 Recorder players: Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Margaret Donington and 

Douglas Campbell Brown. 

 

25 July 1938: Concert 7: ‘Arnold Dolmetsch’s Eightieth Birthday Concert:  

 Music Composed by Arnold Dolmetsch.’ 

  ‘Three Pieces’ for three recorders:63 

  ‘Fantasy’ 

  ‘Air’ 

  ‘Jigg.’ 

Recorder players: Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

26 July 1938: Concert 8: ‘French and English Music.’ 

  ‘A Broken Consort’ played on recorder, viols and virginals: 

  ‘The King’s Morisco’ (Anon, Sixteenth Century) 

  ‘The King’s Delight’ (Anon, Seventeenth Century) 

  ‘Glory of the West’ (Anon, Seventeenth Century). 

 ‘Three Pieces’ played on two recorders: 

  ‘Two Almaines’ (Robert Johnson) 

  ‘Wolsey’s Wilde’ (William Byrd). 

  

                                                
63 See ‘26 February 1938.’  
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 ‘Three Pieces’ played on recorder and basso continuo: 

  ‘Andante’ and ‘Deux Menuets’ (J.M. Leclair). 

 Recorder players: Rudolph, Millicent and Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

27 July 1938: Concert 9: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

      ‘Two Chorales’ played on four recorders (no details given). 

 Recorder players: Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Douglas Campbell 

Brown. 

 

28 July 1938: Concert 10: ‘A Varied Programme.’ 

  ‘A Jigg’ for a Consort of Recorders, Viols and Virginals 

(English, Sixteenth Century). 

 ‘A Suite of Pieces’ played on two recorders from The Compleat Flute Master: 

  ‘March’ (J. Forster) 

  ‘Gavotte’ (Mr. Morgan) 

  ‘Borree’ (Mr. Peasable) 

  ‘Menuet’ (Mr. Tollett) 

  ‘Jigg’ (J. Forster, c.1660). 

 Recorder players: Carl and Marie Dolmetsch and Arnold Dolmetsch Ward. 

 

29 July 1938: Concert 11: ‘Italian and English Music.’ 

   ‘Two Airs with Divisions’ for Two Recorders and Lute 

(Nicola Mattei, c.1670). 

 ‘Three Pieces’ played on three recorders: 

  ‘If Love now Reigned’ (King Henry VIII) 

  ‘Are the Syghes that Come from my Heart’ (W. Cornish) 

  ‘Fantasia’ (Anthony Holborne). 

 Recorder players: Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

30 July 1938: Concert 12: ‘Music and Dances from the Time of La Reine Blanche to the 

Eighteenth Century.’ 

 

The many French and English dances in this programme probably would have utilized 

recorders in the accompaniments. 
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17 Nov 1938: Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

  Quatrième Suite for Four Recorders: ‘L’Ile de Beaulté’ 

(M. Chédeville le Jeune, c.1740). 

    Sonata in G major for Recorder and Harpsichord 

    (Jean Battiste L’Oeillet [sic], c.1700). 

 ‘A Broken Consort’ played on recorder, rebec, viols and virginals: 

  ‘Basse Danse’ (published by Pierre Attaignant, 1530). 

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Douglas Campbell 

     Brown, Bruce Mott. 

 

The programme for 17 November 1938 states, ‘The inexhaustible variety of timbres of the 

Rebecs, Virginals, Recorders, Lutes and Viols portray to us the soul of the noble English 

music from the Middle Ages to the Seventeenth Century.’  The review of the concert in The 

Times claimed that the works for recorder ‘were among the most enjoyable’ of all the items.64 

 

1 Dec 1938:  Concert in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild. 

 ‘A Broken Consort’ played on recorders, viols and lute (Sixteenth Century): 

     ‘The Spanish Pavan’ 

     ‘Why Ask You?’ 

     ‘The Duchess of Brunswick’s Toy.’ 

 Recorder players:  Rudolph, Carl and Marie Dolmetsch. 

  

1939 

 

Fifteenth Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music (17–29 July 1939) 

 

17 July 1939: Concert 1:  ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

      ‘Two Chorales’ played on four recorders. 
 Music performed by soprano voice with obbligato for two recorders and basso  

 continuo:   Aria: ‘Schafe können sicher weiden.’  

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Douglas Campbell  

     Brown. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
64 ‘Dolmetsch Concert,’ Review, The Times (19 November 1938): 10, TTDA. 
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The review in The Musical Times stated: 
 

The Dolmetsch family now boasts specialists whose mastery over harpsichord and recorder may 

be equalled by a handful of other musicians but is not surpassed.  The two chorales played on 

four recorders lacked neither the right spirit nor accurate intonation… Best of all was the aria 

“Schafe können sicher weiden.”65 

 
18 July 1939: Concert 2: ‘Concerted Music of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth  

 Centuries.’   Chaconne in F major for Treble Recorder and 

     Harpsichord (Henry Purcell). 

 Recorder player:  Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

19 July 1939: Concert 3: ‘Music of Handel and Haydn.’ 

     Sonata in G minor for Treble Recorder and Harpsichord 

     (G.F. Handel). 

‘Aria’ for soprano performed with obbligato for recorder and lute, accompanied by 

viola da gamba and violins: ‘The Soft Complaining Flute’ from the Ode for St  

     Cecilia’s Day (G.F. Handel).      
Recorder player:  Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

The reviewer in The Musical Times described ‘The Soft Complaining Flute’ as the ‘most 

enjoyable’ piece in the concert.  The instruments ‘blended together so sweetly that one could 

not but deplore their disappearance from the modern orchestra.’66 

 

20 July 1939: Concert 4: ‘Music of France, Spain and Italy.’ 

     Sonata in G major for Treble Recorder and Harpsichord  

     (J.B. L’Oeillet de Gant, c.1700). 

  ‘A Broken Consort’ played on recorders, viols and virginals: 

     ‘Galliarda la Violetta’ (Anon, Italian, 1580). 

 Recorder players:  Carl Dolmetsch, Christopher Dolmetsch Ward. 

 

24 July 1939: Concert 7: ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

      ‘Two Chorales’ played on four recorders (no details). 

Music performed by contralto, tenor and bass voices, with three recorders and 

violoncello piccolo obbligati, strings, harpsichord and organ: 

Cantata No. 175: Er Rufet seinen Schafen mit Namen.  

                                                
65 B.-W., ‘Haslemere Festival,’ MT 80 (1939): 624. 
66 B.-W., 624. 
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 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie, Cécile and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

25 July 1939: Concert 8: ‘A Varied Programme.’ 

     ‘A Broken Consort’ played on descant recorder, viol and  
    lute (no details given). 

     Suite for Four Recorders (R.I. Mayr, 1692). 

     Sonata in C major for Treble Recorder and Harpsichord  

     (G.P.Telemann). 

     Sonata for Two Unaccompanied Recorders (G.P.  

     Telemann). 

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch, Douglas Campbell 

     Brown. 

 

26 July 1939: Concert 9: ‘Purcell, Couperin and Others.’ 

     Concerto No. 1 for Solo Recorder with Harpsichord and 

     Strings (William Babell, c.1700). 

     ‘Les fauvettes plaintives’ (‘The plaintive Black Caps’)  

     (François Couperin, c.1700). 

 Music played on two recorders accompanied by the tambourin: 

     ‘Musette de Taverni’ (François Couperin, c.1700). 

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

27 July 1939: Concert 10: ‘Court Music of France.’ 

     Sonata in C minor for Treble Recorder and Harpsichord 

     (J.B. Loeillet de Gant, c.1700). 

 Suite from ‘Airs à Danser’ for strings, recorders and harpsichord (J. Mouret): 

     ‘Venissienne’ 

     ‘Deux Passepieds’ 

     ‘Sarabande’ 

     ‘Deux Tambourins.’ 

 ‘Pieces’ played on a consort of four recorders (M. Chédeville le Jeune): 

     ‘Minuet I’ 

     ‘Minuet II’ 

     ‘Gigue.’    

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch and possibly 

     Cécile Dolmetsch or Douglas Campbell Brown. 
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28 July 1939: Concert 11: ‘English Music of the Golden Age.’ 

‘Pieces played by the Children on Recorder, Virginals and Tabor’ (from the Straloch 

Manuscript):  ‘Lady Laudian’s Lilt’ 

     ‘It’s a Wonder to See’ 

     ‘The Old Man.’ 

 Consorts played on five recorders (Anon, English, Seventeenth Century): 

     ‘Almaine’ 

     ‘A Scot’s March.’ 

 ‘Broken Consorts’ played on recorders, virginals and viols: 

     ‘Sir ffairfax March’ (J. Tillett) 

     ‘Italian Rant’ (Sixteenth Century). 

 Recorder players:  Arnold Dolmetsch Ward, Carl, Marie and Nathalie 

     Dolmetsch, Ruth Mott, Douglas Campbell Brown. 

 

29 July 1939: Concert 12: ‘A Masque on “Le Roman de la Rose.” ’ 

Many of the dances in this programme may well have utilized recorders as part of the 

accompaniment.  The orchestra was directed by Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

1940 

 

England declared war on Germany in September 1939 and Arnold Dolmetsch died in 

February 1940 after some years of ill health.  However, the Dolmetsch family expected that 

the Haslemere Festivals would continue. 

 

On the back of the programme for the 1939 Haslemere Festival (which was printed in May 

1939) was an advertisement for the 1940 Festival.  It was to be held from 22 July-3 August 

1940. 

 

By November 1939, the plans for the 1940 Festival had become more detailed.  The back of 

the programme for Carl Dolmetsch and Christopher Wood’s second Wigmore Hall Concert on 

18 November 1939 gave the following information: 
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Planned 1940 Haslemere Festival of Chamber Music 

22 July-3 August 

Under the Direction of the Dolmetsch Family 

Haslemere Hall, Surrey 

 

Concert 1: 22 July 1940:  ‘Purcell and Handel.’ 

Concert 2: 23 July 1940:  ‘A Varied Programme.’ 

Concert 3: 24 July 1940:  ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

Concert 4: 25 July 1940:  ‘The two Scarlattis and Others.’ 

Concert 5: 26 July 1940:  ‘Elizabethan Music.’ 

Concert 6: 27 July 1940:  ‘ “Le Petit Trianon:” An Evening of Music such as  

      might have taken place in the private music room of  

      Louis XIV.’ 

Concert 7: 29 July 1940:  ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

Concert 8: 30 July 1940:  ‘Spanish Music of the Grand Period.’ 

Concert 9: 31 July 1940:  ‘Handel, Telemann and Mozart.’ 

Concert 10: 1 August 1940:  ‘Byrd, Purcell and Gibbons.’ 

Concert 11:  2 August 1940:  ‘A Request Programme.’ 

Concert 12:  3 August 1940:  ‘ “Le Roman de la Rose:” A Masque in Music and 

      Dancing.’ 

 

As the war progressed and it became clear that circumstances were not going to be favourable 

for a two-week festival, the Dolmetsch family re-assessed their options and planned to give 

nine concerts instead of the usual twelve, from 22-31 July, all in aid of The Red Cross.  The 

programme, which is in the Haslemere archive, was typed but not printed.  Two concerts were 

planned in detail.  The recorder music to be played, shown in another unprinted programme, 

was as follows: 

 

22 July 1940: Concert 1: ‘Music of Purcell and Handel.’ 

     Sonata in C major for Treble Recorder and Harpsichord  

     (G.F. Handel). 

‘Aria’ performed by soprano with obbligato for two recorders, viola da gamba and 

harpsichord:  ‘Charon, the Peaceful Shade Invites’ (Henry  

    Purcell).  

     ‘Trio’ for Treble, Tenor and Bass Recorders from the Ode  

     Soft  Notes and Gently Raised (Henry Purcell). 
 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 
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23 July 1940: Concert 2: ‘English and Spanish Music.’ 

  ‘Broken Consorts’ played on recorders, viols and virginals (Anon, Spanish, Sixteenth  

 Century):   ‘Villianos’ 

     ‘Hacharas.’ 

 Consorts played on four recorders:  

     ‘Master Newman’s Pavan’ (Master Newman) 

     ‘The Frog Galliard’ (Thomas Morley, Sixteenth 

     Century). 

 Recorder players:  Carl, Marie, Cécile and Nathalie Dolmetsch. 

 

Concert 3: 24 July 1940:  ‘Music of J.S. Bach.’ 

Concert 4: 25 July 1940:  ‘French and Italian Music.’ 

Concert 5: 26 July 1940:  ‘Music of Shakespeare’s Times.’ 

Concert 6: 27 July 1940:  ‘Arnold Dolmetsch Commemoration Programme,  

      including latest research and favourite pieces.’ 

Concert 7: 29 July 1940:  ‘Handel, Telemann and Mozart.’ 

Concert 8: 30 July 1940:  ‘A Request Programme: Favourites of former Festivals  

      Requested by the members of the 1939 audience.’ 

Concert 9: 31 July 1940:  ‘A Revelry in Music and Dancing: Fête Champêtre,  

      Venetian Intermezzo, Courtly Masking Ayres and  

      Dances.’ 

 

At the bottom of the list were the words that were added to every programme at this time: 

‘The Management reserve the right to make any necessary changes owing to war emergency.’ 
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Appendix 6 

 

Issues pertaining to the first English mass-produced recorders 

 

The full facts of the first English mass-produced recorders remain somewhat confused.  For 

example, the name of the firm that actually manufactured the plastic recorders—for which 

Hunt and Barnes had taken out the patent—is unknown.  Hunt has suggested that it may have 

been a firm called Fraser and Glass,1 of whom no information could be found.  In Lyndesay 

Langwill’s 1952 index of recorder makers the name ‘Mobeley’ figures as the firm from which 

Schott bought the finished recorders.2  No further information could be found about this firm 

either.  Neither Hunt nor Alan Woolgar, the archivist at Schott, remembered the name 

‘Mobeley.’  The role of Barnes and Mullins was essentially that of ‘middle-man.’  Hunt, 

representing Schott, dealt directly with that firm, not the actual manufacturers, and local music 

shops around England would send their orders to them: it was Barnes and Mullins who 

supplied the shops with their boxes of recorders.3  Unfortunately, the firm has changed hands 

since 1939, and it could supply no information about its activities before World War II. 

 

Other music firms besides Schott have also been linked with plastic recorders before the war.  

Nicholas Lander mentions one Anna Wells who personally informed him that she was aware 

of the availability of a ‘Fitzroy’ recorder with a bakelite head and wooden body in England in 

1939.4  Langwill’s 1952 list named makers who had contributed to the revival of the recorder 

in Britain: they were, not surprisingly, Arnold and Carl Dolmetsch, Oskar Dawson, Robert 

Goble, Chaplin5 and Peach.6 

 

In March 1940 an advertisement for ‘Paxton Recorders’ appeared in The Piping Times.7  The 

instruments were ‘Hand-made and Tested,’ the soprano in C costing just five shillings.  They 

could be bought from W. Paxton & Co., London.  No plastic recorder could be considered to 

be hand-made, so Paxton (which in any case, was in competition with Schott) was not the 

unknown firm that dealt with Barnes and Mullins.  Also, not only was it impossible for 

                                                
1 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
2 Lyndesay G. Langwill, ‘Recorder-Makers: a List,’ Pamphlet (London: 1952).  The little pamphlet in 
the British Library possibly constituted part of the beginning of Langwill’s extensive research on wind 
instrument makers, eventually leading to his invaluable self-published Index of Musical Wind-
Instrument Makers.  (London: Lyndesay G. Langwill, 1960.) 
3 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002).  
4 Lander, ‘Instrument of Torture.’ 
5 This was presumably the ‘Mr Chaplin’ whose recorders Hunt had suggested were more beautiful on 
the outside than on the inside.  (Hunt, Notes, 2.) 
6 Langwill (1952).  It is possible, indeed probable, that ‘Peach’ was Geoffrey Peach, of Dryad 
Handicrafts, who had been Hunt’s first recorder student in 1933. 
7 ‘W. Paxton & Co. Ltd., Pipes and Recorders,’ Advertisement, PT 3.7 (1940): 26. 
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wooden instruments to be quickly made by hand in the thousands, but rationing limited a 

plentiful supply of wood.  The following year, in March 1941, the advertisement called the 

instruments ‘Paxton Dulcet Recorders’ and did not claim that they were ‘Hand-Made.’8  

According to the advertisement, the instrument was: 

 
British made and Tested… [and] an easy, fascinating instrument, with a delicate pastoral tone, 

suitable for unison or part-playing.  Each instrument receives individual attention for voicing and 

tuning.  English fingering.  Descant (Tenor) Model, Key C, Price 7s 1d, including purchase 

tax… Postage 4d.  Free instruction Leaflet given with every instrument.9 

 

 
Plate 31:  Detail from an advertisement for Paxton Recorders (March 1941) with an etching of 
Edgar Hunt playing an alto recorder.10 
 

It featured an etching of Hunt playing the recorder, which could have been inserted with, or 

without, his knowledge or permission.  The advertised recorder repertoire was all arranged 

and graded by Hunt: apart from that, there is no suggestion that he had anything to do with the 

making of these recorders.  Hunt had his hands full with his shop work at Schott, his 

teaching—privately and at TCM—and writing, arranging and editing recorder music.  It is  

 

 
                                                
8 ‘W. Paxton & Co. Ltd., Pipes and Recorders,’ Advertisement, PT 3.8 (1941): 22. 
9 ‘Paxton,’ Advertisement, PT 3.8: 22. 
10 ‘Paxton,’ Advertisement, PT 3.8: 22. 
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unlikely that he would have started another enterprise making recorders when his and Mark 

Barnes’ own plastic innovation was selling well. 

   

Also in 1941, another extraordinary advertisement appeared in The Piping Times under the 

heading of the music publishers Joseph Williams of 29 Enford Street, London.11  Besides 

advertising Louie de Rusette’s How to Organise a Percussion Band and the Enford Recorder 

Tune Books and School Recorder Tutor by Ernest Haywood, it mentioned the ‘Recorder 

Instrument: Enford Model.’  It was claimed that this instrument was made ‘of Finest 

Rosewood throughout;’ it cost six shillings and sixpence; and ‘thousands’ had already been 

sold.  This advertisement raises many questions.  How could an instrument of finest rosewood 

cost just over six shillings?  With rationing in full force, where was the wood obtained?  How 

could any instrument have been made or sold in the thousands unless it was factory made?  

Who designed it?  Where was the factory and who set it up?  In common with Paxton, Joseph  

Williams was in direct competition with Schott so that it is inconceivable that these were the 

manufacturers of the Hunt/Barnes recorders, which were made of plastic anyway.  Moreover, 

Langwill’s 1952 list did not name Joseph Williams as being a recorder maker.12 

 

Clearly, more research is required to eradicate the confusion surrounding these issues. 

 

 
 
 
 
Plate 32:  Advertisement for Joseph Williams ‘Enford’ 
recorders (March 1941).13 
 

 

 

                                                
11 ‘Joseph Williams Limited,’ Advertisement, PT 3.8 (1941): 26. 
12 William Waterhouse’s impeccably researched New Langwill’s Index (1993) similarly does not 
mention the words ‘Joseph,’ ‘Williams’ or ‘Enford’ in connection with recorders. 
13 ‘Joseph Williams,’ PT 3.8, 26. 
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Appendix 7 

 

‘Woman’s Fair at Olympia.’ 

 

The following extract has been reproduced verbatim from The Recorder News (1938-39).1  It 

provides an illuminating first-hand account of some of the activities undertaken by the leaders 

of the SRP in the cause of marketing the recorder. 

 

‘The Society was invited to combine with The Federation of Rural Music Schools, The 

Pipers’ Guild and The Federation of Music Festivals at Woman’s Fair at Olympia from 

November 2nd to 26th.  The object was to introduce to the public ways and means of 

employing their leisure hours.  A section of the Exhibition was devoted entirely to this, 

and stands were allocated to divers organizations which showed how leisure can be 

turned to good use in various directions, such as camping, cycling, handicrafts, art and 

music.  It was in this last that the above mentioned organizations took part.  They 

shared a stand, on which were displayed instruments, music and literature, showing the 

work done by each Society.  In addition to this, a certain amount of time was allotted to 

each for lectures and talks, with musical illustrations, in a small concert hall.  On behalf 

of the Society of Recorder Players Mr. Hunt and Mr. Carl Dolmetsch, assisted by 

members of the Society, were able to give some excellent talks, demonstrations, and 

concerts to large audiences.  There was no charge for admission, and although many 

regarded the lecture room as a place to rest their tired feet, there were a good number of 

interested listeners, and on the whole, the time was well and profitably spent.  Many 

members helped at the stand at different times, but it was not easy to demonstrate the 

recorder here on account of the general noise.  There were periods, however, when it 

was quiet enough to play short duets and trios, and this attracted crowds to the stand, 

many staying to make inquiries about the instruments.  The interest shown in the 

recorder, and the number of people asking for addresses where these could be 

purchased, fully justified the experiment.  The number of new recruits for the Society 

was small but the demonstrators felt that the knowledge of the instrument had been 

greatly increased and many recorders must have been purchased in consequence.  Since 

this was not a trade section, the Society of Recorder Players and other organizations, 

were there for propaganda purposes only.  How much the Society will benefit from this, 

only time can tell.  Many people showed a keen interest, and said they would join when 

they had learnt a bit about the instrument.’ 

                                                
1 RN 2, 10-1.  Olympia was an exhibition centre located in Kensington, London. 
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Appendix 8 

 

The publications of Edgar Hunt: 1934-1941 

 

The following list of repertoire was arranged, edited, transcribed and/or transposed by Edgar 

Hunt until he was sent overseas on war service in 1941.  The list is not exclusive. 

 

Hunt arranged music for instruments besides recorders.  For example, he arranged Elizabethan 

Ayres for the bamboo pipes1 as well as music for flute, oboe, clarinet, and harpsichord.2  

‘Home Music’ supplements in The Amateur Musician—of which he was co-editor with 

Elizabeth Voss, whom he married in 1938—also included music for viols and the lute.  

Further, from their inception in 1937-1938, Hunt prepared all the manuscripts for the SRP 

publications.3  By 1950, Hunt was the General Editor of Schott’s Woodwind Series. 

 

During World War II, with the inception of the ‘Trading with the Enemy Act,’ Hunt and 

Schott no longer could import German music books, nor could they pay German publishers if 

they ‘Anglicized’ German work.4  The recorder music that was published in England during 

the war was therefore limited, but it did not cease, by any means. 

 

Hunt also worked under the pseudonym Geoffrey Chase. He took the name ‘Chase’ as it 

resonated with ‘Hunt’ and considered that the first name ‘Geoffrey’ went well with it.5  Hunt 

recognized that he had to make various kinds of music available to amateur players if he were 

to continue to build up the recorder movement.  However, he did not like his real name being 

attached to folk or other music that was transcribed from the non-early repertoire, which he 

considered to be inappropriate for recorders.6  Thus, in 1940 ‘Geoffrey Chase’ edited and 

arranged such diverse music as Hymn Tunes, Hawaiian Tango and Swanee River, as well as 

melodies by Haydn and Humperdinck.  In 1957 he arranged Tchaikovsky’s Quartet No. 1. Op. 

11, Andante Cantabile for descant, treble, tenor and bass recorders.  On the other hand,  

 

                                                
1 Hunt recalled that he was probably asked to do the book by the Pipers’ Guild, even though he was not 
a committed piper.  (Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002.) 
2 See Famous Clarinet Pieces by W.A. Mozart, Transcribed Edgar H. Hunt (London: Schott, date 
unknown).  (From ‘Edgar H. Hunt,’ RN 2, insert.) 
3 Woolgar, Interview (8 May 2002). 
4 See ‘Light on “Trading with the Enemy,” ’ 51-2. 
5 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002); Woolgar, Interview (8 May 2002).  Walter Bergmann also took a 
pseudonym while he worked at Morley College.  He called himself ‘T.S. Walker’ and under that name, 
from 1942, he edited recorder books such as French Duets and Movements by Bach and arranged 
melodies by Vivaldi, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and Brahms for use in his classes.  (See Master 
Melodies, for Descant Recorder and Piano, Arr. T.S. Walker, London: Schott, 1942.) 
6 Hunt, Interview (20 May 2002). 
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Hunt did give his name to various specifically folk and other transcriptions by composers such 

as Handel and Schumann, which were listed in The Piping Times in 1940.7 

 

1934 
 
Finger, Gottfried.  VI Sonatas or Solos. No. 4. Sonata in G.  For Flute and Pianoforte.  Ed.  
 E.H. Hunt.  London: Rudall, Carte, 1934. 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  Elizabethan Ayres.  Arranged as Trios for D, A and Bass D Pipes to  
 Play in Consort by E.H. Hunt.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1934. 
 
 

1935 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  A Practical Method for the Recorders.  London: OUP, 1935. 
 
---.  A Concise Tutor for Descant, Treble and Tenor Recorders for Use in Schools.  London:  
 Boosey, 1935. 
 
 

1936 
 
The English Dancing Master.  Country Dance – ‘Rufty Tufty.’  Tune from The English  
 Dancing Master.  Harmonized and Arranged for Recorder Trio by Enid C. Hunt.   
 Ed. Edgar H. Hunt.  London: Novello, 1936.  Later re-published in the Home Music  
 Supplement in The Amateur Musician 2.3 (1937). 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  How to Learn the Fingering of the Recorders.  Descant, Treble and  
 Tenor: English System of Fingering.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1936. 
 

Recorder Consorts.  Music for Descant, Treble and Tenor Recorders, and for Recorder and  
 Strings.  Arranged and ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Boosey, 1936. 
 
 
The remaining publications listed for 1936 appeared in the Music for Recorder series, as 
advertised in W.H.M.’s ‘Music Reviews’ in The Amateur Musician.8  The article gave details 
about the first two issues, both of which were available from Hunt’s private residence at 29 
James Street, Covent Garden. 
 
Mattheson, Johann.  12 Sonates.  Op. 1. No. 4. Menuet.  For three Treble Recorders.  Ed.  
 Edgar H. Hunt.  Music for Recorders No. 1.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1936.  Later re- 
 published in the Home Music Supplement in The Amateur Musician 2.2 (1937). 
 
---.  Sonata  for three Treble Recorders. Op. 1. No. 5.  Ed. Edgar H. Hunt.  Music for  
 Recorders No. 1.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1936.  Later re-published in the Home Music  
 Supplement in The Amateur Musician 2.4 (1937). 
 
Handel, G.F.  Menuet from Op. 1. No. 5.  With Harpsichord accompaniment arranged from  
 figured bass.  Arranged and ed. E.H. Hunt.  Music for Recorders No. 1.  London:  
 E.H. Hunt, 1936. 

 

                                                
7 ‘Paxton,’ Advertisement, PT 3.7, 26. 
8 ‘W.H.M.,’ ‘Music Reviews,’ AM 7 (1936): 168. 
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‘Rien ne peut calmer ma peine’ from Paisiello, Le Barber de Seville with Treble Recorder  
 obbligato and Piano accompaniment.  Arranged Edgar H. Hunt.  Music for Recorders  
 No. 2.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1936. 
 
Loeillet, J.B.  Gavotte from Op. 1.  No. 1.  For Treble Recorder, Oboe or Violin and  
 Violoncello.  Ed. Edgar H. Hunt.  Music for Recorders No. 2.  London: E.H. Hunt,  
 1936.  Later re-published in the Home Music Supplement in The Amateur Musician 2.1  
 (1936). 
 
Issue 2 of Music for Recorders also included two ‘Minuets,’ one of them by Robert Crome  
 (c.1745), arranged for various recorder combinations.  Crome’s Minuet, arranged by  
 Hunt for recorder trio, was later re-published as part of the Home Music Supplement in  
 The Amateur Musician 3.2 (1939).  The other part of the supplement was devoted to  
 The Wonder of Paganini, a duet for a solo violin virtuoso, first published in London by  
 Mori & Lavenu, 1838. 
 
 

1937 
 
Fischer, Johann Christian.  Concerto for Oboe, No. 1.  Rondeau, Menuet.  For Oboe and  
 Violoncello.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1937.  Re-published in the Home  
 Music Supplement in The Amateur Musician 2.5 (1937). 
 
Galuppi, Baldassare.  Sonate per cembalo. Op. 1. No. 4. Adagio.  A Toccata by Galuppi for  
 Harpsichord or Spinet.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1937. 
 
A Trio for Bamboo Pipes.  ‘Comely Swain, why sitt’st thou so?’  John Playford.  A Three- 
 Part Round for Descant Recorders or Treble Pipes.  ‘The Silver Swan.’  Orlando  
 Gibbons.  Ed. E.H. Hunt. London: E.H. Hunt, 1937.  Re-published in the Home Music  
 Supplement in The Amateur Musician 2.6 (1938). 
 
Paisible, James.  Second Sett of Aires for Two Flutes and a Bass.  For Treble Recorder and  
 Violoncello or Bass Viols.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1937.  The Minuet  
 from Paisible’s Aires was re-published in the Home Music Supplement in The Amateur  
 Musician 2.8 (1938). 
 
 

1938 
 
Handel, Georg Friedrich.  ‘Trio for Two Treble Recorders and Violin’ from Terpsichore.   
 Ed. Edgar H. Hunt.  Home Music Supplement.  The Amateur Musician 3.1 (1938).   
 Re-published by Schott, 1948. 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  Twelve Christmas Carols.  Set for one to three Recorders by E.H.  
 Hunt. London: Schott, 1938.   
 
---.  Twelve National Airs.  Set for one to three Recorders by E.H. Hunt, etc.  London: Schott,  
 1938. 
 
Recorder Tunes.  2 Vols.  Arranged and ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Boosey, 1938-40. 
 
The School Recorder Band.  Arranged in Graded Form by E.H. Hunt.  (No. 13.)  Arranged  
 for Recorders by F. Fowler.  London: W. Paxton, 1938-41. 
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1939 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  A Little Prelude for Recorder and Pianoforte.  For Treble, Descant or  
 Tenor Recorder.  London: Schott, 1939. 
 
---.  Classical Album.  Twenty pieces transcribed for one and two Descant Recorders and  
 Piano by E. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1939. 
 
---.  Second Ensemble Book.  For one to four Descant or Tenor Recorders with Pianoforte ad  
 lib.  Arranged E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1939. 
 
---.  Method for Group Instruction for Recorders.  (With Tables of Fingerings.)  London:  
 Schott, 1939. 
 
---.  Fifty Old English Dance Airs.  For Solo Descant Recorder.  Arranged E.H. Hunt.   
 London: Schott, 1939. 
 
Giesbert, Franz Julius.  Schule für die Altblockflöte.  English Country-Dance Tunes.  For  
 two Descant Recorders.  Adapted from Settings by F.J. Giesbert and E.H. Hunt.   
 London: Schott, 1939. 
 
Ives, Simon (1600-1662).  The Virgin.  A Four-Part Fantasia for Viols.  Ed. Edgar H. Hunt.   
 Home Music Supplement.  The Amateur Musician 3.4 (1939). 
 
Martin, Richard (c.1610).  Change Thy Mind Since She Doth Change.  An Ayre to the Lute.   
 Ed. Edgar H. Hunt.  Home Music Supplement.  The Amateur Musician 3.3 (1939). 
 
 

1940 
 
Bach, J.S.  Himmelskönig, sie wilkommen.  Sonata from Church Cantata No. 32.  For Treble  
 or Descant Recorder and Solo Violin with String Orchestra and Continuo, Pianoforte or  
 Harpsichord.  Ed. and Continuo arranged by E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  Brandenburg Concerto No. 4. B G Jahrg. 19.  Andante from Brandenburg Concert No. 4,  
 in G.  For two Treble Recorders and Violin Soli with String Orchestra and Continuo,  
 Pianoforte or Harpsichord.  Ed. and Continuo arranged by E.H. Hunt.  London:  
 Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  Drei Sonaten für Flöte und bezifferten Bass. B G Jahrg. 43.  No. 1.  Two Minuets.  For  
 Recorder and Pianoforte.  Transcribed by E.H. Hunt.  London:  Schott, 1940. 
 
Britton, Thomas.  Thomas Britton.  The Musical Small Coal Man.  Duets from his Note  
 Book, July 12th, 1697.  Arranged for two Descant Recorders by E.H. Hunt.  London:  
 Schott, 1940. 
 
Dowland, John.  Collections: The First Elizabethan Consort Book.  Pieces by John Dowland.   
 Arranged for Descant Recorder and Piano, with or without String Quartet, by E.H.  
 Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
Favourite Melodies.  For Descant Recorder and Pianoforte.  Arranged Geoffrey Chase [E.H.  
 Hunt].  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
Finger, Gottfried.  Six Sonatas for Two Flutes. Op. 2. No. 6. Sonata in G major.  For two  
 Treble Recorders.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
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Händel, George Frideric.  Op. 1. Nos. 2, 4, 7, 11. Four Sonatas.  For Treble Recorder and  
 Harpsichord or Piano (Violoncello or Viola da gamba ad. lib.).  Ed. Edgar Hunt.   
 London: Schott, 1940.   
 
Happy Hours with the Recorder.  3 Vols.  Arranged Geoffrey Chase [E.H. Hunt].  London: 
 Schott, 1940.  Includes: melodies from Hansel and Gretel (Humperdinck); Mélodie  
 (Chopin); Minuet in G  (Beethoven); ‘Theme’ (Mozart); tune from The Gipsy Baron (J.  
 Strauss); ‘Valse Lente’ from Coppelia (Leo Delibes); Träumerei (R. Schumann); pieces  
 by Liszt, Balfe, Bizet, and others.  It also includes: folk tunes such as Barbara Allen;  
 John Peel; All Through the Night; The Blue Bells of Scotland; Swanee River; Hawaiian  
 Tango; Santa Lucia. 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  Elizabethan Dances and Ayres for Descant Recorder and Piano.   
 Arranged from The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, Parthenia and other contemporary  
 sources by E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  Third Ensemble Book.  Pieces by Handel, Mattheson, Telmann and others for Three  
 Descant or Tenor Recorders, Unaccompanied.  Arranged E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott,  
 1940. 
 
---.  The Jacobean Consort Book.  John Dowland, Thomas Campion, Francis Pilkington,  
 Thomas Forde, Ayres by the Lutenists.  Arranged for Solo Recorder, Descant or Tenor,  
 or Voice and Piano, or for a Quartet of Recorders, or Strings or Voices, with or without  
 Accompaniment by E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
Hymn Tunes.  For Descant Recorder.  Arranged Geoffrey Chase [E.H. Hunt].  London:  
 Schott, 1940.  Includes: 34 Well-known melodies including: Adeste Fideles, Austria  
 (Haydn’s national anthem), etc. 
 
Loeillet, Jean Baptiste.  12 Sonates. Op. 3. No. 5. Largo in C minor.  For Treble Recorder  
 and Harpsichord or Pianoforte.  Recorder part ed. E.H. Hunt.  Realization of the  
 Figured Bass by Jules de Swert.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
Mattheson, Johann.  12 Sonates. Op. 1. No. 8. Sonata in F major.  For three Treble  
 Recorders.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  12 Sonates. Op. 1. No. 6. Sonata in B flat.  For three Treble Recorders.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  
 Music for Recorders No. 4.  London:  E.H. Hunt, 1940. 
 
---.  12 Sonates. Op. 1. No. 4. Menuet in C  minor.  For three Treble Recorders.  Ed. E.H.  
 Hunt.  Music for Recorders No. 4.  London:  E.H. Hunt, 1940. 
 
Paisible, James.  Six Sonatas for Two Flutes. Op. 1. No. 1. Sonata in D minor.  For two  
 Treble Recorders.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  Six Sonatas for Two Flutes. Op. 1. No. 4. Sonata in G minor.  For two Treble Recorders.   
 Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  Six Sonatas for Two Flutes. Op. 1. No. 5. Sonata in C major.  For two Treble Recorders.   
 Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
Pez, Johann Christoph.  Concerto Pastorale.  Pastorale.  For two Treble Recorders and  
 String Orchestra with Continuo, Pianoforte or Harpsichord.  Ed. and Continuo  
 arranged by E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
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Purcell, Daniel.  Six Sonatas or Solos.  Three for a Violin and Three for a Flute, with a  
 Thorough Bass.  No. 2. Sonata in D minor.  For Treble Recorder and Piano or  
 Harpsichord with Violoncello or Viola da gamba ad lib.  Ed. and Continuo arranged  
 by E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
Telemann, Georg Philipp.  Sonata in C major.  For Treble Recorder and Pianoforte.   
 Arranged and ed. Walter Bergmann, Edgar H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  Smaller Collections.  Two Pieces arranged in Trios for Bamboo Pipes by E.H. Hunt.   
 London: E.H. Hunt, 1940. 
 
---.  Smaller Collections. Twelve Short Duets for Descant and Treble—or Tenor—Recorders  
 or Descant Recorder and Violin.  Arranged E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
---.  Trio (in Canon form).  Arranged for three Recorders: two Descants and Treble or Tenor,  
 or Two Recorders and Piano by E.H. Hunt.  Leeds: E.J. Arnold, 1940. 
 
Woodcock, Robert.  XII Concertos. No. 6. Air and Gavotte.  For two Descant Recorders with  
 Strings, no Viola, and Continuo, Pianoforte or Harpsichord.  Arranged and ed. E.H.  
 Hunt.  London: Schott, 1940. 
 
 
The following list is from an Advertisement by W.Paxton & Co.’ for Recorders (‘Hand-made 
and Tested’) in The Piping Times (March 1940).9  All pieces were arranged by Edgar H. Hunt: 
 
Unison Pieces: 
 Largo in G from ‘Serse’ (Handel). Piano part, 6d.  Recorder part, 3d. 
 Six English Airs.      Piano, 2/- Recorder, 4d. 
 Träumerei (Schumann).   Piano, 6d. Recorder, 3d. 
  
 (Träumerei also appeared in Happy Hours with the Recorder (Arranged Geoffrey  
 Chase [Hunt]), which arrived in Schott’s on 9 October, 1940). 

 
Two-Part Pieces: 
 Minuet in G major (Bach).  Piano, 1/- Recorder, 3d. 
 Three Minuets (Bach).   Piano, 1/- Recorder, 4d. 
 Polonaise in G minor (Bach).  Piano, 6d. Recorder, 3d. 
 
Three Part Pieces (Trios for two Descants and Treble or Tenor): 
 A Little Piece (Schumann).  Piano, 6d. Recorder, 4d. 
 Humming Song (Schumann).  Piano, 6d. Recorder, 4d. 
 Soldier’s March (Schumann).  Piano, 6d. Recorder, 4d. 
 Russian Song (Tchaikovsky).  ---    Recorder, 4d. 
 March of the Wooden Soldiers   Piano, 6d. Recorder, 4d. 
  (Tchaikovsky) 
 
 

                                                
9 ‘Paxton,’ Advertisement, PT 3.7, 26.  See Appendix 6 for some of the questions raised by this 
advertisement. 
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1941 
 
Bach, J.S.  Tritt auf die Glaubensbahn, ‘Stein, der über all Schatze.’  (‘Stone, above all  
 others treasured.’)  For Soprano Voice, Treble Recorder, Viola d’Amore or Violin and  
 Continuo, Pianoforte or Harpsichord with Viola da gamba or Violoncello ad lib.  Ed.  
 E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1941. 
 
---.  Was mir behagt, ‘Schafe Können sicher weiden.’  Aria from the Birthday Cantata, ‘Sheep  
 may Safely Graze.’  For Soprano Voice, Two Treble Recorders and Continuo,  
 Pianoforte or Harpsichord with Viola da gamba or Violoncello ad lib.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.   
 London: Schott, 1941. 
 
Croft, William.  Six Sonatas for Two Flutes. No. 5. Sonata in D minor for Two Treble  
 Recorders.  Ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1941. 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  All in a Garden Green.  English Folk Dances.  Arranged for Descant  
 and Treble Recorder by E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1941. 
 
Mattheson, Johann.  12 Sonates. Op. 1.  No. 5.  Suite in G for Three Descant Recorders.   
 Transposed and ed. E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1941. 
 
Telemann, Georg Philipp.  Der getreue Musik Meister.  Sonata in F for Treble Recorder  
 and Continuo. R. 41:F2.  For Treble Recorder and Piano or Harpsichord, with  
 Violoncello or Viola da gamba ad lib.  Continuo by W.G. Bergmann.  Recorder Part by  
 E.H. Hunt.  London: Schott, 1941. 
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Appendix 9 

 
Published recorder repertoire available in England to 1935 

 

In common with the bamboo pipes’ music in Appendix 10, this list, which is not exclusive, 

consists of recorder music that would have been available for players in England that the 

author was able to find.  It has been compiled mainly from Schott’s unpublished ‘Register of 

Book Listing Copyright Registrations’1 in which were recorded the dates when music from B. 

Schott’s Söhne arrived in the London shop.  The Dolmetsch works were listed in The Consort 

in 1931.2  Some of the information is from the journal, The Amateur Musician, and some 

comes from the author’s own collection.  The few English publications listed may be found in 

the British Library.  The paucity of music available for the English recorder player in the early 

1930s contrasts strongly with the longer list and variety of music available to bamboo pipe 

players at the same time.3 

 

As stated in Chapter 2, by the early 1930s Arnold Dolmetsch had already published four 

booklets that gave the fingerings for the recorders in C and in F, and included transcriptions of 

a few tunes for both solo and consort players.4  The tunes comprised those that were often 

played in the Dolmetsch concerts such as, for example, ‘Where Griping Grief,’ and ‘Les 

Bouffons.’  Generally, the books were available only through application to the Dolmetsch 

family in Haslemere.  They comprised: 

 

Dolmetsch, Arnold.  Tablature and Tunes for the Descant Recorder in C.  Haslemere:  
 Dolmetsch Publications, no date. 
 
---.  Tablature and Tunes for the Treble Recorder In F.  Haslemere: Dolmetsch Publications,  
 c.1931. 
 
---.  Tunes for Descant Recorder in C and Pieces for Two, Three and Four Recorders.   
 Haslemere: Dolmetsch Publications, c.1931.  
 
---.  English Tunes of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries for the Treble Recorder in F.   
 Haslemere: Dolmetsch Publications, c.1931. 
 

                                                
1 Schott, ‘Register of…Copyright.’ 
2 R. Donington (1931): 9-10. 
3 See Appendix 10 for an abbreviated list of bamboo pipe repertoire available in England to 1935. 
4 R. Donington (1931): 9-10. 
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In 1931 Robert Donington wrote: 

 
It is hoped at some time to publish more music for recorders.  Specific music for recorders 

probably exists and only awaits discovery; but it is of course a perfectly simple matter to 

transcribe madrigals or other suitable music and there is a whole wealth of material of this nature 

easily obtainable in reliable reprints.5 

 
 

1934 
 
Giesbert, Franz Julius.  Deutsche Volkstänze. Für ein oder zwei Blockflöten.  Mainz:  
 B. Schott’s Söhne, 1934. 
 
--- (ed.).  Lieder von Leute. Für ein oder zwei Blockflöten.  Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1934. 
 

These two publications were the only recorder books brought into Schott’s shop in 1934.  

Other recorder music was published before and during 1934, especially in Germany, but it is 

not known to what extent these were easily available to the uninitiated of the English public.  

The enthusiastic English recorder player may have had to know of their existence and send for 

them specifically by post.  Such publications included Waldemar Woehl’s first modern 

recorder method book (1926),6 and the 1930 tutors of Robert Götz (Blockflöteschule, which 

had the sub-title ‘According to the Method and Instructions of the Medieval Pipers’) and 

Heinrich Scherrer.7  New music was also written, including, for example, Friedrich Ewald 

Müller’s Thema mit Variationen.8 

 

Music such as Paul Hindemith’s now-famous Trio from ‘Plöner Musiktag’ (1932), which was 

published by B. Schott’s Söhne in Mainz in the year that it was written, did not appear in 

Schott’s of London until 1952,9 even though almost certainly it was available to those who 

knew of it through private means and arranged for it to be sent from Schott’s in Germany.  For 

example, Manuel Jacobs group, the West London Recorder Group of the Society of Recorder 

Players, tried to play the Hindemith Trio in 1938.10  Also, it is possible, indeed likely, that 

Walter Bergmann introduced it to other English players after he arrived in London, especially 

when he began teaching recorder groups at Morley College. 

                                                
5 R. Donington (1931): 10 
6 Hans-Martin Linde, The Recorder Player’s Handbook, Trans. James C. Haden (London, New York: 
Schott, 1974): 96.  
7 Peter, 60-1.  See also Moeck (1982) and Schmidt’s thesis for other early methods published in 
Germany, some of which were published later in England. 
8 Müller (1934). 
9 Hindemith, Trio from ‘Plöner Musiktag.  It was written for recorders in D and A, but Walter 
Bergmann transposed it for Schott’s of London so that it could be played on English recorders in C and 
F. 
10 Jacobs, 20.  See also Chapter 5. 
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1935 
 
Giesbert, F.J.  Blockflöten-Schule.  Für Sopranblockflöte.  Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, c.1935. 
 
--- (ed.).  Deutsche Volkslieder in allerlei Mundarten.  Für ein oder zwei Blockflöten.  Mainz:  
 B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935. 
 
--- (ed.).  Spielbuch: Alte Lieder und Tänze.  Für zwei Sopranblockflöten oder zwei beliebige  
 Instrumente gleicher Stimmung.  Heft I, II.  Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935. 
 
Haydn, F.J.  24 Deutsche Tänze.   Für drei Blockflöten oder zwei Violonen und Viola.  Arr.  
 F.J. Giesbert.  Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935. 
 
Hotteterre, J-M.  Die Ländliebe Hochzeit.  Für ein oder mehr Blockflöten.  Arr. F.J.  
 Giesbert. Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935.  
 
Hunt, Edgar H.  A Concise Tutor for Descant, Treble and Tenor Recorders: For Use in  
 Schools.  London: Boosey, 1935. 
 
--- and Donington, Robert.  A Practical Method for the Recorder.  Vol. 1.  London: OUP,  
 1935. 
 
Mozart, W.A.  Kleine Stücke.  Für drei Blockflöten oder zwei Violonen und Viola.  
 Arranged F.J. Giesbert.  Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935.  
 
Sammartini, G.  12 Sonaten.  Heft I, II, III.  Für zwei Blockflöten oder Violinen und Basso  
 continuo.  Arranged and ed. F.J. Giesbert.  Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, 1935. 
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Appendix 10 

 

Published bamboo pipe repertoire available in England to 1935 

 

This list consists of published music for the bamboo pipes up to 1935.  It is not exclusive.  

Sources of the titles include the British Library catalogue, The Pipers’ Guild Handbook 

(1932), and the journals The Amateur Musician and The Piping Times.  The journals listed 

several publications that were not included in the British Library. 

 

The published music included a lot of transcriptions of early music, some folk music, and 

some interesting new music by well-known modern composers including Arthur Somervell, 

Arthur Benjamin, Harold Samuel, Christopher Edmunds and Imogen Holst, as well as the 

French composers, Ibert, Milhaud, Poulenc and others, whose compositions were combined in 

the French publication, Pipeaux Mélodies.1 

 
Plate 33:  Frontispiece for a programme for the Pipers’ Guild 
Quartet.  At this concert they played new music written 
especially for bamboo pipes by Howard Ferguson, Harold 
Samuel and Arthur Benjamin.2 
 

 

Pipers’ groups also played music that was not published.  

The members of the central committee of the Bamboo 

Pipers’ Guild visited and taught all around Britain as well 

as overseas.3  They took music, tools and pipes as part of 

their kit.  Unpublished music included Vaughan Williams’ 

Suite for Two Pipes (1933)4 and Howard Ferguson’s Five 

Pipe Pieces for Treble, Alto and Tenor Pipes (1935).  In 

1935 the professional Pipers’ Guild Quartet performed  

Ferguson’s music as well as that of Harold Samuel and Arthur Benjamin.5 

                                                
1 Darius Milhaud; Albert Roussel; Jacques Ibert; Georges Auric; Francis Poulenc; P.-O. Ferroud; Henri 
Martelli, Pipeaux Mélodies (Paris: Éditions de l’Oiseau Lyre, 1934). 
2 From PGA. 
3 For example, by 1933 there were at least thirty bamboo pipers’ branches established in France directly 
as a result of Margaret James’s foundation work, with the support of Louise Hanson-Dyer, the founder 
of the publishing house, Éditions de L’Oiseau Lyre.  (Davidson, 246.) 
4 Rich, Interview (9 May 2002).  Vaughan Williams’ Suite for Two Pipes (1933) was first performed at 
the Bamboo Pipers’ Guild Summer School in August 1933.  (James, PT 1.1, 3.)  It is not listed in the 
British Library catalogue. 
5 ‘The Collegian Abroad,’ The RCM Magazine 31.3, 87; Programme for The Pipers’ Guild Quartet 
Concert, Cowdray Hall (5 July 1935), PGA. 
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1931 
 
James, Margaret.  Exercises and Airs for Pipes.  London: J. Curwen, 1931. 
 
 

1932 
 
Anderson, Marion.  Rhythmic Work for Pipers.  London: J.B. Cramer, c.1932. 
 
---.  Rhythmic Work for Pipers.  Melody Edition.  London: J.B. Cramer, c.1932. 
 
---.  Nursery Rhymes for Pipers or Singers.  With Pianoforte Accompaniment.  London: J.B.  
 Cramer, c.1932. 
 
---.  National Airs for Pipers.  With Pianoforte Accompaniment.  London: J.B. Cramer,  
 c.1932.6 
 
Barnard, Dorothy.  Twelve Simple Trios for Pipes.  London: J.B. Cramer, c.1932. 
 
Holst, Imogen.  First Book of Tunes for the Pipes.  London: J.B. Cramer, c.1932. 
 
---.  A Second Book of Tunes for the Pipes.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1932. 
 
Liddell, E.M.G.  Shepherds’ Pipes and Tunes for Them: A Collection of Well-known Airs  
 arranged for Bamboo Pipes.  Compiled E.M.G. Liddell.  London: H.F.W. Deane,  
 1932. 
 
Miller, Annie Z.  Alto Pipe Airs.  London: J.B. Cramer, c.1932. 
 
Peat, Evelyn.  The Forsaken Fairy.  London: J.B. Cramer, c.1932. 
 
---.  The Pipes of Puck.  London: J.B. Cramer, c.1932. 
 
 
Leaflets included: 
 
Barnard, Dorothy (arr.).  ‘Gavotte (Handel).’   
 
Braithwaite, Heurtley.  ‘The Almande.’ 
 
Enoch, G. (arr.).  ‘Shepherd’s Hey.’ 
 
Hindson, B. (arr.).  ‘O Gin I were Where Gowdie Runs.’  
 
James, Margaret.  ‘Shepherd’s Lullaby.’ Chart for School Use. 
 
---.  ‘This Old Man.’  Chart for School Use. 
 
---.  ‘Volkslied.’  Chart for School Use. 
 
Miller, A.Z.  ‘Dressmaker.’  Carol for Voice and Pipes. 
 

                                                
6 A melody-only edition of National Airs for Pipers was published in early 1939, priced at ninepence. 
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1933 
 
Bottle, Carol.  In Dulci Jubilo.  Twelve Tunes for Treble, Alto and Tenor Pipes.  Arranged C.  
 Bottle.  With a foreword by M. James.  London: OUP, 1933. 
 
 

1934 
 
Adair, Yvonne.  Jamaican and English Folk Tunes.  For Piano, Percussion Band and Pipes  
 (optional).  Arranged Yvonne Adair.  London: Hawkes, 1934.  
 
Arne, Thomas Augustine.  Comus.  By Dimpled Brook.  Adapted for Pipes by E. Sidgwick  
 from the setting in F by Hullah.  Leaflet.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1934. 
 
Beethoven, Ludwig van.  Ecossaise.  Set for Pipes with Pianoforte accompaniment by  
 C. Bottle.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
Benjamin, Arthur.  The Dancing School.  Five Pieces for Bamboo Pipe.  Adapted by  
 A. Benjamin from Tunes taken from The Dancing Master, London, 1719.  Paris:  
 Éditions de L’Oiseau Lyre, 1934. 
 
Biedermann-Weber, Trudi.  Glees, Catches and Rounds.  Selected and arranged for the  
 Pipes by T. Biedermann-Weber.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1934.  Arranged c.1932. 
 
Campion, Thomas.  Fourth Book of Airs.  There is a Garden in her Face.  Set for Pipes by  
 C. Bottle from Elizabethan Love-Songs.  Arranged F. Keel.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
Clibborn, Arnold.  Bamboo Pipes.  On Playing the Tenor D Pipe.  Notes, Exercises and  
 Pieces.  London: OUP, 1934. 
 
Dalley, Donald.  Seven Tunes for Four Pipes and Piano.  Arranged. D. Dalley.  London:  
 Augener, 1934. 
 
Earle, Giles.  Phyllis was a faire Maide.  From G. Earle’s Song Book, 1615.  Set for Pipes by  
 C. Bottle from Elizabethan Love-Songs.  Arranged F. Keel.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
Enoch, Gertrude.  Oats and Beans.  Lincolnshire Folk Tune.  Leaflet.  Arranged for Pipes by  
 G. Enoch.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1934. 

 
Fraser, Marjory Kennedy.  Songs of the Hebrides, Vol. 1.  Set for Pipes by C. Bottle.   
 London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
---.  Songs of the Hebrides, Vol. 3.  For Treble, Alto and Tenor Pipes.  Set for Pipes by  
 C. Bottle.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
Holst, Imogen.  Five Short Airs on a Ground for Pipes.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1934.  Written  
 in c.1932. 
 
---.  Six Scottish Folk Songs.  Arranged for Voice and Pipes with Pianoforte accompaniment.  
 Adapted by I. Holst.  Paris: Éditions de L’Oiseau Lyre, 1934. 
 
Hunt, Edgar Hubert.  Duets and Trios for Bamboo Pipes.  Arranged from Ayres, Minuets,  
 &c. of the late 17th and early 18th Centuries by E.H. Hunt.  London: Novello, 1934. 
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---.  Elizabethan Ayres.  Arranged as Trios for D, A and Bass D Pipes to play in Consort by  
 E.H. Hunt.  London: E.H. Hunt, 1934.  Arranged c.1932. 

 
---.  Elizabethan Ayres.  Arranged as Trios for Treble, Alto and Tenor Pipes to play in Consort  
 by E.H. Hunt.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1934.  Arranged c.1932. 
 
James, Margaret.  Folk Dance tunes for Bamboo Pipes.  Transposed by Margaret James.   
 London: Novello, 1934. 
 
Liddell, E.M.G.  Shepherds’ Pipes and Tunes for Them.  Revised edn.  London: H.F.W.  
 Deane, 1934. 
 
Martini, Giovanni Battista.  Sessantuno Canoni No. 4. Già riede primavera.  Canon.  For  
 Pipes.  Arranged M. Shepperd.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
Milhaud, Darius; Roussel, Albert; Ibert, Jacques, et al, Pipeaux Mélodies.  Paris: Éditions  
 de l’Oiseau Lyre, 1934. 
 
Samuel, Harold.  Suite for One Alto Pipe and Two Tenor Pipes.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
Scarlatti, Alessandro.  La Violette.  The Violet.  Adapted for Pipes by M. Shepperd.  Leaflet.   
 London: J.B. Cramer, 1934. 
 
Somervell, Arthur.  Cycle of Songs from Tennyson’s Maud, O Mistress Mine, 1599.  
 Arranged for two Pipes with Descant (and Pianoforte Accompaniment) by  
 A. Somervell.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
---.  The Twins’ Tune Book, No. 11.  The Shepherd’s Sweet Lot.  Canon for two Voices or  
 Pipes (with Pianoforte Accompaniment).  Words by W. Blake.  London: Boosey, 1934. 
 
Watt, J.D. Ross.  The Empire Book of Pipe Tunes and Tunes for the Pipes. Compiled,  
 arranged and composed by J.D.R. Watt.  London: Paterson’s Publications, 1934-36. 
 
 

1935 
 
Bach, Johann Sebastian.  Chorales.  Selections.  Ten Old German Chorales.  Adapted for  
 Pipes by D. Dalley from arrangements by J.S. Bach.  For one Treble Pipe in D, one  
 Alto Pipe in A, one Tenor Pipe in D.  London: Augener, 1935. 
 
Bancroft, Eric.  Six Madrigals.  Arranged for Pipes by E. Bancroft.  London: Novello, 1935. 
  
---.  Rounds and Canons.  Collected and arranged for the Pipes by E. Bancroft.  London:  
 Novello, 1935. 
 
Barnard, Dorothy.  Twelve More Simple Trios for Pipes.  Set and arranged for Pipes by D.  
 Barnard.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935. 
 
Brahms, Johannes.  Fünf Lieder.  Op. 49, No. 4.  Wiegenlied.  Instrumental Arrangements.   
 For two Pipes and Piano.  Arr. M. Scott.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935. 
 
Braithwaite, Heurtley.  The Almande from A Suite.  For Pipes.  Leaflet.  London: J.B.  
 Cramer, 1935. 
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Edmunds, Christopher Montague.  Field-side Suite for Pipes.  Unaccompanied.  London:  
 J.B. Cramer, 1935. 
 
Enoch, Gertrude.  Shepherds’ Hey.  Adapted for Pipes by G. Enoch.  Leaflet.  London: J.B.  
 Cramer, 1935. 
 
Handel, George Frideric.  Water Music.  Three Pieces.  1.  Allegretto.  2.  Allegro.  3.  Air.   
 Arranged for Pipes by E. Bancroft.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935.   
 
Holst, Imogen.  My bairn, sleep softly now.  Carol for unaccompanied Female Voices,  
 S S S A A, or for Soprano Voice and Pipes.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935. 
 
Margerison, L.A.  Quartets for Treble, Alto, Tenor and Bass Pipes.  Selected and arranged  
 L.A. Margerison.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935-37.7 
 
Shepperd, Millicent.  Six Christmas Carols.  Selected and arranged for Pipes by M.  
 Sheppard.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935. 
 
---.  Dance Movements of Seventeenth & Eighteenth Century Composers.  Selected and  
 arranged for Pipes by M. Shepperd.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935. 
 
Sutherland, Margaret.  How to Make Pipes.  [By Ruth Flokkart.]  With Tunes for Pipes and  
 Small Percussion Band.  By Margaret Sutherland.  Paris: Éditions de l’Oiseau Lyre,  
 1935. 
 
---.  Song of Contentment.  Music for Pipes and Percussion (four Pipes: two Trebles, one Alto,  
 one Tenor with Drums and Cymbals.  Paris: Éditions de l’Oiseau Lyre, 1935. 
 
Wesley, Samuel Sebastian.  ‘An Air for Holsworthy Bells.’  Arranged for Pipes by D.  
 Barnard.  London: J.B. Cramer, 1935. 
 
Winn, Cyril.  Telegraph Poles.  For Voice, Piano, Percussion Band and Pipes.  Unknown  
 publisher, c.1935. 
 

                                                
7 L.A. Margerison had written, selected and arranged three books of quartets for bamboo pipes by the 
time he died early in 1937. 
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Appendix 11 

 
Society of Recorder Players’ music publications: 1937-1941 

 

Each edition of The Recorder News gave the following information: ‘These publications can 

be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, price 10d. each, post free to members and 1/1 post free 

to non-members.  The Hon. Musical Directors hope that more MSS. will be sent in for their 

inspection during the coming year, either arrangements or original compositions.’  Edgar Hunt 

prepared the manuscripts for publication.1 

 

From The Recorder News 1 (1937-38): 

 
SRP Pub. No. 1: (Both of these were trios for various sizes of Recorders): 

 Thomas Morley.  Philomela.  Arranged Edgar H. Hunt. 

 J.S. Bach.  Polonaise.  Arranged Carl F. Dolmetsch. 

 

SRP Pub. No. 2:  

 Arnold Dolmetsch.  Fantasie, Ayre, and Jigg.  A Suite for Descant, Treble and 

Tenor Recorders. 

 

SRP Pub. No. 3:  

 Suite of Five Pieces from The Compleat Flute Master (c.1700).  For two equal 

Recorders, provided the smaller instrument takes the upper part.  Selected and 

arranged Carl F. Dolmetsch.   

 

From The Recorder News 2 (1938-39): 

 

SRP Pub. No. 4: (These were modern trios for two Trebles—or Descant and Treble—and  

Tenor Recorders): 

 Reginald Moore.  ‘Sarabande.’   

 William E. Nicholas.  A Little Prelude. 

 

SRP Pub. No. 5:  

 Max Champion (arr.).  Pieces by Jean-Baptiste Lully and Henry Purcell.  For a 

Trio of Recorders. 

                                                
1 Woolgar, Interview (8 May 2002). 
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SRP Pub. No. 6: (The first two pieces were for Descant, two Trebles and Tenor Recorders): 

 John Johnson.  The Flat Pavan.  Arranged Edgar H. Hunt. 

 Anon.  The Irishe Ho-Hoane.  Arranged Edgar H. Hunt. 

 J.S. Bach.  Sonatina.  From the Church Cantata Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste Zeit.  

For two Treble Recorders, two Viols and Continuo.  Edited and arranged Edgar 

H. Hunt.   

 

From The Recorder News 3 (1939-40): 

 

SRP Pub. No. 7:   

 Four Pieces in two parts, and one Chorale in four parts.  Selected from The Anna  

Magdalena Bach Book.  Selected and arranged Carl F. Dolmetsch. 

 

SRP Pub. No. 8:  

 Thurston R. Dart.  Minuet.  For Recorder Trio. 

 Manuel Jacobs.  Eclogue.  For three Recorders. 

 

SRP Pub. No. 9:    

 Stephanie Champion.  Chorale.  For four Recorders. 

 Stephanie Champion.  Trio.   For three Treble Recorders. 

 Freda Dinn.  March.  For two Treble Recorders. 

 

From The Recorder News 4 (1940-41): 

 

SRP Pub. No. 10:  

 Rebecca King.  Andante Cantabile.  For Tenor and Descant Recorders and 

Pianoforte. 

 Rebecca King.  Badinage.  For Treble and Tenor Recorders and Pianoforte. 

 

SRP Pub. No. 11:    

 Erich Katz.  Six Short Pieces.  For two Descant Recorders. 

 William Pearson.  Adagio Affettuoso.  For Treble Recorder and Pianoforte. 
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Appendix 12 

 
Early meetings of the Society of Recorder Players 

 

The following information has been taken directly from the first four issues of The Recorder 

News.  It tells of the general workings of the SRP from its earliest days, including details of 

the decisions made, the elections held, and the music that was played by various groups. 

 

1937-38 

 

‘The Society of Recorder Players: The Inauguration.’1 
 
The Society of Recorder Players was inaugurated on October 7th, 1938 at the instigation of 

Mr. and Mrs. C.M. Champion.  They with many others felt that the time had come when all 

recorder enthusiasts should be united in some form of organized body.  They had approached 

Mr. Carl Dolmetsch and Mr. Edgar Hunt for their co-operation, which was most cordially 

given, and through their invaluable help were able to approach about eight hundred recorder 

players, both in this country and abroad.   

 

Mr. Champion took the chair at a meeting held at the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 

Bloomsbury, at which some seventy people were present.  He explained the idea of the 

Society, and read an account of the development of the recorder during the past thirty years 

which had been written specially for the meeting by Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

Outlining the scope of the proposed Society, Mr. Champion stated that it would be impartial 

to all good makes of instruments, but it would regard as recorders, only those instruments 

which answered to the true recorder fingering.  Instruments which were made according to the 

German system could not properly be called recorders by the Society owing to the bore and 

the placing of the holes; although this allowed a greater ease of fingering in certain keys, it 

did not allow for modulation, and it was not possible for all the literature of the recorder to be 

played on such instruments. 

 

On account of the difficulty in obtaining nominations for Officers and Committee, as nearly 

all present were strangers to each other, the meeting was asked to accept the following to hold 

office and serve for one year, after which they would retire, and a more usual method of 

election could be adopted. 

                                                
1 RN 1, 4-5. 
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Chairman:     Mr. Max Champion 

Joint Honorary Musical Directors: Mr. Carl F. Dolmetsch 

      Mr. Edgar Hunt 

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer:  Mrs. Stephanie Champion 

Committee:     Mr. F.S. Aumonier (afterwards appointed  

       Hon. Auditor) 

      Mrs. M. Bosanquet 

      Mrs. Carol Bottle 

      Mrs. Carl Dolmetsch 

      Miss Nathalie Dolmetsch 

      Mrs. Ferguson 

      Mr. Cyril Goldie 

      Miss Elizabeth Voss. 

 

Mr. Champion then said it was with great pleasure and pride that he was able to announce that 

Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch had consented to become the President of the Society. 

 

A short general discussion followed during which Mr. Hunt proposed, and Mr. Sturt2 

seconded, that the Society be called ‘The Society of Recorder Players.’  This was carried, and 

it was agreed that the fixing of the subscription and the drawing up of the rules should be 

entrusted to the Committee. 

 

The meeting closed with some music: a duet for two treble recorders played by the Musical 

Directors, a consort for three recorders brought by Mr. Hunt, and one for four, led by Mr. 

Dolmetsch, followed by combined playing, conducted by the Musical Directors, in which all 

present took part. 

 

Thus the Society of Recorder Players was formed.  Fifty-six members were enrolled that 

evening, and the membership now, nine months later, has increased to 191. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
2 Mr Sturt was possibly Geoffrey Sturt, whom Hunt had met in 1930, and who introduced Hunt to 
Geoffrey Rendall of the British Museum Library. 
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‘Meetings of The Society of Recorder Players.’3 

 

The Society has held three meetings for members during the past year: on December 2nd, 1937 

and March 5th, 1938 (both in London) and on May 7th, 1938, at Haslemere. 

 

December 2nd, 1937 

The first meeting of the Society took place at the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, 

Bloomsbury, at 8 p.m.  There were about seventy present.  The first part of the evening was 

given to combined playing from Ayres for Recorders (Dolmetsch), and from the first of the 

Society’s publications.  This was conducted by Mr. Carl Dolmetsch.  The following groups of 

members who had been practising together then played: 

1. Miss Voss’ group     3. The Malden group 

 (Central London)     4. Mr. Dolmetsch’s group 

2. Miss Donington’s group    5. Miss Freeston’s group 

 (Southampton) 

 

And during the latter part of the evening, Mr. Hunt conducted further combined playing from 

Recorder Consorts (Hunt) and the Society’s publication.4 

 

March 5th, 1938 

The second meeting of the Society was held on the Saturday afternoon from 3 to 6 p.m.  The 

procedure was as before, except for an interval for tea and social intercourse.  If everyone 

signed the attendance register, forty-five members were present.  This is a little doubtful!  The 

Honorary Secretary saw faces she recognized but found no corresponding signatures, and 

counted over sixty people in the Hall!  Will all members please sign in future, as we do want 

to keep a truthful record. 

 

Before the group playing, the Chairman announced that the President (Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch) 

had presented to the Society a Suite for three recorders composed by himself.  It had been 

decided that this should be the next of the Society’s publications, and Mr. Carl Dolmetsch, 

Miss Nathalie Dolmetsch, and Mr. Edgar Hunt (in place of Mrs. Carl Dolmetsch who was 

unable to be present on account of illness) then played the Suite.  This was followed by a 

Suite of five pieces from The Compleat Flute Master, arranged by Mr. Carl Dolmetsch, and 

                                                
3 RN 1, 6-8. 
4 The first publication of the SRP included works by Morley and J.S. Bach.  See Appendix 11 for a full 
list of SRP publications to 1941. 
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played by him with Mr. Max Champion, in place of Mrs. Carl Dolmetsch.  These duets have 

since been published by the Society. 

 

Mrs. Bottle’s group then played an accompaniment to The Virgin’s Cradle Hymn by Rubbra 

which was sung by Miss Greenfield and mimed by Miss Boutell.  This enterprising item 

created considerable interest; the group also played some original compositions by one of the 

members. 

 

Three short trios were played by a branch of the Malden group, and were followed by two 

five-part consorts (arrangements of Mr. Rudolph Dolmetsch) played by Mr. Carl Dolmetsch, 

Miss Nathalie Dolmetsch, Mrs. Champion, Mr. Hunt and Mr. Max Champion. 

 

May 7th, 1938 

The third meeting was held at Haslemere, by kind invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold 

Dolmetsch, on Saturday afternoon, from 3 to 7.30 p.m.  Members were invited to go over the 

Dolmetsch Workshops between 3 and 4 p.m., tea being arranged in the Town from 4 to 5 p.m. 

and the rest of the meeting devoted to music, with some pleasant additions to the programme, 

such as the presence of the President, who gave the members a delightful address; and the 

presentation he made on behalf of the members of a cheque for 12 pounds 12/0 to Mr. Hunt 

on the occasion of his forthcoming marriage to Miss Voss. 

 

Fifty-three members and sixteen guests had the pleasurable experience of being shown over 

the Workshops by Mr. Carl Dolmetsch, and were able to see, amongst other things, recorders 

in various stages of manufacture, and also logs of the beautiful new East African olive wood, 

from which some of the finest instruments have recently been made.  Later in the evening, 

Mr. Carl Dolmetsch demonstrated one of the finished instruments. 

 

Those waiting to go over the workshops were entertained by Mr. Leslie Ward who played 

gramophone records (Dolmetsch Recordings) of recorder consorts, and various combinations 

of old instruments which included recorders.  Members also had an opportunity of hearing 

harpsichords, virginals, and clavichords, on which Mr. Douglas Campbell Brown performed 

with admirable artistry and finish. 

 

After a good tea at the Three Limes, everyone returned to Jesses, and thoroughly enjoyed the 

usual combined playing.  At about 6 p.m., Mr. Champion announced that Mr. Arnold 

Dolmetsch was to honour the meeting with his presence. At that moment he arrived, and was 
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given a great reception; Mr. Champion introduced him to the members and thanked both Mr. 

and Mrs. Dolmetsch for their cordial invitation and welcome to Jesses. 

 

Mr. Dolmetsch gave us a spirited talk, in which he expressed his pleasure at seeing so many 

recorder players, and reminded us that the old music was not written only for recorders, but 

that he hoped some day we should include other instruments of the period in our playing.  He 

then turned to Mr. Hunt, and…presented him with a cheque as a wedding present from the 

Society, wishing him a very happy married life. 

 

Mr. Hunt, in returning thanks, said what a great surprise it was to him, and a very great 

honour to have received the gift from the hand of Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch. 

 

Carl, Marie and Nathalie Dolmetsch then played some charming music for recorders, virginal 

and viol, which everyone enjoyed immensely.  The meeting closed at 7.30, after some more 

combined playing conducted by Mr. Carl Dolmetsch. 

 

The first three of the Society’s publications were on sale during the afternoon, and sold very 

well. 

 

1938-39 

 

‘The Society of Recorder Players:   

The First Annual General Meeting, October 29th, 1938.’5 

 

There were present thirty-three members and sixteen visitors.  It was proposed by Mr. Hunt, 

seconded by Mr. Carl Dolmetsch, that Mr. Champion should take the chair, and before the 

meeting started, Mr. Carl Dolmetsch delivered a message of good wishes from the President. 

 

The Chairman in his report gave a brief account of the Society’s activities for the year.  He 

said that the formation of groups had not been as good as had been hoped for, but it was a 

matter to which the new Committee would give serious consideration.  He then passed on to a 

short explanation of the invitation from the Federation of Rural Music Schools, to associate 

with them at the Woman’s Fair to be held at Olympia in November.  The Committee had 

decided to accept the invitation, as it considered the publicity given to the Society would 

justify the expense, approximately three guineas… The Chairman concluded his report by 

                                                
5 RN 2, 5-7. 
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thanking all members on behalf of the Officers and Committee for their keen and enthusiastic 

support during the Society’s first year… 

 

The next item on the agenda was the election of Officers and Committee.  The Chairman 

reminded the members that, at the Inaugural Meeting, the Officers and Committee they were 

then asked to accept should stand for one year, after which they should all retire and stand for 

re-election, together with any other names which might be submitted.  Notice of this had been 

posted to all members three weeks before the General Meeting.  Since no fresh nominations 

for the offices of Chairman, Joint Musical Directors, Honorary Secretary and Treasurer and 

Honorary Auditor had been received, these five were automatically re-elected.  Three fresh 

nominations for the Committee were received, and Mrs. Ferguson did not wish to stand for re-

election.  In order that the Committee might retire in pairs in the future, eight names were 

necessary out of the nine on the nomination form.  Mr. Rhodes and Mrs. Evans acted as 

Scrutineers.  The result of the ballot was as follows: Mrs. Bosanquet, Mrs. Bottle, Mrs. C. 

Dolmetsch, Miss N. Dolmetsch, Miss M. Donington, Mr. Goldie, Mrs. Hunt, Mr. Rhodes. 

 

The Chairman expressed his hope that Miss Daniells, the unfortunate ‘ninth man,’ would 

stand again for election next year. 

 

The last item on the agenda was ‘any other business.’  Mr. Hunt was asked to give a few 

details of the Woman’s Fair.  He explained that there was to be a ‘Leisure Section’ at the Fair, 

and that the Federation of Rural Music Schools, the Federation of Festivals, The Pipers’ 

Guild, and the The Society of Recorder Players would share a stall, where instruments and 

music would be displayed.  There was also a small concert hall available for the use of these 

organizations, where lectures and playing would take place at intervals.  Mr. Carl Dolmetsch 

asked if members of the S.R.P. were being asked to assist in the playing and at the stall; Mr. 

Hunt replied that certain members were being asked to help in this way and that the Musical 

Directors would be pleased to see other members at Olympia.6 

 

The question of special membership for schools was discussed, and several useful ideas were 

put forward, such as an affiliation fee of 10/- and a possible age limit of 16 years.  These were 

all noted down, and have since been useful to the Committee in formulating the school 

membership. 

 

                                                
6 See Appendix 7 for an account of the activities of the SRP at the Woman’s Fair. 
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The Chairman then declared the meeting closed, and The Rev. Canon Galpin gave an 

interesting talk on his old sixteenth-century bass recorder, which he had kindly brought to 

show the members.  Tea followed at 4.30 p.m., and the evening concluded with a short 

concert, the programme of which was as follows: 

 

BROKEN CONSORT for Recorder, Two Viols and Virginals 

 (a) La Volta (Thomas Morley) 

 (b) Glory of the West (Anon. early 17th Century) 

 (c) The King’s Delight (Anon, early 17th Century) 

(The Dolmetsch Players) 

 

SONATA IN F MAJOR for Two Treble Recorders and Harpsichord (G.P. Telemann) 

     (Mr. and Mrs. Champion) 

 

ARIA FOR SOPRANO VOICE with Recorder obbligato and Harpsichord:  

Rien ne peut calmer ma peine (Paisiello) 

     (Mr. Hunt’s Group) 

 

SONATA IN F MAJOR, Op. 1, No. 11, for Treble Recorder and Harpsichord (G.F. Handel) 

     (Mr. Carl Dolmetsch) 

 

CHACONNE 

Two in One on a Grounde for Two Treble Recorders and Bass (Henry Purcell) 

(Members of the Malden Group) 

 

SONATA IN B FLAT MAJOR for Treble Recorder and Violin (G.P. Telemann) 

     (Members of Mr. Hunt’s Group) 

 

CONSORT FOR FOUR RECORDERS (M. Chédeville le Jeune) 

(a) Minuet I 

(b) Minuet II 

(c) Gigue 

    (The Dolmetsch Players) 

 

   (At the Harpsichord:  Joseph Saxby) 
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‘Meetings of The Society of Recorder Players.’7 

 

The Society has held five meetings this year, as against three last year: November 26th, 1938; 

February 23, April 1st, May 11th, 1939; all in London, and June 24th in Kent. 

 

November 26th, 1938 

This meeting took place as usual in the Hall of the Art Workers’ Guild, and was attended by 

about fifty members and fifteen visitors. 

 

The usual combined playing was conducted by the Honorary Musical Directors, and the items 

played included Minuet by Handel, Jigg from Suite by Arnold Dolmetsch, and Five Pieces 

from the Society’s third publication, the latter being duets arranged by Carl F. Dolmetsch.  

Only two groups played: Mrs Bottle’s which contributed the following items: 

 

 Shepherd’s Tune for descant, treble, and tenor (Stephanie Champion) 

 Air on a Ground for descant, treble, and tenor (Imogen Holst) 

 Two-part Invention (Arnold Clibborn) 

 

and Mrs. Schragenheim and Miss Wilson, who played two Fancies by Morley.  

 

A short general meeting took place before tea to report on the questionnaire which had been 

sent to all members near enough to London, to ask whether they wished to form groups 

meeting at Old Devonshire House for regular practice.  The Honorary Secretary said she had 

received a good number of replies, and had been able to form at least three groups: she was 

fixing up the first meeting for the members, after which they would make their own 

arrangements.  The Honorary Secretary then read the draft of the rules which had been drawn 

up at the Committee meeting on November 10th.  After a brief discussion on the school 

membership, it was proposed by Mr. Gibbs, and seconded by Miss Sheppard, that the 

interpretation of school membership should be left to the Committee.  Mr. Merheim then 

proposed and Miss Scorrer seconded that the rules be adopted by the Society: this was 

unanimously carried. 

 

                                                
7 RN 2, 7-10. 
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February 23rd, 1939 

There were about forty members and six visitors present at this meeting.  The Hon. Musical 

Directors had, previous to the meeting, expressed a wish to include items of combined playing 

at the next annual concert, and these were accordingly rehearsed.  Members had been notified 

of the choice of programme, so were prepared to play a definite part allotted to them.  The 

choice was as follows: La Volta, from Ayres for Recorders (Dolmetsch), Jigg from Suite by 

Arnold Dolmetsch, and March from Duets arranged by Carl Dolmetsch.  These items were 

Mr. Carl Dolmetsch’s choice, and were rehearsed by him.  Mr. Hunt selected Minuet by 

Handel, Sarabande by Reginald Moore, and A Little Prelude by William Nicholas.  During 

the evening a group from Reading played arrangements of folk-tunes for descant, treble and 

tenor and the Malden group played other arrangements for four recorders. 

 

The Dolmetsch group played the Society’s new publication, which comprised two trios for 

two trebles and a tenor, the first by Reginald Moore and the other by William Nicholas.8  Mr. 

Edgar Hunt with Mr. and Mrs. Champion played a group of easy trios on the cheapest 

instruments available, in order to demonstrate the possibilities of making music at little cost, 

and also to give the members a chance of hearing some simple music which can be purchased 

today; these were arrangements of well-known pieces. 

 

April 1st, 1939 

This meeting was the best attended to date.  It was the first attempt at holding a meeting on a 

Saturday evening and proved very popular.  About fifty members and sixteen visitors were 

present. 

 

The items chosen for the Concert were rehearsed as at the last meeting, and four groups 

played.  One group came from one of the schools which joined this year, King Edward VI 

School, Southampton.  It was very good to hear the playing of these young members, and the 

excellence of their performance was received with enthusiasm by all present.  They played the 

following items: 

 

 Philomela, Three Recorders (Morley) 

 Minuet and Bourrée, Three Recorders (Mattheson) 

 His Rest and His Conceit, Four Recorders (Farnaby) 

 In dulce Jubilo, Four Recorders (Bach) 

 Allegro from London Trio arranged for two Recorders and Violoncello (Haydn) 

                                                
8 See Appendix 11. 
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The Monday evening group which meets at Old Devonshire House played Springtime 

mantelth every Bough, The Silver Swan, and a modern trio for descant, treble and tenor. 

 

The Potter’s Bar group, led by Mr. Goldie, played a three-part Fantasy by Anthony Holborne, 

and How Merrily We Live by Michael Easte. 

 

Mrs. Head’s group played a movement from a Sonata in c by G.P. Telemann for recorder, 

violin and violoncello, the combination of recorder and strings introducing some variety. 

 

May 11th, 1939 

To the great regret of everyone, Mr. and Mrs. Champion were unable to be present at the 

Society’s meeting on May 11th, owing to Mrs. Champion’s illness.  The many affectionate 

inquiries for them were pleasant testimony to the esteem in which they are held. 

 

The meeting was in the nature of a rehearsal for the Annual concert and Mr. Carl Dolmetsch 

took members through the Society’s first and third publications.  Then came a surprise item – 

the first performance of a Sinfonia in one movement for descant, treble and tenor recorders, 

by one of our members, Mr. Manuel Jacobs.  This was played by Mr. and Mrs. Carl 

Dolmetsch, and Miss Nathalie Dolmetsch.  The work has many pleasing qualities and will 

prove a useful addition to the literature of the recorder when it is published.  Mr. Dolmetsch 

and Mr. Hunt then played a duet for two trebles by Godfrey Finger and Mr. Hunt finished up 

with an unpublished Fantasie for unaccompanied recorder, which was specially written for 

him some years ago by Dr. Ernst Mayer [sic].9  After refreshments, Mr. Hunt rehearsed 

everyone in the Handel Minuet from Terpsichore and the Society’s fourth publication. 

 

There was a fairly good attendance of members and a large number of guests came to hear 

Mr. Jacob’s work. 

 

June 24th, 1939 

This was our Summer Meeting, but unfortunately there was nothing in the weather to remind 

one of summer and we all shivered in thick winter clothes, braving a bitter north-east wind.   

 

Viscountess Rhondda very kindly lent us a lovely old Tudor Manor House, at Kemsing, Kent.  

The house was unoccupied and we had it all to ourselves, including the lovely gardens.  We 

were very sorry that Mr. Carl Dolmetsch was unable to be present owing to an attack of 

                                                
9 See Chapter 5 (252). 
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influenza, but Mr. Hunt very kindly undertook the double task of the conducting.  We had 

plenty of playing, although our plans for doing it out of doors on the lawn in front of the 

house did not mature.  Some members, however, braved the elements for a short spell, and 

tried a lawn at the back, hoping to be sheltered, but it was quite impossible.  A group from 

Hampstead Heath and the girls from Walthamstow Hall School pluckily played from the 

porch, but the rest of the people got so cold standing outside that we decided to give up the 

idea and two other groups, one from Tonbridge and the other from Sevenoaks, played 

indoors.  The combined playing was also taken indoors, but at the cost of some over-

crowding, and we fear that certain members felt there was not enough room for the players or 

the sound!  This was quite contrary to all plans, for we expected fairly decent weather in June, 

so that we could play out of doors.  Nevertheless it was a good meeting, and much enjoyed.  

The setting was so appropriate for recorders, and had the weather been kinder, it would have 

been perfect. 

 

1939-40 

 

‘Meetings of The Society of Recorder Players.’10 

 

During the first months of the was it was not possible to arrange the usual general meeting in 

London, and so informal sectional meetings were organized in London, at New Malden and at 

Haslemere to take its place and to provide opportunities for members to meet and play… 

 

Sectional Meeting in London 

An informal meeting for London members of the Society of Recorder Players was held on 

Saturday, December 9th, at our flat off Fleet Street. 

 

Fourteen members were able to come and they just managed to squeeze into our tiny music 

room (music stands included!) with a few late comers overflowing into the passage.  We 

played Johnson’s Flat Pavan and The Irish Ho-Hoane…the Minuet from Handel’s 

Terpsichore and some movements from Mattheson’s recorder trios. So much did we enjoy 

ourselves that we played for nearly two hours.  For most of us it was the first opportunity for 

playing since the outbreak of war, and during the tea which followed many members said how 

much they had missed their usual recorder meetings… 
         ELIZABETH HUNT 

                                                
10 RN 3, 4-6. 
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Sectional Meetings at New Malden 

Two sectional meetings were held at 37 Dukes Avenue, New Malden, before Christmas, and 

two after.  These were graded so that the standard of playing was fairly level.  At each 

meeting about twelve members (as many as the room would hold) turned up and a very 

enjoyable hour and a half was spent together.  We all forgot the war for a spell, and felt much 

refreshed and quite normal, a welcome state of mind after the uneasiness of the days and 

nights which had followed the outbreak of war.  It did much towards helping us to realize the 

vital need for some form of musical contact. 

         STEPHANIE CHAMPION 

 

Sectional Meeting at Haslemere 

A sectional meeting for members and friends living in the South Eastern Area, between 

Reading and Brighton, was held at Wealdview, Haslemere, on Sunday, February 18th, 1940.  

Twenty-four of the invitations were accepted.  It was a tribute to the enthusiasm of the 

members that despite severe frost and a heavy fall of snow the previous day, nine of the 

twenty-four attended the meeting.  These included Dr. Crow and his daughter who had 

motored from Hove. 

 

Mr. Carl Dolmetsch led the combined playing from the Society’s publications, and Ayres for 

Recorders (arr. Dolmetsch).  Specially adapted parts were used in some pieces to compensate 

for the shortage of tenor players. 

 

Broken consorts were to have been performed by members of the Dolmetsch family, but 

unfortunately had to be postponed at the last minute when Cécile and Nathalie Dolmetsch 

succumbed to an attack of german measles.  Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dolmetsch played pieces and a 

sonata for two treble recorders to replace the broken consorts. 

 

Tea was served at the meeting, and the proceeds were devoted to the Society’s publishing 

fund. 

 

It was a very jolly meeting, and all were anxious for another to be fixed at an early date.  The 

death of Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch which took place soon after made this impossible. 

         MARIE DOLMETSCH 
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‘General Meetings’ 

 

April 27th, 1940 

It was with great joy that many of us met for the first time since September 3rd at our usual 

hall on April 27th, 1940.  

 

In the early days of the war it did not seem as if there could be any meetings until peace was 

declared, but as things remained quiet, we decided that it would be possible and the notices 

were sent out.  There was a splendid attendance; between fifty and sixty members turned up 

besides a number of visitors.  Before the playing began we stood in memory of our late 

President and then members of his family played as a tribute the trio for recorders which he so 

kindly presented to the Society.11  The meeting adopted Mr. Harrison Wray’s spontaneous 

suggestion that this performance should be repeated each year to remind us of our first 

President.  There was no group playing as it was felt that everyone would like to play as long 

as time permitted.  The music for this combined playing was chosen from the Society’s 

publications and conducted by the Musical Directors. 

 

June 15th, 1940 

We were also able to hold our usual summer meeting, this year again at Haslemere by kind 

invitation of Mrs. Arnold Dolmetsch.  It was not quite so well attended as on the last 

occasion, petrol rationing being responsible for many absentees.  Nevertheless it was a 

delightful meeing, with visits to the workshops, combined with playing by the members, and 

a very pleasant interlude when the Dolmetsch family played to us, firstly a modern piece by 

Manuel Jacobs, the Society’s latest publication,12 and an arrangement of Parthenia by Arnold 

Dolmetsch for two trebles and bass.  We were allowed two hearings of the former, as the 

idiom was new and strange to many.  This piece will need careful study before it can really be 

appreciated; it should not be hastily condemned before it is known and the style assimilated.  

This would not be a faithful report of the meeting if no mention were made of the marvellous 

tea provided, to say nothing of the ices!   S.C. [Stephanie Champion] 

 

                                                
11 Arnold Dolmetsch, Fantasie, Ayre, and Jigg, A Suite for Descant, Treble and Tenor Recorders, SRP 
Publication No. 2 (1938). 
12 Manuel Jacobs, Eclogue, For three Recorders, From the SRP Publication No. 8 (1940). 
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1940-41 

 

‘Meeting of The Society of Recorder Players.’13 

 

The only meeting of the season was held on July 26th, 1941.  Owing to the ‘blitz’ it had not 

been possible to attempt any London gathering earlier in the year.  We were extremely lucky 

to find our hall still intact, as the neighbouring district had suffered severe damage. 

 

The attendance was splendid and totalled between sixty and seventy players.  Only one 

disappointment awaited them: Mr. Hunt’s inability to be present on account of military duties.  

We all missed him very much but he sent a very cheering message to everyone and a special 

little Menuet by Telemann to be played at the meeting.  This was much enjoyed and a letter 

conveying good wishes from all present was sent to him. 

 

Mr. Dolmetsch was able to spare a short time from his war work to come along and conduct 

the first part of the playing.  It certainly seemed like old times to see him at his usual place 

and to hear all the members playing together again.  As one of them remarked after the 

meeting, ‘It’s been lovely; I’ve quite forgotten the war.’ 

 

No special programme was chosen for the combined playing but items were selected from the 

Society’s publications.  In Mr. Hunt’s absence, Mrs. Champion took charge of the second part 

of the playing and Miss Dinn conducted her own duets which appear in publication No. 9.  A 

collection totalling one pound was taken on behalf of the Red Cross and St. John Fund, to be 

added to the proceeds of the first of two concerts held at Haslemere in aid of the Red Cross, 

on August 9th. 

 

If air raids during the coming autumn and winter are not too severe, we shall certainly try to 

fix another General Meeting on a Saturday afternoon.  

 

                                                
13 RN 4, 3-4. 
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Appendix 13 

 

The formation of SRP groups before World War II 

 

The following lists are taken directly from The Recorder News.  The order and the setting out 

of the groups changed from issue to issue.  The original order from each issue has been 

maintained.  The names beside the groups were the report writers for that year, who generally 

were also the groups’ leaders. 

 

1937-371 
 
  Bristol and Bath:       Enid Hunt. 
  Central London:      Elizabeth Hunt. 
  Hampshire:       Margaret Donington. 
  Hampstead (London):     Walter Schragenheim. 
  Leamington High School:    L.E. Thomas. 
  Little Gaddesden (Hertfordshire):   Joy Heathcote. 
  Maida Vale (London):     Carol Bottle. 
  Malden (Surrey):       Stephanie Champion. 
  Merseyside:       C.V. Hales. 
  Reading:       J.I. Young. 
  Salisbury:       W. Randolph Blacking. 
  Southampton:      Robin Lawson. 
  Tonbridge (Kent):      Carol Bottle. 
  Westbury on Severn:     B. Wright. 
  West London Recorder Ensemble:   M. Jacobs. 
  Ayr (Scotland):      J.B. Ritchie. 
  Dumfriesshire (Scotland):    J. Ferguson. 
  Irvine Royal Academy (Scotland):   K.G. Finlay. 
  Belfast (Ireland):      A. Shearman. 

 
 

1938-392 
 
  Ayr (Scotland):      J.B. Ritchie. 
  Bristol and Bath:      Enid Hunt. 
  Cambridge:       Anthony Gibbs. 
  Hampstead Heath:      Helen Wilson. 
  Hampstead (Parliament Hill):    Walter Schragenheim. 
  Little Gaddesden (Hertfordshire):   J. Heathcote. 
  Malden (King’s Avenue):    Joan Fox. 
  Malden (Surrey):      Stephanie Champion. 
  Merseyside:       C.V. Hales. 
  Old Devonshire House (Mondays):   H.M. Wright. 
  Old Devonshire House (Tuesdays):   Joan Western. 
  Potters Bar:       Cyril Goldie. 
  Reading:       J.I. Young. 

                                                
1 ‘Reports from the Groups,’ RN 1, 15-21. 
2 ‘Reports from the Groups,’ RN 2, 19-24. 
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  Salisbury:       W.H. Randolph Blacking. 
  Sevenoaks (Kent):      M.E. Bosanquet. 
  Tonbridge (Kent):      C.E. Bottle. 
  Warwick Avenue:      C.E. Bottle. 
 

The following short list is from: ‘Reports of other activities from various members who are 

doing splendid pioneer work, but do not actually constitute a recognized group, or school 

membership as yet:’ 

 
  Bournemouth:      F.F. Rigby. 
  Bradford:       Ivy Watson. 
  Budleigh Salterton (Devon):    A. Best. 
  Durham:       W.W. Stallybrass. 
  Scotland (Irvine Royal Academy Orchestra): K.G. Finlay. 
  Wales:       Barbara Saunders Davies. 
  Ireland (Ashleigh House School, Belfast):   A.C. Shearman. 
  Ireland (Ballycastle):     L. Barnes. 
 
 The Recorder Abroad:3 
 
  America (New York City):    Jean Sinclair Buchanan. 
  Cleveland (Ohio, U.S.A.):    F. Funkhouser. 
  South Africa (Johannesburg):    R.L. Gandy. 
  East Africa (Uganda):     Klaus Wachsmann. 
  Western Australia:      R.V. Symonds. 
 
 Reports from Affiliated Schools:4 
 
  King Edward VI School, Southampton:  Robin Lawson. 
  Leamington High School:    L.E. Thomas. 
  Walthamstow Hall School, Sevenoaks:  Margaret Thomson  
          (Music Prefect). 
 

 
1939-405 

 
  Ashton-Under-Lyne (Lancashire):   F.F. Rigby. 
  Beaulieu (Hampshire):     V.V. MacKenzie. 
  Bradford:       Ivy Watson. 
  Bristol and Bath:      Enid Hunt. 
  Budleigh Salterton (Devon):    A. Best. 
  Durham School:      W.W. Stallybrass. 
  Hampstead (Parliament Hill):    Walter Schragenheim. 
  Hampstead Heath:      Helen Wilson. 
  Holt (Norfolk):      K. Slator. 
  Kingswear (South Devon):    R. Thurston Dart. 
  Leamington High School for Girls:   L.E. Thomas. 
  Little Gaddesden (Hertfordshire):   J. Heathcote. 
  Merseyside:       C.V. Hales. 
                                                
3 ‘The Recorder Abroad,’ RN 2, 25-7. 
4 ‘Reports from Affiliated Schools,’ RN 2, 27-8. 
5 ‘Reports from Recorder Groups,’ RN 3, 13-9. 
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  New Malden (Dukes Avenue):    Stephanie Champion. 
  New Malden (Kings Avenue):    Joan Fox. 
  Potters Bar (Middlesex):     Cyril Goldie. 
  Priors Marston (Warwick):    Edward Fisher. 
  Silsden Modern School (Yorkshire):   Fred Fowler. 
  Tonbridge (Kent):      C.E. Bottle. 
  Walthamstow Hall School (Kent):   C.E. Bottle. 
  Wiltshire:       D. Dalrymple. 
  Ayr (Scotland):      J.B. Ritchie. 
  Irvine Royal Academy (Scotland):   K.G. Finlay. 
  Ashleigh House School (Belfast, Ireland):  Anne. C. Shearman. 
  Ballycastle (Ireland):     L.M. Barnes. 
  Wales:       Barbara Saunders-Davies. 
  Johannesburg (South Africa):    R.G. Gandy. 
  Wellington (New Zealand):    (no author). 
  New York (America):     Jean Sinclair Buchanan. 
 
 

1940-416 
 
  Ashton-Under-Lyne (Lancashire):   F.F. Rigby. 
  Budleigh Salterton (Devon):    A. Best. 
  Hampstead (Parliament Hill):    Edith Schragenheim. 
  Hitchin (Hertfordshire):     M.E. Ibberson. 
  The Modern School, Silsden, Keighley (Yorks.):  F. Fowler. 
  Kingswear (South Devon):    R. Thurston Dart. 
  Little Gaddesden (Hertfordshire):   Dorothy Coates. 
  Mary Ward Settlement:     Freda Dinn. 
  New Malden (Duke’s Avenue):    Stephanie Champion. 
  Oxford:       Margaret Donington. 
  Paddington:       W.G. Bergmann. 
  Petersham (Surrey):     Erich Katz. 
  Walthamstow Hall (at Shrewsbury):   C. Reynolds. 
  Plymouth:       Leonard Clark. 
  Irvine Royal Academy (Scotland):   K.G. Finlay. 
  Ballycastle (Ireland):     Louie Barnes. 
  New York (America):     Jean Sinclair Buchanan. 
 
 
 

                                                
6 ‘Reports from Recorder Groups,’ RN 4, 11-6. 
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Appendix 14 

 

The 1940 recorder examinations of Trinity College of Music, London1 

 

Junior Examination 
 
Studies (20 marks) 
 
 The Candidate to select and perform one of the following complete groups: 
 
 Group 1:  Descant or treble recorder.  
 From Method for the Recorder Flute, Giesbert (Schott). 
 
  1.  ‘Mein Schätzle ist fein’—p. 34 
  2.  ‘Kiekbush’—p. 45   
 
 Group 2:  Descant or treble recorder.  
 From Method for the Recorder Flute, Giesbert (Schott). 
 
  1.  Menuet—p. 23 
  2.  ‘Der Schiffer auf dem blanken Rhein’—p. 45 
 
Pieces (40 marks) 
  
 The Candidate to select and perform one of the following complete groups: 
 
 Group 1:  Descant recorder. 
 
  1.  Purcell: Air (No. 14) from Spielstücke alter Meister, Manfred Ruëtz (Schott). 
  2.  Schmikerer: Menuet (No. 11) from Spielstücke aus Suiten (Bärenreiter 975). 
 
 Group 2:  Descant recorder. 
 
  1.  Schmikerer: Gavotte (No. 6) from Spielstücke aus Suiten (Bärenreiter 975). 
  2.  Krieger: Menuet (No. 9) from Spielstücke alter Meister, Manfred Ruëtz  
   (Schott). 
 
 Group 3:  Treble recorder. 
 
  1.  Handel: Sarabande (No. 4) from G.F. Handel: Stücke für eine Altblockflöte  
   in F, Hillemann (Schott). 
  2.  Fischer: Angloise (No. 7) from Vier Suiten (Bärenreiter 610). 
 

                                                
1 All the information in this appendix has been taken from Trinity College of Music, London:  Syllabus 
of Local Examinations for Wind Instruments and Harp. Diploma Examinations for Wind Instruments, 
Harp and Conducting, Brass and Military Bands (London: TCM, 1940): 25-31, 47-8. 
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Scales and Arpeggios (20 marks): (from memory). 
 
 Descant recorder. 
 

The following scales and arpeggios (root position) to be played staccato and legato,  
ascending and descending: 
 

 C major to the extent of one octave and a fifth; 
 G major, F major and E minor to the extent of one octave. 
 

 Treble recorder. 
 

The following scales and arpeggios (root position) to be played staccato and legato, 
ascending and descending: 
 

 F major to the extent of one octave and a fifth; 
 B flat major, C major and A minor to the extent of one octave. 

 
 

Intermediate Examination 
 

Studies (20 marks) 
 
 The Candidate to select and perform one of the following complete groups: 
 
 Group 1:  Descant recorder.  
 From Spielstücke—Zweiter Folge (Bärenreiter 973). 
 
  1.  K.F. Fischer: Bourrée (No. 9)  
  2.  K.F. Fischer: Canaries (No. 12) 
  
 Group 2:  Treble recorder.  
 From Spielstücke—Zweiter Folge (Bärenreiter 974). 
 
  1.  K.F. Fischer: Bourrée (No. 9)  
  2.  K.F. Fischer: Canaries (No. 12) 
  
Pieces (40 marks) 
 
 The Candidate to select and perform one of the following complete groups: 
 
 Group 1:  Descant recorder. 
 
  1.  Handel: Air (No. 1) from Spielstücke alter Meister, Manfred Ruëtz (Schott). 
  2.  C. Bresgen: Sonatina in F—First Movement only (Bärenreiter 1009). 
 
 Group 2:  Treble recorder. 
 
  1.  Handel: Air (No. 7) from G.F. Handel: Stücke für eine Altblockflöte in F,  
   Hillemann (Schott). 
  2.  Telemann: Menuet (No. 3) from Ausgewählte Menuette (Bärenreiter 978). 
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Group 3:  Treble recorder. 
 
  1.  Handel: Menuet from Music for Recorders I (E.H. Hunt). 
  2.  J.C. Schickhardt: Allegro—Second Movement from Sonata No. 3 (Schott). 
 
 
Scales and Arpeggios (20 marks): (from memory). 
 
 Descant recorder. 
 

The following scales and arpeggios (root position) to be played staccato and legato, 
ascending and descending: 
 

 D major and D minor to the extent of one octave and a fifth; 
 E major and A minor to the extent of one octave. 

  
 Treble recorder. 
 

The following scales and arpeggios (root position) to be played staccato and legato, 
ascending and descending: 
 

 G major and G minor to the extent of one octave and a fifth; 
 A major and D minor to the extent of one octave. 

 
 

Senior Examination 
Treble Recorder Only 

 
Study (20 marks) 
  
 The Candidate to perform one of the following studies: 
 
  1.  Capriccio (No. 2—p. 71) from Schule für die Altblockflöte, Giesbert (Schott). 
  2.   Invention (No. 3—p. 71) from Schule für die Altblockflöte, Giesbert (Schott). 
 
Piece (40 marks) 
 
 The Candidate to perform one of the following Sonatas: 
 
  1.  Godfrey Finger—Sonata in G (Rudall Carte). 
  2.  Daniel Purcell—Sonata in F (Ricordi). 
  3.  Roberto Valentino—Sonata in G Minor (Sackpfeife No. 21, Nagel). 
  4.  G.F. Handel—Sonata in A minor (Archiv No. 122, Nagel). 
 
Scales and Arpeggios (20 marks): (from memory). 

 
The following scales and arpeggios (root position) to be played staccato and legato, 
ascending and descending: 
 

 F major to the extent of two octaves; 
 D and E flat major and C and E minor to the extent of one octave. 

 
 Either form of minor scale will be accepted. 
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Higher Local Examination 
 

I. Theoretical Tests 
 

Before receiving a Certificate, the Candidate must have passed in any one of the 
following Divisions of the College Theory of Music Examinations: 

 
 Intermediate, V; Advanced Intermediate, VI; Senior, VII; or Higher Local, VIII. 
 
II.  Practical Tests 
 
Pieces (50 marks) 
 

The performance of three Pieces.  The Candidate may select either of the following lists 
as it stands, or may interchange one piece with the other of the corresponding number. 

 
 List A 

 1.  (20 marks)  Capriccio No. 1 (p. 70) from Schule für die Altblockflöte,  
  Giesbert (Schott). 
  
 2.  (15 marks)  G.F. Handel: Sonata in C (Archiv No. 122, Nagel). 
  
 3.  (15 marks) G.P. Telemann: Sonata in D minor (Ritter Biedermann). 

 
 List B 

 1.  (20 marks)  Menuet No. 8 (p. 75) from Schule für die Altblockflöte by  
  Giesbert (Schott). 
  
 2.  (15 marks)  J.C. Schikhard: Sonata in C (Schott). 
  
 3.  (15 marks)  G.P. Telemann: Sonata in F (Archiv No. 8, Nagel). 

 
 
Scales and Arpeggios (15 marks): (from memory). 
 

Scales and arpeggios (common chord) in any of the following keys to the extent of the  
full compass of the recorder (two octaves and a note): 

 
 F, G, A, B flat, D, E flat and E major; 
 G, A, C, D, E and B minor. 
 

Also the dominant seventh arpeggios in the keys of B flat and C to the extent of two  
octaves. 
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Teachers’ Associate Diploma (A.T.C.L.) 
 
The College confers, upon Examination, the Professional Diploma of Associate (A.T.C.L.) 
 
Practical Work: Maximum marks, 100; Passing marks, 70. 
 
Pieces: Maximum marks, 50; Passing marks, 35. 
 

The candidate to select and perform one piece from each of the following three lists— 
one piece will be for the descant recorder; the other two will be for the treble recorder.   
No repeats are to be played. 

 
Twelve months notice will be given before the removal of any Piece from the lists. 
Candidates must provide their own accompanist. 

 
 List 1 (20 marks) 

 1.  Allemande No. 10 from Fifteen Solos for Descant Recorder (Schott). 
  
 2.  Allemande No. 5 from Fifteen Solos for Descant Recorder (Schott). 

 
 List 2 (20 marks) 

 1.  G.P. Telemann: Sonata in C (Schott). 
  
 2.  Walter Leigh: Sonatina (Schott). 

 
 List 3 (10 marks) 

 1.  Christopher Edmunds: Sonatine (Schott). 
  
 2.  Dolmetsch: Variations on “Greensleeves” (Schott). 

 
 
Scales and Arpeggios (10 marks):  
 

To be played on Treble recorder. 
 
 Scales 
 
 All major, harmonic and melodic minor Scales and the chromatic, beginning on F only. 

 
 Arpeggios 
 

All major and minor Arpeggios, and the dominant sevenths in the keys of  
 

 F, G, A, B flat, C, D and E flat; 
 Diminished sevenths beginning on F, F# and G. 

 
All scales and arpeggios to be played legato to the extent of the compass of the recorder  
(two octaves and a note). 
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